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WARNING: 
Do not fire artillery ammunition of any caliber without authorized fuze. 
Firing of such rounds without fuzes or with unauthorized fuzes could 
result in imbore prematures and other hazardous conditions, causing 
serious injury to personnel and damage to equipment. 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL 

Section 1. INTRODUCTION 

1-1. Scope 
This manual contains general and technical 

information on conventional ammunition for 
gun and howitzer cannons, recoilless rifles and 
mortars. Such fundamentals as ammunition 
characteristics and data, means of identifica- 
tion, precautions in handling and use, stor- 
age and methods of destruction to prevent en- 
emy use are treated in detail. 

1-2. Forms and Reports 
a. Authorized Forms. Forms pertaining to  

subject matter covered in this manual are list- 
ed in the appendix. For instructions on use 
of these forms, see TM 38-750 and pertinent 
directives. For classification of records and 
reports see AR 380-5, AR 380-6 and AR 380-40. 

b. Accidents. Responsibilities and pro- 
cedures for recording and reporting accidents 
involving injury to personnel or damage to 
equipment or property are contained in AR 
385-40. Use of DA Form 285 (Accident Re- 
port) and DA Form 1051 (Record of Injury) 
is prescribed. 

c. Fire Reports. As prescribed by AR 385- 
12, DA Form 5-2 (Fire Report) will be used 
to report technical information and actions re- 
lating to all fires or explosions followed by 
fire, incident to an Army operation or activity 
in other than officially designated combat 
zones, which result in $100 or more damage to 
Army or non-Army property (including tim- 
ber and grasslands) or in damage to 25 or  
more acres of Army timber or grassland. 

Note. Use of DA Form 5-2 does not negate re- 
quirements for submission of accident reports required 

d.  Malfunctions. Malfunction is the fail- 
ure of ammunition to function in accordance 
with expected performance when fired, 
launched or emplaced (e.g., premature, dud, 
misfire, hangfire, cookoff, etc.). ,Malfunction 

by AR 385-40. 

of Class V ammunition (e.g., bulk explosives, 
cartridges, demolition materials and projec- 
tiles) will be reported immediately to the am- 
munition officer under whose supervision am- 
munition for the unit is maintained or issued. 
Notification, to include available facts, will be 
made by the commanding officer or senior in- 
dividual in charge of the unit. The ammuni- 
tion officer will investigate thoroughly all 
cases of malfunction observed by, or referred 
to him, and report other than routine cases in 
accordance with AR 700-1300-8. Malfunctions 
involving ancillary gear or nonexplosive com- 
ponents, not involving contributory safety haz- 
ards (e.g., premature arming), will be report- 
ed in conformity with TM 38-750. 

e .  Report o f  Safety Problems Involving Mil- 
itary Explosives or Ammunition. As a joint 
agency of the three military departments with- 
in the Department of Defense, with jurisdic- 
tion over all Department of Defense components 
worldwide, the Armed Services Explosives 
Safety Board must be kept informed of armed 
services’ safety problems relating to develop- 
ment, manufacture, testing, handling, trans- 
portation, storage, maintenance, salvage, and 
disposal of ammunition and explosives. In this 
connection, reports of hazards, accidents, and 
investigations of explosive incidents, are used 
by the Board in formulating, revising, or ver- 
ifying safety standards. To provide current 
information of this type, commanders of major 
commands will forward such reports through 
command channels to the Board, through the 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, ATTN: 
Director of Safety, Department of the Army, 
Washington, D.C., 20310. General schematic 
plans, siting plans, and specifications for con- 
struction of new facilities or major modifica- 
tions to existing facilities for manufacturing, 
handling, transporting, storing, or testing mil- 
itary explosives or ammunition will be referred 
to the Board, through the Deputy Chief of 
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Staff for Logistics, in coordination with the 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, for re- 
view of safety features. AR 385-60 provides a 
general description of the Board and the re- 
sponsibilities of the 'Department of the Army, 
commands, and agencies in providing support. 

f .  Report. of Errors or Omissions. Errors 
or omissions in this publication, and recom- 
mended changes, will be reported on DA Form 
2415 (Ammunition Condition Report). Com- 
pleted forms will be forwarded to the Com- 
manding Officer, Picatinny Arsenal, ATTN : 
SMUPA-TR, Dover, New Jersey, 07801. 

Section II .  GENERAL DISCUSSION 

1-3. Definitions 
a. Conventional ammunition. This cate- 

gory comprises bombs, bulk explosives, bullets, 
cartridges, demolition materials, grenades, 
mines, projectiles, pyrotechnics, rockets with- 
out nuclear capability, simulated nuclear am- 
munition, warheads with various fillers (i.e., 
biological, chemical, HE, etc., except nuclear), 
etc., in complete round configuration (i.e., with 
detonator, fuze, primer, etc.) or in separately 
packaged items of issue for complete round as- 
sembly. This manual covers subject ammuni- 
tion used in 37-mm through 280-mm artillery 
weapons. TM 9-1900 covers basic types of am- 
munition, * as well as explosive and chemical 
agents. 

b. Complete Round. A complete round of 
service artillery ammunition (fig. 1-1) com- 
prises all components needed to fire a weapon 
once. (The term, complete round, applies to 
such other items of ammunition as aerial 
bombs, rockets, etc.) In the case of a cartridge, 
that is, in fixed (e.g., recoilless rifle) and semi- 
fixed (e.g., mortar) ammunition (see below), 
these components include a projectile and an  
integral propelling charge, a fuze, a cartridge 
case and a primer. Artillery ammunition is 
classified according to form as fixed, semi- 
fixed, separated and separate-loading. 
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c. Fixed Ammunition. In this kind of am- tridge case. The case, to which the primer is 
munition (fig. 1-2), the propelling charge is fitted, is attached rigidly to the projectile. 
nonadjustable. 'The complete round is loaded This ammunition, issued fuzed or unfuzed, is 
into the weapon as a unit. Usually, the pro- generally used in gun cannons and recoilless 
pellant is loose or in a cloth bag in the car- weapons. 

\ 
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7 IN. MAX 
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25.77 IN. 

SEMIFIXED AMMUNITION 
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40.7 1 IN. MAX 

FIXED AMMUNlTlON ORD D1720 
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d .  Semifixed Ammunation. In this ammu- 
nition (fig. 1-2), the increment-sectioned pro- 
pelling charge is adjustable. As with fixed 
ammunition, the complete round is loaded in- 
to the weapon as a unit; however, the propel- 
ling charge is accessible for adjustment of the 
propellant for zone firing. Semifixed ammu- 
nition, issued fuzed or unfuzed, is generally 
used in howitzer cannons and mortars. 

e .  Separated Ammunition. In this type of 
ammunition (fig. 1-3), the projectile and pro- 
pelling charge are loaded into the weapon in 
one operation ; however, the propelling charge 
is, an assembly consisting of the propellant 
sealed in a metal cartridge case by a closing 
plug. The cartridge case is fitted with a prim- 
er. Separated ammunition is generally used 
in antiaircraft and tanks. 

1-6 
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f .  Separate-Loading Ammunition. In sepa- 
ate-loading ammunition, the separate compo- 

nents-projectile, propelling charge, and prim- 
er-are loaded into the weapon separately. 
Separate-loading projectiles are  generally 
shipped with nose (lifting) plugs, which are  
replaced in the field with fuzes. The pro- 
jectile is inserted into the breech and rammed 
so that  the rotating band seats in the forcing 
cone of the weapon. The propelling charge, 
usually in one or more cylindrical cloth bags 
held together with tying straps, is placed in 
the chamber immediately to the rear of the 
projectile. After the breechblock of the 
weapon has been closed and locked behind the 
charge, the primer is inserted into the firing 
mechanism of the breechblock. Separate-load- 
ing ammunition is generally used in large- 
caliber guns and howitzers. 

1-4. Classification 
Artillery ammunition is classified according 

to filler as chemical, inert or explosive. It is 
classified according to use, as service, prac- 
tice, blank or dummy. See TM 9-1900 for ad- 
ditional bases for classification. 

a. Service Ammunition. Service ammuni- 
tion is used for combat, adjustment, registra- 
tion and target practice. Depending upon the 
type of projectile, i t  may be classified as anti- 
personnel (APERS) , high-explosive (HE) ,  
high-explosive plastic (HEP), high-explosive 
antitank (HEAT),  armor piercing (AP) or 
armor-piercing capped (APC) (with explosive 
filler), hypervelocity armor piercing (HVAP) , 
incendiary, canister, chemical (gas or smoke) 
or  illuminating. The letter T, as in AP-T, in- 
dicates that the projectile contains a tracer. 
In more recently manufactured ammunition, 
the presence of a tracer may be indicated by 
three T’s (TTT), i n  the same color as the 
tracer, on the ogive of the projectile. 

b. Practice Ammunition. This type of am- 
munition is used for training i n  preposition- 
ing and firing the weapon. In most instances, 
practice ammunition simulates a service round 
in weight, configuration, and ballistic proper- 
tics. I t  is used because it, is less expensive and 
less hazardous. While the propelling charge is 
live, the projectile may be inert, or have a 

small quantity of explosive filler, such as black 
powder, to serve as a spotting charge. 

c. Blank Ammunition. Blank ammunition 
is used for simulated fire. In  certain artillery 
weapons it is used for limited firing practice, 
maneuvers and saluting. Blank cartridges 
contain black powder, but no projectiles. 

d .  Dummy Ammunition, This kind of am- 
munition represents or  has the appearance of 
actual items but is not designed for use in 
conjunction with delivery systems. Lacking 
internal functional components, dummy am- 
munition is used for exhibits (e.g., permanent 
museum displays) and for such training oper- 
ations as assembly and handling, and dry-run 
operation of weapons and weapon systems. It 
excludes sectionalized items and empty items. 
Dummy ammunition includes inert loaded items 
not designed for use with delivery ‘systems, but 
does not include inert loaded items designed 
for use with delivery systems., Inert loaded 
items designed for  use with delivery systems 
are considered practice ammunition ( b  above). 

1-5. Explosives 
a. General. In  order to deliver a projectile 

to the target and to make i t  function as in- 
tended, it is necessary to employ different 
kinds of explosives, each of which has a spe- 
cific role to play in the functioning of the 
round of ammunition. The characteristics of 
various types of explosives are given in TM 
9-1900 and TM 9-1910. 

b. Classes. Military explosives are classi- 
fied as low, or high explosives, according t o  
decomposition rates. Low explosives, mostly 
solid combustible materials, decompose rapid- 
ly but do not normally explode. High ex- 
plosives, however, detonate ; that  is, decompose 
with extreme rapidity. Propellant burns at a 
rate determined by such factors as pressure, 
grain form and size (fig. 1-4), and composi- 
tion. (For  types of burning, see TM 9-1900.) 
High explosives decompose almost instanta- 
neously when initiated by blow or  shock. High 
explosive is used in the explosive train because 
i t  produces a detonating wave which travels at 
extremely high velocity. The velocity of de- 
tonation is determined by density and compo- 
sition of the particular high explosive. 

1-7 
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Figure 1-4. Shapes and forms of propellant grains. 



Propellant (low explosives.) Pro- 
pellants in ammunition are used to 
propel a projectile out of a weapon at 
a prescribed velocity. Generally of 
the types popularly known as smoke- 
less powders, they are classified as 
follows: single base, those that are 
principally nitrocellulose ; double 
base, those that consist of some ni- 
trocellulose and principally nitroglyc- 
erin; triple base, those which con- 
sist of some nitrocellulose, and nitro- 
glycerin and are principallly nitro- 
guanadine ; and composite, those that 
do not contain significant Amounts 
of nitrocellulose or nitroglycerin and 
are mechanical mixtures of a fuel and 
an inorganic oxidant. Part or all of 
the fuel may also serve as a binding 
agent. Propellants are assigned mod- 
el numbers (for example, M1) ac- 
cording to chemical composition. 
Black powder (old-fashioned gun- 
powder) is still used in primers, blank 
cartridges, spotting charges, igniters, 
delay pellets, etc. Propellant comes 
in such forms as sheets, flakes, or 
perforated cylindrical grains. 
Note .  For illustrations of propellants in 

fixed, semifixed, and separated ammunition, 
see the particular cartridge illustration. 

( a )  Flashless and smokeless character- 
istics. The characteristics of flash- 
lessness and smokelessness of pro- 
pellants upon firing depend upon 
the chemical composition of the 
propellant, the design of the igni- 
tion system, and the characteristics 
of the weapon in which fired. Fac- 
tors for which allowances must be 
made in the original design of 
flashless and smokeless ammunition 
are weapon and ammunition tem- 
perature, degree of wear of weapon, 
and weather conditions. The terms 
FNH and NH were used originally 
to differentiate between the later- 
developed less-hygroscopic compo- 
sitions and the earlier pyro powder. 
The term FNH and NH were in- 

TM 9-1300-203 
tended to indicate, respectively, 
that  the propellant was flashless- 
nonhygroscopic or nonhygroscopic. 
This practice was discontinued and 
propellant compositions were given 
model designations. In order to in- 
dicate the performance of ammu- 
nition, the word FLASHLESS, 
SMOKELESS, or FLASHLESS- 
SMOKELESS is stenciled on car- 
tridges and on their packing con- 
tainers. Flashless ammunition does 
not flash more than 5 percent of 
the time under 'average conditions 
in weapons having average wear. 
Smokeless ammunition produces 
less than half the amount of smoke 
produced by ammunition not so 
designated. Cartridges having both 
flashlessness and smokelessness 
are designated FLASHLESS- 
SMOKELESS. 
Flarebacks (rearward expulsion 
of flaming gases as the breech is 
opened) occur occasionally when 
firing certain tank weapons. Flare- 
backs have occurred most frequent- 
ly when firing ammunition loaded 
with propellant without potassium 
sulfate. This ammunition is marked 
smokeless. Flarebacks occur very 
seldom, if ever, when ammunition 
marked flashless or flashless- 
smokeless is fired. The bore exacu- 
ator, in use on most modern 
weapons, practically eliminates this 
problem by drawing the flames and 
unburned gases out through the 
muzzle. 

High explosive. High explosives, be- 
cause of their extremely rapid rate of 
detonation, produce a high-pressure 
wave front. When this high pressure 
is of relatively short duration, the 
disruptive action is characterized as 
shattering power or brisance. When 
the period of high pressure is greater, 
the disrupting effect is called blast. 
Concentrating and/or directing this 
wave front, as in shaped charges, is 
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called wave shaping. This can through 
reinforcement, deliver very high 
pressures at desired focal points. 
High explosives may be divided into 
two categories : primary and second- 
ary. Primary high explosives are 
those highly sensitive explosives used 
to initiate detonation in primers and 
detonators. Those now in common 
use are lead azide, lead styphnate 
(both basic and normal), lead non- 
onitroresorcinate and tetracene. 
Secondary high explosives are those 
relatively insensitive explosives used 
as explosive leads, boosters and burst- 
ing charges. Explosive leads and 
boosters commonly consist of pellets 
of either tetryl or 98/2 RDX/stearic 

PRIMER 

IGNITER 
CHARGE 

A-BASIC PROPELLANT 
TRAIN 

DETONATOR 

BOOSTER 

acid. The bursting charges most com- 
mon are Composition B (60/39/1 
RDX/TNT/desensitizing wax; TNT 
(trinitrotoluene) ; composition A-3 
(91/9 RDX/desensitizing wax). 

c. Explosive Train. Arrangement (fig. 1-6) 
of a series of combustible and explosive ele- 
ments, beginning with a small amount of sen- 
sitive explosive and ending with a larger 
amount of comparatively insensitive explosive, 
is termed explosive train. Train elements 
(fig. 1-6) include primer, detonator, igniter, 
delay, relay, lead, booster charge and bursting 
charge, some of which may be omitted or com- 
bined. For detailed information on low-ex- 
plosive and high-explosive trains, see TM 9- 
1900. 

MECHANICAL 

TRAIN 

PRIMER 

DETONATOR 

BURSTING 
CHARGE 

B--BASIC HIGH-EXPLOSIVE C.-TIME ACTION HE TRAIN 
(HE) TRAIN 

\FLASH El- 
BOOSTER 

D SUPERQUICK ACTION 
HE TRAIN 

DETONATOR 

BOOSTER 

BURSTING 
CHARGE 

E-DELAY ACTION 
HE TRAIN 
RAPD 2l2775A 

Figure 1-5. Schematic arrangement of explosive train components. 
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1-6. Chemical Agents 

a. General. Projectiles containing a chemi- 
cal agent are classed generally as chemical 
projectiles. A military chemical agent is a 
substance which, by its ordinary and direct 
chemical action and in concentrations attain- 
able in the field, produces a toxic (casualty) 
or an irritating (harassing) effect, a screen- 
ing smoke, an incendiary action, or any com- 
bination of these. 

b. Classes. Military gases are classified as 
casualty or harassing and as persistent or non- 
persistent. A persistent gas remains effective 
at the point of release for more than 10 min- 

Casualty. Gases used as chemical 
filler are GB, a blood and nerve poi- 
son, and H or HD (mustard gas), 
both casualty gases. 
Smoke. The most common smoke filler 
is white phosphorus (WP) which, in 
addition to producing a dense white 
smoke, also has a slight incendiary ac- 
tion. White phosphorus is a solid which 
melts at 111.4°F. A substitute for 
phosphorus is sulfur trioxide-chlorsul- 
fonic acid mixture (FS) ; no mask is 
required for the FS smoke, the smoke 
being harmless except in very heavy 
concentrations. Some projectiles con- 
tain hexachlorethane-zinc mixture 
(HC). HC is toxic. 
Irritant. The chemical filler, CNS 
(tear gas), as a non-persistent, ir- 
ritant, harassing gas consisting of a 
solution of chloracetophenone (CN) 
and chloropicrin (PS) in chloroform. 
The chemical filler CS (tear gas) con- 
sists of 

c. Further information on chemical agents 
will be found in F M  3-5, TM 3-215, and TM 
9-1900. 

1.7. Identification 
a. General. Ammunition is identified com- 

pletely, except as to grade, by painting and 
marking (which includes the ammunition lot 
number) on original packing containers. Once 

removed from their packing, rounds may be 
identified by painting and marking on the 
items. Muzzle velocity of projectiles may be 
obtained from firing tables and ammunition 
data cards ; in some rounds, the muzzle velocity 
also appears on the packing box and/or car- 
tridge case. 

b. 'Logistical Identification. Army adopted 
items of materiel which have been type clas- 
sified in accordance with AR 700-20 and com- 
ponent items designated reportable in accord- 
ance with AR 711-5 are officially identified by 
logistical terms to facilitate supply in the field. 
Thus, code symbols and the like (see below) 
assigned to each item of ammunition must be 

messages, requisitions and records. 
Standard nomenclature. Standard 

nomenclature is established in order 
that each item of supply may be iden- 
tif ied specifically. Standard nomen- 
clature for the ammunition covered 
in this manual consists of an  item 
name and a colon ( :), followed by 
sufficient delineation of additional 
characteristics to differentiate be- 
tween items having the same item 
name. An example of complete no- 
menclature follows : CARTRIDGE, 
76 MILLIMETER: HE, COMP B, 
M352, steel case, w/fuze, PD, M51A5, 
0.05-sec delay, for guns M32 and M48. 
Federal item identification. A specif- 
ic item nomenclature identified by a 
Federal stock number, and consisting 
of the Federal item name and the 
minimum data adequate to establish 
the essential characteristics of the 
item which give it ita unique char- 
acter, make i t  what it is, and differ- 
entiate i t  from all other items in the 
supply system. 
Department of Defense ammunition 

code (DODAC). An eight-character 
number divided into two parts sepa- 
rated by a hyphen. The first part  
consists of four numerals; e.g., 1320, 
which forms the Federal Supply 
Classification (FSC) code number as- 
signed to the items covered by the 
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ammunition generic description (see SB 
700-20). The second part consists of a letter 
and three numerals assigned to an ammunition 
generic description with the FSC class: e.g., 
D548, assigned to Projectile, 155 Millimeter, 
Smoke, HC. 

(4) Federal stock number a d  Depart- 
ment of Defense ammunition code. The Federal 
stock number (FSN), e.g., FSN 1325- 
028-5298, has replaced the ammunition 
identification code (AIC) and the Ordnance 
stock number. There is a different Federal 
stock number for each item of supply. The first 
four digits in a Federal stock number are al- 
ways the Federal supply classification (FSC) 
class to which the item belongs. The next seven 
digits constitute the Federal item identification 
number (FIIN). The dash between the third 
and fourth digits in the FIIN serves to reduce 
errors in transmitting. There is a different 
FIIN for each item. A Department of Defense 
identification code (DODIC) is added as a 
suffix to the Federal stock number, e.g., 
1325-028-5298 (E450). The DOD ammunition 
code (DODAC) is an eight-character represen- 
tation consisting of the four-character FSC 
code number and a second part consisting of a 
letter and three digits (DODIC). Thus, for ex- 
ample, 1325-E450, a typical DODAC, consists 
of FSC class 1325 and DODIC E450. The 
DODIC, when suffixed to more than one FSN, 
indicates items are interchangeable for issue 
and use. 

c. Model. To identify a .particular design, a 
model designation is assigned at the time the 
model is classified as an adopted type. This 
model designation becomes an essential part of 
the nomenclature and is included in the mark- 
ing of the item. The model designation consists 
of the letter M followed by an Arabic numeral, 
for example, M1. Modifications are indicated 
by adding the letter A and the appropriate Ar- 
abic numeral. Thus, M1A1 indicates the first 
modification of an item for which the original 
model designation was M1. Wherever a B suffix 
appears in a model designation, it indicates an 

item of alternative design, material or manu- 
facture. AT or XM model designation signifies 
that the item is under development. An E with 
an Arabic numeral signifies a modification 
thereof. Ammunition developed by other serv- 
ices use other systems (e.g., Mk-Mod system 
for Navy materiel). 

d. Ammunition Lot Number. When ammuni- 
tion is manufactured, an ammunition lot num- 
ber is assigned in accordance with pertinent 
specifications. As an essential part of the 
marking, this lot number is stamped or marked 
on the item, size permitting, as well as on all 
packing containers. It is required for all pur- 
poses of record, including reports on condition, 
functioning, and accidents in which the ammu- 
nition is involved. To provide for the most uni- 
form functioning, all of the components in any 
one lot are manufactured under as nearly iden- 
tical conditions as practicable. Insofar as the 
ammunition is concerned, to obtain the great- 
est accuracy when firing fixed or semifixed am- 
munition, successive rounds should be of the 
same lot number ; when firing separate-loading 
ammunition, successive rounds should consist 
of projectiles of one lot number, propelling 
charges of one lot number, fuzes of one lot 
number, and primers of one lot number. An 
X appearing after the lot number indicates a 
steel cartridge case. Lots reworked or reno- 
vated once have the letter A after the lot 
number; twice, have the letter B added; etc. 

e.  Painting and Marking. Ammunition is 
painted primarily to prevent 'rust. Secondary 
purposes are to provide, by the color and type 
of paint, means of identification and camou- 
flage. Older types and lots may be marked with 
Army Identification Code symbols instead of 
Federal Stock Class and Number. In addition 
to other means of identification, chemical pro- 
jectiles bear color bands indicating type and 
persistence of filler. (See table 1-1.) Navy pro- 
jectiles are marked in accordance with Navy 
practice. (See TM 9-1900 for additional data 
on 
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painting and marking.) Typical markings on components of artillery rounds are indicated 
below. 

Table 1-1. Painting and Marking of Ammunition 

Ammunition 

HE 
HEAT 
HEP (over 40 mm) 

Smoke, (except WP or PWP) 

Smoke (WP or PWP) 

Illuminating 

Separate loading, projectile illumi- 

Practice w/o explosive filler 
Practice w/high explosive 

Practice w/low explosive 

nating. 

Chemical : 
Persistent toxic agent 

Nonpersistent toxic agent 

Persistent irritant agent 

Nonpersistent irritant agent 

“G” and “V” series agents 

AP&APDS w/o filler 
AP  w/high explosive filler 
Cartridge, APERS w/flechettes 

Painting and marking of ammunition 
of earlier manufacture 

Olive drab w/yellow marking 
Olive drab w/yellow marking 
Olive drab w/yellow marking 

Gray w/one yellow band and yellow 
marking. 

Gray w/one yellow band and yellow 
marking. 

Gray w/one white band and white 
marking. 

Gray w/one white band and white 
marking. 

Blue or  black w/white marking 
Blue or black w/white marking 

Blue or black w/white marking 

Gray w/two green bands and green 
marking. 

Gray w/one green band and green 
marking. 

Gray w/two red bands and red 
marking. 

Gray w/one red band and red 
marking. 

Gray w/one green band for “G” 
series; two green bands for “V” 
series, and green marking. 

Black w/white marking 
Black w/yellow marking 
Black w/white marking 

Black w/white marking 
Black w/white marking 

Black or blue w/white marking 

Painting and marking of ammunition 
of recent manufacture 

Olive drab w/yellow marking. 
Black w/yellow marking. 
Olive drab w/black band and yel- 

Light green w/black marking. 

Light green w/yellow band and light 

White w/black marking. 

Olive drab w/white band and white 

Blue w/white marking. 
Blue w/yellow band and white mark- 

ing. 
Blue w/brown band and white 

marking. 
Gray w/two green bands and green 

marking. (One yellow band w/ 
explosive burster.) 

Gray w/one green band and green 
marking. (One yellow band w/ex- 
plosive burster.) 

Gray w/two red bands and red 
marking. (One yellow band w/ 
explosive burster.) 

Gray w/one red band and red 
marking. (One yellow band w/ex- 
plosive burster.) 

Gray w/three green bands and 
green marking. (One yellow band 
w/explosive burster., 

Black w/white marking. 
Black w/yellow marking. 
Olive drab w/yellow band, white 

Olive drab w/white marking. 
Olive drab w/white marking and 

Bronze w/white marking. 

low marking. 

red marking. 

marking. 

marking and white diamonds. 

white diamonds. 

(1) Projectiles (figs. 1-7 through 1-9). 
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ARMOR-PIERCING-CAPPED PROJECTILE, 
EXPLOSIVE FILLER (APC) 

B-ARMOR-PIERCING SHOT (AP-T) 
C-HYPERVELOCITY ARMOR-PIERCING SHOT (HVAP-T) 
D-CANISTER 

STEEL CONTAINER 

Figure 1-8. Typical AP and canister projectiles. 
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A 

HIGH - EXPLOSIVE - ANTITANK 

BURSTER - TYPE SMOKE 
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( a )  Stenciled on the body. 
1. Federal Stock number or Federal 

Stock Class (FSC) and Federal 
Item Identification number 
(FIIN) on separate-loading pro- 
jectiles. 

2. Caliber and type of cannon in 
which fired, e.g., 75 H. Kind 
of filler (TNT; WP SMOKE; 
GB, GAS; etc.) ; Use (APERS, 
CANISTER, etc.) 

3. Type of model of projectile with T 
to indicate .presence of a tracer 

M61A1; etc.) 
4. W/SUPPL CHG, when projectile 

has a deep cavity and contains a 
supplementary burster charge. 

5. FOR PROXIMITY FUZE, FOR 
FUZE M501 (T75E6), or for 
FUZE M513, (T226), as ap- 
plicable when projectile has a 
deep cavity for receiving a prox- 
imity fuze and does not contain a 
supplementary charge. 

6. W/SPOTTING CHG when a spot- . ting charge is present. The let- 
ter S stenciled ju s t  above the 
bourrelet on large caliber projec- 
tiles indicates the presence of a 
smoke producer mixed with the 
high explosive to facilitate ob- 
servation of fire. 

7. Lot number of loaded projectile. 
For fixed and semifixed rounds, 
the lot number is stenciled below 
the rotating band, in which posi- 
tion i t  is covered by the neck of 
the cartridge case. 

8. Weight zone (squares) or weight 
to nearest pound of loaded pro- 
jectile, for 75-mm and larger 
caliber. Weight zones are ap- 
plied to certain projectiles to al- 
low for weight variances in man- 
ufacture. 

( b )  Stamped forward of the rotating 
band. 

(SHELL M60; PROJ APC-T 

1. Lot number of empty shell. 

2. Manufacturer’s initials or symbol. 
3. Caliber and model of projectile or 

4. Year of manufacture. 

( a )  Stenciled on the base. 
1. Ammunition lot number and load- 

er’s initials. For 37-mm and 40- 
mm cartridges, this ammunition 
lot number appears on the pro- 
jectile instead of the base of the 

cartridge. 

( 2 )  Cartridge case. 

cartridge case. 
2. Type and model of cartridge. 
3. For 75-mm and 76-mm cartridges: 

NORMAL below one diametral 
stripe, indicating normal propel- 
ling charge; REDUCED and two 
diametral stripes at right angles, 
indicating reduced charge ; SU- 
PER, indicating supercharge. 

4. For 76-mm and 90-mm cartridge, 
functional markings : FLASH- 
LESS (or (FLHLS)),  SMOKE- 
LESS (or (SMKLS)), or 
FLASHLESS-SMOKELESS (or 

( b )  Stenciled on the side of the car- 

1. For 75-mm and 76-mm cartridge: 
NORMAL below one band, indi- 
eating normal propelling charge ; 
REDUCED between two bands, 
indicating reduced charge; SU- 
PER, indicating supercharge. 

2. For HVAP-T rounds: In red, 

(c) Stamped on the metal on the base. 
1. Caliber arid model of cartridge 

case. B1 after the model desig- 
nation indicates a steel case. 

2. Lot number of cartridge case. 
3. Manufacturer’s initials and year 

(3) Propelling charges (figs. 1-10 and 

To distinguish charges used for low 
and high charge (zone) firings in the 155-mm 
howitzer, green bags and white bags are used. 
This applies to the 8-inch howitzer. 

(FLHLS-SMKLS) ) . 
tridge case. 

HYPERVELOCITY MV ( ). 

of manufacture. 

1-11). 
Note.  
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DUMMY CHARGE RA PD 97766 

Figure  1-10. Typical propelling charges. 

PROPELLING CHARGE M4A1 (WHITE BAG) 

ORD D1746 
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( a )  Stencil ing on each charge or section 
thereof.  
Designation of section; for ex- 
ample, 1/8 CHG, Base, INCR or 
INCREMENT, CHARGE 2, etc. 
Model of charge ; for example, 
CHARGE M1A1. Caliber and mod- 
els of cannon for which adapted. 
Weight of charge or section. Weight 
or weights of projectiles with which 
charge may be used. Propellant 
lot (includes type of propellant, 
the word LOT, initials of manu- 
facturer, serial number of lot, and 
year of manufacture). 

Weight, grade, and kind of igniter 
powder. 

IGNITER. 
Caliber and models of cannon in  

Month and year of loading. 

( b )  Stenciled on igni ter .  

which fired. 

(4) Fuzes  ( s tamped o n  t h e  b o d y ) .  
Type and model of fuze. 
Manufacturer's initials. 
Lot- number of fuze and year of man- 

ufacture. 
Action of fuze; for example, DELAY 

and length of delay in seconds, SQ 
(superquick) or time in seconds on 
a graduated time ring. 

(5) Primers  ( s tamped o n  t h e  Base).  
Loader's initials, lot number and year 

Model designation. 
of loading. 

( 6 )  W e i g h t  or weight-zone markings. 
( a )  Variations in weight are  inherent 

in the manufacture of projectiles 
containing explosives or chemical 
agents. Hence, when a high degree 
of accuracy is required for artillery 
firing, the projectiles are  marked 
to indicate the weight; data a re  
provided in firing tables in order 
that  ballistic corrections may be 
made. Weight-zone markings of 
projectiles for 8-inch howitzer can- 
non are stenciled on the body; 
actual weights for 280-mm g u n  'can- 
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non, on the ogive. Corresponding 
weight-zone markings are  sten- 
ciled on the ogives of other pro- 
jectiles, which are  .grouped with- 
in weight limits. Some fixed 
and semifixed rounds are  grouped 
similarly in weight zones, which 
are indicated by one, two, three or 
more squares marked on the pro- 
jectile in the same color as t h e  
other marking. Composition B 
loaded ammunition for 105-mm 
howitzer is marked with an  addi- 
tional zone known as zone 

, two squares and a triangle. 
Weight-zone markings for standard 
or normal-weight projectiles, which 
require no ballistic corrections, are 
given below : 

Caliber of projectile Standard or normal weight-zone marking 

1 square 

2 squares 

4 squares 
4 squares 
not weight zoned, but actual weight 
is shown and range table shows 
correction for each pound de- 
viation from standard weight of 
600 pounds for fuzed round ready 

( b )  Small-caliber (under 75-mm), 
cartridges (except training car- 
tridges), high-explosive-antitank 
rounds, and armor-piercing, less 
than 105-mm caliber, do not require 
weight-zone markings. 

( 7 )  Ident i f icat ion o f  dummy ammunit ion.  
Dummy ammunition is identified by 
the marking stenciled or stamped on 
the item. Some dummy rounds are 
made up of metal parts of service am- 
munition. In  such cases, holes are  
drilled in any par t  which, as a com- 
ponent of service ammunition, con- 
tained an explosive, in order to identi- 
fy that part positively as being inert. 
Thus, for  fixed and semifixed rounds 
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made up of such parts, holes appear 
in the projectile; in the fuze and 
booster, in the cartridge case, and 
through the base of the primer. 

(8) Identif ication o f  inert  ammunit ion 
and ammunition components. See 
paragraph 1-4. 

Caution : Ammunition items and 
components marked INERT or 
EMPTY should be regarded as poten- 
tially dangerous. 

1-8. Packing and Marking for Shipment 
(fig. 1-12) 

a. General. Moisture-resistant containers 
are used for practically all ammunition except 
separate-loading projectiles. Jungle packs are 
additionally waterproof ed to withstand hot, 
humid climates. Palletization is used to re- 
duce handling time and to facilitate storing 
and shipping. Packing containers (fig. 1-13) 
are marked to furnish all essential informa- 
tion. Specific packing data for each ammu- 
nition item will be found in SC 1305/30-IL. 

Figure 1-12. Typical packing of ammunition. 
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b. 
lery 

Packing. (fig. 1-14) Smaller caliber artil- 
ammunition is packed as complete rounds, 

Fuzes and primers are packed 
sealed cans. 

TM 9-1300-203 
in hermetically 

METAL 
CONT AlNER 
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(1 ) Separate-loading components. Sepa- 
rate-loading projectiles, which re- 
quire no outer packing, are shipped 
boxed, crated, uncrated or palletized ; 
and unfuzed, with an  eye-bolt lifting 
plug in the nose and a grommet to 
protect the rotating band. Separate- 
loading propelling charges are  packed 
in airtight metal containers or  fiber 
containers overpacked in wooden 
boxes. An igniter protector cap, of 
cloth, paper or  plastic, covers the 
igniter end of propelling charges dur- 
ing shipment. Separate-loading per- 
cussion primers are  packed 48 to a 
sealed metal can overpacked in a 
wooden box. (Primers are  also packed 
either one or  two per propelling 
charge. ) 

( 2 )  Fixed and semifixed rounds. These 
cartridges, through 105-mm, are 
packed in fiber containers and over- 
packed in wooden boxes, bundles, or  
metal containers. Cartridges in fiber 
containers assembled with point-fuzed 
projectiles may have U-shaped pack- 
ing stops fitted into the fuze wrench 
slots. These stops must be removed 
before firing. One-round metal con- 
tainers are used for packing single 
rounds of ammunition under certain 
conditions when specifically author- 
ized. The one-round container is cy- 
lindrical, made of steel and sealed 
against moisture by a rubber gasket 
in the sealing cover. A screw and 
pressure plate cover assembly hooks 
under a locking ring on the container 
and provides pressure over the seal- 
ing cover and gasket. Cardboard, 
cork and felt pads provide a snug f i t  
for the round in the fiber container, 
or  for the container in the overpack. 

( 3 )  Sealing. To preclude tampering, the 
outer packing containers are sealed. 
Lead seals are stamped US (United 
States), UES (Europe) or UJS (Ja- 
pan) to indicate where ammunition 
was manufactured. Adhesive sealing 
strips are in the same color as the 
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ammunition item. (See TM 9-1900 
for basic color scheme; also, table 
1-1, this publication.) Red sealing 
strips on blank ammunition, for  ex- 
ample, indicate low ‘explosive (black 
powder) ; yellow strips indicate 
rounds with high-explosive projec- 
tiles. Black sealing strips, in the case 
of all ammunition except chemical 
and smoke rounds, are  applied to con- 
tainers manufactured after Decem- 
ber 1961. For chemical rounds, a n  
additional strip, gray, is applied; for 
smoke rounds, light green. 

c. Marking. Packing containers are marked 
in accordance with Army Regulations, Military 
Specifications and Interstate Commerce Com- 
mission (ICC) Regulations. Each package of 
supplies turned over for shipment is marked 
with the following information (however; only 
10 percent requires marking in the case of 
carload shipments) : 

(1) Name and address of ultimate con- 
signee, preceded by word FOR, and 
name and address of destination or 
port officer (or code marking) pre- 
ceded by word TO. (These may be 
omitted on individual packages in 
carload shipments of packages of 
standard weights and dimensions, 
containing standard quantities.) 

(2) Name or  designation of consignor 
preceded by word FROM. (This 
may be omitted under conditions in 
a above.) 

(3) List and description of contents. 
(4) Ammunition Identification Code 

(AIC) symbol, Federal Stock Num- 
ber or  Class, or Federal Item Iden- 
tification Number (FIIN) publish- 
ed in SC 1305/30-IL. 

( 5 )  ICC shipping name and dangerous 
commodity designation. 

(6)  Gross weight in pounds and displace- 
ment in cubic feet. 

(7) The number of the package or ship- 
ping ticket. (This may be omitted 
under conditions in a above.) 



(8) The letters US, UES or UJS in several 

(9) Order number or contract number. 
(10) Ordnance insignia (on older packings). 
(1 1) Ammunition lot number. 
(12) Month and year packed. 
(13) Inspector's stamp. 

unpainted. Markings are in black. 

conspicuous places. 

d. Special Markings. Wooden packing boxes are 

The muzzle velocity of some rounds of 
smaller caliber is indicated on the packing 
box. 
Boxes containing steel cartridge case 
rounds, as opposed to rounds assembled 
with brass cartridge cases, are marked 
STEEL CASE. 
For 76-mm, 90-mm, and 105-mm am- 
munition, functional marking, consisting 
of the words FLASHLESS, SMOKE- 
LESS or FLASHLESS-SMOKELESS 
(FLHLS, SMKLS or FLHLS-SMKLS, 
where space is limited), appears on pack- 
ing containers. 
Rounds containing deep cavities and sup- 
plementary burster charges are marked 
W/SUPPLE CHG. 

1-9. Care, Handling, Preservation and 
Storage 

See TM 9-1300-206 for detailed information on 
care, handling, preservation and storage of con- 
ventional ammunition. 

Warning: Handle explosive ammunition and 
components containing explosives with utmost 
care at all times. Do not drop, drag, throw, 
tumble or otherwise strike boxes containing 
ammunition or related components. Explosive 
elements in primers and fuzes are particularly 
sensitive to shock and temperature extremes. 

a. Care. 
(1) Ammunition is packed to withstand con- 

ditions ordinarily encountered in the 
field. Waterproof metal containers or 
moisture-resistant containers and suit- 
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able packing boxes or crates are used 
to provide adequate protection for ship- 
ment and storage. Care must be exercised 
to keep packing boxes from becoming 
broken or damaged. All broken boxes 
must be repaired immediately and all 
markings must be transferred to affected 
parts of the box. 
Ammunition and ammunition compo- 
nents should be protected from mud, 
sand, moisture, frost, snow, ice, dirt, oil, 
grease, or other foreign matter. Wet or 
dirty ammunition should be wiped off 
at once and any verdigris or light cor- 
rosion removed; however, ammunition 
should not be polished to make it look 
better. 
Since explosives are adversely affected by 
moisture, frost, and extreme (high and 
low) temperatures, consideration should 
be given to the following: 

Do not break the moisture-resistant 
seal on containers until ammunition 
is to be used. Ammunition removed 
from an air-tight container, particu- 
larly in damp climates, may corrode, 
causing the ammunition to become 
unserviceable. 
Protect ammunition, particularly fuzes 
and propelling charges, from sources of 
high temperatures (e.g., the direct rays 
of the sun). 

Store and transport ammunition within 
ambient air temperature limits that 
will preclude permanent impairment. 
In  this connection, see AR 705-15. 

Note. Temperatures of approximately 160° 
F. may bo encountered within unventilated 
containers, inclosures, shelters, freight cars, 
closed vehicles and simiIar structures exposed 
to an air temperature of approximately 125° 
F. plus full impact of solar radiation; that is, 
360BTU per-square-foot per hour, for periods 
of 4 hours per day. 
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(d) As a general rule, observe the fol- 
louring temperature limits : 

1. For storage. 
Lower limit: -80° F. for periods of 

not more than 3 days. 
Upper limit: + 160' F. for periods of 

not more than 4 hours 
per day. 

2. For firing. 
Lower limit: -40° F. 
Upper limit: + 125' F. 

Note. Ammunition kept clean, dry and 
at uniformly moderate temperatures gives 
greater accuracy of fire and safety in 
firing. In this connection, see AMCR 
385-224. 

(e) Projectiles containing white phos- 
phorus should be stored or transported 
a t  temperatures below the melting 
point (111.4' F.) of the WP filler. If 
this is not practicable, store or trans- 
port such projectiles on their bases, so 
that should the WP filler melt, it will 
resolidify with the void space in its 
normal position in the nose of the pro- 
jectile. Prematures have been caused 
by voids in the base end of WP projec- 
tiles; erratic performance may result 
from voids in the side. Complete rounds 
of recent manufacture are packed in 
boxes, marked NOSE END, to indicate 
the fuze end. 

b. Handling. Precautions to be taken in handling 
ammunition are found in AR 385-63, TM 9-1900 
and in weapons publications. 

(1) Do not touch, move or otherwise handle 
duds; their fuzes may be armed. Duds 
will be destroyed in place by authorized 
personnel only, in accordance with TM 

(2) Cartridge cases are dented easily and 
should be protected from hard knocks 
and blows. A dented cartridge case may 
result in loss of obturation, jamming in 
the chamber and difficulties in extraction. 

(3) Blank cartridges with loose or broken 
closing cups are not to be used, but will 
be reported to the ammunition officer 
for disposition. 

(4) Unauthorized alteration of loaded am- 
munition is prohibited. (See AR 355-63.) 

9- 1300-206. 

(5) Ammunition or components of ammuni- 
tion prepared for firing but not fired 
will be returned to the original condition 
and packings and be appropriately 
marked. Such ammunition will be used 
first in subsequent firings in order to 
keep stocks of open packings to a 
minimum. 

(6) Misfires, hangfires and cook-offs. 
Warning No. 1: Do not chamber a 

round in a weapon until immediately 
prior to firing. 

Warning No. 2: A round that has 
been chambered in a weapon should be 
fired or removed from the weapon 
within five minutes. 

Warning No.  3: Do not allow am- 
munition to remain in a hot weapon in 
excess of safety times indicated below; 
otherwise, cook-offs and other hazardous 
conditions may result. 

(a) General. Although the malfunctions 
described below are rarely encountered 
when authorized, properly maintained 
ammunition is fired in properly main- 
tained and operated weapons, it is 
important, in order to avoid injury to 
personnel and damage to equipment, 
that all personnel concerned under- 
stand the nature of each kind of 
malfunction as well as the proper 
preventive and corrective procedures. 
The procedure in each instance, since 
it involves both the particular type 
and model of weapon as well as the 
ammunition, is fully described in 
pertinent technical and field manuals. 
General procedures for removing 
chambered rounds associated with 
these malfunctions are described in 
(7) below. 

(b )  Misfire. A misfire is a complete failure 
to fire. It may be due to a faulty firing 
mechanism or a faulty element in the 
propelling charge explosive train. A 
misfire in itself is not dangerous but  
since i t  cannot be immediately distin- 
guished from a delay in the functioning 
of the firing mechanism or from a hang- 
fire ((c) below), it should be considered 
as a delayed firing until such possibility 
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ing the firing mechanism. In such 
a case, although there may be un- 
certainty as to whether or when 
the round will fire, the precautions 
to be observed are the same as those 
prescribed for a hangfire. How- 
ever, should the bursting charge 
explosive train cook-off, injury to 
personnel and destruction of the 
weapon may result. To prevent 
heating to the point a t  which a 
cook-off may occur, a round of am- 
munition which has been loaded 
into a very hot weapon should be 
fired or removed within the time 
prescribed in (7) below. 

Caution: In case of an explosive 
round chambered in a very hot weapon, 
which can neither be fired nor re- 
moved within prescribed time limits, 
personnel will be evacuated from the 
area for a period of two hours to allow 
the weapon and chambered round to 
cool. At the end of the waiting period, 
procedures indicated in (7), below 
will be followed. 

(7) Procedures for removing ammunition from 
weapon in case of failure. After a failure 
to fire, to preclude a hangfire or cook-off , 
the following general precautions will be 
observed until the round has been 
removed from the weapon and the cause 
of failure determined- 

(a) Keep the weapon trained on the target, 
and all personnel clear of the muzzle 
and path of recoil (or backblast, in the 
case of recoilless rilles). 

(a) Make additional attempts to fire as 
prescribed below. After the last un- 
successful attempt to fire, disconnect 
all electrical connections which can 
cause firing of the gun. 

(c) Before unlocking or opening a breech, 
whether to  remove the round or recock, 
evacuat e all personnel not required for 
the operation from the vicinity. 

(d) After removal from the weapon the 
round will be kept separate from other 
rounds until it has been det ermined 
whether the round or the firing 
mechanism was at faul t .  If the round 
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has been eliminated. Such delay in the 
functioning of the firing mechanism, 
for example, could result from the 
presence of foreign matter (such as 
grit, sand, frost, ice, or improper or 
excessive oil or grease), which might 
create, initially, a partial mechanical 
restraint. This restraint, after some in- 
determinate delay, is overcome as a 
result of the continued force applied 
by the spring, the firing pin then being 
driven into the primer in the normal 
manner. 

(C) Hangfire. A hangfire is a delay in the 
functioning of a propelling charge ex- 
plosive train a t  the time of firing. In 
most cases, the delay, though unpre- 
dictable, ranges from a split second to 
several minutes. Thus, a hangfire can- 
not be distinguished immediately from 
a misfire and therein lies the principal 
danger-that of assuming that a fail- 
ure of the weapon to fire immediately 
upon actuation of the firing mechanism 
is a misfire whereas in fact it may 
prove to be a hangfire. It is for this 
reason that the time intervals pre- 
scribed below should be observed be- 
fore opening the breech after a failure 
to  fire. 
Caution: During the prescribed 

time intervals, the weapon will be 
kept trained on the target and all 
personnel wiIl stand clear of the 
muzzle and the path of recoil (or 
backblast in the case of recoilless 
rifles). 

(a) Cook-off. A cook-off is a function- 
ing of any or all of the explosive 
components of a round chambered 
in a very hot weapon, due to heat 
from the weapon. The primer and 
propelling charge, in that order, 
are, in general, more likely to cook- 
off than the projectile or the fuze. 
If the primer or the propelling 
charge should cook-off, the pro- 
jectile may be propelled (fired) 
from the weapon with normal ve- 
locity even though no attempt was 
made to fire the primer by actuat- 
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is determined to be a t  fault, it will 
continue to be kept separate from other 
rounds until disposed of; if the firing 
mechanism, the round may be reloaded 
and fired after correction of the faulty 
firing mechanism. 

(e) I n  case of an explosive round chambered 
in a very hot weapon which can neither 
be fired nor removed within 5 minutes, 
follow procedures indicated in 1 through 
5, below. 

(f) Definite time intervals for waiting 
after failure of weapons to fire, pre- 
scribed for particular classes of weap- 
ons (see below), have been established 
on the basis of experience, and depend 
on the characteristics of the particular 
weapon and type of ammunition. 

1.  Automatic cannon in calibers of 20-mm 
and above using fixed ammunition, 
and 90-mm and 120-mm AA weapons. 
After a failure to fire, if the firing 
mechanism can be recocked, with- 
out opening or unlocking the breech, 
actuate the firing mechanism one 
more time in an attempt to fire. If 
the weapon still fails to fire, wait 
30 seconds after the second attempt 
before opening the breech and re- 
moving the round. For weapons 
which cannot be recocked without 
opening the breech, wait 30 seconds 
from the time of the failure of the 
weapon to fire before opening or 
unlocking the breech (whether to 
recock the weapon in connection 
with additional attempts to fire or 
to remove the round). Give due 
consideration to (6) (d) above. If 
round cannot be removed within 
15 seconds, make no further attempt 
to remove round until weapon is cool. 

2. Cannon other than those in 1 above, 
except recoilless rifles, using fixed, 
semifixed, or separated ammunition. 
After a failure to fire, if the firing 
mechanism can be recocked without 
opening or unlocking the breech, 
actuate the firing mechanism two 
additional times in an attempt to 
fire. If the weapon still fails to fire, 
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wait 2 minutes from the time of the 
last attempt before opening the 
breech and removing the round. 
For weapons which cannot be re- 
cocked without opening the breech, 
wait 2 minutes from the time of 
failure of the weapon to fire before 
opening or unlocking the breech 
(whether to recock the weapon for 
additional attempts to fire or to 
remove the round). Give due con- 
sideration to (6)(d) above. If the 
weapon is hot and the round cannot 
be removed in a total of 5 minutes, 
evacuate all personnel a safe distance 
for a period of 2 hours. After the 
2-hour waiting period, the weapon 
may be carefully moved or relocated 
to a remote position, if necessary. 
If relocating is necessary, lower the 
cannon tube and lock in the traveling 
position. Place waste in the chamber 
to cushion the projectile and to 
protect the face of the breechblock 
while the weapon is being moved. 
Then, proceed as indicated in 
3(b) (2) , below. 

3. Cannon using separate-loading am- 
munition. 

(a) Removing ammunition from cold 
weapon. After a failure to fire, 
actuate the firing mechanism two 
more times in an attempt to fire. 
If the weapon still fails to fire; 
wait 2 minutes from the last at- 
tempt before removing the primer. 
A primer involved in a failure to 
fire, after removal, will be kept 
separate from other primers until 
it has been determined whether 
the primer or firing mechanism 
was at fault. If the primer is 
determined to be at fault, i t  will 
continue to be kept separate from 
other primers until disposed of; if 
the firing mechanism, the primer 
may be reloaded and fired after 
correction of the faulty firing 
mechanism. On the other hand, if 
the primer has fired, wait 10 
minutes from the last attempt to 
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fire (8 minutes from removal of 
primer) before opening the breech 
to remove the charge. The charge, 
in this case considered at  fault 
because the primer had fired, will 
be removed to where it can be 
safely disposed of. 

(b) Removing ammunition from hot 
weapon. If a misfire is not involved 
and the projectile cannot be fired 
or removed within 5 minutes, 
elevate the weapon to approxi- 
mately 30 degrees and evacuate 
all personnel a safe distance. 
Allow the projectile and weapon 
to cool for 2 hours. After the 2- 
hour waiting period, proceed as 
follows: 

(1) Move weapon carefully or re- 
locate to remote position. If 
relocating is necessary, lower 
cannon and lock in traveling 
position. Place waste in cham- 
ber to cushion projectile and 
protect face of breechblock 
while weapon is being moved. 

(2) Request assistance from EOD 
personnel or request direct sup- 
port maintenance personnel 
(with technical advice of EOD 
personnel regarding recognition 
of possible exuded explosive or 
other hazards) carefully to re- 
move cannon with stuck pro- 
jectile at remote location, away 
from buildings and occupied 
areas. Then, release cannon 
containing projectile to EOD 
personnel. 

(3) If a misfire is involved, proceed 
as follows: Wait 2 minutes 
from last attempt to fire before 
removing primer. If primer has 
fired, elevate weapon to approx- 
imately 30 degrees, then evacu- 
ate all personnel a safe distance 
for a 2-hour waiting period, 
without removing propelling 
charge. After 2-hour waiting 
period, remove propelling 
charge and follow instructions 
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outlined in (1) and (2), above. 
If primer has not fired after 2- 
minute waiting period, try new 
primer or correct firing mechan- 
ism, if faulty. Then, if weapon 
does not fire within a total of 
5' minutes, remove propelling 
charge, elevate weapon to ap- 
proximately 30 degrees and 
evacuate al l  personnel a safe 
distance for a 2-hour waiting 
period. After 2-hour waiting 
period, follow instructions out- 
lined in (1) and ($), above. 

4. Recoilless rifles. If the rifle fails to 
fire, wait 1 minute. Recock and 
attempt to fire for the second time. 
If the weapon still fails to fire, wait 
1 more minute before opening the 
breech and removing the round. If 
the weapon is hot and the possi- 
bility of a cook-off exists, the 
weapon will. be abandoned and per- 
sonnel moved to a safe distance. 
After 1 hour, the weapon may be 
unloaded. 

5. Mortars, 60-mm, 81-mm, and 4.2-inch. 
For mortars having a drop-type 
firing mechanism (fixed firing pin), 
after a failure to fire, wait 1 minute 
from the time of failure to fire before 
removing the round. For mortars 
having a trigger-type firing mecha- 
nism (spring, or percussion-type fir- 
ing pin), after failure to fire, actuate 
the firing mechanism two more 
times in an attempt to fire. If the 
mortar still fails to fire, wait 1 more 
minute before removing the round. 

(8) Excessive pressures in cannon. Danger- 
ously excessive pressures cannot occur 
when authorized and properly main- 
tained ammunition is fired in a properly 
maintained and operated weapon. How- 
ever, failure to observe the following 
precautions may result in excessive pres- 
sures. To prevent excessive pressures, 
observe the following : 

(a) Do not load or fire ammunition which 
is a t  a temperature outside the safe 
upper or lower limit for firing. No 
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attempt should be made to fire rounds 
which have remained in heated weap- 
ons for long periods. 

(b)  I n  case of a round chambered in 'a very 
hot weapon, fire or unload before it 
may be heated to a temperature above 
the safe upper limit for firing. 

(c) Use only propelling charges of the type 
authorized for the particular round 
and weapon. 

(d) Never use more increments than those 
comprising the authorized full charge 
for the particular round and weapon. 

(9) The following caution is applicable to 
all ammunition described in this manual: 

Caution: Do not reuse cartridges or 
projectiles which have been extracted 
from weapons by ramming. Extraction 
difficulty may have been caused by 
some nonstandard condition in the am- 
munition and, also, the fuze may have 
been damaged during the ramming 
process. 

c. Preservation and Storage. 
(1) When it is necessary to store ammuni- 

tion in the open, the storage site should 
be carefully selected to avoid exposure 
to power lines and electric cables. Sites 
should not be adjacent to reservoirs, 
water main: or sewer lines. Sites should 
be level, well-drained and free from 
readily ignitable and flammable, ma- 
terials. Do not store ammunition under 
trees or adjacent to towers or other 
structures that attract lightning. 

(2) Heavy, well supported dunnage should 
be used to keep the bottom tier of the 
stack off the ground and prevent it 
from sinking into the ground. Allow 
a t  least 6 inches of space beneath the 
pile for air circulation. Suitable trenches 
should be dug to prevent water from 
flowing under the pile. A hard stand of 
bituminous material or gravel and sand 
is preferable to excessive use of dunnage. 

(3) Nonflammable or fire-resistant overhead 
covers (such as tarpaulin) should be 
provided for all ammunition, and is re- 
quired for all ammunition containing 

f 

solid propellants, torpex, tritonal,, minol 
and chemical munitions which may ig- 
nite spontaneously when heated by 
direct rays of the sun. An overhead air 
space of approximately 18 inches should 
be maintained between the cover and the 
ammunition. The cover should be kept 
at least 6 inches from the pile on the 
ends and a t  the sides, to permit circu- 
lation of air. 

(4) Ammunition and primer containers should 
be stored with the top side up. Labels or 
markings on boxes and containers indi- 
cate which side should be up. 

1-1 0. Projectiles 
a. General. An artillery projectile may be either 

solid or hollow. Hollow projectiles .may be filled 
with explosive or inert material, depending on the 
type. Artillery projectiles, although differing in 
characteristic details, are of the same general 
shape in that they have a cylindrical body and 
generally an ogival or conical head (or windshield). 
Some exceptions are projectiles with spiked heads, 
and the canister projectiles which have blunt 
heads. 

b. Principal Parts and Characteristics. 
(1) Fuze. The nose or base of the projectile 

contains the fuze. HE projectiles may be 
shipped unfuzed and fitted with closing 
plugs or eye-bolt lifting plugs to protect 
fuze hole threads., These projectiles re- 
quire PD, concrete-piercing, time or VT 
fuzes to be installed prior to use. HEAT 
projectiles and certain armor-piercing 
projectiles with explosive filler require 
BD, PI or PIBD fuzes: 

(2) Body. The main section of the projectile 
is called the body. Body diameter repre- 
sents diameter of the projectile between 
bourrelet and rotating band. To prevent 
contact with bare lands, body diameter 
is less than bourrelet or rotating band 
diameter. 

(3) Ogive. The curved portion from the pro- 
jectile point to the bourrelet (the forward 
bourrelet, in the case of projectiles having 
fore and aft bourrelets) is called the 
ogive. A ballistic cap or windshield is em- 
ployed (e.g., in the case of armor-piercing 
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(4) 

projectiles) as an ogive to improve 
ballistics. 
Bourrelet. The raised (machined) 
cylindrical surface at the forward end 
of the body (at the front and to the 
rear of the projectile or extending 
from the ogive to the rotating band) 
which bears on lands of the bore, is 
called the bourrelet. Generally about 
one-sixth caliber wide, the bourrelet 
centers and guides the projectile in 
the bore of the weapon. 
Rotating band. The rotating band is 
a cylindrical ring which seats the pro- 
jectile in the forcing cone, centers 
the base in the bore and helps pre- 
vent escape of propellant gases for- 
ward of the projectile. If of relative- 
ly soft material (e.g., copper, sintered 
iron or gilding metal), the band is 
pressed into a knurled or roughened 
groove near the base of the projectile; 
if of steel (e.g., in some recoilless 
projectiles), the band is integral to 
the base. Rifling of the bore, as the 
projectile moves forward, engraves 
the band. Because the weapon rifling 
is helical, rotation is imparted to the 
moving projectile. This rotation sta- 
bilizes the projectile in flight. The 
rotating band of recoilless rifle pro- 
jectiles is preengraved. Projectiles 
may be fitted with narrow, wide, or 
double rotating bands, depending on 
the forces to be imparted to the pro- 
jectile upon firing. 
Base and base cover. 

( a )  The base of a projectile is tapered 
(boattail), cylindrical ( s p a r e ) ,  
hemispherical or '  finned. In boat- 
tail bases, the taper decreases re- 
tardation due to air resistance 
(drag) by reducing vacuum-form- 
ing currents of air in the wake of 
the projectile. This increases pro- 
jectile range. Effectiveness is 
greatest at velocities' ranging down- 
ward from 2,500 fps. Fins at the 
rear of nonrotating or slow-spin 
rounds stabilize the' projectile. 

( b )  The base cover, a thin metal disk, 
is crimped, caulked or welded to 
the base of the projectile. HE 
rounds are provided with base 
covers which give additional assur- 
ance hot gases of the propelling 
charge will not penetrate the base 
of the projectile and come in con- 
tact with the explosive filler. Caulk- 
ing or sealing rings, rather than 
base covers, are ordinarily provided 
for projectiles with HE fillers and 
BD fuzes. 

(7) Plug. 
In unfuzed fixed and semifixed am- 
munition, threaded closing plugs 
protect against introduction of for- 
eign matter into the fuze cavity 
during storage, shipment, and 
handling. Closing plugs of older 
manufacture are of steel; those of 
more recent manufacture are of al- 
uminum. 
Separate-loading projectiles, issued 
and shipped unfuzed, are fitted 
with eyebolt-lifting plugs of the 
screw-in type. These plugs facili- 
tate handling, in addition to pro- 
tecting, against introduction of for- 
eign matter into the fuze cavity. 
Plugs differ in thread size and 
type. In some gas projectiles, the 
eyebolt lifting plug is fitted with a 
test connection for detection of gas 
leakage. 

(8) Tracer. ' A  tracer in the base of some 
projectiles provides for observation 
of fire. The tracer in certain aircraft 
and antiaircraft projectiles contains 
a shell-destroying (SD) element. The 
tracer, after burning a prescribed 
number of seconds, ignites a pellet 
which detonates the explosive filler 
and destroys the round, should the 
round fail to impact against the tar- 
get. 

(9) Burster and booster. 
( a )  Burster. In chemical projectiles or 

'cartridges, the function of the ex- 
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plosive charge in a burster is to 
burst the projectile casing and dis- 
perse the chemical contents. Hence, 
the charges generally are known as 
burster charges and the assembly 
as  a burster. The burster consists 
essentially of a high-explosive 
charge in a suitable thin-walled 
container. The burster is contained 
in a long tube assembly extending 
into the interior of projectile. This 
long tube assembly is called a burst- 
e r  casing. The burster casing 
hermetically seals the chemical 
agent within the shell body and 
prevents the burster from coming 
into direct contact with the chemi- 
cal filler. The burster casing is 
press-fitted to the projectile. 
Booster. A booster charge is an 
element of the high-explosive train 
intermediate between the fuze and 
main high-explosive charge. I t  may 
be incorporated within the fuze it- 
self or  may be contained in a sepa- 
rate thin casing of metal or plastic 
attached to a threaded metal body. 
The assembly consisting of the cas- 
ing (cup), booster charge, and 
metal body is known as a booster 
and is given a model designation. 
Boosters are  generally provided 
with a boresafety mechanism (arm- 
ing delay) and incorporate, in ad- 
dition to the main charge, one or 
more other charges such as a de- 
tonator and a booster lead charge. 
Some of the latest boosters have a 
delay arming mechanism which 
prevents the booster from arming 
until the projectile is a desired dis- 
tance from the gun. Generally, 
boosters are  assembled to the fuze 
during manufacture, the fuze and 
booster being handled thereafter as 
a unit. Boosters provide a means 
of safety in addition to that  pro- 
vided in the associated fuze. 

(10) Payload. That part of a round which 
is deliverable or ready for use in di- 
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rect accomplishment of mission is 
called the payload. 

c. Types. 
(1) High-explosive ( H E ) .  Projectiles of 

this type, usually of forged or cold 
extruded steel and having compar- 
atively thin walls and substantial H E  
burster charges, are used against per- 
sonnel and materiel to produce blast 
or mining effect and fragmentation. 
According to action desired, this type 
is fitted with a time, impact, con- 
crete-piercing, inertia or proximity 
(VT) fuze. To accommodate VT 
fuzes, H E  projectiles usually have a 
deep fuze cavity lined with an  alu- 
minum cup to help support the H E  
filler: By placing a supplementary 
burster charge in the deep cavity, HE 
projectiles may be adapted for use 
with standard time or  impact fuzes. 
In unfuzed projectiles, a tubular 
cardboard spacer is placed between 
the supplementary charge and clos- 
ing plug. This is to prevent damage 
to the charge in shipment. 

( 2 )  High-explosive-antitank ( H E A T ) .  
This is a special H E  type, the effect 
of which derives from its shaped 
charge. The metal cone which shapes 
the charge, standoff (provided by 
projectile design), fuze action, and 
rotation affect depth of penetration. 
In  high-velocity HEAT rounds, great- 
er penetration is achieved with fin- 
stabilization and spin-compensation. 

(3) Armour-piercing ( A P  or A P C ) .  Ar- 
mor-piercing or armor-piercing-cap- 
ped projectiles, of such materials as 
heat-treated, high-carbon alloy steel, 
are  used to penetrate face-hardened 
armor. 

( a )  The A P  projectile has a hardened 
steel head for penetration of arm- 
or, and a tough body to withstand 
the strain of impact and the twist 
of the projectile a t  high angles of 
obliquity. A steel or  aluminum 
windshield is generally attached to 
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the projectile body to increase bal- 
listic efficiency. 

( b )  The APC projectile has a cap of 
forged alloy steel, heat treated to 
have a hard exterior and a relative- 
ly soft core. The softer core pro- 
tects the hardened point by dis- 
tributing impact stress, as a result 
of which the cap can defeat armor. 
Some APC rounds contain a small 
charge of Explosive D and are 
fuzes with B.D fuzes. The base plug 
or the base  end  of the fuze may 

a tracer. 
(4) H y p e r v e l o c i t y armor-piercing 

(HVAP) . This projectile consists of 
a core of an extremely hard high- 
density material, usually tungsten 
carbide, within a lightweight carrier, 
usually aluminum. The carrier has 
a skirted base, threaded to receive a 
tracer, and is fitted with a rotating 
band and forward bourrelet. An 
armor-piercing cap similar to that 
used on APC ammunition may be 
placed on the core. The use of this 
lighter projectile enables velocities 
above 3,500 fps (hypervelocities) to  
be obtained without exceeding the al- 
lowable pressure of guns designed for 
lower muzzle velocities and heavier 
projectile. The carrier does not as- 
sist materially in penetrating the 
target, since it breaks up completely 
or vaporizes when i t  hits, leaving the 
core to penetrate the target by kinetic 
energy. C 

( 5 )  A rmor-piercing discarding sabot 
( A P D S )  . In this type of projectile, 
a carbide core, either capped or un- 
capped, is placed inside a steel or 
light-alloy sheath (fitted with a 
tracer) to give good exterior ballistic 
characteristics, and this subcaliber 

assembly is placed inside a full-cali- 
ber carrier. This carrier (sabot) is 
so designed that it will impart ve- 
locity and spin to the subcaliber pro- 
jectile. The sabot, usually made of 
aluminum, magnesium-zirconium al- 

loy, or plastic, may be released from 
the subprojectile by a device actu- 
ated by setback, propellant-gas pres- 
sure, or centrifugal force. The sabot, 
because of its poor ballistic shape and 
its low mass, loses velocity rapidly 
and leaves the subprojectile free 
shortly after it leaves the gun. Ve- 
locities in the 4,800 fps range have 
been obtained with this projectile. 
The core of the subprojectile pene- 
trates the target by kinetic energy. 

( 6 )  High-explosive plastic ( H E P )  . De- 
scription and functioning of this am- 
munition is classified. See TM 9- 
1300-203-1 for coverage. 

(7) Antipersonnel ( APERS) . This pro- 
jectile is intended for antipersonnel 
use at both close and long range. It 
is made of steel and/or aluminum and 
consists of a base (with tracer and 
rotating band), a body, an explosive- 
ly loaded fuze adapter, and a mechan- 
ical time fuze. The projectile is load- 
ed with steel flechettes (fin stabil- 
ized fragments), an expelling charge 
and a spotting charge. When the 
fuze functions, the explosives in the 
fuze adapter are detonated. This 
rips open the forward end of the 
body and ignites the expelling charge. 
The payload of flechettes is dispersed 
in a conical pattern by centrifugal 
force and the gas pressure built up 
by the burning expelling charge. The 
spotting charge is also released, mark- 
ing the point of payload dispersion. 

( 8 )  Canister. This projectile is intended 
for anti-personnel use at close range. 
The projectile consists of a heavy 
steel base with integral rotating band, 
and a thin steel body loaded with a 
payload of steel flechettes (fin sta- 
bilized fragments), steel slugs, or ball 
bearings, which are held in place by 
a closing cup attached to the for- 
ward end of the body. The body has 
four axially-oriented slots or grooves 
for  about one-half to three-fourths of 
its length. Immediately after the 
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projectile leaves the muzzle of the 
gun, a i r  pressure on the closing cup 
and centrifugal force acting on the 
body and payload cause the projectile 
to break a t  the slots or grooves on 
the body, with resultant conical dis- 
persion of the payload. 
Illuminating. This type of projectile 
is used to illuminate a target area un- 
der conditions of reduced visibility. 
The projectile is hollow and contains 
a payload consisting of a parachute 
and illuminant assembly. The illumi- 
nant is ignited and the parachute 
and illuminant assembly are  ejected 
from the projectile by an  expelling 
charge adjacent to a time fuze. The 
parachute and burning illuminant as- 
sembly slowly descend, lighting the 
target area. 
Chemical. 

( a )  Bursting type. These projectiles 
are  similar in external appearance 
to HE projectiles and have similar 
ballistic properties. The steel pro- 
jectile has a centrally oriented 
burster tube containing an  explo- 
sive burster and is fitted with a 
mechanical time fuze. The pro- 
jectile is loaded with persistent or 
nonpersistent gas or with white 
phosphorus. When the fuze func- 
tions, the burster is detonated, 
This ruptures the projectile body 
and disperses the chemical filler. 

( b )  Base ejection t y p e .  These projec- 
tiles are  the base ejection type con- 
taining a payload of canisters gen- 
erally loaded with colored smoke 
composition. The projectile is as- 
sembled with a mechanical time 
fuze, an expelling charge and a 
threaded base plug. When the fuze 
functions, the expelling charge is 
ignited. This in turn ignites and 
expells the canisters and base plug 
from the projectile. The burning 
canisters produce a smoke cloud for 
screening and spotting purposes. 

(11) Leaflet. This projectile is similar t o  
the base ejecting chemical projectiles 
described in paragraph (10) ( b )  
above, except for the payload. The 
projectile is loaded with leaflets for 
propaganda purposes. 

(12) Target practice ( T P ) .  This type of 
projectile simulates the ballistic prop- 
erties of service projectiles and is 
used for training in marksmanship. 
It may be made from completely in- 
ert-loaded service projectiles, o r  
made from different metal parts and 
may contain a tracer and/or spotting 
charge. 

1-1 1. Cartridge Case 
Cartridge case weapon chamber conform 

in profile; however, the cartridge case is slight- 
ly smaller to facilitate chambering. (See b 
below for exception.) The conventional case 
is of aluminum, special-composition brass, or 
steel. The combustible case is of felted 
nitrocellulose and is actually part  of the 
propelling charge. Generally, the case serves 
as container for the propelling charge in 
rounds of fixed, semifixed and separated artil- 
lery ammunition. The case holds primer, pro- 
pelling charge and projectile, except for sepa- 
rated ammunition, so that the assembly can be 
loaded into the weapon in one operation. The 
base of the case, to which the primer is at- 
tached, is flanged for seating, or mechanical 
extraction of the complete round or empty 
case ; the case of some rounds used in automat- 
ic guns, however, has an  extracting groove 
instead of a flange or rim. The mouth of the 
case is sufficiently thin to be expanded by 
pressure of burning gases to a tight f i t  against 
the weapon chamber wall, thus preventing 
rearward escape of gas (obturation). In fixed, 
semifixed and separated ammunition, respect- 
ively, the case is crimped to, fitted (free) to  
or plugged and separate from the projectile. 

In recoilless-type weapons, the exception 
( a  above), the cartridge case is designed to al- 
low escape of propellant gases into the weapon 
chamber and/or, via the breechblock, into the 
atmospherc, to counteract weapon recoil. A 

a. 

b. 
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liner covering perforations in the case, or a 
rupture disk closing the base, prevents en- 
trance of moisture and leakage of propelling 
charge grains. 

1-1 2. Propelling Charge 
a. General. A propelling charge is one of 

the principal parts of a complete round of 
artillery ammunition. It consists of a quantity 
of solid propellant (formerly known as smoke- 
less powder) in the form of single or multi- 
perforated grains (fig. 1-15). In  fixed and 
separated ammunition, the grains are general- 
ly loose in metal cartridge cases. In fixed am- 
munition, the cartridge case is closed by being 
crimped to the projectile to form a complete 
cartridge. In  separated ammunition, the car- 
tridge case is closed with a plug or similar de- 

vice. In semifixed ammunition, the grains are 
in cloth bags which are  in a metal car- 
tridge case which is removable from the 
projectile. In  fixed, semifixed, and sepa- 
rated ammunition, complete rounds are  
loaded into a weapon in one operation. In 
separate-loading ammunition, the grains are  in 
cloth bags which are  loaded separately into 
the chamber of a weapon in which a projectile 
has previously been separately loaded. De- 
pending upon the type of ammunition, a pro- 
pelling charge may include an igniter charge, 
usually in the form of a relatively small 
quantity of black powder. Propelling charges 
for howitzers, whether semifixed or separate- 
loading, are divided into increments to provide 
zone firing. 

40-MM 99- 

105-MM 
SINGLE- 

PERFORATED 
105-MM 155-MM 
MULTI 

PERFORATED 
8-INCH 

RA PD 116880B 

Figure 1-15. Comparitive sizes of propellant g r a i n s .  

b. Determination o f  Propellant Weight.  The of propellant needed to give the ballistic per- 
weight of propellant in a propelling charge formance desired. Thus, variations in  ballis- 
varies slightly f rom one lot to another. Bal- t ic performance of ammunition due to varia- 
listic tests are conducted on each lot, of pro- tions in  composition of propellant are mini- 
pellant manufactured to determine the weight mized. 
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c. Classification. 
(i) Propelling charge in fixed ammuni- 

tion. The propelling charge in a 
round of fixed ammunition may be 
bagged or consist of loose propellant 
in the cartridge case. In a reduced 
velocity round where the propellant 
charge is small compared to case ca- 
pacity, distance wadding or a bagged 
charge is used to prevent shifting of 
the charge with relation to the prim- 
er. Where the primer charge is in- 
sufficient for satisfactory ignition of 
the propellant, a supplementary 
igniter charge is attached to the bot- 
tom of the distance wadding to sup- 
plement the primer charge. 

( 2 )  Propelling charge in semifixed am- 
munition. The propelling charge in 
a round of semifixed ammunition 
consists of propellant in cloth cart- 
ridge bags tied together with twine. 
These bags of propellant, known as 
base and increment charges, are con- 
tained in a metal cartridge case fit- 
ted loosely to a projectile. This meth- 
od of assembly makes the propelling 
charge accessible for adjustment. 
Propelling charges for semifixed am- 
munition may be identified by the 
markings on the cloth bags of the in- 
crements which comprise the charge, 
on the round, or on the container of 
the round. 

( 3 )  Propelling charge in separated am- 
munition. This consists of a metal 
cartridge case and its contents: a 
primer, a quantity of propellant 
grains and a plug to close the car- 
tridge case. This case may also con- 
tain a supplementary igniter and a 
distance wadding to position the pro- 
pellant. Propelling charges for sep- 
arated ammunition may be identi- 
fied by the markings on the metal 
cartridge case, fiber container, or 
wooden box. 

(4) Propelling charge in separate-loading 
ammunition. 

( a )  The propelling charge in separate- 
loading ammunition consists of pro- 
pellant grains contained in car- 
tridge bags and an igniter for black 
powder. The cartridge bag cloth 
was previously made of silk 
or cotton. Bags made of rayon 
sometimes are used to replace silk. 
Only certain ash-free grades of 
these fabrics are suitable, since the 
use of other grades might leave 
smoldering residue in the bore of 
the cannon after firing. Cartridge- 
igniter pads, which are disk-shaped 
bags, and core igniters, which are 
tubular bags, are made of silk or 
the newly developed rayon or syn- 
thetic fibers, similar to that of the 
cartridge bag cloth except that it is 
more closely woven to prevent the 
black ignition powder from sifting 
through. In  order to indicate clear- 
ly that they contain black powder, 
all igniter cloths are dyed bright 
red. 

( b )  Separate-loading propelling charges, 
in general, are multi-section 
charges known as base and incre- 
ment, and unequal-section type. The 
base and increment type of pro- 
pelling charge consists of a base 
section and one or more increments. 
The increments may be of equal or 
unequal size but are generally 
smaller than the base section. With 
some types, one cartridge-igniter 
pad is attached to the breech end 
of the base section only, while other 
types have a core-type igniter ex- 
tending through the axis of the 
base section and sometimes through 
one or more increments. 

(c) In certain cases, two types of pro- 
pelling charges may be provided for 
a given howitzer: one for inner 
and the other for outer charges of 
fire. The cloth of the bags for the 
inner charges is green to distinguish 
that charge from the other type 
which is assembled in white bags. I 
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tainer, or from the propelling 
charge data tag which usually is 
tied to one of the tying straps 
which hold the parts of the charges 
together. 
Note. This tag must be removed before 

inserting the charge into a weapon. 

(5) Propelling charge. in mortar ammu- 
nition (fig. 1-16). This charge con- 
sists of an ignition cartridge and in- 
crementa to provide for zone firing. 
Increments may be of the bagged type 
or take the form of thin sheets of 
propellant. They are identified by 
such model desigations as M1A1, 
M2A1, etc., and are fitted around sta- 
bilizing fins, or to the cartridge con- 
tainer or boom at the base of the 
round. The ignition cartridge, which 
is inserted into the hollow base of the 
fin assembly or cartridge container 
ahead of the primer, serves as the 
propellant in firing 0. 

Accordingly, these two types are 
called green bag and white bag 
charges. 

(d) Certain earlier charges may be is- 
sued with 'ordinary safety pins 
holding igniter pads in place dur- 
ing shipment ; if so, the safety pins 
should be removed and the igniter 
pad attached to the charge by 
stitching it in at least three places 
120" apart. The stitching should 
be through the outside edge of the 
igniter pad in order not to puncture 
the cloth holding the black powder. 
Care must be taken when loading 
the charge to have the red igniter 
pad at the rear that is, toward the 
breech of the weapon. 

(e) 'Propelling charges for separate- 
loading ammunition may be identi- 
fied by the markings on the cloth 
bags of the charge, by the color of 
the cloth containing the charge, by 
the markings on the packing con- 
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acceleration or deceleration forces, or 
piezoelectric action. 

The term is not to be confused with fuse, 
a device in the form of a cord consisting of a 
flexible, fabric tube and core of low or  high 
explosive, used in blasting and demolition. 

b. 

c. Fuzes a re  fully treated in chapter 5. 

1-14. Primer 
a. General. A primer is that  component in 

a propelling charge explosive train which pro- 
duces a flame to initiate burning of the pro- 
pelling charge. Primers vary in size and com- 
plexity according to type and quantity of pro- 
pellant in the propelling charge to be ignited. 
A primer of the artillery type used in fixed, 
semifixed or separated ammunition (fig. 1-17) 
contains a sensitive element of primer mixture 
plus a primer charge of black powder to as- 
sure ignition of the propelling charge. This 
type of primer is installed in a hole in the base 
of the cartridge case and extends into the pro- 
pelling charge contained in the cartridge case. 
In other types (e.g., in the case of mortar am- 
munition), there is an igniter charge of black 
powder inside the cartridge case. The type of 
primer used in weapons firing separate-load- 
ing ammunition (figs. 1-18 and 1-19) contains 
a sensitive element of primer mixture and a 
relatively small black powder charge to ignite 
a larger black powder igniter charge attached 
to the propelling charge. The separate-loading 
type of primer is inserted separately into the 
firing lock of a weapon. 

d. Igniter-Protector Caps. 
(1) Igniter-protector caps a re  made of 

cloth or  paper. The cup-shaped cloth 
cap, about 5 inches deep, fits over the 
end of a propelling charge. I t  is fast- 
ened to the charge by means of a 
drawstring at the open end and a 
cloth trace (strap) (with 8-inch and 
larger charges) longitudinally around 
the charge and cap. A cloth handle 
is sewed to the cap to facilitate its 
removal. The paper igniter-protector 
cap, which is made of waterproof pa- 
per, is fastened to the propelling 
charge by means of a drawstring. 

(2)  Igniter-protector caps must be re- 
moved before loading the charge into 
a weapon. 

(3)  The side of the igniter-protector cap 
is stenciled with the words, “Igniter- 
Protector Cap” followed by size and 
model of the weapon. The words “RE- 
MOVE CAP BEFORE INSERTING 
IN GUN” are  stenciled on the bottom 
and on the side of the cap. 

1-13. Fuze 
a. An artillery fuze is a device designed to 

accomplish the following : 
( 1 )  Initiate a train of fire or detonation 

-by electrical energy, chemical ac- 
tion. impact, mechanical time or a 
combination of these. 

( 2 )  Initiate an explosion-by conti nuous 
or pulsating electromagnetic waves, 
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CORK PRIMER 
CLOSING 

Figure 1-18. Percussion primer for separate-loading 
ammunition. 

Figure 1-19. Combination electric and percussion 
primer for separate-loading ammunition. 

b. Classification, 
(1) By method of initiation. 
(a) Blow of firing pin-percussion 

primer ; electric and percussion 
primer ; or percussion-electric prim- 
er. A mechanical firing device causes 
the firing pin in the breechblock of 
the weapon to strike the percus- 
sion element of the primer and in- 
itiate it. 
Electric current-electric primer ; 
electric and percussion primer ; or 
percussion-electric primer. The 
electric current from an electric 
firing mechanism in the weapon 
passes through a resistance wire 
imbedded in an ignition mixture or 
through a conductive primer mix- 
ture in  the primer and produces 
heat which ignites the mixture. 

(2 )  By t y p e  of ammunition with which 

( a )  Primers assembled in cartridge 
cases. 

(b) Primers for use in firing locks of 

used 

weapons using separate-loading 
ammunition. 

(c) General Design and Method of Function- 
ing. 

(1) Percussion primer used in cartridges 
and separated propelling charges. 
Several models of artillery-type per- 
cussion primers are  of the same gen- 
eral construction, being made up of a 
head assembly with a body assembly 
screwed and crimped to it. The head 
assembly consists of a brass head con- 
taining a percussion element assem- 
bly (primer cup, primer charge, foil- 
ing paper, and anvil) and a brass fir- 
ing plug held and guided by a battery 
cup. The purpose of the firing plug 
is to transmit the force (blow) from 
the firing pin of the firing mechan- 
ism of a weapon to the explosive in- 
itiating element of the primer and to 
prevent blowback (escape of gas) in 
firing. Being made of brass, the fir- 
ing point of the firing plug is less 
likely to perforate the primer cup 
than is the point of the firing pin 
(steel) of the weapon. If perforation 
should occur on firing, the plug would 
move back and seal against the bat- 
tery cup to prevent escape of gas. Al- 
so, being for onetime use, its finish 
and length are  not subject to defor- 
mation from continual wear. The prim- 
er head has a center flash hole lead- 
ing from the percussion element as- 
sembly to a primer charge in the 
body. Head portions which extend 
into the body vary in size and con- 
figuration. The body assembly con- 
sists of a tube radially perforated 
with flash holes, lined with a paper 
liner and containing a primer charge 
of loose black powder or  black pow- 
der strands (Benite). Bodies vary in 
material (brass or steel), in length, in 
number and size of radical flash holes, 
and in type of end. There are  three 
types of closed ends, depending on 
method of manufacture, and one type 
of open end. If the volume of the 
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primer charge is less than that of the 
body of the primer, a cardboard dia- 
phragm is cemented to the liner to re- 
tain the charge at the head end of the 
primer. Bodies with open forward 
ends have the end closed by a card- 
board diaphragm. This type of prim- 
er functions as follows: A sharp 
blow from the firing pin of the 
weapon is transmitted through the fir- 
ing plug to the primer cup; the cup 
bends inward under the force, squeez- 
ing the primer mixture between it- 
self and the anvil, causing the sensi- 
tive primer mixture to explode. The 
blast from the mixture travels around 
the anvil, through the flash hole in 
the head into the primer charge in 
the body, igniting it. The paper liner 
burns, and flames from the burning 
primer charge extend through the 
radial flash holes, igniting the pro- 
pelling charge in the cartridge case. 
In a primer having a body with open 
end, the cardboard diaphragm burns, 
and flames extend through the for- 
ward end of the body as well as 
through the radial flash holes. 
Percussion-electric primer used in 
cartridge case ammunition. 

a )  This type primer, which can be in- 
itiated by percussion or electric 
current, has a steel head and a steel 
body. The end of the body fits in- 
to a cavity in the head and is se- 
cured by brazing. The head assem- 
bly consists of a steel head con- 
taining a percussion-electric ignit- 
er. The head is threaded external- 
ly to screw into the head of the 
cartridge case. The igniter consists 
of a percussion electric ignition 
element, a gilding metal closing 
disk and a brass closing plug with 
a central flash hole, all contained 
in a cylindrical brass igniter body 
which screws into the head of the 
primer. The ignition element con- 
tains a brass plunger with a firing 
point, restrained from forward 

movement by a copper plunger pin, 
a small arms type primer and a 
bridge wire surrounded by an  igni- 
tion charge. A flash hole' leads 
from the primer to the ignition 
charge. The plunger and a brass 
ignition cup, which makes electri- 
cal contact with the plunger and 
contains the primer mixture, are 
insulated from the igniter body. 
The body is a steel tube radially 
perforated with flash holes and 
open at the end opposite the head. 
The body is lined with a paper 
liner and contains a loose black 
powder charge retained in place by 
a cardboard diaphragm cemented 
to the liner. The flash hole in the 
closing plug in the head leads from 
the ignition charge to the primer 
charge in the body. 

( b )  In percussion functioning, a sharp 
blow from the firing pin of the 
weapon is transmitted through the 
plunger (plug) to the primer cup; 
the cup bends inward under the 
force, squeezing the primer mix- 
ture between itself and the anvil, 
causing the sensitive primer mix- 
ture to explode. The blast from 
the mixture travels around the an- 
vil through the flash hole in the 
ignition cup (component of ignition 
element) to the ignition mixture, 
and ignites the mixture. Flame 
from the ignition mixture travels 
through the flash hole in the clos- 
ing plug of the percussion-electric 
igniter to the primer charge in the 
body, igniting it. The paper liner 
and the cardboard diaphragm burn; 
flames from the burning primer 
charge extend through the radial 
flash holes and through the open 
forward end of the body, igniting 
the propelling charge in the ;car- 
tridge case. 

(c) In electric functioning, electric cur- 
rent "from the electric firing mech- 
anism of the weapon flows through 



(3) 

the plunger, through the ignition 
cup, and through the bridge wire 
to the head of the primer. When 
the electric current passes through 
the wire, heat is produced which 
ignites the ignition mixture. 

Electric primers used with cartridge 
case ammunition. There are two basic 
types of electric primers used in car- 
tridge case ammunition ; consumable 
electric primers used with combust- 
ible cartridge cases, and electric prim- 
ers used with metallic cartridge 
cases. 

The electric primer used with the 
combustible cartridge case is fabri- 
cated of completely consumable or 
combustible materials. The vari- 
ous subassemblies of the primer 
are  secured to the base of the car- 
tridge case with adhesives. The in- 
itiator assembly is fitted into a re- 
cess in the base, while a tube hold- 
ing the igniter assembly is attached 
on the interior surface of the base. 
The firing probe used to fire this 
type ammunition is fixed. When 
the round is chambered, this probe 
enters the initiator assembly and 
makes contact with inner sleeve, 
and the outer cup. When the 
weapon is fired, voltage is applied 
to the firing probe, and current 
flows from the inner sleeve to the 
outer cup. The heat generated from 
this action ignites the 'ignition 
charge. The flash from the igni- 
tion charge ignites the black pow- 
der in the igniter assembly. The 
resulting flash ignites the propel- 
ling charge. 
Electric primers in metallic car- 

tridge cases consist of three major 
components: the body, the head, 
and the electric igniter element. 
The body is a perforated steel tube 
lined with paper that contains an 
ignition charge of black powder. 
The head, which is metal, is the 
supporting member of the primer to 
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which the body and igniter element 
are assembled. It is threaded into 
a hole in the base of the cartridge 
case. The igniter element contains 
a conductive ignition mix or a 
bridge wire imbedded in an  igni- 
tion mix. When the firing probe of 
the weapon contacts the igniter ele- 
ment, current flows through the 
conductive ignition mix or bridge 
wire. The heat generated ignites 
the ignition mix. The resulting 
flash is transmitted to the black 
powder in the body. The black 
powder is ignited, and its flash 
passes through the perforations of 
the body to the propelling charge. 

(4) Percussion primers for use in sepa- 
rate loading weapons. This type of 
primer, inserted into the firing lock 
of the weapon at the time the pro- 
jectile and propelling charge are load- 
ed into the weapon, differs from most 
artillery-type primers in that i t  con- 
tains a small amount of black powder 
to ignite the base igniter pad. The 
primer consists essentially of a rela- 
tively small, one-piece body, with a 
percussion element assembly pressed 
into the head end of the body, a valve 
arrangement (gas check cone) to 
turn off back pressure, and a small 
charge of black powder. The primer 
functions as follows: The firing pin 
of the weapon imparts a sharp blow 
to the primer cup of the percussion 
element assembly, which bends in- 
ward under the force, squeezing the 
primer mixture between the primer 
cup and the anvil, causing the sensi- 
tive mixture to explode. The blast 
from the primer mixture travels past 
the valve to ignite the black powder 
primer charge. The burning primer 
charge forces flames through a flash 
hole in the breechblock into the gun 
chamber; there the flames ignite the 
black powder igniter bag sewn to the 
end of the base propelling charge bag. 
Flame from the burning igniter ig- 
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nites the propelling charge. Pressure 
produced by gases from the burning 
propellant seats the gas check cone 
(valve) to prevent blowback. 

( 5 )  Electric and percussion primer f o r  
w e  in breechblock o f  seperate-loading 
weapons. 

( a )  This type of primer is so designed 
that it can be initiated either by 
percussion or  electrically. The prim- 
er includes a plunger, a primer 
cap containing sensitive primer 
composition, an ignition cup loaded 
with an ignition charge and con- 
taining a resistance wire surround- 
ed by guncotton, and a cup contain- 
ing a primer charge of' black pow- 
der. These components are assem- 
bled in a cylindrical housing (prim- 
e r  stock). 

(b) In percussion functioning, the fir- 
ing pin of the weapon strikes the 
face of the plunger. The firing 
point of the plunger, in turn, strikes 
the primer cap, compressing the 
primer composition in the cap and 
causing the sensitive composition 
to explode. The blast from the coni- 
position ignites the ignition charge 
which ignites the primer charge. 
Flame from the burning primer 
charge escapes through slits in the 
bottom of the cup and ignites the 
propelling charge. 

(c) In electrical functioning, an electric 
current produced by the electric fir- 
ing mechanism of the weapon flows 
through the plunger and metal 
parts of the primer cap, which are  
insulated from the housing, and 
through the resistance wire to the 
housing. The current in the wire 
produces heat. igniting the guncot- 

ton and the ignition charge. The 
flame from the ignition charge ig- 
nites the primer charge. Flame 
from the burning primer charge 
escapes through slits in the bottom 
of the cup and ignites the propelling 
charge. 

( 6 )  Electric primer for use in breechblock 
of weapons using separate-loading 
ammunition,. This type of primer is 
designed to be fired electrically only. 
The primer includes a plug, an igni- 
tion cup loaded with an ,ignition 
charge and containing a resistance 
wire surrounded by guncotton, and 
a cup containing a primer charge of 
black powder. These components are  
assembled in a cylindrical housing 
(primer stock). An electric current 
transmitted by the electric firing 
mechanism of the weapon flows 
through the plug and through the re- 
sistance wire to the housing. The 
current in the wire produces heat, ig- 
niting the guncotton and the ignition 
charge. The burning ignition charge 
ignites the primer charge. Flame 
from the.  burning primer charge es- 
capes through slits in the bottom of 
the cup and ignites the propelling 
charge. 

d.  Packing and Shipping Data. Primers for 
cartridges are shipped assembled in the car- 
tridge case of the round. Primers for sepa- 
rated propelling charges are shipped assem- 
bled in the cartridge case. Primers for sepa- 
rate-loading ammunition are  packed in metal 
containers holding 16, 24, 38, 41, 48, or 50 prim- 
ers. They are also packed one or two per 
propelling charge. Metal containers are packed 
in wooden boxes Containing from 576 to  2,400 
primers and shipped separately. See SC 1340/ 
98-IL for detailed packing and shipping data. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GUN AND HOWITZER CANNONS 

Section I. GENERAL 

b. Howitzer  Cannons. Howitzer cannons are 
indirect fire weapons which characteristically 
fire projectiles with medium velocities at rela- 
tively high angles. 

vices used with tactical weapons for the pur- 

2- 1. Weapons 
A cannon is a component of a gun, howitzer or 
mortar and consists of an artillery tube and a 
breech mechanism, firing mechanism, or base 

millimeters through 280 millimeters and are 
cap. Because cannons range in size from 37 c. Subcaliber Guns. Subcaliber guns are de- 

Provided with a wide variety of ammunition, 
they may be employed as antipersonnel, an- 

pose of reducing bore-wear to the weapon, con- 
serving ammunition and making the use of 

tiaircraft, antitank, tank or field artillery shorter firing ranges possible during practice 

through 280 millimeter gun and howitzer can- caliber because they are of a smaller caliber 
nons and subcaliber devices is covered in this than the tactical weapons with which they are 
chapter. Ammunition for mortars appears in used. 
chapter 4. Detailed information on the specific 
weapons with which these cannons are used 
appears in €he applicable operation and organi- 2-2. Ammnuition 
zational maintenance manuals and in TM a. Identification. The ammunition described 
9-500. A brief description of each type of in this chapter is identified by painting and 
weapon is given below- marking, as indicated in chapter 1, and by 

a. Gun Cannons. Gun cannons are classified standard nomenclature used in paragraph 
according to angle of fire as direct or indirect headings. 

weapons. Ammunition for 37 firing and training. They are classified as sub- I 

fire weapons. 
(1) Direct fire weapons Because they are 

designed to withstand high chamber pressures, 
gun cannons characteristically fire high veloc- 
ity projectiles with low trajectories and are 
most effectively employed on tanks as direct 
fire weapons. 

(2) Indirect fire weapons. Gun cannons 
used for indirect fire are long-range artillery- 
type weapons. They operate in a manner simi- 
lar to howitzers, but because of the velocity of 
the ammunition they employ, they have a 
range which exceeds howitzer capability. Gun 
cannons which operate on the principle of re- 
coil, mechanical loading and automatic firing 
are classified as automatic guns. They are es- 
sentially direct fire, weapons, although they 
may be adapted for indirect fire. 

b. Complete Rounds. A complete round of 
ammunition consists of all the components nec- 
essary to fire the weapon once. Depending on 
the manner in which these components are as- 
sembled for firing, complete rounds are classi- 
fied as fixed, semifixed, separated and sepa- 
rate-loading. 

( 1 )  Fixed. In fixed ammunition, the car- 
tridge case is rigidly attached to the projectile 
and the complete round is loaded into the 
weapon as one unit. 

(2) Semifixed. In semifixed ammunition, 
the cartridge case forms a free fit over the pro- 
jectile, and the complete round, although not 
rigidly assembled, is loaded into the weapon as 
one unit. 
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( 3 )  Separated. In separated ammunition, 
the complete round consists of a plugged car- 
tridge case and a projectile. Although the car- 
tridge case and projectile are not assembled to 
each other, they are loaded into the weapon in 
one operation. 

(4) Separate-loading. In separate-loading 
ammunition, the complete round consists of a 
projectile and a propelling charge contained in 
bags, called increments. Because of the bulk 
and weight of such rounds, the projectile and 
increment bags are loaded into the weapon in- 
dependently of each other. 

C. Major Components. The major compo- 
nents of artillery ammunition are projectiles, 
cartridge cases, propelling charges, primers, 
fuzes and adapters. Detailed information on 
fuzes is contained in chapter 5. The other 
major components are described below- 

(1) Projectiles. An artillery projectile is 
that part of a complete round which contains 
the payload and delivers it to the target. In 
some rounds, the projectiles are solid. Others 
are designed with hollow bodies which are 
loaded with explosive or inert filler, depending 
on the purpose of the round. Projectiles (ex- 
cept solid and canister types) contain fuzes. 
Depending on the type of fuze cavity, high-ex- 
plosive projectiles are classified as normal cav- 
ity or deep cavity. 

(a) Normal cavity high-explosive pro- 
jectiles. The term normal cavity refers to a 
fuze cavity (located at the forward end of a 
projectile) which is designed to accept the 
boosters used with standard point-detonating 
and mechanical time fuzes only. The projectile 
body consists of a hollow steel casing and a 
long, tapering nose threaded to receive stand- 
ard contour fuzes. The contour of the fuze it- 

self continues the sweep of the projectile nose, 
maintaining a streamlined effect throughout. 

( b )  Deep cavity high-explosive projec- 
tiles. Deep cavity projectiles are identical to 
normal cavity projectiles except for deeper 
fuze wells which make the projectiles suitable 
for use with proximity fuzes. Deep cavity pro- 
jectiles contain a fuze-well liner of aluminum 
(or cardboard, in older models) that also 
serves as a support for the HE filler. This liner 
may not be removed. Insertion of a supplemen- 
tary charge into the fuze cavity adapts the pro- 
jectile for use with mechanical-type point 
fuzes and boosters. (Supplementary charges 
are not used with proximity fuzes.) When deep 
cavity projectiles are assembled with any au- 
thorized fuze, dimensions and other data are 
the same as for normal cavity projectiles. Deep 
cavity projectiles are shipped either unfuzed 
with a closing plug (with or without a supple- 
mentary charge) or with a supplementary 
charge and mechanical-type fuze assembled to 
the projectile. 

( 2 )  Cartridge cases. A cartridge case is 
used to house the propelling charge in fixed, 
semifixed and separated ammunition. It also 
provides obturation by expanding under the 
pressure of the burning propellant to the point 
that it is tightly pressed against the wall of 
the weapon chamber and prevents the escape 
of propellant gases to the rear. Cartridge cases 
are made of metal (usually brass or steel) or 
combustible material (felted nitrocellulose) 
and may be of either multipiece or singlepiece 
construction. In fixed rounds, the cartridge 
case is crimped to the projectile; in semifixed 
rounds, the case is free-fitted to the projectile; 
in separated rounds, it  is 
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plugged at the forward end to retain 
the propellant and is independent of 
the projectile. 

( 3 )  Propelling charges. Propelling charg- 
es consist of varying quantities of 
single-, double- or triple-base solid 
propellant in either single or multi- 
perforated grains (fig. 2-1). Depend- 
ing upon the type of ammunition, the 
propelling charge may also include an 
igniter charge, usually in the form 
of a relatively small quantity of black 
powder. In order to indicate the char- 
acteristics of the propellant the word 
FLASHLESS, SMOKELESS or 
FLASHLESS-SMOKELESS is sten- 
ciled on cartridges for 76-mm and 90- 
mm gun cannon ammunition and on 
their packing containers. Flashless 
propellant does not flash more than 5 
percent of the time under average 
conditions in weapons having average 
wear. Smokeless propellant produces 
less than half the amount of smoke 
produced by ammunition not so desig- 
nated. The method of packaging the 
propellant depends on whether the 
round is fixed, semifixed, separated 
or separate-loading : 

( a )  Propellant for fixed ammunition is 
packed loose, or in a cloth bag in 
the cartridge case. 

( b )  Propelling charges for semifixed 
ammunition are generally contained 
in cloth bags in the cartridge case. 
(Each bag of propellant is called an 
increment and is used for adjust- 

ment of fire according to the range 
desired.) Identifying markings are 
located on the increment bags, on 
the base of the cartridge case, or 
on the container. 

(c) Propellant for separated ammuni- 
tion is packed loose or in a cloth 
bag in the cartridge case which is 
plugged to retain the propellant. 
The propellant charge is identified 
by markings on the base of the 
cartridge case, fiber container or 
wooden box. 

(d) In separate-loading ammunition, 
the propellant grains are packed in 
cloth increment bags which do 
not require the use of a cartridge 
case. This type of propellant, used 
for charge or zone firing, may be 
adjusted in accordance with the 
range desired. Full charge firing is 
achieved through the use of all the 
increments in a given charge. For 
lower charges, the appropriate 
number of increment bags is re- 
moved. This type o€ propelling 
charge is identified by the mark- 
ings on the increment bags, by the 
color of the bag containing the 
charge or by the propelling 
charge data tag which is usually 
tied to one of the tying straps which 
holds the individual increments to- 
gether. 

Note .  The data tag must be removed 
before inserting the charge into the 
weapon. 
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(4) Primers. A primer is used in a pro- 
pelling charge explosive train to pro- 
duce the flame which ignites the pro- 
pellant. Artillery primers consist, es- 
sentially, of a small quantity of sen- 
sitive explosive and a charge of black 
powder. In fixed, semifixed, and sep- 
arated ammunition, the primer is as- 
sembled to the base of the cartridge 
case a t  the time of manufacture. In 
separate-loading ammunition, the 
primer is inserted into the breech- 
block of the weapon by the user. Ar- 
tillery primers are classified as per- 
cussion, electric, percussion-electric 
(assembled to a cartridge case), or 
electric and percussion (used with 
separate-loading ammunition). Prim- 
ers may be initiated by firing pin or 
electric current. 

( a )  By firing pin. A mechanical device 
in the weapon causes the firing pin 

in the breechblock to strike the fir- 
ing plug or percussion element of 
the primer and initiate it. 

(b) B y  electric current. The current 
from an electric firing mechanism 
in the weapon ignites the primer 
mixture by heat. 

( 5 )  Adapters. The openings in the nose 
of projectiles requiring point fuzes 
are threaded to receive the fuze or 
fuze and booster combination. Be- 
cause of the standardization of fuze 
threading and projectile openings, 
several types of fuzes are  inter- 
changeable. However, some projec- 
tiles of earlier manufacture are made 
with large nose openings which do not 
conform to the standardized pattern. 
In order to adapt these projectiles 
for use with standard-thread fuzes, 
a metal bushing, called an adapter, 
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scription and functioning of this am- 
munition is classified. See TM 9-1300- 
203-1 for coverage. 

( 5 )  High-explosive antitank (HEAT). 
HEAT cartridges contain a high-ex- 
plosive shaped charge and are used 
against armored targets. They are 
fuzed with PI (point initiating), BD 
(base detonating) or PIBD (point-in- 
itiating, base-detonating) fuzes. The 
effect of a HEAT round is dependent 
upon such factors as the type and 
shape of the high-explosive charge, 
the standoff distance, the rotation (if 
present), and the characteristics of 
the fuze employed. When the projec- 
tile is detonated, the cone collapses, 
creating a high velocity shock wave 
and a jet of metal particles which pen- 
etrate the target. 

( 6 )  Armor-piercing ( A P )  . Armor-pierc- 
ing rounds are made of heat-treated 
high-carbon steel alloy. The head is 
hardened for penetration of armor 
and the body is designed to withstand 
the strains imposed by impact and 
the twisting of the projectile a t  high 
angles of obliquity. HVAP, APC and 
APDS rounds are variations of the 
basic armor-piercing type cartridge. 

( a )  Hypervelosity armor-piercing 
rounds (HVAP) are used for the 
same purpose as the basic AP 
rounds, but are lighter weight and 
are made with an armor-piercing 
core of tungsten carbide. 

( b )  The armor-piercing capped ( APC) 
round is another variation of the 
basic A P  round with a steel cap fit- 
ted to the nose of the projectile. 

(c) The armor-piercing discarding sa- 
bot (APDS) round is also similar 
to the basic AP round in that i t  
has a core of high density material. 
Unlike the A P  round, however, the 
diameter of the projectile is small- 
er then the gun barrel, and the 
projectile itself is encased in a sa- 

is inserted in the nose of the projec- 
tile to reduce the size of the openings 
and to conform to the standardized 
thread of the fuzes. Some chemical 
projectiles utilize nose adapters to 
provide a means of seating the burst- 
e r  casing. 

d. Classification. Depending on the type of 
projectile filler and the purpose for which the 
round is used, artillery ammunition is classi- 
fied as follows: 

Note:  The letter T following the abbreviated type 
classification indicates the presence of a tracer. 

(1) Antipersonnel (APERS). Cartridges 
,designated antipersonnel ( APERS) 
carry a payload of small, fin-stabilized 
steel fragments called flechettes. 
They are fitted with MT (mechanical 
time) fuzes which may be set for 
muzzle action or range, and are em- 
ployed against enemy personnel and 
light materiel. 

( 2 )  Canister. The projectile of the canis- 
ter cartridge consists of a cylindri- 
cal body attached to a heavy steel 
base. The body is filled with metal 
fragments and is designed to with- 
stand the radial forces in the bore of 
the weapon. Immediately after the 
projectile leaves the muzzle of the 
weapon, air pressure on the closing 
disk and centrifugal force acting on 
the fragments and canister body 
cause the body to open at the longi- 
tudinal slits, dispersing the contents. 
Canister ammunition is intended for 
short range antipersonnel use. 

( 3 )  High explosive ( H E ) .  HE cartridges 
are made of steel and are filled with 
a large bursting charge of high ex- 
plosive. They are used against person- 
nel and materiel targets, producing 
blast and fragmentation. They have 
normal or deep fuze cavities and may 
be fitted with time and impact, im- 
pact, or proximity fuzes, depending 
on the action desired. 

(4) High-explosive Plastic (HEP).  De- 
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bot (or cap) which converts i t  to 
the same size as the gun barrel. 
The sabot is discarded after the 
projectile leaves the bore of the 
weapon. 

( 7 )  Chemical. The two functional types of 
chemical projectiles are  burster and 
base-ej ection. 

( a )  Burster. The burster-type chemi- 
cal projectile is similar to an HE 
round, except for the filler. An ex- 
plosive charge (called a burster), 
located in the center of the projec- 
tile, ruptures the projectile casing 
upon fuze functioning and aids in 
dispersing the filler. Smoke (WP) 
and gas (H, HD, CG, etc.) car- 
tridges have this type of projectile. 
Smoke cartridges are  used for 
screening and incendiary effect. 
Chemical-filled cartridges are  cas- 
ualty producing. 

( b )  Base ejection. Base ejection pro- 
jectiles are  fitted with mechanical 
time fuzes and a re  designed to func- 
tion in flight. An expelling charge 
of black powder, ignited by a me- 
chanical time fuze, forces the base 
of the projectile open and expels 
the canister assembly containing a 
colored smoke mixture or other 
filler. The smoke-filled projectiles 
are  used for marking purposes. 
Base ejection projectiles a re  also 
used for the distribution of propa- 
ganda leaflets, etc. 

( 8 )  Illuminating. Illuminating projectiles 
are  similar in function to base ejec- 
tic.. chemical projectiles. They con- 
tain a parachute assembly and an il- 
luminant canister that  are  ejected in 
flight by an expelling charge. This 
type of cartridge is used for illumi- 
nation at night and during periods of 
decreased visibility. 

(9) Target practice ( T P ) .  Target prac- 
tice cartridges simulate service car- 
tridges and have the same dimensions, 

weight and center of gravity as the 
service round. They may contain a 
spotting charge and fuze. They are  
used for  training in marksmanship. 

(10) Dummy. Dummy cartridges simu- 
late service cartridges and have the 
same dimensions, weight and center 
of gravity as service cartridges. They 
a re  intended for training in servicing 
the weapon and are  completely inert. 

Warning: The use of service am- 
munition for training purposes as a 
substitute for authorized dummy am- 
munition is extremely hazardous and 
is not permitted under any circum- 
stances. 

e. Packing and Shipping Data. For specific 
packing and shipping data, see SC 1305/30-IL. 

2-3. Precautions 

a. General precautions in handling and stor- 
ing this ammunition are  listed in chapter 1. 
Precautions pertaining to firing specific rounds 
are included in the functional description of 
the round. 

b. The following Warning is applicable to 
all the ammunition described in this chapter 
which may be fired with proximity fuzes: 

Warning : Proximity-fuzed duds require cau- 
tious handling at all times, but may be moved 
with a minimum of danger 40 hours after fir- 
ing. If it is absolutely impossible to observe the 
40-hour waiting period, wait as long as possible, 
observing a t  least a 30-minute waiting period. 
Do not under any circumstances approach the 
dud earlier than 30 minutes after firing. At 
any time that the dud is handled within the 
30-minute to 40-hour time frame, it will be han- 
dled with extreme caution. 

C .  The following caution is applicable to all 
ammunition described in this manual : 

Caution : Do not reuse cartridges or projec- 
tiles which have been extracted from weapons 
by ramming. Extraction difficulty may have 
been caused by some nonstandard condition in 
the ammunition and, also, the fuze may have 
been damaged during the ramming process. 
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Section II. AMMUNITION FOR 37 MILLIMETER AUTOMATIC GUN M l A 2  

24. General M23A2 are used with this ammuni- 
tion. a. Weapons. The 37-mm automatic gun 

(6) Packing and shipping data. Cartridges M1A2 is a rapid-fire weapon mounted on a 
for automatic gun M1A2 are packed combination gun and motor carriage. Although 
one per fiber container, with multiple it can be employed against ground targets, it 
overpack in a metal or  wooden box. is designed primarily for antiaircraft fire. 

( 7 )  Functioning. Up to the point of fuze 
functioning, all 37-mm rounds func- (1) Identification. Ammunition for this tion in a similar manner. When the gun is issued in the form of fixed, weapon is fired, the firing pin strikes complete rounds which are distin- the primer, igniting a black powder guished from other 37-mm ammuni- mixture which ignites the propellant. tion by an extractor groove machined Gas pressure created by the burning in the side of the cartridge case. propellant separates the projectile 

(2) Types of projectiles. Depending on from the cartridge case and propels 
the projectile filler, ammunition for it through the bore of the weapon to  
this gun is classified as high-explosive the target. A rotating band on the 
with tracer (HE-T) , armor-piercing projectile engages in the rifling of 
capped with tracer ( APC-T) , target- the gun tube and imparts a stabiliz- 
practice with tracer (TP-T) and ing spin to the projectile as it leaves 
dummy. the weapon. 

( 3 )  Cartridge cases. Steel cartridge case 
M17R1 and brass cartridge case M17 
are used with this ammunition. The 

b. Ammunition. 

2-5. Cartridge, 37 Millimeter: HE-1, SD, 
M54A1 

two cases are of construction, a. General. High-explosive cartridge M64A1 
except that the has a thin- (fig. 2-2) is used for antiaircraft fire. 
ner base and primer seat and weighs 
approximately 0.10 pound less than b. Description. This cartridge is assembled 
the brass case. with cartridge case M17 or  M17B1 stab 

crimped to the projectile. The projectile con- (4) Propelling charges. Depending on sists of a thin-walled body, a tetryl or  Compo- type, these cartridges contain from 
sition A bursting charge, a superquick PD 0.28 to 0.38 pound of single-base pro- 
fuze, and a shell-destroying tracer assembly. pellant M1 or  double-base propellants The tracer assembly, containing an  igniter, is M2 or  M5. 
pressed into a cavity on the base of the pro- 

( 5 )  Primers. Percussion primers M38A1, jectile, 
M38B2 (alternate), M23A1 and 
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c. Functioning. When the cartridge is fired, 
the burning propellant initiates the igniter 
charge in the tracer assembly. The igniter 
charge, in turn,  ignites the tracer which burns 
with a visible trace for about 8 seconds. Near 
the end of tracer burn, the relay igniting 
charge is initiated. The bursting charge may 
be detonated either by ignition from the burn- 
ing igniter charge or by fuze function, which- 
ever occurs first. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 2.67 
Length ( in.)  12.81 

Muzzle velocity ( fps )  2,600 

(yd)  3,500 

Cartridge rase M17B1 (steel) 

(2) Ballistics. 

Maximum actual horizontal range 
(due to shell-destroying. tracer) 

( 3 )  Components. 

M17 (brass) 
Primer M38A1 or M38B2 
Propelling. charge (0.38 lb) .M1 or M2 

2-6. Cartridge, 37 Millimeter: HE-T, SD, 

This cartridge is similar to cartridge 
M54A1 (para 2-5 above) differing only in the 
design of the ignition and tracer charges. 

2-7. Cartridge, 37 Millimeter: APC-T 

M54, MV2, 600 

M59A1 
a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-3) is used 

against light armor and similar targets. 
b. Description. This cartridge is assembled 

with cartridge case M17 attached to the pro- 
jectile by a 360" circumferential crimp. A 
pointed steel armor-piercing cap which aids the 
projectile in defeat of face-hardened plate is 
crimped to the hard steel projectile body. 
There is no windshield and the body has a 
gently tapered nose. A small cavity in the 
base of the projectile holds a red tracer com- 
position. 

N o t e .  This cartridge is also issued with a steel case 
for training use. 
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c. Functioning. When the weapon is fired, 
the burning propellant initiates the igniter 
charge which, in turn, ignites the tracer com- 
position which burns for approximately 3 sec- 
onds. On impact, the armor-piercing cap flat- 
tens out over the surface of the target, de- 
creasing the possibility of ricochet and provid- 
ing traction for the body of the projectile. The 
projectile is dependent on the composition of 
the hard steel body and on force of impact to 
penetrate the target. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 3.17 
Length (in.) 12.88 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,050 
Maximum range (yd) 5,790 

( 3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case M17 (brass) 

M17B1 (steel) 
Primer M38A1 or M38B2 
Propelling charge (.31 lb) M1 or M2 

2-8. Cartridge, 37 Millimeter: APC-T, M59, 

APC-T cartridge M59 is similar to cartridge 
MV2, 050 

M59A1 (para 2-7) except for the primer and 
certain design differences in the projectile. 
This cartridge is assembled with percussion 
primer M23A1 in lieu of M38A1. The armor- 
piercing cap is brazed, rather than crimped, 
to the projectile nose, and the projectile is 
crimped to the cartridge case by a series of 
equally spaced ball-point crimps rather than the 
360" circumferential crimp used in cartridge 
MS9A1. 

2-9. Cartridge, 37 Millimeter: TP-T, M55A1 
a. General. Target practice cartridge M55A1 

(fig. 2-4) is used for training in marksman- 
ship, and has ballistic characteristics similar 
to HE cartridge M54A1 (para 2-5). 

b. Description. This cartridge is assembled 
with cartridge case M17 or M17R1 and a serv- 
ice primer and propelling charge. The projec- 
tile is similar in contour to projectile M54A1 
but has no bursting charge and is fitted with a 
dummy fuze which simulates a PD service 
fuze. The shell-destroying tracer of the serv- 
ice round is replaced with an igniter compo- 
sition and a red tracer used for tracing pur- 
poses only. 

Note. Cartridges assembled with steel cases are 
for ground training only. 
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c. Functioning. This cartridge functions 
ballistically in the same manner as HE car- 
tridge M54A1 (para 2-5) except that i t  does 
not contain a bursting charge and the dum- 
my fuze has no explosive elements. The tracer 
burns with a visible trace for about 8 sec- 
onds. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (Ib) 2.67 
Length (in.) 12.81 

Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity ( fps )  2,600 
Maximum range (yd) 9,050 

Components. 
Cartridge case M17 (brass) 

M17B1 (steel) 
Primer M38A1 or M38B2 
Propelling charge (0.38 lb) M1 or M2 

2-10. Dummy Cartridge, 37 Millimeter: 
M2 1 

a. General. This completely inert cartridge 
(fig. 2-5) simulates service HE cartridge M54 
(para 2-6) and is used for training in handling, 
loading and firing. 

b. Description. The dummy cartridge con- 
sists of steel cartridge case M17B1 assembled 
with a modified empty projectile and dummy 
fuze. The projectile and case are held together 
by a steel retaining rod, one end of which is 
inserted into the enlarged tracer cavity in the 
base of the projectile. The other end is screwed 
into a cartridge case plug assembly which 
takes the place of the primer. This plug as- 
sembly forms a free f i t  in the primer hole. 
A copper plug is assembled in the base of the 
plug assembly so that the firing pin of the 
weapon will not be damaged in simulated fir- 
ings. 

-..-.--.*.e-- 

~ _- 

C. Tabulated Data. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (Ib) 2.67 
Length (in.) 12.81 
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Section III. AMMUNITION FOR 37 MILLIMETER SUBCALIBER GUNS, 
M12, M13, M14, M15 AND M1916 

GUN, sulbcaliber, 37-mm: M15 
GUN, subcaliber, 37-mm : M14 

2-1 1. General 

'GUN,  subcaliber, 37-mm: M13 

a. Weapons. Subcaliber guns are devices 
used with tactical weapons for the purpose of 
reducing bore-wear to the weapon, conserving 
ammunition, and making the use of shorter 
firing ranges possible during practice firing 
and training. They are designed for interior- 
mounting (inside the bore of the weapon) or 

exterior-mounting (on top of the gun tube) and 
may be used with weapons ranging in size 
from 75 millimeters to 8 inches. Interior-type 
subcaliber guns M12, M15, M14 and M13 are 
used respectively with 75-mm howitzers, 76- 
mm guns, 90-mm guns and 105-mm howitzers. 
External-type subcaliber gun M1916 is used 
with 155-mm guns and howitzers and 8-inch 
howitzers. See table 2-1. 

Table 2-1. Ammunition f o r  Subcaliber Weapons 

Weapon 

CANNON, 75-mm-HOWITZER : 

CANNON, 76-mm GUN : M1A2 
CANNON, 90-mm GUN: M1, 

M1A1 (AMTB mount M3 only). 
CANNON, 105mm-HOWITZER: 

M2A1, M2A2, M4 and M4A1 
(35062). 

M1A1 

CANNON, 155-mm GUN: M2 
CANNON, 155-mm HOWITZER: 

CANNON, 8-inch HOWITZER: 
M1 

M2 

Subcaliber weapon 

GUN, subcaliber, 37-mm: M12 

GUN, subcaliber, 37-mm: M1916 

Subcaliber ammunition 

CARTRIDGE, 37 MILLIMETER: TP, 
M63, Mod 1, for 37-mm subcaliber guns 

CARTRIDGE, 37 MILLIMETER: TP, 

CARTRIDGE, 37 MILLIMETER: TP, 

M63, Mod 1, for 37-mm subcdiber guns 

M63, Mod 1, steel case, for 37-mm sub- 
caliber guns 

CARTRIDGE, 37 MILLIMETER: TP, 
M63, Mod 1, for 37-mm subcaliber guns 

b. Ammunition. There is one authorized car- 
tridge, a target-practice (TP) round, designed 
for 37-mm subcaliber weapons. I t  is identified 
by markings on the Projectile and the base 
of the cartridge case. 

M63 (fig. 2-6) is used for training in mark- 
manship. 

b. Description. This cartridge consists of a 
steel projectile (fitted with a base-detonating 
practice fuze) crimped to a steel cartridge 
case. The projectile is loaded with pressed 

2-12. Cartridge, 37 Millimeter: TP, M63, black powder. 
Mod 1 

a. General. Target-practice ( T P )  cartridge 
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C.  Functioning. When the weapon is fired, 
the firing pin strikes the percussion primer 
which ignites the propellant. The burning pro- 
pellant provides the force necessary to propel 
the projectile through the bore of the weapon 
to the target. A rotating band circling the 
base of the projectile is engaged in the rifling 
of the weapon and imparts spin to the pro- 
jectile as it leaves the weapon. On impact, the 
action of the base-detonating fuze ignites the 
pressed black powder filler in the projectile, 
simulating the detonation of a service projec- 
tile. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 2.01 
Length (in.) 8.98 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,100 
Maximum range (yd) 4,980 

( 3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case MK1A2 or MK1A2B1 
Primer M23A2 
Propelling charge (0.66 lb) M2 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

Section IV, AMMUNITION FOR 40-MILLIMETER GUN CANNONS M1, 
M1A1, M2, M2A1 AND Mk1 (NAVY) 

2-1 3. General 
a. Weapons. These 40-mm guns are rapid 

fire, recoil operated automatic weapons intend- 
ed primarily for antiaircraft fire. They may 
also be used against ground targets. The weap- 
ons fire fixed ammunition in rapid bursts 
of automatic fire at the rate of 120 rounds- 
per-minute. The weapons can also operate on 
single fire. All of the gun cannons are equipped 
with a percussion-type firing mechanism. 

b. Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. Cartridges of Army 

procurement are painted and marked 
for identification in accordance with 
the basic color scheme described in 
chapter 1. In other cases, painting and 
marking may follow practices of oth- 
er services. 

( 2 )  Types of projectiles. Depending on 
the type of projectile, ammunition for 
these weapons is classified as high- 
explosive with tracer (HE-T), high- 
explosive incendiary with tracer 
(HEI-T) , armor-piercing with tracer 
( AP-T), target-practice with tracer 
(TP-T) and dummy. 

( 3 )  Propelling charge. The cartridges, de- 

pending upon type, contain from 0.65 
to 0.718 pound of propellant M1. Dum- 
my cartridges do not contain any pro- 
pellant. 

Cartridge, 40 Millimeter: HE-T, SD, 2-14. 
Mk1 1, Mk2, MV2,870 

a. General. This HE round (fig. 2-7) is used 
for firing against aircraft. 

b. Description. The cartridge is assembled 
with the cartridge case M25 (brass) or M25B1 
(steel). The case contains a percussion prim- 
er and M1 propellant and is crimped to the 
projectile by means of a 360° crimp. Projec- 
tile Mk2 consists of a relatively thin-walled 
projectile body, a bursting charge of pressed 
TNT, a PD fuze, and a shell-destroying (SD) 
tracer (fig. 2-8). The nose of the projectile is 
internally threaded to receive the fuze. The 
boattailed base is  threaded internally to re- 
ceive the shell-destroying tracer assembly 
Mk11 or Mk11 Mod 2 (Navy origin) ; this as- 
sembly protrudes beyond the base of the pro- 
jectile for approximately 0.60 inches. The shell- 
destroying tracer consists of an igniting 
charge, a red tracer composition and a relay 
igniting charge of black powder. 
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c. Functioning. When the percussion primer 
is struck by the firing pin of the weapon, it 
ignites the black powder in the primer tube. 
Sparks from the black powder ignite the pro- 
pellant, which, in turn, imparts velocity to the 
projectile and ignites the tracer. Depending 
upon which occurs first, contact with a target 
or the burning out of the tracer, the high ex- 
plosive bursting charge is detonated by either 
the fuze or the tracer relay igniting charge 
respectively. The tracer composition burns 
with a visible trace for 8 to 10 seconds, equiva- 
lent to a range of 3,800 to 4,300 yards. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 ) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight ( I b )  4.75 
Length ( in.)  17.60 

(2)  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity ( fps )  2,870 
Range to tracer burnout (yds)  4,300 

(3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case M25, M25B1 
Propelling charge M1 
Primer M38A1, M38B2, MK22 

e.  Packing D a t a .  One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer; ten fiber containers per wooden box. 

2-1 5. Cartridge, 40 Millimeter: HE-T, SD, 
M3, Mk2, MV2,700. 

This cartridge is similar to the cartridge in 
paragraph 2-14 above, except that  the projec- 
tile has the tracer M3, and is loaded with tet- 
ryl. 

2-16. Cartridge, 40 Millimeter: HE-T, SD, 
M3A1 , Mk2, MV2,700. 

This cartridge is similar to that described 

in paragraph 2-14 above, except that  the pro- 
jectile has tracer M3A1 and is packed one 
cartridge per fiber container, six containers 
per wooden box. 

2-1 7. Cartridge, 40 Millimeter: HEI-T, SD, 
Mk1 1, Mk2, MV2,890 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-9) is used 
for firing against aircraft. 

b. Description. This cartridge is similar to 
the HET SD cartridge described in paragraph 
2-14, differing in the cartridge case (Mk2, 
Mod 1 or Mk3), percussion primer (Mk22), 
and the powder composition (TNT and in- 
cendiary charge) in the projectile. The car- 
tridge case Mk2, Mod 1 or Mk3 (steel) is 
crimped rigidly to the projectile by means of 
a 360" crimp. The 40-mm projectile Mk2 con- 
sists of a relatively thin-walled projectile body, 
a bursting charge of TNT weighing 63 grams, 
an incendiary charge weighing 36 grams, a 
PD fuze and a shell-destroying (SD)  tracer 
(fig. 2-8). The nose of the projectile is thread- 
ed to receive the fuze. The boattailed base is 
threaded internally to receive the shell-de- 
stroying tracer assembly Mk11 or  Mk11 Mods 
(Navy origin) ; this assembly protrudes be- 
yond the base of the projectile for approxi- 
mately 0.60 inch. The shell-destroying tracer 
consists of an igniting charge, a red tracer 
composition, and a relay igniting charge of 
black powder. The 40-mm HE-T and HEI-T 
cartridges used by the Navy may be distin- 
guished by the painting on the fuzes: the fuze 
for the HE-T cartridge is painted green and 
white (green tip on fuze) ;  the fuze for the 
HEI-T cartridge is painted red and white (red 
t ip on fuze) 
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c. Functioning. Functioning of this round is 
identical to  that described in paragraph 2-14, 
above, for the HE-T round, except that  incen- 
diary composition increases the possibility of 
setting the target on fire. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze:  
Weight (lb) 4.75 
Length (in.) 17.60 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,890 

Cartridge case Mk2, Mk2 Mod 1, Mk3 
Propelling charge M1 
Primer Mk22 

e. Packing Data. Four cartridges per M1 
Charger Clip; four clips (16 cartridges) per 
metal box. 

2-1 7.1. Cartridge, 40 Millimeter: HEI-T, 

This cartridge is similar to that described in 
paragraph 2-17, above, except that the projec- 
tile has Tracer Mk14 or Mods. As indicated in 
figure 2-9.1, the forward end of the tracer 
body is closed, eliminating the self-destruct 
relay and igniter charge. As this round will 
detonate on impact only, the range is increased 
to 7,500 yards. 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

NSD, Mk14, Mk2, MV2,890 

CLOSING DISK 

AGO 5656A 

2-1 8. Cartridge, 40 Millimeter: AP-T, 
M81A1 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-10) is used 
for firing a t  armored and similar targets. 

b. Description. The hardened steel projectile 
is of the monobloc type: a tracer cavity in its 
base contains a red tracer composition which 
burns for about 12 seconds. The nose of the 
body is shaped to a relatively blunt ogive. How- 
ever, a long, false ogive (windshield) is pro- 
vided to impart optimum ballistic properties. 
The windshield is attached to the nose crimp- 
ing groove by means of a 360° crimp. This 
cartridge may be assembled with either a brass 
or steel cartridge case. Certain lots of these 
cartridges have a vapor-trail-producing, dip- 
coating compound applied to their windshields. 
The dipcoating compound produces a vapor trail 
immediately after the projectile leaves the 
muzzle of the gun. This trail continues to be 
visible up to  a range of 1,000 yards. Visibility 
of the vapor trail is limited to daytime firing. 
Ammunition having this dipcoating is intended 
for use during the early stages of training 
only; it is not intended for use in the final 
stages of training or in combat, except in 
emergency. 

I 
TRACER PYROTECHNIC STARTER 

TRACER PYROTECHNIC 

BODY 

MU-DI 2340 
Figure 2-9.1. Tracer  Mk14 for 40MM HEI-T, NSD car tr idge  Mk14,  Mk2.  
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c. Functioning. When the percussion prim- 
er  is struck by the firing pin of the weapon, 
it ignites the black powder in the primer tube. 
Sparks from the black powder ignite the pro- 
pellant, which, in turn, imparts velocity to  
the projectile and ignites the tracer. Upon im- 
pact with a target, the hardened steel projec- 
tile penetrates the target. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 4.58 
Length (in.) 17.60 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,870 
Range (yd) 9,600 

( 3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case M25, M25B1 
Propelling charge .M1 
Primer M38A1,M23A2, M82 or MK22 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer ; six containers per wooden box. 

2-1 9. Cartridge, 40 Millimeter: AP-T, M81 
Cartridge M81 differs from cartridge 

M81A1 (para 2-18, above) only in the meth 
od of attaching the windshield and the prim- 
er  used. This cartridge has its windshield se- 
cured to the projectile by means of an adapter. 
This cartridge is assembled with percussion 
primer M23A2 only. Some of these cartridges, 
intended for use during the early stages of 
training, have a vapor-trail-producing dipcoat- 
ing compound on their windshields. 

2-20. 
a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-11) is sim- 

ilar to 40-mm HE-T cartridge Mk2 (para 2-14 
above) and is used for target practice pur- 
poses. 

b.  Description. The steel projectile resembles 
the HE projectile Mk2 but has a solid base 
except for the tracer cavity. This cavity con- 
tains a red tracer composition which burns 
for about 12 seconds. The projectile, which 
is loaded with an inert material, is fuzed with 
either a dummy or an inert PD fuze. 

Cartridge, 40 Millimeter: TP-T, M91 

ORD D1737 

Figure 2-11. 40-mm TP-T, cartridge M91. 

C .  Functioning. The functioning of this round 
as similar to the HE-T projectile described in 
paragraph 2-14 above, except that there is no 
explosion of the projectile, either upon impact 
or from the tracer, and the maximum range is 
11,000 yards. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 4.72 
Length (in.) 17.60 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,870 

Cartridge case M25, M25B1 
Propelling charge ..M1 
Primer M38A1, M38B2, Mk22 

e. Packing Data. Four cartridges per charger 
clip M1; four clips (16 cartridges) per metal 
box. 
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2-21. Dummy cartridge, 40 Millimeter: 
bronze or malleable iron body (M17B1). The 
nose end of the assembly is threaded to hold 
a bronze o r  iron plug resembling a service fuze. 
The base end of the body is threaded to  hold 
a cold-drawn steel base which screws into the 

b. Description The service projectile and body. The base provides fo r  extraction of the 

M17 or M17B1 
a. General. This completely inert cartridge 

(fig. 2-12) simulates the service cartridge and 
is used fo r  training in handling and loading. 

cartridge case are simulated by a one-piece cartridge a f te r  loading in the gun. 

C. Tabulated Data. 
Charac t eris tics. 
Complete round with f u z e :  

Weight (lb) 4.75 
Length ( in . )  17.60 

d. Packing Data, One cartridge per fiber 
container ; twelve containers per wooden box. 

2-22. Dummy cartridge, 40 Millimeter: M25 
This dummy cartridge (fig. 2-13) is provid- 

ed as a n  alternative to  the M17 for  use i n  
40-mm guns. The cartridge consists of a mod- 
ified service shell body M k 2  and a modified 

steel cartridge case M25B1. The shell and car 
tridge case are held together by means of a 
steel retaining rod. One end of the rod is 
screwed into the threaded t racer  cavity in the 
base of the shell; the other end is threaded to 
receive the cartridge case plug assembly. A 
copper rivet is pressed into the rear of the 
plug to simulate the primer head and to  pre- 
vent damage to the f i r ing pin of the weapon in 
simulated firings. A dummy fuze completes 
the assembly. This round is packed one car- 
tridge per fiber container; eight containers 
per wooden box. 
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Figure 2-13. 40-mm dummy cartr idge M25. 

Section V. AMMUNITION FOR 75-MILLIMETER GUN CANNON M3 

2-23. General 
a. Weapons. The 75-mm gun cannon M3 is a 

tank mounted, low trajeotory type weapon. The 
breechblock opens automatically during recoil and 
closes automatically when a cartridge is loaded 
into the weapon. 

b. Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. Cartridges for this weap- 

on are fixed and are assembled with either brass or 
steel cartridge cases. 

(2) Types of projectiles. Depending upon 
type of projectile, ammunition for this weapon is 
classified as armor-piercing with tracer (AP-T) , 
armor-piercing capped with tracer (APC-T) , 
high explosive (HE), smoke (WP) ,  blank and 
dummy. 

(3) Cartridge cases. Cartridge case M18 
(brass) or M18B1 (steel) is used with all types of 
ammunition for this weapon except blank. The 
steel case has a thinner base and primer seat and 
is approximately 0.22 pound lighter than the brass 
case. Cartridge case M9A1 is used with blank car- 
tridges or modified cartridge case M18 or M18R1 
may be used. 

Note.  Extraction difflculties may be experienced 
when firing blank ammunition with aluminum cartridge 
cases. Whenever possible, use this type of ammunition for I single fire missions. 

(4) Propelling charges. The cartridges de- 
pending upon type, contain propellant M1, M2, 
or M17. The propelling charge is assembled loose 
in the cartridge case. 

( 5 )  Primers. Three types of primers are used 
with this ammunition. Percussion primer M31B2 
is used in the high-explosive supercharge round 
and percussion primer M22A3 in the high-explo- 
sive round and reduced charge rounds. The armor- 
piercing cartridge uses percussion primer M31A2 
and blank ammunition uses percussion primer 
M1A2 or M1B1A2. 

(6) Fuzes. Impact, time and impact, and base 
detonating fuzes are used with this ammunition. 

2-24. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HE, M48, 
Normal Charge 

a. General. H E  cartridge M48 is used pri- 
marily for f ragmentation, blast and mining. 

b.  Description. This cartridge (fig. 2-14) con- 
sists of a relatively thin-walled forged steel pro- 
jectile filled with a 1.49 pound bursting charge of 
TNT. The projectile is stab crimped to either the 
M18 or M18B1 cartridge case. The propelling 
charge consists of 1.15 pounds of M1 propellant 
assembled loose in the cartridge case. The M22A3 
primer is press-fitted in the base of the cartridge 
case. 
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c. Functioning. When the weapon is fired 
the firing pin strikes the primer, resulting in 
a flash that ignites the black powder charge 
in the primer. The flame and sparks from the 
black powder ignite the propelling charge. The 
resulting gases drive the projectile through the 
bore of the weapon. The rotating band of the 
projectile engages the rifling of the weapon, 
imparting spin to the projectile as i t  leaves the 
gun barrel. This spin stabilizes the projectile 
in flight. Upon fuze functioning, the bursting 
charge of the projectile detonates either on or 
over the target. This detonation results in blast 
and fragmentation. 

I 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 18.74 
Length (in.) 26.63 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,500 
Maximum range ( yd) 

Cartridge case M18 or M18B1 
Primer M22A3 
Propelling charge (1.16 Ib) M1 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per metal or 
fiber container; multiple packings of fiber con- 
tainers per bundle or wooden box. 

2-25. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HE, M48, 

This cartridge is the same as the cartridge 
in paragraph 2-24 except that the cartridge 
case contains a reduced charge (0.69 Ib) of 
propellant. Cartridges with this reduced charge 

Reduced Charge 

weigh approximately 18.18 pounds and have 
a muzzle v e 1 o c i t y of 950 feet-per-second. 
Maximum range is 6,990 yards. Other descrip- 
tion and data given in paragraph.2-24 apply. 

2-26. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HE, M48, 

This cartridge differs from that in para- 
graph 2-24 in that it has a supercharge of 1.93 
pounds of M1 propellant and uses primer 
M31B2. Because of the supercharge, the car- 
tridge is heavier, weighing 19.48 pounds. Muz- 
zle velocity is 1,950 feet-per-second. Maximum 
range is approximately 14,000 yards. In all 
other respects, description and. data given in 
paragraph 2-24 apply. 

2-27. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: APC-T, 

Supercharge 

M61A1 
a. General. The APC-T cartridge M61A1 (fig 

2-15) is used against ground targets, primarily 
armored materiel. 

b. Description. The projectile consists of 
three parts: a steel body which contains a 
small charge of explosive D, a steel armor- 
piercing cap, and a 360° crimped lightweight 
steel or aluminum ballistic cap or windshield. 
The base is threaded to accommodate a base- 
detonating fuze. This fuze functions with 
delay action, providing an opportunity for 
penetration before detonation occurs. The base 
of the fuze protrudes about beyond 
the rear of the projectile. This portion of the 
fuze contains a red tracer composition which 
operates independently of the fuze mechanism. 
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c. Functioning. The propelling charge func- 
tions in the manner described in paragraph 2- 
24. The tracer in the base of the projectile is 
ignited b y  the propelling charge in the bore 
of the weapon. This provides a visible red 
trace for approximately 3 seconds (1,800 
yards) which aids in sensing the flight of the 
projectile. The projectile penetrates the target 
solely by kinetic energy. The delay action fuze 
detonates the explosive D charge after pene- 
tration of the target. This action results in 
fragmentation and some blast effect inside the 
target. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 19.91 
Length (in.) --26.29 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,000 
Maximum range @ 79 mils (yd) 4,260 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M18, M18B1 
Primer M31B2 
Propelling charge (2 lb) M1 

e. Packing Data. One, cartridge per metal 
or fiber container; multiple packing of fiber 
containers per bundle or wooden box. 

2-28. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: APC-T, M61 
This cartridge is similar to cartridge M61A1 

in paragraph 2-27, except for the method of 

crimping the steel windshield to the armor- 
piercing cap of the projectile. 

2-29. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: AP-T, 
M338A1 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-16) is for 
use against ground targets, primarily armored 
materiel. 

b. Description. The body of the projectile, 
which is a hardened steel monobloc shot, has 
a flat nose. An aluminum or steel windshield 
is welded onto the forward end of the shot 
body. The projectile base is threaded to receive 
tracer M5A2B1, which contains an igniter com- 
position and red tracer material. The base of 
the tracer is protected by a moistureproof 
seal. The projectile is assembled to the car- 
tridge case (M18 series) by stab crimping. Two 
and one-tenth pounds of propellant M17 are 
assembled loose in the cartridge case. Percus- 
sion primer M31A2 is press-fitted into the 
base of the cartridge. 

Note: All lots of cartridge M338 and M338A1 manu- 
factured prior to 29 January 1963 are suspended from 
issue and use until 100 percent inspected for malformed 
primers. Lots that have been inspected will be so 
marked directly above the weight, cube and loading 
date on the outer pack. 

c. Functioning. This cartridge functions in 
the same manner as cartridge M61A1 (para 
2-27) except that it does not contain an explo- 
sive charge or fuze and provides greater target 
penetration. 
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d.  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (Ib) 18.26 
Length (in.) 23.67 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,340 
Maximum range @ 79 mils (yd) 5,000 

Cartridge case M18, M18B1 
Primer M31A2 
Propelling charge (2.1 lb) M17 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer ; two fiber containers per wooden box. 

2-30. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: AP-T, M338 
This cartridge is exactly the same as car- 

tridge M338A1 described in paragraph 2-29 
except for some minor variations in metal 
parts. 

2-31. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 
M64 

a. General. This cartridge is used for spot- 
ting and screening purposes. It also has a 
slight incendiary effect. 

b. Description. Components are cartridge 
case M18 or M18B1, primer M31B2, a 2-pound 
propelling charge, and projectile M64 fuzed 
with a PD fuze. The projectile is similar in 
appearance and has the same ballistics as 
high-explosive cartridge M48 (para 2-24). The 
nose of the projectile is threaded to hold an 
adapter which serves three purposes: to pro- 
vide a tight seal for the chemical contents of 
the projectile, to hold the fuze, and to provide 
a seat for the forward end of the burster cas- 
ing. A thin-walled, tubular steel burster cas- 
ing M6 extends nearly the length of the filler 
cavity. Burster casing M6 contains a burster 
initiator and burster charge assembly loaded 
with tetryl. 

c. Functioning. Up to the time of fuze func- 
tioning, this cartridge functions exactly as 

(3) Components. 

cartridge M48 described in paragraph 2-24. The 
fuze functions on impact, initiating the burster 
initiator which detonates the burster, ruptur- 
ing the projectile body. This disperses the 
white phosphorus filler which ignites upon con- 
tact with air. 

d.  Tabulated Datu. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 14.70 
Length (in.) 26.63 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,980 
Maximum range (yd) .14,000 

Cartridge case M18, M18B1 
Primer M31B2 
Propelling charge M1 (2  lbs) 
Burster initiator M1 
Burster (1.02 oz tetryl) MS 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per metal 
or fiber container ; multiple packing of fiber 
containers per bundle or wooden box. 

2-32. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter Blank: 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

Single Pellet Charge 
a. General. This ammunition (fig. 2-17) is 

provided for simulated firing. 
b. Description. A complete round consists of 

cartridge case M9A1 containing primer 
M1B1A2 and a single pellet of compressed 
black powder weighing 0.43 pound. The car- 
tridge case is the M9A1 or an M18 service 
case cut to about 60 percent of the service 
length. The black powder pellet, which has a 
hole in the center, fits over the primer. The 
pellet is wrapped in cellophane for protection 
and is held firmly in position against the car- 
tridge case by a chipboard tube which is held 
in position by a closing cup assembly. The 
closing cup is cemented in position about 2-3/4- 
inches from the cartridge case mouth. 

Rounds with loose or damaged closing cups Note .  
will not be fired. 

a 
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c. Functioning. When the firing pin of the 
weapon strikes the primer, a flash is gener- 
ated. This flash ignites the black powder in 
the primer. The flame and sparks from the 
black powder ignite the black powder pellet 
producing noise and flash to simulate an ac- 
tual firing. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 2.68 
Length (in.) 7.25 

(2) Components. 
Cartridge case M9A1 or modified M18 
Primer M1B1A2 

Charge (.43 Ib) Black Powder Pellet 
e. Packing Data. One round per fiber contain- 

e r ;  15 or  20 fiber containers per wooden box. 

2-33. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter Blank: 
Double Pellet Charge 

This cartridge (fig. 2-17) consists of the 
same components as used for the single pel- 
let round described in paragraph 2-32, except 
for the double pellet black powder charge and 
the chipboard tube. The charge in this am- 
munition is compressed and is in the form of 
two pellets weighing 0.87 pound in all. The 
complete round weighs 3.07 pounds. 

2-34. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter BIank; 
M337A2 

a. General. This blank cartridge (fig. 2-18) 
is provided for saluting and simulated firing. 

b. Description.. A complete round consists of 
a cartridge case M9A1 (brass). or M9A1B1 
(aluminum) containing percussion primer 
M1A2 o r  M1B1A2 and a 1-pound charge of 
granular potassium nitrate black powder. A 
fiberglass wad is positioned on top of the black 
powder, with a polystyrene closing cut insert- 
ed over the fiberglass wad and cemented in  
place. 

Figure 2-18. IS-mm blank cartridge M337A2. 

C.  Functioning. This cartridge functions in 
the same manner as the single pellet blank 
charge described in paragraph 2-32. 

d .  Tabulated Data.. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 
Length (in.) 

( 2 )  Components. 
Cartridge case 
Primer 
Charge ( 1  Ib) 

3.25 
7.25 

M9A1 or M18( modified) 
M1A2 or M1B1A2 

Black powder 
e. Packing Data. One round per fiber contain- 

e r ;  15 or  20 fiber containers per wooden box. 

2-35. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter Blank: 
M337A1 and M337 

These cartridges are similar to cartridge 
M337A2 (para 2-34) except that  the major 
components are made from different material, 
and cartridge M337A 1 has a sodium nitrate 
black powder charge instead of potassium ni- 
trate. 

2-36. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter Dummy: M7 
a. General. This cartridge is a completely 

inert assembly provided for 75-mm tank weap- 
ons for simulating the handling of service 
ammunition during training of gun crews. 

b. Description. The cartridge case and pro- 
jectile of a service round are simulated by a 
formed one-piece unit made of bronze and 
steel. The cartridge case base is a sliding fit, 
held in the normal closed position by a steel 
rod and spring. The cartridge may be fitted 
with an inert fuze. 
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c. Tabulated Data. a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-19) is func- 
tionally similar to that  described in paragraph Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (lb) 20.38 2-36. 
b. Description. The body is made of bronze 

(M16) or malleable iron (M16B1) and is fitted 
with a sliding-spring-held base and a dummy 

Length (in.) 23.42 

Data. One round per fiber con- d. 
tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

fuze which simulates selective type PD fuzes. 2-37. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter Dummy: 
M16 

Figure 2-19. 75-mm dummy cartridge M16. 

c. Tabulated Data. d .  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
Complete round with fuze: tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

Weight (Ib) 18.75 
Length (in.) 26.25 

Section VI. AMMUNITION FOR 75 MILLIMETER GUN CANNON (T83E1) 

2-38. General 
a. Weapons. The 75-mm gun cannon M35 is a 

auto-loading weapon which is primarily used 
as an antiaircraft weapon; however, it  can be 
utilized against ground targets. Because the 
chamber of this weapon differs from that of 
other 75-mm weapons, the ammunition for the 

for other types of 75-mm weapons. 
Caution: Ammunition for use in other 75- 

mm weapons will not be used in the M35 gun 
cannon under any circumstances. 

M35 is not interchangeable with ammunition 

b. Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. Ammunition for gun 

cannon M35 is fixed and is issued 
without a fuze, but with a supple- 
mentary charge and closing plug. 

(2) Types of projectiles. Two types of 
projectiles are available, high-explo- 
sive and dummy. 

(3) Cartridge case. The M35 (brass) or 
M35B1 (steel) cartridge cases are  
used with this ammunition. 

(4) Propelling charge. The propelling 
charge used with ammunition, for the 
M35 gun cannon consists of approxi- 
mately 3.6 pounds of M6 propellant 
loaded loose in the cartridge case. 
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(5) Primer. The M58 percussion primer, 
used with this ammunition, is thread- 
ed into the base of the cartridge case. 

(6 )  Fuzes.  Time, impact, and proximity 
fuzes a re  used with ammunition for  
these cannons. See Chapter 5 of this 
manual for  complete description of 
these fuzes. 

2-39. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HE, TNT, 
M334 (T50E2) 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-20) is in- 
tended principally for  fragmentation, blast, 
or mining effect against both a i r  and ground 
targets. 

b. Description. This cartridge consists of per- 

cussion primer M58 and 3.62 pounds of propel- 
lant M6 in cartridge case M35 (brass )  or  
M35B1 (steel). The cartridge case is crimped 
rigidly to the projectile. A 1 2-ounce s t r ip  of 
tin-lead foil, which acts as a decoppering agent 
to  prevent the formation of copper deposits in 
the bore of the gun, is included in the cartridge 
case on top of the propelling charge. The pro- 
jectile is a conventionally designed deep-cav- 
ity nose-fuzed projectile with a hemispherical 
base. The projectile contains a high-explosive 
bursting charge of 1.42 pounds of TNT and a 
supplementary bursting charge of 0.33 pounds 
of T N T  contained in a sheet-aluminum liner. 
The cartridge is shipped unfuzed with a clos- 
ing plug assembled in the nose of the projec- 
tile. 

c. Functioning. When the primer is struck 
by the f i r ing pin of the weapon, the resulting 
flash ignites the black powder in the primer, 
which, in turn ,  ignites the propelling charge. 
The propellant gases drive the projectile 
through the bore. The rotating band of the 
projectile engages the rifling and imparts  spin 
which stabilizes the projectile in flight. Upon 
fuze functioning, the bursting charge of the 
projectile detonates. T h i s  results in blast and 
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( 3  ) Co mponents. 
Cartridge rase 

M35 (brass) or M35B1 (steel) 
Propelling charge M 6  (3.62 Ibs) 
Primer M58 

One cartridge per fiber 
container ; two fiber containers per wooden box. 

2-40. 
B, M334 (T50E2) 

e .  Packing Data. 

Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HE, Comp 

This cartridge is similar to the cartridge in 
paragraph 2-39, except that  the projectile is 
loaded with a high-explosive bursting charge 
of 1.42 pounds of composition B. 

Note. 'All  lots of the M334 (T50E2) cartridge 
loaded with Comp B are permanently suspended, except 
for emergency combat use. 

2-41. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter, Dummy: 
T146B1 

a. General. This cartridge simulates the serv- 

ice cartridge and is used €or training in han- 
dling and loading. 

b.  Description. This cartridge is completely 
inert and consists of a malleable iron body and 
steel case. I t  is assembled with a dummy fuze. 
The cartridge will be loaded manually only. 

c. Tabulated Data. 
C h arac t erist ics. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (lb) 21.50 
Length ( in . )  33.50 

d.  Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer ; 2 fiber containers per wooden box. 

2-42. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: Empty, 
M334 (T50E2) 

This cartridge is fabricated from the empty 
metal parts used to manufacture high explosive 
cartridge M334 (para 2-39). It is used for 
training in loading and handling operations. 
I t  contains no explosives and is issued with an  
inert fuze. 

Section VII. AMMUNITION FOR 76 MILLIMETER GUN CANNONS M32 
AND M48 

2-43. General 
a. Weapons. 76-mm gun cannons M32 and 

M48 are light-weight, high-velocity tank and 
antitank weapons. Gun cannon M32 provides 
the major armament for 76-mm full tracked 
combat tanks M41 and M41A1. Gun cannon 
M48 is employed on a 2-wheeled gun carriage. 

(1) Identification. Ammunition for these 
cannons is issued in the form of fixed, 
complete rounds. Painting and mark- 
ing are in accordance with the basic 
color scheme prescribed in chapter 1. 
A distinguishing physical character- 
istic of these rounds is the case-over- 
band construction. The specially de- 
signed rotating band has a shoulder 
on its forward edge and a crimping 
groove i n  the center which permits 
the cartridge case to be assembled 

b. Ammunition. 

over the rotating band and rigidly 
crimped to it. 

(2) Type of projectiles. Depending on the 
projectile filler, this ammunition is 
classified as armor-piercing with trac- 
er (AP-T) , blank, canister, high-ex- 
plosive ( H E ) ,  high-explosive antitank 
with tracer (HEAT-T) , hypervelocity 
armor-piercing discarding sabot with 
tracer (HVAP-DS-T) , hypervelocity 
armor-piercing with tracer (HVAP- 
T)  , hypervelocity target practice with 
tracer (HVTP-T), smoke (WP) ,  and 
target practice with tracer (TP-T). 

(3) Cartridge cases. Cartridge case M88 
(brass) or M88B1 (steel) is used for 
all types of cartridges for these can- 
nons except blank cartridges, HEAT- 
T, and HVAP-DS-T rounds. Cartridge 
cases M101 (brass) and M101B1 
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(steel) are used with blank ammuni- 
tion; cartridge case M171E1 is used 
with the HEAT-T cartridge, and car- 
tridge case M33 is used with the 
HVAP-DS-T. 
Propelling charges. These cartridges 
contain varying amounts of single- 
base propellant M6 or  triple-base pro- 
pellant M17. 
Primers. Percussion primers M58 and 
M68 are  used with all 76-mm rounds 
except the canister round, which is 
fitted with percussion primer M62 ; 
the HEAT-T round, which uses per- 
cussion primer M81, and the blank 
cartridge, which uses percussion prim- 
e r  M70. All five models are  similar in 
construction, consisting of a perforat- 
ed steel tube closed at one end and 
threaded at the other to receive a 
brass head assembly. The steel tube 
contains black powder in amounts 
which vary from model to model: 
percussion primer M58 contains 400 
grains;  M68, 300 grains;  M62, 300 
grains; M81, 270 grains and M70, 58 
grains. The head assembly contains 
a firing plug and percussion element 
and is threaded to screw into the 
base of the cartridge case. 
Tracer. A tracer of the M5 series is 
used in AP-T cartridge M339, HVAP- 
DS-T cartridge M331 series, HVAP- 
T cartridge M319, HVTP-T cartridge 
M319, HVTP-T cartridge M320, and 
TP-T cartridge M340 series. The 
tracer is a lightweight capsule that 
gives a more brilliant trace than ear- 
lier models. The tracer assembly has 
a moisture-proof closure and contains 
both an igniter and a tracer compo- 
sition housed in a steel or aluminum 
casing. It is screwed into the base of 
the projectile. HEAT-T cartridge 
M496 employs tracer assembly M13 
which is similar to the M5 tracer. 

(7) Fuzes. Mechanical time superquick 
(MTSQ) , mechanical time (MT) , 
point-detonating (PD), point-detonat- 
ing concrete-piercing (CP), and point- 
initiating base-detonating (PIBD) 
fuzes are authorized for use with 
this ammunition. These fuzes are de- 
scribed in chapter 5. 

(8) Functioning. Up to the point of im- 
pact or  fuze functioning, all 76-mm 
rounds function as follows: When the 
weapon is fired, the firing pin strikes 
the percussion primer in the base of 
the cartridge case. A flash from the 
primer ignites the propellant. Gases 
created by the burning propellant 
force the projectile out of the gun 
barrel and propel it to the target. 
The projectile is either spin-stabilized 
or fin-stabilized in flight. 

(9) Precautions. The chambers of 76-mm 
gun cannons M32 and M48 are de- 
signed differently from other 76-mm 
weapons and ammunition for these 
cannons is not interchangeable with 
other weapons of the same caliber. 

Warning: No attempt should be 
made to use ammunition designed for 
other 76-mm weapons in gun cannons 
M32 and M48 under any circum- 
stances. 

2-44. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter Canister: 
M363 

a. General. Canister cartridge M363 (fig. 2- 
21) is intended Cor use against personnel at 
close range. 

b. Description,. The canister body, loaded 
with steel balls, has a heavy steel base and 
is sealed at the forward end by a closing disk. 
The canister body, which is of lightweight con- 
struction, is distinguished by four equally- 
spaced longitudinal slits. The canister body is 
assembled to a brass cartridge case loaded with 
a single-base propellant and fitted with a per- 
cussion primer. 
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Figure 2-21. 76-mm canister cartr idge M363. 

c. Functioning. Immediately after the pro- 
jectile leaves the muzzle of the gun, air pres- 
sure on the closing disk and centrifugal force 
acting on the body and balls cause the can- 
ister to break at the four slits on the body, 
dispersing the balls in a cone-shaped pattern 
along the line of sight. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 27.18 
Length (in.) 32.00 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,400 
Maximum effective range (yd) 170 

( 3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case M88 
Primer M62 
Propelling charge ( 5  Ib) M6 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber contain- 
er ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

2-45. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: HE, Comp 
B, M352 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-22) is in- 
tended for fragmentation, blast or mining ef- 
fect and is used against light materiel and 
personnel. 

b. Description. The cartridge consists of a 
brass or steel cartridge case, a percussion prim- 
er, a single-base propellant and a fuzed high- 
explosive projectile. The projectile body is a 
thin-walled, forged-steel casing with an explo- 
sive charge cavity extending almost the full 
length of the body. It contains a high-explo- 
sive filler of 1.46 pounds of Comp B. 
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a 

c. Functioning. On impact, the functioning 
of the fuze detonates the explosive charge of 
Comp B, creating blast and fragmentation. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (Ib) 25.83 
Length (in.)  34.05 

Ballistics. 
MuzzIe velocity (fps)  2,400 
Maximum range (yd)  15,680 
Componen ts. 
Cartridge case M88, M88B1 
Primer M58 or M68 
Propelling charge (3.64 Ib) M6 

e .  Packing Data.. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

2-46. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: HEAT-T, 
Comp B, M496 

a. General. HEAT-T cartridge M496 (fig. 
2-23) is a chemical energy, armor-defeating 
round. 

b. Description. This cartridge consists of a 
cylindrical body tapered at the rear, contain- 
ing a high-explosive filler of 1.10 pounds of 
Comp B loaded around a copper cone which 
shapes the charge. The base of the projectile 
is closed by an adapter which also provides a 
seat for the PIBD fuze. Fins are  assembled to 
the adapter (for stabilization in flight) and a 
tracer is located in  the fin assembly. The pro- 
jectile is crimped to a brass cartridge case con- 
taining a single-base propellant and a percus- 
sion primer. 
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Figure 2-23. 76-mm HEAT-T cartridge M496. 

c. Functioning. On impact, the functioning 
or the PIBD fuze detonates the explosive 
charge and causes the copper cone to col- 
lapse, creating a high-velocity shock wave and 
a jet of metal particles which penetrate the 
target. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 20.41 
Length (in.) 31.8 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,550 
Maximum effective range (yd) 2,190 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M171E1 

Primer M81 
Propelling charge (5.06 lb) M6 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: AP-T, M339 
a. General. AP-T cartridge M339 (fig. 2-24) 

tainer : multiple overpack in wooden box. 

2-47. 

is designed for use against armored targets. 
b. Description. The projectile is an uncapped 

(monobloc) solid shot of tungsten carbide fit- 
ted with a lightweight windshield which 
provides a good ballistic form. An M5 series 
tracer is located in the base of the projectile. 
The cartridge case, crimped to the projectile, 
is fitted with a percussion primer and contains 
a triple-base propelling charge. 

I 

Figure 2-24. '76-mm AP-T cartridge M339. 
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c. Functioning. During the early stages of 
flight, the M5 tracer ignited by the propellant, 
provides a luminous red trace. On impact, the 
windshield breaks up and the tungsten carbide 
shot penetrates the- target. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 27.32 
Length (in.)  32.89 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,200 
Maximum range (yd)  16,080 

( 3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case M88, M88B1 

Primer M58 
Propellling charge (5.60 Ib) M17 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

2-48. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: HVAP-T, 
M319 

a. General. HVAP-T cartridge M319 (fig. 2- 
25) is a high velocity cartridge intended for 
use against armor. 

b. Description. This cartridge consists of a 
primed brass or steel cartridge case containing 
single-base propellant crimped to the projec- 
tile. The aluminum projectile body houses a 
tungsten carbide core and a tracer assembly, 
and is fitted with a n  aluminum windshield. 

Figure 2-25. 76-mm HVAP-T  cartridge M319. 

c. Functioning. Except for i ts  higher ve- 
locity, this round functions in a similar man- 
ner to AP-T cartridge M339, paragraph 2-47. 

the tungsten carbide core. 

( 3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case M88 or M88B1 
Primer M58 or M62 
Propelling charge (5.03 lb) M6 

e.  Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 

(1) Characteristics. 2-49. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: HVAP-DS-T, 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-26) is in- 

b. Description. The projectile consists of a Muzzle velocity ( f p s )  4,135 
Maximum (yd) 10,810 dense core of tungsten carbide covered with a 

Penetration of the target is accomplished by 

tainer; multiple overpack in wooden box. d .  Tabulated Data. 

Complete round: M331A1 
Weight (Ib) 19.33 
Length ( in.)  32.60 

( 2 )  Ballistics. tended for use against armor. 
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steel sheath, and a base and sleeve assembly 
called a sabot. A sheet-steel release spider holds 
the core in place inside of the sabot. The pro- 

jectile is inert, except for  an M5 tracer in the 
base. It is assembled to a primed steel car- 
tridge case loaded with triple-base propellant. 

Figure 2-26. 76-mm HVAP-DS-T cartridge M331A1. 

c. Functioning. When the cartridge is fired, 
a setback ring moves rearward, opening the 
release spider. Setback holds the sabot and the 
core together until exit from the gun, a t  which 
time centrifugal force separates the sabot from 
the core. The M5 tracer, ignited by the pro- 
pellant, provides a visible trace during the first  
few seconds of flight. On impact, the projec- 
tile sheath crumples and the tungsten car- 
bide core penetrates the target. 

Warning: The danger area from the dis- 
carded sabot extends downrange approximately 
750 meters along the path of the trajectory and 
spreads out to 45 meters on either side of the 
trajectory, at that range. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight ( lb)  20.72 
Length (in.)  30.88 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps)  4,125 
Maximum range (yd) 23,630 

Cartridge case (steel) M88B1 
Primer M58 
Propelling charge (5.75 Ib) M17 

e .  Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 

( 3 )  Components. 

tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

2-50. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: HVTP-T, 
M320 

a. General. This cartridge is intended for 
target practice. 

b. Description. HVTP-T cartridge M320 is 
similar to cartridge M319 described in para- 
graph 2-48, except that  is assembled without 
an armor-piercing core. The projectile consists 
of a steel body with a gilding metal rotating 
band and an aluminum windshield. The pro- 
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jectile, inert except for a tracer element in ita 
base, is assembled to a primed steel cartridge 
case containing a single-base propellant. 

c. Functioning. This cartridge has the same 
ballistic characteristics as HVAP-T cartridge 
M319 and functions in a similar manner, ex- 
cept that it lacks the penetrating capability 
of the service round. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 19.13 
Length (in.) 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 4,135 
Maximum range ( yd) 10,810 

Cartridge case M88B1 
Primer M58 
Propelling charge (5.03 lb) M6 

(2) Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 

e .  Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

2-51. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 

a. General. Although it has a slight incen- 
diary effect, this cartridge is intended pri- 
marily for screening and spotting. 

b. Description. The body of the projectile 
is similar to that of high-explosive cartridge 
M352 (para 2-45) except that the smoke shell 
has thinner sidewalls forward of the rotating 
band. ‘The PD-fuzed projectile contains 1.38 
pounds of white phosphorus and a combination 
one-piece aluminum burster casing and adapter. 
The burster casing houses a projectile-burster 
and burster initiator loaded with tetrytol. The 
projectile is assembled to a brass or steel car- 

M361A1 

tridge case containing a percussion primer and 
a single-base propellant. 

C .  Functioning. After impact, the burster 
initiator, activated by the fuze, detonates the 
burster charge. This ruptures the projectile 
casing and releases the white phosphorus filler. 
On contact with the air, the white phosphorus 
ignites, creating a dense white smoke. 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammu- 
nition is loaded with tetrytol, it is not to  be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding 
+ 125°F. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 25.82 
Length (in.) 35.05 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,400 
Maximum range ( yd) 16,070 

Cartridge case M88 or M88B1 
Primer M68 
Propelling charge (3.64 lb) M6 
Buster (1.2 oz tetrytol) M28 
Burster initiator M2 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

2-52. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 
M36 1 

a. General. This cartridge is used for screen- 
ing and spotting. 

b. Description. This cartridge (fig. 2-27) is 
similar to cartridge M361A1 (para 2-51) ex- 
cept that the burster is contained in a 2-piece 
steel casing and the adapter is a separate 
component, in c. o n t r a s t to the one-piece, 
combination burster/adapter in the M361A1. 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 
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Figure 2-27. 76-mm smoke ( W P )  cartridge M361. 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammu- 
nition is loaded with tetrytol, it is not to be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding 
+125ºF. 

2-53. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: TP-1, 
M340A1 and M340 

a. General. TP-T cartridges M340A1 (fig. 
2-28) and M340 are intended for target prac- 
tice. 

b. Description. This cartridge is similar to 
AP-T cartridge M339 described in paragraph 
2-47, except that it does not contain an armor- 
piercing core. The projectile consists of a steel 
body with a gilding metal rotating band and an 
aluminum windshield. A tracer is threaded in- 
to the base of the projectile. The brass (or 
steel) cartridge case is loaded with a triple- 
base propellant and is fitted with a percussion 
primer. 
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Figure 2-28. 76-mm TP-T cartridge M340A1. 

c. Functioning. The tracer, ignited by the ( 3 )  Components. 
burning propellant, burns with a visible trace 
for about three seconds during the early stage 
of projectile flight. On- impact, there is little 

Cartridge case M88B1, M88 
Primer M58 
Propelling charge (5.60 Ib) M17 

penetration of the target because the TP-T 
round lacks the armor-piercing capability of 
the service round. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 ) Characteristics. 

Complete round: 
Weight (Ib) 27.32 
Length (in.) 32.89 

Muzzle velocity (fps)  3,200 
Range (yd)  16,080 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

2-54. Cartridge, 76 Millimeter: Blank, M355 
a. General. Blank cartridge M355 (fig. 2-29) 

is used for salutes and simulated fire. 
b. Description. This cartridge is composed 

of a single charge of sodium nitrate black 
powder assembled loose in a primed cartridge 
case. A plastic closing cup, slightly recessed 
in the mouth of the cartridge case, retains the 
loose propellant. Earlier models of this car- 
tridge contain a bagged charge of potassium 
nitrate black powder. 
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c. Functioning. When the primer is initiated, (2)  Components. 
the black powder charge is ignited, produc- Cartridge case M 101 

Primer M70 
Black powder (potassium nitrate) ( l b )  1.25 

Black powder. (sodium nitrate) (lb) 1.50 

ing a flash, smoke and a loud report. 

or d.  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 ) Characteristics. 

Complete round : e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- Weight (lb) 4.61  
Length (in.) 6.63 tainer ; multiple overpack i n  wooden box. 
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Section VIII. AMMUNITION FOR 90 MILLIMETER GUN CANNONS 
M36, M41, M54 (T125), M1 SERIES AND M2 SERIES 

2-55. General 
a. Weapons. 

(1) 90-mm gun cannons M36, M41 and 
M54 (T125). The 90-mm gun cannons 
M36 and M41 are used as tank weap- 
ons and the M54 (T125) is employed 
as an antitank weapon on a self-pro- 
pelled vehicle. The ammunition for 
all three of these weapons is inter- 
changeable. All rounds authorized for 
use in 90-mm gun cannons M1 series 
and M2 series, except antiaircraft 
rounds (unfuzed rounds and those 
fuzed with MTSQ fuzes M502 or 
M502A1, or with MT fuze M43A3 or 
M43A4) are also authorized for use 
in the M36, M41 and M54 gun can- 
nons. 

(2) 90-mm gun cannons M1 series and 
M 2  series. The 90-mm gun cannon 
M1 series and M2 series are used pri- 
marily as antiaircraft weapons. Am- 
munition for these weapons is inter- 
changeable. However, ammunition de- 
signed for other 90-mm weapons 
(specifically, gun cannons M36, M41 
and M54) cannot be used in the M1 
and M2 series cannons because of dif- 
ferences in chamber dimensions. See 
table 2-2 for 90-mm ammunition in- 
terchangeability. 
Warning: No attempt should be 

made to force ammunition designed 
for 90-mm gun cannons M36, M41 and 
M54 into the chamber of 90-mm gun 
cannons M1 series and M2 series. 

(1) Identification. Ammunition for these 
gun cannons is classified as fixed am- 
munition; that is, the projectile, car- 
tridge case and propelling charge are 
assembled as a unit and loaded into 
the gun without any adjustment other 
than fuze setting, when necessary. 
Each cartridge is further identified 
by the marking and painting pre- 

b. Ammunition. 

I scribed in chapter 1. Staggered dia- 
monds stenciled in white on the pro- 
jectile indicate that the round is 
flechette-loaded and is intended for 
antipersonnel use. 

(2) Types of projectiles. This ammunition 
is classified according to the type of 
projectile as APERS-T, canister, 

HEP-T, HEAT, HEAT-T, smoke, 
WP, HVTP-T, TP, TP-T, blank and 
dummy. 

(3) Cartridge cases. Cartridges are as- 
sembled with M19 (brass), M19B1 
(steel), M108 (brass) and M108B1 
(steel) cartridge cases with the ex- 
ception of the M348 cartridge, with a 
T27E2 cartridge case; the M431 car- 
tridge, with an M114E1 cartridge 
case, and the XM580E1 cartridge 
with an XM200 case. 

4) Propelling charge. The cartridges, de- 
pending upon type, contain propel- 
lant M1, M2, M6, M15, M17 or M30. 
The propellant for cartridge T91 is 
contained in a silk bag; in all other 
cartridges, the propelling charge is 
loose loaded. 

5 )  Igniter charge. An igniter charge con- 
sisting of 2 ounces of black powder 
contained in a silk envelope and held 
in place on top of the propelling 
charge by a distance wad, is used 
with the following cartridges : M82, 
M318 series, M304, M332 series, M333, 
M317 series and M353 series. 

(6) Primers. The primers used with these 
cartridges are the percussion type and 
consists of the following models : 
M1B1A2 (100 grains black powder), 
M28 series (300 grains black powder), 
M40A1 (270 grains black powder), 
M58 (400 grains black powder), M68 
(300 grains black powder) and M79 
(300 grains Benite strands). 

(7) Tracers. The tracers used with these 
cartridges are of the replaceable type 

AP-T, APC-T, HVAP-T, HE, HE-T, 
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(.except for tracers integral with BD fuzes) 
and consist of the following models: M3, M5- 
series, M9, M10 and M13. 

(8) Functioning. All these cartridges 
function initially in the same way: When the 
weapon is fired, the firing pin strikes the pri- 
mer and a flash from the primer ignites the 
propelling charge. The burning propellant 
ignites the tracer (if present) and creates 
gases which force the projectile out of the gun 
and propel it to the target. 

Table 2-2. 90-MM Ammunition 
Interchangeability Chart 

Ammunition 

M348, M348A1 
M431 (T300E5) 
T142, T142E3 (c/c M19) 
T142E3 (c/c M108) 
M77 
M304 
M353, M353A1 (M353E1), 

M353A2 
M394 
M12, M12B1, M12B2 
M318 (MV2,800) 
M318A1C (T33E7) 

M318, M318A1 (MV3,000) 
*M71 (HE/TP). 
M332, M332A1, M332B1 
M82 
M313 
T91 
M333A1 
M317A1, M317A2 
M71A1 
M377 
XM580E1 

M336 
M313C 

Weapons 
MI series 
and M2 
series 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
x 
x 

X 
X 

Weapons 
M36, M41 
and M54 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

*M71 cartridges assembled w/o fuzes or w/fuzes MTSQ M502, 
M502A1 or MT fuze M43A1 or M43A4 are not authorized for use 
in M36, M41 or M54 guns. 

2-56. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: APERS-T, 
XM580E 

a. General: This cartridge (fig. 2-30) is in- 
tended primarily for antipersonnel use a t  both 
close and long range. It is also effective against 
personnel in dense foliage. 

b. Description. The projectile consists of 
three body components : an aluminum forward 

body, a steel connector and a hollow steel base. 
An aluminum fuze adapter, threaded to the 
forward body, contains four radially oriented 
detonators, a flash tube, and a relay and deton- 
ator axially oriented. A central steel flash tube 
extends from the projectile base to the detona- 
tor in the fuze adapter. The projectile body is 
loaded with 4,100 eight-grain steel flechettes. 
The body also contains a yellow dye mixture 
that serves as a spotting charge. A base charge 
of flake propellant (in a plastic bag) is located 
in the hollow projectile base. A tracer is as- 
sembled to the projectile base and an MT fuze 
is assembled to the fuze adapter. 

c. Functioning. On firing, the fuze starts to 
arm immediately and will function on muzzle 
action or at a preset range, depending on the 
setting. If set for muzzle action, the fuze func- 
tions as soon as the projectile leaves the 
weapon. If set for range, the fuze will function 
in accordance with a built-in stand-off of 75 or 
100 meters, as illustrated in tables 2-4 and 
2-5. When the fuze functions, the four radially 
oriented detonators and the axially oriented 
detonator and relay in the fuze adapter are 
functioned. The explosive force of the radially 
oriented detonators rips open the forward skin 
of the projectile ogive dispersing the flechettes 
in the forward section of the projectile body by 
centrifugal force. At the same time, the axially 
oriented detonator and relay flash down the 
flash tube and ignite the base charge. The 
pressure built up by the burning base charge 
forces the flechettes and spotting charge in the 
rear of the projectile forward and out of the 
projectile. The spotting charge marks the ap- 
proximate fuze functioning point, allowing ad- 
justment of fire for maximum effect. The coni- 
cal dispersion patterns for muzzle action and 
range action are illustrated in tables 2-3, 2-4, 
and 2-5. 

a 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 41.25 
Length (in.) 38.071 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,000 
Maximum effective range (yd) 4,800 

(4400M) 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
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Figure 2-30. 90-mm APERS-T cartridge XM 580E1. 

(3) Compenents. Warning: 90-mm APERS-T cartridge 
XM580E1 is prohibited from overhead fire. 

Note. In muzzle action firing, the payload is dis- 
persed as indicated in table 2-3 and presents no hazard 
to friendly troops except in the cone area described in 
the table. 

Cartridge case - - - - - - - - - - - - XM200 
Primer - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -M58 
Propellant (8.8 lb) - -  
Tracer -. - - - - -. - - - - - - -- - _M13 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; two containers per wooden box. 
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Table 2-3. Dispersion Pattern (Muzzle Action) 90-mm APERS-T Cartridge XM580E1 

3 

90-MM TANK 

(NOTE: Approx 12 meters increase in arc 
width results for each additional 
50 meters of range.) 

50M 62M 74M 37M 

GUN 

200 M 

250 M 

300 M 



Table 2-4. Dispersion Pattern (Range, 75-Meter Standoff) f o r  90-mm APERS-T Cartridge XM580E1 

(NOTE: Approx 12 meters increase in arc 
width results for each additional 
50 meters of range.) 

NEAR EDGE 

RANGE* - range to the near edge of the target. Fuze setting 
should be in accordance with the range and firing table instruc- 
tions. Above pattern will result for all range firings from 600 
meters out to maximum range for the 90 mm tank gun. 



Table 2-5. Dispersion Pattern (Range, 100-Meter Standoff) for 90-mm APERS-T Cartridge XM580E1 

NEAR EDGE 
OF TARGET 

FUZE FUNCTIONING 

PAYLOAD DISCHARGE 

BUILT IN FUZE RANGE 
STANDOFF OF 100 

C RANGE* 

(NOTE: Approx 12 meters increase in arc 
width results for each additional 
50 meters of range.) 

37M M 6 73 M 

M 

300 M 

RANGE* range to the near edge of the target. Fuze setting 
should be in accordance with the range and firing table instruc- 
tions. Above pattern will result for all range firings from 200 
to 500 meters for the 90 mm tank gun. I 
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2-57. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter Canister: heavy steel cup-shaped base with a gilding 
metal rotating band assembled it. The body 
has four equally spaced axial slits which ex- 
tend from the forward end of the canister for 
approximately half its length. The canister 
body is filled with approximately 1,280 stacked 
steel cylindrical pellets which are held in place 
by a closing disk soldered in place. 

M336 

a. General. This cartridge (fig- 2-31) is in- 
tended Primarily for antipersonnel use at close 
range. 

b. Description. The canister consists of a thin 
steel cylindrical body which is welded to a 

I- 

F i g u r e  2-31. 90-mm canister cartr idge M336. 

c. Functioning. Immediately after the canis- 
ter leaves the muzzle of the gun, air pressure 
on the closing disk and centrifugal force acting 
on the body and pellets cause the canister to 
break at the four slits on the body with re- 
sultant conical dispersion of the pellets. The 
round has a maximum effective range of 0 to 
200 yards. The minimum pattern density for 
the canister is one complete penetration per 
6 square feet of a pine board 1-inch thick x 
8 feet high x 90 feet wide a t  a range of 400 
feet. The minimum angle of dispersion is ap- 
proximately 9 º 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 41.6 
Length (in.) 33.74 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,870 
Maximum effective range (yd) 200 

Cartridge case M108B1 
Propellant M6 (8  Ib) 
Primer 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 

tainer ; two containers per wooden box. 
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2-58. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter, Canister: 
M377 

a. General. This cartridge is intended pri- 
marily for anti-personnel use at close range 
and is effective in dense foliage. 

b. Description. This cartridge is similar in 
external appearance to canister cartridge M336 
described in paragraph 2.57 above. The canis- 
ter consists of a thin steel cylindrical body 
which is welded to a heavy steel cup-shaped 
base assembled with a gilding metal rotating 
band. The body has four equally spaced axial 
grooves which extend from the forward end 
of the canister for approximately half its 
length. The canister body is filled with ap- 
proximately 5,600 eight-grain steel flechettes 
which are held in place by a crimped closing 
cup. 

c. Functioning. Immediately after the can- 
ister leaves the muzzle of the gun, air pres- 

sure on the closing cup and centrifugal force 
acting on the body and flechettes cause the 
canister to break at the four grooves on the 
body with a resultant conical dispersion of the 
flechettes (table 2-6.) The conical angle of dis- 
persion is approximately 14 degrees. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1 ) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 39.30 
Length (in.) 34.07 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,950 
Maximum effective range (yd) 440 (400m) 

Cartridge case M108B1 
Propellant (8.5 lb) M6 
Primer M58 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

(2) Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 

tainer ; two containers per wooden box. 
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(NOTE: Approx 12 meters increase in arc 
width results for each a d d i t i o n a l  
50 meters of range) 

Table 2-6. Dispersion pattern for 90-mm canister cartridge M377. 
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2-59. 

used against personnel and materiel, producing 
blast and fragmentation at  the target. It is 

Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HE, M71 a function of time, proximity or impact. When 
the fuze functions, i t  initiates the explosive 

fragmentation. 

a. This (fig. 2-32) is train in the projectile, producing blast and 

also used as an antiaircraft cartridge when as- 
sembled with appropriate fuzes. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

b. Description. The projectile consists of a 
hollow steel forging with a boattailed base and 
a streamlined ogive, and may be either the 
normal fuze cavity or deep cavity type. It is 
loaded with 2.15 pounds of Comp B (1.68 
pounds, deep cavity) or 2.15 pounds of TNT 
(1.6 pounds, deep cavity). Some earlier rounds 
are loaded with 50-50 amatol and a booster 
surround of a small amount of TNT. The sup- 
plementary charge consists of 0.3 pound of 
TNT. Most deep cavity projectiles are assem- 
bled with supplementary charge, spacers, and 
closing plug; however, some rounds of earlier 
manufacture were assembled with supplemen- 
tary charge and PD fuzes or unfuzed without 
supplementary charge but fitted with a closing 
plug. Loaded projectile weights fall into one 
of three weight zones. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 41.19 through 41.93 
Length (in.) 37.44 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,700 
Maximum range (yd) 19,376 

Cartridge case M19, M19B1 
Propellant (7.31 lb) M15 or M6 
Primer M28A2, M28B2 

(2)  Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-60. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HE-T, 
M71A1 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-33) is 
used against personnel and materiel, producing 
blast and fragmentation a t  the target. 

c. Functioning. Projectile functioning is de- 
pendent on the type of fuze used and may be 

b. Description. Cartridge M71A1 is identical 
to Cartridge M71 described in paragraph 2-59 

A-TYPE, MODEL, AND ACTION OF FUZE 
&WEIGHT ZONE MARKING 
C-CALIBER AND TYPE OF WEAPON 
D-KIND OF FILLER 
E-MODEL OF CARTRIDGE 
F- FOR DEEP CAVITY PROJECTILE 

SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGE 
G-LOT NUMBER OF FILLED PROJECTILE 
H-AMMUNITION LOT NUMBER 
J-CALIBER AND MODEL OF CASE 
K-LOT NUMBER OF CASE 
L-YEAR OF MANUFACTURE 

PERFORMANCE OF ROUND UPON FIRING, 
FLASHLESS OR FLHLS, SMOKELESS, 
SMKLS; FASHLESS-SMOKELESS 

OR FLHLS-SMKLS 
N-MODEL OF CARTRIDGE 

RA PD 108257C 

Figure 2-32. 90-mm H E  cartridge M71 . 
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Figure 2-33. 90-mm HE-T cartridge M71A1. 

above, except for the addition of a tracer 
threaded to the projectile base and a different 
propelling charge which gives a reduction in 
muzzle velocity. The projectile is assembled 
with either a point-detonating superquick or 
delay fuze. The reduced muzzle velocity gives 
a resultant reduction in gun wear. 

Guns M1 Series and M2 Series. 
Note.  Cartridge M71A1 is not authorized for use in 

c. Functioning. During the projectile’s flight, 
the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. 
Upon impact, the fuze functions on superquick 
or delay, as preset, and detonates the high 
explosive filler, producing both blast and frag- 
mentation. 

I 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (lb.) 38.8 through 39.54 
Length (in.) 37.45 

Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,400 
Maximum range (yd) 16,800 (15,330 m) 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M19, M19B1 
Propellant (5.33 lb) M1 
Primer M28A2, M28B2 
Tracer XM10 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-61. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HE-T, T91 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-34) is used 
against personnel and materiel, producing blast 
and fragmentation at the target. 

b. Description. The projectile may be as- 
sembled with MTSQ or  PD fuzes. The projec- 
tile consists of a hollow steel forging with a 
hemispherical base which is loaded with 3.5 
pounds of Composition B or TNT. A boss on 
the projectile base is fitted with a tracer. The 
appropriate weight zone of the loaded projectile 
is indicated on the projectile by one, two or 
three markings. 
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Figure 2-34. 90-mm HE-T cartridge T91. 

c. Functioning. During the projectile’s flight, 
the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. 
Projectile functioning is dependent upon the 
type of fuze used, which may be either time 
or impact. When the fuze functions, the projec- 
tile filler is detonated, resulting in blast and 
fragmentation. 

d. Tabulated Datu. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze : 
Weight (lb) 34.30 or 33.54 
Length (in. 37.46 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,400 
Maximum range (yd) 14,000 

Cartridge case M108, M108B1 
Propellant (4.44 lb) 
Primer M68 (T70) 
Tracer M5A2, M5A2B1 

e .  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 

tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-62. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HEAT, 
M348A1 (T108E46) 

AGO 6681A 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-35) is in- 
tended for use against armored targets. 

b. Description. The fin-stabilized projectile 
body contains a shaped charge of 1.56 pounds 
of Comp B loaded around a conical-shaped cop- 
per liner which is positioned about midway 
in the projectile body. The igniter fin (fins 
are T-shaped in cross-section) assembly is 
threaded to the rear of the projectile body. 
The retainer assembly screws into the base 
of the igniter fin assembly. The percussion 
primer, seated in the base of the cartridge 
case, screws into the base of the retainer as- 
sembly. The igniter fin assembly contains 400 
grains of black powder; the retainer assem- 
bly contains approximately 20 grains of black 
powder, and the percussion primer contains 
approximately 7 grains of black powder. The 
projectile is assembled with a PIBD fuze. The 
piezoelectric element of the fuze is positioned 
in the nose of a windshield attached to the 
forward end of the projectile body. The car- 
tridge case interior is fitted with guide rails 
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to support and aline the projectile fins, and the base is fitted with a threaded loading plug. 

Figure 235. 90-mm HEAT cartridge M348A1. 

c. Functioning. When the primer is struck, 
the flash it produces ignites the igniter assem- 
bly which, in turn, ignites the propelling charge. 
The force developed by the burning propellant 
breaks the retainer assembly and propels the 
projectile from the gun. On impact, the fin-sta- 
bilized projectile is detonated by fuze function- 
ing and the copper cone collapses, creating a 
high velocity shock wave and a jet of metal 
particles which penetrate the target. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1)  Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 34.79 
Length ( in.)  33.74 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,800 
Maximium range (yd)  13,010 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case T27E2 
Propellant M6 ( 5  Ib) M1 (5.4 Ib) 
Primer .T69 
Igniter, Fin Assembly T33E2 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-63. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HEAT, 
M348 (T108E40) 

This cartridge is similar to cartridge 
M348A1 described in paragraph 2-62 above, 
except for the shape of the copper liner and 
the fin cross-section. The copper liner in the 
M348 is conical in shape with a tube exten- 
sion attached to the smaller diameter of the 
cone; the M348A1 does not have this tube ex- 
tension. The fin cross-section of the M348 car- 
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tridge is rectangular while that of the M348A1 is 
T-shaped. 

2-64. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HEAT-T, 
M431 (T300E59) 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-36) is intended 
for use against armored targets. 

b. Description. The projectile consists of a steel 
body, a threaded stand-off spike assembly, and an 
aluminum chamber, fin and boom. The body con- 
tains a funnel-shaped copper liner and is loaded 
with 1.2 pounds of Comp B. The chamber, which 
adapts the fin and boom assembly to the body, 
contains the BD fuze. I t  is also fitted with a plastic 
obturator band. The spike assembly is fitted with 
a nose cap and contains a piezoelectric element. 
The fin is threaded to receive a tracer. The car- 
tridge case base is fitted with a threaded loading 

c. Functioning. During the projectile's flight, 
the tracer burns for a minimum of 2,500 yards. 
On impact, the fin-stabilized projectile is det- 
onated by fuze functioning and the cone col- 
lapses, creating a high velocity shock wave 
and a jet of metal particles which penetrate 
the target. 

plug. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

Muzzle velocity (fps). 4,000 
Maximum range (yd) 8,900 

Cartridge case M114E1 
Propellant (8.25 lb) M30 
Primer M79 
Tracer M9 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-65. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HEP-T, 

Information concerning this ammunition is 
classified. See T M  9-1300-203-1 for coverage. 

2-66. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter:APC-T, M82 
a. General. This cartridge is for use against 

face-hardened armored materiel. 
b. Description. The hardened steel projec- 

tile has a flat base and a nose shaped to a rela- 
tively short. ogive. It is fitted with an armor- 
piercing cap: The rear portion of the body 
contains a small cavity which holds a .31-pound 
charge of explosive D. The cavity is threaded 
to receive a delayed-action base-detonating fuze 
with tracer. The cartridge case is loaded with 
one of two different primers and different amounts 
of propellant, with or without an igniter charge, 
depending on the velocity desired. 

C. Functioning. During the projectile's flight, 

T142E3 and TI42 

Figure 2-36. 90-mm HEAT-T cartridge M431. 
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the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. 
On impact, the hardened face of the armor- 
piercing cap destroys the surface of the armor- 
plate, while the softer core of the cap protects 
the hardened point of the projectile body. The 
projectile body penetrates the target solely by 
kinetic energy. The base detonating fuze, a simple 
inertia type, functions with delay action initiating 
the explosive filler after projectile penetration. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round: 
Weight (lb) 42. 75 or 43. 87 
Length (in.) 38. 24 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2, 600 or 2,800 
Maximum range (yd) 21,400 

Cartridge case M19 
Propellant (7.31 lb) M6 (2,600 fps) 

(8.06 lb) M6 (2,800 fps) 
Primer M28A1, M49 
Tracer integral with fuze 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber container; 
two containers per wooden box. 

2-67. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: AP-T, M 7 7  
a. General. This cartridge is an older AP-T 

model currently used for training purposes. 
b. Description. The projectile is a monobloc 

steel slug and has no windshield. The projectile 
base is threaded to receive a tracer. 

c. Functioning. During the projectile’s flight, 
the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. 
The projectile penetrates the target solely by 
kinetic energy. 

(2) Baliistics. 

(3) Components. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) characteristics. 

Complete round: 
Weight (lb) 42. 04 
Length (in.) 32. 75 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,700 
Maximum range (yd) 12, 325 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M19 
Propellant (7.31 Ib) M6 
Primer M28A2, M28B1 
Tracer M3 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-68. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: AP-T, M318, 

a. General. This cartridge is for use against 
armored materiel. 

b. Description. The projectile is similar in 
outward appearance to other armor-piercing 
types of ammunition. The body of the projec- 
tile is made of hardened steel, has a flat base 
and a nose that is shaped to a relatively short 
ogive. A lightweight aluminum windshield is 
welded to the projectile. The base of the pro- 
jectile is threaded to receive a tracer. 

C. Functioning. During the projectile’s flight, 
the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. 
The projectile penetrates the target solely by 
kinetic energy. 

MV2,800 

d. Tabulated Datu. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round: 
Weight (lb) 43.98 
Length (in.)- 37.43 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,800 
Maximum range (yd) 21,400 

Cartridge case M19, M19B1 
Propellant (8.6 lb) M6 
Primer M49 (T33) 
Tracer M5A2B1, M5A2 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

e. Packing Datu. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-69. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: AP-T, M318 

a. General. This cartridge is for use against 
armored materiel. 

b .  Description. This projectile is similar to 
other armor-piercing types of ammunition. The 
body of the projectile is made of hardened steel, 
has a flat base, and a nose that is shaped to a 
relatively short ogive. A lightweight alumi- 
mum windshield is fitted to the projectile. The 
base of the projectile is threaded to receive a 
tracer. 

C.  Functioning. During the projectile’s flight, 

(T33E7) or M318A1 , MV3,000 
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the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. 
The projectile penetrates the target solely by 
kinetic energy. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 43.91 
Length (in,) 37.11 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,000 
Maximum range (yd) 23,000 

Cartridge case M108, M108Bl 
Propellant (8.6 lb) M17 or M30 
Primer M58 
Tracer M5A2, M5A2B1, M13 

( 2 Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

TM 9- 1 300-203 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; two containers per wooden box. 

2-70. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: AP-T, 
M318AlC (T33E7) MV2,800 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-37) is used 
against armored materiel. 

b. Description. This cartridge is similar to 
90-mm cartridge M318 in paragraph 2-69 
above, except for the attachment of windshield 
and tracer. The projectile is an uncapped Mon- 
obloc shot to which an aluminum windshield 
is cemented. 

Figure 2-37. 90-mm AP-T cartridge M318AlC. 

c. Functioning. During the projectile’s (2) Ballistics. 
flight, the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 
seconds. The projectile penetrates the target 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,800 
Maximum range (yd)  .21,400 

solely by kinetic energy. 
d .  Tabulated Data. 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M19 M19B1 

( 1 )  Characteristics. Propellant (8 .6  Ib) Mf6 

Tracer M5A2B1 M5A2 
Primer M49 (T33) Complete round : 

Weight (lb) 44.20 
Length ( i n . )  37.11 
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e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- (2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) :.. 3,350 tainer; two containers per wooden box. 
Maximum range (yd) 15,130 2-71. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HVAP-T, ( 3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case M19, M19B1 
Propellant (8.4 lb) M6 

M304 
a. General. This cartridge is for use against 

armored targets. 
b.  Description. The projectile consists of a 

steel base with an integral rotating band. A 
tracer is also fitted into the base. The body is 
of aluminum and has a steel bourrelet press- 
fitted to it. The armor piercing core is made 
of tungsten carbide and is held in place inside 
the body by an aluminum or cast iron nose 
plug. An aluminum ballistic windshield is 
threaded to the nose plug. 

c. Functioning. During the projectile's flight, 
the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. 
The tungsten carbide core penetrates the tar- 
get solely by kinetic energy. 

(1) Characteristics. 
d .  Tabulated Data. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb ) 37.13 
Length (in.) 35.92 

Primer M40A1 
Tracer M5A1B1 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-72. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HVAP-T, 
M332A1, MV3,825 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-38) is for 
use against armored targets. 

b. Description. The projectile body has a 
hard armor-piercing core of tungsten carbide 
steel. The aluminum alloy outer body, which 
contains the core, is fitted with two sintered- 
iron rotating bands, a steel bourrelet and an 
aluminum alloy nose and windshield. The 
skirted base of the body contains a tracer. 
Modifications of the projectile are assembled 
with a sprayed base or steel base shield to 
counteract erosion. 

35.92 MAX 

Figure  2-38. 90-mm HVAP-T cartridge M332A1. 
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flight, the tracer burns for a minimum of three 
seconds. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 31.50 
Length (in.) 35.94 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,825 
Maximum range (yd) 15,700 

(3)  Components. 
Cartridge case M19, M19B1 
Propellant (8.6 lb) M17 
Primer M49 
Tracer M5 series 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber contain- 
er ; two containers per wooden box. 

2-75. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HVTP-T, 

a. General. These cartridges are used for train- 
ing in marksmanship and are a ballistic match for 
the M304 HVAP-T cartridge. 

b. Description. The projectile has a hollow 
steel body with an integral bourrelet, a gilding 
metal rotating band and a skirted base fitted with 
with a tracer, An aluminum windshield is threaded 
to the body just forward of the bourrelet. 

C. Functioning. During projectile flight, the 
tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. Since it 
is a target practice round, the projectile lacks 
the penetrating capability of a service round. 

M317A1 or M317A2 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 37.49 
Length (in.) 35.92 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,350 
Maximum range (yd) 15,130 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M19, M19B1 
Propellant (smokeless) (8.4 lbs) M6 
Primer M40A1 
Tracer M5A2, M5A2B1 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber contain- 
er; two containers per wooden box. 

c. Functioning. During the projectile’s flight,, 
the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. On 
impact, the tungsten carbide core penetrates the 
target solely by kinetic energy. 

Warning: This cartridge is not to be fired 
at temperatures below +40° F. when loaded 
with M17 propellant. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 32.30 
Length (in.) 35.92 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,825 
Maximum range (yd) 15,700 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M19B1 
Propellant M17 
Primer M49 
Tracer M5A2B2 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber contain- 

I 
er; two containers per wooden box. 

2-73. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter; HVAP-T 
M332 or M33281, MV3,875 

These cartridges are similar to the M332A1 car- 
tridge described in paragraph 2-72, except for the 
method of assembling the tracer and a muzzle 
velocity of 3,875 feet-per-second. They may be 
assembled with either brass or steel cartridge 
cases. 

2-74. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HVTP-T, 

a. General. This cartridge is for use in train- 
ing in marksmanship. 

b. Description. The projectile has a hollow 
steel body with an integral bourrelet, two sintered- 
iron rotating bands and skirted base fitted with 
a tracer. An aluminum windshield is threaded to 
the projectile body just forward of the bourrelet. 

c. Functioning. This target practice round is 
a ballistic match for HVAP-T service cartridge 
M332A1; however, it lacks the penetrating capa- 
bility of the service round. During projectile 

M333A1, MV3,825 
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2-76. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 
M3 13 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-39) is used for 
spotting and screening purposes and has a limited 
incendiary effect. 

b. Description. The projectile is similar to HE 
cartridge M71, described in paragraph 2-60 above, 
in external appearance. An adapter is threaded in 

the nose of the projectile to receive a PD fuze and 
provide a seat for the forward end of the burster 
casing assembly. The burster casing assembly con- 
sists of a thin-walled steel tube extending from the 
adapter to the rear of the projectile cavity. It con- 
tains the burster charge and burster, initiator and 
provides a tight seal for the 1.97-pound WP 
charge. 

Figure 2-39. 90-mm smoke ( WP) round M313. 

Complete round with fuze : c. Functioning. On impact, the fuze functions 
the burster initiator charge which detonates the 
burster, rupturing the projectile casing and dis- 
persing the WP filler. On contact with the air, the 
WP filler ignites, producing a dense cloud of white 
smoke. 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammu- 
nition: is loaded with tetrytol, it is not to be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding + 125 
degrees Fahrenheit. 

d. Tabuluted Datu. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Weight (lb) 42.52 
Length (in.) 37.46 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,700 
Maximum range ( yd) 19,375 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge ease M19, M19B1 
Propellant (7.31 lb)  M15 or M6 
Primer M49, M28B2 
Burster M2 
Burster (2.33 oz tetrytol) M24 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber container ; 
two containers per wooden box. 
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2-77. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 

a. General. This cartridge is used for spotting 
and screening purposes and has a limited in- 
cendiary effect. 

b. Description. Cartridge M313C is identical t o  
cartridge M313, described in paragraph 2-76, 
except for a different propellant charge which 
gives a lower muzzle velocity and a resultant 
reduction in gun wear. 

Note. Cartridge M313C is not authorized for use in 
M1-Series and M2-Series guns. 

c. Functioning. On impact, the fuze functions, 
igniting the burster initiator and, subsequently, 
the burster, which ruptures the projectile casing 
and disperses the WP filler. On contact with the 
air, the WP filler ignites, producing a dense white 
smoke. 
Warning: Since the burster in this ammunition 

is loaded with tetrytol, it is not to be stored or 
fired at temperatures exceeding +125° F. 

M313O 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 40. 52 
Length (in.) 37. 66 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps).. 2,400 
Maximum range (yd) 16, 800 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M19, M19B1 
Primer M49, M28B2 
Propelling charge (5.33 lb) M1 
Burster initiator M2 
Burster (2.33 oz tetrytol) M24 

I 

2-78. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: TP-T, M 3 5 3  
(T225E1), M 3 5 3 A l  (M353E1) and 
M 3 5 3 A 2  

a. General. This cartridge is for use in training 
and marksmanship and is ballistically matched to 
AP-T cartridge M318 described in paragraph 

b. Description. The projectile has a steel body 
with integral bourrelet and a gilding metal rotating 

2-68. 

band, and a flat base fitted with a tracer. An 
aluminum windshield is threaded to the nose. The 
cartridge case for the M353A1 (M353E1) contains 
a liner which increases gun tube life. The 
M353A2 cartridge case has an improved Ti0 2 1' mer. 
The cartridge case used with the M353 is unlined. 

C. Functioning. During the projectile's flight, 
the tracer burns for a minimum of 3 seconds. 
Since it is a practice round, the projectile lacks 
the penetrating capability of a service round. 

d.  Tabulated Datu. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Weight (lb) 43.91 
Length (in.) 36. 95 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,000 
Maximum range 23,000 

Cartridge case M108, M108B1 
Propellant (8.6 lb) M17 or M30 

M58 
Tracer M5A2, M5A2B1, M13 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber container; 
two containers per wooden box. 

Warning: 90-mm TP-T cartridge M353A1 
(M353E1) must not be tank transported above 
120°F. 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

2-79. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: TP, M71 
This cartridge is for use in training in marks- 

manship. The cartridge is similar to and a bal- 
listic match for HE cartridge M71, described in 
paragraph 2-60, except that the projectile is inert- 
loaded and assembled with a dummy fuze. 

2-80. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter Blank: M394 
a. General. This blank cartridge (fig. 2-40) is 

used for salutes and simulated fire. 
b. Description. The cartridge consists of a 

cartridge case, primer and a 1.5- or 2-pound 
charge of black powder. The black powder 
charge is held firmly in position by a closing 
cup or plug assembly. The closing cup assem- 
bly consists of either two pulpboard disks glued 
one to each surface of a hard felt disk or a 
palmetto pulp plug. The assembly is inserted 
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into, the case and glued securely in position 
about 2.62 inches from the mouth of the case. 
Renovated or newly manufactured blanks are 
assembled with a loose black powder charge, 
a fiberglass closing wad and a polystyrene closing 
cup which is glued in place with an epoxy adhesive. 

Figure 2-40. 90-mm blank cartridge M394. 

C. Functioning. When the primer is initiated, 
the black powder charge is ignited which produces 
a loud report with flash and smoke for saluting of 
simulated fire. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round: 
Weight (lb) 8.23 
Length (in.) 7. 27 

Cartridge case M27, M27B1 
Powder charge (1.5 or 2 lb) Black Powder 
Primer MlBlA2 

e .  Packing Data. One round per fiber container; 
two containers per wooden box. 

2-81. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter Dummy: M 1  2, 

a. General. This type of cartridge (fig. 2-41), 
which is completely inert, is used for training in 
handling and loading. 

b .  Description. The cartridge consists of a bronze 
body and base (M12), malleable iron body and 
steel base (M12B1) or manganese bronze body 
and steel base (M12B2) assembled with dummy or 
inert fuzes, or unfuzed. 

Note. When these cartridges are used in the M2-series 
gun, the automatic rammer will be made inoperative and 
the cartridge rammed by hand. 

(2) Components. 

M1 2B1 , M1 2B2 

c. Tabulated Data. Characteristics. 
Complete round: 

Weight (lb) 42. 04-44. 00 
Length (in.).-- 37. 44 

d. Packing Data. One round per fiber container; 
two containers per wooden box. 

E 

Figure 2-41. 90-mm dummy cartridge M12. 
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Section IX. AMMUNITION FOR 105 MILLIMETER GUN CANNON M68 

2-82.1. Cartridge, 105-mm: APERS-T, 
XM494E3 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-41.1) is 
designed for close-in defense against massed 
infantry assaults and for offense against ex- 
posed enemy personnel. It has a secondary 
capability against light armor and low-flying 
aircraft. 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of three major assemblies: the projectile, the 
cartridge case and the fuze. 

(1) The projectile consists of an aluminum 
body and a hollow steel base. The forward end 
of the body is fitted with a fuze adapter con- 
taining four Detonators XM86, a Relay M7 and 
Detonator XM87 assembly, and a flash tube. 
The flash tube extends from the fuze adapter to 
the projectile base. The body of the projectile 
contains 5,000, 13-grain, steel flechettes and a 
yellow-dye marker. The base of the projectile 
contains an expelling charge of flake propellant 
and a tracer. 

(2) Cartridge Case M150B1, containing 
9.2 pounds of multiperforated propellant, is 
crimped to the projectile. The cartridge case 
is fitted at the base with an electric primer. 

(3) An MT fuze with muzzle action capa- 
bility is used with this cartridge. 

C. Functioning. 

Warning: Firing over heads of exposed 
friendly troops is prohibited. 
When firing muzzle action, assure that person- 
nel clear dispersion cone area (table 2-6.1) and 
take cover. 

When the fuze functions, a detonator in the 
fuze ignites Relay M7 and the four Detonators 
XM86. Functioning of the detonators ruptures 
the forward portion of the projectile, ejecting 
the flechettes and the dye marker. Concur- 
rently, Relay M7 initiates Detonator XM87, 
which flashes down the flash tube. This ignites 
the expelling charge. Gases produced by the 
burning expelling charge eject the flechettes 
in the lower portion of the projectile. Flechettes 
are dispersed in a cone-shaped pattern, as il- 
lustrated in tables 2-6.1 and 2-6.2. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round: 
Weight (lb) 55 
Length (in.) 39.17 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,700 
Flechette range from point of 

fuze function (yds) (m) 330 (300) 

(2) Ballistics. 
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105 MM GUN 

(NOTE: Approximately a 16 - meter increase in 
arc width results for each additional 50 
meters of range.) 

200 

250 300 M 

M 

MU-DI 2344 

Table 2-6.1. Dispersion Pattern with Fuze Set for Muzzle Action 



(NOTE: Approximately a 16 - meter increase in 
arc width results for each additional 50 
meters of range.) 

NEAR EDGE 

FUZE FUNCTIONING FOR) I ~- 

PAYLOAD DISCHARGE 

GUN 87 M 

BUILT IN  FUZE RANGE 
STANDOFF OF 75 M 

150 M 
I I RANGE* 

I 

RANGE* - range to the near edge of the target. Fuze 
setting should be in accordance with the range and firing 
table instructions. Above pattern will result for all range 
firings from 1/2 second firing out to maximum of range 
table time for the 105 MM gun MU-Dl 2345 

Table 2-6.2. Dispersion Pattern with Fuze Set for Range 

E) 
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Maximum range (yds) (m) - 4,840 (4,400) 
Firing temperature 

limits -40°F. to +125°F. 
Storage temperature 

limits -65°F. to +145°F. 

eter of the sabot at  the forward end. A fiber 
rotating band and a rubber obturator are as- 
sembled on the outside diameter near the base 
of the sabot. 

C. Functioning. During projectile flight, the 
tracer burns for a minimum of 2.5 seconds. The 
projectile is spin stabilized and the sabot dis- 
cards upon leaving the gun tube by setback, 

Tracer M13 centrifugal and air pressure forces. The 
sheathed core penetrates the target solely by 
kinetic energy. 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M150B1 
Primer M86 
Propelling charge (9.2 lb) M6 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; two containers per wooden box, 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 2-83. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: APDS-T, 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 41.00 
Length (in.) 33.00 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 4,850 
Maximum range (yd) 40,162 

Cartridge case M115 
Propellant (12 lb) M30 (T36) 
Primer M80A1 
Tracer M13 

M392A2 
a. General. These cartridges (fig. 2-42) are 

a discarding sabot, and are intended for use 
against armored targets. 

of the hypervelocity, armor-piercing type with (2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. b. Description. The projectile consists of a 
sheathed tungsten carbide core with tracer and 
a sabot. The core, which is the armor-piercing 
element, is carried within the shealth with the 
sabot assembled on the exterior surface. A e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
plastic band is positioned on the outside diam- tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

TYPE AND MODEL OF CARTRIDGE 

ORD DIC 

AGO 5656A 

Figure 2-42. 105-mm APDS-T cartridge M392A2. 
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2-84. 
M392 
Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: APDS-T, 

This cartridge is similar to APDS-T Cartridge 
M392A2 described in paragraph 2-83. Car- 
tridge M392 is of United Kingdom manufac- 
ture and bears the UK designation of L36A1. 
It is fitted with UK Primer L4A1 or L4A2. 

Warning: United Kingdom Cartridge L28A1, 
similar to the M392 except for its Primer 
(L1A2, L1A3 or L1A4), is  not to be fired in 
105-MM Gun M68. 

2-85. Cartridge, 150 Millimeter: HEAT-T, 
M456A1, M456E1 and M456 

a. General. This type of cartridge (fig. 2-43) 
is intended for use against armored targets. 

b. Description. The projectile consists of a 
steel body fitted with a plastic obturator, a 
threaded standoff spike assembly, an aluminum 
chamber, a fin and boom, and a PIBD fuze as- 
sembly. The body contains a funnel-shaped 

copper liner and is loaded with 2.35 pounds of 
Composition B. The chamber adapts the fin 
and boom assembly to the body and contains 
the fuze. The spike assembly is fitted with a 
nose cap which retains a piezoelectric element. 
The fin is threaded to receive a tracer. Car- 
tridge cases of early manufacture were fitted 
with a threaded loading plug in the base of 
the case. The three models in the M456 Series 
differ in the use of a cartridge case liner. The 
M456A1 has a cloth liner coated on one side 
with a wax-titanium dioxide admixture covered 
with mylar film. The M456E1 has a similar 
liner without the mylar film. The M456 has 
no liner. The M456A1 also differs from other 
models in the series in that all projectile bodies 
manufactured after August, 1967, entirely en- 
close the fuze, eliminating the chamber com- 
ponent. This configuration is found in some 
bodies manufactured as early as February, 
1967, depending on the manufacturer. These 
projectiles are slightly shorter and contain .11 
pound less Comp B. I 
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Figure 2-43. 105-mm HEAT-T cartridge M456. 

c. Functioning. During projectile flight, the 
tracer burns for a minimum of 2.5 seconds. 
When the projectile is detonated on impact by 
fuze functioning, the cone collapses, creating 
a high velocity shock wave and a jet  of metal 
particles which penetrate the target. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 

(3) 

Characteristics. 
Complete round : 

Weight (lb) 48.00 
Length (in.) 39.34 

Ballis tics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 3850 (1173.5m) 
Maximum range (yd) 8975 (8200m) 
Components. 
Cartridge case M148A1B1 
Propellant (11.5 Ib) M30 
Primer M83 
Tracer M13 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-86. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: HEP-T, 
M393A2, M393A1 and M393 

Information concerning this ammunition is 
classified. See TM 9-1300-203-1 for coverage. 

2-87. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: Smoke, 
WP-T, M4 16 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-44) is 
intended for screening and spotting with lim- 
ited incendiary effect. 

b. Description. The projectile is cylindrical 
in shape with a relatively short ogive and is 
fitted with two gilding metal rotating bands, 
a BD fuze and an  extended tracer. The pro- 
jectile is thin walled and is loaded with approx- 
imately 6 pounds of WP. It contains a central- 
ly oriented burster loaded with .11 pound of 
Composition B. The burster casing is machined 
with a six-bladed impeller which extends into 
the W P  filler to increase in-flight stability a t  
temperatures above 110°F. The propellant 
is loaded in a cloth bag prior to loading in 
the cartridge case. 
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Figure 2-44. 105-mm 

c. Functioning. During projectile flight, the 
tracer burns for a minimum of six seconds. 
On impact, the fuze functions and detonates 
the burster which ruptures the projectile and 
disperses the WP filler. On contact with the 
air, WP ignites, producing a dense white cloud 
of smoke. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 45.50 
Length (in.) 37.00 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2400 
Maximum range (yd) 10,400(9500m) 

Cartridge case M150B1, M150 
Propellant (6 Ib) M1 
Primer M86 
Tracer M12 
Burster (.11 Ib Comp B) M48 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers per wooden box, 

2-88. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: TP-T, M490 
This cartridge is for use in training in marks- 

manship. The cartridge is similar in external 
appearance and ballistically matched to 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 

WP-T cartridge M416. 

HEAT-T cartridge M456E1 described in para- 
graph 2-85 above. The projectile consists of 
a steel body, an aluminum standoff spike, and 
a boom and fin assembly with tracer. 

2-89. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: TP-T, 
M456E1 

This cartridge is for use in training in marks- 
manship. The cartridge is similar to and bal- 
listically matched to HEAT-T cartridge 
M456E1 described in paragraph 2-85, above ; 
however the projectile is inert loaded, except 
for the tracer, and assembled with an inert 
fuze. 

2-90. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: TP-T, M467 
This cartridge, used for training in marks- 

manship, is ballistically matched to high ex- 
plosive service rounds. It weighs approximate- 
ly 46 pounds and is 37 inches long. 

2-91. cartridge, 105 Millimeter: TP-T, 
M393A 1 (E 1) 

This is an inert-loaded target practice round 
assembled with a dummy BD fuze and live 
tracer. The complete round weighs approxi- 
mately 45 pounds and is 37 inches long. 
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Section X. AMMUNITION FOR 120 MILLIMETER GUN CANNONS M1 Al, 
M1A2 AND M1A3 

2-92. General 
a. Weapons. The 120-mm gun cannons 

MlA1, M1A2 and MlA3, designed for use 
against aircraft at medium altitudes, may al- 
so be used against ground and/or waterborne 
targets. This weapon is a single-fire, recoil 
operated, semiautomatic weapon. 

b. Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. Ammunition for this 

gun cannon is classified as separated, 
i.e., the projectile and the propelling 
charge assembly are shipped as sep- 
arate units, although they are loaded 
into the weapon and fired as a unit 
by means of an automatic loading 
mechanism in the weapon. Separated 
ammunition, unlike separate-loading 
ammunition, has a cartridge case that 
is closed at the mouth. This protects 
the nonadjustable propelling charge 
against moisture, foreign material 
and loss of propellant. Weight zones, 
on 120-mm projectiles, are indicated 
by means of three-to-five 1/2-inch 
squares, depending upon the weight 
of the projectile. Four squares is the 
standard weight for which no weight 
corrections are necessary when com- 
puting firing data. 

(2) Type of projectile. Projectiles for the 
the 120-mm M1 gun series: the 
as high explosive (HE) and dummy. 

( 3 )  Propelling charges. There are two 
types of propelling charges used with 
the 120-mm M1 gun series: the 
service propelling charge of the M15 
series and dummy propelling charge 
M13. 

( a )  Service propelling charges. Service 
propelling charges M15, M15A1 and 
M15A2 are interchangeable in use, 
but differ in the components used 
in their fabrication. 

1. Charge, propelling, 120-mm: M15. 
This propelling charge consists 

of an M24 (brass) cartridge 
case loosely loaded with 24 
pounds of M6 (single base) pro- 
pellant. The primer is a short 
MlBlA2 type containing 100 
grains of black powder. There 
is a doughnut shaped igniter also 
containing black powder assem- 
bled around the primer to aid in 
ignition. The cartridge case is 
closed at the mouth with an M2 
palmetto plug. 

2. Charge, propelling, 120-mm M15A1. 
This propelling charge is similar 
to the M15 except that the prim- 
er  is the M28B2 containing 300 
grains of black powder; there is 
no igniter, and the cartridge 
case mouth is closed with an 
M2E1, M5 (M2E2), or M2E3 
plastic closing plug. 

3. Charge, propelling, 120-mm M15A2. 
This charge is similar to the 
M15A1 except that i t  is assem- 
bled with brass cartridge case 
M34 and percussion primer M57, 
which contains 1,000 grains of 
black powder. 

4. Charge, propelling, 120-mm: dum 
my M13. This charge simulates 
the service charges and is used 
in training in handling and load- 
ing the weapon. It consists of a 
service type cartridge case, an 
inert primer and is filled to the 
proper weight with sawdust and 
sand. It is closed at the mouth 
with a wooden plug. 

(4) Functioning. All service propelling 
charges for the 120-mm gun M1 se- 
ries function similarly. The firing pin 
of the weapon strikes the primer 
initiating the percussion element in 
the primer. A flash results which ig- 
nites the black powder in the primer 
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and, in the case at the M15, the ig- 
niter. The flash from the black pow- 
der ignites the propellant. The burn- 
ing propellant generates the gases 
that propel the projectile from the 
weapon. 

( 5 )  Packing. Packing and shipping data 
concerning ammunition for the 120- 
mm M1 series weapons appears in 
SC 1305/30-IL. 

2-93. Projectile, 120 Millimeter: HE, M73 
a. General. This projectile (fig. 2-46) is 

used for protection of large areas against air- 
craft at altitudes up to 30,000 feet. 

b. Description. The projectile consists of a 
forged steel projectile body filled with a burst- 
ing charge of 5.26 pounds of TNT. This pro- 
jectile has a normal fuze cavity for use with 
PD and MT type fuzing. The gilding metal 
rotating band which encircles the projectile 
body has two grooves called cannelures cut 
in its surface. It is located on the rear bour- 
relet just forward of the boattailed base. The 
base of the projectile is protected by a base 
plate. This projectile is used with the M15 se- 
ries propelling charge. 

AMMUNITION LOT NU 
AND LOADER'S INITl 

ZONE MARKING 

CALIBER AND MODEL OF CARTRIDGE W E  
OT NUMBER AND LOADER'S INITIALS 

Figure 2-45. 120-mm HE projectile M73 with propelling charge M15. 

c. Functioning. This projectile is spin sta- 
bilized in flight. When the fuze functions, i t  
detonates the bursting charge of the projectile ; 
this results in blast and fragmentation. 

Maximum horizontal range (yd) .27,700 
Maximum vertical range (yd) .19,580 

Cartridge case M24, M34 
(3) Components. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Propelling charge (49.71 lb) M15 
Propellant (24 lb) M6 
Primer M1B1A2, M28B2, M57 

Projectile with fuze: e. Packing Data. Projectiles packed one per 
Weight (lb) 50.00 fiber container ; propelling charge packed one 

per fiber container; two fiber containers (one Length (in.) 24.06 

projectile and one propelling charge) per ( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,100 wooden box. 
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2-94. Projectile, 120 Millimeter: HE, M73 
With Supplementary Charge 

This projectile is similar to projectile M73 
with the normal cavity (para 2-9), except for 
ots deeper fuze cavity and lesser weight of 
explosive material (approx 4.83 lbs TNT). 
This projectile, having a deep cavity, can be 
adapted for use with proximity fuzes by re- 
moving the supplementary charge and insert- 
ing a proximity fuze. This projectile is issued 
either with or without a mechanical time fuze 

> 

installed. 

2-95. Dummy Projectile, 120 Millimeter: 
M15 

a. General. Projectile M15 (fig. 2-46) is used 
for familiarizing troops with. the handling of 
120-mm ammunition. 

b. Description. The inert projectile is simil- 
ar in many respects to the HE projectile. The 
projectile body for the M15 is identical in 
weight and shape to the HE projectile, but 
contains no explosive material and is fitted 
with an inert fuze. 

Figure 2-46. 120-mm dummy projectile M15. 

Cartridge case (brass) M24 
Propellant Dummy M13 
Primer Inert 

d.  Packing Data. Projectiles and propelling 
charges are packed in separate fiber contain- 
ers; two containers (one round) per wooden 
box. 

C. Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Projectile with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 50.00 
Length (in.) 24.06 

( 2 )  Components. 
Fuze Dummy M79, M61 
Propelling charge assembly (49.71 lb) M13 

Section XI. AMMUNITION FOR 120 MILLIMETER GUN CANNON M58 

2-96. General 

M58 is used as a tank weapon. 
a. Weapons. The 120 millimeter gun cannon 

b. Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. Ammunition for this 

gun cannon is classified as separated. 
Unlike separate-loading ammunition, 
separated ammunition has a cartridge 
case that protects the nonadjustable 
propelling charge against moisture, 

foreign material and loss of propel- 
lant. Weight zones are indicated on 
120-mm projectiles by means of 
three-to-five 1/2-inch squares, de- 
pending upon the weight of the pro- 
jectile. Four squares indicates stand- 
ard or normal weight for which no 
weight corrections are necessary 
when computing firing data. 

(2) Type of projectiles. The projectiles 
used with 120-mm gun cannons M58 
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are classified according to filler and 
use as-high explosive (HE), high 
explosive with tracer (HE-T) , smoke 
(WP), smoke with tracer (WP-T), 
high explosive-antitank with tracer 
(HEAT-T) , armor piercing with trac- 
er  (AP-T), and target practice with 
tracer (TP-T) . 
Propelling charge assemblies. Pro- 
pelling charge assemblies T-21, M45 
(T21E1), M46 (T38E2) and M99 
(T42E1) are used for gun cannon 
M58. The components of the above 
assemblies are as follows: 

( a )  Cartridge cases. Cartridge case 
M34 (brass), M109 (T25) (brass), 
M111 (brass), and T25E3 (spiral- 
wrapped steel) are used with am- 
munition for gun cannon M58. The 
mouth of the cartridge case 
closed with plastic plug M6 
(T23E1), which protects propel- 
lant, prevents foreign material 
from entering the case, and also 
prevents loss of propellant. Prim- 
ers are threaded or  press fitted 
into the base of the cartridge cas- 
es. 

( b )  Propellant. Propellant M6, M15 and 
M17, used with 120-mm ammuni- 
tion for gun cannon M58, are all 
triple base type. The propellant 
may be contained in a silk 
bag in the cartridge case. 
Some rounds of earlier manufac- 
ture may be encountered in which 
loose propellant is held in the car- 
tridge case by distance wadding to 
which a supplementary igniter is 
attached. 
Primers. The primers used with 
ammunition for gun cannon M58 
are percussion primer M57 
(T36E6) and percussion-electric 
primer M67 (T85E3). 
Functioning. All propelling charges 
for the 120-mm gun M58 function as 
follows: When the primer is 

struck by the firing pin of the 
weapon, the resulting flash ignites 
the propellant charge. The gases 
generated by the propellant drive 
the projectile from the gun bore 
and ignite the tracer (if present). 
Refer to the individual round cov- 
erage for specific projectile func- 
tioning. 

(4) Tracers. Tracers M5, M7 and M67 are 
used with ammunition for gun can- 
non M58. Tracer M5 series is used in 
the following projectiles : HE-T, 

T, T16E1; AP-T M358 (T116E7) ; and 
TP-T, M359 (T147E7). Tracer M7 is 
used in projectile WP-T, M35 
(T16E4), while tracer M67 is used 
in projectile HEAT-T, M469 
(T153E15). These light-weight cap- 
sule-type tracers are screwed into 
the base of the projectile. The trac- 
ers provide a visible red trace dur- 
ing a portion of the projectile flight 
as an aid in sensing the flight-of the 
projectile. 

(5) Fuzes. Impact fuzes are used with 
this ammunition. Refer to chapter 5 
for detailed description of fuzes: 

(6) Packing and shipping data. Projec- 
tiles and propelling charge assem- 
blies for 120-mm gun cannon. M58 
are individually packed in fiber. con- 
tainers, with one round (projectile 
and propelling charge assembly) over- 
packed in a wooden box. Packing and 
shipping data appear in SC 1305/30- 
IL. 

Projectile, 120 Millimeter: HE-T, Comp 

a. General. This projectile (fig. 2-47) is used 
for fragmentation, blast or mining effect, 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a projectile body loaded with approximate- 
ly 7.84 pounds of Composition B, propelling 
charge assembly M46 (T21E1) and a point 
detonating fuze. The exterior of the projec- 

M356 (T15E3) ; WP-T, T16E3; WP- 

2-97. 
B, M356 (Tl5E3) 
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tile body has two gilding metal rotating bands 
and a boss on the base, A tracer of the M 5  
series is screwed into the boss. The propelling 
charge is contained in a brass cartridge case. 

The propellant is in a silk bag which is held 
in place in the cartridge case by distance wad- 
ding. The cartridge case is closed with a plas- 
tic closing plug. 

2 MAX 

HIGH EXPLOSIVE CHARGE 

ORD D1668 

Figure 2-47. 120-mm HE-T, Comp B projectile M356 (T15E3). 

c. Functioning. This round functions in a 
manner similar to other cartridges authorized 
for gun cannon M58 (para 2-96) up to the 
point of fuze functioning. The burning tracer 
provides a visible red trace for approximately 
3 seconds or to a distance of approximately 
3,500 yards. Upon impact, the fuze functions, 
detonating the composition B bursting charge 
which causes blast and fragmentation of the 
projectile on the target. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Projectile with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 24.02 
Length (in.) 50.41 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,500 
Maximum range ( yd) 19,910 

(2) Ballistics. 

I 

( 3 )  Components. 
Propelling charge assembly 

(34.75 lb) M45 (T21E1) 
Cartridge case M109 
Propellant (12.4 lb) M15 
Primer M67 
Closing plug M6 
Tracer M5 series 

e.  Packing Data. Projectiles and propelling 
charge assembly are packed in separate fiber 
containers ; two fiber containers (one round) 
per wooden box. 

2-98. Projectile, 120 Millimeter: HE, COMP 

This projectile (fig. 2-48) is similar in size, 
shape, weight and ballistics to 120-mm HE 
projectile M356 described in paragraph 2-97. 
It differs in that it has no boss or tracer in 

B, T15E1 
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the base and is slightly shorter (23.17 inches) 
than the M356 projectile. The propelling charge 
assembly used with the T15E1 projectile is the 
M45; however, some rounds of earlier manu- 
facture may use the T21 propelling, charge 

assembly. Th T21 propelling charge assembly 
has the propellant loaded loose in the eartridge 
case and held in place by distance wadding to 
which a supplementary igniter is attached. 

Figure 2-48. 120-mm HE Comp B projectile T15E1. 

2-99. Projectile, 1 20-Millimeter: HEAT-T, fin assembly, which is screwed to the projec- 
tile base, consists of a threaded boom with a 

The tracer is held in the aft  end of the boom 
with a plug and disk assembly. Propelling 
charge assembly M99 (T42E1) consists of car- 

shaped a spike and cone a M67. Triple-base propellant M6 is pcked loose 

M469 (T 1 53E 1 5) 
a. General. This high velocity projectile is rubber obturator, six fins, and tracer M13. 

designed for use against armored targets. 

of a projectile containing a Composition B 

fin assembly, a point-initiating base-detonating 
fuze, and a propelling charge assembly. The 
spike-nose contains a piezoelectric assembly 
which acts as a power source for the fuze. The 

b. Description The round consists 
tridge case M111, propellant M6 and primer 

in the cartridge case and held in place with 
distance wadding. The open mouth of the car- 
tridge case is sealed with a plastic plug, 
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Figure 2-49. 120-mm HEAT-T projectile M469 (T153E15). 

c. Functioning. Except for fin stabilization, 
this round functions in a manner similar to oth- 
er  cartridges authorized for gun cannon M58 up 
to the point of fuze functioning. The burning 
tracer provides a visible red glow for a mini- 
mum of 3 seconds or to a range of approxi- 
mately 3,600 yards. Upon impact, the spike 
nose is crushed, causing the fuze to function. 
Detonation of the fuze initiates the high-ex- 
plosive shaped-charge which collapses the 
cone assembly and creates a high velocity shock 
wave and a jet of metal particles which pene- 
trate the target. 

( 3 )  Components. 
Propelling charge assembly (21.44 lb) 

M99 (T42E1) 
Cartridge case (bras) M111 
Propellant (22-24 Ib) M6 
Primer M67 
Tracer M13 series 

e .  Packing Data. Projectiles and propelling 
charge assemblies are packed in separate fi- 
ber containers ; two fiber containers (one 
round) per wooden box. 

2-1 00. Projectile, 120 Millimeter: AP-T, 
M358 

d. Tabulated Data. a. General. This high velocity projectile 
(fig. 2-50) is designed for use against armored 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a hardened steel projectile and propelling 
charge assembly M46 (T38E1). The projectile 
is a conventional monobloc design. A forged- 
aluminum windshield is attached to the front 
of the solid projectile body and two separate 

( 1 )  Characteristics. 
Projectile with fuze: targets. 

Weight (lb) 31.11 
Length (in.) 28.96 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,750 
Maximum range (yd) 25,290 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
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gilding metal bands are located near the base 
of the body. An M5 tracer is threaded into 
the base. Propelling charge assembly M46 

(T38E1) (fig. 2-61) consists of a cartridge 
case M109, propellant M17 and primer M67. 

e- 

Figure  2-50. 120-mm AP-T projectile M358. 

34.69 MAX 
ORD 01671 

Figure  2-51. 120-mm propelling charge assembly M46. 
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2-1 01. Projectile, 1 20 Millimeter: Smoke, 
WP-T, M357 (T16E4) 

a. General. This projectile (fig. 2-52) is 
used for target marking and smoke screen- 
ing. It also has limited incendiary action against 
materiel and personnel. 

b. Description. The complete round of am- 
munition consists of projectile M357 and pro- 
pelling charge M46 (T38E1). The projectile 
is fuzed with a PD fuze, and consists of a 
forged steel body containing 7.2 pounds of 
white phosphorus. There is a boss on the base 
of the projectile containing a tracer. Two gild- 
ing metal rotating bands are assembled to the 
body just forward of the base. One end of a 
T20 burster casing is press-fitted in the pro- 
jectile nose and the other end is seated in a 
well in the base of the projectile cavity. The 
burster casing contains a burster charge load- 
ed with tetrytol. Propelling charge M46 
(T38E1) consists of a brass cartridge case 
containing the propelling charge in a silk bag. 
The silk bag is held in place by distance wad- 
ding. A primer is installed in the base of the 
cartridge case and the mouth is closed by a 
plastic plug. 

c. Functioning. This round functions in a 
manner similar to other cartridges authorized 
for gun cannon M58 (para 2-96) up to the 
point of impact. The burning tracer provides 
a visible red glow for a minimum of 3 seconds 
or to a range of approximately 3,500 yards. 
On impact, the windshield spreads over the 
surface of the target, and the hard core pro- 
jectile penetrates the target by means of ki- 
netic energy. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Projectile as fired: 
Weight (lb) 50.85 
Length (in.) 17.82 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 3,500 
Maximum range (yd) 25,290 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 
Propelling charge assembly (66.46 lb) 

M46 (T38E1) 
Cartridge case M109 
Propellant (28.76 lb) M17 
Primer M67 
Tracer M5 series 

e. Packing Data. Projectile and propelling 
charge assembly are packed in separate fiber 
containers; two fiber containers (one round) 
per wooden box. 
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BURSTER CHARGE 

TRACER WHITE PHOSPHOROUS CHARGE ORD 01672 

Figure 2-52. 120-mm smoke ( W P - T )  projectile M357. 

C. Functioning. This round functions in a (2) Ballistics. 
manner similar to other rounds authorized for 
gun cannon M58 up to  the point of impact. The 

early portion (3 seconds) of projectile flight. 

the burster charge. The explosion of the burst- 
er charge shatters the projectile body and 
disperses the white phosphorus. White phos- 
phorus ignites and burns spontaneously upon 
contact with air. This produces dense white 
smoke and flaming particles. 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammu- 
nition is loaded with tetrytol it is not to be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,500 
Maximum range (yd) .19,910 

tracer provides a visible red trace during the (3) Components. 
Propelling charge assembly (38.74 lb) 

Cartridge case M109 
Propellant (28.75 lb) M17 
Primer M67 
Tracer M5 wries 
Burster charge (.36 lb tetrytol) M41 (T18) 

projectile and propelling 
charge assembly are packed in separate con- 
tainers; two fiber containers are overpacked 
in a wooden box. 

2-1 02. 

On impact, the PD fuze functions, detonating M46 (T38E1) 

e .  Packing Data. 

Projectile, 120 Millimeter: Smoke, +125°F. 
WP-T, T16E3 d. Tabulated data. 

a. Description. This projectile (fig. 2-53) is 
used for the same purpose as smoke projec- 
tile M357 (para 2-101) and is similar in size, 

(1) Characterisitcs 
Projectile with fuze: 

Weight (lb) 50.41 
Length (in.) 24.02 shape and weight. Components of the two 
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rounds differ in that projectile T16E3 has a differ- 
ent PD fuze, a shallower fuze well, and a burster 
initiator M2 located between the fuze and the 

burster charge. Propelling charge M45 (T21E1) 
is used with projectile T16E3. 

TRACER 
ORD D1673 

Figure 2-53. 120-mm smoke projectile WP-T T16E3. 

b. Functioning. This round functions in the same 
manlier as projectile M357, except that on impact, 
the P D  fuze initiates the burster initiator which 
detonates the burster charge, instead of the burster 
charge’s being detonated directly by the fuze. 

2-1 03. Projectile, 120 Millimeter: Smoke, 
WP,T16E1 

This projectile is similar to projectile T16E3 
(para 2-102) except that there is no boss on the 
base of the projectile and no tracer. 

signed for training in marksmanship, is similar in 
size, weight and ballistics to projectile M358 (para 
2-100). 

b.  Description. With the exception of the mate- 
rial used in the projectile body, low strength car- 
bon steel, the construction of this projectile is the 
same as the M358. The complete round consists of 
the solid projectile and propelling charge assembly 
M46 (T38E1). 

2-104. Projectile, 120 Millimeter: TP-T c. Functioning. The functioning of projectile 
M359E2 is identical to the functioning of projec- 
tile M358, except for the armor-piercing capability. 

M359E2 (T147E7) 
a. General. This target practice projectile, de- 
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Section XII. AMMUNITION FOR 152 MILLIMETER GUN CANNONS M81 AND XM162 

2-1 05. General 
a. Weapon. The 152-mm gun cannons M81 and 

XM162 are versatile, lightweight gun/launchers 
capable of firing both missiles and conventional 
ammunition. Gun/ auncher M81 is the main aram- 
ment on airborne reconnaissance combat vehicle 
hi551 ; gun/Iauncher XM162 on tank M60A1E2. 

(1) Identification Ammunition for these 
weapons is issued in the form of fixed rounds and 
is easily identified by its distinctive combustible 
cartridge case which is light yellow and has a tex- 
ture similar to fiberboard. Painting and marking 
are in accordance with the color coding prescribed 
in chapter 1. 

(2) Types of projectiles This ammunition 
consists of a high-explosive projectile with tracer 
(HE-T) , a high-explosive antitank multipurpose 
projectile with tracer (HEAT-T-MP), an anti- 
personnel (canister) projectile, and a target prac- 
tice projectile with tracer (TP-T). 

(3) cartridge case. Combustible cartridge 
cases XM157 and XRi157E1 are used with 152-mm 
projectiles. The XRi57 consists of two separate 
parts, a base and a body, which are macle of felted 
nitrocellulose. The cartridge case body, which 
holds the bagged propelling charge, is attached to 
the projectile base with epoxy resin and an alumi- 
num locking ring. The cartridge case base, fitted 
with a. consumable primer ( ( 5 ) ,  below) is ce- 
mented to the sidewall of the case body with 
nitrocellulose lacquer. The XM157E1 is a mod- 
ification of the XM157. 

Warning: Because they are  made of pro- 
pellant material, combustible cartridge cases 
XM157 series a re  highly flammable and readily 
ignited by open flame and embers (i.e., cigarette 
embers, smoldering residue, etc.). Care must 
be taken to protect the cartridge from exposure 
to  such sources of ignition. 

(4) Propelling charge. This ammunition uses 
a propelling charge of bagged, multiperforated 
propellant M26E1 with a 0.038-inch web. The 

b. Ammunition 

cartridge case is also a part of the propelling 
charge. 

(5) Primer Consumable electric primer 
XM91E1 is used with HEAT-T-MP, TP-T, and 
canister ammunition. The XM117 primer is used 
with the HE-T round. The XM91E1 consists of 
a 7.30-inch long nitrocellulose tube loaded with 
1230 grains of Class 1 black power in a plastic 
bag. A paper closing plug attached with nitro- 
cellulose lacquer seals the forward end of the tube. 
The initiator assembly consists of metallic con- 
tacts, a bridge ribbon, igniter mix, and a pressed 
ball powder support. The XM117 has the same 
components as the XM91E1, except that the 
primer tube is approximately 0.25-inch shorter and 
has 50 grains less black powder. 

(6)  Trace. Projectile tracer M13 consists of 
1.8 grams of igniter composition and 5.7 grams of 
tracer composition contained in a steel cup. 

(7 )  Fuzes. The PIBD fuze used with the 
HEAT-T-MP round and the PD fuzes used with 
the HE-T and TP-T rounds are described in 
detail in chapter 5. 

(8) Functioning Up to the point of fuze 
functioning, all types of 152-mm cartridges func- 
tion as follows : When the weapon is fired, an elec- 
tric current from the firing mechanism flows 
through the initiator bridge ribbon in the primer. 
The heat generated as the current passes through 
the bridge ribbon ignites the ignition mix in the 
initiator and the black powder in the primer tube. 
The propelling charge, ignited by the burning 
black powder, produces gases which force the 
spin-stabilized projectile out of the gun tube. The 
tracer is ignited by the hot propellant gases. 

(9) Packing. I n  order to protect the combus- 
tible cartridge case from moisture, each round is 
packed in a neoprene barrier bag. The bag com- 
pletely covers the cartridge case and is drawn 
tight around the base of the projectile, with the 
cuff of the bag folded back. A warning advising 
the user to  "remove this bag immediately prior 
to firing" is stenciled on the bag. For shipping and 
storage, each bagged round is packed in a fiber 
container which also contains a moisture indica- 
tor and a desiccant. The fiber container is inclosed 
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found, examine cartridge case for soft spots with- 
out removing barrier bag. Reject rounds with soft 
spots. Repack rejected rounds and return to Am- 
munition Supply Point (ASP) for evaluation and 
disposition. 

(6) Before placing cartridge in ammuni- 
tion stowage rack, unfold cuff of neoprene barrier 
bag so that it extends forward as far as possible, 
covering projectile rotating band. If neoprene bag 
is torn when ammunition is received, repack car- 
tridge and return to ASP. 

(c) Check cartridge visually for damage to 
projectile body, ogive, rotating band, and band 
coating, which might result in difficulty in cham- 
bering, firing or extracting. 

( d )  Remove ballistic protective cover im- 
mediately prior to firing. Remove neoprene barrier 
bag as round is loaded into gun tube. Check for 
obvious cartridge case or primer damage which 
could result in malfunctioning. 

(12) Precautions in firing. 
( a )  Assure that internal portion of breech 

(including firing probe) and chamber of cannon 
are dry, prior to chambering ammunition. 

(6) Before loading the weapon, assure that 
area to rear of forcing cone in tube and chamber is 
clear of residue. 

(C) Do not fire cartridge without removing 
barrier bag. 

( d )  Before loading into gun tube, assure 
that ammunition is free of foreign matter. Con- 
tamination may result in hot residue in gun 
chamber. 

( e )  Do not fire rounds heated above + 125° 
F. or cooled below -40°F. 

Note. Neoprene barrier bags cooled below -25°F. 
may break up when handled. Do not fire until all of bag is 
removed. 

( f )  Clem weapon firing probe after replen- 
ishing main gun ammunition. I n  case of misfire, 
check for dirty firing probe. If dirty, clean probe 
before attempting to fire again. 

(g) Exercise appropriate precautions to 
minimize static electrical charges. 

( h )  I f  firing is interrupted, remove round 
in chamber of hot weapon promptly to prevent 

Warning: Stow ammunition on board 
vehicle in neoprene barrier bag. In addition, 

cook-off. 

in a laminated barrier bag and overpacked in a 
wooden box lined with foamed polystyrene. 

Note. A nylon ballistic protective cover is issued 
with the M551 vehicle. It is to be used over the neoprene 
barrier bag as  additional protection for ammunition stored 
on board the vehicle. It is not to be removed until immedi- 
ately prior to firing or until the ammunition is removed 
from the vehicle and repacked. 

(10) Care, handling, and preservation. I n  
addition to the instructions for care, handling, and 
preservation of ammunition given in chapter 1, 
152-millimeter ammunition, because of the com- 
position of the cartridge case, requires the follow- 
ing additional precautions : 

(a) Do not strike cartridge case with sharp 
objects. 

(6) Do not step on cartridge case. 
(C) Do not paint, polish, sand, or wash 

cartridge case. 
(d)  Do not break moisture-resistant seal 

on container until round is to be used. 
( e )  Although neoprene barrier bags reduce 

contamination, avoid exposing bagged cartridge 
cases to water or oil. Accordingly- 

I 

1. Fix oil and water leaks in vehicle. 
2. I f  outside of vehicle is being hosed 

down, close hatches. 
3. If inside of vehicle is being hosed 

down, remove ammunition. 
4. When lubricating internal parts of 

hull or turret, take care to prevent oil or grease 
contamination of either ammunition or stowage 
racks. 

( f )  Inspect tank stowed or other unpacked 
ammunition weekly for tears or nicks in the barrier 
bag and softening of the cartridge case. If  am- 
munition is tank stowed, remove ballistic protec- 
tive cover for inspection. 

Caution: Do not remove neoprene bar- 
rier bag for inspection. Soft spots can be felt 
through bag. 

(11) Preparation for firing. 
(a)  When cartridge is removed from fiber 

container, immediately inspect highest circle on 
humidity indicator card on barrier bag for color 
(blue/dry ; pink/moist) . (Some cards have three 
or four circles; others have only one.) If indicator 
is pink, examine bag for moisture and projectile 
for moisture or rust. I f  either moisture or rust is 
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stow ammunition on board vehicle M551 with 
ballistic protective cover assembly over neo- 
prene bag. 

If any pieces of smoldering residue 
are visible after firing, do not remove barrier 
bag of subsequent round until residue is ex- 
tinguished and gun tube cleared. 

Do not fire unpackaged cartridges 
which have been dropped. Do not fire cartridges 
which have been damaged in handling. Damage 
includes split or creased cartridge cases, 
dented projectiles and loose windshield (nose) 
caps. Return rejected cartridges to ASP for 
disposition. 

(13) Prepare for firing but not fired. 
( a )  Detent pin must be in the retracted 

position prior to any removal action. 
( b )  To remove round from chamber, do not 

use missile cap extractor. Extractor is intended 
only for fired missile cap. I f  cartridge cannot be 
removed by hand, it should be gently rammed. 
Take care to catch rammed round inside vehicle. 

If round is dropped to floor of vehicle, cartridge 
case may be damaged. 

(c) Replace neoprene barrier bag on car- 
tridge case and stow in appropriate rack. Use such 
rounds first in subsequent firings. Repack ammuni- 
tion in original packing (including neoprene bag) 
for return to ASP. 

Caution: Position round securely when 
replacing neoprene bag. If round is dropped, 
cartridge case may be damaged. 

2-105.1. Cartridge, 152 Millimeter, Can- 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-53.1) is in- 
tended primarily for antipersonnel use at close 
range and is effective in dense foliage. 

b. Description. The major components of a com- 
plete round are projectile XM626, cartridge case 
XM157 series, propellant M26E1, and electric 
primer XM91E1. The aluminum projectile consists 
of a base and a body (canister) threaded together. 
Four axial grooves, located 90 degrees apart, ex- 
tend from the forward end of the projectile body 

ister: XM625 

\ 
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I for approximately its length. The body contains of the projectile allows propellant gases to build 
approximately 10,000 13-grain steel flechettes up internal pressure in the projectile, facilitating 
loaded in 5 separate bay assemblies. The bay assem- breakup. 
blies are secured by a closing cup crimped over the c. Functioning. Immediately after the projectile 
forward end of the body. A bleedhole in the base leaves the gun tube, 

200M 

300M 

350M C 

400M 

C- 

* 

Table 2-5.1. Dispersion Pattern at Various Ranges, 152-mm Canister Cartridge XM625. 

(NOTE: Approx 10.5 meters increase in arc 
width results for each additional 50 
meters of range.) 

centrifugal force and the internal pressure of the 
propellant gases acting on the body and the flech- 
ettes cause the canister to break at  the four grooves, 
with a resultant conical dispersion of flechettes. 
The dispersion pattern at  various ranges is indi- 
cated in table 2-5.1. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (Ib) 48.0 
Length (in.) 19.23 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,240 
Maximum effective range (meters) 400 

M81 GUN 

43M 53M 64M 

Firing temperature limits -40°F. +125ºF. 
Storage temperature limits -65ºF. +145ºF. 

Projectile XM626 
Cartridge case XM157 Series 
Primer XM91E1 
Propelling charge (96 oz propellant 

M26E1) XM189 

e. Packing Data. See paragraph 2-105b (9). 

2-105.2. Cartridge, 152 Millimeter: HE-T, 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-53.2) is a high 
explosive round employed primarily against. light 
materiel. It is also effective against personnel. 

( 3 )  Components. 

XM657E2 
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b. Description. The complete round consists of 
a one-piece, forged steel projectile loaded with 10 
pounds of TNT, assembled to a combustible car- 
tridge case. The projectile is fitted at the nose with 
a point-detonating fuze and at the base with a 
tracer adapter. The adapter is designed to hold an 
M13 tracer and to secure the projectile to the 
cartridge case. A gilding metal rotating band 
encircles the projectile inches forward of the 
base. The cartridge case, propellant and primer 
are described in paragraph 2-105. 

c. Functioning. The point-detonating fuze, set 
on superquick, will function either on impact with 
the target or on graze. The functioning of the 
fuze detonates the explosive charge, which creates 
blast and fragmentation. 

d. Tabulated Data 
(1) Characteristics 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 50.0 
Length (in.) 24.61 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,240 
Maximum effective range (yd) 9,850 

( 2 )  Ballistics 

Firing temp. limits -40ºF. to +125ºF. 
Storage temp. limits -65°F. to +145ºF. 

(3) Compoments 
Cartridge case XM157 Series 
Primer XM117 
Propelling charge (94 oz propellant 

M26E1) XM190 
M13 Tracer 

e.  Packing Data. See paragraph 2-105b (9). 

2-1 06. Cartridge, 152 Millimeter: HEAT-T- 
MP, XM409E5 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-54) is a 
chemical-energy, armor-defeating round with 
antipersonnel capability. 

b. Description. The round consists of a multi- 
component projectile assembled to cartridge case 
XM157 series. The projectile consists of a forged 
steel body to which is assembled a shaped charge 
copper liner held in place by a steel locking ring. 
A steel windshield, which houses an insulator and 
wire eyelet assembly, is threaded to the locking 
ring. Tho control power supply, providing the 

Figure 2-54. 152-mm HEAT-T-MP cartridge XM409E5 
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electrical energy to initiate the PIBD fuze, con- 
nects to the wire eyelet assembly and is housed in 
a two-piece windshield cap. The projectile is 
loaded with approximately 6.3 pounds of Compo- 
sition B. A cavity is drilled in the explosive 
charge to accept the fuze. A steel cup is assembled 
in the base of the projectile. A base plug, con- 
taining tracer M13, is assembled to the cup and 
fits flush against the shoulder of the body. A 
sintered iron rotating band, located approxi- 
mately inches forward of the base, provides 
spin and obturation. 

c. Functioning. When the round is used for 
defeat, of armor, electrical energy from the control 
power supply in the nose of the projectile is fed 
to the base detonating fuze on impact. The func- 
tioning of the fuze detonates the explosive charge 
of Comp B, collapsing the copper cone and creat- 
ing a high-velocity shock wave and a jet of metal 
particles which penetrate the target. For antiper- 
sonnel use, the round is fired so that the fuze will 
function due to graze action rather than impact, 
and the ‘blast and fragmentation created by the 
detonation of the explosive charge inflicts casual- 
ties among personnel. 

d. Tabulated Data 
(1) Characteristics 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 49.8 
Length (in. ) 27.0 

( 2 )  Ballistics 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,240 
Range (yd) 9,850 
Firing temp. limits -40°F. to +125ºF. 
Storage temp. limits -65°F. to +145ºF. 

Cartridge case XM157 Series 
Primer XM91E1 
Propelling charge (96 oz 

propellant M26E1) XM189 
Tracer M13 

(3) Components 

e. Packing Data. See paragraph 2-105b (9). 

2-1 07. Cartridge, 152 Millimeter: TP-T, 

a. General. The 152-mm target practice oar- 
tridge (fig. 2-55) is intended for training in gun- 
nery and fire control. 

b. Description. This cartridge is designed as a 
ballistic match for HEAT-T-MP cartridge 
XM409E5. The complete round consists of a 

XM411 E3 

Figure 265.152-mm TP-T cartridge XM411E3. 
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forged steel projectile assembled to cartridge case 
XM157 Series. The projectile body is threaded at  
the forward end to accept a steel plate and an 
aluminum spike. The spike houses supplementary 
charge T2 and a P D  fuze. A steel windshield 
threaded to the base of the spike provides the bal- 
listic shape for' the desired flight characteristics. 
An aluminum adapter in the base of the projectile 
contains tracer M13. The combustible case, propel- 
lant and primer are discussed in paragraph 2-105. 

c. Functioning. On impact with the target, the 
projectile windshield deforms and the PD fuze 
functions, detonating the supplementary charge 
which ,produces flash and smoke for spotting 
purposes. 

Weight (lb) 48.80 I Length (in.) 28.71 

d.  Tabulated Data 
(1) Characteristics 

Complete round : 

C 9, TM 9-1300-203 

(2) Ballistics 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 2,240 
Range 9,850 
Firing temp. limits -40°F. to +125°F. 
Storage temp. limits -65°F. to +145°F. 

Cartridge case XM157 Series 
Primer XM91E1 
Propelling charge 

(96-oz. propellant XM26E1) XM189 
M13 

(3) Components 

e. Packing Data. See paragraph 2-105b (9).  

2-107.1. Cartridge, 152 Millimeter: TP-T, 

This cartridge is similar to TP-T cartridge 
XM411E3 except that it is unfuzed and inert. The 
fuze and supplementary charge in the XM411E3 
have been replaced in the XM411E4 by a metal 
plug. Like the XM411E3, this cartridge is designed 
to provide a ballistic match for HEAT-T-MP 
cartridge XM408E5. 

XM411 E4 

Section XIII. AMMUNITION FOR 155 MILLIMETER GUN CANNONS M2 AND M46 

2-1 08. General 
a. Weapon. The 155-mm gun cannon M2 is a 

towed field artillery weapon. Gun cannon M46, 
assembled to an M86 mount, provides the major 
armament for full-tracked, self-propelled gun 
M53. The gun tubes are similar and ammunition 
for the two weapons is interchangeable. 

b. Ammunition. Ammunition for these weap- 
ons is classified as separate-loading because the 
individual components (projectile, propelling 
charge, primer and fuze) are handled and loaded 
separately. 

(1) Identification. This ammunition is easily 
identified as separate-loading by the eyebolt lift- 
ing plug threaded in the fuze cavity. The projec- 
tile, propelling charge, primer, and fuze are 
packed separately and each component is identi- 
fied (either on the packing container or on the 
item itself) by the painting and marking pre- 
scribed in chapter 1. 

( 2 )  Type of projectile. Depending on the 
type of filler, projectiles for these weapons are 
classified as high explosive ( H E ) ,  gas (persistent 
HD, nonpersistent GB) , smoke (WP or white or 
colored B E ) ,  illuminating and dummy. 

(3) Propelling charge. Service propelling 
charge M19 and dummy charge M100 are author- 
ized for use with this ammunition. 

( a )  Propelling charge M19. This separate 
loading propelling charge (fig. 2-56) consists of a 
base section containing 20.35 pounds of single- 
base, multiperforated propellant M6 and an incre- 
ment section containing 10.65 pounds of the same 
propellant. An igniter pad containing 10 ounces 
of black powder is sewed to the rear end of the 
base section. For full charge firing, the base sec- 
tion and the increment are tied together by four 
typing straps attached to the base and knotted 
over the increment. The base section alone is con- 
sidered the normal charge ; the base and increment 
together comprise a supercharge and are used for 
extended ranges only. Flash reducer M1, (6) 
below, is used with this charge for normal firing. 

Note. Propelling charge M19 is fired at normal 
charge only with HE projectile M107, smoke projectiles 
M110 (WP) and M116 (BE) ,  and illuminating projectile 
series M118. 

( b )  dummy propelling charge M100. This 
dummy charge (fig. 2-56) is loaded with inert 
material to simulate the M19 service charge. It is 
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consists of a plunger, a primer cap containing 
sensitive primer composition, an ignition cup 
loaded with an ignition charge and containing a 
resistance wire insulated with gun-cotton, and a 
cup containing a primer charge-of black powder. 
These components are assembled in a cylindrical 
primer body. 

Note. Mods 2 and 3 only of the Mk15 primer 
are authorized for use with 155-mm gun M46. 

(b) Electric primer Mk34 Mod O. This 
primer is similar to primer Mk15 Mod 2, (a )  
above, except that it is designed for electrical 
initiation only and cannot be activated by 
percussion. 

used in conjunction with dummy projectile M7 to 
make up a complete drill round for practice in 
handling and loading the ammunition. 

(4) Fuzes. The fuzes authorized for use 
with this ammunition are described in detail in 
chapter 5. 

(5) Primer. Electric and percussion primers 
Mk15 Mods 2 and 3, electric primer Mk34 Mod O, 
and percussion primer M82 are used with gun 
cannon M46. Percussion primer Mk2A4 is used 
with gun cannon M2. All four primers are designed 
for breechblock loading. 

(a) Electric and percussion primer Mk15 
Mods and 3. This type of primer (fig. 2-57) 2 
can be initiated by percussion or electricity: It 
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E F G 

D METAL SEAL 

Figure 2-57. Elec tr ic  and percussion primer Mk15, and Mod 2 .  

(c) Percussion primer M82. Percus- ment, and a container tube and cup 
sion primer M82 (fig. 2-58), de- loaded with a primer charge of 
signed to replace electric and per- black powder. The components 
cussion primer Mk15 Mod 2, con- are housed in a cylindrical primer 
sists of a plunger, an ignition ele- body. 

ORD D371 

Figure 2-58. Percussion p r i m e r  M82.  

( d )  Percussion primer Mk2A4. Percus- 
sion primer Mk2A4 consists of a 
black powder primer charge con- 
tained in a primer tube sealed at  
one end by a thick cork disk and 
at the other end by a shellac seal. 

The primer is also fitted at the 
base end with a gas check cone, an 
anvil and a primer cup containing 
primer composition. 

( 6 )  Flash reducer. Flash reducer M1 (fig. 
2-59) consists of two long red cotton 
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bags linked together by silk ties. 
Each bag is divided into two sections, 
a base and an increment, with each 
section stitched to form three chan- 
nels. The two outside channels con- 
tain a mixture of 40 percent black 
powder and 60 percent potassium sul- 
phate. The center channel contains 
black powder only. When used with 

3.87 
APPROX 

propelling charge M19 at normal 
charge, the increment section of the 
fIash reducer is removed and discard- 
ed. The flash reducer is not author- 
ized for use with the supercharge. 

Caution: Flash reducers which con- 
tain black powder should be handled 
with appropriate care. 

25.5 .5 

RA PD -267738 

Figure 2-59. Flash Reducer M1. 

(7) Packing. 
(a) Service projectiIes are shipped ei- 

ther uncrated or on pallets, eight 
per pallet. 

(b)  Dummy projectiles are shipped un- 
crated . 

(c) Primers Mk15, Mods 2 and 3, and 
Mk34, Mod 0 are multiple-packed 
in metal cans, overpacked in wood- 
en or metal boxes; primer M82 is 
packed one per waterproof bag with 

multipIe overpack in a wooden box, 
and primer Mk2A4 is packed one 
per waterproof bag, one bag per 
propelling charge container. See 
(e), Caution, below. 

( d )  Flash reducer M1 is packed one per 
waterproof bag; 50 bags per wood- 
en box. \ 

(e) Propelling charge M19 is packed 
either one per metal container or 
one bagged charge per fiber con- 
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tainer, three fiber containers per bundle, one 
bundle per wooden crate. 

Caution: M19 charges of earlier manu- 
facture were packed with percussion primer 
Mk2A4 in the same container. This primer is 
authorized for use with gun cannon M2 only 
and will not be used with gun cannon M46. 

( f )  Complete packing data will be pub- 
lished in Department of the Army Supply 
Catalogs 1305/30-IL and 1340/98-IL. 

(8) Functioning. Up to the point of fuze 
functioning, all 155-millimeter ammunition 
functions in the same manner. When the 
weapon is fired, gases generated by the burn- 
ing propellant force the spin-stabilized pro- 
jectile out of the gun tube and propel it to the 
target. The fuze functions at a preset time, on 
approach to the target, or on impact, depend- 
ing upon the type of fuze employed. 

(9) Precautions in firing. Before loading 
the weapon, check the firing lock to assure 
that the primer expended in the previous fir- 
ing has been removed. 

2-109. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: HE, M101 
With Supptementary Charge 

a. General. This high explosive projectile is 

used for fragmentation, mining and blast. 
b. Description. The projectile (fig. 2-60) 

consists basically of a forged steel body con- 
taining an explosive charge of 14.16 pounds 
of TNT. A deep fuze cavity in the nose of the 
projectile contains a supplementary charge of 
0.30 pound of TNT in an aluminum liner. The 
design of the fuze cavity and the presence of 
the supplementary charge adapt the projectile 
for use with either proximity, mechanical time 
or point-detonating fuzes. A single rotating 
band (protected by a grommet during stor- 
age and handling) encircles the projectile ap- 
proximately 3.5 inches forward of the 
boat-tailed base. The base itself is fitted with a 
protective cover which gives added assurance 
that the propellant gases will not penetrate the 
base. The projectile is issued unfuzed with an 
eyebolt lifting plug threaded in the nose. 

c. Functioning. When the projectile is fitted 
with a point-detonating or mechanical time 
fuze, the functioning of the fuze detonates the 
supplementary charge which detonates the ex- 
plosive charge, in turn. With a proximity fuze, 
the explosive charge is detonated directly by 
the functioning of the fuze. 
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Figure 2-60. 155-mm projectile M101 w/supplementary charge. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Characteristics. 

Projectile: 
Weight (as fired) (lb) 96.10 
Length (w/eyebolt lifting plug) 

(in.) 26.81 
Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (supercharge) (fps) 2,800 
Maximum range (supercharge) (yd) -25,716 
Components. 
Propelling charge M19 
Primer 

Mk15 Mods 2 and 3, Mk34 Mod 0 
Flash Reducer M1 

2-92 

2-1 10. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: HE, M101 
This projectile is similar to that described 
in paragraph 2109 except that it has a normal 
fuze cavity designed for mechanical time or 
point-detonating fuzes only. 

2-1 1 1. Projectile, 1 55 Millimeter: M104, 
Gas, HD, Persistent 

a. General. This projectile produces; a toxic 
effect on personnel. 

AGO 10856A 
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26 78 MAX 

D GAS FILLER 
BURSTER CASING 

ORD D1675 

Figure 2-61. 155-mm HD gas projectile M104. 

b. Description. Gas Projectile M104 (fig. 
2-61) has the same exterior contour as HE 
Projectile M101 (fig. 2-60). The forged steel 
body contains a filler of 11.70 pounds of dis- 
tilled mustard gas (HD) and Burster M6. The 
burster consists of 0.83 pound of tetrytol in 
a thin steel or aluminum tube. The tetrytol- 
filled tube is housed in Burster Casing M1 

Projectile: 
Weight (as fired) (lb) 94.60 
Length (w/eyebolt lifting 

plug) (in.) 26.78 
( 2 )  Ballistics. 

Muzzle velocity (supercharge) 

Maximum range (supercharge) 
(fps) 2,800 

(yd) 25,715 
which extends the full length of the projectile. 

charge) (fps) 2,100 The burster casing is assembled after the pro- 
jectile cavity is filled with gas. A threaded charge) (yd) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  18,606 
adapter, pressfitted to the forward end of the 

Propelling charge M19 burster casing, seals the nose end of the pro- 
jectile. The projectile is issued unfuzed, with Primer _--_-------__-__--------------~-- 

Muzzle velocity (normal 

Maximum range (normal 

(3) Components. 

an  eyebolt lifting plug threaded in the fuze 
adapter. 

c. Functioning. The functioning of the fuze 
on impact detonates the burster charge which 
ruptures the projectile casing and releases the 
HD filler. HD is a persistent gas which per- 
meates the atmosphere on release and remains 
effective for more than 10 minutes. 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammu- 
nition is loaded with tetrytol, it is not to be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding 
+ 125 ºF. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

AGO 5656A 

M82, Mk15 Mods 2 and 3, or Mk34 Mod 0 
Flash reducer M1 
Burster (0.83 lb tetrytol) M6 

I 2-1 12. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Gas, 
Nonpersistent, GB, M122 

(Rescinded) 

2-1 13. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Smoke, 
WP, M104 

W P  Smoke Projectile M104 produces a smoke 
screen with a slight incendiary effect. Except 
for the filler of 15.60 pounds of white phos- 
phorus, the projectile is identical to HD Gas 
Projectile M104 (para 2-111) and functions 
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Figure 2-62. 155-mm dummy projecti le Mr. 

in a similar manner up to rupture of the pro- 
jectile body and release of the filler. On con- 
tact with the air, the white phosphorus ignites, 
creating a dense white smoke. 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammuni- 
tion is loaded with tetrytol, it is not to be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding 
+125° F. 

2-1 14. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Dummy, 
M7 

a. General. Dummy Projectile M7 is used 
with Dummy Propelling Charge M100 for 
training in loading and servicing the 155-mm 
Gun Cannon. 

b.  Description. This completely inert projec- 
tile (fig. 2-62) simulates 155-mm service 
rounds and consists primarily of a steel body 
and base with a bronze cap. A manganese 

bronze band encircling the projectile to the 
rear, of the body simulates the bourrelet. A 
spring operated plunger is assembled inside 
the projectile body. The major components of 
the projectile are  replaceable. 

C: Tabulated Data.' 
Projectile : 

Weight (lb) 95.00 
Length (in.) 27.56 

2-1 15. Projectile, 155 Millimeter, Dummy, 
M7B1 

This projectile is idential to Dummy Projectile 
M7 (para 2-114) except that  the projectile cap 
i s  made of. malleable iron instead of bronze. 

2-1 16. Interchangeable Projectiles 
The following projectiles designed for 155-mm 
howitzer cannons and described in section XX, 
are authorized for use in 155-mm 
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gun cannon M46 when fired with Normal Projectile, 155 Millimeter : Smoke, WP, 
Charge Only. M110 

Projectile, 155 Millimeter: HE, M107 w/o Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Illuminating, 
Suppl Charge M118 

Projectile, 155 Millimeter : Smoke, BE 
(HC, red or yellow) M116 

I 
Section XIV. AMMUNITION FOR 165 MILLIMETER GUN CANNON M135 (XM135) 

2-1 17. General gun tube and a hand-operated breech mecha- 

is the main armament on full-tracked combat b. Ammunition. HEP cartridge M123A1 
engineer vehicle M728 (T118E1). It is de- (M123E1) is the only conventional ammuni- 
signed to fire demolition-type projectiles at tion authorized for use with this weapon. 
short range with a high degree of accuracy. Physical details and functioning are classified. 
The primary components of the gun are the See TM 9-1300-203-1 for coverage, 

a. Weapon. The 165-mm gun cannon M135 nism. 

Section XV. AMMUNITION FOR 175 MILLIMETER GUN CANNON M113 

2-1 18. General 
a. Weapon. The 175-mm gun cannon M113 

is used for general artillery support of ground 
troops and armored columns. Assembled to an 
M158 mount, it constitutes the main armament 
on full-tracked field artillery gun M107, a 
highly mobile, self -propelled weapon capable 
of being air-transported in large cargo aircraft. 

b. Ammunition. Ammunition for this weapon 
is classified as separate-loading because the 
individual components (projectile, bagged pro- 
pelling charge and primer) are handled and 
loaded into the gun separately. 

(1) Identification. The projectiles used in 
separate-loading ammunition are issued un- 
fuzed and are easily identified by the eyebolt 
lifting plug threaded into the fuze cavity. The 
projectile, propelling charge, primer and fuze 
are all packed separately and each component 
is identified (either on the packing container 
or the item itself) by the painting and/or 
marking prescribed in chapter 1. 

(2) Types of projectiles This ammuni- 
tion is issued with two types of projectiles: 
high explosive (HE) and dummy. 

(3) Propelling charges. Service propelling 
charges M86-series (fig. 2-63) and drill charge 
M98 are authorized for use with this ammuni- 
tion. 

Note.  Use of charges having multiples of the 
same increment is prohibited. 

( a )  Propelling charge M86-series. Each I 
AGO 10356A 

of the three-increment M86-series charges is 
approximately inches long and contains 
a total of 55 pounds of M6 multiperforated 
propellant in acrylic viscose rayon bags. The 
bags are tied together by four tying straps at- 
tached to the top of increment No. 1 and 
knotted on top of increment No. 3. The tying 
straps are reinforced by cord tied tightly 
around the junction of increments Nos. 2 and 
3. Each propelling charge has an igniter core 
assembly extending through the center of the 
charge. The core assembly consists of three 
rigid polyurethane tubes with bell-shaped con- 
nections containing bagged igniter charges of 
black powder. In addition, a red cloth igniter 
pad, also filled with black powder, is attached 
to the base of increment No. 1. During ship- 
ment and storage, an igniter protector cap is 
placed over the igniter. There are only minor 
variations in the propelling charges in 
M86-series : 

1. The M86 has a 4-ounce igniter 
pad and all 3 tubes are perforated. 

2. The M86A1 has a 2-ounce base I 
I pad and an unperforated increment No. 1 

tube, 

I 3. The M86A2 is identical to the 
M86A1 except for the igniter tubes, which are 
reinforced with two layers of dacron scrim 
molded in place. 
The additive jacket used with these propelling 
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charges is a separate item of issue and must 
be attached prior to firing. See (8) below, for 
inspection procedure. 

( b )  Drill popelling charge M98. Drill 
charge M98 is inert loaded to simulate the 
M86-series service charge. It is used in con- 
junction with dummy projectile M458. 

(4) Fuzes. The proximity and point- 

detonating fuzes used with this ammunition 
are described in detail in chapter 5. 

( 5 )  Primer. Percussion primer M82 (fig. 
2-64) is used with this ammunition. It con- 
sists of a primer body containing a percussion 
ignition element and a primer charge of black 
powder in a closed container. 

Figure 2-63. 175-mm propelling charge M86A1. 

(6) Flash reducer X M 5 .  Flash reducer 
XM5 is designed to reduce excessive blast and 
flash effects associated with certain M86A1 
(M86E1) propelling charge lots. The flash re- 
ducer, which contains 16 ounces of potassium 
sulphate, is an apron-type cloth bag designed 
to be tied around the forward end of increment 
No. 2 with its leading edge at the junction of 
increments Nos. 2 and 3. 

Note. Flash reducer XM5 will be used only 
when Lots IND 1-19 through IND 1-77 of propelling 
charge M86A1 (M86E1) are fired at zone 3. 

Warning: If flash reducer XM5 is not 
available, personnel will wear ear plugs or 
similar protective devices, if available, turn 
in the direction opposite to the muzzle, and take 

whatever additional precautions are practical 
to protect themselves from excessive blast and 
flash when firing propelling charge M86A1, Lots 
IND 1-19 thru 1-77. 

( 7 )  Addit ive  jacket  M1. Bore-wear- 
reducing additive jacket M1 (fig. 2-66) is used 
with increment No. 3 when firing M86-series 
propelling charges at full charge. It consists of 
two cloth-backed sheets of 
additive mixture stitched together. The addi- 
tive mixture is composed of 47 percent 
titanium dioxide and 53 percent wax. The 
cloth backing, which is bonded to and overlaps 
the sheets of additive mixture, is stitched to 
an unbonded tough plastic film casing which 
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Figure 2-64. Percussion primer M82. 

serves as a jacket liner. When compressed 
along the seams, the jacket arches to form a 
cylinder with a diameter of approximately 

inches. 
Note. In a tactical situation, if additive jackets 

are not available and the mission is in jeopardy, a 
maximum of 100 rounds per tube may be fired at full 
charge without the jacket, without affecting current 
condemnation limits of the tube. 

Note No. 1. If the additive mixture is cracked 
or the plastic sheet is ripped, the additive jacket is 
still acceptable for use. 

Note No. 2. Use the additive jacket over in- 
crement No. 3 only. Use of the jacket or increments 
Nos. 1 and 2 is ineffective. 

I 
( 8 )  Packing. 

( a )  Service projectiles are shipped 
uncrated or on pallets, with a grommet cover- 
ing the rotating and obturating bands. 

( b )  Dummy projectiles are shipped 
crated, one projectile per wooden crate. 

(c) M86 and M86A1 propelling charges 
are packed one charge per metal container. 
The M86A2 charge is packed (with one M82 
percussion primer) in a plastic bag overpacked 
in a metal container. Metal containers of more 
recent manufacture have a protective wooden 
overpack. Dummy propelling charges are 
shipped uncrated. 

( d )  Percussion primer M82 is packed 
one per vacuum-packed plastic bag; one bag 
per propelling charge container, except as in- I dicated in (c), above. 

I ( e )  Additive jacket XM1 is packed for 
bulk shipment 10 per carton, one carton per 
barrier bag, four barrier bags per wooden box. 

( f )  Complete packing data will be 
published in Department of the Army Supply 
Catalogs 1305/30-IL and 1340/98-IL. 

(9) Procedures and precautions. 
( a )  To assure proper seating of the 

projectile in the gun tube, use the rammer con- 
trol lever in the wide open position. After 
ramming, the seating depth of the projectile 
must be at least inches, measuring from 
the rear face of the breechring to the base 
of the projectile. 

Caution: Repeat ramming to achieve 
the proper seating may result in short ranges. 
If difficulty in seating persists, check for 
foreign matter in the gun chamber and review 
proper ramming procedure. 

Warning: Zone 3 firing of propelling 
charges M86 and M86A1 is restricted to combat 
use only. (This restriction does not apply to 
the M86A2.) 

( b )  Prior to firing, inspect all M86 
and M86A1 propelling charges a t  gun site in 
accordance with the procedures below. (This 
inspection is not required for M86A2 charges.) 
Those charges which fail to pass any step of 
the inspection will be replaced in the containers 
and returned to the depot. 

1. Inspect metal containers for se- 

I 
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ADDITIVE 

STRAP 

ORD D1075 
Figure 2-65. Placement of  additive jacket on 175-mm 

propelling charge. 

vere dents. Reject and return severely dented 
containers without opening. 

2. Open container, move tie strap to 
one side, and inspect igniter core assembly in 
increment No. 3 fo r  evidence of loose black 
powder granules and collapsed, broken or miss- 
ing tube. 

3. After removing propelling charge 
from container, remove igniter protector cap 
and inspect base .pad, igniter core and tube 
in increment No. 1 for evidence of loose black 
powder granules, improperly positioned com- 
ponen sing components, collapsed ig- 
niter ose pieces of igniter tube or pro- 
truding igniter core. (This inspection shall be 
done visually and by finger manipulation.) 

4. Examine' igniter protector cap 
for evidence of loose black powder granules. 

Note. To accomplish inspection procedure 
5, below, use a rod at least 60 inches long and not more 
than in diameter made from any available 
nonsparking material (e.g., brass, wood, etc.). The rod 
must have one rounded end and be completely free of 
burs. 

5. To check for blocked or damaged 
tubes, insert rounded end of rod into igniter 
tube in increment No. 3. Depressing along 
inner wall, push rod slowly and carefully 
through all three igniter tubes until it comes 
in contact with the base pad. 

Caution: Do not try to force rod. 
If resistance is encountered, replace charge 
in container and return to depot. 

(c) When preparing M86-series pro- 
pelling charges for zone 1 firing, remove the 
igniter tube from increment No. 1. Be careful 
not to disturb the igniter core, which must 
remain in place. 

Warning: If propelling charge is pre- 
pared for Zone 1 firing, and is not fired, de- 
stroy entire charge. 

( d )  Before loading the weapon, check 
the firing lock to assure that the primer ex- 
pended in the previous firing has been re- 
moved. I 
2-1 19. Projectile, 175 Millimeter: HE, 

M437A2 
a. General. The 176-projectile M437A2 (fig. 

2-66) is a high-explosive round used for frag- 
mentation, blast and mining. 

b. Description. This projectile is loaded 

? 
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with approximately 31.0 pounds of Comp B 
and contains a supplementary charge of 0.30 
pound of TNT. (The supplementary charge is 
used when the round is fired with a conven- 
tional fuze; i t  is removed when firing with a 
proximity fuze.) A gilding metal rotating Projectile body. 
band encircles the ,.steel projectile approxi- 

mately eight inches from the base, and a ny- 
lon obturating band is located .2 inch behind 
the rotating band. A heavy steel cover is 
welded to the projectile base to aid in pre- 
venting hot propelling gases from entering the 

Figure 2-66. 175-mm HE projectile M437A2. 

c. Functioning. When the weapon is fired, 
the percussion primer, activated by the firing 
mechanism, ignites the base pad of the pro- 
pelling charge. The burning base pad ignites 
the black powder charges in the core assem- 
bly, producing sparks and flame which flash 
through the perforations in the ignitor core 
tubes to ignite the propellant. (The arrange- 
ment of the perforated tubes assures uniform 
ignition of the propellant increments.) When 
the round is fired at full charge, an additive 
jacket is assembled to increment No. 3 to re- 
duce bore wear in the weapon. Gases generated 
by the burning propellant force the spin-sta- 

bilized projectile out of the gun tube and pro- 
pel it to the target. The obturator band, which 
seals the propellant gases behind the projec- 
tile, is discarded when the projectile leaves 
the weapon. Depending on the type of fuze 
employed, the explosive charge is detonated 
either in flight or on impact. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Projectile: 
Weight (as fired) (lb) 147.3 
Length (w/eyebolt lifting plug) 

(in.) 37.23 
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(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle 
velocity Range 
(fps) (yd) 

Zone 1 1,675 16,504 
Zone 2 2,310 24,155 
Zone 3 3,000 36,740 

2-1 20. Projectile, 1 75 Millimeter: HE, 
M437A1 

This projectile is identical to HE projectile 
M437A2 (para 2-119, above) except that it is 
loaded with approximately 30.0 pounds of 
TNT. 

2-1 21. Dummy Projectile, 175 Millimeter: 

a. General. This projectile is a completely 
inert dummy round used with a dummy fuze 
and drill propelling charge M98 for training 
in loading and servicing the weapon. 

b. Description. This projectile is designed to 
approximate the exterior shape, weight and 
center of gravity of 175-mm HE projectile 
M487A2 (para 2-119, above). The fuze cavity 
is fitted with an inert supplementary charge 

M458 

and a lifting plug, and the lower body of the 
projectile contains a plunger and spring as- 
sembly. The projectile body is encircled by 
two bands which facilitate extraction of the 
projectile from the gun tube. A teflon band, 
located in the same position as the rotating 
band on the service round, prohibits the pro- 
jectile from becoming wedged in the forcing 
cone of the weapon. A replaceable copper alloy 
band, located several inches forward of the 
teflon band, serves as a guide for positioning 
the projectile in the gun tube. A protective 
grommet covers the copper band during ship- 
ment and storage. Dummy projectile extractor 
XM7 is used to remove the projectile from the 
gun tube after ramming. 

C .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Projectile : 
Weight (w/dummy fuze) (lb) 148.7 
Length (w/eyebolt lifting plug) 

(in.) 37.23 

Propelling charge (drill) (55 lb) M98 
Extractor XM7 

( 2 )  Components. 

Section XVI. AMMUNITION FOR 280 MILLIMETER GUN CANNON M66 

2-122. General 
a. Weapon. The 280-mm gun cannon M66 is 

used as a mobile, long range, heavy artillery 
weapon. It is operated as a fixed mount, but 
is strategically mobile when the gun tube is 
retracted and the carriage is loaded on heavy 
artillery transport T10. 

b. Ammunition. Ammunition for this weap- 
on is classified as separate-loading because 
the individual components (projectile with 
fuze, propelling charge, and primer) are 
loaded into the weapon separately. 

(1) Identification. This ammunition is 
easily identified as separate-loading by the 
eyebolt lifting plug threaded in the fuze cavity. 
The major components are packed separately 
and identified, either on the packing container 
or on the item itself, by the painting and 
marking prescribed in chapter 1. 

(2) Type of projectile. Only high explo- 
sive (HE) and dummy projectiles are available 
for use with this weapon. 

(3) Propelling charge. Propelling charge 
M43 (fib. 2-67) is used with this ammunition. 
This charge is designed for zone firing and con- 
sists of four increments (a  base charge, two 
approximately equal increments and one odd- 
sized increment) of dualgran propellant M6. 
The full charge weighs 158 pounds. 
Caution: Increment No. 4 is not to be used 

with 280-mm guns equipped with recoil mechan- 
ism T80E1. 

(4) Primer. Combination electric and 
percussion primer Mk15 Mods 1, 2 and 3 are 
used with this ammunition. This is a breech- 
block-type primer consisting of a plunger, a 
primer cap containing a sensitive primer com- 
position, an ignition cup loaded with an ig- 
niter charge and containing a resistance wire 
insulated with guncotton, and a cup contain- 
ing a primer charge of 30 grains of black 
powder. 

Mk15 provide more reliable obturation than Mod 1. 
Note.  Mods 2 and 3 of percussion primer 
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F i g u r e  2-67. 280-mm propel l ing charge  M43. 

( 5 )  Fuzes. The fuzes authorized for use 
with this ammunition are described in chapter 
5. 

( 6 )  Packing. 
( a )  Service projectiles are shipped un- 

crated; dummy projectiles are shipped one per 
wooden box. 

( b )  Propelling charges are packed one 
per metal container with one primer (in an 
ammunition retainer) packed with each 
charge. 

the 
that 
has I ( 7 )  Precautions in firing. Before loading 

weapon, check the firing lock to assure 
the primer expended in the previous firing 
been removed. 

2-1 23. Projectile, 280 Millimeter: HE M124 
(T122E4) 

a. General. The 280-mm projectile M124 
(T122E4) (fig. 2-68) is used primarily for 
blast, fragmentation and mining effect. 
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b. Description. The projectile is made of a 
one-piece steel forging with a flat base and a 
gilding metal rotating band. The projectile is 
the deep cavity type and contains a supple- 
mentary charge of .3 pound of TNT. The high 
explosive filler of the projectile consists of 
101.7 pounds of TNT. The projectile may be 
assembled with an MTSQ, PD, C P  or VT fuze. 

C. Functioning. When the weapon is fired, 
the primer is initiated, igniting the propelling 
charge. Gases created by the burning pro- 
pellant force the spin-stabilized projectile out 
of the gun tube and propel i t  to the target. 
The explosive charge is detonated by the func- 
tioning of the fuze. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Projectile: 
Weight (as fired) (lb) 600.00 
Length (w/eyebolt lifting plug) 
(in.) 62.43 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (supercharge (fps) 2,500 
Maximum range (supercharge) (yd) -31,400 

2-1 24. Projectile, 280 Millimeter: HE, 
M124A1 (T122E3) With 
Supplementary Charge 

Projectile M124A1 (T122E3) differs from the 
M124 (T122E4) (para 2-123) in that the pro- 
jectile body is made of cast steel instead of 
forged steel. 

2-1 25. Dummy Projectile, 280 Millimeter: 
T299E2 

Dummy projectile T299E2 is used for training 
in handling and servicing the weapon and simu- 
lates the high-explosive service round in weight, 
center of gravity and external configuration. 
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Section XVII. AMMUNITION FOR 75 MllLlMETER PACK HOWITZER CANNON M1A1 

cept the blank cartridge, which is assembled 2-1 26. General 
a. Weapon. The 75-mm Howitizer Cannon 

M1A1 is a general purpose, towed light field- 
artillery weapon that can be used for either 
direct or indirect fire. The weapon can be 
readily disassembled into major components 
for either packing by animal or for airborne 
operations. The weapon is also used as a sub- 
caliber gun for 280-mm Gun Cannon M66 (para 
137-139). 

b.  Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. Except for the HEAT 

cartridge, which is fixed, ammunition for 75- 
mm Howitzer Cannon M1A1 is semifixed; that 
is, the cartridge case is a loosefit over the pro- 
jectile so that the propellant may be accessible 
for adjustment. 

(2) Type of projectiles. This ammunition 
is classified as high explosive (HE), smoke 
( WP) , high explosive antitank (HEAT), blank, 
dummy, and training. 

(3) Propelling charge. All 75-mm pack 
howitzer cannon ammunition, except HEAT 
rounds, contain Propellant M1, which is com- 
posed of a base charge (charge 1), and three 
increments (numbered 2, 3 and 4) for fire 
adjustment, 

(4) Primers. Percussion Primers of the 
M1 Series, M64 and M23A2 are used with this 
ammunition. 

( 5 )  Cartridge cases. Cartridge Cases 
M5A1 (brass) or  M5A1B1 (steel) are used 
with all 75-mm pack howitzer ammunition ex- 

with Cartridge Case M9A1. 
Note. Extraction difficulties may be experienced 

when firing blank ammunition with aluminum cartridge 
cases, Whenever possible, this type of ammunition 
should be used for single fire missions. 

(6) Fuzes. The fuzes used with this am- 
munition are covered in chapter 5. 

2-127. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HE, M48 
a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-69) is a 

high-explosive type used for fragmentation, 
mining, and blast. 

b.  Description. The projectile is loosely as- 
sembled to the cartridge case so that it can be 
removed for adjustment of the propelling 
charge. The projectile contains a 1.4-pound 
bursting charge of TNT or 50/50 amatol and 
is made with either a normal or deep fuze 
cavity. The deep cavity projectile may be is- 
sued with or without a supplementary charge. 
I t  may be fuzed or assembled with a closing 
plug. Impact, mechanical time-superquick or 
proximity fuzes may be used. A four-increment 
(base charge plus three increments) propelling 
charge of Propellant M1 is assembled in Car- 
tridge Case Series M5. A Percussion Primer 
M64 or M1 Series is fitted in the base of the 
cartridge case. 

Warning: When assembling an impact or 
mechanical time fuze to a deep cavity pro- 
jectile, assure that a supplementary charge is 
installed, as some deep cavity projectiles do 
not contain a supplementary charge when is- 
sued. 
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Figure 2-69. 75-mm HE cartridge M48. 

C. Functioning. When the primer is struck 
by the firing pin of the weapon, a flash re- 
sults. This flash ignites a small charge of black 
powder in the primer. The sparks and flame 
from the black powder ignite the propelling 
charge. The gases from the propelling charge 
drive the projectile through the bore of the 
weapon, where spin is imparted to the projec- 
tile by the engagement of the rotating band 
with the rifling of the bore. This spin stabiliz- 
es the projectile in flight. When the fuze func- 
tions, either over or on the target, the burst- 
ing charge detonates with both blast and 
fragmentation effect. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (Ib) 18.24 
Length (in.)  23.50 

Ballistics 

Maximum muzzl3 velocity (fps) 1,260 
Maximum range (yd)  9,620 

Cartridge case M5A1, M5A1B1 

M1,  M1A1, M1A2, M1B1A2 or MG4 
Propelling charge 

M1 (approx 1.06 Ib total weight) 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber or 
metal container; two or four fiber containers 
per wooden box. 

2-1 28. 

( 3 )  Components. 

Primer 

Cartridge, Millimeter: HEAT-1, 
M66 

a. General. HEAT-T cartridge M66 is a 
Chemical-energy armor-defeat cartridge. 

b. Description. This cartridge is fixed, with 
cartridge case M5A1 crimped to the projectile. 
The cartridge case is loaded with loose M2 
propellant and fitted with percussion primer 
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M23A2. The projectile, of multipiece steel con- 
struction, contains a copper cone and shaped 
charge of Composition B, and a base-detonat- 
ing fuze that may or may not contain a tracer. 

c. Functioning. The action of this cartridge 
up to target impact is the same as the M48 
HE cartridge, paragraph 2-127. Upon target 
impact, deceleration causes the base-detonating 
fuze to detonate the bursting charge of the 
projectile, causing the cone to collapse. This 
creates a high velocity shock wave and a jet 
of metal particles that penetrate the target. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 15.66 
Length (in.) 23.54 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,000 
Maximum range (yd) 3,000 

Cartridge case (steel) M5A1 
Primer M23A2 
Propelling charge (.40 lb) M2 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber or 

( 3 )  Components. 

metal container; two or four fiber containers 
per wooden box. 

2-1 29. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: Smoke, 
WP, M64 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-70) is used 
to produce smoke for screening and spotting. 

b. Description. Projectile M64 is assembled 
loose to a cartridge case of the M5 series and 
uses the same propelling charge and primers 
as high explosive cartridge M48 (para 2-127). 
The projectile body, a steel casing with a boat- 
tailed base, contains 1.34 pounds of white 
phosphorus (WP). The projectile body is in- 
ternally threaded at the nose to receive a steel 
adapter which accommodates the fuze and 
press-fitted burster casing M6. A burster, 
which consists of tetryl pellets loaded under 
pressure in an aluminum-alloy tube, is retained 
in the burster casing by a burster initiator. 
The burster initiator contains a tetryl pellet 
(weighing approximately 33 grains) and an 
M17 detonator. It is held in position by a snap 
ring which secures it to the steel adapter. 
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Figure 2-70. 7 5 - m m  smoke (WP) cartridge M64. 

C. Functioning. The M64 cartridge functions 
exactly as HE cartridge M48 until fuze func- 
tion. Upon fuze functioning. the burster in- 
itiator detonates, which, in turn, detonates the 
M8 burster. The burster ruptures the projec- 
tile body and disperses the white phosphorus 
filler. The filler burns spontaneously when it 
contacts air. This burning results in dense 
smoke and some incendiary effect. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 19.00 
Length (in.) 23.50 

(2) Ballistics. 
Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 1,250 
Maximum range (yd)  9,620 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M5A1, M5A1B1 
Primer 

M1, M1A1, M1A2, M1B1A2 M64 
Propelling Charge M1 (approx 1.06 lb) 
Burster Initiator M1 
Burster (1.02 oz tetryl) M8 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber or met- 
al container; two or four fiber containers per 
wooden box. 

2-1 30. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter Blank: 
Single Pellet Charge 

a. General.  This blank ammunition is pro- 
vided for simulated firing. 

b. Description A complete round consists 
of a cartridge case containing an  M1B1A2 
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primer and a single pellet of compressed black 
powder weighing 0.43 pound. The cartridge 
case may be either the M9A1 or an M18 case 
cut to about 60 percent of the service length. 
The black powder pellet, which has a hole in 
the center, fits over the primer. The pellet is 
wrapped in cellophane for protection and se- 
cured against the cartridge case by a chip- 
board tube which is held in position by a clos- 
ing cup assembly. The closing cup is cemented 
in position about inches from the car- 
tridge case mouth. 

Note. Rounds with loose or damaged closing cups 
will not be fired. 

C .  Functioning. When the firing pin of the 
weapon strikes the primer, a flash is generated 
which ignites the black powder in the primer. 
The flame and sparks from the black powder 
ignite the black powder pellet producing noise 
and flash to simulate firing the weapon. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 2.68 
Length (in.) 7.62 

Cartridge case --__M9A1 or M18 (modified) 
Primer M1B1A2 
Charge (.43 lb) Powder Pellet 

e .  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; 16 or 20 fiber containers per wooden 
box. 

( 2 )  Components. 

2-131. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter Blank: 
Double Pellet Charge 

This cartridge consists of the same compo- 
nents as the single pellet round described in 
paragraph 2-130, except for the double pellet 
black powder charge and the chipboard tube. 
The charge in this ammunition is compressed 
and is in the form of two pellets weighing a 
total of 0.87 pound. The complete round weighs 
3.07 pounds. 

2-1 32. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter Blank: 
M337 

a. General. This blank cartridge is provided 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
for saluting purposes and simulated firing. 

of cartridge case M9A1 containing percussion 
primer M1B1A2 and a 1-pound charge of gran- 
ular potassium nitrate black powder in a cot- 
ton cloth bag. The bag is fabricated in the 
shape of a hollow cylinder to allow assembly 
over the primer. The cartridge case is sealed 
by a closing cup which is cemented over the 
black powder charge. 

C. Functioning. This cartridge functions 
exactly as double and single pellet blank car- 
tridges. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 3.25 
Length (in.) 7.25 

(2) Components. 
Cartridge case __--M9A1 or M18 (modified) 
Primer M1B1A2 
Charge (1 Ib) ______________Black powder 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; 15 or 20 fiber containers per wooden 
box. 

2-1 33. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter Blank: 
M337A1 

This cartridge is similar to the M337 ex- 
cept that sodium nitrate black powder is used 
as the charge. 

2-1 34. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: Training, 
M28 

a. General. This cartridge is used for train- 
ing in loading and handling the weapon. 

b. Description. This cartridge consists of a 
malleable iron body and steel base chambered 
to receive a 10-gage blank cartridge. The modi- 
fied base has indentations on either side of the 
chamber to facilitate removal of the blank car- 
tridge after firing. A spring and ball retainer, 
assembled adjacent to the shoulder of the base 
cap to hold the blank cartridge in the chamber, 
is also provided on the modified base. The 
cartridge is fitted with a dummy fuze which 
has a hole through the center to  allow the 
escape of burned gases. 

C .  Functioning. The firing pin of the weap- 
on strikes the primer of the 10-gage blank 
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C,. Tabulated Data. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (lb) 19.20 
Length (in.) 20.00 

2-1 36. Dummy Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: 
M19 or M19B1 

a. General. This dummy cartridge is used 
for training purposes. 

b. Description. This completely inert car- 
tridge (fig. 2-71) consists of a malleable iron 
body and steel base assembled with a dummy 
fuze. The alternative dummy cartridge M19B1 
has a bronze body. The dummy fuze simulates 
the weight and contour of the PD services 
fuze. The cartridge is completely inert. 

cartridge initiating it. The resulting flash ig- 
nites the black powder charge which produces 
noise and smoke. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (lb) 18.25 
Length (in.) 23.49 

2-1 35. Dummy Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: 
M2A2 

a. General. This cartridge is used for train- 
ing purposes. 

b. Description. This completely inert car- 
tridge consists of a bronze body and base and 
is assembled with an inert 21-second combina- 
tion fuze. Only burned out or inert fuze parts 
are used. 

Figure 2-71. 7 5 m m  dummy cartridge M19. 

C. Tabulated Data. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (lb) 18.26 
Length (in.) 23.49 

Section XVIII. AMMUNITION FOR 75 MILLIMETER PACK HOWITZER 
CANNON M1A1 USED AS A SUBCALIBER WEAPON 

2-1 37. General 
a. Weapon. The 75-mm pack howitzer can- 

non M1A1 is used as a subcaliber weapon 
when practice firing 280-mm gun cannon M66. 

b. Ammunition. Service HE and WP car- 
tridges for 75-mm pack howitzer M1A1 are 
the authorized ammunition for subcaliber use. 
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2-138. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HE, M48 
a. General. This cartridge is a high explosive 

type. 
b. Description. The projectile of this car- 

tridge (fig. 2-14) is loosely assembled to the 
cartridge case so that it can be removed for 
adjustment of the propelling charge. The pro- 
jectile contains a 1.4 pound bursting charge of 
TNT or 50/50 amatol and is made with either 
a normal or deep cavity. The deep cavity pro- 
jectile may be issued with or without supple- 
mentary charge. It may be fuzed or assembled 
with a closing plug. Impact, mechanical-time 
superquick or proximity fuzes may be used. 
A four increment (base charge plus three in- 
crements) propelling charge of M1 propellant 
is assembled in the M5 series cartridge case. 
The percussion primer may be of the M64 or 
M1 series. 
Warning: When assembling an impact or 

mechanical time fuze to a deep cavity projec- 
tile, assure that a supplementary charge is in- 
stalled, as some deep cavity projectiles do not 
contain a supplementary charge when issued. 

c. Functioning. When the primer is struck 
by the firing pin of the weapon, the resulting 
flash ignites a small charge of black powder in 
the primer. The sparks and flame from the 
black powder ignite the propelling charge. The 
gases from the propelling charge drive the 
projectile through the bore of the weapon, 
where spin is imparted to the projectile by the 
engagement of the rotating band with the rif- 
ling in the bore. This spin stabilizes the pro- 
jectile in flight. When the fuze functions, 
either over or on the target, the bursting charge 
detonates with both blast and fragmentation 
effect. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 18.24 
Length (in.) 23.60 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,250 
Maximum range ( yd) 9,620 

Cartridge case M5A1, M5A1B1 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 

Primer M1, M1A1. M1A2, M1B1A2. M64 
Propelling charge (1.06 lb) M1 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber or 
metal container; two or four containers per 
wooden box. 

2-1 39. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: Smoke, 
WP, M64 

a. General. This cartridge is used to pro- 
duce smoke for screening and spotting. 

b. Description. Projectile M64 is assembled 
loosely in an M5 series cartridge case and uses 
the same propelling charge and primers as 
high explosive cartridge M48 (para 2-138). 
The projectile body, a steel casing with a boat- 
tailed base, contains 1.34 pounds of white 
phosphorus (WP). The projectile body is in- 
ternally threaded at the nose to receive a steel 
adapter which accommodates the fuze and 
press-fitted burster casing M6. A burster, 
which consists of tetryl pellets loaded under 
pressure in an aluminum-alloy tube, is retained’ 
in the burster casing by a burster initiator. 
The burster initiator contains a tetryl pellet 
(weighing approximately 33 grains) and an 
M17 detonator. It is secured to the steel 
adapter by a snap ring. 

c. Functioning. The M64 cartridge functions 
exactly as HE cartridge M48 until fuze func- 
tion. Upon fuze functioning, the burster ini- 
tiator detonates, which, in turn, detonates the 
M8 burster. The burster ruptures the projec- 
tile body and disperses the white phosphorus 
filler. The filler burns spontaneously when i t  
contacts air. This burning results in dense 
white smoke and some incendiary effect. 

I 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 18.24 
Length (in.) 23.50 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,250 
Maximum range (yd) 9,620 

Cartridge case M5A1, M5A1B1 
Primer 

M1, M1A1, M1A2, M1B1A2 or M64 
Propelling charge (1.06 lb) M1 

( 3 )  Components. 
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Bursting Initiator M1 e. Packing Data. One round per fiber or 
Burster (1.02 oz tetryl) M8 metal container: two or four containers per 

wooden box. 

Section XIX. AMMUNITION FOR 105 MILLIMETER HOWITZER 
CANNONS M2A1 M2A2, M49, M103, AND M137 

2-1 40. General 
a. Weapon. The 105-mm howitzer cannons 

are used as field artillery pieces and are 
mounted on towed carriages or self-propelled 
vehicles. The ammunition for all these weapons 
is interchangeable. 

b. Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. Ammunition for these 

cannons is classified as semifixed; that is, the 
cartridge case is a loose fit over the projectile 
so that the propellant may be accessible for 
adjustment. HEP, HEAT and TP cartridges 
are an exception in that even though they have 
loose fitting projectiles, they do not have ad- 
justable propelling charges. Painting and 
marking are in accordance with the color 
coding prescribed in chapter 1. 

(2) Types o f  ammunition. This ammuni- 
tion is classified as APERS-T, HE, HE-RA, 

BE, gas, CS-tactical, leaflet, illuminating, TP, 
TP-T, blank and dummy. 

(3) Cartridge cases. Cartridges are as- 
sembled with Cartridge Cases M14 Series in- 
cluding the M14 (brass), M14B1 (steel), 
M14B2 (5-piece spiral-wrapped steel), M14B3 
and M14B4 (3-piece spiral-wrapped steel). 
Blank cartridges are assembled with Cartridge 
Cases M15 (brass) or M15B1 (steel). 

HEAT, HEAT-T, HEP-T, smoke-WP, smoke- 

Note. In ammunition assembled with Cartridge 
Case M14B2 (M14E1), the mouth of the case can ex- 
pand slightly by uncoiling. This makes it easier to 
insert the projectile in the mouth of the case, How- 
ever, if the loader is not careful to grasp the pro- 
jectile at its point of balance, the complete round may 
sag abnormally in the center. This can cause the lip 
of the cartridge case to catch on the lip of the chamber, 
making it impossible to chamber the round. To prevent 
this, the projectile must be grasped at its balance to 
keep the complete round from sagging, 

Caution: When 105MM ammunition with 

5-piece Cartridge Case M14B2 (M14E1) is fired, 
displacement of the cartridge case base by the 
automatic breechblock may create a chamber- 
ing problem. The cartridge case may be manu- 
ally rotated and seated with no adverse effect 
on the ammunition. 

(4) Propelling charges. Most 105-mm car- 
tridges contain Propelling Charge M67, which 
consists of a base charge and 6 increments of 
dual granulation Propellant M1. (Some of 
these propelling charges are of older manufac- 
ture and are made with single granulation 
Propellant M1). HEAT, HEAT-T, TP and 
TP-T cartridges contain a single, non-adjust- 
able bag charge of single granulation Propellant 
M1. The APERS-T cartridge contains a two- 
increment propelling charge of dual granula- 
tion Propellant M30A1. The HE-RA cartridge 
contains a five-increment white bag charge of 
dual-granulation Propellant M30A1. It may 
also use a two-increment green bag charge of 
single granulation Propellant M1. 

(5) Primer. Percussion primers are used 
with these cartridges and consist of the follow- 
ing models: M1B1A2 (100 grains black pow- 
der), M28B2 (300 grains black powder), 
M28A2 (300, grains black powder), M90 (380 
grains, Benite strands), and XM108 (210 
grains, Benite strands). 

( 6 )  Functioning. All 105-mm howitzer 
cartridges (except HE-RA Cartridge XM548) 
function initially in the same way: When the 
primer is initiated, the propelling charge is 
ignited and produces gases which propel the 
projectile out of the gun tube. The functioning 
is the same in HE-RA Cartridge XM548 except 
when extended range is desired. In that case, 
the rocket-motor selector cap is removed prior 
to firing and, upon firing, the pyrotechnic mix- 
ture ignites the rocket-motor propellant as the 
projectile is propelled from the gun tube. 
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Figure 2-72. 105-mm APERS-T cartridge XM546. 

a 
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2-1 41. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: center of the fiechette pattern in the target 
area and burns for approximately 5 seconds. 
The primary purpose of the smoke marker pel- 

the adjustment of the weapon setting for im- 

in the projectile base provides a black puff at 
the point of base charge function and is used to 
adjust time setting of the fuze. The conical dis- 
persion pattern for muzzle action and time ac- 
tion are  illustrated in tables 2-7 and 2-8. 

Antipersonnel, Tracer XM546 
a. General. The cartridge (fig. 2-72) is in- let is to provide a visual of determining 

tended primarily for antipersonnel use a t  close 

sonnel in dense foliage. 

two-piece aluminum body, an  aluminum fuze 
adapter and a hollow steel base fitted with a I sintered-iron rotating band and Tracer M13. 

and long range. It is effective against per- pact in the target area. The black marker dye 

b. Description. The projectile consists of a .  

A 

The fuze adapter threaded to the body contains 
four radially oriented Detonators XM86, a flash 

oriented, and a pyrotechnic-composition smoke 
marker pellet. A central steel flash tube ex- 
tends from the projectile base to the detonator 
in the fuze adapter. The projectile body is 
loaded with 8,000 eight-grain steel flechettes. A 
base charge of flake Propellant M9 (in a plastic 
bag) and a plastic bag containing black marker 
dye are located in the hollow projectile base. 
An MT fuze is assembled to the projectile, The 
propelling charge consists of a two-increment 
charge (zones 6 and 7). 

tube, a Relay M7 and Detonator XM87, axially 

C. Functioning. On firing, the fuze starts to 
arm immediately and will function as set: 
either on leaving the gun muzzle or a t  a preset 
time. Tracer M13, ignited by the propelling 
charge, provides a visible trace for the early 
stages of projectile flight. When the fuze func- 
tions, the four radially oriented detonators, the 
smoke marker pellet in the fuze adapter and 
the axially oriented detonator and relay in the 
fuze adapter are functioned. The explosive 
force of the radially oriented detonators rips 
open the forward skin of the projectile ogive, 
dispersing the flechettes in the forward section 
of the projectile by centrifugal force. At the 
same time, the axially oriented detonator and 
relay flash down the flash tube and ignite the 
base charge. The pressure built up by the 
burning base charge forces the flechettes and 
black marker dye in the rear of the projectile 
forward and out of the projectile. The smoke 
marker pellet in the fuze adapter provides a 
persistent smoke trail along the path from the 
point of fuze functioning to the approximate 

Warning: Firing over heads of exposed 
friendly troops is prohibited. 

When firing muzzle action, assure that per- 
sonnel clear dispersion cone area (table 2-7) 
and take cover. 

Cartridge XM546 is restricted to firing at 
Zone 7 ;  however, in engaging stationary tar- 
gets at ranges between 275 and 400 meters, 
Zone 6 firing with a fuze setting of 0.5 second 
is  permitted. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 38.25 
Length (in.) 34.15 

(2) Ballistics. 
Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 

1,800 in M103, M137; 
1,700 in M2A2 

Maximum effective range (m) 11,600 
(12,690 yd) for M2A2; 12,400 
(13,565 yd) for M103, M137 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M14 series 
Primer M90 
Propelling charge (M30A1, 3.1 lb) XM121 
Tracer M13 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; two containers (each sealed in a bar- 
rier bag) per wooden box. Also contained in 
each wooden .box are two plastic bags for pro- 
tection of unpacked ammunition a t  gun site. 

2-142. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: HE, M1 

a. General. This cartridge, (fig. 2-73) is used 
against personnel and materiel, producing blast 
effect and fragmentation a t  the target. 

AGO 5656A 
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(NOTE: Approximately a 16 -meter increase in 
arc width results for each additional 50 
meters of range ) 

FUZE FUNCTIONING 

62 M 78 M 

105 MM HOWITZER 

200 M 

300 M 

MU-DI 2346 

Table 2-7. Dispersion Pattern (Muzzle Action) f o r  105-mm APERS-T Cartridge XM546 

b. Description. The projectile may be assem- 
bled with an MTSQ, TSQ, MT, proximity or 
PD fuze. (See para 5-75 for information on 1.) 

actually loaded with Comp B) fall in weight 
zone Weight zones are defined in chapter 

use of desensitizing cap when assembled with 
proximity fuze.) The projectile consists of a 
hollow steel forging with a boattailed base 
with base cover, streamlined ogive and gilding 
metal rotating band. The projectile may be 
either normal cavity or  deep cavity and is 
loaded with 5.08 pounds of Composition B (4.60 
pounds, deep cavity) or 4.80 pounds of TNT 
(4.25 pounds, deep cavity). The supplementary 
charge consists of .3 pound of TNT. Normal 
cavity projectiles are assembled with a fuze or 
with a closing plug in lieu of the fuze. Deep- 
cavity projectiles may be packed with supple; 
mentary charge and fuze, or supplementary 
charge and closing plug, or closing plug. The 
majority of loaded projectiles fall into one of 3 
weight zones (1, 2 or 3). However, certain lots 
of early manufacture (designed for TNT but 

C.  Functioning. When the fuze is functioned, 
the projectile explosive train is initiated, with 
resulting blast and fragmentation. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 42.00 
Length (in.) 31.07 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 1,550 
Maximum range (yd) 12,330 

Cartridge case M14 series 
Propellant (2.75 Ib M1) M67 
Primer M28A2, M28B2, 

M1A2, M1B1A2 
e .  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

tainer; two containers per wooden box, or one 
round per reusable metal container. 

(2) Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 
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(NOTE: Approx 16 meters increase in arc 
width results for each additional 
50 meters of range.) 

NEAR EDGE 

RANGE* range to the near edge of  the target. Fuze 
setting should be in accordance with the range and firing 
table instructions. Above pattern wil l result for all range 
firings from 1/2 second fir ing out to maximum of range 
table time for the 105 MM Howitzer. 
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Figure 2-73. 105-mm HE Cartridge M1. 

2-143. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: HE, RA 
XM548 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-74) is used 
against personnel and materiel, producing 
blast and fragmentation at the target, The car- 
tridge has an increased maximum range, re- 
duced minimum range and greater lethality 
than HE cartridge M1 described in paragraph 

b. Description. The projectile is unique in 
that it is assembled with an integral rocket 
motor threaded in its base. The projectile is 
the deep-cavity type and is loaded with approx- 
imately 5.5 pounds of Composition B ; the sup- 
plementary charge contains approximately .30 
pounds of TNT. The rocket motor body, which 
is fitted with a sintered iron rotating band, is 
loaded with approximately 1 pound of XM33 
propellant and pyrotechnic delay mixture con- 
tained in an ignition delay housing, The igni- 
tion delay housing is contained in an extension 

2-142.. 

I 

2-1 16 

of the rocket motor base and is fitted with a 
threaded rocket selector cap. The projectile 
may be assembled with either a PD, MTSQ or 
VT fuze. Extended and intermediate range 
firing makes use of a 6-zone propelling charge 
(white bag) which is normally assembled in 
the cartridge case. Minimum range firing 
makes use of a 2-zone propelling charge (green 
bag) which is issued separately. 

C. Functioning. Projectile functioning may 
be conventional; that is, with the rocket selec- 
tor cap in place, the projectile is propelled 
from the gun normally and is functioned by 
the fuze with resultant blast and fragmenta- 
tion. For extended range, the rocket selector 
cap is manually removed and the pyrotechnic 
mixture is ignited by the burning propellant 
gases as the projectile travels down the gun 
bore. While the projectile is in flight, the burn- 
ing pyrotechnic mixture initiates the rocket 
motor propellant after a fixed delay. The func- 
tioning of the rocket motor adds thrust to the 
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Figure 2-74. 105-mm H E  R A  cartridge XM548. 

projectile, increasing its range. Functioning is 
now normal in that when the fuze is func- 
tioned, the projectile detonates with resultant 
blast and fragmentation. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
.. (1)  Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 37.0 
Length (in.) 32.7 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) - - - 1,800 
Maximum range (yd) - 15,000 

Cartridge case -. -. -. - M14B4 
Propelling charge (M30A1, 2.82 lb.) 

XM176 (white bag.). 
Propelling charge 

(M1, 5 oz) .~ (greenbag) 
Primer XM108 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

tainer ; two containers per wooden box. 

I 

2-1 44. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: HEAT 
or HEAT-T, M67 

a,. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-75) is in- 
tended for use against armored targets. 

b. Description. The projectile consists of a 
boattailed steel body fitted with a gilding metal 
rotating band and a steel windshield. The pro- 
jectile is loaded with either 3.06 pounds of cast 
Composition B or 2.94 pounds of cast Pentolite. 
The Pentolite is cast in two charges: Charge 1, 
around the conical copper liner, is 2.31 pounds 
of 50/50 Pentolite; Charge 2, around the fuze, 
is 0.63 pound of 10/90 Pentolite. The liner and 
windshield are held in place by a threaded 
steel adapter. The projectile base is fitted with 
a BD fuze which may contain an integral tra- 
cer. The propelling charge consists of single 
granulation propellant contained in a cloth 
bag. 
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Figure  2-75. 105-mm 

c. Functioning. When the projectile is deto- 
nated on impact by fuze functioning, the cone 
collapses, creating a high velocity shockwave 
and a jet  of metal particles which penetrate 
the target. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1 ) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (Ib) 37.06 
Length. (in.) 31.05 

Muzzle .velocity (fps) 1,250 
Maximum range (yd) 8,590 

Cartridge case M14, M14B1 
Propellant (1.5 lb) M1 
Primer M28A2, M28B2 
Tracer (when used) integral with fuze 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer, one fiber container per reuseable metal 
container or two fiber containers per wooden 
box. 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

(3)  Components. 

HEAT-T cartridge M67. 

2-1 45. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: TP and 

These cartridges are  for  use in training in 
marksmanship. The cartridges are similar in 
external appearance and ballistically matched 
to HEAT and HEAT-T M67 ‘cartridges de- 
scribed in paragraph 2-144. The projectile is 
inert loaded and may be fitted with a tracer. 

2-1 46. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: HEP and, 

Physical details and functioning of this car;- 
tridge are classified. See TM 9-1300-203/2 for 
coverage. 

2-1 47. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: 
Smoke, WP, M60 

TP-T, M67 I .  

HEP-T, M327 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-76) is in- 
tended for screening and spotting with a lim- 
ited incendiary effect. 
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b. Description. This cartridge is similar in 
external configuration to HE Cartridge M1 de- 
scribed in paragraph 2-142. The projectile is 
normally fitted with a PD fuze. It is composed 
of a steel forging fitted with a steel adapter 
and gilding metal rotating band. The adapter 
serves two major functions: it provides a sur- 
face for sealing the forward end of pressfitted 
Burster Casing M5, and provides a well for the 
fuze. A burster charge loaded with tetrytol is 
located inside the burster casing. The projec- 
tile is filled with 4.00 pounds of WP. Loaded 
projectile weights fall into one of three weight 
zones. 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammu- 
nition is loaded with tetrytol, it  is not to be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding 
+125ºF. 

C. Functioning. The projectile is normally 
functioned by impact which causes the fuze to 
function, detonating the burster which, in turn, 
ruptures the projectile and disperses the WP 
filler. Upon contact with the air, the WP ig- 
nites, creating a dense white smoke cloud. 

I 
d. Tabulated Data. 

(1) Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (Ib) 43.81 
Length (in.) 31.07 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 1,550 
Maximum range (yd) 12,330 

Propellant (2.75 Ib M1) M67 
Primer M28B2, M28A2 
Cartridge case M14 series 
Burster (4.11 oz tetrytol) M5 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-1 47.1. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: 

This cartridge is similar to WP Cartridge M60 
except that it is assembled with an XM53 Burs- 
ter loaded with .21 pound of Comp B5. Since 
there is no tetrytol in the burster, this car- 
tridge may be stored and transported at tem- 
peratures up to +145ºF F. 

Smoke, WP, M60E1 

2-148. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: Gas, H 
and HD, Persistent, M60 

a. General. This cartridge is used as a cas- 
ualty producing agent and for contaminating 
habitable areas. 

b. Description. The projectile is filled with 
3.17 pounds of H (mustard) or  2.97 pounds of 
HD (distilled mustard) in a liquid form. The 
projectile is exactly the same in external and 
internal configuration as WP Cartridge M60 
described in paragraph 2-147, except for the 
filler. The projectile is normally fitted with a 
PD fuze. Loaded projectile weights fall into 
one of the three weight zones. 

c. Functioning, The projectile is normally 
functioned by impact which causes the fuze to 
function, detonating the burster which rup- 
tures the projectile and disperses the chemical 
agent. The liquid agent evaporates, forming a 
persistent gas which envelopes the target area. 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammu- 
nition is loaded with tetrytol it is not to be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding 
+125º F. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 42.92 
Length (in.) 31.07 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 1,550 
Maximum range (yd) 12,330 

Propellant (2.75 lb M1) M67 
Primer M28B2, M28A2 
Cartridge case M14 series 
Burster (4.11 oz tetrytol) M5 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components., 

tainer ; two containers per wooden box. 

2-1 49. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: Gas, 
GB, Non-Persistent, M360 

a. General. This cartridge is used as a cas- 
ualty producing agent. 

b. Description. The projectile is filled with 
1.63 pounds of GB non-persistent chemical 
agent in liquid form. The projectile is similar 
in external appearance to HE Cartridge M1 de- 
scribed in paragraph 2-142. The projectile is 
made out of a one-piece steel forging pressfitted 
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with a Bursting Casing M16 containing a 
burster charge loaded with tetrytol or composi- 
tion B4. The projectile is assembled with a PD 
fuze. Loaded projectile weights fall into one of 
3 weight zones. 

Note.  When required for contingency plan pur- 
poses, GB-filled Projectile M360 may be assembled with 
explosive components for transportation and storage. 
Otherwise, assembly is prohibited until immediately 
prior to use. 

Warning: When this ammunition is as- 
sembled with Burster M40, which is loaded 
with tetrytol, it is  not to be stored or fired 
at temperatures exceeding +125°F. This warn- 

c. Functioning. The fuze is functioned on 
impact, detonating the burster which ruptures 
the projectile and disperses the chemical agent. 
The liquid agent evaporates, forming a non- 
persistent gas which envelopes the target area. 

Note. Cartridges assembled with Burster Charge 
M40A1 (M40E1) are authorized for use in all 105-mm 
howitzer cannons. Cartridges assembled with Burster 
Charge M40 are authorized for use in all 105-mm 

I 
ing does not apply to Burster M40A1. 

I howitzers except the M103 and M137. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 43.86 
Length (in.) 31.18 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 1,550 
Maximum range (yd) 12,330 

Propellant (2.76 Ib M1) M67 
Primer M28B2, M28A2 
Cartridge case M14 series 
Burster (1.12 lb tetrytol) M40 
Burster (1.1 lb Comp B4) M40A1 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

I e. Packing Data. One round (w/o explosive 
burster) per fiber container ; two containers per 
wooden box. Fifteen bursters per fiberboard 
carton overpacked in barrier bag or  thirty 
bursters per wooden box. 

2-1 50. -Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: Tactical 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-77) is in- 
tended to harass personnel by emitting irritant 

CS, XM629 
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Figure 2-77. 105-mm tactical CS cartridge XM629. 

fumes. The projectile contains a CS riot con- 
trol agent which causes extreme burning of the 
eyes, coughing, difficulty in breathing and 
chest tightness. 

b. Description. This cartridge is similar in 
external configuration to illuminating car- 
tridge M314A2E1 described in paragraph 
2-153. The hollow forged steel projectile is as- 
sembled with an MTSQ fuze and is fitted with 
a gilding metal rotating band, pinned base 
plug, four CS pyrotechnic-filled canisters and 
an  expelling charge. The expelling charge 
(1.78 ounces of black powder contained in a 
plastic container) is assembled to the rear of 
the fuze and is separated from the CS canisters 
by an aluminum baffle plate. Each CS canister 
contains approximately .825 pound of CS-pyro- 
technic mix and .81 ounces of starter mix. 
Each canister has a perforated flash tube in its 
center. The base plug is pressfitted to the pro- 
jectile and secured by shear pins. 

c. Functioning. Upon fuze functioning, the 

AGO 5687A 

expelling charge; ignited by the fuze, ignites 
the CS canisters. The pressure produced by the 
expelling charge gases shears the pins in the 
base plug and ejects the burning canisters. The 
average canister burning time is 60 seconds. 

Caution: Do not fire tactical CS cartridge 
XM629 with fuze set as issued. See chapter 5,  
paragraph 5-57, for instructions on setting 
fuze for either impact action or time. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 42.0 
Length (in.) 32.17 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 1,550 
Maximum range (yd) 12,330 

Cartridge case M14B4 
Propellant (2.75 lb M1) M67 
Primer M28B2 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

tainer ; two containers per wooden box. 
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Figure 2-78. 105-mm (HC and colored) BE cartridge M84. 

2-151. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: Smoke, 
HC and Colored, BE, M84 

a. General. These cartridges (fig. 2-78) are 
intended for screening, spotting, and signaling 
purposes. 

b. Description. These cartridges are similar 
in external configuration to HE cartridge M1 
described in paragraph 2-142. The projectile is 
normally fitted with an MTSQ fuze. The pro- 
jectile is made from a hollow steel forging 
which contains a black powder expelling 
charge (contained in a cloth bag or plastic con- 
tainer), a steel baffle plate with a flash hole, 
three smoke canisters, cardboard spacers and a 
threaded steel base plug. The smoke canisters 
are steel encased with a centrally located flash 
tube and contain either HC (white), green, 
red, yellow or violet smoke mixtures. 

c. Functioning. The expelling charge, ignited 
by the fuze, concurrently ignites the smoke 
canisters and produces gases which blow out 
the base plug and eject the burning canisters 

into the airstream. The canisters emit smoke 
for a period of 40 to 90 seconds. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1)  Characteristics. 

'Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 41.93 (HC) 

39.70 (other) 
Length (in.) 30.49 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps)  1,550 
Maximum range (yd) 12,330 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M14 series 
Propellant (2.75 lb M1) M67 
Primer M28A2, M28B2 

(2) Ballistics. 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer : two containers per wooden box. 

2-1 52. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: leaflet, 

This cartridge, which is used to distribute leaf- 
lets, is exactly the same as BE smoke cartridge 
M84 described in paragraph 2-151, ex- 

M84 
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cept that it is issued with empty canisters. 
Printed leaflets are placed in the canisters by 
field personnel. 

53. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: Illumi- 
nating, M314A2E1 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-79) is in. 
tended for signaling or illuminating a desig- 
nated area. 

b. Description, The projectile is made from 
a steel forging and is fitted with a gilding met- 
al rotating band, a pinned base plug, an ex- 

pelling charge, and an illuminating canister 
and parachute assembly. The projectile is as- 
sembled with an MT fuze. The expelling charge 
consists of .11 pound of black powder contained 
in a sealed plastic holder. The illuminating 
canister body, which contains the illuminant, 
is fitted with. anti-rotational brakes and is 
loaded with .I5 pound of first fire composition 
and 1.97 pound of illuminant. The base plug 
is held in position by three shear pins and 
three twist pins. 

c. Functioning. The expelling charge, ignit- 
ed by the functioning of the fuze, ignites the 

Figure 2-79. 105-mm illuminating cartridge M314A2E1. 

first fire composition in the canister body and 
ejects .the canister and parachute assembly seconds. 
from the rear of the projectile by blowing out 
the base plug. Concurrently, the parachute 
deploys and inflates, the canister body is sta- 
bilized by the anti-rotational brakes, and the 
illuminant is ignited by the burning first-fire Weight (Ib) 46.43 
composition. Average luminosity is 450,000 Length (in.) 32.17 

candlepower with a static burning time of 60 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
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(2) Ballistics. 
Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 1,422 
Maximum range (yd) 9,943 

Cartridge case M14 series 
Propellant (2.75 lb M1) M67 
Primer M28A2, M28B2 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

(3) Components. 

tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

2-154. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: Illumi- 
nating, M314, M314A1, M314A2 and 
M3 1 4A2B 1 

These cartridges are similar to the 
M314A2E1 cartridge described in paragraph 
2-153, except that they are not fitted with 
anti-rotational brakes and the expelling charge 
is contained in a cloth bag rather than a sealed 
plastic holder. These cartridges also differ 
from the M314A2E1 ballistically, with a muz- 
zle velocity of 1535 feet-per-second and a max- 
imum range of 10,447 yards. The projectile 
body may be fabricated from a one-piece steel 

forging or a steel tubing with a threaded nose 
adapter. The average luminosity varies with 
the amount and type of illuminant used. 

2-1 55. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: Blank: 
M395 

a. General. This blank cartridge (fig. 2- 
80) is used for salutes and simulated fire. 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a cartridge case, primer and a 2-pound 
charge of black powder contained in a cloth 
bag. The black powder charge is held firmly 
in position by a closing cup or plug assembly. 
The closing cup assembly consists of two pulp- 
board disks glued one to each surface of a 
hard felt disk. The assembly is cemented se- 
curely in position about 0.50 inch from the 
mouth of the case. Renovated or newly man- 
ufactured blanks are assembled with a loose 
powder charge, a fiberglass closing wad and 
a polystyrene closing cup which is glued in 
place with epoxy. 

I. 

CALIBER AND TYPE OF WEAPON 

CALIBER AND MOD 

MANUFACTURER'S INITIALS 

AND YEAR OF MANUFACTURE 
CARTRIDGE CASE LOT NUMBER 

WEIGHT OF CHARGE 

AMMUNITION LOT NUMBER 

RA PD 80790D 

Figure 2-80. 106-mm blank cartridge M395. 

c. Functioning. When the primer is initiated, 
the black powder charge is ignited and produces 
a loud report with flash and smoke. 

Length (in.) 6.02 

Cartridge case M15, M15B1 
Powder charge ( 2  lb) Black powder 
Primer M1B1A2, M1A2 

e.  Packing Data. One blank per fiber con- 

( 2 )  Components. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 6.24 tainer; ten containers per wooden box. 
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2- 156. Dummy Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: 
M 14. 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-81), 
which is completely inert, is used for train- 
ing in handling and loading. 

b. Description. The cartridge consists 
of a dummy projectile loosely seated in a 
dummy cartridge case containing an inert 
primer and a dummy propelling charge. 
The dummy projectile is a hollow, malle- 
able iron or bronze casting with an open 
base to facilitate extraction from the wea- 
pon. The projectile is fitted with a dummy 
fuze which simulates service PD fuze. The 
cartridge case consists of a cadmium-plated 
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steel tube threaded at the rear to receive 
a steel or malleable iron base and fitted 
at the mouth with a manganese or bronze 
collar, which serves as a sleeve to receive 
the projectile. The dummy propelling charge 
simulates the service charge and consists 
of a base charge and six additional incre- 
ments. The base charge is secured to two 
eyebolts in the case base with twine or sash 
chain. The remaining increments are at- 
tached to each other and the base charge 
by twine or snaps on a sash chain. This ar- 
rangement permits withdrawal of all incre- 
ment charges from the case mouth for ad- 
justment of the propelling charge. 

RA PD 80791A 

Figure 2-81. 105-mm dummy cartridge M14. 
c. Tabulated Data.  Length (in.) 31.07 

Complete round with fuze: d .  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
Weight (lb) 42.06 tainer; two containers per wooden box. 

Section XX. AMMUNITION FOR 155 MILLIMETER HOWITZER CANNONS 
M1, M1A1, M45, AND M126 

2.157. General 
a .  Weapon. The 155-mm howitzer can- 

nons M1, M1A1, M45 and M126 are field 
artillery weapons. The M1 and M1A1 are 
towed; the M45 and M 126 are self-propelled. 
All four weapons have similar gun tubes 
and fire the same ammunition. 

b. Ammunition. Ammunition for these 
weapons is classified as  separate-loading 
because the individual components (projec- 

tile, primer, propelling charge and fuze j 
are handled and loaded separately. 

( 1 j Identification. This ammunition is 
easily identified as separate-loading 
by the eyebolt lifting plug threaded 
in the fuze cavity. The projectile, pro- 
pelling charge, primer and fuze are 
packed separately and each compo- 
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nent is identified (either on the con- 
tainer or on the item itself) by the 
painting and marking prescribed in 
chapter 1. 

( 2 )  Types of projectiles. Depending on 
the type of filler, 155-mm projectiles 
are classified as  high explosive (HE), 
gas (HD, H and GB), smoke (WP 
and white or colored BE), tactical 
CS, illuminating and dummy (drill). 

(3) Propelling charge. Service propelling 
charges M3A 1, M3, M4A2, M4A1 and- 
M4, and dummy charge M2 are used 
with this ammunition. For easy iden- 
tification, the service charges are 
loaded in colored increment bags: 
green bags for inner zone charges: 
white bags for outer zone charges. 

Caution: Do not mix green bag 
increments with white bag in- 
crements to make up a full 

charge. The individual in- 
crements in the two types of 
charges contain different types 
and amounts of propellant and 
are not interchangeable. 

Warning: White bag charges M4- 
A2 and M4A1 can be expected 
to perform within design limits 
at zones 5 through 7. However, 
short rounds and/or erratic per- 
formance may result when these 
charges are fired a t  zones 3 and 
4. It is recommended that green 
bag charges M3A1 or M3 be 
used in lieu of the white bag 
charges at zones 3 and 4. If 
green bag charges are not avail- 
able, white bag charges may be 
used with the knowledge that 
range deviations may result. 

AX 

Figure 2-82, 155 millimeter propelling charge for howitzer. 
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( a )  Propelling charge M3A1.  This is a 
green bag charge divided into a base and four 
increments for firing in zones 1 through 5. 
The full charge consists of approximately 5.50 
pounds of propellant loaded in unequal amounts 
in cloth increment bags. The seams of the bag 
containing the base charge are inverted (so 
that the edges are inside the bag) to reduce 
residue. At the time of manufacture, a flash 
reducer pad containing 2 ounces of potassium 
nitrate is assembled forward of the base charge, 
with similar one-ounce pads assembled forward 
of increments 4 and 5. The increment bags are 
tied together by tying straps attached to the 
base increment and knotted over increment 
No. 5. An igniter charge consisting of 3.5 
ounces of clean burning igniter (CBI) in a red 
cloth bag is sewed to the rear of the base sec- 
tion. 

( b )  Propelling charge M3. This is a 
green bag charge (fig. 2-82) similar to pro- 
pelling charge M3A1, ( a )  above, except that  
the igniter charge consists of 3 ounces of black 
powder in lieu of CBI; it is not assembled 
with a flash reducer. and the seams of the base 
charge bag are  not inverted. 

(c) Propelling charge M4A2.  This is a 
white bag charge consisting of a base charge 
and four increments for firing in zones 3, 4, 
5, 6, and 7. The total charge is approximately 
21-inches long by 5.8 inches in diameter and 
is loaded with 13 pounds of propellant in cloth 
bags. The seams of the bag containing the 
base charge are inverted to reduce residue. 
The increments are tied together by tying 
straps attached to the base increment and 
knotted over increment No. 7. An igniter 
charge consisting of 3.5 ounces of clean burn- 
ing igniter (CBI) in a red cloth bag is sewed 
to the rear of the base section. A flash reducer 
pad containing 1 ounce of potassium nitrate is 
assembled forward of the base charge (incre- 
ment No. 3) a t  the time of manufacture. 

( d )  Propelling charge M4A1.  Propel- 
ling charge M4A1 (fig. 2-82) is identical to 
the M4A2 except that  the igniter charge con- 
sists of 3 ounces of black powder in lieu of 
CBI; the seams of the base charge are not in- 
verted, and i t  is assembled without a flash 

reducer. Flash reduced M2, used with this 
charge, is a separate item of issue. 

( e )  Propelling charge M4. This is a 
white bag charge identical to the M4A1 except 
that  i t  is designed for firing in zones 5, 6, and 
7 only, and consists of a base charge and two 
increments. Flash reduced M2 is also used 
with this charge. 

( f )  D u m m y  propelling charge M2.  This 
completely inert dummy charge simulates a 
service charge in size and weight and is used 
with dummy projectiles M7 and Mk1 for train- 
ing in handling the ammunition. 

(4) Flash reducer M 2  (T2). This flash 
reducer consists of a red cotton cloth bag 4 
inches square, containing ounces of black 
powder and potassium sulfate. In  preparing a 
white bag propelling charge M4 and M4A1 
for firing, one flash reducer is added at the 
forward end of the base charge and one a t  
the forward end of each increment used. No 
flash reducers are required when using green 
bag charge M3. Use of Flash Reducer M2 to 
reduce muzzle flash when firing Propelling 
Charge M4 Series is optional, except when TB 
9-1300-385 restricts a specific propelling 
charge lot to use with flash reducer only. Pro- 
pelling Charge M4A2 has a flash reducer pad 
assembled forward of the base charge (incre- 
ment No. 3) at the time of manufacture. 
Charges M4 and M4A1 do not have this flash 
reducer pad assembled. Flash reducer M2, 
which is a separate item of issue, may be used 
with any of the above charges (M4, M4A1, or 
M4A2 if additional flash reduction is desired). 

(5) Fuzes.  The fuze authorized for use 
with this ammunition are described in detail 
in chapter 5. 

(6 )  Primers.  Percussion primers M82 and 
Mk2A4, electric primer Mk34 Mod 0, and elec- 
tric and percussion primers M75 and Mk15 
Mods 2 and 3, are  authorized for use with 
155-mm weapons as indicated below. 

Primers Howitzer cannons 
M82 M126, M45 
Mk2A4 M1, M1A1 
Mk15 Mods 2 and 3 M45 
M75 M126, M45 
Mk34 Mod 0 M45 
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PLU (BLACK POWDER) 

\ 
I 

MAX 

Figure 2-83. Percussion primer M82. 

( a )  Percussion primer M82.  Percussion 
primer M82 (fig. 2-83), designed to replace 
electric and percussion primer Mk15, consists 
of a plunger, an ignition element, and a con- 
tainer tube and cup loaded with a primer 
charge of 22 grains of black powder. The com- 
ponents are housed in a cylindrical primer 
body. 

( b )  Percussion primer M k 2 A 4 .  Per- 
cussion primer Mk2A4 (fig. 2-84) consists of 
a primer charge of 19 grains of black powder 
in a primer tube sealed at one end by a thick 
cork disk and at the other by a shellac seal. 
The primer is also fitted at the base end with 
a gas check cone, an anvil and a primer cup 
containing primer composition. 

(c) Electric and percussion primer 
M k l 5 ,  Mods 2 and 3.  This type of primer 
(fig. 2-85) can be initiated by percussion or  
electricity. It consists of a plunger, a primer 
cap containing sensitive primer composition, 
an ignition cup loaded with an ignition charge 

RA PD 651290 

Figure 2-84. Percussion primer Mk2A4.  
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and a resistance wire insulated with a primer 
charge of 30 grains of black powder. These 
components are assembled in a cylindrical 
primer body. 

( d )  Electric and Percussion Primer M75 
(T106E1). Similar to Electric and Percussion 
Primer Mk15, ( ( C )  above), this primer (fig. 
2-86) may be initiated either electrically or 
by percussion. It contains a primer charge of 
19 grains of black powder. 

( e )  Electric Primer Mk34 Mod 0.  This 
primer is similar to Electric and Percussion 
Primer Mk15, ( ( C )  above), except that i t  is 
designed for  electrical initiation only and can- 
not be activated by percussion. 

( 7 )  Packing. 

( a )  Service projectiles are shipped 
either uncrated or on pallets, eight per pallet. 

A-I NSULATOR 
6-FIRING KNOB E-FIRING PLUNGER 

D-METAL SEAL POWDER) 

COTTON AROUND F-IGNITION WIRE 
(ELECTRIC ELEMENT IGNITION CHARGE 

RAPD 212787 

Figure 2-85. Electric and percussion primer Mk15,  Mod 2.  
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TYPE AND MODEL OF PRIMER 

I 
LOADER'S INITIALS MAX 
AND LOT NUMBER 

MONTH AND YEAR LOADED ORD D196 

Figure 2-86. Electric and percussion primer M75. 

( b )  Dummy projectiles are packed as 
required. 

(c) Primers Mk15 Mods 2 and 3, and 
Mk34 Mod 0 are multiple-packed in metal cans, 
overpacked in wooden or metal boxes; Primer 
M82 is packed one per waterproof bag with 
multiple overpack in a wooden box, and Primer 
Mk2A4 is multiple-packed in metal cans over- 
packed in wooden boxes. 

( d )  Propelling Charge M3 is packed 
with Primer Mk2A4, 2 each per metal con- 
tainer; Propelling Charges M4 and M4A1 are 
packed 1 per metal container. Dummy Propel- 
ling Charge M2 is packed as required. 

( e )  Flash Reducer M2(T2) is packed 
200 per metal container, 4 containers (800 
flash reducers) per wooden box. 

( f )  Bursters M71 are packed (with load- 
I 
I 

I ing accessories) one per fiber container; ten 
containers per wooden box. 

(g) Complete packing data will be pub- 
lished in Department of the Army Supply 
Catalogs 1305/30-IL and 1340/98-IL. 

( 8 )  Functioning. Up to the point of fuze 
functioning, all 155-mm howitzer ammunition 
functions in the same manner. When the 
weapon is fired, gases generated by the burning 
propellant force the spin-stabilized projectile 
out  of the gun tube and propel it to the target. 
The fuze functions at a preset time, on ap- 
proach to the target, or on impact, depending 
upon the type of fuze employed. 

(9) Precautions in firing. Before loading 
the weapon, check the firing lock to assure 
that the primer expended in the previous firing 
has been removed. 

I 
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Figure 2-87. 155-mm HE projectile M107 w i t h  supplementary charge. 

2-1 58. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: HE, M107 
(TNT) With Supplementary Charge 

a. General. HE projectile M107 (fig. 2-87) 

is used principally for blast, fragmentation 
and mining. 
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b. Description. The projectile consists of a (2) Ballistics. 
steel shell loaded with 14.61 pounds of TNT. 
A supplementary bursting charge (0.3 lb TNT) 
in an aluminum liner is assembled in a deep 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 
M3 charge 1,230 
M4 or M4A1 charge 1,840 

M3 charge 10,820 
Maximum range (yd) 

cavity in the nose of the projectile. (The pro- 
jectile may be assembled with a PD, time or M4 or M4A1 charge 15,968 

2-1 59. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: HE, M107 VT fuze.) A single rotating band encircles the 
projectile approximately 3.5 inches forward of 
the boattailed base. The base itself is fitted (Comp B) With Supplementary Charge 

with a protective cover which helps prevent 
the hot propellant gases from penetrating the 
shell. 

This projectile is similar to HE projectile 
M107 (para 2-158) except that  the explosive 
charge consists of 15.4 pounds of Comp B. 

C. Functioning. When the projectile is fitted 
with a time or PD fuze, the functioning of 

which detonates the explosive charge, in turn. 
When the projectile is fitted with a proximity 

and the explosive charge is detonated directly 
by the action of the fuze. 

2-160 Projectile, 155 Millimeter: HE, M107 
This projectile is similar to HE projectile 

that it is designed with a normal fuze cavity 
(which accommodates time or PD fuzes only) 

of 15.34 pounds of TNT. 

the fuze detonates the supplementary charge described in paragraph 2-158, except 

fuze, the supplementary charge is discarded and contains a high explosive bursting charge 

2-1 61. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Gas, 
Persistent, H or HD, M110 d.  Tabulated Data. 

(1) Characteristics. 
Projectile: a. General. Gas projectile M110 (fig. 2-88) 

produces a toxic effect on personnel and is 
also used to contaminate habitable areas. 

Weight (as (1b) 96.75 
Length (as fired) (in.) 27.67 

ORD 01687 
.I 

Figiure 2-88. 155.mm persistent gas (H o r  HD) projectile M110. 

b. Description. The projectile consists, essen- 
tially, of a steel shell containing a filler of 
11.70 pounds of H gas or 9.7 pounds of HD 
gas. A burster charge loaded with tetrytol is 
assembled in an M1 casing which extends ward of the boattailed base. 
through the center of the shell. An adapter 

in the nose of the projectile is threaded to 
receive the fuze. A rotating band (protected 
by a grommet during shipping and storage) 
encircles the projectile to the rear, just for- 
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C. Functioning. When the fuze functions, i t  
detonates the burster, rupturing the projec- 
tile body and releasing the filler. Both H and 
HD are persistent gases which remain effec- 
tive for more than ten minutes from the point 
of release. 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammu- 
nition is loaded with tetrytol, i t  is not to be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding 
+125°F. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Projectile: 
Weight (as  fired) (lb) 98.49 
Length (w/eyebolt lifting plug) 

(in.) 26.78 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 

M3 charge 1,230 
M4 or M4A1 charge 1,840 

M3 charge 10,820 
M4 or M4A1 charge 15,968 

Burster (.83 lb tetrytol) M6 

Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Gas, Per- 

a. General. VX gas projectile M121A1 (fig. 

Maximum range (yd) 

( 3 )  Component. 

2-1 62. 
sistent, VX, M121A1 

2-89) produces a toxic effect on personnel. 

Figure 2-89. 155-mm V X  gas projectile M121A1. 

b. Description. This projectile consists pri- 
marily of a deep-cavity steel shell containing 
a filler of approximately 6.0 pounds of VX gas 
and a burster charge loaded with Comp B in 
burster casing M15. A burster support holds 

the burster in the proper position in the pro- 
jectile. The nose of the projectile is fitted with 
an adapter threaded to receive either a prox- 
imity or  a point-detonating fuze. (During ship- 
ping and storage, the adapter is threaded with 
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a detector-type lifting plug.) A supplementary 
charge, used with PD fuzes, is positioned in 
the fuze cavity and held in place by spacers. A 
rotating band encircles the projectile near the 
base. 

Note.  When required for contingency plan purposes, 
VX- or GB-filled Projectiles M121A1 may be transported 
fully assembled with explosive components. Otherwise, 
assembly is prohibited except for storage and use. 

c. Functioning. This projectile functions in 
the same manner and has the same ballistic 
characteristics as Persistent Gas Projectile 
M110, paragraph 2-161. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Projectile: 
Weight (as fired) (lb) 99.70 
Length (w/eyebolt lifting plug) 

(in.) 26.73 
( 2 )  Ballistics. 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) : 
M3 charge 1,230 
M4 or M4A1 charge 1,840 
Maximum range (supercharge) ( yd) : 

M3 charge 10,820 
M4 or M4A1 15,958 

( 3 )  Component. 
Burster (2.45 lb Comp B) M71 

2-163. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Gas, Non- 
Persistent, GB, M121A1 

This projectile is similar to VX Projectile 
M121A1, paragraph 2-162, except that it is 
loaded with approximately 6.5 pounds of GB 
gas instead of VX gas. 

2-1 64. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Gas, Non- 
persistent, GB, M12 1 

(Rescinded) 

2-165. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Smoke, 

WF Smoke Projectiles M110 and M110E1 have 
a slight incendiary effect, but are used primar- 
ily to produce screening smoke. They are ex- 
actly the same as Gas Projectile M110 (para 
2-161) except for the WP filler, and have the 
same external configuration and ballistic prop- 
erties as HE Projectile M107, described in para- 
graph 2-158. The WP smoke filler weighs 15.6 

WP, M110E1 and M110 
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pounds and the complete round, as fired, weighs 
a total of 97.50 pounds. 

.Warning: Since the burster in this ammu- 
nition is loaded with tetrytol, it is not to be 
stored or fired at temperatures exceeding 
+125°F. 

Note.  Prior to firing, inspect fuze well cup visually 
for dents in bottom surface. If dents are found and/or 
difficulty is experienced in seating fuze, reject round. 

2-1 65.1. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Smoke, 
WP, M110E2 

This cartridge is similar to WP Cartridges 
M110 and M110E1 except that it is assembled 
with Burster XM54 loaded with .46 pound 
of Comp B5. Since there is no tetrytol in the 
burster, this cartridge may be stored and trans- 
ported at temperatures up to +145° F. In- 
spection of the fuze well cup (see Note, para 
2-165) is required prior to firing. 

2-1 66. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Smoke, 
WP, M105 

This is a training projectile authorized for use 
with Propelling Charge M3 only. It produces a 
screening smoke and a slight incendiary effect. 
Except for  a narrower rotating band and a 
total as-fired weight of 98.22 pounds, this pro- 
jectile is similar to WP Smoke Projectile M110 
(para 2-165), and has the same external con- 
figuration and ballistic properties as HE Pro- 
jectile M107 (para 2-158). 

Warning: Since the burster in this ammuni- 
tion is loaded with tetrytol, it is not be stored 
or fired at temperatures exceeding +125°F. 

2-1 67. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Tactical 
CS, XM631 

a. General. This projectile, figure 2-91, is in- 
tended to harass personnel by emitting irritant 
fumes. The projectile contains CS riot control 
agent which causes extreme burning of the 
eyes, coughing, difficulty in breathing and chest 
tightness. 

b. Description. This projectile is similar in 
external configuration to illuminating Projec- 
tile M485 described in paragraph 2-169. The 
hollow steel projectile is assembled with an 
MTSQ fuze and is fitted with a gilding metal 
rotating band, a plastic obturating band, a 
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BURSTER CASING 

GAS CHARGE 

ORD 
_ -  _ I  

F i g u r e  2-90. 155-mm non-persistent gas (GB) pro jec t i le  M121. 

pinned base plug, five CS-pyrotechnic-filled 
canisters and an expelling charge. The expel- 
ling charge (3.36 ounces of black powder con- 
tained in a plastic container) is assembled to 
the rear of the fuze and is separated from the 
CS canister by a baffle plate. Each CS canister 
contains approximately two pounds of CS-pyro- 
technic mix and .81 ounce of starter mix. Each 
canister has a perforated flashtube in its cen- 
ter. The base plug is assembled to the projectile 
by means of three shear pins. 

c. Functioning. The expelling charge, ignited 
on fuze functioning, ignites the CS canisters in 
turn. The pressure produced by the expelling 
charges gases shears the pins in the base plug 
and ejects the burning canisters. The average 
canister burning time is 90 seconds. 

Caution: Do not fire tactical CS Cartridge 
XM631 with fuze set as issued. See chapter 5, 
paragraph 5-57, for instructions on setting 
fuze for either impact or time action. 
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Figure 2-91. 155-mm tactical CS projectile XM631. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Projectile with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 96.75 
Length (in.) 27.56 

M3 Charge 1,220 
M4 or M4A1 charge 1,850 

M3 charge 10,780 
M4 or M4A1 charge 16,335 

2-1 68. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Smoke, BE, 

a. General. BE smoke projectile M116 (fig. 
2-92) is used for screening, spotting and sig- 
naling purposes and is issued with a filler of ei- 
ther HC or a green, red, violet or yellow chem- 
ical smoke mixture. 

b. Description. This projectile is a base-ejec- 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) : 

Maximum range (yd): 

M116 

tion type with an expelling charge of 0.28 
pounds of black powder positioned forward of 
a baffle plate in the nose of the projectile. The 
remainder of the cavity holds four canisters of 
smoke mixture arranged one behind the other. 
The forward canister is conical to conform to 
the taper of the cavity. A flash tube is formed 
by the hole in the baffle plate and the center 
tube of each canister. The base of the projec- 
tile is closed by a threaded base plug. 

c. Functioning. When the fuze functions, i t  
ignites the expelling charge in the nose of the 
projectile, sending a flame through the flash 
tube which ignites the smoke canisters. Con- 
currently, the force of the expelling charge 
blows out the base plug and ejects the canis- 
ters. An effective smoke cloud is emitted 
within 30 seconds of ignition ; maximum emis- 
sion occurs in about one minute. 
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Figure 2-92. 155-mm BE smoke project i le  M116. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Projectile: 
Weight (as  fired) (lb) 86.43 
Length (w/eyebolt lifting plug) 

(in.) 26.41 
( 2 )  Ballistics. 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) : 
M3 propelling charge 1,230 

M3 propelling charge 10,820 

M4 or M4A1 propelling charge 1,840 
Maximum range (yd):  

M 4  or M4A1 propelling charge 15,958 

2-1 68.1. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Smoke, 
BE, M116B1 (M116E1) 

BE smoke projectile M116B1 differs from the 
M116 in that the expelling charge (0.34 Ib of 
black powder) is contained in a polyethylene 
cup instead of a cloth bag. A steel closure disk, 
positioned just forward of the base plug, re- 
places the copper gasket used in the earlier 
model. 
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2-1 69. Projectile, 155 Millimeter; Illuminat- 

a. General. This projectile (fig. 2-93) is used for 
battlefield illumination. 

b .  Description. The base-ejection type projec- 
tile consists of a hollow steel body containing 
an ejection charge, a canister assembly and a 
parachute assembly. The nose of the projec- 
tile is threaded to receive a mechanical-time 
superquick fuze, and the base of the projec- 
tile is closed by a steel base plug secured by 
shear and twist pins. The ejection charge is 
contained in a centering tube which runs from 
the fuze to a perforated baffleplate positioned 
on top of the canister assembly. The canister 

ing, M118A2 and M118A2B1 
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assembly proper consists of a first fire charge 
and the illurninant composition. A center wire, 
essentially a component of the suspension sys- 
tem, is attached to the canister assembly a t  
one end, runs through a center hole in the can- 
isters, and is attached at  the opposite end 
to the parachute assembly. A release sleeve 
is soldered to the wire near the point a t  which 
i t  is attached to the canister. 

C. Functioning. The ejection charge, deto- 
nated by the fuze, expels the canister and para- 
chute assemblies from the projectile by blowing 
out the base plug. Simultaneously, it ignites the 
first fire charge and the illuminant composition. 
The release sleeve soldered to the center wire is 
freed by the burning illuminant and fully releases 

MODEL OF PROJECTILE 

WHITE BAND 

PE OF FILLER 

RELEASE SLEEVE 
SOLDERED ONTO 

BAFFLE PLATE 

ILLUMINANT CHARGE 

CENTER WIRE TUBE 

BAFFLE GASKET 

FIRST FIRE CHARGE 

SWIVEL PIN NUT 

SHROUD PLATE RAPD 1081758 

Figure 2-93. 155-mm illuminating projectile M1118A2. 
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the parachute assembly. Suspended by the para- 
chute, the illuminant composition burns for 
approximately 60 seconds with a maximum 
candlepower of 400,000 candles. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) characteristics. 

Projectile: 
Weight (as fired) (lb) 
Length (w/fuze) (in.) 

103. 06 
24. 24 

(2)  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 1760 
Maximum range (yds) 12,680 

2-1 70. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Illuminat- 

a. General. This projectile is used for bat- 
tlefield illumination at  night and during peri- 
ods of decreased visibility. 

b. Description. The projectile (fig. 2-94) has 
a hollow steel body containing a primary ex- 
pelling charge, a canister assembly and a drag 
parachute. The canister assembly (fig. 2-95) 
contains a secondary expelling charge, a delay 
holder, an illuminant composition and the main 
parachute. A steel base plug is press-fitted to the 
rear of the projectile and held in place by shear 
and twist pins. The exterior of the projectile is 
fitted with a gilding metal rotating band and a 
plastic obturating band. 

ing, M485 
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\ ORD D1691 . 

Figure 2-94. 155-mm illuminating projectile M485. 

Warning : Illuminating projectile M485 is re- 
stricted to firing at zone 6 or below. Firing at 
zone 7 is prohibited. This projectile is further 
restricted to firing at temperatures ranging 
from 40°F. to 145°F. only. 
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I 

M A I N  PARACHUTE WRAPPER 

CANISTER PAD 

CANISTER SPACE 
MAIN PARACHUTE AND 
CANDLE LOADING ASSEMBLY 

CANISTER BASE 

ORD-D1459 
Figure 2-95. Illuminate canister for 155-mm projectile M485. 

c. Functioning. When the fuze functions, the 
primary expelling charge is ignited, forcing the 
drag parachute and the canister assembly 
against the base plate, shearing the pins which 
hold the plate in place and expelling the para- 
chute and canister. Concurrently, the hot 
gases from the expelling charge ignites the 
delay element. When the parachute and can- 
ister assemblies hit the airstream, the drag 
parachute deploys, and the anti-rotation fins 
unfold to slow the spin of the canister. After 

approximately 8 seconds, the delay element 
burns through and ignites the secondary ex- 
pelling charge which, in turn, ignites the illu- 
minant composition and ejects the main para- 
chute and illuminant container from the can- 
ister assembly. The main parachute then de 
ploys, suspending the illuminant container be- 
low it with an average descent rate of 15 feet- 
per-second. The burning illuminant produces 
approximately 1,000,000 candlepower for 120 
seconds. 
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d. Tabulated Data. 
1 .  Characteristics. 

Projectile : 
Weight (as fired) (lb) 93.66 
Length (w/fuze) (in.) 28.45 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (max) (fps) : 

M3 charge 1,220 
M4 and M4A1 charges 1,850 

M3 charge 10,780 
M4 charge 16,355 

Maximum range (yd) : 

2-1 70.1. Projectile, 155 Millimeter: Illumi- 
muting M485E1 and M485E2 

Illuminating projectile M485E1 is identical t o  
the M485 (para 2-170) except that the base 
plug is secured to the projectile by shear pins 
only, rather than by the combination of shear 
and twist pins used in the M485. Projectile 
M485E2 differs from the M485E1 only in the 
canister assembly. The fins in the M485E2 are 
perforated to  decrease the rate of deceleration 
before the parachute deploys. 
Warning: Reliability of the M485E2 pro- 

jectile degrades rapidly when fired in the M126 
cannon at zone 7 with fuze settings of 5 I seconds or less. 

in handling and servicing the weapon. It sim- 
ulates a service projectile in exterior design 
and center of gravity and consists, primarily, 
of a cast iron body threaded to a heavy steel 
base. Two bronze bands encircling the exterior 
of the projectile simulate the bourrelet and 
the rotating band of the service projectile. The 
complete round, fitted with an inert fuze, is 
21.14 inches long and weighs 95 pounds. 
2-1 72. Projectile, 155 Millimeter Dummy: 

M7 
The M7 dummy projectile is designed with a 
fully inclosed spring-operated plunger which 
kicks the projectile loose from the forcing cone 
of the weapon on rebound after ramming. The 
projectile has a bronze cap, a steel body, a 
bronze front band (simulating a bourrelet) a 
manganese bronze rear band (simulating a ro- 
tating band), and the primary components 
are replaceable. The projectile is 27.56 inches 
long and weighs 95 pounds. Projectiles of 
early manufacture were designed for 155-mm 
gun cannons only ; however, more recently 
manufactured lots may be used with guns or 
howitzers. The projectiles are marked to in- 
dicate the weapons with which they are used. 

2-1 71. Projectile, 155 Millimeter Dummy: 
Mk 1 

This dummy projectile is intended for training 

Section XXI. AMMUNITION FOR 8-INCH HOWITZER CANNONS 
M2, M2A1, M2A1 E l  AND M47 

2-1 73. General 
a. Weapon. These howitzer cannons are 

mobile field weapons used to provide heavy, 
long-range artillery fire. The M2 and M2A1 
are mounted on towed carriages; the M2A1E1 
and M47 are mounted on self-propelled full 
tracked vehicles. 

b. Ammunition. Ammunition for these 
weapons is classified as separate loading be- 
cause the individual components (projectile 
w/fuze, propelling charge and primer) are 
handled and loaded separately. 

(1) Identification. The projectiles used in 
separate-loading ammunition are issued un- 
fuzed and are easily identified by the eyebolt 
Iifting plug threaded into the fuze cavity. The 
projectile, propelling charge, primer and fuze 
are all packed separately, except certain 

primers which are packed with the propelling 
charge. Each component is identified by the 
painting and marking prescribed in chapter 1. 

(2) Types of projectiles. The projectiles 
used with these weapons are classified as high 
explosive (HE), chemical (gas) and dummy 
(drill). 

( 3 )  Propelling charges. 
( a )  Charge, propelling, 8-inch: M1. 

Green bag charge M1 (fig. 2-96) consists of 
a base section (charge 1) and four unequal 
increments used for zone firing with charges 
1 to 5. The charge contains 13.6 pounds of M1 
propellant in green cloth bags. A red igniter 
pad containing 5 ounces of black powder is 
sewed to the breech end of the base section. 
The charge is packed in a metal container. 
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( b )  Charge, propelling, 8-inch: M2. 
White bag charge M2 (fig. 2-97) consists of 
a base section (charge 5 )  and two unequal in- 
crements (charges 6 and 7) for zone firing. 
The charge contains 28.5 pounds of M1 pro- 
pellant in white cloth bags. A red igniter pad 
containing 5 ounces of black powder is sewed 
to the breech end of the base section. The 
charge is packed in a metal container. 

(c) Charge, propelling, dummy: M4. 
This charge simulates white bag service 
charge M2 ( b )  above. It consists of a base 
charge and two increment sections. The fillers 
for the sections consist of blocks of wood, 
weighted with lead to simulate the weight of 
the service charge. 

Note .  The use of charges having increments 

Caution: Due to occasional blast over- 
pressure when firing white bag propelling 
charge M2, it is recommended that flash reduc- 
er M3 be used with this charge. If the flash 
reducer is not available, it is recommended 
that green bag propelling charge M1 be used in 
lieu of white bag propelling charge M2 when 
firing in zone 5. 

(4) Flash reducer M3 ( T 3 ) .  Flash re- 
ducer M3 (fig. 2-98) is a square pad of red 
cloth containing a 1-pound mixture of potas- 
sium sulfate and black powder. One flash re- 
ducer is inserted under the tie straps at the 
forward end of the propelling charge 

of more than one color is prohibited. 

Figure 2-96. 8-inch propelling charge M1. 

2-142 
Figure 2-97. 8-inch propelling charge M2. 
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Figure 2-98. Flash reducer M3 (T3). 

to reduce muzzle flash. The flash reducer is to 
be used only with white bag Propelling Charge 
M2, all zones. (Green bag Propelling Charge 
M1 is considered flashless under all conditions.) 
Although the flash reducer increases the quan- 
tity of smoke, it should be used in daylight 
firing as well as night firing unless it is tac- 
tically impossible. 

( 5 )  Primers. The primers for these weap- 
ons are classified as either percussion, electric 
and percussion, or electric and are authorized 
as follows: 

Primer Weapons 
Percussion Primer Mk2A4 M2, M2A1 
Percussion Primer M82 M2A1E1 M47 
Electric and Percussion M2A1E1 M47 

Primer Mk15 Mods 
2 and 3. 

Electric Primer Mk34 M47 

Caution: Do not use the Percussion 
Primer Mk2A4 with 8-inch Howitzer Cannons 
M2A1E1 or 8-inch Howitzer Cannon M47, as 
it may result in a condition which is hazard- 
ous to using personnel. 

( 6 )  Packing. 
(a) Service projectiles are shipped un- 
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crated or on pallets; dummy projectiles are 
shipped in wooden crates. 

( b )  Service propelling charges are 
packed as follows: one charge (with or with- 
out waterproof bag) per fiber container, two 
containers (two charges) per wooden box or 
one,, charge per metal container, for domestic 
shipments; one charge (with or without 
waterproof bag) per fiber container, three con- 
tainers (three charges) per bundle, one bundle 
per wooden crate, or one charge per metal 
container, for oversea shipments. Dummy pro- 
pelling charges are packed in wooden crates. 

(c) When shipped separately, primers 
are multiple packed in metal containers, over- 
packed in wooden boxes containing from 576 
to 2,400 primers per box (Many propelling 
charges are packed with Primers Mk2A4.) 

(d) Flash reducers are packed as fol- 
lows: 10 per carton, one carton per barrier 
bag, 4 bags (40 flash reducers) per wooden box. 

(e) Bursters M83 are packed (with load- 
ing accessories) one per fiber container, three 
containers per wooden box. 

( 7 )  Functioning. All 8-inch howitzer am- 
munition functions in the same way up to the 
point of fuze functioning. When the primer is 
initiated, the propelling charge is ignited, cre- 
ating gases which eject the projectile from the 
gun tube and propel it to the target. 

( 8 )  Precautions in firing. Before loading 
the weapon check the firing lock to assure that 
the primer expended in the previous firing has 
been removed. 

2-1 74. Projectile, 8-Inch: HE, M106 
a. General. This cartridge (fig. 2-99) is used 

against personnel and materiel, producing blast 
and fragmentation at the target. 

b. Description. The projectile may be as- 
sembled with a PD, CP, MT, MTSQ, TSQ or 
VT fuze. The projectile consists of a hollow 
steel forging with a boattailed base (and base 
cover), a streamlined ogive and a gilding metal 
rotating band. The projectile may be either 
normal cavity or deep cavity and is loaded with 
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34.35 MAX 

TNT BURSTING C 

ORD 

Figure 2-99. 8-inch HE projectile M106. 

36.75 pounds of TNT (36.32 pounds-deep 
cavity). The supplementary charge consists of 
.3 pound of TNT. Both normal cavity and deep 
cavity projectiles are shipped with an eyebolt 
lifting plug and cardboard spacers. A remove- 
able grommet is fitted over the rotating band 
to protect it during shipment and handling. 

c. Functioning. When the projectile is fitted 
with a proximity fuze, the supplementary 
charge is discarded and the explosive filler is 

2-1 44 

detonated directly by the action of the fuze. 
When a PD, mechanical or time fuze is used, 
the functioning of the fuze detonates the sup- 
plementary charge which detonates the ex- 
plosive filler, in turn. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1 )  Characteristics. 

Projectile (with fuze) : 
Length (in.) 35.11 
Weight (Ib) 200.00 
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PROJECTILE BURSTER CASE M161 

LIFTING PLUG 
GROMMET 

FUZE ADAPTER 

ORD D1692 

Figure  2-100. 8-inch gas projectile M426. 

(2) Ballistics. 
Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 1,950 
Maximum range (yd) 16,008 

2-1 75. Projectile, 8-Inch: Gas, Non-Persist- 
ent, GB, M426 and Gas, Persistent, 
VX, M426 

a. General. These projectiles (fig. 2-100) 
are used as casualty producing agents. The 
VX filled projectile is also used for contami- 
nating habitable areas. 

b. Description. The projectile is filled with 
14.5 pounds of GB or VX gas in a liquid form 
and may be assembled with a PD or VT fuze. 
The projectile is similar in external configura- 

tion to HE Projectile M106 described in para- 
graph 2-174. It is composed of a steel forging 
fitted with a threaded steel adapter and a 
gilding metal rotating band. The adapter serves 
two major functions: it provides a surface for 
sealing the forward end of the burster casing, 
and provides a well for the fuze. The burster 
casing contains a burster loaded with Compo- 
sition B4. The projectile is shipped with a 
supplementary charge consisting of .3 pound 
of TNT, an eyebolt lifting plug, and spacers. 
A removable grommet is fitted over the rotating 
band to  protect it during shipment and han- 
dling. 

I Note.  When required for contingency plan pur- 
poses, VX- or GB-filled Projectiles M426 may be trans- 
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ported fully assembled with explosive components. detonates the burster, rupturing the projectile 
Otherwise, assembly is prohibited except for storage body and releasing the filler. I and use. 

c. Functioning. When the fuze functions, it d.  Tabulated Data. 
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( 1 )  Characteristics. 2-176. Dummy Projectile, 8-Inch: M14 
a. General. This projectile (fig. 2-10) is used 

for training in handling and service of 8-inch 
cannons and simulates HE projectile M106 
described in paragraph 2-174. 

Projectile (with fuze) : 
Length (in.) 35.11 
Weight (lb) 199.00 

Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 1,950 
Maximum range (yd) 16,008 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 
Burster ( 7  lb Comp B4) M83 

' 

ORD 

Figure 2-101. 8-inch dummy projectile M14. 

b. Description. The projectile has a fully in- base, all of which are threaded together. The 
closed spring-operated plunger which loosens 
the projectile in the forcing cone of the weap- 
on on rebound after ramming. It has an ogival 
bronze or steel cap, a steel body and a steel 

rotating band and bourrelet of the projectile 
are made of bronze. The projectile is 34.40 
inches long and weighs 200 pounds. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RECOILLESS RIFLES 

Section I. 

3-1. Weapon 
Recoilless rifles are light-to-medium weight, 

portable weapons which can be fired f’rom the 
ground, the shoulder, a bipod, a .30-caliber ma- 
chine gun mount or  specially designed mounts 
on 1/4-ton trucks and other self-propelled ve- 
hicles. Recoil is eliminated by controlled es- 
cape of propellant gases to the rear through 
openings in the breechblock. Detailed infor- 
mation on these weapons appears in related 
operation and organizational maintenance man- 
uals and in TM 9-500. 

3-2. Ammunition 
a. Major Components. Recoilless rifle am- 

munition is issued in the form of fixed, com- 
plete rounds consisting, basically, of projectile, 
cartridge case, propelling charge, primer and 
fuze (except for canister rounds, which are 
unfuzed) Detailed information on fuzes is 
contained in chapter 5. Projectiles, cartridge 
cases and other related components are de- 
scribed below : 

(1) Projectile. Except for canister rounds, 
projectiles for recoilless rifle ammu- 
nition are thin-walled steel and/or a- 
luminum cylinders with conical, 
curved or spike noses and square, 
boattailed or finned bases. The inte- 
rior contour of the projectile. varies 
from model to model to accommodate 
different types of fuzes and fillers. 
Bourrelets provide bearing surfaces 
for the projectile during its travel 
through the rifle bore. Stabiliza- 
tion in flight is achieved by rotating 
bands (for spin stabilization) or fins. 

Rotating band. Spin-stabilized pro- 
jectiles have pre-engraved rotating 
bands made of steel (integral with 
the projectile) or of gilding metal. 

GENERAL 

( b )  Fin. Fin-stabilized projectiles are 
fitted with a fixed boom and fin 
assembly or folding fins attached 
to the rear of the projectile. 

( 2 )  Cartridge case. Cartridge cases used 
with the majority of recoilless rifle 
ammunition are made of steel or 
aluminum and are distinguished from 
more conventional designs by circu- 
lar perforations in the sidewalls or 
a rupture disk in the base. These 
openings allow for escape of gas to 
the rear of the weapon, counteract- 
ing recoil. A liner of cloth, brown 
paper, plastic or a combination of 
rayon and plastic inside the cartridge 
case protects and retains the propel- 
lant. The exterior of the case is 
treated with a protective finish. In 
most instances, the cartridge case is 
rigidly attached to the projectile by 
equally spaced ballpoint or stab 
crimps. 

( 3 )  Propellant. Propelling charges used 
with this ammunition consist of vary- 
ing amounts of flake, single or multi- 
perforated granular propellant. 

(4) Primer. Percussion primers are em- 
ployed in all recoilless rifle ammu- 
nition. 

b. Classification. Depending on the type of 
projectile filler and the purpose for which the 
round is used, recoilless rifle ammunition is 
classified as follows : 

(1) Antipersonnel (APERS ( -T)  ). Car- 
tridges designated antipersonnel 
(APERS) (with tracer, APERS-T) 
carry a payload of small, fin-stabil- 
ized steel fragments called flechettes. 
They are employed against enemy 
personnel and light materiel. 
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( 2 )  High-explosive ( H E ) .  H E  cartridges, 
which are made of steel and have a 
large bursting charge of high explo- 
sive, produce blast and fragmenta- 
tion. They 'are used against person- 
nel and materiel targets, and may be 
fitted with either a time and impact 
or  impact fuze, according to the action 
desired. 

( 3 )  High-explosive, antitank (HEAT). 
HEAT cartridges contain a high-ex- 
plosive shaped charge and are used 
against armored targets. They are 
fuzed with point-initiating (PI ) ,  base- 
detonating .(RD) o r  point-initiating, 
base-detonating (PIBD) fuzes. The 
effect of a HEAT round depends on 
such factors as type and shape of the 
high-explosive charge, standoff dis- 
tance, rotation (if present), and fuze 
characteristics. When the projectile is 
detonated, the cone collapses, creat- 
ing a high-velocity shock wave and 
a jet  of metal particles which pene- 
trate the target. 
Smoke ( W P ) .  The smoke cartridge 
is a burster type similar to high-ex- 
plosive cartridges. The burster, a tube 
filled with high-explosive, is used to 
rupture the projectile body, which 
contains the W P  smoke filler, and 
aid in dispersion of the filler. 
Canister. The projectile of the canis- 
ter cartridge consists of a cylindrical 
body attached to a steel or aluminum 
base. The body, filled with a pay- 
load of metal slugs or flechettes, is 
designed to withstand the forces in 
the bore of the weapon. Immediate- 
ly after the projectile leaves the 
muzzle of the weapon, air  pressure 
on the closing ,disk and centrifugal 
force acting on the payload and can- 
ister body cause the body to open, 
dispersing the contents. Canister am- 
munition is intended for short-range 
use against personnel and light ma- 
teriel. 

( 6 )  High-explosive, plastic (HEP) . Physi- 
cal details and principles of func- 
tioning are classified. See TM 9-1300- 
203-1 for coverage. 

( 7 )  Dummy. Dummy cartridges simulate 
service cartridges and have the same 
dimensions, weight and center of 
gravity as service rounds. They are 
intended for training in servicing the 
weapon. 

Warning: Use of service ammuni- 
tion for training purposes, rather than 
authorized dummy ammunition, is ex- 
tremely hazardous and .is not permit- 
ted under any circumstances. 

( 8 )  Target practice (TP) .  Target practice 
cartridges simulate service car- 
tridges and have the same dimen- 
sions, weight and center of gravity 
as service rounds. They differ from 
service rounds in that  the standard 
high-explosive filler has been re- 
placed by an  inert filler. They may 
contain a spotting charge and fuze. 

c. Packing and Shipping Data. For specific 
packing and shipping data, see SC 1305/30-IL. 

3-3. Precautions in Handling and Firing 

a. Recoilless rifle ammunition is packed to 
withstand conditions ordinarily encountered in 
the field. However, unpacked ammunition, spe- 
cifically those rounds with perforated car- 
tridge cases, should be protected from sharp 
rocks, sticks, tools and other objects which 
might puncture the propellant liner. 

b. After removal from packing materials, 
rounds are ready for firing, except for re- 
quired refuzing or setting of time fuzes. As- 
sure that the U-shaped packing stop has been 
removed from the wrench slots in PD-fuzed 
rounds before loading the round in the weap- 
on. 

C. Ammunition should be free from foreign 
matter, sand, mud, moisture, frost, snow, ice 
and grease before it is loaded into the weapon. 

3-2 
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d. When recoilless rifles are fired, there is 
a blast of flame and debris to the rear of the 
weapon. Both ammunition and personnel, par- 
ticularly the loader, should be kept clear of 
this blast area. 

e. Because of the sharp report and concus- 
sion produced when the rifle is fired, all op- 
erating personnel and others in the immediate 
vicinity should be equipped with earplugs or  
similar protective devices. 

Warning: Hot residue in the rifle barrel 
can cause premature functioning of the round, 
damage to the weapon and injury to personnel. 

f .  After each firing, check the weapon for  

burning or incandescent residue before re- 
loading. 

g.  Refer to chapter 5 for procedures to pre- 
vent premature functioning of fuzes when 
rounds are fired during extremely heavy rain- 
fall. 

h. The following Warning is applicable to 
all ammunition described in this chapter 
which contain tetrytol bursters : 

Warning: Cartridges containing tetrytol 
bursters will not be stored or fired at tem- 
peratures exceeding 125°F. 

i. Current firing tables are indexed in DA 
Pam 310-3. 

Section II. A M M U N I T I O N  FOR 57 MILLIMETER RECOILLESS RIFLES 
M18, M18A1, AND T15E16 

3-4. General 
a. Weapon Recoilless rifles M18, M18A1 

and T15E16 are 57-mm weapons designed for 
direct fire from a tripod mount or the shoulder. 
They are equipped with a manually operated 
breech mechanism and a percussion firing 
mechanism. Rifles M18 and M18A1 differ only 
in position of the chamber and breechblock 
handles. The T15E16 is similar to the M18- 
series, the major difference being in the trig- 
ger mechanism and safety assembly. All three 
models fire the same ammunition. 

b. A m m u n i t i o n .  
( 1 )  Identification. Ammunition for these 

rifles is distinguished by a perforated steel 
cartridge case, a support shoulder near the 
mouth of the cartridge case and a preen- 
graved rotating band on the projectile. Paint- 
ing and marking are in accordance with the 
color coding prescribed in chapter 1. 

(2) T y p e  of projectile. This ammunition 
is classified according to the type of projectile 
as canister, HE, HEAT, smoke (WP) and TP 
rounds. 

(3) Cartr idge case. Perforated steel car- 
tridge cases M30, M30A1, M30A1B1 and 
M30A1B2 are used with this ammunition. All 
four models are similar except for support 
shoulders and liners. The support shoulder is 
a gilding metal ring on cartridge case M30; 
a raised, integral, circumferential surface on 

AGO 10356A 

cartridge case M30A1; and a series of three 
or more integral projections on cartridge 
cases M30A1B1 and M30A1B2. Cartridge case 
M30 employs a brown paper liner lacquered 
to the interior wall. The other models are fitted 
with a flexible, heat-sealed plastic liner. 

(4) Propelling charge. Approximately 1.0 
pound of M10 single-perforated granular pro- 
pellant is used as the propelling charge in all 
57-mm rifle ammunition. 

(5) Primer. Percussion primer M60A1, 
loaded with 285 grains of black powder, is 
currently used in this ammunition. Cartridges 
of older manufacture employ primer M60, 
loaded with 285 grains of black powder or 
M46, loaded with 200 grains of black powder. 

Warning: Because M60 primers rupture 
occasionally, gun bores must be inspected for 
fragments after each firing. 

(6) Functioning. Up to the point of im- 
pact, all 57-mm recoilless rifle ammunition 
functions as follows. When the weapon is fired, 
the firing pin strikes the percussion primer. 
The resultant flash ignites the propellant 
through holes in the primer tube. Gas buildup 
from the burning propellant expels the pro- 
jectile from the rifle, and propels it to the 
target. The preengraved rotating band, en- 
gaged with the rifling in the bore of the weap- 
on, imparts spin to the projectile. All rounds 
except canister cartridges are spin-stabilized 
in flight. 

3-3 
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3-5. Cartridge, 57 Millimeter Canister: 
T25E5 

a. General. Canister cartridge T25E5 (fig. 
3-1) is designed for antipersonnel use at close 
range. 

b. Description. This cartridge consists of 
cartridge case M30A1B1 or M30A1B2 crimped 
to a thin steel canister projectile. The projec- 

tile is brazed at the rear to a heavy steel base 
and closed at the forward end by a closing disk 
which is crimped and welded to the body of 
the canister. Four equally spaced, longitudinal 
slits extend from the front end of the pro- 
jectile to within of the preengraved 
rotating band. The payload consists of 164 
stacked, cylindrical, steel slugs. 

Figure 3-1. 57-mm canister cartridge T25E5. 

AGO 10356A 
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C. Functioning. Immediately after the pro- 
jectile leaves the muzzle of the rifle, air  pres- 
sure on the closing disk and centrifugal force 
acting on the body of the projectile and on 
the slugs cause the body to burst open at the 
longitudinal slits, dispersing the slugs. Pat- 
tern density is approximately one complete 
penetration per four square feet on a target 
of 1-inch-thick pine board at a range of 175 
feet. 

d .  Tabulated Data.  
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (Ib) 5.43 
Length (in.)  15.48 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

Muzzle velocity (fps)  1,200 
Maximum effective range ( f t )  175 

(3) Components. 

Cartridge case (steel ) 
M30A1B1 or M30A1B2 

Primer M60A1 
Propelling charge ( 1  lb) M10 

e.  Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber 
container ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

3-6. Cartridge, 57 Millimeter: HE, M306A1 
a. General. High explosive cartridge 

M306A1 (fig. 3-2) is designed for blast, frag- 
mentation and mining. 

This cartridge consists of 
plastic-lined cartridge case M30A1 or 
M30A1B1 crimped to a high-explosive projec- 
tile with a thin-walled steel body, a square 
base, a short, internally threaded ogive and 
an integral, pre-engraved rotating band. The 
projectile contains an explosive charge of 0.5 
pound of Comp B or TNT. There is a bourrelet 
to the rear of the ogive and another immedi- 
ately in front of the rotating band. 

b. Description. 

Figure e 3-2. 57-mm 11E cartr idge M306A 1. 

c. Functioning. The cartridge is equipped 
with a point-detonating fuze which functions 
either on direct impact or graze. When the 
fuze functions, its firing pin strikes a detona- 

tor which initiates the explosive train in the 
projectile and subsequently detonates the ex- 
plosive charge, producing blast and fragmen- 
tation. 

3-5 
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d.  Tabulated Data. 

(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight ( l b )  
Length ( in . )  

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 

5.46 
17.54 

1,200 
Maximum range (yd) 4,930 

( 3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case M30A1 or M30A1B1 
Primer M60, M60A1 or M46 
Propelling charge (0.33 lb)  M10 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

3-7. Cartridge, 57 Millimeter: HE, M306 

HE cartridge M306 is similar to cartridge 
M306A1. I t  differs principally in the design 
of the crimping groove and in the projectile 
filler of cast TNT. 

3-8. 

a. 
3-3) 

b. 

Cartridge, 57 Millimeter: HEAT, 
M307A1 

General. HEAT cartridge M307A1 (fig. 
is employed against armored targets. 

Description.. This cartridge consists, ba- 
sically, of cartridge case M30A1B1 crimped to 
the projectile by four equally spaced, ball- 
point crimps. The projectile is threaded ex- 
ternally a t  the forward end to receive a point- 
detonating fuze. A shaped charge of 6.4 
ounces Comp B or  50-50 pentolite is located 
to the rear of a hemispherical copper liner 
crimped to the interior of the projectile. The 
space forward of the copper liner provides 
the standoff necessary for penetration of the 
target. A steel sleeve brazed to the neck of 
the copper liner extends axially through the 
shaped charge, providing a passage from the 
fuze to a tetryl booster pellet in the base of 
the explosive charge. 
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Figure 3-3. 57-mm HEAT cartridge M307A1. 
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C. Functioning On impact with the target ,  
the  fuze functions and fires th rough  the steel 
sleeve to  the tetryl booster pellet which det- 
onates the  explosive charge. This collapses the 
copper liner, creating a high-velocity shock 
wave and a jet of metal particles which pene- 
trate the target.  

d. Tabulated Data. 

(1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round with  fuze:  
Weight (Ib)  5 . 4 3  
Length ( i n . )  18.78 

(2) Ballistics. 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 1 .200 
Maximum range (yd) 4,860 

(3) Components. 

Cartridge case M30A1 B1 or M30A1 
Primer M60A1 or M60 
Propelling charge ( 1  lb) M10 

e. Packing Data, One cartridge per fiber 
container ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 
3-9. Cartridge, 57 Millimeter: HEAT, M307 

HEAT cartridge MY07 is similar to cartridge 
M307A1. I t  differs principally in its use of 
paperlined cartridge case M30 and percussion 
primer M46 

3-1 0. Cartridge, 57 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 
M308A 1 

a. General Smoke ( W P )  cartridge M208A1 
is used primarily for screening and spotting. 

b. Description I n  external contour and in 
ballistics this cartridge (fig.  3-4) is similar 
to H E  cartridge M306A1. It  differs in the 
projectile filler of WP (smoke) and in the ad- 
dition of a steel adapter a t  the nose end of 
the projectile. The adapter accommodates fuze 
and burster assembly M21. Used exclusively 
with the smoke round, the burster assembly 
is fabricated from aluminum and steel and 
contains .19 ounces of tetryl. 
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c. Functioning. Functioning of the fuze on 
impact causes detonation of the burster which 
ruptures the projectile body, dispersing the 
W P  (smoke) charge. The‘  W P  charge ignites 
on contact with the air ,  creating a dense white 
smoke. 

(1)  Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (lb) 5.43 
Length ( in.)  17.54 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity ( f p s )  1,200 
Maximum range ( y d )  4,530 

( 3  ) Com pon en f s .  
Cartridge case M30A1B1 
Primer. M60A1 
Propelling charge (1 Ib) M10 
Burster (.19) oz tetrytol) M21 

e .  Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 
ta iner ;  multiple overpack in wooden box. 

3-1 1. Cartridge, 57 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 

W P  cartridge M308, an  earlier model of car- 
tridge M308A1, uses paper-lined cartridge 
case M30 and percussion primer M46. In  all 
other respects, i t  is identical to the later mod- 
el. 

M308 

3-1 2. Cartridge, 5 7  Millimeter: TP, M306A1 
TP cartridge M306A1 (fig. 3-5) is designed 

for  target  practice. The components a re  the 
same as  those in high-explosive cartridge 
M306A1 except for  the filler, which consists 
of 7.2 ounces of inert materiel, and a .44 ounce 
black-powder pellet which serves as a spot- 
t ing charge. Ballistically, the TP projectile 
matches the HE projectile. 

AMMUNITION LOT NUMBER 
MARKED ON REVERSE 

3-13. Cartridge, 57 Millimeter: TP, M 3 0 6  3-1 4. Subcaliber Device for 57-mm Recoil- 

This device (fig. 3-6) ,  for  training person- 
nel in the use of 57-mm recoilless rifles, con- 
sists of modified metal par ts  from a 57-mm 
rifle cartridge ( iner t  fuze,  inert projectile and 

(Inert Projectile) less Rifles 
Except that  i t  is completely inert, this car- 

tridge is identical to TP cartridge M306A1. 
T h e  projectile i?; loaded with i~ 0.52-pound in-  
ert filler and is fitted with an inert fuze. 
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empty cartridge case) assembled to a modi- 
fied .30-caliber machine gun barrel with a bar- 
rel-locking nut. Three screws, two fixed and 
one adjustable, with locknuts hold the device 
firmly in place inside the recoilless rifle. The 
gun barrel contains gas ports to vent the 
propellant gases. A regular .30-caliber ball 
cartridge is used for simulating the fire of a 
67-mm cartridge. Effective training of person- 
nel at substantial savings may be accomplished 

with this device, which may also be used with- 
out the .30-caliber ball cartridge as a drill car- 
tridge for practice in loading the weapon. 
Since i t  is not an ammunition item of issue, 
the device is not to be requisitioned as a com- 
plete assembly. It may be fabricated in the 
field by authorized units from components 
requisitioned in accordance with specific in- 
structions contained in TM 9-3062-34. 

3-10 
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Section III. AMMUNITION FOR 75 MILLIMETER REC 
M20 AND T21E12 

amount of propellant used in each 3-1 5. General 
a. Weapon. Recoilless rifles M20 and 

T21E12 are air-cooled, single-loading weapons 
designed for direct fire from a tripod mount. 
Except for the actual model designations and 
the part numbers on the barrel tube and cham- 
ber, the two rifles are identical and fire the 
same ammunition. 

b. Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. Similar in appearance 

to 57-mm recoilless rifle ammunition, 
75-mm ammunition is also distin- 
guished by perforations in the side- 
walls of the cartridge case and a pre- 
engraved rotating band around the 
projectile slightly forward of the 
base. The shape of the 75-mm car- 
tridge case differs from the cylindri- 
cal contour of the case of other cali- 
bers in that the diameter of the car- 
tridge case base is somewhat larger 
than the diameter of the mouth. 
There is also a shoulder on the for- 
ward portion of the cartridge case, 
as illustrated in figure 3-7. Painting 
and marking are in accordance with 
the color coding prescribed in chapter 
1. 
Type of projectile. Ammunition for 
75-mm rifles is classified according 
to projectile filler as HE, HEP-T, 
HEAT, HEAT-T, smoke (WP) or 
TP. 
Cartridge case. Perforated steel car- 
tridge cases M31 and M31A1, used 
with this ammunition, are identical 
except for the type of interior liners 
used. A brown paper liner is used 
with cartridge case M31; a plastic 
liner with a rayon inner liner is used 
with the M31A1. 
Propelling charge. The propellant 
used in 75-mm recoilless ammunition 
is single-perforated, granular M10. 
The propelling charge varies in 
amount from model to model. The 

model is given in the tabulated data 
for the specific cartridge. 

( 5 )  Primer. Percussion primers M47 and 
M47B2 consisting of 300 grains of 
black powder, each, are used with this 
ammunition. 

( 6 )  Igniter charge. An igniter charge, 
consisting of 305 grains of black pow- 
der in a silk envelope, is used to aid 
the primer and as an auxiliary source 
of power to force the projectile out 
of the weapon and propel i t  to the 
target. It is positioned on top of the 
propelling charge and held in place by 
a distance wad (fig. 3-8). 

(7) Functioning. Up to the point of im- 
pact, all 75-mm recoilless rifle am- 
munition functions as follows. When 
the weapon is fired, the firing pin 
strikes the percussion primer. The 
resulting flash ignites the propellant 
through holes in the primer tube. The 
build-up of gas from the burning pro- 
pellant provides the force necessary 
to propel the projectile to the target. 
The pre-engraved rotating band, en- 
gaged with the rifling in the bore of 
the weapon, provides spin to the 
projectile for stability in flight. 

3-1 6. Cartridge, 75 Milllimeter: HE, M309A1 
a. General. High explosive cartridge M309A1 

is used for blast, fragmentation and mining. 
b. Description. This cartridge (fig. 3-7), is- 

sued with either a PD or an MTSQ fuze, con- 
sists of plastic-lined cartridge case M31A1 
crimped to a high-explosive projectile with a 
filler of 1.49 pound of TNT. The projectile 
has a thin-walled, steel body with a boattaiIed 
base, a long, internally threaded ogive and an 
integral, pre-engraved rotating band. A bour- 
relet to the rear of the ogive and another im- 
mediately in front of the rotating band provide 
bearing surfaces for the projectile during its 
travel through the rifle bore. 
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2892 MAX 
ORD D1450 

Figure 3-7. 75-mm H E  cartridge M309A1. 

3-17. 
HE cartridge M309 is identical to HE car- 

tridge M308A1 except that  the projectile is 
crimped to paper-lined cartridge case M31. 

C.  Functioning. Functioning of the fuze (see 
Chapter 5 for details) detonates the explosive 
charge of TNT. This creates the desired ef- 
fect of blast and fragmentation. 

Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HE, M309 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 22.37 
Length (in.) 28.92 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps)  990 
Maximum range (yd) 6,960 

(3) Components. 

Cartridge case M31 or M31A1 
Primer M47 or M47B2 
Propelling charge (3.30 lb) M10 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

3-1 8. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HEAT-1, 

a. General. HEAT-T cartridge M310A1 is 
used against armored targets. 

b. Description. This cartridge (fig. 3-8) con- 
sists of a plastic-lined cartridge case M31A1 
crimped to a high-explosive antitank projec- 
tile. The projectile has a steel body internally 
threaded a t  the base to receive a BD fuze with 
integral tracer. The ogive is formed by the 
ballistic cap threaded to an  adapter in the 
forward end of the projectile body. A shaped 
charge (Comp B, 1 pound) is loaded behind a 
thin copper cone which is held in place in the 
interior of the projectile by the adapter. The 
space forward of the copper cone provides the 
standoff necessary for penetration of the 
target. 

M310A1 

3-1 3 
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Figure 3-8. 75-mm HEAT-T cartridge M310A1. 

c. Functioning. On impact with the target, 
the fuze detonates the explosive charge of 
Comp B, which collapses the copper cone. This 
creates a high-velocity shock wave and a jet 
of metal particles which penetrate the target. 
The burning propellant ignites the tracer in 
the bore of the weapon, thus providing a vis- 
ible trace during flight. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 

(1) Characteristics. 
Complete round : 

Weight (lb) 21.06 
Length (in.)  28.92 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,000 
Maximum range (yd) 7,300 

Cartridge case M31A1 
Primer M47 or M47B2 
Propelling charge (3.19 lb) M10 
Tracer M5 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

3-14 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 

Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HEAT-1, 

HEAT-T cartridge M310 differs principal- 
ly from cartridge M310A1 in that i t  uses car- 
tridge case M31, and in the projectile filler of 
0.81 pound of 50-50 pentolite. The fuze well is 
surrounded by 3.04 ounces of 10-90 pentolite. 

3-20. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: HEP-T, 

tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

3-1 9. 
M310 

M349 
Physical details and functioning of this am- 

munition are classified. See TM 9-1300-203-1 
for coverage. 

3-21. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 

a. General. Smoke (WP) cartridge M311A1 
M311A1 

is used for screening and spotting. 
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inches longer than the burster charge, the 
casing houses burster initiator M1 and burster 
M8. The burster casing, of seamless steel tub- 
ing brazed at the forward end to form a sleeve, 
is press-fitted into the projectile adapter. The 
burster proper, an aluminum tube approxi- 
mately 8 inches long and 1/2-inch in diameter, 
is loaded with 1.01 ounces of tetryl. The 
burster initiator consists of a steel head con- 
taining a detonator and a tube containing a 34 
grain tetryl pellet. 

b. Description. This cartridge (fig. 3-9) con- 
sists of a PD-fuzed projectile that is crimped 
to palstic-lined cartridge case M31A1. In ex- 
ternal contour and in ballistics, this projectile 
resembles high-explosive projectile M309A1. 
The projectile body, a steel casing loaded with 
1.35 pounds of white phosphorus'(WP), has a 
boattailed base, and front and rear bourrelets. 
A steel adapter fitted at the nose end of the 
projectile body accommodates the fuze; also, 
the burster casing M6. Approximately 1-3/8- 

92 

Figure 3-9. 75-mm smoke (WP) cartridge M311A1. 

C. Functioning. Functioning of the fuze on 
impact results in detonation of the burster, 
rupturing the body of the projectile. This re- 
leases the white phosphorus filler which ig- 
nites on contact with the air, creating a dense 
white smoke for screening and spotting. 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M31A1 
Primer M47 or M47B2 
Propelling charge (3.42 lb) M10 
Burster initiator M1 
Burster M8 

d.  Tabulated Data. e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

(1) Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze: 3-22. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 

M311 Weight (Ib) 23.20 
Length (in.) 28.92 

(2) Ballistics. WP cartridge M311 differs principally from 
Muzzle velocity (fps)  990 WP M311A1 in the use of paper- 
Maximum range (yd) 6,960 lined cartridge case M31 instead of M31A1. 

3-1 5 
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3-23. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: TP, M309A1 
TP cartridge M309A1 is intended for target 

practice. It differs from HE cartridge M309A1 
only in the filler (1.27 pounds of inert mate- 
rial) and the use of two black powder pellets 
which serve as a spotting charge. 

3-24. Cartridge, 75 Millimeter: TP, M309 or 

Unlike T P  cartridge M308A1 described in 
paragraph 3-23, these cartridges are assem- 
bled with completely inert projectiles and inert 
fuzes. TP cartridge M309, crimped to paper- 
lined cartridge case M31, and T P  cartridge 
M309A1, crimped to plastic-lined cartridge case 
M31A1, are identical to HE projectile M309A1 
in external contour. 

M309A1 (Inert Projectile) 

3-25. Subcaliber Rifle M7 
This rifle (fig. 3-10) is a subcaliber device 

consisting of a modified, vented, .30-caliber 
machine gun barrel in which a regular .30-cal- 
iber ball cartridge simulates firing of a 76-mm 
cartridge. Used to provide training in handling 
75-mm recoilless rifles, the device, without the 
.30-caliber ball cartridge, serves for practice 
in loading a weapon. It is issued completely 
assembled and, though not an ammunition item 
of issue, is similar in  appearance to a com- 
plete round of ammunition. For Further infor- 
mation, see ORD 8SNL C-33, section 18, which 
lists component parts and equipment available 
for maintenance and rebuild. 

Figure 3-10. Subcaliber r i f le  M7 (.30 caliber).  

Section IV. AMMUNITION FOR 90 MILLIMETER RECOILLESS RIFLE M67 

3-26. General sion-type firing mechanism. Sighting and fire 
control equipment are furnished with the a. Weapon. Recoilless rifle M67 is a 90-mm weapon. weapon designed for direct fire from the 

ground or 'the shoulder. It employs a percus. b. Ammunition. 

3-16 
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(1) Identification. Cartridge Case M112, 
which is common to all 90-mm recoilless rifle 
ammunition, is unlike the perforated steel case 
in other recoilless ammunition ; the 90-mm car- 
tridge case is an unperforated aluminum cylin- 
der fitted at the base with a plastic rupture 
disk. Cartridge Case M112 is attached to the 
projectile by a series of equally spaced ball 
point crimps. The configuration of the projec- 
tile varies with the model. Painting and mark- 
ing are in accordance with the color coding 
prescribed in chapter 1. 

( 2 )  Type of  projectile. This ammunition 
is classified according to projectile filler as 
canister, HE, HEAT or TP. 

( 3 )  Cartridge Case. Cartridge Case M112 
is 16.29 inches long and weighs approximately 
1.0 pound. A flange at the base acts as a stop 
in the weapon chamber and holds the plastic 
rupture disk. The function of the rupture disk 
is to obturate the rearward gas flow during the 
early stages of propellant combustion, and to 
seal and protect the propelling charge prior to 
firing. 

(4) Propelling charge. All 90-mm car- 
tridges employ propelling charges of double- 
base, single perforated Propellant M5. The 
amount of propellant varies from model to 

model. The propellant is contained in a silk 
bag positioned around the tail boom or primer 
tube. 

( 5 )  Primer. Percussion Primers M78 and 
XM92E1 are used in 90-mm ammunition. 

( 6 )  Functioning. When the rifle is fired, 
the firing pin strikes the percussion primer. 
The resulting flash emitted through holes in 
the primer tube or boom assembly ignites the 
propellant charge. The burning propellant pro- 
vides the force necessary to expel the projectile 
from the weapon and propel it to the target. 
Except for the canister round, all 90-mm pro- 
jectiles are fin-stabilized in flight. 

I 

3-27. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter Canister: 
Antipersonnel, XM590E1 

a.  General. Cartridge XM590E1 (fig. 3-11), 
is an antipersonnel fixed-type round for close- 
in defense against massed attack or for assault 
on troops in tall grass or dense foliage. 

b. Description. This cartridge consists of a 
cartridge case crimped to a scored aluminum 
canister containing a payload of flechettes. The 
aluminum base of the canister is perforated 
with three bleed holes. A perforated primer 
tube containing the percussion primer is as- 
sembled to the canister base. 
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12 

BLACK MARKING 
90 MM CARTRIDGE CASE, M1 12 

PERCUSSION PRIMER, XM92EI /PRIMER TUBE PROPELLING CHARGE, XM178 

ORD 01588 

Figure 3-11. 90-mm canister cartridge XM590El. 

C. Functioning. When the propellant is ig- 
nited the bleed holes in the base of the pro- 
jectile permit the propellant gases to build up 
pressure in the projectile. After the projectile 
leaves the weapon this pressure breaks up the 
projectile, releasing the flechettes (table 3-1). 

3-28. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter Canister: 
Antipersonnel, XM590 

a. General. Canister Cartridge XM 590 is an 
antipersonnel round designed specifically for 
close-in firing. 

Warning: Overhead firing is prohibited. 
b. Description. This cartridge (fig. 3-12) 

consists of a cartridge case crimped to an un- 
fuzed aluminum projectile containing a pay- 

Weight (1b) 6-79 load of low-drag, fin-stabilized steel-wire frag- 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Characteristics. 
Complete round : 

Length (in.) 19.12 
Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,300 
Maximum effective range (m/yd) 300/328 
Components. 
Cartridge case M112 
Primer XM92E1 
Propelling charge (25 OZ of M5) XM178 

ments called flechettes. The projectile can be 
identified by the wedge-shaped indentation in 
the plastic nose block capping the aluminum 
cylinder. This design facilitates break-up in 
flight. The heavy aluminum base of the projec- 
tile is perforated with three bleed holes, each 
3/16 of an inch in diameter. A perforated 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- primer tube containing the percussion primer 
is assembled to the projectile base. tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 
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MARKING 

I.- 

90MM CARTRIDGE CASE 
PROJECTILE XM 

/PERCUSSION PRIMER XMP2E1 

RUPTURE DISK 
ORD D1100A 

Figure 3-12. 90-mm antipersonnel canister cartridge XM590. 

c. Functioning. When the propellant is ig- 
nited, the bleed holes in the base of the pro- 
jectile permit the propellant gases to build up 
pressure in the projectile. After the projectile 
leaves the weapon, this pressure, in conjunc- 

tion with air pressure on the plastic nose block, 
breaks up the projectile, releasing the flech- 
ettes. Table 3-1 reflects the payload disper- 
sion pattern. 
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90 MM RECOILLESS 

(NOTE: Approx 7 meters increase in arc 
width results for each additional 
50 meters of range.) 

100 M 

150 M 250 M 

200 M 

Table 3-1. Payload dispersion Pat tern f o r  90 Millimeter Cartridge XM590. 

a. General. HE cartridge XM591 (fig. Warning: Overhead firing is prohibited. 

d. Tabulated Data. 

(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 7.23 
Length (in.) 20.83 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,100 
Maximum effective range (m)  300 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M112 
Primer XM92E1 
Propelling charge (25 oz of M5) . . XM178 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber 
container ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

3-29. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HE, XM591 

13) is designed for close-in use against massed 
personnel and provides an offensive capabil- 
ity against exposed personnel and light mate- 
riel. The projectile is fabricated from pearli- 
tic malleable iron. 

b. Description. This cartridge consists of a 
cartridge case M112 attached to a PD-fuzed 
projectile. The projectile is a modification of 
an 81-mm projectiIe. In order to effect accom- 
modation to the 90-mm weapon, an aluminum 
sabot equipped with a plastic obturating band 
is fitted to the rear of the projectile. The 
sabot is supported by an aluminum adapter. 
A threaded cavity a t  the rear of the adapter 
mates with the external threads of a finned, 
hollow aluminum tail boom, perforated to 
serve as a flash tube for igniting the bagged 
propelling charge positioned around it. The 
percussion primer is located inside the tail 
boom. 
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Figure 3-13. 90-mm HE cartridge XM591. 

C. Functioning. The projectile is fin-sta- 3-30. Cartridge 90 Millimeter: HEAT, 
bilized in flight. On impact, the explosive 1 (M371E1) 
charge (2.1 pounds of Comp B) is detona- a. General. HEAT cartridge M371A1 
ted by functioning of the PD fuze, as de- (fig. 3-14) is primarily an armor-defeating 
scribed in chapter 5. Detonation produces round. I t  may also be used against fixed 
optimum fragmentation of the projectile targets and troops, but its explosive and 
because it is fabricated of parlitic mallea- fragmentation characteristics have only li- 
ble iron. mited effectiveness in this capacity. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (lb) 13.3 

Length (in.) 26.73 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 475.00 

Maximum effective range 
(m/yd) 400/438 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M 1  12 

Primer XM92E1 
Propelling charge (1.25 lb M5) XM179 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber 
container, multiple overpack in wooden box. 

b. Description. This cartridge is identi- 
cal in exterior detail to HEAT cartridge 
M37 1. The projectile, made of aluminum and 
steel, and equipped with a PIBD fuze, has 
a nose cap containing a piezoelectric ele- 
ment and a paper insulating cup. The cap 
is threaded to a stand-off spike which is 
threaded to the projectile body. The body 
is fitted with a body adapter and a copper 
cone positioned forward of a shaped charge 
(1.42 lbs of Comp B). A hollow, perforated 
boom with 6 T -shaped fins attached to its 
base is threaded to the body adapter. A 
percussion primer is located inside the boom, 
around which is positioned a silk bag con- 
taining granular propellant. Boom assembly 
and bagged propellant are housed in the 
aluminum cartridge case. 
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cup and are being renovated to include it. Renovated 
rounds wil l  have their projectile nose cap marked with 
a yellow dot approximately inch in diameter. 

Note. Some M371E1 rounds do not have the insulating Fiber containers and outer pack will be marked “w/ 
Insulation in Nose.” Ammunition data cards wil l  also 
be annotated to reflect the renovation. 

Figure 3-14. 90-mm HEAT cartridge M371A1. 
Complete round with fuze c. Functioning. The projectile is fin-sta- 

bilized in flight. On impact with the target, 
the piezoelectric element in the nose cap 
generates an electric current which acti- 
vates the fuze. This detonates the explo- 
sive charge, which collapses the cop- 
per cone. Collapse of the cone creates a 
high velocity shock wave and a jet of metal 
particles which penetrate the target. Used 
against troops, the round is directed toward 
the ground to produce a graze effect, the 
fuze being initiated on impact by a stab 
primer instead of the piezoelectric element. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Weight (lb) 9.25 
Length (in.) 27.78 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 700 
Maximum effective range 

(m/yd) 400/440 

( 3 )  Components. 
Cartridge case M112 
Primer .XM92E 1 

Propelling charge (21 oz M5) M82 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber 
container; multiple overpack in wooden box. 
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Figure 3-15. 90-mm practice cartridge M371. 

HOUSING BUSHING 

I .  

APPROX. 16 IN. 

Figure 3-15.1. Subcaliber gun M149A1. 

3-31. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: HEAT, 

HEAT Cartridge M371 is generally comparable 
to HEAT Cartridge M371A1. The M371 differs 
only in that it uses Percussion Primer M78; 
the standoff is staked to the body rather than 
threaded to it, and the nose cap does not con- 
tain the paper insulating cup. 

M371 

MU-Dl 

3-32. Cartridge, 90 Millimeter: Practice, 

Practice Cartridge M371 (fig. 3-15) is similar 
to HEAT Cartridge M371, except that the 
bursting charge of Composition B is replaced 
by Pellet MOX 2B and sufficient inert material 
to simulate the weight of the HEAT projectile. 
Fuze action detonates Pellet MOX 2B ; the pro- 

M371 
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jectile case ruptures and emits smoke for  spot- 
ting purposes. 

3-32.1. Gun, 7.62 Millimeter: Subcaliber, 

a. Gun M149A1 (fig. 3-15.1) is a 7.62-mm 
subcaliber training device used with 90-mm 
recoilless rifles. 

b. The gun consists of a cylindrical steel 
sleeve containing a barrel (perforated with 
gas holes) secured by a lock nut. The sleeve 

M149A1 

is fitted with an open-ended, cylindrical housing 
at the muzzle end, and a bushing and hinge as- 
sembly a t  the breech end. A firing pin is secured 
in the hinge by a spring pin. All the compo- 
nents are attached to (or assembled within) 
the sleeve, making a compact, one-piece device 
that is easily loaded into the rifle barrel. 

c. The subcaliber gun is fired by the firing 
assembly on the rifle, and provides a ballistic 
match to the major-caliber weapon up to  400 
meters. 

Section V. AMMUNITION FOR 105 MILLIMETER RECOILLESS RIFLES 
M27 AND M27A1 

3-33. General 

a. Weapon. Recoilless Rifles M27 and M27A1 
are antitank and antipersonnel weapons de- 
signed for direct fire from a special mount 
which may be employed on a rifle carriage or 
adapted for  use on trucks and jeeps. 

b. Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. The multiperforated 

steel cartridge case peculiar to recoilless rifle 
ammunition is used by all 105-mm rounds. The 

projectiles vary in contour from model to  
model. Painting and marking are in accord- 
ance with the color coding prescribed in chap- 
ter 1. 

(2) Type of projecti le.  This ammunition 
is classified as HE, HEP-T, HEAT, HEAT-T 
and smoke (WP), depending on the projectile 
filler. 

(3) Cartridge case. Cartridge Cases M32, 
M90B1 and M95B1 used with this ammunition 
are made of steel. All three models differ only 

AMMUNITION LOT NUMBER 

AND MODEL OF CARTRIDGE CASE 

CARTRIDGE CASE LOT NUMBER 
AND MANUFACTURER'S INITIALS 

MODEL OF SHELL 

MODEL OF WEAPON 
\ 

YEAR OF MANUFACTURE CALIBER AND TYPE OF WEAPON 

WEIGHT ZONE MARKING 
MODEL OF SHELL 

KIND OF FILLER 
\INDEXING PIN 

I 
40 77 I 

ORD D1454 

Figure 3-16. 105-mm HE cartridge M323. 
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in perforation pattern and in the type of liner propels it to the target. Projectiles for this 
used to protect and retain the propellant. 

(4) Propelling charge. 105-mm recoilless 
rounds employ varying amounts of single-base 
Propellant M10 in multiperforated cylindrical 
grains. The propellant is packaged in the car- 

weapon are either fin or spin stabilized in 
flight. 

3-34. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: HE, M323 
(T42) 

tridge case liner and positioned around the 
primer tube or boom. 

a. General. HE Cartridge M323 is used for 
blast, fragmentation and mining. 

( 5 )  Primer. Percussion Primers M57 and 
M63 (T82) are used with this ammunition. 
Primer M57 ignites the propellant directly ; 
Primer M63 (T82) is used in sequence with 
two ignition cartridges. 

(6) Functioning. When the weapon is 
fired, the firing pin strikes the percussion ele- 
ment in the base of the cartridge case. The 
resulting flash ignites the black powder charge 
in the primer assembly or, in the case of finned 
rounds, the ignition cartridges in the fin and 
boom assembly. The black powder in turn 
ignites the propelling charge, which drives the 
projectile through the bore of the weapon and 

b.  Description. This cartridge (fig. 3-16) is 
composed of a steel projectile assembled with 
a pre-engraved gilding metal rotating band 
and two indexing buttons. It contains a burst- 
ing charge of 4.38 pounds of TNT. This is a 
deep-cavity projectile, containing a supple- 
mentary charge of .3 pound of TNT. The pro- 
jectile may be assembled with either an im- 
pact or mechanical-time impact fuze. The 
projectile is crimped to a perforated steel car- 
tridge case. The propelling charge is packed 
in a rayon and' plastic liner. A percussion 
primer is pressfitted into the base of the car- 
tridge case. 
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C. Functioning. Upon fuze function, the 
bursting charge detonates, resulting in blast 
and fragmentation either on or over the target 
area. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 48.59 
Length (in.) 40.73 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,120 
Maximum range (yd) 9,367 

Cartridge case M32 
Primer M57 
Propelling charge (7.95 lb) M10 

e .  Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 

(2) Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 

tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

3-35. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: HEAT-T, 
M324 

a. General. HEAT-T cartridge M324 is em- 
ployed against armored targets. 

b. Description. This cartridge has a projec- 
tile consisting of a boattailed steel body fitted 
with a pre-engraved gilding metal rotating 
band, two indexing buttons and a steel wind- 
shield. The projectile is loaded with 3.06 
pounds of Composition B around a conical cop- 
per liner. The liner and windshield are held in 
place by a threaded steel adapter. The projec- 
tile base is fitted with a BD fuze which con- 
tains an integral tracer. The steel cartridge 
case, which is crimped to the projectile, con- 
tains a propelling charge protected by a rayon 
and plastic liner and a pressfitted percussion 
primer. 

C .  Functioning. The tracer, which is integral 
with the fuze, is initiated upon firing by the 
burning propellant. When the projectile is det- 
onated on impact by fuze functioning, the cone 
collapses, creating a high-velocity shockwave 
and a jet of metal particles which penetrate 
the target. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Characteristics. 
Complete round : 

Length (in.) 46.0 
Weight (Ib) 40.71 

Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,250 
Maximum range (yd) 9,280 
Components. 
Cartridge case M32 
Primer M67 
PropeIling charge (8.21 Ib) M10 

e .  Packing Data. One -round per fiber con- 
tainer ; two containers per wooden box. 

3-36. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: HEAT, 
M341 

a. General. HEAT cartridge M341 is an ar- 
mor-defeating round. 

b. Description. This cartridge (fig. 3-17), 
consists of a perforated steel cartridge case 
and a lightweight, PIBD-fuzed projectile con- 
taining a shaped charge of 2.38 pounds Comp 
B. The projectile is fitted with a tail boom and 
fin assembly containing a percussion primer 
and two ignition cartridges. The cartridge case 
is secured at the base of the projectile by the 
primer. 
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Figure 3-17. 105-mm HEAT cartridge M.341. 

C. Functioning. The primer is designed with 
a weak point that fails when the cartridge 
fires. This releases the projectile from the car- 
tridge case, The projectile is fin stabilized in 
flight. Detonation of the explosive filler on im- 
pact collapses the copper cone, causing forma- 
tion of a high-velocity shockwave and a jet of 
metal particles that penetrate the target. 

3-37. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: HEP-T, 
M326 

I Physical details and functioning of this ammu- 
nition are classified. See TM 9-1300-203/2 
for coverage. 

3-38. Cartridge, 105 Millimeter: 
WP, M325 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze 

Weight (lb) 37.10 
Length (in.) 41.88 

Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,650 
Maximum range (yd) 3,000 
Components. 
Cartridge case M90B1 or M90 
Primer M63 (T82) 
Propelling charge (8.10 lb) M10 

a. General. Smoke (WP) cartridge M325 is 
used for screening and spotting with limited 
incendiary effect. 

b. Description. This cartridge. is composed of 
a steel projectile filled with 4.06 pounds of 
white phosphorus. The nose of the projectile is 
fitted with a steel adapter which performs two 
major functions: i t  provides a surface for seal- 
ing the filler cavity by press fit of burster cas- 
ing M5, and it provides a fuze well for assem- 
bly of the PD fuze. Burster charge M5. which 

E 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- contains 3.6 ounces of tetrytol and is assembled 
in burster casing M5. tainer multiple overpack in wooden box. 
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The projectile has a pre-engraved gilding met- 
al rotating band near the base and two in- 
dexing buttons on the forward bourrelet. The 
projectile is crimped to a perforated steel car- 
tridge case. The cartridge case contains a plas- 
tic and rayon liner and a press-fitted percus- 
sion primer. 

Warning: Cartridges containing tetrytol 
bursters will not be stored or fired at tempera- 
tures exceeding + 125ºF. 

c. Functioning. When the projectile is im- 
pacted, the fuze functions and detonates the 
burster which, in turn, causes the projectile 
to rupture and disperse the WP filler. The 
WP filler ignites on contact with the air, pro- 
ducing a dense white smoke cloud.. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight (lb) 50.75 
Length (in.) 40.73 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,120 
Maximum range ( yd) 9,367 

(3) Components. 
Cartridge case M32 
Propellant (8.14 lb) M10 
Primer M57 
Burster (3.6 oz tetrytol) M5 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; two containers per wooden box. 

Section VI. AMMUNITION FOR 106 MILLIMETER 
RECOILLESS RIFLES M40A1 AND M40A1 C 

3-39. General indicate that the round is flechette- 
loaded and intended for antiperson- a. Weapon. Recoilless rifles M40A1 and 

M40A1C are air-cooled, breechloading, porta- nel use. 
ble weapons designed for defeat of heavy ar- ( 2 )  Type of projectile. Ammunition for 
mor. Depending on the rifle mount, they may these rifles is classified as antiperson- 
be used as ground weapons or mounted on nel with tracer (APERS-T), HEAT 
utility trucks, light-weapons carriers or self- and HEP-T, depending on projectile 
propelled vehicles. Rifle mount M149E5, em- filler and configuration. 

(3) Cartridge case. Ammunition for 106- ployed on self-propelled vehicle M50, provides 
mounting positions for six rifles. Ancillary mm recoilless rifles uses steel car- 

tridge cases M93, M93B1, M94 and equipment used with these weapons includes 

M94B1. These cases have staggered .50 caliber spotting rifle M8C. 

b. Ammunition. 
(1) Identification. All 106-mm recoilless 

rifle ammunition is distinguished by 
the perforated steel cartridge case 
common to this type of ammunition. 
The projectiles, of steel or of steel 
and aluminum; vary in contour to ac- 
commodate different fuzes and fill- 
ers. Projectiles of APERS-T car- 
tridge bear pre-engraved rotating 
bands; fin-stabilized HEAT projec- 
tiles do not’ have rotating bands. 
Painting and marking are in accord- 
ance with the color coding prescribed 
in chapter 1. Staggered diamonds 
stenciled in white on the projectile 

AGO 6681A 

perforations in the sidewalls. Models 
M93B1 and M94B1 are constituted 
of two pieces, a head and a tube; 
models M93 and M94 are of one-piece 
construction. Cases of the M94 series 
are fitted with a separate rayon liner 
inside of a polyethylene liner; the 
M93 series cases employ a one-piece, 
plastic-coated rayon liner. These lin- 
ers are used to protect and retain the 
propellant. The head of cartridge case 
M93B1 contains a loading hole 1-1/4 
inches in diameter, threaded to re- 
ceive a steel plug. 

(4) Propelling charge. Double-base, mul- 
tiperforated granular propellant M26, 
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contained in the cartridge case liner, 
is used in all 106-mm recoilless rifle 
ammunition. The amount of propel- 
lant varies from round to round, as 
indicated in the description of each 
cartridge. 

( 6 )  Primer. Percussion primer M57, used 
with this ammunition, consists of a 
perforated steel tube containing a 
black powder priming charge and a 
brass head. The tube is closed at one 
end by a cardboard diaphragm and 
force-fitted to the head at the other 
end. The head, which contains a 
primer, firing plug and battery cup, 
is force-fitted to the base of the car- 
tridge case. 

(6) Functioning. When the weapon is 
fired, the firing pin strikes the per- 
cussion primer. This ignites the prim- 
er  mixture and, in turn, the black 
powder. Flames from the burning 
black powder pass through the flash- 
holes, igniting the bagged propellant 
positioned around the primer. The 
burning propellant propels the pro- 
jectile through the rifle bore to the 
target. All 106-mm ammunition func- 
tions in this manner up to the point 
of fuze function or impact ; however, 
not all rounds employ the same means 
of stabilization in flight. 

I 

Warning: Make certain that no at- 
tempt is made to fire rounds in 106- 
mm rifles of the M40 series other than 
those specifically authorized. 

(7) Preparation for firing. Chambering 
of 106-mm recoilless rifle ammunition 
fitted with indexing buttons is facili- 
tated and damage to the rifling of 
the weapon is prevented by strict 

compliance with the following load- 
ing procedure : 

( a )  Chamber round and slowly push it 
forward until the indexing buttons 
contact the rifling of the weapon. 
While maintaining slight forward 
pressure on the base of the car- 
tridge, rotate the round clockwise 
or counterclockwise until the index- 
ing buttons engage the grooves of 
the rifling. 

( b )  When the indexing buttons are en- 
gaged, push the round into the 
chamber as far  as it will go. 

3-40. Cartridge, 106 Millimeter: APERS-T 
XM581 

a. General. APERS-T cartridge XM581 is 
an antipersonnel cartridge. 

b. Description. The cartridge case of car- 
tridge XM581 (fig. 3-18) is crimped to an 
aluminum and steel projectile fitted at the nose 
with a fuze adapter. Two indexing buttons 
spaced 180º apart on the forward bourrelet 
facilitate indexing of the rotating band with 
the rifling in the bore of the weapon. The pro- 
jectile body is loaded with flechettes (fin- 
stabilized fragments of 8-grain steel wire) 
arranged in separate bays, a yellow dye mix- 
ture being located in the two bays toward the 
base of the projectile. The charge in the base 
of the projectile consists of 1.23 ounces of 
flake propellant M9 in a polyethylene bag. The 
fuze adapter contains four detonators XM86, 
a flashhole, and a relay and detonator assembly 
consisting of a detonator XM87 and relay M7, 
axially oriented. A flash tube formed by the 
flechette-loaded bay assemblies extends from 
detonator XM87 to the base charge. A pre-en- 
graved gilding metal rotating band encircles 
the projectile near the base. The base of the 
projectile is threaded to receive a tracer. 
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Figure 3-18. 106-mm APERS-T cartridge XM581. 
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C .  Functioning. When the fuze functions, the 
from detonator M49 ignites relay M7 

and the four detonators XM86 in the fuze 
adapter. Explosive force of the four detona- 
tors rips open the forward skin of the projec- 
tile ogive, dispersing the flechettes in the for- 
ward bays by centrifugal action. Relay M7 
(of the fuze adapter) initiates detonator XM87, 
which flashes down the flash tube (in the 

flechette bays) to ignite the base charge of 
the projectile. The burning base charge exerts 
pressure on the rear flechette bays and ex- 
pels them forward and out of the projectile 
body. The flechettes are dispersed complete- 
ly within several milliseconds of fuze func- 
tioning and are projected forward in a cone 
by the rotational force and velocity of the 
projectile‘ (tables 3-2 and 3-3). The yellow 

(NOTE: Approx 16 meters increase in arc 
width results for each additional 
50 meters of range.) 

106 MM 

15 M 31 M 

200 M 

250 M 

300 M 

M 
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(NOTE: Approx 16 meters increase in arc 
width results for each additional 
50 meters of range.) 

NEAR EDGE 
OF TARGET 

FUZE FUNCTIONING 

PAYLOAD DISCHARGE 

106 MM 
RECOILLESS 

BUILT IN FUZE RANGE 
STANDOFF OF 137 M 

RANGE* 

M 

150 M 

200 M 

I 250 M 

300 M 

RANGE+ - range to the near edge of the target. Fuze setting 
should be in accordance with the range and firing table instruc- 
tions. Above pattern will result for al l  range firings from 200 
meters out to maximum of reticle sight for the 106 MM recoilless. 

Table 3-3. Payload Dispersion Pattern for 106 Millimeter Recoilless Rifle Cartridge XM581 
with Fuze Set for Range 
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first engaging the indexing buttons in accord- 
ance with paragraph 3-39b (7). 

(1) Slowly push the round forward, exert- 
ing a clockwise torque, until the pre- 
engraved rotating band contacts the 
rifling. While maintaining slight for- 
ward pressure on the base of the car- 
tridge, rotate round clockwise or coun- 
terclockwise until the rotating band 
engages the grooves of the rifling. 

(2) When the rotating band is properly 
engaged, push the round into the 
chamber as far as it will go. 

3-41. Cartridge, 106 Millimeter: HEAT, 
M344A1 

a. General. HEAT cartridge M344A1 is used 
against armored targets. 

b. Description. This cartridge (fig. 3-19), 
has a projectile consisting of a thin-walled, 
steel body which contains a shaped charge of 
2.79 pounds of Composition B loaded around 
a copper cone. The projectile is threaded at 
the forward end to a ballistic cap, which forms 
the ogive and mounts the piezoelectric element. 
The base of the projectile contains the PIBD 
fuze, and the fin and piston assembly. The car- 
tridge case is attached to the projectile by 
means of eight equally spaced ball point crimps. 
The perforated, steel cartridge case contains 
the propelling charge in a rayon and plastic 
liner and is fitted at the base with a percussion 
primer. 

dye mixture is expelled with the flechettes, 
spotting the point of fuze functioning. The 
tracer in the projectile base, ignited by the 
burning propellant, burns for approximately 5 
seconds, providing a visible trace during the 
early stages of projectile flight. The projectile 
is spin-stabilized in flight. 

Warning: Overhead firing is prohibited. If 
the fuze is set for muzzle action, personnel 
shall avoid the cone area indicated in table 
3-2 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 41.25 
Length (in.) 42.89 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,440 
Maximum range (m) 3,300 

Cartridge case M94B1 
Primer M57 
Propelling charge (8 Ib) M26 
Tracer M13 

e. Packing Datu. One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

f .  Preparation for Firing. To eliminate dif- 
ficulties in chambering cartridge XM581, Lots 
WC-7, WHX-E-4, WHX-E-9 and WHX-E- 
19 only, observe the following procedure for I engaging the pre-engraved rotating band after 

( 2 )  Ballistics 

( 3 )  Components. 
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Figure 3-19. 106-mm HEAT cartridge M344A1. 
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lant. The propelling charge contains 8.10 
pounds of propellant M10. 

3-43. Cartridge, 106 Millimeter: HEP-T, 
M346A1 

Physical details and functioning are classi- 
fied. See TM 9-1300-203-1 for coverage. 

3-44. Dummy Cartridge, 106 Millimeter: 
M368 

Dummy cartridge M368 simulates HEP-T 
cartridge M346A1 and, since i t  is intended 
for drill purposes, contains no propellant. 

3-45. Subcaliber Rifle M9 (.30-Caliber) 
Externally, subcaliber rifle M9 (fig. 8-20) 

resembles a 106-mm cartridge case attached 
to a muzzle shell (rear portion of a projectile) 
with a pre-engraved rotating band. The bar- 
rel contains a modified .30-caliber machine 
gun barrel in which a regular .30-caliber ball 
cartridge is used for simulating the fire of a 
106-mm cartridge. Gas ports in the barrel 
vent the propellant gases. Like other subcali- 
ber devices, the M9 rifle may be used without 
the .30-caliber ball cartridge as a drill car- 
tridge for practice in loading the weapon. It 
is issued completely assembled. For further 
information on this device, see ORD 8 SNL C- 
33, section 20, which lists the component parts 
and equipment available for maintenance and 
rebuild. 

c. Functioning. While the projectile is trav- 
eling through the bore of the weapon, propel- 
lant gases are trapped in the piston in the 
base of the projectile. Once the projectile 
leaves the muzzle, those gases move the pis- 
ton to the rear and open the six folding fins 
of the fin assembly to provide stabilization in 
flight. On impact, the piezoelectric element in 
the ballistic cap functions the PIBD fuze. This 
detonates the bursting charge, causing the 
copper cone to collapse. Collapse of the cone 
creates a high-velocity shock wave and a jet 
of metal particles that penetrate the target. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 37.23 
Length (in.) 39.31 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 1,650 
Maximum range @ 118 mils (yd) 3,000 

Cartridge case M93 or M93B1 and M94B1 
Primer M57 
Propelling charge (8.06 lb) M26 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber ~- 

container ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

342. Cartridge, 106 Millimeter: HEAT, 
M344 

HEAT cartridge M344 is identical to car- 
tridge M344A1 except for the design of the 
copper tone and the composition .of the propel- 

Figure 3-20. Subcaliber rifle M9 (.30-caliber). 
3-33 
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CHAPTER 4 

MORTARS 

Section 1. 

4-1. Weapons 
Mortars are light-to-medium weapons that are 
designed to be disassembled into loads suitable 
for hand carrying. They are fired from the 
ground or from vehicles when used with spe- 
cially designed mounds. The mortar is a muzzle- 
loading weapon used primarily for high-angle 
fire. The tube may be either rifled or smooth- 
bored. 

4-2. Ammunition 
a. Identification. The ammunition described 

in this chapter is identified by painting and 
marking, as indicated in chapter 1, and by 
the standard nomenclature used in paragraph 
headings. 

b. Major Components. Mortar ammunition 
is issued as complete rounds consisting of pro- 
jectile, ignition cartridge and primer, propel-' 
ling charge and, with the exception of training 
rounds, a fuze. Detailed information concerning 
fuzes is contained in chapter 5. Projectiles and 
other related components are described below : 

(1) Projectiles. Projectiles for mortar 
ammunition are made of iron or steel. The in- 
terior and exterior configuration varies from 
model to model to accommodate different fuzes, 
fillers and means of stabilization in flight. Sta- 
bilization in flight is achieved by spin or 
through the use of fins. 

( a )  Rotating disks. Spin-stabilized pro- 
jectiles have a rotating disk near the base 
which expands into the rifling of the mortar 
tube when the cartridge is fired. The rotating 
disk provides a gas seal that prevents the es- 
cape of a large percentage of the propellant 
gases forward of the projectile and imparts 
spin to the projectile to stabilize it in flight. 

( b )  Fins. Fins are attached to the base 

GENERAL 

of projectiles that are fired in smoothbored 
mortar tubes to stabilize the projectiles in 
flight. 

(2) P r o p e l l i n g charges. Propelling 
charges used in mortars are adjustable in that 
the amount of propellant fired can be selected 
by using personnel as necessary to engage tar- 
gets a t  various ranges. The propellant used in 
mortar ammunition is of two types: sheet pro- 
pellant, in increment form, or granular pro- 
pellant, contained in small bags. Both types 
may be removed as required for adjustment 
of fire. 

( 3 )  Ignition cartridges and primers. The 
ignition cartridges and primers used in this 
ammunition are the percussion type. They are 
used for firing at charge 0 and also serve to 
ignite the various propelling increment charges 
in firings above charge 0. 

c. Classification. Depending upon the type 
of filler and the purpose for which the round 
is used, mortar cartridges are classified as 
follows : 

(1) High explosive ( H E ) .  High-explosive 
cartridges contain a large bursting charge of 
high explosive which produces blast and frag- 
mentation. They are used against personnel 
and light materiel targets. 

( 2 )  Smoke (WP). Smoke cartridges are 
similar to high-explosive cartridges except that 
they are loaded with white phosphorus (WP) 
and a burster assembly. The burster assembly 
ruptures the projectile and aids in dispersing 
the smoke filler. 

(3) Gas (H, HD, CG, etc.). Gas cartridges 
are similar to WP smoke cartridges except 
that a casualty-producing chemical agent is 
used in place of the smoke filler. 

(4) Illuminating (Illum). Illuminating 
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cartridges contain a pyrotechnic candle and a 
parachute assembly that are ejected in flight. 
They are used to supply night illumination of 
targets, enemy positions, etc. 

(6) Target practice ( T P ) .  Target practice 
cartridges have the same configuration, weight 
and center of gravity as service cartridges. 
The projectiles, which may be inert or fitted 
with a spotting charge and fuze, are used in 
marksmanship training. 

(6) Training. This ammunition is pro- 
vided to train personnel in the techniques of 
handling and firing the mortar. The projectile 
is inert, with a reduced power propelling 
charge. Most training cartridges may be re- 
covered and reused by replacing the propel- 
ling charge and primer. 

d.  Packing and Shipping Data. Specific pack- 
ing and shipping data covering mortar am- 
munition are available in Supply Catalog 
1305/30-IL. Supply Catalog 1340/98-IL lists 
fuzes, primers, explosive components, etc., used 
with this ammunition. 

e. Precautions. 
(1) The following warning is applicable 

to all proximity-fuzed ammunition : 
Warning: Proximity-fuzed duds require 

cautious handling at all times, but may be 
moved with a minimum of danger 40 hours 
after firing. If it is absolutely impossible to 
observe the 40-hour waiting period, wait as 

I 

long as possible, observing at least a 30-minute 
waiting period. Do not under any circumstances 
approach the dud earlier than 30 minutes after 
firing. At any time that the dud is handled 
within a 30-minute to 40-hour time frame, it 
must be handled with extreme caution. 

(2) The following warning pertain to 60 
millimeter and 81 millimeter mortars only : 

Warning No. I :  Firing HE, WP or TP 
cartridges over the heads of troops, except 
those located in tanks 100 yards or more from 
the line of fire, is  prohibited. 

Warning No. 2: All cartridges fitted with 
fuzes M52-series, M82-series, M519, M525- 
series, M526-series, M527-series and XM717- 
series will be inspected for the presence of 
bore riding pin (safety pin) immediately prior 
to firing. Any rounds found with bore riding 
pin (safety pin) immediately prior to firing. 
Any rounds found with bore riding pin missing 
will not be fired and will be destroyed. Firing 
of such a cartridge could result in an inbore 
premature. 

(3) Cartridges fitted with M52-series, 
M82-series or M519 fuzes are issued for com- 
bat emergency only. 

(4) When mortar ammunition is pre- 
pared for a fire mission, it will be placed on 
wooden boxes with the container cover over 
the base of the cartridge and propellant until 
each round is fired. I 

Section II. AMMUNITION FOR 60 MILLIMETER MORTAR CANNONS 
M2 AND M19 

4-3. General 
a. Weapons. The 60-mm mortars M2 and 

M19 are smoothbore, muzzle-loading, high- 
angle fire weapons. Mortar M19 has a firing 
mechanism which permits selective firing by 
either drop fire or lever fire (fig. 4-1). It con- 
sists of a tube with a base cap containing a 
removable firing pin. The M2 mortar can be 
used for drop fire only. However, the M2 may 

be converted to the M19 by replacing the ori- 
ginal base cap with a combination base cap 
and firing mechanism. The mount consists of 
two units, a bipod and a base plate. The barrel 
or  tube is attached to the bipod by a clamp and 
is easily dismounted. The barrel or tube is 
fastened to the base plate by inserting the 
spherical projection into the base cap 
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socket and then closing the locking lever. The 
M19 mortar may be used for direct fire missions 
by eliminating the bipod and substituting a 
smaller base plate for the conventional base 
plate. All the cartridges that are authorized 
for use in the MT mortar are also authorized 
for use in the M19 and in subcaliber mortar 
M31 (para 4-45). 

b. Ammuni t ion .  
(1) Identification. The characteristic 

shape, the grooved bourrelet, and the use of 
the fin assembly to hold a propelling charge 
as well as to  provide stability in flight are 
identifying features of 60-mm mortar ammu- 
nition. 

(2) T y p e  of projectiles. Ammunition for 
these mortars is classified as high-explosive 
(HE), illuminating (Illum), smoke (WP) , 
target-practice (TP),  or training, according to 
the type of filler and the use of the projectile. 

Figure 4-1. 60-mm mortar cartridge being fired. 

(3) Propelling charge. The full propelling 
charge for 60-mm mortar ammunition, except 
for training ammunition ( ( b )  below), consists 
of ignition cartridge M5A1 and four propellant 
increment charges M3A1 or XM181. Any or 
all of the propellant increments may be re- 
moved for fire adjustment in accordance with 
appropriate firing tables. 

( a )  Propelling charge f o r  high-explo- 
sive,  smoke,  i l luminating and target  practice 
cartridges. 

1. Igni t ion  cartridge. Ignition car- 
tridge M5A1 is used for firing charge 0. When 
firing other 'than charge 0, the ignition car- 
tridge also serves to ignite the propellant incre- 
ment charges. 

2. Propellant increment  charges. Four 
propellant increment charges M3A1 are pro- 
vided for fire adjustment (charge firing) for 
all 60-mm cartridges, except smoke (WP) car- 
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tridge M302E1, HE cartridge M49A2E2, and 
T P  cartridge M50A2E1, all of which use four 
propellant increment charges XM181. To pre- 
pare the ammunition for fire adjustment, i t  is 
only necessary to remove the propellant incre- 
ment not required from the increment holder. 

( b )  Propelling charge for training am- 
munition. The full propelling charge for train- 
ing projectile M69 consists of ignition cartridge 
M4 or ignition cartridge M5A1 with percussion 
primer M32. 

(4) Primer. Percussion primer M32, a 
threaded screw-in type, is used to ignite ignition 
cartridge M5A1 in all 60-mm mortar ammuni- 
tion. When firing training projectile M69 with 
ignition cartridge M4, no separate primer is 
required since this ignition cartridge contains 
a primer in its base. 

( 5 )  Fin  assembly. Fin assembly M2 is 
used with all 60-mm mortar ammunition except 
training projectile M69, which uses fin assem- 
bly M5 or a modified fin assembly M2. 

(6) Fuzes. The fuzes used with this am- 
munition are covered in chapter 5 of this pub- 
lication. 

(7) Functioning. Up to the point of fuze 
functioning, all 60-mm mortar ammunition 
functions in a similar manner: When the car- 
tridge is released, it slides down the mortar 
tube until the percussion primer strikes the 
firing pin. The flash from the primer ignites 
the ignition cartridge which ignites the pro- 
pelling charge, in turn. Gases from the pro- 
pelling charge drive the projectile from the 
mortar tube and propel it to the target. All 
60-mm mortar ammunition is fin stabilized in 
flight. 

4-4. Cartridge, 60 Millimeter: HE, M49A4 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 4-2) is for 
use against light materiel and personnel, func- 
tioning with both fragmentation and blast 
effect. 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a forged steel or pearlitic malleable iron 
projectile body, a composition B bursting 

M49A2E2 

charge, a PD fuze, a 2-inch fin extension, and 
fin assembly M2 with propelling charge (in- 
cluding four propellant increment charges 
XM181, ignition cartridge M5A1 and percus- 
sion primer M32). At the time of manufacture, 
the fuze is assembled and staked to the in- 
ternally threaded projectile nose. The fin as- 
sembly is attached to the projectile body by 
the fin extension. The hollow perforated fin 
assembly shaft is threaded at its base and 
receives both the ignition cartridge and the 
threaded percussion primer. The perforation 
provide for transmission of the cartridge flash 
to  the propellant increment charges. A cello- 
phane-wrapped propellant increment charge is 
inserted between the blades of each fin and 
held in position by a spring-clip increment 
holder. Any or all of the propellant increment 
charges may be removed for fire adjustment by 
pulling them from under the increment holder 
clips. 

C. Functioning. The fuze functions on im- 
pact, as described in chapter 5, detonating the 
Composition B bursting charge. The bursting 
charge shatters the projectile body, producing 
near optimum fragmentation and blast at the 
target. 

Warning No. 1: This cartridge is launch 
safe at temperatures ranging from -45°F. to 
+145°F.; however, short rounds may occur at 
temperatures below 0°F. 

Warning No. 2: If a buzzing sound is heard 
when the pull wire and safety wire are removed 
from the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. Such 
rounds are  safe to handle and transport if the 
safety wire is reinserted and the bore-riding 
pin is in position. 

Warning No. 3: Maximum allowable rate 
of fire: 30 rounds per minute for periods not 
exceeding 1 minute; 18 rounds per minute for 
periods not exceeding 4 minutes; 8 rounds per 
minute indefinitely. 

Caution: The firing tables for 60-mm HE 
cartridge M49A2E2 and other cartridges in the 
M49-series differ. Refer to the proper firing 
tables before firing cartridge M49A2E2. 
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Figure 4-2. 60-mm HE cartridge M49A2E2. 

BOOSTER 
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d.  Tabulated Data. M3A1, ignition cartridge M5A1 and percussion 
primer M32). At the time of manufacture, the 
fuze is staked to the internally threaded pro- 

Weight (lb) 3.20 jectile nose. The hollow perforated fin assembly 
Length (in.) 11.61 shaft, which is threaded at its base, receives 

the ignition cartridge and the threaded per- 

(1) Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze: 

(2) Ballistics. 

Charge XM181 
(ignition cartridge 
only) 
(ignition cartridge plus 
1 increment charge) 
(ignition cartridge plus 
2 increment charges) 
(ignition cartridge plus 
3 increment charges) 
(ignition cartridge plus 
4 increment charges) 

Muzzle 
velocity 

(fps) 

169 

247 

373 

450 

520 

Maximum cussion primer. The performations provide for 
yd. transmission of the cartridge flash to the pro- 

pellant increment charges. A cellophane- 
280 wrapped propellant increment charge is in- 
700 serted between the blades of each fin and held 

in position by a spring-clip increment holder. 
1,163 Any or  all of the propellant increment charges 

may be removed for file adjustment by pulling 
a,587 them from under the increment holder clips. 

1,963 C. Functioning. The fuze functions on im- 

range 

(3) Components. 
Fin assembly M2 
Propelling charge XM181 
Primer M32 
Ignition cartridge MSA1 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber or 
plastic container ; multiple packing of fiber or 
plastic containers per wooden box. 

4-5. Cartridge, 60 Millimeter: HE, M49A3 
(M49A2E1) 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 4 3 )  is for 
use against light materiel and personnel, func- 
tioning with both fragmentation and blast ef- 
fect. 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a pearlitic malleable iron projectile body, a 
Composition B bursting charge, a PD fuze, and 
fin assembly M2 with propelling charge (in- 
cluding four propellant increment charges 

pact, as described in chapter 5, detonating the 
Composition B bursting charge. The bursting 
charge shatters the projectile body, producing 
near optimum fragmentation and blast at the 
target. 

Warning No. I :  This cartridge is safe for 
firing at temperatures ranging from 0°F. to 
+145°F. at charge 4, and -65°F. to +145°F. 
at charge 3 or below. Temperature limitations 
have been established because excessive pres- 
sure may develop at charge 4 below 0°F. 

Warning No. 2: If a buzzing sound is heard 
when the pull wire and safety wire are re- 
moved from the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. 
Such rounds are safe to handle and transport 
if the safety wire is reinserted and the bore- 
riding pin is in position. 

Warning No. 3: Maximum allowable rate 
of fire: 30 rounds per minute for periods not 
exceeding 1 minute; 18 rounds per minute for 
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periods not exceeding 4 minutes; 8 rounds (1) Characteristics. 
per minute indefinitely. Complete round with fuze: 

Weight (lb) 3.07 
Length (in.) 9.61 

d.  Tabulated Data. 

AGO 10856A 4-6.1 
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Figure 4-3. 60-mm H E  cartridge M49A2E1. 
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(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle Maximum 
velocity 

Charge M5A1 fps) 
0 (ignition cartridge 

only) 189 332 
1 (ignition cartridge 

plus 1 increment 
charge) 292 784 

2 (ignition cartridge 
plus 2 increment 
charges) 377 1,204 

3 (ignition cartridge 
plus 3 increment 

4 (ignition cartridge 
plus 4 increment 
charges) 518 1,978 

charges) 449 1,594 

(3) Components. 
Fin assembly- M2 
Propelling charge- M3A1 
Primer M32 
Ignition cartridge. M5A1 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber container 
multiple packing of fiber containers per wooden 
box. 

4-6. Cartridge, 60 Millimeter: HE, M49A2 
This cartridge differs from cartridge M49A2E1 

in that the projectile body is n steel forging and 
the bursting charge consists of TNT. 

Note. Rounds fitted with M52-series fuzes are issued for 
use in combat emergency only. 

Warning No. 1: This cartridge is safe for firing I at temperatures ranging from 0° F. to +145° F. 

I at charge 4, and -65' F. to +145° F. at charge 3 
or below. Temperature limitations have been 
established because excessive pressure may 
develop at charge 4 below 0° F. 

Warning No. 2: If a buzzing sound is heard 
when the pull wire and safety wire are removed 
from the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. Such 
rounds are safe to handle and transport if the 
safety wire is reinserted and the bore-riding pin 
is in position. 

Warning No. 2: Maximum allowable rate-of- 
fire: 30 rounds-per-minute for periods not ex- 
ceeding 1 minute; 18 rounds-per-minute for 
periods not exceeding 4 minutes;. 8 rounds-per- 
minute indefinitely. 

4-7. Cartridge, 60 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 

a. General. This WP smoke cartridge (fig. 4-4) 
is used for screening and spotting purposes. 

b. Description. The complete round consists of 
projectile M302, n PD fuze, fin assembly M2, 
propellant increment charge M3A1 (four incre- 
ments) , ignition cartridge M5A1 and percussion 
primer M32. The fin assembly, percussion primer 
and ignition cartridge are the same as in high- 
explosive cartridge M49A2E1 (para 4-5). The 
projectile is n relatively thin-wnlled steel 
casing with cylindrical side walls and a conical 
base. It contains n filler of 0.765 pound of 
white phosphorus. The base of the projectile 

M302 
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is internally threaded to receive the fin assem- 
bly. The nose is fitted with a steel adapter that 
is threaded to receive the fuze and also 
to hold the sleeve of burster casing M8. The 

Pressure in an aluminum-alloy tube 0.38 inch 
in diameter and 3.9 inches long. One type of jectile. 

burster casing M8 is constructed of steel tubing 
0.57 inch in diameter and 4.1 inches long. This 
is fitted with a steel sleeve to form the burster 
casing assembly. Another type of burster 
casing M8 is constructed in one piece from a 

casing is press-fitted in the adapter of the pro- 
burster charge consists of tetryl pellets under deep-drawn stamping of steel. The burster 

MAX 

ORD D1476 

Figure 4-4. 60-mm smoke ( W P )  cartridge M302. 
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c. Functioning. On impact, the PD fuze 
detonates the burster which extends axially 
three-quarters of the length of the projectile 
cavity. The burster ruptures the projectile, dis- 
persing the filler of white phosphorus. White 
phosphorus ignites on contact with the air, cre- 
ating a dense white smoke. 

Warning No. 1: Excessive short rounds may 
result when this round is fired at temperatures 
below 0°F. 

Warning No. 2: If a buzzing sound is heard 
when the pull wire and safety wire are removed 
from the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. Such 
rounds are safe to handle and transport if the 
safety wire is  reinserted and the bore-riding 
pin is in position. 

Note. Cartridges with fuzes of the M82-series are 
issued for emergency combat only. 

(1) Characteristics. 
d.  Tabulated Data. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 3.98 
Length (in.) 11.07 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle Maximum 

Charge velocity range 
(fps) (yd) 

0 (ignition cartridge 

1 (ignition cartridge 
only) 156 244 

plus 1 increment 
charge) 244 6 70 

Muzzle Maximum 
Charge velocity range 

(fps) (yd) 
2 (ignition cartridge 

plus 2 increment 
charges) 316 912 

plus 3 increment 
charges) 380 1,260 

plus 4 increment 
charges) 439 1,610 

3 (ignition cartridge 

4 (ignition cartridge 

(3) Components. 
Fin assembly M2 
Propelling charge M3A1 
Primer M32 
Ignition cartridge M5A1 
Burster (.38 oz tetryl) M19 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple packing of fiber containers per 
wooden box. 

I 4-8. Cartridge, 60 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 
M302A1 (M302E1) 

a. General. This cartridge is used for screen- 
ing and spotting. 

b. Description. Smoke cartridge M302E1 
(fig. 4-5) differs from cartridge M302 (para 
4-7) in that a 2-inch fin extension has been 
added between the projectile and the fin assem- 
bly, and propellant increment charge XM181 
(four increments) has replaced propellant in- 
crement charge M3A1. 

4-10 
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Warning No. 1: This cartridge is launch 
safe at temperatures ranging from -45°F to 
+ 145 ºF ; however, short rounds may occur 
at temperatures below 0°F. 

Warning No. 2: If a buzzing sound is heard 
when the pull wire and safety wire are re- 
moved from the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. 
Such rounds are safe to handle and transport 
if the safety wire is reinserted and the bore- 
riding pin is in position. 

Warning No. 3: Maximum allowable rate- 
of-fire: 30 rounds per-minute for periods not ex- 
ceeding 1 minute; 18 rounds-per-minute for 
periods not exceeding 4 minutes; 8 rounds-per- I minute indefinitely. 

c. Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 4.10 
Length (in.) 13.07 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle Maximum 

Charge velocity range 
(fps) (yd) 

0 (ignition cartridge 

1 (ignition cartridge plus 

2 (ignition cartridge plus 

3 (ignition cartridge plus 

4 (ignition cartridge plus 

only) 166 244 

1 increment charge) 244 570 

2 increment charges) 316 912 

3 increment charges) 380 1,260 

4 increment charges) 439 1,610 

Fin assembly M2 with extension 
Propelling charge XM181 
Primer M32 

( 3 )  Components. 

Ignition cartridge M5A1 
Burster (.38 oz tetryl) M19 

d. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple packing of fiber containers per 
wooden box. 

4-9. Cartridge, 60 Millimeter: Illuminating, 

a. General. Cartridge M83A3 (fig. 4-6) is 
for use in night missions requiring illumina- 
tion for observation. 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of body tube assembly and tail assembly, il- 
luminant and parachute assembly, time fuze, 
fin assembly with propelling charge, ignition 
cartridge and primer. The body is made of 
thin-walled steel tubing, a t  the front end of 
which is brazed a steel adapter threaded in- 
ternally to seat the fuze. The tail assembly is a 
lightweight metal cone. The forward end of the 
tail cone is. brazed to a coupling, which forms 
a Collar and a bourrelet. The collar is inserted 
into the body tube and held in position by four 
equally spaced shear pins. The base of the cone 
is fitted with a fin adapter which is brazed in 
place and holds the fin assembly. The fin as- 
sembly, ignition cartridge and primer are 
identical with those used on the round de- 
scribed in paragraph 4-4 above. The pro- 
pelling charge is a four increment type similar 
to  that described in paragraph 4-4 above. The 
illuminant assembly consists of a first fire disk 
assembly, first fire composition and main 
charge of illuminant composition held in a box- 
board casing. The casing is attached to the 
parachute by a 16-inch suspension cable. 

M83A3 
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Figure 4-6. 60-mm illuminating cartridge M88A3. 
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C. Functioning. Approximately 15 seconds 
after firing, the fuze expelling charge functions, 
ejecting the parachute and illuminant charge 
assemblies from the base of the projectile and, 
a t  the same time, igniting the illuminant charge, 
The illuminant composition burns for a t  least 
32 seconds, with a minimum candlepower of 
250,000 candles. Its descent is at  the rate of 
10 feet per second. 

d. Tabulated Datu. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 4.15 
Length (in.) 14.28 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle Horizontal Height 

( fps)  (yd) (yd) 
Charge velocity range of burst 

2 3 12 475 170 68 
2 3 12 500 157 66 45 
2 312 525 145 65 30 
3 374 875 152 51 45 
4 434 1,100 175 45 15 

Note.  Firing this cartridge below charge 2 will 

(3) Components. 
result in duds. 

Fin assembly M 2  
Propelling charge XM182 

M32 
Ignition cartridge M5A1 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple packing of fiber containers per 
wooden box. 

4-1 0. Cartridge, 60 Millimeter: 

This cartridge is identical to the M83A3 (para 
4-9) except for some minor dimensional dif- 
ferences in the metal parts. 

4-1 1. Cartridge, 60 Mill' imeter: 
Illuminating, M83A1 

Cartridge M83A1 differs from the M83A3 
(para 4-9) only in the illuminant composition 
contained in the illuminant assembly, which 
has a burning time of 25 seconds and minimum 
candlepower of 145,000 candles. 

4-1 1 .1 Cartridge, 60 Millimeter: TP, 
M50A3 (M50A2E 1 ) 

Target practice cartridge M50A2E1 (fig. 4-6.1) 
intended for use in training, is similar to high- 

Illuminating, M83A2 

I 

explosive cartridge M49A2E2 (para 4-4) ex- 
cept for the projectile filler. The target-practice 
projectile is loaded with an inert materiel 
(plaster of paris and stearic acid) and a 0.05- 
pound black powder pellet. The black powder 
pellet is loaded a t  the forward end of the pro- 
jectile cavity adjacent to the rear end of the 
booster casing of the fuze. On impact, the black 
powder pellet and fuze booster charge provide 
a spotting charge for observation purposes. 
The projectile is loaded to simulate the weight 
of the high-explosive projectile and has the 
same ballistic characteristics. 

Warning No. 1: This cartridge is launch 
safe at temperatures ranging from -45°F. to 
+145°F.; however, short rounds may occur at 
temperatures below 0°F. 

Warning No. 2: If a buzzing sound is heard 
when the pull wire and safety wire are removed 
from the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. Such 
rounds are safe to handle and transport if the 
safety wire is reinserted and the bore-riding 
pin is in position. 

Warning No. 3: Maximum allowable rate- 
of-fire : 30 rounds-per-minute for periods not 
exceeding 1 minute; 18 rounds-per-minute for 
periods not exceeding 4 minutes; 8 rounds-per- 
minute indefinitely. 

Caution: The firing tables for 60-mm TP 
cartridge M50A2E1 and other cartridges in the 
M50 series will differ. Refer to the proper firing 
tables before firing cartridge M50A2E1. 

4-1 2. Cartridge, 60 Millimeter: Training, 
M69 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 4-7) is pro- 
vided for  training in loading and firing the 
mortar. 

b. Description. The projectile without igni- 
tion cartridge is completely inert and has no 
fuze. It consists of a cast iron pear-shaped 
body and is assembled with fin assembly M2 
or M5 ignition cartridge M4 (which contains 
a primer) or the combination of ignition car- 
tridge M5A1 and percussion primer M32 is 
used in firing the projectile. Unlike other am- 
munition for the mortar, the four components 
are issued separately to facilitate replacement 
of damaged, wornout or expended parts. 
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Figure 4-6.1. 60-mm TP cartridge M50A2E1. 
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PROJECTILE. 60 

B 

Figure 4-7. 60-mm training cartridge M69. 

c. Functioning. Since it is used exclusively 
for training purposes, this round is fired at 
charge 0 with the propelling charge comprised 
of the ignition cartridge only. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round : 

Weight (Ib) 4.43 
Weight (Ib) w/o fin assembly 3.95 
Length (in.) 7.72 
Length (in.) w/o fin assembly 5.55 

(2) Ballistics. 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 152.5 
Maximum range (yd) 236 
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steel rod or punch through the hole in the shaft of 
the fin assembly. To overcome difficulty in extracting 
M4 ignition cartridges from unmodified fin assem- 
blies M2, drill a hole 3/8-inch in diameter axially 
through the threaded end of the fin assembly, then 
proceed to extract the ignition cartridge as  indicated 
above. 

(4) Inspect projectile recess for dirt or other for- 
eign material. When fired with an M5 or modified 
M2 fin assembly, the lead seal in the ignition cart- 
ridge may lodge in the base of the projectile resulting 
in progressive filling of the recess and erratic per- 
formance when the cartridge is fired. This condition 
can be prevented by positioning a thin steel disk in 
between the ignition cartridge and the base of the 
projectile. 

(5) Attach fin assembly M2 (modified) or M5. 
(6) Replace fired ignition cartridges with ignition 

cartridge M5A1 and primer M32 or ignition cartridge 
M4. 

(3)  Components 

in assembly. 
Primer. 

.M2 (mod) or M5 
M32 

M5A1 or M4* Ignition cartridge. 
'Note. No primer is required with thiscartridge. 

e. Packing Data. Ten training projectiles and ac- 
cessories are packed in an equipment training kit for 
field use. 

Procedures. Since training cartridges M69 are 
designed for re-use, fired cartridges will be inspected 
and repaired, as  necessary, in accordance with the 
following procedure: 

(1) Inspect cartridge for overall serviceability. 
Discard those cartridges too badly damaged to be 
used after fin replacement. 

r- 

(2) Remove fin assembly. 
(3) Extract fired ignition cartridge M5A1 with 

the long-nosed pliers issued for that purpose. Ex- 
tract ignition cartridge M4 by driving a blunt-nosed 

Section 111. AMMUNITION FOR 

81 MILLIMETER MORTAR CANNONS M1 AND M29 

a. Weapons The 81-mm mortars M1 and M29 are 
smoothbore, muzzle-loading, high-angle fire weapons. 
The barrel or tube is assembled into a single unit with 
a fixed firing pin in the base for drop-firing. The 
mount consists of a bipod and a base plate. Mortar 
M1 has a smooth outer surface and a base plate which 
has three seats for the spherical projection of the 
mortar base cap; mortar M29 has a barrel with cool- 
ing fins on the outer surface and a base plate with one 
socket for placement of the mortar base cap. Am- 
munition for the two weapons is interchangeable, 
with certain restrictions on zone firing ( b  below) of 
specific rounds in mortar M1. 

b. Ammunitions 
(1) Identification. The characteristic shape and 

size and the use of a fin assembly to hold the propel- 
ling charge as well as  to provide stability in flight are 
identifying features of 81-mm mortar ammunition. 

(2) Projectile. Depending upon the type of pro- 
jectile filler, ammunition for these mortars is classi- 
fied as  high-explosive (HE), illuminating, smoke 
(FS or WP), target-practice (TP) and training. 

(3) Fuze. Three types of fuzes are used with 81- 
mm mortar ammunition: impact, time, and proximi- 
ty. These fuzes are described in detail in chapter 5. 
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M43A1 
M56 and M56A1, 

M57 and M57A1, 
or M301A1 and 
M301A2. 

M370. 
M362 series and 

M374 and M375 
M374A1, M375A1 
M374A2, M375A2 
M68 
M301A3 

i 

M6 or M8 M1A1 

M6 M2A1 

M66 M5 
M66 M90 
M66A1 M90A1 
M285 M90A1 
M3 or M6 None 
M66 M185 

( 4 )  Propelling charge. The full propelling 
charge for 81-mm mortar cartridges, except 
for training cartridges, consists of an ignition 
cartridge and propelling charge, as indicated 
below and in table 4-1. Any or all of the pro- 
pellant increments may be removed for adjust- 
ment of fire in accordance with appropriate 
firing tables. 

( a )  Propelling charge f o r  high-explo- 
sive, smoke, illuminating and target-practice 
cartridges. 

1 .  Ignition cartridge. Ignition car- 
tridge M3, M6, M8, M66 Series or M285 is 

used as charge 0 with 81-mm cartridges as indi- 
cated in table 4-1. When firing other than 
charge 0, the ignition cartridge also serves to 
ignite the propellant increments. 

2. Propelling charge. Propelling 
charge M1A1, M2A1, M5, M90 Series or M185 
is used with 81-mm cartridges with the fin 
assemblies indicated in table 4-1. Six Charges 
M1A1, four Charges M2A1, eight Charges M5 
and M185 or nine Charges M90 Series are is- 
sued for adjustment of fire (charge firing). 
To adjust increments for charge firing, remove 
the propellant increments not required from 
the increment holder. 

Table 4-1. Propelling Charge Data 

Propelling charge I 
Propellent 
increment 

charge 

Model of cartridge 
Ignition 
cartridge 

Number 
of 

increments 

6 

4 

Fin 
assembly 

M3 

M4 Series 

M141 
M149 
M149 
M170 
M6 
M158 

Caution: Propelling Charges M90 
and M90A1 are not interchangeable and will 
be fired only with the specific cartridge indi- 
cated in table 4-1. 

( b )  Propelling charge for training car- 
tridges. Either Ignition Cartridge M3 or Ig- 
nition Cartridge M6 with Primer M34 serves 
as the complete propelling charge for training 
cartridges. 

( 5 )  Primer. Percussion Primer M34, a 
threaded screw-in type, is used to ignite Igni- 
tion Cartridges M6 and M8. Percussion Primer 
M71 Series, also a threaded screw-in type, is 
used to  ignite Ignition Cartridge M66 Series 
and M285. No separate primer is required 
when firing Training Cartridge M68 with Ig- 
nition Cartridge M3 since this ignition car- 
tridge has an integral primer. 

AGO 5656A 

(6) Fin assembly. The fin assemblies used 
with 81-mm cartridges are indicated by model 
number in table 4-1, above. 

(7) Precautions. 
( a )  Do not fire rounds that are obvi- 

ously wet. 
( b )  Protect propelling charge from 

weather. 
(c) Prevent water accumulation in 

mortar tube. 
( d )  Check to assure that there is no oil 

or water in tube. 
( e )  Check for proper number of incre- 

ments prior to firing. 
( f )  Check for loose fins. 
(g) To extract cartridge from fiber con- 

tainer, grasp round by fin and free fold of plas- 
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tic bag. Do not grasp cartridge around pro- 
pelling charge. 

( h )  Assure that all packing material 
and protective covering (plastic bags, packing 
supports, etc.) are removed prior to chamber- 
ing round. 

(i) Do not fire HE Cartridges M374 
Series and M362 Series, Smoke Cartridges 
M370 and M375 Series and Illuminating Car- 
tridge M301A3 in Mortar M1 with more than 
5 increments. These rounds are authorized for 
full charge firing in Mortar M29 only. 

Note.  Some Cartridges M362 of earlier manu- 
facture bear a label erroneously stating “not more than 
6 increments.” This label will be disregarded and the 
6-increment restriction strictly observed when firing 
Mortar M1. 

(8) Functioning. All 81-mm mortar am- 
munition functions up to the point of impact 
(or fuze function) as follows: The cartridge 
is dropped into the muzzle end of the mortar, 
fin end first. The primer in the hub of the fin 
assembly functions on striking the firing pin 
in the base cap of the mortar. The burning 
primer flashes through the central flash hole 
in the ignition cartridge housing, igniting the 
ignition cartridge. The ignition cartridge, in 
turn, flashes through the fiash holes in the wall 
of the housing to ignite the propelling charge. 
The pressure thus created by the ignition car- 
tridge and propelling charge forces the car- 

tridge out of the mortar tube. The projectile 
is fin-stabilized in flight. 

4-14. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: HE, M43A1 
a. General. This cartridge (fig. 4-8) is a 

lightweight round for use against light materiel 
and personnel, functioning with both frag- 
mentation and blast effect. 

b.  Description The complete round consists 
of a relatively thin-walled, shallow-cavity steel 
projectile containing a TNT bursting charge, 
PD fuze, Fin Assembly M3 with Propelling 
Charge M1A1, Ignition Cartridge M6 or M8 
and Percussion Primer M34. At the time of 
manufacture, the fuze is assembled and staked 
to the internally threaded projectile nose, and 
the fin assembly is assembled and staked to the 
internally threaded projectile base. The hollow 
perforated fin-assembly shaft, which has an in- 
ternally threaded base, receives the ignition 
cartridge and the threaded percussion primer. 
The perforations provide for transmission of 
the ignition cartridge flash to the propellant 
increment charges. A cellophane-wrapped pro- 
pellant increment charge is inserted between 
the blade of each fin and held in position by a 
spring-clip increment holder. Any or all of the 
propellant increment charges may be removed 
for fire adjustment (charge firing) by pulling 
them from under the increment holder clips. 

! 
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Figure 4-8. 81-mm HE cartridge M43A1. 4-1 9 
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C. Functioning. The PD fuze functions on 
impact, detonating the TNT bursting charge 
which shatters the projectile body and results 
in both blast and fragmentation on the target. 

Note. Rounds fitted with M52-series fuzes a r e  is- 
rued for  emergency combat only. 

Warning: If a buzzing sound is heard when 
the pull wire and safety wire are removed from 
the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. Such rounds 
are safe to handle and transport if the safety 
wire is re-inserted and the bore-riding pin is 
in position. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 7.15 
Length (in.) 13.32 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Maximum 

Charge range 

(yd) 
0 (ignition cartridge only) 500 

1 increment charge) 1,000 

2 increment charges) 1,550 

3 increment charges) 2,000 

4 increment charges) 2,475 

5 increment charges) 2,900 

6 increment charges) 3,300 

1 (ignition cartridge plus 

2 (ignition cartridge plus 

3 (ignition cartridge plus 

4 (ignition cartridge plus 

5 (ignition cartnidge plus 

6 (ignition cartridge plus 

( 3 )  Components 
Fin assembly M3 
Propelling charge M1A1 
Primer M34 
Ignition cartridge M6 or M8 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; multiple packing of fiber containers 
per wooden box. 

f. Procedures. When adjusting the propel- 
ling charge on HE cartridge M43-series (fig. 
4-9), i t  is recommended that the following pro- 
cedure be used, whenever practicable, to pre- 
vent loss of fins and resultant short rounds. 

(1) Charge 1. Remove five increments. 
Leave one within a fin blade. 

(2)  Charge 2. Proceed as in Charge 1, 
leaving one increment within a fin 
blade. Tear one increment in half 
and" within each of the remaining fin 
blades, add half an increment. 

( 3 )  Charge 3. Remove three increments. 
Leave a single increment within each 
of the fin blades. 

(4) Charge 4. Proceed as in Charge 3. 
Add one increment, piggyback fash- 
ion, within one fin blade. 

( 5 )  Charge 5.  Proceed as in Charge 3. 
Add one increment each, piggyback 
fashion, within two fin blades.. 

( 6 )  Charge 6 .  Proceed as in Charge 3. 
Add one increment each, piggyback 
fashion, within each of the fin blades. 

Note. Increments must be placed well 
forward within fin blades (-fig. 4-10). 
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/INCREMENT 

1 INCREMENT 
CHARGE 1 

4 INCREMENTS 
CHARGE 4 

2 INCREMENTS 
CHARGE 2 

3 INCREMENTS 
CHARGE 3 

5 INCREMENTS 
CHARGE 5 

6 INCREMENTS 
CHARGE 6 

ORD D114A 

Figure 4-9. Placement of propellant increment charges on 81-mm HE cartridge M43-series. 
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cartridge M43A1 except for some minor metal 
parts differences. The warnings in paragraph 
4-14 are also applicable to this cartridge. 

4-16. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: HE, M56A1 
a. General. Cartridge M56A1 (fig. 4-11) is a 

high-explosive round intended for use against 
materiel and personnel, functioning with both 
fragmentation and blast effect. 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a relatively thin-walled, shallow-cavity steel 
projectile containing a TNT bursting charge, 
a point detonating or time fuze, fin assembly 
M4A1 with propellant increment charge 
M2A1, ignition cartridge M6 and percussion 
primer M34: At the time of manufacture, the 
fuze is assembled and staked to the internally 
threaded projectile nose and the fin assembly 
is assembled and staked to  the internally 
threaded projectile base. The hollow perfor- 
ated fin assembly shaft, which is internally 
threaded a t  its base end, receives the ignition 
cartridge and the threaded percussion primer. 
The perforations provide for transmission of 
the ignition cartridge flash to the propellant 
increment charges. A cellophane-wrapped 
propellant increment charge is inserted be- 
tween the blades of each fin and held in posi- 
tion by a spring-clip increment holder. Any 
or all of the propellant increment charges 
may be removed for fire adjustment (charge 
firing) by pulling them from under the incre- 
ment holder clips. 

INCREMENT 

I INCREMEN'I 
HOLDER 

ORD D941 

Figure 4-10. Position of propellant increment 
charges on 81-mm H E  cartridge M43-series. 

4-1 5. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: HE, 
M43A 1 B 1 

This cartridge is exactly the same as HE 
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c. Functioning. Depending on the type of 
fuze used, the projectile bursts either on or 
over the target with both blast and fragmenta- 
tion effect. 

Warning: If a buzzing sound is heard when 
the pull wire and safety wire are removed from 
the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. Such rounds 
are safe to handle and transport if the safety 
wire is reinserted and the bore-riding pin is  
in position. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
( 1 )  Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 11.40 
Length (in.)  24.45 

(2)  Ballistics. 
Maximum 

Charge range 
(yd) 

1 increment charge) 800 
1 (ignition cartridge plus 

2 (ignition cartridge plus 

3 (ignition cartridge plus 

4 (ignition cartridge plus 

2 increment charges) 1,400 

3 increment charges) 1,900 

4 increment charges) 2,486 

Fin M4A1 
Propelling charge M2A1 
Primer M34 
Ignition cartridge M6 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple packing of fiber containers 
per wooden box or metal container. 

4-17. 
Cartridge M56 differs from cartridge 

M56A1 only in that fin assembly M4 is assem- 
bled to the projectile. Fin assembly M4 dif- 
fers from the M4A1 in that it  is fabricated of 
die-cast aluminum with a cold-drawn steel 
liner, whereas the M4A1, which is also fabri- 
cated of die-cast aluminum, is unlined and 
contains an aluminum-alloy rod shank. The 
warning in paragraph 4-16 is also applicable 
to this cartridge. 

4-1 8. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: HE, M362A1 
a. General. This cartridge (fig. 4-12) is for 

use against igh t material a nd person nel, 

( 3 )  Components. 

Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: HE, M56 

functioning with both fragmentation and blast 
effect. 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a pearlitic malleable iron projectile body, 
composition B bursting charge, PD or  prox- 
imity fuze, and fin assembly M141 with pro- 
pelling charge (including 8 increments, primer 
and ignition cartridge). This projectile does 
not have the gas-check bourrelet grooves which 
characterize cartridges of earlier design. The 
projectile contains a bursting charge of ap- 
proximately 2.10 pounds of Composition B. 
Fin assembly M141 consists of the cartridge 
housing, fin and increment holders. The car- 
tridge housing is made of aluminum and is 
threaded to receive the ignition cartridge at 
the forward end and the fin at the rear end. 
Perforations are  provided for the transmission 
of the ignition cartridge flash to the propel- 
lant increments. A drilled central flash hole 
is also provided for transmission of primer 
flash to ignition cartridge. The fin is made 
of cast aluminum alloy and is threaded to re- 
ceive percussion primer M71A1 (M71E1).  The 
steel wire increment holders have kidney- 
shaped projections for holding the propellant 
increments. One increment holder fi ts  between 
the cartridge housing and the projectile; the 
other holder rits between the cartridge hous- 
ing and the fin. Ignition cartridge M66 used 
with this cartridge consists of 115 grains of 
ignition powder M9. The ignition cartridge is 
placed in the cartridge housing with the red 
end toward the primer. Propelling charge M5 
consists of 8 increments, each containing 160 
grains of M9 propellant. The increments are 
contained in cotton cloth bags with a button- 
hole on each end. The bags are  attached to 
the projectile by engaging the buttonhole over 
the kidney-shaped projections of the increment 
holders. 

Warning No. 1 : When firing cartridge 
M362A1 in 81-mm mortar M1, not more than 
5 propelling increments may be used. A warn- 
ing  label to this effect appears on the cartridge. 

Warning N o .  2 :  If a buzzing sound is  heard 
when the pull wire and safety wire are removed 
from the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. Such 
rounds are safe to handle and transport if the 

i 
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safety wire is re-inserted and the bore-riding 
pin is in position. 

Cartridges of earlier manufacture may bear 
warning labels indicating the use of not more than six 
increments when firing in mortar M1. However, this 
limitation of six increments should be disregarded since 
the use of more than five increments is prohibited. 

Note. 
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4-26 
Figure 4-12. 81-mm H E  cartridge M362A1. 
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c. Functioning. Depending on the type of 
fuze used, the projectile bursts either over or 
on the target with both blast and fragmenta- 
tion. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 9.42 
Length (in.) 20.80 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Maximum 

Charge range 
(yd) 

0 (ignition cartridge only) 300 
1 (ignition cartridge plus 

2 (ignition cartridge plus 

3 (ignition cartridge plus 

4 (ignition cartridge plus 

5 (ignition cartridge plus 

1 increment charge)' 700 

2 increment charges) 1,300 

3 increment charges) 1,850 

4 increment charges) 2,350 

5 increment charges) 2,920 
(maximum increment charges author- 
ized for  use when firing in mortar M1.) 

6 (ignition cartridge plus 

7 (ignition cartridge plus 

8 (ignition cartridge plus 

6 increment charges) 3,200 

7 increment charges) 3,600 

8 increment charges) 3,987 

(3) Components. 
Fin M141 
Propelling charge M5 

Ignition cartridge M66 
e .  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 

tainer .; multiple packing of fiber containers per 
wooden or  metal box. 

Primer M71A1 (M71E1) 

4-19. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: HIE, M362 

This cartridge is the same as cartridge 
M362-A1 (para 4-18) except that the projec- 
tile body is a steel forging, rather than a pear- 
litic malleable iron casting. The warnings in 
paragraph 4-18 are also applicable to this car- 
tridge. 

4-20. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: HE, M374 

a. General. HE cartridge M374 (fig. 4-13) 

provides increased range, accuracy and termi- 
nal effectiveness over that obtained with the 
M362 series of high-explosive cartridges. 

b. Description. The pearlitic malleable iron 
projectile is loaded with approximately 2.10 
pounds of Composition B. The rear of the bour- 
relet section of the projectile is fitted with a 
polyvinyl chloride obturator ring with a cir- 
cumferential groove. Aluminum fin assembly 
M149, consisting of an ignition cartridge hous- 
ing and six extruded fins is assembled to the 
rear of the projectile. The ignition cartridge 
housing is essentially a perforated cylinder 
threaded at the forward end for assembly to 
the projectile. The housing contains the igni- 
tion cartridge and a pressure plate seated on a 
recessed shoulder just above the ignition car- 
tridge. The perforations in the housing provide 
for transmission of the flash from the ignition 
cartridge to the propellant increments. Steel 
increment holders with kidney-shaped projec- 
tions hold the propellant increments in place 
around the exterior of the ignition cartridge 
housing. The fins, attached to the rear of the 
housing, consist of six extruded blades canted 
counterclockwise 5" a t  the rear to introduce 
spin in flight. A percussion primer is located in 
the hub of the fin assembly which contains a 
central flashhole for transmission of the flash 
from the primer to the ignition cartridge. Pro- 
pelling charge M90 used with this cartridge 
consists of 9 increments of M9 flake propellant. 
Increment A contains 184 grains, while the 8 
other increments B contain 168 grains each. 
Each increment is contained in a water-repel- 
lant cotton cloth bag having a buttonhole at 
each end. The bags are attached to the projec- 
tile by engaging the buttonholes over the kid- 
ney-shaped projections of the increment 
holder. Increment A is assembled spirally un- 
derneath the 8 increments B. Impact o r  prox- 
imity fuzes are used with this cartridge. 

Warning No. I :  When firing HE cartridge 
M374 in 81-mm mortar M1, not more than 5 
propellant increments may be used. A warn- 
ing label to this effect appears on the cartridge. 
When firing as many as 10 of these cartridges 
with maximum charge in 81-mm mortar M29, 
the rate of fire will not exceed 12 rounds per 
minute. 
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Warning No. 2: Cartridges assembled with 
PD fuze M519 will not be fired over the heads 
of troops. 

Warning No. 3: If a buzzing sound is heard 
when the pull wire and safety wire are re- 
moved from the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. 
Such rounds are safe to handle and transport 
if the safety wire is reinserted and the bore- 
riding pin is in position. 

Warning No. 4: When firing HE cartridge 
M374 at low charges (3 and below) occasional 
short rounds impacting down to approximately 
70 percent of the expected range can be antici- 
pated. 

Note No. 1. When HE cartridge M374 is fired with 
PD fuze M526 at charge 0, the dud rate will be higher 
than with other authorized fuzes. 

Note No. 2. Firing of HE cartridge M374 at low 
charges (3 and below) will result in  a wider dispersion 
pattern than tha t  indicated in  applicable firing tables. 

c. Functioning. Cartridge M374 functions 
similarly to cartridge M362A1 (para 4-18) ex- 
cept that the M374 has greater range and in- 
creased lethality. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 9.34 
Length (in.) .......... 20.80 

Figure 4-13. 81-mm HE cartridge M374. 
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(2) Ballistics. 

Charge 
0 (ignition cartridge only) 
1 (ignition cartridge plus 1 

increment charge) 
2 (ignition cartridge plus 2 

increment charges) 
3 (ignition cartridge plus 3 

increment charges) 
4 (ignition cartridge plus 4 

increment charges) 
5 (ignition cartridge plus 5 

increment charges) (maxi- 
mum number of charges 
authorized for use when 
firing in mortar M1) 

6 (ignition cartridge plus 6 
increment charges) 

7 (ignition cartridge plus 7 
increment charges) 

8 (ignition cartridge plus 8 
increment charges) 

9 (ignition cartridge plus 9 
increment charges) 
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of wax. A black tear strip on the jungle wrap 
indicates the capped end of the container. 
Wrapped/bagged containers are shipped' 3 per 
wooden box. 

f .  Unpacking Procedures. 
(1) After removing container from ship- 

ping crate or box, use tear strip to open jungle 
wrap covering container. Tape securing con- 
tainer cap, cap itself and barrier disk can be 
removed by hand. 

(2) Do not remove plastic bag covering fin 
and boom assembly until immediately prior to 
setting propelling charge. 

(3) After charge is set, replace plastic bag 
over fin and boom for protection until round 
is fired. Remove bag before firing. 

Maximum range 
(yd) (meters) 

442 403 

1,096 1,001 

1,674 1,629 

2,176 1,988 

2,710 2,476 

3,237 2,956 

3,740 3,416 

4,190 3,831 

4,598 4,197 

4,932 4,500 

Note.  Increment A is used as Charge 1 and 
will be one of the increments assembled when firing 
above Charge 1. 

(3) Components. 
M149 

Propelling charge M90 
Primer M71 Series 
Ignition cartridge M66 

e.  Packing Datu. These cartridges were orig- 
inally issued one round per plastic container; 
four plastic containers per wirebound crate. 
Current packing, designed to provide addi- 
tional protection from moisture, includes the 
use of barrier bags and other protective devices, 
as follows: The fin and boom assembly is en- 
cased in a plastic bag, taped securely to the 
projectile body. A desiccant bag is packed with 
the bagged round in a fiber or plastic container. 
A 5-inch diameter barrier disk of water-repel- 
lant material is applied over the mouth of the 
plastic container prior to assembly of the cap. 
The cap is threaded securely to the container 
and taped in place. All plastic containers and 
a limited number of fiber containers are en- 
cased in a heat-sealed vacuum barrier bag. The 
majority of the fiber containers, however, are 
packed in jungle wrap, a loose-woven fabric, 
light brown in color, wound tightly around the 
container and covered with a heavy coating 
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4-20.1. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: HE, 
M374A2 

a. General. HE Cartridges M374A1 and 
M374A2 are modifications of Cartridge M374 
(para 4-20) with moisture-proof ignition sys- 
tems, moisture-resistant propelling charges, 
and additional protective packaging. Except as 
indicated, these cartridges have the same com- 
ponents as the M374 and function in a similar 
manner. In addition to the precautions listed 
below, the notes, cautions and warnings in 
paragraphs 4-13 and 4-20 are applicable. 

b. Description. 
(1) HE Cartridge M374A1 differs from 

the M374 in its assembly with modified Pro- 
pelling Charge M90A1 and Ignition Cartridge 
M66A1. The propellant in the modified charge 
is contained in increments manufactured from 
a plastic film which is reinforced with fabric 
backing. The end tabs are folded back. Each 
tab has two holes, either of which may be used 
for attachment to the increment holders. Igni- 
tion Cartridge M66A1 is essentially a Cartridge 
M66 (para 4-20b) waterproofed by application 
of mylar film to the cartridge housing and an 
adhesive sealing compound to the ends of the 
cartridge. 

(2) HE Cartridge M374A2 is assembled 
with propelling Charge M90A1 ( (1), above), 
Fin Assembly M170, and Ignition Cartridge 
M285. The modified design and smaller size of 
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the emission holes in Fin Assembly M170 as- 
sure more efficient ignition than Fin Assembly 
M149 (used in both Cartridges M374 and 
M374A1). Ignition Cartridge M285 is similar 
to the M66A1 and is waterproofed in the same 
manner. It differs from the M66A1 in that it 
does not contain a brass liner. It is loaded with 
108 grains of Flake Propellant M9, in lieu of 
115 grains in the M66 Series. 

c. Packing Data. The fin and boom assembly, 
cushioned with polyurethane foam, is packed 
in a two-piece polystyrene packing support se- 
cured by tape. The complete round and a plastic 
bag are packed in a fiber container. (The plastic 
bag is provided for protection of the propelling 
charge from the time it is set until the round 
is fired.) Jungle wrap, a loose-woven fabric, 
light brown in color, is wound tightly around 
the container and covered with a heavy coating 
of wax. A black team strip on the jungle wrap 
indicates the capped end of the container. 
Wrapped containers are shipped 3 per wooden 
box. 

d. Precautions. 

(1) Do not remove packing support from 
fin and boom assembly until immediately prior 
to setting propelling charge. 

(2) After charge is set, support assembly 
or plastic bag or both can be used to protect 
propelling charge until firing. Assure that bag 
and packing support have been removed before 
round is loaded into tube. 
4-21. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 

M57A1 

a. General. WP Cartridge M57A1 (fig. 4-14) 
is used to produce a screening smoke. 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a relatively thin-walled steel projectile body 
containing a white phosphorus or FS liquid 
smoke filler, a point detonating or time fuze, 
Fin Assembly M4A1, Propelling Charge M2A1, 

Ignition Cartridge M6 and Percussion Primer 
M34. The nose of the projectile is provided 
with a steel adapter which serves as a seal for 
the chemical filler and a seat for the burster 
assembly. The burster assembly consists of a 
burster charge and Burster Casing M2. The 
burster charge is a thin-walled steel tube filled 
with tetryl. The burster charge is held in 
Burster Casing M2 which is pressfitted into 
the steel nose adapter of the projectile and 
extends axially through the chemical filler ap- 
proximately three-fourths of the length of the 
projectile cavity. 

C .  Functioning. Upon fuze functioning, the 
booster of the fuze initiates the burster charge. 
The burster charge ruptures the projectile body 
and disperses the chemical filler. Both WP and 
FS smoke act spontaneously on contact with the 
air;  the WP ignites, creating a dense white 
smoke with some incendiary effect while the 
FS, combining with the moisture in the air, 
creates a cloud-like smoke screen without burn- 
ing. 

Warning: If a buzzing sound is heard when 
the pull wire and safety wire are  removed from 
the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. Such rounds 
are safe to handle and transport if the safety 
wire is reinserted and the bore-riding pin is in 
position. 

d. Tabuluted Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 12.46 
Length (in.) 24.39 

(2) Ballistics. 
Maximum 

Charge range (yd) 
1 (ignition cartridge plus 1 incre- 

ment charge) 700 
2 (ignition cartridge plus 2 incre- 

ment charges) 1,300 
3 (ignition cartridge plus 3 incre- 

ment charges) 1,800 
4 (ignition cartridge plus 4 incre- 

ment charges) 2,372 
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Figure 4-14. 81-mm smoke ( W P )  cartridge M57A 
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lightweight cartridge used to produce a smoke 
screen. 

b. Description. The cartridge consists of a 
thin-walled projectile containing a white phos- 
phorus smoke filler, a point-detonating fuze, 
fin assembly M141, .propellant increment 
charges M5, ignition cartridge M66 and per- 
cussion primer M71. The projectile does not 
have gas check bourrelet grooves. The nose 
of the projectile is provided with an adapter 
and the base is provided with a base adapter. 
The adapter and base adapter serve as seals 
for the smoke filler. The adapter also serves 
as a seat for the burster assembly. The burster 
assembly consists of a burster charge and a 
burster casing (T21). It is a thin-walled alu- 
minum or steel tube filled with a small charge 
of RDX. The burster charge is held in the 
burster casing, which is pressfitted into the 
steel adapter of the projectile and extends 
longitudinally through the smoke filler ap- 
proximately three-fourths of the length of the 
projectile cavity. 

( 3 )  Components. 
Fin M4A1 
Propelling charge M2A1 
Primer M34 
Ignition cartridge M6 
Burster (.63 oz tetryl) M1 

e. Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; multiple packing fiber containers per 
wooden box. 

4-22. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 

W P  cartridge M57 is similar to WP car- 
tridge M57A1 (para 4-21) except that it is as- 
sembled with fin assembly M4 instead of 
M4A1. The two fin assemblies differ in minor 
manufacturing details only. The warnings in 
paragraph 4-21 are also applicable to this 
round. 

4-23. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 4-15) is a 

MS7 

M370 (T30E9) 

/FIN ASSEMBLY I PROPELLANT INCREMENT 

,INCREMENT HOLDER 

Figure 4-15. 81-mm smoke ( W P )  cartridge M370. 

C .  Functioning. On impact, the functioning rounds are safe to handle and transport if the 
safety wire is reinserted and the bore-riding 
pin is in position. 

Warning No. 2 : When firing cartridge M370 
in 81-mm mortar M1, not more than 5 propel- 
lant increments may be used. A warning label 
to this effect appears on the cartridge. 

of the fuze detonates the burster charge which 
ruptures the projectile body and disperses the 
smoke filler. 

Warning No. 1: If a buzzing sound is heard 
when the pull wire and safety wire are removed 
from the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. Such 
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Note. Some earlier manufactured cartridges are 
incorrectly marked to indicate not more than six pro- 
pellant increments may be used in 81-mm mortar M1. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze : 
Weight (lb) 9.34 
Length (in.) 20.77 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 
Maximum 

Charge range 

0 (ignition cartridge only) 300 
1 (ignition cartridge plus 

1 increment charge) 700 
2 (ignition cartridge plus 
2 increment charges) 1,300 

3 (ignition cartridge plus 
3 increment charges) 1,850 

4. (ignition cartridge plus 
4 increment charges) 2,350 

5 (ignition cartridge plus 
5 increment charges) 
(maximum increment charges 
authorized for use when firing 

(yd) 

in mortar M1) 2,920 

6 increment charges) 3,200 

7 increment charges) 3,600 

6 (ignition cartridge plus 

7 (ignition cartridge plus 

8 (ignition cartridge plus 
8 increment charges) 3,987 

Fin M141 
Propelling charge M5 
Primer M71 or M71E1 
Ignition cartridge M66 

e.  Packing Data. One round per fiber con- 
tainer; multiple packing of fiber containers 
per wooden box. 

(3) Components. 

Burster (.41 oz RDX) M47 

4-24. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: Smoke, WP, 
M375 

a. General. WP smoke cartridge M375 (fig. 
4-16), a companion round to HE cartridge 
M374 (para 4-20), provides increased range, 
accuracy and terminal effectiveness over that 
obtained with WP smoke cartridge M370. 

b.  Description. This cartridge is similar to 
HE cartridge M374, described in paragraph 4- 
20, except that the projectile is loaded with 
approximately 1.6 pounds of white phosphorus 
and contains a one-piece- aluminum burster 
casing (M158) pressfitted to the forward end 
of the body. The burster casing houses a cen- 
tral burster tube containing RDX. 
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MAX 

OBTURATOR NOT PAINT 

PROPELLANT INCREMENT CHARGE 
WP SMOKE FILLER 

BURSTER CASING PROPELLANT INCREMENT CHARGE 

FIN ASSEMBLY 
INCREMENT HO RSTER CASING ADAPTER 

PRESSURE PLATE MU-DI, 1485A 

Figure 4-16. 81-mm smoke ( W P )  cartridge M375. 
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c. Functioning. Smoke Cartridge M375 func- 
tions similarly to Smoke Cartridge M370 (para 
4-23) except that  the M375 has a greater range 
and increased terminal effectiveness. 

Warning: When firing W P  cartridge M375 
in 81-mm Mortar M1, not more than 5 pro- 
pellant increments may be used. A warning 
label to this effect appears on the cartridge. 
When firing as many as 10 of these cartridges 
with maximum charge in 81-mm Mortar M29 
the rate of fire will not exceed 12 rounds per 
minute. 

Cartridges assembled with P D  Fuze M519 will 
not be fired over the heads of troops. 

If a buzzing sound is heard when the pull wire 
and safety wire are removed from the fuze, 
do not fire the cartridge. Such rounds are  safe 
to  handle and transport, if the safety wire is 
reinserted and the bore-riding pin is in position. 

When firing W P  Cartridge M375 at low charges 
(3 and below), occasional short  rounds impact- 
ing down to approximately 70 percent of the 
expected range can be anticipated. 

Note. When WP cartridge M375 is fired with PD 
fuze M526 at charge 0, the dud rate will be higher 
than with other authorized fuzes. 
Firing of WP cartridge M375 at  low charges (3 and 
below) will result in a wider dispersion pattern than 
that indicated in applicable firing tables. 

d.  Tabulated Data.. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 9.34 
Length (in.) 20.80 

(2) Ballistics. 
Maximum range 

(yd) (meters) 

0 (ignition cartridge only) 442 403 
1 (ignition cartridge plus 1 

increment charge) 1,095 1,001 
2 (ignition cartridge plus 2 

increment charges) 1,674 1,529 
3 (ignition cartridge plus 3 

increment charges) 2,175 1,988 
4 (ignition cartridge plus 4 

increment charges) 2,710 2,475 
5 (ignition cartridge plus 5 

increment charges) (max- 
imum number of charges 
authorized for use when 

Maximum range 
(yd) (meters) 

firing in mortar M1) 3,237 2,955 

increment charges) 3,740 3,416 

increment charges) 4,190 3,831 

increment charges) 4,598 4,197 

increment charges) 4,932 4,500 

Note .  Increment A is used as Charge 1 and will 
be one of the increments assembled when firing above 
Charge 1. 

6 (ignition cartridge plus 6 

7 (ignition cartridge plus 7 

8 (ignition cartridge plus 8 

9 (ignition cartridge plus 9 

(3) Components. 
Fin Assembly M149 
Propelling charge M90 
Primer M71 Series 
Ignition cartridge M66 
Burster (.41 oz RDX) M47 

e. Packing Data. These cartridges were orig- 
inally issued one round per plastic container; 
four plastic containers per wirebound crate. 
Current packing, designed to provide additional 
protection from moisture, includes the use of 
barrier bags and other protective devices, as 
follows : The fin and boom assembly is encased 
in a plastic bag, taped securely to the projectile 
body. A desiccant bag is packed with the bagged 
round in a fiber or plastic container. A 5-inch 
barried disk of water-repellant material is 
applied over the mouth of the plastic container 
prior to assembly of the cap. The cap is 
threaded securely to the container and taped 
in place. All plastic containers and a limited 
number of fiber containers are encased in a 
heat-sealed vacuum barrier bag. The majority 
of the fiber containers, however, are  packed in 
jungle wrap, a loose-woven fabric, light brown 
in color, wound tightly around the container 
and covered with a heavy coating of wax. A 
black tear strip on the jungle wrap indicates 
the capped end of the container. Wrapped/ 
bagged containers are shipped 3 per wooden 
box. 

I 

f .  Unpacking Procedures. 

I (1) After removing container from ship- 
ping crate or box, use tear strip to open jungle 
wrap covering container. Tape securing con- 
tainer cap, cap itself and barrier disk can be 
removed by hand. 
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Height 
of burst 
(meters) 

(2) Do not remove plastic bag covering 
Fin and boom assembly until immediately prior 
to setting propelling charge. 

(3) After charge is set, replace plastic 
bag over fin and boom for protection until 
round is fired. Remove bag before firing. 

Elevation 
(mils) 

4-24.1. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: Smoke, 

Smoke Cartridges M375A1 and M375A2 are 
modifications of Cartridge M375 (para 4-24) 
with moistureproof ignition systems, moisture- 
resistant propelling charges, and protective 
packaging. Except for the WP filler and RDX 
burster, Cartridges M375A1 and M375A2 are 
identical to HE Cartridges M374A1 and M374- 
A2, respectively, and incorporate the modified 
components and packaging described in para- 
graph 4-20.1. See paragraphs 4-13, 4-20.1 and 
4-24 for applicable restrictions and precau- 
tions. 

WP, M375A1 and M375A2 

400 

450 

400 

400 
400 
400 
400 
400 

624.2.  Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: 
Illuminating, M301 A3 

Warning: When preparing Cartridge, 81- 
mm: Illuminating, M301 Series for firing, and 
metal container is  used to protect propellant, 
do not allow cartridge base to strike bottom 
of container. When repacking ammunition that 
has not been fired, do not insert rounds fin-end- 
first in container. 

1501.1 

1501.1 

1042.1 

1004.3 
942.6 
967.4 
904.7 
883.9 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 4-16.1) is 
similar in design to the M83 Series of 60-mm 
illuminating cartridges. The cartridge is in- 
tended for illuminating a desired point or area, 
and provides extended range over Cartridge 
M301A2 (para 4-25). 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a time fuze, thin-walled, steel body-tube as- 
sembly, parachute assembly, steel tail cone, Fin 
Assembly M158 containing Propelling Charge 
M185, Ignition Cartridge M66, and Percussion 
Primer M71A1. A steel fuze adapter is assem- 
bled to the front end of the body. A tail cone 
is inserted into the body tube and is held in 
position by four equally spaced shear pins. 
The base of the cone is fitted with an exter- 
nally threaded adapter for attachment of the 
fin assembly. The illuminant assembly consists 
of a first-fire charge and an  illuminant con- 
tained in a boxboard case. A quick-match as- 
sembly is pasted a t  the forward end of the 
boxboard case. The parachute assembly is at- 
tached to the illuminant assembly casing by a 
30-inch long steel suspension wire. 

c. Functioning. Functioning is the same as 
for Cartridge M301A2, paragraph 4-25. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 10.1 
Length (in.) 24.75 

(2) Ballistics. 

Charge setting 
Fuze (sec ) 

Charge 3 (ignition cartridge plus 3 increment charges, 

Charge 3 (ignition cartridge plus 3 increment charges, 

Charge 3 (ignition cartridge plus 3 increment charges, 

Charge 4 (ignition cartridge plus 4 increment charges). 
Charge 5 (ignition cartridge plus 5 increment charges). 
Charge 6 (ignition cartridge plus 6 increment charges). 
Charge 7 (ignition cartridge plus 7 increment charges). 
Charge 8 (ignition cartridge plus 8 increment charges). 

minimum charge authorized). 

minimum charge authorized). 

minimum charge authorized). 

20.6 

19.93 

15.9 

19.8 
22.1 
26.1 
27.6 
29.8 

Horizontal 
range 

(meters ) 

250 

250 

1050 

1550 
2050 
2450 
2950 
3350 

(3) Comments. Ignition Cartridge M66 

Fin _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  M158 e. Packing Data. One round per metal con- 
Propelling charge M185 tainer ; multiple packing of metal containers 
Primer M71A1 per wooden box. 
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I FIN WARNING LABEL 

INCREMENT HOLDER PROPELLENT CHARGE INCREMENT 

IGNITION CARTRIDGE 

PERCUSSION PRIMER 
FIRST FIRE CHARGE 

MU-Dl 2301 

Figure 4-1 6.1. 81 -mm illuminating cartridge M301A3. 
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Elevation Fuze Horizontal Height 
setting range of burst 
(sec) (yd) (yd) deg min 

4-25. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: 
Illuminating, M301 A2 

Warning: When preparing Cartridge, 81- 
mm: Illuminating, M301 Series for firing, and 
metal container is used to protect propellant, 
do not allow cartridge base to strike bottom 
of container. When repacking ammunition that 
has not been fired, do not insert rounds fin-end- 
first in container. 

a. General. Cartridge M30A2 (fig. 4-17), 
similar in design to the M83 series of 60-mm 
illuminating cartridges, is intended for illu- 
minating a desired point or area. 

b. Description. The complete round consists 
of a time fuze, thin-walled steel body-tube as- 
sembly, parachute assembly steel tail cone, fin 
assembly M4 containing propellant increment 
charges M2A1, ignition cartridge M6 and per- 
cussion primer M34. A steel fuze adapter is 
assembled to the front end of the body. A tail 
cone is inserted into the body tube and is held 
in position by four equally spaced shear pins. 
The base of the cone is fitted with an internally 
threaded adapter for insertion of the fin as- 

4.0 

4.0 

16.3 
17.8 
20.6 

sembly. The illuminant assembly consists of a 

100 460 79 16 

100 600 79 16 

1,000 460 62 30 
1,700 460 62 46 
2,300 460 61 16 

first-fire charge and an illuminant contained in 
a boxboard case. A quick-match assembly is 
pasted at the forward end of the boxboard case. 
The parachute assembly is attached to the il- 
luminant assembly casing by a 30-inch long 
steel suspension wire. 

C. Functioning. This cartridge is designed to 
be fired with a minimum of 2 propelling charge 
increments. The use of less than 2 increments 
is not authorized Except for this, function of 
the propelling charge is the same as for other 
81-mm mortar rounds. Upon functioning of 
the fuze, the fuze expelling charge ejects the 
parachute and illuminant assemblies through 
the base of the projectile, a t  the same time 
igniting the quick-match. The quick-match ig- 
nites the first-fire charge which lights the 
illuminant composition. The illuminant com- 
position burns for at least 60 seconds, with a 
minimum of 500,000 candlepower. Rate of 
descent is approximately 18 feet per second. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 10.1 
Length (in.) 22.48 

(2) Ballistics. 

Charge 2 (ignition cartridge plus 2 increment charges, 
minimum charge authorized) 

Charge 2 (ignition cartridge plus 2 increment charges, 
minimum charge authorized) 

Charge 2 (ignition cartridge plus 2 increment charges, 
minimum charge authorized) 

Charge 3 (ignition cartridge plus 3 increment charges)_ 
Charge 4 (ignition cartridge plus 4 increment charges)- 

(3) Components. 
Fin M4A1 
Propelling charge M2A1 
Primer M34 
Ignition cartridge M6 

e. Packing Data. One round per metal con- 
tainer ; multiple packing of metal containers 
per wooden box. 
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4-26. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: Illumi- 
nating, M301 A1 

Warning: When preparing Cartridge, 81- 
mm: Illuminating, M301 Series for firing, and 
metal container is used to protect propellant 
do not allow cartridge base to strike bottom 
of container. When repacking ammunition that 
has not been fired, do not insert rounds fin-end- 
first in container. 

4-36.1 
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Illuminating cartridge M301A1 is similar to the 
M301A2 except that has gas check bourrelet 
grooves and some minor dimensional differences 
in metal parts. 

4-27. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: TP, M43A1 
Target practice cartridge M43A1 (fig. 4-18), 
intended for use in training, is similar to high- 
explosive cartridge M43A1 (para 4-14) except 
for the projectile filler. The target-practice 

projectile is loaded with an inert materiel 
(plaster-of-paris and stearic acid) and a 0.05- 
pound black powder pellet. The black powder 
pellet is loaded a t  the forward end of the pro- 
jectile cavity adjacent to the rear end of the 
booster casing of the fuze. On impact, the black 
powder pellet and fuze booster charge provide 
a spotting charge for observation purposes. 
The projectile is loaded to simulate the weight 
of the high-explosive projectile and has the 
same ballistic characteristics. 
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Figure 4-18. 81-mm target practice equal ( T P )  cartridge M43A1. 
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4-28. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: TP, M43A1 

This cartridge is for use in target-practice 
firing and is for training purposes only. The 
complete round differs from that described in 
paragraph 4-27 only in the fuze, which has 
been modified by replacing the tetryl booster 
charge with a black powder charge. 

4-29. Cartridge, 81 Millimeter: Training, 

with Modified Fuze 

M68 
a. General. Training cartridge M68 (fig. 

419) is provided for training in loading and 
firing 81-mm mortars. 

b. Description. The projectile is completely 
inert and has no fuze. It consists of a cast- 
iron pear-shaped body which is drilled at the 
narrow base for assembly of fin assembly M6. 
No propellant increment charges are issued or 
used, except ignition cartridge M3 or the com- 
bination of ignition cartridge M6 and percus- 
sion primer M34. All components are issued 
separately to, facilitate replacement of worn 
out parts and expended ignition cartridges. 
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PRIMER, A CARTRIDGE, FIN ASSEMBLY, PERCUSSION: N IGNITION ION: 
M34 D M6 81 MILLIMETER. M6 

PROJECTILE, 81 MILLIMETER. 
TRAINING, M68 W/O FIN ASSEMBLY 

Figu Figure 4-19, 81-mm training cartridge M68. 

C. Functioning. The propelling charge fires 
in the same manner as other 81-mm cartridges 
when fired at Charge 0. There is no action 
from the projectile as it is inert. Impact is 
easily observed due to the limited range of 
this cartridge. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round : 
Weight, (Ib) 10.70 
Length (in.) 11.08 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 172.8 
Maximum range {yd) 310.0 

(2) Ballistics, 

(3 )  Components, 
Fin MG 
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Propelling charge None 
Primer M34 
Ignition cartridge M6 or M3* 

‘When ignition cartridge M3 is used, no 
primer is required. 

e.  Packing Data. A training kit used in the 
field ‘holds ten training cartridges and acces- 
sories, including a ground hook used in recov- 
ery of fired training cartridges. 

f .  Procedures. Since training cartridges 
M68 are designed for reuse, fired cartridges 
will be inspected and repaired, as necessary, in 
accordance with the following procedure: 

(1) Inspect cartridge for overall service- 
ability. Discard those cartridges too 

badly damaged to be used after fin 
replacement. 

(2) Remove fin assembly. 
(3) Extract fired ignition cartridge M6 

with the long-nosed pliers issued for 
that purpose. Extract ignition car- 
tridge M3 by driving a blunt-nosed 
steel rod or  punch through the hole 
in the shaft of the fin assembly. 

(4)  Inspect projectile recess and remove 
dirt or other foreign material. 

( 5 )  Replace fin assembly. 
(6)  Replace fired ignition cartridge and 

primer if required. 

Section IV. AMMUNITION FOR 4.2-INCH MORTAR CANNON M30 

4:30. General 
a. Weapon. The 4.2-inch mortar cannon M30 

is a rifled-bore, muzzle-loading weapon in- 
tended ’for high-angle fire. Recoil is elimi- 
nated by a spring-type recoil mechanism 
housed in the standard assembly (which sup- 
ports the barrel) and by two shock absorbers 
mounted on the barrel. 

b. Ammunition. 

(1 )  Identification. Unlike 60-mm and 81- 
mm mortar cartridges which are 
readily identified by fin assemblies, 
4.2-inch ammunition is spin stabilized 
in flight and does not employ fins. 
Instead, it is distinguished by a pres- 
sure plate and a rotating disk (lo- 
cated to the rear of the cartridge) 
and is similar in appearance to a 
spin-stabilized rocket. All of the car- 
tridges which were authorized for 
the obsolete 4.2-inch mortar M2 
are also authorized for the M30. Old- 

er rounds fitted with a container ex- 
tension and striker nut carry a warn- 
ing label on the striker nut which 
reads : “Remove container extension 
and reduce propellant to not more 
than 25½ charges (increments) be- 
fore firing in 4.2-inch mortar M2.” 
This warning does not apply to fir- 
ing in 4.2-inch mortar M30. 

( 2 )  T y p e  o f  projectiles. Depending on 
the projectile filler, this ammunition 
is classified as gas (CG, CK, CNB, 
CNS, H, HD or HT), high explosive 
(HE),  illuminating or smoke (PWP 
or WP). 

( 3 )  Fuzes. Four types of nose fuzes are 
used with this ammunition : impact, 
mechanical time, mechanical time and 
superquick, and proximity. These 
fuzes are described in chapter 5. 

(4) Propelling charges. P r o p e 1 1 i n g 
charges M6, M36 and M36A1 (fig. 4- 
20) are used with 4.2-inch cartridges. 
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CARTRIDGE M2A1 TAIL ASSEMBLY 

CARTRIDGE M328, M329 A N 5  
M33S TAIL ASSEMBLY 

ARRANGEMENT FOR FIRING 
FULL PROPELLING CHARGE M M  

ON CARTRIDGE CONTAINER AND 
CARTRIDGE CARTRIDGE CONTAINER EXTENSION 

INCREMENT BUNDLES 5 
DING ASSY 

FIVE INCREMENTS 
PRO 

5 INCREMENT 

I- CARTRIDGE M328A7, M329A1; ARRANGEMENT FOR FIRING 
AND M33SA1 TAfL ASSEMBLY FULL PROPELLING CHARGE M M A l  

ON CARTRIDGE CONTAINER AND 
CARTRIDGE CONTAINER EXTENSION e 

Figure 4-20. 4.2-Inch mortar tail assemblies and arrangement of propelling charge. 
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( a )  Propelling charge M6.  Propelling 
charge M6 consists of incre- 
ments assembled in the form of one 

increment, four 5 increment 
bundles, and five single increments. 
The individual increments may be 
removed as required for fire ad- 
justment (charge firing). The full 
propelling charge is assembled to 
the cartridge as issued. Maximum 
range is obtained with the full 
charge ; lesser ranges, with fewer 
increments as indicated in the ap- 
propriate firing tables. The method 
of securing the propellant incre- 
ments differs from round to round. 
On cartridges M2, M3 and M3A1, 
the propellant increments are se- 
cured between the striker nut and 
the propellant holder. The striker 
nut, which is on the end of the tail 
assembly, is large enough to hold 
the propellant increments in place. 
In  contrast, the full charge for 
chemical (gas or smoke) cartridges 
M2A1 is held firmly between the 
pressure plate nut and the propel- 
lant holder. 

( b )  Propelling charge M36. .Propelling 
charge M36 consists of one in- 
crement, three 6-increment bundles, 
5 increments, four 6-increment bun- 
dles, and one increment-a total 
of 41 increments assembled in that 
order. Illuminating cartridge M335, 
smoke cartridge M328, and high- 
explosive cartridge M329 are pro- 
vided with a cartridge container ex- 
tension to accommodate the full 
charge. The ignition cartridge is 
assembled in the cartridge container 
extension. Two propellant holders 
are used to secure the propellant 
increments. One propellant holder 
is seated in its groove, near the 
center of the cartridge container 
extension ; the other is seated in its 
groove near the end of the ignition 
cartridge container. All increments 
should be forward of the propellant 

holder which should be properly 
engaged in its groove in the con- 
tainer extension. The propellant in- 
crements should not be, located over 
the flash holes of the container 
extension. The cartridge container 
extension must be used when firing 
propelling charge M36 with more 
than increments. When the 
number of increments is reduced to 
exactly use of the extension 
is optional. When the number of in- 
crements is reduced to less than 

the extension must be re- 
moved. 

(c) Propelling charge M36A1. Propel- 
ling charge M36A1 differs from the 
M36 in that a doughnut-shaped 
cloth bag containing M9 flake pro- 
pellant replaces the first five M8 
sheet propellant increments. This 
doughnut-shaped bag will not be re- 
moved at any time. When using 
propelling charge M36A1, ignition 
cartridge M2A1-w h i c h contains 
black powder instead of M9 propel- 
lant-replaces the M2 cartridge 
used with the M36 charge. The 
striker nut assembly and cartridge 
container extension have been mod- 
ified to allow direct ignition of the 
propellant, eliminating the need for 
changing the position of the igni- 
tion cartridge when the extension 
is removed. 

Note. The muzzle velocity and ranger 
given in this chapter are maximum at 
full charge, Velocities and ranges at dif- 
ferent charges are given in the appro- 
priate firing tables. 

( 6 )  Ignition cartridges. Ignition cartridge 
M2 is used with propelling charges 
M6 and M36, and ignition cartridge 
M2A1 is used with propelling charge 
M36A1. Both contain a primer and 
an ignition Cartridge and are similar 
in external appearance to a commer- 
cial 12-gage shotgun cartridge. Igni- 
tion cartridge M2A2, which bas 
greater resistance to moisture and 
longer 
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shelf life than the M21A is used with Propel- 
ling Charge M36A1. Illuminating Cartridge 
M335A2 uses only the M2A2. 

(6) Procedures. 
(a )  To assure proper ignition of incre- 

ments when using Propelling Charge M6 at less 
than full charge, be sure that the increments 
cover the flashholes in the cartridge container 
and push up firmly against the striker nut. 

(b) To use Propelling Charge M36 with 
less than 25½ increments, remove the car- 
tridge container extension and reposition the 
ignition cartridge and striker nut in the ignition 
cartridge container proper. To attain more 
uniform results when firing this charge with 
Cartridge M329 at low charges, place incre- 
ments firmly against the base of the projectile; 
then remove one of the wire propellant holders 
from its groove and place it on top of the con- 
tainer so that it pushes up firmly against the 
propellant increments and holds them tightly 
in place. 

(c) To use Propelling Charge M36A1 
with less than 25½ increments, remove the 
cartridge container extension. The ignition 
cartridge does not require repositioning. 

(7) Precautions. 
(a) Inspection for proper assembly of 

propelling charges is essential in order to avoid 
excessive chamber pressures, erratic ranges 
and short rounds. Short rounds may occur 
when Cartridges M2A1, M2A1 (alt), M328 and 
M329 are fired with less than seven increments. 
The minimum propelling charge for firing Car- 
tridge M329A1, M329 and M3A1 with a prox- 
imity fuze is 10 increments. 

Warning: Short rounds may occur 
when Cartridges M329A1 and M328A1 are fired 
with fewer than 10 increments. 

( b )  When the charges listed below are 
assembled without cartridge container exten- 
sions for firing with Cartridges M2, M2A1, 
M3, M3A1, M328, M329B1 and M335, they will 
be fired at or above the temperatures indi- 
cated : 

Tempera- 
Charges ture (°F.) 

+60 
+20 

0 
-40 

23 through 25½ increments 
20 through 22½ increments 
17 through 19½. increments 
5 through 16½ increments 

This restriction does not apply to Cartridges 
M328A1, M329A1, M335A1, M335A2 and 
XM630. 

Warning: Firing of propelling charges 
at temperatures lower than those indicated 
may resuIt in excess pressure, causing damage 
to materiel and injury to personnel. 

( 8 )  Functioning. When the cartridge is 
released, it slides down the mortar tube until 
the percussion primer strikes the firing pin. 
The flash from the primer ignites the ignition 
cartridge which, in turn, ignites the propelling 
charge. The gases from the propelling charge 
exert pressure on the pressure plate at the base 
of the projectile which expands the rotating 
disk, engaging it in the rifling of the tube. The 
spin subsequently imparted to the projectile as 
it leaves the weapon stabilizes it in flight. All 
4.2-inch mortar rounds function in this manner 
up to the point of fuze function or impact. 

(9) Packing and shipping data. For spe- 
cific information on packing and shipping 4.2- 
inch mortar ammunition, see SC 1305/30-IL 
and SC 1340/98-IL. 

4-31. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: HE, M3A1 (or 
M3A1 Alt) 

I a. General. HE Cartridge M3A1 (fig. 4-21) 
contains a filler of TNT and is used for frag- 
mentation and blast, 

b.  Description. The projectile is designed 
with a deep fuze well (to accommodate prox- 
imity fuzes) and is issued with a supplemen- 
tary charge of TNT. It may also be fired with 
point-detonating fuzes. Propelling Charge M6 
and Ignition Cartridge M2 are used with this 
round. 

c. Functioning. On impact, the functioning 
of the fuze detonates the explosive charge of 
TNT, bursting the casing and creating frag- 
mentation and blast. 

d. Tabuluted Datu. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 26.95 
Length (in.) 23.05 
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Figure 4-21, 4.2-Inch HE cartridge M3A1, 

AMMUNITION LOT N 

EXPLOSIVE FILLER SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGE 

Figure 4-22. 4.2-Inch HE cartridge M329A1. 

(2) Ballistics. 4-32. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: HE, M3 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 845 

Propelling charge M6 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 

Range (yd) 5,050 HE Cartridge M3 is used for its fragmentation 
and blast capability and is similar to Cartridge 
M3A1. It differs from the M3A1 in that  i t  has 

cific PD fuze with a long, tube-shaped booster. 
The physical dimensions of the M3 and M3A1 

(3) Compliments. 

Ignition cartridge M2 a fuze cavity designed to accommodate a spe- 

tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 
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Figure 4-23. 4.2-Inch HE cartridge M329 

are slightly different. Ballistically, however, 
the two rounds operate identically. 

4-33. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: HE M329A1 
a. General. Cartridge M329A1 (fig. 4-22) is 

a high-explosive round which produces f rag- 
mentation and blast. 

b. Description. The projectile, loaded with 
TNT, has a steel body with adapters silver- 
brazed a t  both ends. The nose adapter has a 
two-inch internal thread designed to accom- 
modate an impact, delay or proximity fuze. Be- 
low the nose adapter is a deep fuze cavity fitted 
with a supplementary charge of TNT. The base 
adapter it fitted with a stud externally threaded 
to provide a mounting for the tail assembly. 
The tail assembly consists of the cartridge con- 
tainer, container extension, pressure plate, 
pressure plate nut, rotating disk, propellant 
holders and strike nut assembly. The ignition 
cartridge container is a steel tube which is 
internally threaded on the forward end for 
assembly to the stud and is externally threaded 
on the rear and to receive a striker nut. Radial 

” 

vent holes in the cartridge container are for 
passage of the flame from the ignition cartridge 
to the propellant. The propellant is held on the 
cartridge container by a wire clip-type propel- 
lant holder which is engaged in a slot near the 
rear end of the container. 

C. Functioning. On impact, the functioning 
of the fuze detonates the explosive charge of 
TNT, bursting the casing and creating frag- 
mentation and blast. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 27.07 
Length (in.) 25.77 

(2) Ballistics. 
Range (yd) 5,931 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 960 

(3) Components. 
Propelling charge M36A1 
Ignition cartridge M2A1 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber 
container ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 
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4-34. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: HE, M329, 

HE cartridge M329 (fig. 4-23) differs from 
HE cartridge M329A1 in its use of propelling 
charge M36 and in the design of the cartridge 
container extension and the striker nut assem- 
bly. An alternate design of cartridge M329, 
the M329B1, has a projectile body made from 
a forging with an integral base and a nose 
adapter silver-brazed to the body. 

M329B1 

4-35. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Smoke PWP or 
WP, M2A1 

a. General. Smoke cartridge M2A1 (fig. 4- 

24) is used for screening, incendiary, and cas- 
ualty purposes. 

b .  Description. This cartridge consists of a 
projectile with a PD fuze having an integral 
burster, ignition cartridge M2 and propelling 
charge M6. It also contains the pressure plate 
and rotating disk which comprise the ob- 
turating mechanism peculiar to all 4.2-inch 
mortar ammunition. M2 series cartridges dif- 
fer from other 4.2-inch rounds in that they 
contain a perforated vane, which is welded 
inside the projectile is designed to accommodate 
the burster tube which extends from the fuze. 
The propellant increments are secured to the 
ignition cartridge by a wire propellant holder. 

I 
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PROPELLING CHARGE 

Figure 4-24. 4.2-inch smoke ( W P  or P W P )  cartridge M2A1. 

C .  Functioning On impact, the functioning 
of the fuze detonates the burster which shat- 
ters the projectile casing, dispersing the filler. 
On contact with the air. the WP (or PWP) 
filler ignites, creating a dense, white smoke. 

d .  Tabulated Data .  
(1) Characteristics 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (Ib) 24.91 
Length (in.) 21.01 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 845 
Range ( y d )  5,050 

Propelling charge M6 
Ignition cartridge M 2  
Burster Integral w/fuze 

e .  Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber 

( 2 )  Ballistics. 

( 3 )  Components. 

container; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

4-36. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Smoke, PWP or 
WP, M2 

Except for a slight design difference in the 
obturating mechanism, this round is identical 
to smoke cartridge M2A1 and functions in a 
similar manner. 

4-37. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Smoke, WP, 
M328A1 

a.  General. This cartridge (fig. 4-26) is 
used for screening, incendiary and casualty 
purposes. 

b. Description. This cartridge is similar to 
high-explosive cartridge M329A1 (para 4-33) 
in its use of propelling charge M36A1 and in 
the design of the tail assembly (with contain- 
er extension). Otherwise, it contains a per- 
forated vane and is designed to accommodate 
a PD fuze and burster casing similar to the 
M2Al smoke cartridges. The burster casing 
contains a burster initiator and a burster 
charge. 
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PROPELLING CHARGE 
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I 

0 

Figure 4-25. 4.2-Inch smoke ( W P )  cartridge M328A1. 
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c. Functioning. The PD fuze functions on 
impact, activating the burster initiator which 
detonates the burster. The burster ruptures the 
projectile and disperses the filler. WP ignites 
on contact with the air, producing a dense 
white smoke with some incendiary effect. 

Warning: Cartridges manufactured prior 
to 1963 may contain tetrytol bursters and will 
not be fired or stored at temperatures exceeding 
+ 125°F. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 28.66 
Length (in.) 25.77 

Range (yd) 6,931 
Muzzle velocity (fps) 960 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 
Propelling charge M36A1 
Ignition cartridge M2A1 
Burster initiator M13 
Burster (3.35 oz. Comp B4) M35 

or 
(3.35 oz tetrytol) M35 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 
tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

4-38. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Smoke, M328 

Smoke cartridge M328 (fig. 4-26) differs from 
the M328A1 only in the use of propelling 
charge M36 in lieu of M36A1 and in the design 
of the cartridge container extension and the 
striker nut assembly. 
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Figure 4-26. 4.2-Inch smoke ( W P )  cartridge M328. 
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4-39. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Gas, Non-per- 
sistent, CNB, CNS, CK, CG, or Per- 
sistent, H, HD or HT, M2A1 

a. General. Gas cartridge M2A1 (fig. 4-27) 
is used for casualty effect and may be filled 
with either non-persistent gases CNB, CNS, 
CK or CG or persistent gases H, HD or HT. 

b. Description. This cartridge consists of a 
projectile fitted with a PD fuze having an in- 
tegral burster, ignition cartridge M2 and pro- 
pelling charge M6. It also contains the pressure 
plate and rotating disk which comprise the 
obturating mechanism. Like other M2-series 

I 

cartridges, it contains a perforated vane, which 
is welded inside the projectile, and the projec- 
tile is designed to accommodate the burster 
tube which extends from the fuze. The pro- 
pellant increments are secured to the ignition 
cartridge container by a wire propellant holder. 

c. Functioning. While the spin-stabilized 
cartridge is in flight, the perforated vane 
causes the liquid filler to rotate with the pro- 
jectile, maintaining the proper center of grav- 
ity and eliminating the possibility of erratic 
flight. On impact, the functioning of the fuze 
and burster shatters the projectile casing, dis- 
persing the gas filler. 

CALIBER AND TYPE OF WEAPON 
KIND OF FILLER 

ROTATING DISK (BRASS] MODEL OF CARTRIDGE 

21.01 MAX .+ 

STRIKER NUT 

PR 

I 

BURSTER ASSEMBLY 

IGNITION 'CARTRIDGE PERFORATED VANE ORD D1492 

Figure 4-27. 4.2-Inch gas  cartridge M2A1. 
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d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze 
Weight (lb) 24.67 
Length (in.) 21.01 

Muzzle velocity (fps) 8'79 
Range (yd) 4,961 

Propelling charge M6 
Ignition cartridge M2 
Burster Integral w/fuze 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber 
container ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

4-40. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Gas, Non-Persist- 
ent, CNB, CNS, CK or CG, or Persist- 
ent H, HD, or HT, M 2  

Gas cartridge M2 employs the same fillers and 

is similar in other respects to gas cartridge 
M2A1, except for a slight difference in the 
design of the obturating mechanism and the 
location of the wire propellant increment holder. 
Ballistically, the two rounds function in the 
same manner. 

4-41. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Tactical CS, 
XM630 

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 4-28) is in- 
tended to harass personnel by emitting irritant 
fumes. The projectile contains a CS riot con- 
trol agent which causes extreme burning of the 
eyes, coughing, difficulty in breathing and chest 
tightness. 

25.698 MAX 

I 

SHEAR PIN /CANISTER BODY 
I ,BAFFLE 

.=- 

I SPACER BASE PLUG 
ASSEMBLY 

ORD D1723 

Figure 4-28. 4.2-inch tactical CS cartridge XM630. 
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b. Description. The projectile consists of a 
steel body with a silver-brazed adapter in the 
nose and a base plug at the opposite end, an 
expelling charge (containing 1100 grains of 
black powder in plastic container) and four 
CS canisters (containing approximately one 
pound of CS-pyrotechnic mix and .93 ounces 
of starter mix). The nose adapter is internally 
threaded to receive an MTSQ fuze and the 
base plug contains an externally threaded stud. 
The base plug is secured to the body with four 
shear pins and four twist pins. An aluminum 
baffle is located between the expelling charge 
and the canisters, and the chipboard spacers 
are used to separate the canisters. The baffle, 
spacers and canisters have a center hole. The 
tail assembly is the same as the tail assembly 
for HE cartridge M329A1 (para 4-33). 

c. Functioning. Upon fuze functioning, the 
expelling charge is ignited and ignites the CS 
canisters in turn. The pressure produced by 
the expelling gases shears the pins in the base 
plug and ejects the burning canisters. The 
average canister burning time is 60 seconds. 

Caution: Do not fire tactical CS cartridge 
XM630 with fuze set as issued. See paragraph 
5-57, chapter 5, for instructions on setting the 
fuze for either impact action or time. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
I 

(1) Characteristics. 
Complete round with fuze : 

Weight (lb) 25.7 
Length (in.) 25.7 

(2) Ballistics. 
Maximum muzzle velocity (fps) 981 
Maximum range ( yd) 6,182 

Propelling charge M36A1 
Ignition cartridge M2A2 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber con- 

(3) Components. 

tainer ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

4-42. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Illuminating, 
M335A2 

a. General. Illuminating cartridge M335A2 
(fig. 4-29) is a base-ejection cartridge used 
for target and battlefield, illumination at night 
and during decreased visibility. 

b. Description. The projectile consists of five 
major components : illuminating canister as- 
sembly, parachute assembly, expelling charge 
assembly, parachute holder assembly and fuze. 
The internal components of the projectile are 
keyed together to prevent differential rotation 
in flight. The illuminating canister is fitted 
with antirotational brakes which reduce canis- 
ter spin at the time of ejection and prevent 
the parachute shroud lines from twisting. The 
parachute assembly consists of a 70-inch para- 
chute packed in a double deployment bag. 
The expelling charge holder is completely 
filled with black powder. The tail assembly is 
the same as the tail assembly for HE cartridge 
M329A1 (para 4-33) and the propelling charge 
is the M36A1. A detachable baseplate is press- 
fitted into the base of the projectile and 
secured by four copper shear pins. 
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'PRESSURE PLATE 

CONTAINER EXTENSION ORD D1496 

Figure 4-29. 4.2-inch illuminating cartridge M335A2. 

c. Functioning. The fuze functions at a 
preset time in the projectile's flight, igniting 
the black powder in the expelling charge-'as- 
sembly. The gas pressure produced by the 
burning black powder is sufficient to shear 
the pins securing the base plate and eject the 
base plate, parachute assembly, illuminant can- 
ister and other internal components from the 
projectile. Concurrently, flames from the burn- 
ing expelling charge travel through the baffle 
plate, baffle gasket, and base of the illumi- 
nating canister to ignite the first fire charge. 
The first fire charge, in turn, ignites the 
illuminant charge. While suspended by the 
parachute, the illuminant canister produces a 
luminosity of 850,000 candlepower for a mini- 
mum burning time of 90 seconds. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
(1) Characteristics. 

Complete round with fuze: 
Weight (lb) 26.70 
Length (in.) 25.70 

Velocity (fps) 990 
Range (yds) 5,782 

Propelling charge M36A1 
Ignition cartridge M2A2 

e. Packing Data. One cartridge per fiber 

(2) Ballistics. 

(3) Components. 

container ; multiple overpack in wooden box. 

4-43. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Illuminating, 
M335A1 

This cartridge is similar to cartridge 
M335A2 except that a different illurninant 
composition, an MT fuze, and an earlier ver- 
sion of the M 2  ignition cartridge are used. The 
illuminant canister produces 500,000 candle- 
power and burns for approximately 70 seconds. 
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Figure 4-30. 4-%Inch illuminating cartridge M335A1. 
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an earlier version of the cartridge container 
extension and striker nut assembly, and a 

4-44. Cartridge, 4.2-Inch: Illuminating, 
M335 

This ,cartridge is similar to cartridge flash tube are used. Burning time for this 
M335A1 except that a different fuze (MTSQ), cartridge is approximately 60 seconds. 
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4-45. Subcaliber Equipment 
a .  Weapons. Two distinctive subcaliber de- 

vices are provided for training personnel in 
the handling and firing of mortar ammuni- 
tion. 

(1) Mortar trainer M32A1. Housed in its 
own carrying case, this 25-mm pneu- 
matic training device consists pri- 
marily of a barrel and valve assem- 
bly, a regulator and bottle assembly, 
a hose, adapter rings and gage covers. 
The adapter rings and gage covers 
vary in size to accommodate the de- 
vice for use with operational 60-mm, 
81-mm and 4.2 inch mortars. The 
barrel and valve assembly is assem- 
bled to the mortar and connected by 
the hose to the bottle and regulator 
assembly which provides sufficient 
air pressure to eject the projectile 
from the weapon and propel it to the 
target. 

Used in 4.2- 
inch mortars exclusively, this device 
consists of a 60-mm barrel M 2  or 

( 2 )  Subcaliber device M31. 

M19, two aluminum adapter rings, a 
filler block and a rod. When the de- 
vice is positioned inside the mortar 
tube, the muzzle extends 1½ inches 
beyond the muzzle of the weapon. 
The assembled device functions in 
the same manner as the operational 
mortar. 

b. Ammunition. 
Twenty reuseable 25-mm projectiles 
M379 are issued with each mortar 
trainer M32A1. The projectile body 
is molded from high impact plastic 
and is threaded ‘to a blunt, chrome- 
plated hardened steel nose piece. An 
inertial firing assembly is housed in- 
side the projectile body, and a spot- 
ting charge (a commercial .22 cali- 
ber blank) is contained in the nose. 
The projectile is stabilized in flight 
by plastic fins integral with the body. 
All types of 60-mm mortar ammuni- 
tion may be fired from subcaliber de- 
vice M 3 1 .  (See Section II of this 
chapter for description of this am- 
munition.) 
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CHAPTER5 
FUZES 

Section I.GENERAL 

5-1. Definition 
A fuze is a device used to explode a projec- 

tile when and under the circumstances re- 
quired. 

5-2. Classification 
a. According to their position on the pro- 

jectile, fuzes are classified as base-detonating 
(BD) , point-initiating base-detonating (PIBD) , 
point-detonating (PD), and concrete-piercing 
(CP). Base-detonating fuzes are used with 
some types of armor-piercing projectiles and 
a few types of high-explosive projectiles. 
PIBD fuzes are generally used with high-ex- 
plosive antitank (HEAT) projectiles. 

b. According to their method of functioning, 
fuzes are also classified as impact, time, or 
proximity, or a combination of these. Impact 
fuzes, according to type of action, are classi- 
fied as superquick, delay and non-delay. A 
time fuze functions while a projectile, to which 
the fuze is assembled, is still in flight; cer- 
tain time fuzes are also provided with an im- 
pact element. Time (air burst) fuzes are of 
three types : mechanical time, powder-train 
time, and proximity. Powder-train time 
fuzes differ from mechanical-time' fuzes es- 
sentially in that the former uses a compressed 
black-powder train to delay functioning for a 
preset length of time, whereas the mechani- 
cal-time fuze uses a clockwork mechanism to 
achieve the same result. Proximity fuzes are 
radioactuated point fuzes which function, ei- 
ther after a preset arming time, or without 
setting or adjustment, on approach to a target. 

5-3. Description 
Fuzes usually consist of a connected series 

(train) of small explosive charges and a me- 
chanical or electrical device (or combination of 
both) for initiating the first charge in the 

• 

train. The initiating device and explosive ele- 
ments are held in a body or housing. In the 
case of point-detonating (PD) fuzes, the part 
of the fuze body protruding from the nose of 
the projectile is shaped for best ballistic ef- 
fect. In impact fuzes, the explosive train us- 
ually consists of a small but highly sensitive 
explosive charge of primer mixture followed 
by a larger and less sensitive explosive charge, 
such as lead azide, in turn followed by a still 
larger and still less sensitive explosive charge, 
such as tetryl. Such charges function by suc- 
cessive detonation-hence, the term, detonat- 
ing fuzes. A fuze designed for delay action 
contains a compressed black powder pellet ; 
the initial charge is a primer mixture, which 
passes a flame to the black powder pellet, and 
in turn, to a detonator. Black powder is used 
exclusively in the time train of powder-train 
time fuzes, and for the magazine charge of 
both powder-train and mechanical types of 
time fuzes. Black powder, being a low explo- 
sive, differs in manner of functioning from 
that of high-explosive charges in that it pro- 
duces its effect by ignition. Black powder 
compressed to great density burns slowly, the 
rate of combustion decreasing as the density 
increases. In the functioning of a fuze, each 
charge, by its action, initiates the next charge 
in the train; the final charge in the fuze caus- 
es detonation of the booster which, in turn, 
detonates the bursting charge of the projec- 
tile. 

5-4. Bore Safety 
a. Fuzes contain safety devices that tend 

to prevent functioning until after the fuze has 
been subjected to centrifugal and setback 
forces, after the round is fired. 

b. Certain fuzes are said to be bore safe. 
A bore-safe (detonator-safety) fuze is one in 
which the path of the explosive train is in- 
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terrupted so that, while the projectile is still 
in the bore of the weapon, premature explo- 
sion of the projectile is prevented should any 
of the more sensitive fuze elements, primer, 
detonator, or both, function. Interruption is 
most generally obtained by out-of-line com- 
ponents or interrupter blocks or slides. 

c. Certain internal parts of an impact fuze 
are in unarmed position prior to firing. Upon 
firing, the projectile is accelerated and rotat- 
ed. This applies centrifugal and setback forces 
upon these parts. As the projectile leaves the 
muzzle of the weapon, acceleration ceases and 
hence setback ceases. The combination of 
centrifugal force and setback in the bore of 
the weapon starts arming of the fuze. After 
the projectile has left the bore of the weapon, 
centrifugal force completes the arming. The 
time train of time fuzes is initiated at the 
instant of firing, by setback. Fuze safety de- 
vices, such as safety wires or  cotter pins and/or 
delayed arming mechanisms, are used to 
prevent accidental arming during handling 
and shipping. Delay arming devices are used 
to prevent complete arming until the fuzed 
projectile is some distance from the weapon. 
Safety wires and cotter pins must be manually 
removed before firing. 

d.  Arming of proximity fuzes is delayed by 
a series of internal safety devices. The fuze 
becomes automatically armed a specified 
length of time after projectile is fired. 

5-5. Methods of Arming 
A fuze is said to be armed when it is ready 

to detonate the projectile: that  is, when all 
parts are in, or are free to move to, their 
proper positions so that the fuze may operate 
in its intended manner. Arming of fuzes is ac- 
complished principally by inertia and centrif- 
ugal force. In some fuzes, both these forces 
are used to actuate safety devices; in others, 
either one. 

a. Inertia manifests itself i n  several ways : 
(1)  Setback occurs when the projectile 

accelerates on being fired. It may 
be used to advantage to lock safety 

devices, or unlock then when re- 
qui red. 

(2) Creep, a phenomenon which can cause 
malfunction, occurs as the projectile 
body decelerates in flight. It is taken 
into consideration in designing the 
fuze. 

(3)  Setforward occurs at impact or  on 
sudden deceleration. This effect may 
be used to drive firing pins into 
primers or to drive primers against 
stationary firing pins. 

b. Centrifugal force may be used to actuate 
gear trains, and to move safety devices into 
their proper positions in fuzes and boosters. 
Such fuzes and boosters are designed to oper- 
ate in the rotational velocity range of the car- 
tridge-weapon combination in which they are 
used. Rotational speed in spinning projectiles 
depends upon the twist of the rifling and the 
muzzle velocity. Fuzes using centrifugal force 
must be so designed that they will not be- 
come unarmed as the rotational velocity de- 
creases during flight. 

5-6. Detonators 
a. General. A detonator (table 5-1) is used 

in the explosive train to create a detonation 
wave, then transmit it to the next component, 
and to the explosive train. Detonators, divid- 
ed into three types, depending upon how in- 
itiated, are known as flash, stab o r  electric. 
Each of these types has a secondary explosive 
base charge (PETN, tetryl or RDX) and a pri- 
mary explosive intermediate charge (lead 
azide). 

b. Flash Detonators. Most flash detonators 
contain only these two charges consolidated in 
a metal container (aluminum, gilding metal or 
stainless steel). Flash detonators are  usually 
initiated by the output from a separate prim- 
er, delay column or relay, which acts on the 
lead azide in the detonator. 

c. Stab Detonators. Stab detonators normally 
consist of the aforementioned base and inter- 
mediate charges plus a third (upper) charge. 
all consolidated in the metal container. The 
upper charge is a mixture of fuels and oxi- 
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dizers with various sensitizing materials. 
These detonators are activated by the action 
of a stab-type firing pin on the stab sensitive 
upper charge. 

d .  Electric Detonators. Electric detona- 
tors have, in addition to the consolidat- 
ed base .and intermediate charges, a 
spot charge, usually of milled lead styphnate 
or colloidal lead azide. A nitrocellulose binder 
binds the spot charge to the bridge of the elec- 
tric detonator. This bridge is either a very 
small diameter wire or a carbon film, connect- 
ed to exterior terminals on the detonator. Ap- 

T plication of a potential across these termi- 
rials will cause an electric current to flow 
through the bridge where electrical energy is 
converted into sufficient heat energy to ig- 
nite the spot charge. The output from the 
spot charge, in turn, activates the intermedi- 
ate lead azide. 

.?- 

e. Identification. Detonators are colored to 
mark the insensitive end. Yellow is used on 
detonators which do not contain primer mix- 
ture or igniting mixture ; green is used on det- 
onators containing primer mixture ; brown 
is used on detonators containing a black-pow- 
der base charge; and black is used on detona- 
tors having a heavy disk (0.02 inch) on the 
primer mixture end. Detonators usually are not 
colored externally at the sensitive end. How- 
ever, because of the 'method of sealing the 
disk in place and the red color specified for the 
sealing lacquer, a color (red) identification is 
provided for the sensitive end. Coating of the 
end of the detonator and the entire detonator 
disk with the red sealing lacquer is optional, 
depending on the detonator manufacture. The 
color scheme described above applies to the lat- 
est detonator construction ; differences may 
be found on detonators of older .manufacture. 
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s (in.) 

Diameter 

Table 5-1. Detonators 

Color identification 

Sensitive Insensitive 
end end 

0.241 

0.241 

None Yellow 

Red Green 

0.241 

0.192 

0.192 

Red Green 

Red Green 

Red Black 

0.241 Red Green 

0.192 

0.192 

Red Green 

Red Black 

Stab 

S tab  

Flash 

Fuze, PD:  M48 Series, 
M51A4, M51A5, M57, M557, M572 
Fuze, TSQ: M54, M55A3 

Fuze, PD:  M74, M89 
Fuze, TSQ: M77 

Fuze, PI: M90 Series 
Booster: M24 

0.145 Red Green 

Fuze, PD:  M503 Series 

Fuze, PD:  M52 Series, 
M82 Series, M519 Series, M525 
Series, M526 Series, M527 
Series 

Fuze, MTSQ: M548, M562, 
M564, M565 
Fuze, MT: M563 Series 
XM711 

0.436 

0.396 

0.290 

0.192 

0.145 

None Green 

Red Green 

0.276 

0.241 

0.241 

0.145 

None None 

Red Brown 

Red Green 

Red Green 

Flash 

Stab 

Fuze, MTSQ: M548, M565 0.342 
Fuze, MT: M563 Series, 

Fuze, MTSQ: M548, M564 0.740 

XM711 

Type 

Dimensi 

Length 

0.342 

Model Used In 

Fuse, BD: M66 Series M68 
Fuze, MTSQ: M500 Series 
M501 Series, M506, M564 
Fuze, PD:  M53A1 
Booster: M21A4, M25, M126 Series 

M17 Flash 

M18 Stab Fuze, BD: M58, Practice 
Fuze, PD:  M507, M508 Series 
M521, M535, M557, M572 

0.342 

M19A2 Stab  Booster, M124 0.370 

M22 I Stab 
0.395 Fuze, BD: M62 Series, 

M91 Series 
Fuze, MTSQ: M500 Series, 
M501 Series M520 Series 
Fuze, PD:  M8, M9 

M506, M518 Series 
Fuze, PD:  M66 

Fuze, MTSQ: M502 Series 0.395 

0.370 0.241 Red Cavity M24 

M29 
M30 

o r  
M30A1 

0.390 

0.390 

I I 

0.241 Red Green 

Electric 

M42 

M44 

M47 

Fuze, PIBD: M509 Series 0.500 M48 

M49 

M5\0 

M63 Stab  Fuze, PD: M524 Series 
XM 593 Series 

Flash Fuze, PD:  M524 Series 
XM593 Series 

M80 0.192 Yellow 

0.142 

AGO 6681A 

MK37 
Mods Fuze, Prox: M513 Series Flash I 0.256 
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5-7. Cartridge-Fuze combinations • 
a. Need for Changing Fuzes. 

(1) Tactical situations and available supplies 
may necessitate changing fuzes; for example, from 
a time or proximity fuze for burst above the target 
to a PD fuze for burst upon impact a t  the target, 
or vice versa. 

(2) To replace or remove unsafe fuzes. 
(3) In renovation activities, when the original 

fuze or booster or both become unserviceable be- 
cause of corrosion, rust, general deterioration or 
obsoletion. 

b. Authority and Responsibility. Assembly to 
and removal from projectiles of point fuzes are 

normal operations in the field. This is also true of 
deep-cavity projectiles, fuzed or unfuzed, or with 
or without supplementary charges. Details for 
fuzing with proximity fuzes are explained in para- 
graph 5-72. Care, handling and preservation of 
proximity fuzes are discussed in paragraph 5-71 
and TM9-1300-206. 

Note. Use only authorized wrenches when assembling fuzes 
to or removing fuzes from projectiles. 

C. Cartridge/Projectile-Fuze Combinations. 
Cartridge/projectile-fuze combinations are pub- 
lished in TM9-1300-203/3. 
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Figures 5-1,5-2, and 5-3 are rescinded. 
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d.  Instructions For Assembly of Time Fuzes 
to Projectiles. 

(1) Place the cartridge o r  projectile on 
its side. Protect the primer in the 
base of the cartridge case of fixed 
or  semifixed rounds from being 
struck and the cartridge case from 
being damaged. 

(2) Using a suitable wrench, remove the 
closing plug and gasket (fixed or 
semifixed rounds) or the eyebolt lift- 
ing plug and gasket (separate-load- 
ing projectiles), by turning the 
wrench in a counterclockwise direc- 
tion (looking downward on the nose 
of the projectile). 

(3) If the cartridge or  projectile is as- 
sembled with a fuze, remove the fuze 
by inserting fuze wrench M18 in the 
fuze wrench slots and strike the 
wrench handle sharply in a counter- 
clockwise direction (as viewed from 
the front of the projectile) to loos- 
en the fuze from the cartridge or  pro- 
jectile. Care should be exercised not 
to strike any part  of the fuze. Re- 
move the fuze. 

(4) If the projectile contains a deep cav- 
ity, ascertain that a supplementary 
charge is assembled thereto. 

(5) Inspect the cavity for the presence of 
foreign material. Remove loose ma- 
terial from the cavity. 
Note. If any high explosive is found ad- 

hering to the threaded portion of the pro- 
jectile throat, place the projectile or cartridge 
in a segregated location for disposition by 
qualified ammunition personnel. 

( 6 )  Remove the required fuze (i.e., MT, 
MTSQ or  TSQ) from its container. 
Remove the safety pin (if present) 
from the booster. 

Caution: Do not remove the safety 
wire or safety pin from the fuzes on 
which employed, until the cartridge 
or projectile is  ready for firing. 

(7) Examine the projectile nose threads 
and the fuze or  booster threads to 

assure that they are  in good condition. 
Do not use components with dam- 
aged threads. 

(8) Screw in the fuze in a clockwise di- 
rection by hand (fuze has right-hand 
threads). If binding occurs, inspect 
the fuze cavity and threads of both 
fuze and projectile. Reject which- 
ever component is at fault. 

(9) Assemble the fuze hand tight;  back 
off one-quarter of a turn and, with 
fuze wrench M18, tighten the fuze 
to the projectile with a sharp snap 
of the wrench, Make sure the fuze 
shoulder seats firmly against the 
projectile nose. 
Note 1. It is imperative tha t  the procedure 

outlined i n  (9) be strictly followed in  order 
to ensure non-loosening of the fuzes when 
fuze setters are employed (in a counterclock- 
wise direction) to set times on the fuzes. 

Note 2. In the  case of fuzes to  be used 
with rounds f o r  antiaircraft weapons (90-mm 
or 120-mm), staking is also required as fol- 
lows: using a round-nose punch, stake the 
body of the  fuze to the projectile in at least 
two of t h e  projectile notches. Perform the 
staking so t h a t  the metal from the fuze body 
is forced tightly into the projectile notches. 
Be careful not to cut  the fuze body metal or 
peen i t  too thin. Staking must be done cor- 
rectly so that the fuze will withstand the 
counterclockwise setting torque applied by the 
automatic fuze setters. 

e. Projectiles Prepared for Firing but not 

(1) Projectiles prepared for firing but 
not fired will either be returned to  
their original packing or will be de- 
fuzed and the components returned to 
their original condition and packings. 

(2) If the projectiles are to be defuzed 
and the components returned t o  their 
original condition and packings, pro- 
ceed as indicated in ( a )  through ( f )  
below : 

(a )  Place the projectile or cartridge on 
its side. Protect the primer in the 
base of the cartridge case of fixed 
or semifixed rounds from being 

Fired. 
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struck and the cartridge case from 
being damaged. 
Remove the fuze from the projec- 
tile, using fuze wrench M18, by 
turning in a counterclockwise direc- 
tion (as viewed from the front of 
the projectile). 
Assemble the original fuze, or clos- 
ing plug and gasket, or eyebolt 
lifting plug and gasket to the pro- 
jectile by hand. Tighten the fuze 
securely with fuze wrench M18 as 
indicated in d(9) above; use an 
appropriate wrench or tool for 
tightening closing plugs or eyebolt 
lifting plugs (by turning in a 
clockwise direction). 
Return the fuzed or plugged pro- 
jectile or cartridge to its original 
packing. If this is not possible, cor- 
rect the markings on the container 
to conform with the contents of 
the package. If necessary, com- 

pletely deface the old markings be- 
fore applying the new markings. 

( e )  Opened packings of rounds and com- 
ponents will be marked with the 
correct description and identifica- 
tion and any other pertinent infor- 
mation, including date of opening. 

( f )  Rounds and fuzes prepared for fir- 
ing but not fired will be used first 
in subsequent firings in order that 
stocks of opened packings may be 
kept to a minimum. 

5-8. Fuze Setters and Fuze Wrenches 
a. Fuze setter. For accurate and rapid set- 

ting, time fuzes require a fuze setter gradu- 
ated to suit the fuze. Most fuze setters are 
constructed for a particular fuze or type of 
fuze, but certain models are adapted for sev- 
eral fuzes. Models of fuze setters and addi- 
tional pertinent data are listed in table 5-2. An 
example of the hand-type fuze setter, the 
M14, is illustrated in figure 5-4. For more in- 
formation, on fuze setters, refer to TM9-500. 
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Fuze 
setter 
model 

M14 

M23 
M25 

M26 (T41) 

M27 (T40) 

M28 (T46) 
M63 

5-11 

Type of Type of operation 
fuze Range of scale(s) 

setter Ad justing Setting 

(wrench 
Hand None Manual No graduations or calibrations (fuze scale is used) 

type) 
Manual 0-75 seconds Hand Manual 

Hand 
(wrench 

None Manual No graduations or calibrations type I 
Hand Manual Manual NO-25 seconds scale-0.1 second intervals; 0-75 seconds 

Hand None Manual No graduations or  calibrations. 
scale-0.2 second intervals 

(wrench 
type) 

Manual 0-100 seconds Hand Manual 
Hand Manual Manual 0-100 seconds 
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Figure 5-5. Fuze wrench M18. 

5-9. Packing and Shipping 

issued fuzes appear in SC 1340/98-IL. 
Packing and shipping data for separately 

Section II. POINT-DETONATING (PD) FUZES 

5-10. Fuze, Point Detonating: M8 
a. General. Point-detonating fuze M8 (fig. 5- 

6) is a superquick impact-type fuze used with 
4.2-inch chemical cartridges. 

b.  Description. The complete assembly con- 

sists of the fuze proper with an aluminum 
body, its various components, and a seamless 
steel burster tube. The bursting charge con- 
sists of about 65 grams of tetryl pellets in 
the burster tube and lead cup. 
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! 

( _ "  BURSTER TUBE- 

Figure 5-6. Point detonating fuze M8. 

c. Functioning 
(1) The safety pin is pulled out of the 

fuze just before the cartridge is in- 
serted into the barrel. After striking 
the striker pin a t  the base of the 
barrel and igniting the propellant, the 
cartridge is forced up the barrel by 
the pressure of the propelling charge 
gases. The retainer, being a movable 
part, moves down into the well be- 
low it, cutting the shear wire. The 
inside of the retainer is recessed a t  

the top so that when the retainer 
drops into the well below it, the re- 
cessed portion comes opposite the 
holes in the fuze body containing 
the steel balls. The balls are forced 
out into the additional space in the 
recessed portion of the retainer by a 
combination of two factors : centrif- 
ugal force set up by the rotating car- 
tridge, and pressure against the balls 
by the striker which is forced by the 
striker spring. The striker is thus 
shoved up into the armed position, 
with the striker head projecting 0.24 
inch above the fuze body. The entire 
fuze is armed when the cartridge has 
traveled approximately 5 feet from the 
muzzle of the barrel. 

(2) The striker is prevented from being 
forced entirely out of the fuze by a 
setscrew which passes through the 
upper part  of the body a t  the same 
level as the steel balls and 90° from 
each ball. A vertical slot is cut in the 
striker from the bottom of the strik- 
er head to the safety pin hole. The 
point of the setscrew extends into 
this slot and thus controls the move- 
ment of the striker. A U-shaped slot 
in the wall of the retainer, where the 
head of the setscrew projects from 
the fuze body, permits the retainer 
to f i t  around the head of the setscrew 
without interference with the down- 
ward movement of the retainer. 

(3) When the striker is free to move, 
the spring lifts the point of the 
striker; the setback forces the set- 
back pin to the rear and the centrif- 
ugal force, caused by the rotating 
cartridge, moves the slider outward 
until its shoulder meets a shoulder in 
the fuze body. At the same time, the 
setback pin is locked in place. On 
completion of this movement, the 
slider is held fast  in the armed po- 
sition by the lockpin, which also 
functions by centrifugal force, and 
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prevents backward movement of the 
slider. The guide screw in the fuze 
body fits into a groove in the slider 
and prevents rotation of the slider 
about its own axis until the lockpin 
functions, thus assuring vertical aline- 
ment of the detonator when coming 
into the armed position. During 
flight of the cartridge, tension of the 
striker spring holds the striker up 
in the armed position. Upon im- 
pact, the spring is compressed and 
the pin of the striker is driven into 
the detonator, thereby setting off 
the primer detonator. This, in turn, 
detonates the bursting charge of the 
cartridge. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 2.15 
Overall (in.) 16.23 

Weight (lb) 1.5 
Thread size .1.7-14NS-2 

e. Preparation for Firing. 
(1) Examine fuze to see that the shear 

wire is in place and bent over at  both 
ends. 

(2) Ends of safety pin may be straight- 
ened with pliers to facilitate rapid re- 
moval by mortar squad when ready to 
fire. 

(3) Pull on safety pin ring and remove 
safety pin from fuze body just be- 
fore ready to fire. 

Caution No. 1: If striker assembly 
moves up so that there is a gap of ap- 
proximately one-quarter of an inch be- 
tween it,  and the fuze body, the steel 
safety (locking) ) balls are missing 
and the fuze i s  in a partially armed 
position. If this is the case, reinsert 
safety pin into fuze body. The round 
must not be fired but will be placed 
in a segregated location for disposition 
by authorized personnel, in accordance 
with TM 9-1300-206. If the striker as- 
sembly does not move up, the steel 
safety (locking) balls are present, the 

fuze is in an unarmed position, and 
the round may be fired. 

Caution No. 2: If the round is not 
fired immediately, the safety pin must 
be reinserted into the fuze body. 

f .  Safety Features. Fuze M8 has four safety 

(1) The safety pin is a cotter pin passing 
through (off center) the body of the 
fuze and the retainer. The pin secures 
the retainer firmly to the body of 
the fuze and prevents its movement. 
Its function is to act as a reinforce- 
ment for the shear wire. Just before 
firing, the safety pin is pulled from 
the fuze by means of the ring at- 
tached to the pin. 

(2) The shear wire passes through the 
retainer and the fuze body. This pre- 
vents any movement of the retainer, 
even after the safety pin has been 
withdrawn, as long as the shear wire 
itself remains unbroken. The ends of 
the shear wire are bent into the an- 
nular groove around the outer sur- 
face of the retainer. This prevents 
accidental damage to the shear wire 
from external sources and enables 
the fuze to arm itself by cutting the 
shear wire inside the retainer only. 

(3) The retainer is a brass ring which 
holds two steel balls in cylindrical 
holes 180° apart in the upper part of 
the fuze body. When the striker is in 
the unarmed position, two hemispheri- 
cal recesses, 180" apart in the stem, 
are opposite the two holes in the fuze 
body. The diameter of the holes is 
slightly larger than the diameter of 
the balls but their depth is less. When 
the retainer is held in the unarmed 
position by the shear wire, its inner 
surface covers the outer openings of 
the holes so that approximately one- 
third of each ball fits into the cor- 
responding hemispherical recess in 
the striker stem. The outer two-thirds 
remain in the cylindrical hole in the 

features : 
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body of the fuze. The balls prevent movement 
of the striker. Immediately below the retainer 
is a well in the fuze body into which the retainer 
drops when the shear wire is cut. The retainer 
has either two slots or two holes through which 
the two steel balls can be seen. For safety, 
every fuze must contain the two steel balls. 

Note. Some retainers do not have the slots or 

(4) The slider is a cylindrical aluminum 
member which contains the primer detonator, 
the striker point, and the lockpin, and has a 
groove for the guide screw. In the unarmed 
position, the primer detonator is out of line 
with the bursting charge and the striker. The 
point on the end of the striker fits into a hole 
in the slider, locking it in place as long as the 
retainer is held in position by the shear wire. 
The slider is held in the unarmed position by the 
setback pin which is held in place by force of 
the spring; this serves as an additional safety 
feature, preventing alinement of the primer 
detonator with the bursting charge before fir- 
ing. 

holes through which the steel balls can be seen. 

5-11. Fuze, Point Detonating: M9 
Point-detonating Fuze M9 (fig. 5-7), which 

is used with 4.2-inch HE Cartridge M3, is 
identical to Fuze M8, described in paragraph 
5-10, except that  it has a booster instead of a 
burster tube, as in the case of Fuze M8. The 
corrosion-resistant steel burster tube of Fuze M9 
is about one-third the length of the booster tube 
of Fuze M8. The function of the tetryl-loaded 
booster in Fuze M9 is to transmit the shock 
action to the high-explosive (TNT) filler, which 
in turn bursts the projectile. Fuze M9 has the 
same safety features as Fuze M8 and functions 
in the same manner. The overall length of the 
fuze is 6.87 inches. For further information, 
refer to paragraph 5-10. 

e,- 

5-12. Fuze, Point Detonating: M48A3 and 
M48A2 

Fuzes M48A3 and M48A2 are essentially the 

C 10, TM 9-1300-203 

NOT ON ALL FUZES ORD D183 

Figure 5-7. Point detonating fuze  M9. 

same as Fuzes M51A5 and M51A4 (para 5-13 
and fig. 5-8) ,  except that the M48 Series does 
not include the booster. Like the M51 Series, 
the M48 Series Fuzes are selective superquick- 
delay types. Either action can be obtained, 
prior to firing, by turning setting sleeve in the 
side of the fuze. Fuze M48A2 has two varia- 
tions : one, delay of 0.05 second, the other, delay 
of 0.15 second; the time of delay is stamped 
on the fuze body. Fuze M48A3, however, is 
made with only one delay of 0.05 second. M48 
Series Fuzes with 0.05-second delay are used 
with Burster Initiator M1 in 75-mm chemical 
projectile. Fuze M48A3 has the new Delay 
Plunger Assembly M1 (0.05-sec delay) which 
also is used in Fuze M51A5 and is standard 
for all ammunition employing fuzes of the M48 
Series. These fuzes weigh 1.41 pounds, and 
have an overall length of 4.55 inches, and thread 
size 1.7-14UNS-1A. For further information, 
refer to paragraph 5-13. 
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5-13. Fuze, Point Detonating: M51A5 and 
M51A4 

Note .  The key letters shown below in parentheses 

a. General. Fuze M51A5 is essentially fuze 
M48A3 (para 5-12) with booster M21A4 (U) 
attached. It replaces earlier modifications of 
the M51 series. Fuze M51A5 has a 0.05-second 
delay. Fuzes M51A4 and M51A5 and booster 
assemblies have the firing pin of the delay 
plunger assembly housing secured against 
movement prior to impact; the booster has 
an additional lockpin. Fuze M51A4 was manu- 

refer to figure 5-8. 

factured in lots having either 0.05- or 0.15- 
second delay, the length of delay being indi- 
cated by marking on the fuze. Fuze M51A5 uses 
the improved delay plunger assembly M1 
(0.05-sec delay) which is more sensitive than 
the delay plunger assembly used in fuze 
M51A4. A minor dimensional change has been 
made in delay plunger body and the rigidly 
fixed firing pin (N)  has been given a sharper 
point. As shipped, the fuze is set for super- 
quick action; that is, the slot in the head of 
the setting sleeve is parallel to the vertical ax- 
is of the fuze and is alined with the index 

• 

mark for superquick (SQ) action. 
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b. Description. With reference to figure 5-8, 
which depicts essentially either fuze M51A5 
or  M51A4 with the exception of the delay 
plunger assembly and the shape of the delay 
plunger firing pin, the fuze consists of a head 
( A )  which holds a superquick element (B),  
a body (H)  which holds a delay plunger as- 
sembly (M) and its housing, and a selective 
setting device. These main assemblies are con- 
nected by a flash tube ( G )  which holds and 
supports the parts firmly in  position, and are  
supported further by a thin-walled ogive (F) .  
The superquick element is comprised of firing 
pin (D)  supported by a cup-shaped gilding 
metal firing pin support (C)  and a detonator 
(E) .  The firing pin support is strong enough 
to withstand initial setback forces upon fir- 
ing, but collapses under impact a t  the target. 
The delay plunger assembly is an inertia- 
plunger type and includes a firing pin (N) ,  
primer (P), black powder delay pellet ( Q ) ,  
and a relay charge (T) .  The selective setting 
device consists of an  interrupter ( K ) ,  inter- 
rupter spring (L),  and the setting sleeve (J).  
The head of the setting sleeve is slotted to fa- 
cilitate turning when selecting the setting. 
For exact alinement, two register lines and 
the marking SQ arid DELAY are  stamped on 
the ogive of the fuze. When the slot in the 
sleeve head is alined with the SQ line (paral- 
lel to the fuze axis), o r  within 15 degrees there- 
to, the setting sleeve, which is thicker on one 
side than on the other, is turned so that it does 
not interfere with movement of the interrupt- 
er. The interrupter is free, therefore, to move 
outward under centrifugal force, and thereby 
open the passage for superquick action. When 
the slot is alined with the DELAY line (at  
right angles to the fuze axis) or within 15 de- 
grees thereto, a section on the setting sleeve 
rests against the interrupter, securing it in 
the lower extremity of the recess, across the 
superquick passage. Boresafe superquick ac- 
tion is provided by the interrupter ( K ) .  Bore- 
safe action is provided by arrangement of 
mechanism within the booster. 

C. Functioning (Functioning described here- 
in refers to the fuze; for booster functioning, 
see paragraph 5-86.) No action takes place 
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in the fuze upon firing until sufficient rota- 
tional speed has been established to overcome 
the resistance of springs and setback force on 
the several safety devices. When set for su- 
perquick action, after the projectile leaves the 
muzzle of the weapon, centrifugal force caus- 
es the interrupter (K) to move outward, open- 
ing the passage. At the same time, the plung- 
e r  pins (S) locking the delay plunger assem 
bly in unarmed position also move outward, re- 
leasing that assembly in preparation for im- 
pact. The plunger pin lock (R)  then swings 
on its pivot under centrifugal force, placing a n  
arm against the inner end of each plunger 
pin, thereby preventing the return of the 
pins to the unarmed position. Upon impact, the 
firing pin (0) of the superquick element is 
driven against the detonator (E), initiating the 
superquick action. Inert tia causes the delay 
plunger to move forward, driving the prim- 
e r  (P) against the delay firing pin ( N )  and 
initiating the delay action. In  normal function- 
ing with superquick action, the delay action 
has no effect since the superquick train will 
have caused the projectile to explode before 
the delay train can burn for its prescribed 
time. However, should the superquick action 
fail, the projectile will function with delay ac- 
tion rather than become a dud. When set for 
delay action, the interrupter which interrupts 
the superquick passage is restrained from mov- 
ing. Upon impact, the superquick firing pin 
and detonator function but the effect is pre- 
vented from being transmitted to the projec- 
tile. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible ( i n . )  3.74 
Overall ( in.)  (w/booster) 5.93 

Weight (lb) (w/booster) 2.15 
Fuze thread size.. .1.7-14NS-1 
Booster thread size. .2-12NS-1 

e.  Preparation f o r  Firing. The fuze needs to 
be adjusted only for the desired action, as 
described above. The setting can be adjusted 
at will with the screwdriver end of fuze 
wrench M18 or a similar tool at any time be- 
fore fir ing; this can be done even in the dark 
by feeling the position of the slot and making 
the correct setting. 
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f .  Limitations and Precautions. 
(1) If these fuzes are fired during ex- 

tremely heavy rainfall, premature functioning 
may occur. The rainfall necessary to cause 
malfunctioning is comparable to the exceed- 
ingly heavy downpours which occur during 
summer thundershowers. 

(2) Use fuze M51A5 only if fuze M557 
is not available. 

(3) An appreciable percentage of duds 
may be expected when firing ammunition fitted 
with PD fuze M51A5 set delay (DEL), in 
low zones of fire in howitzers. This is due to 
the inherent insensitivity of the delay action 
of this fuze to conditions of low-striking ve- 
locity or impact on soft ground. Under these 
conditions, the set forward force, resulting 
from the low rate of retardation, is insufficient 
to cause the delay plunger of the fuze to func- 
tion reliably. However, when set superquick 

(SQ), normal functioning may be expected. 
The above conditions apply particularly to- 

165-mm howitzer- -Zones 1 and 2 
8-inch howitzer--- ---Zones 1 and 2 

(4) In order to prevent duds, 4.2-inch car- 
tridges assembled with these fuzes should 
not be fired with fewer than seven incrementa 
of propellant. 

5-14. Fuze, Point Detonating: M52-series 
a. General. These fuzes are fitted to various 

60-mm and 81-mm mortar cartridges as issued. 
Renovated rounds and rounds of current man- 
ufacture are fitted with fuzes of te M525-series. 

Note. Rounds on hand fitted with M62-series fuzes 
are issued for combat emergency only, except that TP 
ammunition assembled with these fuzes modified by 
replacing the tetryl booster pellet with a black powder 
charge may be used for training. 

Note. The key letters shown in parentheses in b 
and c below refer to figure 5-9. 

Figure E-9. Point detonating fuze M52A2. 

b. Description. M62-series fuzes are single- 
action superquick types with a direct action 

firing device. The fuze consists of two major 
parts: a head (D) which holds the firing pin 
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assembly; and a body (M)  which contains a 
slider (F), a detonator (J), a booster lead 
(K),  and a tetryl booster pellet (L) in a boost- 
e r  cup (&) screwed into the base of the fuze 
body. The firing pin assembly consists of a fir- 
ing pin (C) secured to a cup-shaped striker 
(A). The striker is supported by a spring (B) 
which holds the firing pin a t  a safe distance 
from the detonator during the flight of the 
projectile. The entire firing pin assembly is 
held within the fuze head by a pin (E)  near 
the pointed end of the firing pin. Boresafety 
is provided by a slider-type interrupter which, 
in the unarmed position, holds the detonator 
out of alinement with the firing pin and the 
booster lead. The slider is locked in the un- 
armed position by a safety pin (G) ; the safety 
pin, in turn, is held in locked position by a 
setback pin (P) .  Positive safety during ship- 
ment and handling is provided by a safety 
wire (N) which prevents the setback pin 
from moving. This safety wire must be re- 
moved before firing. 

c. Functioning. Upon firing, setback causes 
the setback pin (P) to move backward against 
the resistance of the spring. This releases the 
safety pin (G), which is held in the fuze by 
the inner wall of the mortar tube but which 
is ejected from the fuze as the projectile 
emerges from the muzzle. This releases the 
slider (F) which then, guided by the guide 
pin (H), moves into armed position. Upon im- 
pact, the striker is driven inward, compressing 
its spring and carrying the firing pin (C) 

against the detonator (J). Action of the det- 
onator is transmitted through the booster lead 
(K) to the tetryl booster pellet (L) and there- 
by, to the bursting charge of the projectile. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 2.40 
Overall (in.) 3.62 

Thread size 1.5-12NF-1 

(1) Fuze requires no preparation for fir- 
ing other than removal of safety wire imme- 
diately before loading cartridge into weapon. 
Do not remove safety wire a t  any other time. 

(2) Test safety pin for freedom of move- 
ment by pressing and releasing. If no move- 
ment is observed, fuze is unserviceable and 
dud may result. Place fuze in segregated loca- 
tion for disposition by authorized munitions 
personnel. 

Warning: If safety (bore-riding) pin be- 
comes unseated or is missing or ejected upon 
removal of safety wire, fuze is armed and ex- 
treme care should be taken to assure that 
striker is protected from impact. Such armed 
fuzes should be appropriately marked and seg- 
regated for disposition by authorized munitions 
personnel. Faulty ammunition will not be fired. 

e.  Preparation f o r  Firing. 

5-1 5. Fuze, Point Detonating: M53A1 
a. General. Fuze M53A1 (fig. 5-10) is pro- 

vided for  use with 81-mm high-explosive car- 
tridges M56 and M56A1, when delayed func- 
tioning is desired. 
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Figure 5-10. Point detonating fuze M58Al. 

Note, The key letters shown in parentheses in b, C, 
and e below refer to figure 6-10. 

b .  Description. The fuze is a single-action 
type with a direct-action firing device. The 
body mechanism therein is identical with that 
of M52-series fuzes, except that  the guide pin 
(L) in fuze M53A1 serves as both a lockpin 
and guide pin. The steel head (D) is fitted with 
a delay assembly (E) ,  and a short plug-type 
firing pin (B) with a nipple a t  one end and 
riveted a t  the other end to a thin aluminum- 
alloy disk (A) which forms the striker. Nor- 
mally, the firing pin is held a t  rest by a shear 
wire (C).  This wire is sufficiently strong to 
withstand ordinary blows and the setback 
created upon firing, but is sheared or bent upon 
impact a t  the target, allowing the nipple of the 
firing pin to come into contact with a primer 
(F) in the delay assembly. The delay assembly 
consists of the primer, a black powder delay 
pellet ( G )  which is loaded to cause the fuze 

to function with 0.1-second delay, and relay 
charge (H) of lead azide. 

c. Functioning. Upon impact, the firing pin 
is driven against the primer, which in turn 
ignites the black powder. After burning for the 
prescribed time, action of the lead azide relay 
is initiated. When the detonator (J)  in the 
slider (K) has been brought into alinement 
in the same manner as the fuzes of M52-series 
and locked in the armed position by the lock- 
pin (L),  action of the relay charge is trans- 
mitted to the detonator and thereby, to the 
booster lead (M) and booster charge (N).  The 
booster charge, in turn, initiates the bursting 
charge in the projectile. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 2.36 
Overall (in.) 3.47 

Weight (Ib) 1.06 
Thread size 1.6-12NF-1 
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e. Preparation for Firing. 
(1) Fuze requires no preparation for 

firing other than removal of safety wire im- 
mediately before loading cartridge into weap- 
on. Do not remove safety wire at any other 
time. 

(2) Test safety pin for freedom of move- 
ment by pressing and releasing. If no movement 
is observed, fuze is unserviceable and dud may 
result. Place fuze in segregated location for 
disposition by authorized munitions personnel. 

Warning: If safety (bore-riding) pin be- 

I' 
comes unseated or is missing or ejected upon 
removal of safety wire, fuze is armed and ex- 
treme care should be taken to assure that 
striker is protected from impact. Such armed 
fuzes should be appropriately marked and seg- 
regated for disposition by authorized munitions 
personnel. Faulty ammunition will not be fired. 

5-16. Fuze, Point Detonating: M56 
a. General. Fuze M56 (fig. 6-11) i s  a super- 

sensitive type used with 37-mm high-explosive 
projectiles. 
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Figure 5-11. Point-detonating fuze M56. 
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Note .  The key letters shown in parentheses refer 
o figure 5-11. 

b. Description. The fuze consists of two main 
parts: a head assembly and a body (L), con- 
taining a booster charge (M), and an inter- 
rupter (N) which holds a part of the explosive 
train connecting the booster with the detona- 
tor (H). The head assembly is made in three 
parts: the head (F), the detonator assem- 
bly (G), which screws into the base of the 
head proper, and a nose (B). The nose holds 
the firing pin (C) and screws into the upper 
end of the head in such a manner as to leave 
a recess below the firing pin. Half-blocks (E) 
and a coiled spring (D) are positioned in the 
recess to hold the firing pin in an unarmed 
position prior to firing. The front end of the 
nose is closed by a thin aluminum disk (A) 
for protection against foreign matter or air 
resistance. Safety in handling and boresafe- 
ty are provided for by half-blocks and inter- 
rupter devices which hold the fuze in an un- 
armed condition until sufficient rotational force 
overcomes resistance of springs, setback, and 
friction. 

c. Functioning. When sufficient rotational 
speed has been established to offset the re- 
sistance of springs, setback, and friction, the 
slider (J) of the interrupter moves outward, 
bringing the slider charge (K) into alinement 
with the detonator and booster. While in the 
bore, setback causes the firing pin to seat firm- 
ly in the half-blocks, preventing them from fly- 
ing outward. Upon leaving the bore, the firing 
pin creeps forward. The half-blocks holding 
the firing pin in the unarmed position against 
the coiled flat steel spring then move outward 
under centrifugal force, leaving the firing pin 
in a floating position with an unobstructed 

passage to the detonator. In  this position, the 
fuze is fully armed. Upon impact, the thin clos- 
ing disk is perforated, or the head is crushed, 
depending on the force of impact. In  either 
case, the firing pin is driven against the det- 
onator. Action of the detonator is transmitted 
through the slider charge to the booster, which 
then causes the projectile to explode. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) .1.74 
Overall (in.) .2.21 

Weight (1b) .0.17 
Thread size .1.125-20NS-1 

e. Preparation for Firing. No preparation is 
needed. 

Caution: Fuze with perforated or imperfect 
closing disks will not be fired. 

5-17. Fuze, Point Detonating: M57 Modified 

a. General. Fuze M57 (fig. 5-12) is a single- 
action superquick type of the same size, shape, 
and weight as fuze M48A3 or M51A5 without 
booster. It is essentially the same as fuze 
M48A3 without a delay element. Fuze M57 is 
used primarily with 75-mm smoke cartridge, 
and in conjunction with booster M22 in 105-mm 
smoke cartridge. As booster M22 has no in- 
terrupter, the combination of fuze M57 and 
booster M22 is not considered as falling strict- 
ly within the definition of boresafe. However, 
since the fuze itself contains an interrupter, 
the combination may be used under conditions 
requiring boresafety. Fuze M57 has been SU- 
perseded for such use by fuze M48A3 with 
0.05-second delay in 75-mm smoke cartridge 
M64 and by fuze M51A5 with 0.05-second de- 
lay in 305-mm howitzer smoke cartridge. 
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C. Functioning. For details on functioning 

d. Tabulated Data. 
see paragraph 5-13c. 

08598 

b. Description. The superquick element is 
identical in construction and functioning to 
fuze M48A3 or M51A5 without booster (para 
5-12 and 5-13), except that there is not set- 
ting sleeve on the centrifugal interrupter and 
there is no delay assembly. All rounds fitted with 
PD fuze M57 (either with or without booster 
M22) will be modified prior to use by having 
an aluminum safety disk inserted a t  the base 
of the flash hole. Rounds which do not require 
use of booster (e.g., M64) will also incorporate 
a felt washer between the safety disk and 
burster. Marking on all modified cartridges will 
be changed to include the word Modified as 
follows: Cartridge, smoke, WP, M60, w/Fuze, 
PD, M57, Modified, for 105-mm Howitzers 
M2A1, M4 and M49. 

Caution: Any ammunition encountered in 
the field fitted with PD fuze M57 but which 
does not include MODIFIED in the marking, as 
shown in the above example, will not be used. 

Length: 
Visible (in.) 

Overall (in.) 

Weight (lb) 

Thread size: 
Fuze 1.7-14NS-1 

Booster 2-12NS-1 

e. Preparation for Firing. There are no prep- 
arations. 

5-18. Fuze, Point Detonating: M74 
a. General. Fuze M74 (fig. 5-13) is a point 

fuze containing a direct-action firing pin and 
a cylindrical rotor. The fuze is provided for use 
with practice cartridge M92 in 37-mm sub- 
caliber guns. It is used to ignite the black pow- 
der spotting charge of the cartridge and does 
not have or require a booster. 

BODY 

ROTOR ROTOR HOUSING 
ACK 

ROTOR 

PLUG RAPD 8087A 

Figure 5-13. Point detonating fuze M74. 

b. Description. The fuze consists of a zinc- 
alloy body recessed a t  the forward end to hold 
the firing pin and recessed again a t  about the 
middle of the fuze to hold a rotor housing 
and rotor assembly. The base is closed by a 
zinc-alloy plug which screws into the body, 
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serving both to close the base of the fuze and 
to hold the rotor housing assembly firmly in 
position in its recess. The rotor housing is 
drilled through, a t  right angles to the verti- 
cal axis of the fuze, to provide a recess for 
the rotor. The rotor is a cylindrical steel as- 
sembly slotted and weighted with two lead 
plugs a t  one end and drilled in two places: 
one, to hold the detonator, the only explosive 
assembly in the fuze; the other, to provide a 
recess. for a U-shaped setback pin. In the un- 
armed or interrupted position, the rotor holds 
the detonator diagonally across the vertical 
fuze axis and away from the firing pin, pro- 
viding for safety in handling and during fir- 
ing. The rotor is locked in the unarmed posi- 
tion by the setback pin. 

c. Functioning. Upon firing, setback causes 
the setback pin to move rearward into its re- 
cess. After the friction due to setback is over- 
come, the rotor is free to turn under the ac- 
tion of centrifugal force, thereby bringing the 
detonator in line with the firing pin. The fir- 
ing pin remains in a floating position until im- 
pact, whereupon i t  is driven rearward into 
the detonator. The flash from the detonator 
ignites the black powder charge of the shell. 

Length: 
d. Tabulated Data. 

Visible (in.) 0.965 

Overall (in.) 1.43 

Weight (Ib) 0.21 

Thread size 1.125-20NS-1 
e. Preparation for Firing. No preparation is 

needed. 

5-19. Fuze, Point Detonating: Concrete 
Piercing, M78 and M78A1 and Booster M25 
a. General. M78-series fuzes (fig. 5-14) are 

constructed especially for use against concrete 
targets and are issued for use with high-ex- 
plosive projectiles of 76-mm through 280-mm. 
Fuzes M78A1 are of two types: a nondelay 
type using delay plunger assembly M1 (non- 
delay) primarily for spotting purposes; and 
a delay type using delay plunger assembly M1 
(0.025-second delay) for fire against concrete 
targets. The nondelay fuze has its nose paint- 

ed white about 1-inch wide from the tip. Boost- 
er M25 is a separate assembly, but is packed 
and shipped with the fuze for assembly to the 
projectile at the time the projectile is to be 
fired. This booster is designed especially for 
use with M78-series fuzes and cannot be used 
with any other fuze. 

Figure 5-14. Point detonating, concrete piercing fuze 
M78A1, 0.025-sec delay, and booster M25. 

b. Description. The fuze consists of a solid, 
hardened steel body with ogival nose, with a 
cylindrical well in the base end which holds 
an inertia firing mechanism. The firing mech- 
anism used in fuze M78 is similar to the de- 
lay plunger mechanism in fuze M51A4 and the 
mechanism used in fuze M78A1 is similar to 
that of fuze M51A5 (para 5-13 and fig. 5-8). 
Safety devices consists of two plunger pins 
which hold the firing assembly in the unarmed 
position until acted upon by rotational forces, 
and arrangements within booster M25 which 
prevent arming until setback and centrif- 
ugal forces operate. For a complete descrip- 
tion of booster M25, see paragraph 5-89. 

C. Functioning. Refer to paragraph 5-13c for 
functioning information. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible ( in . )  2.68 
Overall (in.) fuze alone) 3.48 

Weight (fuze alone) (Ib) 2.09 
Thread size 2-12NS-1 

e. Preparation for Firing. 
( I )  When assembled to projectile, no fur- 

ther preparation or adjustment is nec- 
essary. 

(2)  The fuze and booster are assembled 
to the projectile as described below. 
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Note.  When a staked setcrew is used to retain 
the original fuze and booster in the projectile, the 
disassembly and assembly operations must be performed 
by or under supervision of Ammunition personnel; 
when no setscrew is present, defuzing and refuzing 
may be done by qualified artillery personnel. 

(a )  Examine fuze threads in the pro- 
jectile and the threads on booster M25 and 
fuze M78A1 (or M78) to assure that they are 
in good condition. Do not use components 
with damaged threads. 

( b )  Remove the safety pin from 
booster M25 and screw the booster into the 
booster cavity of the projectile. Tighten the 
booster firmly with booster end of fuze wrench 
M16. Boosters which are issued without safety 
pins should not be used. 

(c) Screw fuze M78A1 (or M78) into 
the fuze cavity and tighten it securely with 
the fuze end of fuze wrench M16. Make sure 
the fuze shoulder seats firmly against the 

nose of the projectile. There should be no space 
between the fuze shoulder and the projectile. 
Do not stake the fuze to the projectile. 

(d) Some projectiles have a booster 
setscrew, but this plays no part in the use 
of fuze M78A1 (or M78) and booster M25. 
If a setscrew is present in a projectile fuzed 
and boostered with fuze M78A1 (or M78) and 
booster M25, the setscrew should be screwed 
tightly into the projectile so that no part of 
it protrudes outside of the ogival surface of the 
projectile. 
5-20. Fuze, Point Deonating: M82, M82A1, 

or M82AlB1 
a. General. M82-series fuzes are provided 

for use in 60-mm mortar smoke cartridge 
M302. 

Note No. 1 .  Rounds on hand fitted with. M82-series 
fuzes are issued for combat emergency only. 

Note No. 2. The key letters shown in parentheses 
in b below refer to figure 5-15. 

Figure 5-15. Point detonating fuze M82A1. 

b. Description. Fuzes M82, M82A1 (fig. 5- 
15), and M82AlBl are modifications of fuze 

M52A1B1 to provide a small 10-grain booster 
charge (C) with brass securing plug (B) for 
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use with buster M19 in the smoke cartridge 
M302. A brass or zinc head (A) is employed. 
Fuze M82A1 differs from fuze M82 in that 
the brass slider, and detonator assembly M18 
have been replaced by an aluminum slider (D), 
and detonator assembly M44. 

c. Functioning. Functioning of these fuzes 
is the same as for M52-series fuzes (para 5- 
14). 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 2.36 
Overall (in.) 2.86 

Weight (1b) 0.47 
Thread size 1.5-12NF-1 

(1) Fuze requires no preparation for fir- 
ing other than removal of safety wire im- 
mediately before loading cartridge into weap- 
on. Do not remove safety wire at any other 
time. 

(2) Test safety pin for freedom of move- 
ment by pressing and releasing. If no move- 
ment is observed, fuze is unserviceable and 
dud may result. Place fuze in segregated lo- 
cation for disposition by authorized munitions 
personnel. 

Warning: If safety (bore-riding) pin be- 
comes unseated or is missing or ejected upon 
removal of safety wire, fuze is armed and ex- 
treme care should be taken to assure that 
striker is protected from impact. Such armed 
fuzes should be appropriately marked and seg- 
regated for disposition by authorized munitions 
personnel. Faulty ammunition will not be fired. 
5-21. Fuze, PD, M89 

a. General. Fuze M89 is a single-action 
type providing superquick functioning on tar- 
get impact. It arms at relatively low speeds of 
rotation for use with 57-mm recoilless rifle am- 
munition. 

b. Description. The fuze is made up of either 
a one-piece aluminum body or, as an alterna- 
tive, of a body and a head which screw into the 
body and are staked in position. The point- 
detonating mechanism consists of a light- 
weight firing pin seated in a cavity at the 

e. Preparation for  Firing. 

forward end of the fuze and held in a fixed 
position prior to impact a t  the target by a 
gilding metal firing pin support. The striker 
cavity is closed a t  the outer end by an alumi- 
num closing disk supported by a brass washer. 
A rotor housed in a cavity perpendicular to 
the fuze Vertical axis holds the detonator. The 
rotor with its detonator is held in an unarmed 
position by a lock assembly by means of two 
nipples which seat in two drill holes in the 
rotor under tension of the lock spring against 
the lock. A body pin serves to hold the spring 
and spring cup in proper position and as a 
guide during outward movement of the lock. 
A closing plug seals the rotor cavity against 
moisture and foreign matter. Explosive ele- 
ments consist of the detonator, a lead charge 
of tetryl, and a 200-grain booster charge of 
tetryl held in an externally threaded alumi- 
num booster cup screwed and staked into the 
base of the fuze. Boresafety is provided by the 
rotor and lock mechanisms. The firing pin is 
protected against premature functioning by its 
cup support, which is designed to withstand a 
load of up to 40 pounds. 

C. Functioning. After firing and upon the 
establishment of sufficient rotational force, 
the lock moves outward against the tension 
of the lock spring, releasing the rotor. After 
setback is over, the rotor turns to the armed 
position (detonator parallel to the fuze axis 
and alined with firing pin). This position is 
retained until impact, whereupon the alumi- 
num closing disk is perforated or crushed and 
the firing pin is driven through its cup sup- 
port and against the detonator. Action of the 
detonator is transmitted through the lead 
charge to the booster charge, the latter caus- 
ing functioning of the shell bursting charge. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 1.72 
Overall (in.) 2.52 

Weight (1b) 0.37 
Thread size 1.7-14NS-1 

e. Preparation f o r  Firing. No preparation is 
needed. 
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5-22. Fuze, PD: M503A2, M503A1 or 
M503 

rifle. The fuze is armed within 100 feet. The 
fuze is provided for use with 57-mm rifle pro- 

a. General. Fuze M503A2 (fig. 5-16) is a jectiles. Primarily, fuze M503A2 differs from 
single-action superquick type which functions fuzes M503 and M503A1 in that it has a 
by impact or graze after an arming delay, setback sleeve, a setback spring, and halfblock 
which is in effect for about 60 feet from the retainers which provide added safety. 
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A-BODY 
B-FIRING PIN 
C-FIRING PIN HEAD 

E-ROTOR RESTRAINER 
F-ROTOR RESTRAINER SPRING 
G-ROTOR HOUSING 

D-SUPPORT CUP 

H-ROTOR 
J-DETONATOR 
K-SETBACK SLEEVE 
L-SETBACK SPRING 

Figure 5-16. Point-detonating fuze M503A2-rotor in unarmed position. 

Note. The key letters shown below in parentheses 
refer to figure 5-16. 

b. Description. The fuze has an aluminum 
body (A), recessed a t  the forward end to hold 
a steel firing pin (B), which is held in an alu- 
minum firing pin head (C), and supported by 
a gilding metal support cup (D). Threaded to 
the rear of the body is a booster cup contain- 
ing a booster pellet (P). The pointed end of 
the firing pin projects into an aluminum rotor 
restrainer (E), which is held in place by a rotor 
restrainer spring (F). An aluminum rotor 
housing (G) contains a brass spherical rotor 
(H) with a detonator (J) and a booster lead 
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cup assembly (Q) An aluminum setback sleeve 
(K), which fits around the rotor housing, is 
held in its forward position against two half- 
block retainers (M) by a steel wire setback 
spring (L). The two half-block retainers are 
held in position against the rotor housing by 
its detent spring (N). In the unarmed posi- 
tion, four brass detents (not shown in cross- 
section) are held against the rotor by the set- 
back sleeve (K) and the detent spring (N), 
preventing the rotor from turning. 

c. Functioning. Setback force, incident to 
firing, displaces the setback sleeve to the rear 
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against the setback spring. In this position, 
the setback sleeve continues to hold the detents 
in the locked position, thereby preventing the 
rotor from turning. Centrifugal force, due to 
rotation of the projectile (approx. 9,000 rpm), 
causes the half-block retainers to move out- 
ward against their spring. Upon deceleration, 
the grooved setback sleeve moves forward 
against the half-blocks, occupying a new posi- 
tion in which the groove is opposite the detents. 
In this position, the four detents, acted on by 
centrifugal force, move outward against their 
detent spring into the groove in the setback 
sleeve, freeing the rotor. The rotor, being free 
to turn, alines the detonator with the firing 
pin. This is caused by unbalanced forces ex- 
erted on the rotor due to differences in density 
between the detonator and brass rotor. During 
flight, the rotor restrainer and its spring pre- 
vent the rotor from creeping forward and firing 
the detonator. The fuze can function in two 
ways-by direct impact o r  graze. When impact 
of the nose of the fuze on the target occurs, the 
firing pin is driven into the detonator. When 
impact of the nose of the fuze on the target 
occurs, the firing pin is driven into the detona- 
tor. When contact is made a t  a point to the 
rear of the nose graze, the inertia of the rotor 
causes it to move forward, overcoming the re- 
sistance of the rotor restrainer spring and 
carrying the detonator forcibly against the 
firing pin. The firing pin, striking the detona- 
tor, initiates the explosive train of the pro- 
j ectile. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 1.755 
Overall (in.) 2.58 

Weight (lb) 0.34 
Thread size 1.7-14UNS-1A 

e. Preparation for Firing. No setting or 
other preparation is required. 

5-23. Fuze, Point Detonating: M507 
a. General.. Fuze M507 is a dual purpose 

(superquick or delay) point-detonating fuze for 

use on HE Projectile M73 fired from the 120- 
mm antiaircraft cannon. 

b. Description. The fuze is boresafe delay 
arming type. Boresafety is provided by the 
canted interrupting plunger in the fuze body 
by the canted plunger pins in the delay plunger 
assembly, and by the displaced booster detona- 
tor. The fuze includes Booster M124. 

C. Functioning. For functioning information 
refer to paragraph 5-13. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Weight (lb) 2.85 
Delay arming distance from weapon 

muzzle (ft) 75 to 100 

e. Preparation for  Use. The fuze is assem- 
bled and shipped with the setting sleeve set 
on SQ. If delay action is required, the setting 
sleeve slot must be set on DELAY prior to 
loading the projectile in the gun. 

5-24. Fuze, Point Detonating: M508A1 or 
M508 

a. General. Fuze M508A1 or M508 (fig. 5- 
17) is a single-action point detonating (PD) 
type for use with 105-mm, 155-mm, and 8-Inch 
chemical (gas or smoke) projectiles. 

b. Description. The fuze is boresafe and det- 
onator safe. Delayed arming is provided by 
an interrupter and Booster M125A1 (M508A1) 
or M125 (M508). The delayed arming mechan- 
ism in the booster consists essentially of a 
rotor which carries a detonator assembly, two 
rotor detents with their springs, and a gear 
train. Prior to firing, the detonator assembly 
is held out of line with respect to the fuze 
explosive train by means of the rotor. When 
the detonator assembly reaches the in-line po- 
sition, the fuze is armed. The rotor is locked 
in the armed position by a pin and ball com- 
bination. To reach the armed position, Booster 
M125A1 requires a minimum of 200 feet (ap- 
proximately 150 feet for Booster M125) of 
projectile travel, depending on the velocity and 
spin rate of the projectile. 
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Figure 5-1 7. Point-detonating fuze M508. 

a' 

a 

C. Functioning. After firing, the rotor and 
rotor detents move out under centrifugal force, 
causing the rotor to turn;  also, centrifugal 
force causes the gear train to turn. Centrif- 
ugal force causes the interrupter to move out- 
wards, cleaving the flash path, thereby arm- 
ing the forward part of the fuze. Upon im- 
pact, the firing pin fires the detonator. The 
flash from the detonator passes through the 
flash tube and flash hole, ruptures the body 
closing disk, and ignites the detonator assem- 
bly in the booster. The detonator assembly ini- 
tiates the closing cup charge which, in turn, 
functions the booster pellet. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 3.74 (max) 
Overall (in.) 5.95 (max) 

e. Preparation for Firing. This fuze requires 

f .  Precautions in Firing. This fuze is not to 
no setting or other preparation for firing. 

be fired in rain or snow as premature func- 
tioning may occur. 

5-25. Fuze, Point Detonating: M5 19 (T3 19) 

a. General. Point-detonating fuze M519 
(fig. 5-18), which is a combination of PD fuze 
M52A2 and fuze adapter T211 for use with 
81-mm cartridges, is a single-action type with 
a direct action firing device. 

b. Description. The fuze consists of a head 
which contains a firing pin assembly, a body 
which contains a slider mechanism, detonator, 
booster lead, a tetryl-loaded booster cup, and 
an adapter assembled to the base of the body. 
Boresafety is provided by a slider-type inter- 
rupter which, in the unarmed position, holds 
the detonator out of alinement with the firing 
pin and booster. The slider is locked in the 
unarmed position by a bore-riding pin 

Note. Rounds on hand fitted with fuze M519 (T319) 
are issued for combat emergency only. 
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which in turn, is held in place by a setback c. Functioning. For functioning informa- 
pin. A safety wire prevents movement of the 
setback pin during shipment and handling. 

tion refer to paragraph 5-14. 
d. Tabulated Data. 

Length : 
Visible (in.) 3.67 
Overall (in.) 5.88 

Weight (1b) 1.25 

(1) Fuze requires no preparation for  fir- 
ing other than removal of safety wire im- 
mediately before loading cartridge into weap- 
on. Do not remove safety wire at any other 
time. 

(2) Test safety pin for freedom of move- 
ment by pressing and releasing. If no move- 
ment is observed, fuze is unserviceable and 
dud may result. Place fuze in segregated loca- 
tion for disposition by authorized munitions 
personnel. 

Warning: If safety (bore-riding) pin be- 
comes unseated or is missing or ejected upon 
removal of safety wire, fuze is armed and ex- 
treme care should be taken to assure that 
striker is protected from impact. Such armed 
fuzes should be appropriately marked and seg- 
regated for disposition by authorized munitions 
personnel. Faulty ammunition will not be fired. 

5-26. Fuze, Point Detonating: M521 (T247) 
a. General. This fuze (fig. 5-19) is an im- 

pact-type fuze, similar to fuze M51A5 de- 
scribed in paragraph 6-13, except that it does 
not have a booster. The threaded fuze base 
(2-inch thread) is assembled directly into the 
projectile. 

e. Preparation for Firing. 

Figure 5-18. Point-detonating fuze M519. 
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Figure  5-19. Point-detonating fuze  M521. 

b. Tabulated Data. 
Length 

Visible (in.) 3.74 
Overall (in.) 4.63 

Weight (Ib) 1.60 
c. Preparation f o r  Firing. The fuze is set 

in the same manner as fuze M51A5 described 
in paragraph 5-13. 

5-27. Fuze, Point Detonating: M524 Series 
a. General. Dual purpose fuze M524A5 (fig. 

5-20), superquick or  0.05 second delay, is used 
with M362 series HE cartridges and M374 or 
with W P  smoke cartridges M370 and M375. 
The fuze is designed for superquick impact 
action with greater sensitivity and speed than 
fuzes formerly used with 81-mm cartridges 
and functions on point impact or graze con- 
tact. The differences in the various models of 
this fuze follow : 

(1) M524A1 (M524E2)-For U.S.M.C. 
and U.S.N. use only-redesign of setback de- 
vice assembly frames, rotor assembly, and 
mainspring retaining plate. 

(2) M524A2 (M524E4)-For U.S.M.C. 
and U.S.N. use only-0.05-second delay element 
replaced by a non-delay element. 

(3) M524A3 (M524E5)-For U.S.M.C. 
and U.S.N. use only-striker detent is posi- 
tioned so that superquick (SQ) firing only is 
possible. 

(4) M524A4 (M524E6)-For U.S.M.C. 
and U.S.N. use only-a new striker detenting 
system is incorporated to reduce reverse func- 
tionings. The radial spring detent holding the 
striker setting is replaced by an axially op- 
erating index plate. This design uses the set- 
back forces of firing to augment the detenting 
forces. 

(5) M524A5 (M524E7)-For Army use 
-modified by adding a second safety pin and 
the fuze plunger redesigned so as to prevent 
the removal of the plunger safety pin if the 
arming mechanism starts to arm. 

Note.  Fuze 524 is not authorized for use. 

E 
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b. Description. The fuze contains a delay 
arming feature which assures that the fuze 
will remain unarmed (fig. 5-21) and detona- 
tor-safe for a minimum of 1.25 seconds of 
flight from the muzzle of the mortar but will 
arm within a maximum of 2.50 seconds from 
the mortar. The delayed arming mechanism 
consists of a spring-loaded rotor held by a set- 
back releasing device, and a timing device 
which controls the arming delay. Two safety 
pins are attached to  the pull wire: The set- 
back safety pin (i.e., lower pin) holds the set- 
back device in inoperative position; the 
plunger safety pin (i.e., upper pin) meshes 
with the plunger. 

Figure 5-20. Pointdetonating fuze M524A5. 
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ORD D1375A 

Figure 5-21. Cross section of fuze M524A5 in unarmed position with pull wire installed. 
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c. Functioning. When fired, the setback de- cating that the pin itself cannot be removed. 
vice allows the arming mechanism to start, The plunger safety pin also holds the plunger 
turning the plunger to its armed position (fig. in a detonator-safe position. This pin is easily 
5-22). If the arming mechanism starts to turn extracted and easily replaced in original po- 
the plunger to its armed position, the plunger sition, provided the arming mechanism has not 
safety pin becomes wedged and cannot be re- started to arm. If the mechanism becomes 
moved. The securing eye of the plunger safety armed, the plunger safety pin cannot be re- 
pin will break away from the pull wire, indi- inserted. 

Figure 5-22. Cross section of fuze  M 5 2 4 A 5  in armed position with pull wire removed. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length (including booster) (in.)  6.01 
Intrusion (Ib.) 2.21 
Weight (Ib.) 1.27 
Thread size 2-12NS-1 

e. Preparation for  Firing. 
(1) Turn slot in striker (at nose of fuze) 

to aline with SQ index or D index on 

fuze body, depending upon which 
fuze action is desired. 

(2) Remove pull wire, with both safety 
pins, just prior to insertion of round 
into mortar. 
Note. Lower safety pin must be removed 

first in order to remove entire wire success- 
fully. If the upper safety pin cannot be re- 
moved by hand (i.e., securing eye of pin 
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breaks away), round will not arm and may 
be disposed of safely. 

Warning: If a buzzing sound is 
heard upon removal of the pull wire, 
do not fire the cartridge. In this event, 
carefully observe the precautions, in 
paragraph f below. 

(3) Fire cartridges assembled with this 
fuze in the same manner as other 
authorized cartridges. 

(4) If safety pins have been withdrawn 
and round will not be fired immedi- 
ately, safety pins should be reinsert- 
ed, in reverse order (i.e., upper safe- 
ty  pin first), to render fuze safe. 

Warning: If plunger safety pin (up- 
per pin) cannot be reinserted, fuze 
may be armed. An armed fuze must 
not be fired since it will premature. 
It should be handled with extreme 
care. Depression of striker (fuze 
point) or any movement or round 
which would cause plunger to move 
forward (totally opposite from direc- 
tion tending to depress striker) 
against creep spring may cause deto- 
nators to move forward against firing 
pins, resulting in detonation of round. 
If it is necessary to handle a round 
suspected of having an armed fuze, 
hold round vertically with fuze striker 
assembly up. 

f. Precautions. 
(1) The delayed arming feature of these 

fuzes provides positive safety for 
use in any weather. This delay fea- 
ture, however, does not eliminate the 
cautions normally associated with 
mortar use. Accordingly, cartridges 
utilizing these fuzes will not be fired 
in the immediate vicinity of any ob- 
ject which might deflect, obstruct or 
damage the cartridge. 

(2) Cartridges will not be lifted or han- 
dled by pull wire. 

(3) The pull wire and attached setback 
and plunger safety pins will not be 

removed until the cartridge is ready 
to be fired. 

(4) A buzzing sound heard upon remov- 
al of the plunger safety pin means the 
plunger is moving towards the armed 
position. Although the fuze is un- 
armed until the plunger reaches the 
fully armed position, the cartridge is 
not suitable for firing. Attempt to 
reinsert the plunger safety pin in the 
body assembly, thereby jamming the 
plunger, and carefully dispose of the 
entire cartridge in accordance with 
provisions set forth in TM 9-1300-206. 

Warning If plunger safety pin (up- 
per pin) cannot be reinserted, fuze 
may be armed. An armed fuze must 
not be fired since it will premature. 
It should be handled with extreme 
care. Depression of striker (fuze 
point) or any movement of round 
which would cause plunger to  move 
forward (totally opposite from direc- 
tion tending to depress striker) 
against creep spring may cause deto- 
nators to move forward against firing 
pins, resulting in detonation of round. 
If it is necessary to handle a round, 
suspected of having an armed fuze, 
hold round vertically with fuze striker 
assembly up. 

Fuze, Point Detonating: M525A1 and 

a. General. These fuzes (fig. 5-23) are mod- 
ifications of M52 series fuzes. The modifica- 
tions consist of the substitution (for the head 
of M52 series fuzes) of a head assembly (fig. 
6-24) containing a delayed-arming mechanism 
in addition to the firing pin mechanism. Fuzes 
M525A1 and M525 are used with 60-mm high- 
explosive cartridge M49A2, the 81-mm high- 
explosive cartridges of the M43 series and 
M56 series, 81-mm target practice cartridge 
of the M43 series, and the 81-mm WP smoke 
cartridges of the M57 series. 

Rounds assembled with the A1 version of the 

5-28. 
M525 

Note.  
fuze a re  authorized for  training use only. 
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b. Description. The modified fuzes which 
are designated M525 (fig. 5-23) and M525A1 
(fig. 5-23) may be described as single-action 
superquick delayed-arming impact types con- 

sisting of the delayed-arming head (fig. 5-24) 
and M52 body (fig. 5-9) containing slider, 
bore-riding pin, setback pin, and booster.' 
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VIEW A 
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c. Funct ioning .  Upon firing (after removal 
of the pull wire and safety wire), setback 
causes the setback pin to release the bore- 
riding pin, which moves outward to contact 
the bore of the mortar and the bore-riding 
pin is ejected as tho cartridge leaves the mor- 
tar. Setback also frees the pallet and escape 
pinion wheel which begins to rotate a center 
gear of the delayed arming mechanism. This 
causes the firing pin to act as a detent to pre- 
vent the slider from moving the detonator in- 
to line with the firing pin. At the end of the 
delayed arming time, which is approximately 
3 seconds after the cartridge has left the mor- 
ta r  and is at a safe distance from the firing 
crew, the lugs (fig. 5-24) are alined with the 
slots. When this occurs, a spring causes for- 
ward movement of the firing pin, withdrawing 
it from the slider. The slider then moves lat- 
erally under the action of the slider spring, 
alining the .detonator with the firing pin and 
the tetryl lead charge in the fuze body. Upon 
impact, the striker is driven against the fir- 
ing pin spring. This forces the firing pin into 
the detonator, which detonates, in turn,  the 
tetryl lead charge, tetryl booster and main 
bursting charge of the cartridge. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Length (in.) 3.50 (max) 
Weight (Ib) 0.44 
Thread size 1.5-12NF-1 

e. Preparation f o r  Firing. 
(1) Make sure that pull wire, safety wire, 

and attached connecting cord are se- 
curely installed on the fuze and the 
bore-riding pin is secure in the fuze 
body. 

(2 )  Immediately prior to loading the car- 
tridge into the weapon, perform the 
following : 

( a )  Grasp safety wire end of connect- 
ing cord 'and remove safety wire 
from fuze body. Grasp pull wire 
end of connecting cord and remove 
pull wire from head assembly. 

Caution: If the pull and/or safety 
wire(s) fracture during removal 
from the fuze, leaving a portion 
within the fuze, the cartridge, if 
fired, will be a dud upon impact. 
Therefore, after removal, .inspect 
pull and safety wires for fractures, 
comparing against the unfractured 
pull and safety wires for the par- 
ticular fuze as shown in figure 5-25. 
If it is determined that a fracture 
of the wire(s) has occurred within 
the fuze, do not fire the cartridge. 
Reinsert the wire that has not frac- 
tured (if only one wire has frac- 
tured) and return the, cartridge to  
segregated ammunition storage in a 
properly marked container indicat- 
ing the malfunction. 

Warning: If a buzzing sound is 
heard upon removal of the pull and 
safety wires, do not fire the car- 
tridge. In this event, carefully ob- 
serve the procedures outlined in 
paragraph f. 

( b )  Fire cartridges assembled with 
this fuze in the same manner as 
other authorized cartridges. 
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NOTE: AFTER REMOVAL OF PULL AND SAFETY WIRES 
OBSERVE FOR FRACTURES IN AREAS MARKED 
WITH ARROWS ORD D213 

ORIGINAL DESIGN PULL AND SAFETY WIRES 
USED ON POINT DETONATING FUZES M525, 

M526, M527. AND M52781 

SAFETY WIRES 

Figure 5-25. Types of pull and safety wire. 

f .  Precautions. fuze is still unarmed and safe to han- 
The delayed arming feature of these 
fuzes provides positive safety for use 
in any weather. This delay feature, 
however, does not eliminate the cau- 
tions normally associated with mor- 
tar use. Accordingly, cartridges util- 
izing these fuzes will not be fired in 
the immediate vicinity of any object 
which might deflect, obstruct, or dam- 
age the cartridge. 
Cartridges will not be lifted or han- 
dled by the cord which is attached 
to the pull and safety wires. 
The pull and safety wires will not be 
removed until the cartridge is ready 
to be fired. 
A buzzing sound heard upon remov- 
al of the pull and safety wires means 
the mechanical timer in the head as- 
sembly is functioning. Although the 

dle provided the bore riding pin is 
in position, the cartridge is not suit- 
able for firing. Reinsert the safety 
wire in the body assembly and re- 
turn the cartridge to segregated am- 
munition storage in a properly marked 
container indicating that the head as- 
sembly has functioned. 

(6) If the bore riding pin is ejected upon 
removal of the pull and safety wires, 
the fuze may or may not be armed 
depending on whether the mechani- 
cal timer has functioned. Since it is 
not possible to ascertain prior func- 
tioning of the mechanical timer, care- 
fully proceed as follows since the 
fuze may be fully armed: 

(a)  If it is possible to see a clear hole 
where the bore-riding gin was pre- 
viously installed, the mechanical 
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.timer has not functioned and the 
fuze is unarmed. Reinsert the pull 
wire in the head assembly and re- 
turn the cartridge to segregated 
ammunition storage in a properly 
marked container indicating the 
malfunction. 

( b )  If i t  is not possible to see a clear 
hole where the bore-riding pin was 
previously installed, the mechani- 
cal timer has functioned and the 
fuze is armed. 

Warning: Carefully dispose of the 
entire cartridge in accordance with 
the provisions set forth in TM 9- 
1300-206. 

5-29. Fuzes, Point Detonating: M526A1 and 

a. General. These fuzes (figs. 5-26 and 5- 
27) which are replacing PD fuze M519 (fig. 
5-18) consist of the former M52-series fuzes 
modified as in the case of PD fuzes of the 
M526 series (para 5-28), with an arming de- 
lay head and, in addition, fitted with an adapt- 
er  containing auxiliary booster pellets to adapt 
i t  to newer design 81-mm cartridges. This 
fuze may be used instead of PD fuze M524A1 
in 81-mm high-explosive cartridges of the 
M362 series and M344 and smoke (WP) car- 
tridges M370 and M375. The same prepara- 
tion for firing and precautions as in the case 
of fuzes of the M525. series apply (para 5-28). 

Note. Round assembled with the A1 version of 

M526 

the fuze are authorized for training use only, Figure 5-26. Point detonating fuze M525. 
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the case of fuzes of the M525-series apply 
(para 5-28). 

Note. Rounds assembled with the A1 version of 
the fuze are authorized for training use only. 

b. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Overall (in.) 2.95 
Intrusion (in.) 0.50 

Weight (lb) 0.45 
Thread size 1.5-12NF-1 

PULL WIRE 

i 

Figure 5-27. Point detonating fuze M526A1. 
Figure 5-28. Point detonating fuze M527. b. Tabulated Data. 

Length, overall (in.) 5.88 (max) 
Length, intrusion ( in.) .  2.21 (max) 
Weight (lb) 1.19 

5-30. Fuze, Point Detonating: M527A1, 

Thread size 2-12UNS-1A 

M527 or M52781 and M527A181 
a. General. These fuzes (figs. 5-28 and 5- 

29) replace M82 series fuzes. They are sim- 
ilar to M625-series fuzes (para 5-28) except 
that M527-series fuzes have a smaller booster 
charge and an intrusion. They are for use 
with burster M19 in 60-mm W P  smoke car- 
tridge M302. The M527 and the M527A1 have 
a plastic body and the M527B1 and the 
M527AlB1 have an aluminum body. The same 
preparation for firing and precautions as in 
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Figure 5-30. Point detonating furs M535 (T177E3). 

b. Tabutated Data. 
Length, overall (in.) 5.95 
Length, visible (in.) 3.748 
Thread size 2-12NS-1 

e. Preparation for Firing. 
If delay action is desired, turn the 
slot in the setting sleeve to a right 
angle position (from the longitudinal 
axis of the fuze) so that the slot is 
in line with the DELAY mark on the 
fuze ogive. 
If superquick action is desired, no 
preparation is required since the 
fuze, as issued, is set for superquick 
action (i.e., the slot in the setting 
sleeve is in line with the SQ mark 
on the fuze ogive.) 

d. Precautions 
Note No. 1. Since fuze M535 arms consistently only 

above 4,000 rpm, duds may be expected when ammuni- 
tion is fired at low propellant charges. Satisfactory 
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performance with respect to duds may be expected at 
o r  above the following propellant charges 

Round Charge 
4.2 inch 8½ increments 
155-mm howitzer charge 3 
8-inch howitzer charge 4 
Other authorized usee All charges 

Note No.  2. Use fuze M535 only if fuze M557 is  
not available. 

5-32. Fuze, Point Detonating: M557 
a. General. PD fuze M557 is essentially fuze 

M48A3 (para 5-12) assembled with booster 
M125A1. Fuze M557 has the firing pin of the 
delay plunger assembly housing secured 
against movement prior to impact. Delay plung- 
er assembly M1 assembled within the fuze 
body includes delay element M2, consisting of 
a primer, delay charge, and relay. Booster 
M125A1 provides a minimum delay arming 
distance of 200 feet. 

Note. Key letters referenced in b and c below refer 
to  figure 5-31. 

A-Head 
B-Superquick element 
C-Firing pin support 
D-Firing pin (SQ) 
E-Detonator M24 
F-Ogive or  windshield 
G-Flashtube 
H-Body 
J-Setting sleeve 
K--Interrupter 

L--Interrupter spring 
M-Delay plunger 

assembly M1 
N-Firing pin (delay) 
P-Primer M54 
Q-Delay charge 
R-Plunger pin lock 
S-Plunger pins 
T-Relay M7 
U--Booster M125A1 

Figure  5-31. Poin t  detonating f u z e  M557, 0.05-sec 
delay.  

b. Description. 
(1) Fuze M557 (fig. 5-31) consists of a 

head ( A )  which holds a superquick 
element (B) ,  a body (H) which holds 
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a delay plunger and its housing, and 
a selective setting device. These main 
assemblies are connected by a flash 
tube (G) which holds the parts firm- 
ly in position and are supported by a 
thin-wall ogive or windshield (F) . 

(2) The superquick element comprises 
a firing pin (D) supported by a fir- 
ing pin support (C) and detonator 
M24 (E).  The firing pin support 
withstands ordinary blows on the 
firing pin and setback forces on fir- 
ing, but collapses on target impact. 
The delay plunger assembly (M)  is 
an inertia plunger-type and includes 
a firing pin (N) and delay element 
M2 consisting of primer M54 (P), 
black powder delay charge (Q),  and 
a relay M7 (T). 

(3) Booster M125A1 (U) (fig. 5-84), as- 
sembled in fuze M557 consists of a 
brass body containing the spin-acti- 
vated arming delay mechanism, det- 
onator M17, booster lead charge, and 
aluminum alloy cup threaded over the 
body and Containing a 340-grain tet- 
ryl booster charge. 

(4) Setting. The setting device is an ec- 
centrically positioned interrupter 
(K) and interrupter spring (L), the 
functioning of which is regulated by 
a setting sleeve ( J ) .  The head of the 
sleeve is slotted to facilitate turning 
when adjusting the setting. To pro- 
vide for exact alinement, two register 
lines and the marking SQ and DE- 
LAY are stamped on the ogive of the 
fuze. When the slot in the sleeve head 
is alined with the SQ line (parallel 
to the fuze axis), or within 15" 
thereof, the sleeve, which is thicker 
on one side than on the other, is 
turned so that it does not interfere 
with movement of the interrupter. 
The interrupter is free, therefore, to 
move outward under centrifugal 
force, and thereby opens the passage 
for superquick action. When the slot 
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is alined with the DELAY line (at  
right angles to the fuze axis) or with- 
in 15° thereof, a section on the set- 
ting sleeve rests against the inter- 
rupter, securing i t  in the lower ex- 
tremity of the recess across the su- 
perquick passage. 

(5) Safety  devices. Boresafe superquick 
action is provided by the interrupter 
(K).  Delayed arming action for a 
minimum distance of 200 feet from 
the muzzle is provided by the mech- 
anism in the booster. 

c. Functioning. No action takes place in fuze 
(fig. 5-31) upon firing until sufficient rota- 
tional speed has been established to overcome 
the resistance of springs and the setback 
force upon the several safety devices. When 
set for superquick action after the projectile 
leaves the muzzle of the weapon, centrifugal 
force causes the interrupter (K) to move out- 
ward, opening the flash tube passage. At the 
same time, the diametrically opposite plung- 
er pins (S) that keep the delay plunger as- 
sembly in unarmed position also move out- 
ward, releasing that 'assembly in preparation 
for impact. Each plunger pin lock (R) then 
swings on its pivot under centrifugal force, 
places an arm against the inner end of its 
plunger pin, thereby preventing return of the 
pin to the unarmed position. Upon impact, the 
firing pin of the superquick element is driven 
against the detonator, initiating the superquick 
action. Inertia causes the delay plunger body 
to move forward driving the primer against 
the delaying firing pin, and initiating delay 
action. In normal functioning with superquick 
action, the delay action has no effect, the su- 
perquick train will have caused the projectile 
to  explode before the delay train can burn for 
its prescribed time. However. should the su- 
perquick action fail, the projectile will func- 
tion with delay action rather than become a 
dud. When set for delay action, the interrupt- 
er which interrupts the superquick passage is 
restrained from moving. Upon impact, the su- 
perquick firing pin and detonator function but 
the effect is prevented from being transmit- 
ted to the projectile. 
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sleeve is in line with the SQ mark on the fuze 
ogive). 

f .  Precautions in Firing. I f  these fuzes are fired 
during extremely heavy rainfall, premature func- 
tioning may occur. The rainfall necessary to cause 
malfunctioning is comparable to the exceedingly 
heavy downpours which occur during summer 
thundershowers. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
(1) Physical characteristics. 

Weight (lb)------ 2.15 
Length : 

Overall (in.) 5.93 (max) 
Visible (in.) 3.74 

Length of intrusion (in.) 2.21 
Thread size: 

Fuze body 1.7-14NS-1 
Booster 2-12NS-1 

(2) Functioning characteristics. 
( a )  Method of actuation 

SQ action Spin and impact 
Delay action Spin and graze 

(b) Method of setting 
SQ action-None required (fuze shipped set for 

SQ action). 
0.05-second delay action-Setting sleeve moved 

to DELAY position, using screwdriver for 
fuze wrench M18. 

(3) Arming information. 
Delay arming feature------- Booster M125A1 
Delay arming distance (min) (ft)------ 200 
Booster nonarming (min) (rpm) 1,000 
Booster arming (max) (rpm) 2,000 
Interrupter arming (rpm) 2,050 

(4) Explosive components. 
( a )  SQ action-Detonator M24, detonator 

M17, tetryl booster lead charge, and tetryl booster 
charge. 

(b) Delay action-Delay element M2, deto- 
nator M17, tetryl booster lead charge, and tetryl 
booster charge. 

e. Preparation for Firing. 
(1) I f  delay action is desired, turn the slot in 

the setting sleeve to a right angle position (from 
the longitudinal axis of the fuze) so that the slot 
is in line with the DELAY mark on the fuze 
ogive. 

(2) If superquick action is desired, no prep- 
aration is required since the fuze, as issued, is set 
for superquick action (i.e., the slot in the setting 

5-33. Fuze, Point Detonating: M572 

Fuze M572 is an impact-type fuze similar to PD 
fuze M557 (para 5-32), except that this fuze is 
structurally reinforced by filling the ogive cavity 
with approximately 2.5 ounces of epoxy. The fuze 
is intended for use with 175-mm HE projectiles at 
all charges. Refer to  paragraph 5-32 for a detailed 
description, and data and information concerning 
functioning and preparation for firing. 

5-34. Fuze, Point Detonating: XM593 
a. General. Point-detonating fuze XM593 (fig. 

5-32) is provided for use with the high-explosive 
90-mm XM591 cartridge. The fuze is a modifica- 
tion of fuze M524A1 (M524E2) (para 5-27) 
used with 81-mm cartridges. The modification 
involves a change to the arming mechanism- 
delayed arming has been shortened. Detent and 
related grooves in striker lug have been replaced 
by an index plate in the striker between striker 
spring guide pin and striker guide pin. Rotation 
of striker requires camming action of index plate 
against striker guide pin and associated compres- 
sion of striker spring. Thus, when cartridge is 
fired from recoilless rifle, fuze arms at a distance 
of 90 to 160 feet from the muzzle. The fuze, 
a dual-purpose (selective superquick or delay) 
impact type, provides selective superquick or 0.05 
second delay functioning on low angle impact 
with terrain. A removable pull wire is provided 
for safety in transportation and handling. 

(XM572) 
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D62A 

5-48 Figure 5-32. Point detonating fuze XM593 is unarmed condition-cross section (w i th  pull wire installed). 
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b. Description. Principal components of the 
fuze are as follows: body and striker assembly, 
plunger assembly, arming mechanism assembly, 
booster assembly, and pull wire. 

(1) The aluminum fuze body contains a 
detent that engages either of two 
grooves in striker lug to keep strik- 
er  in set position. The body also hous- 
es a plunger assembly and an arm- 
ing mechanism assembly. 

(2) The spring-supported, aluminum 
striker assembly has separate super- 
quick and delay firing pins (fig. 5- 
33), which enable the user to adjust 
fuze for either superquick o r  delay 
functioning. 

two separate explosive trains: one 
train has superquick detonator M63 
(T33E1) and plunger lead assembly 
loaded with RDX; the other train 
has delay element M2 (0.06 second). 

(4) The arming mechanism assembly 
(fig. 6-32) consists of an aluminum 
body which houses the following com- 
ponents: a 

(a) A spring-driven brass rotor, con- 
taining detonator M80 (T34E1) 
(fig. 6-33), is fitted with a timing 
gear (fig. 6-32). 

(3)  The brass plunger assembly contains 

(b)  A setback device assembly used to 
lock rotor in unarmed position un- 
til round is fired. 

(c) A timing device assembly used to 
effect a 0.20- to 0.33-second delay 
in rotor movement after projectile 
ceases to accelerate. 

(d) A creep pin and spring used to 
restrain the plunger during flight. 

(e) A booster lead assembly loaded 
with an explosive charge of RDX. 

(6) Booster assembly, contained in boost- 
er  cup at base of the fuze, consists of 
a tetryl booster pellet in an aluminum 
liner and is cushioned on a felt pad 
to take up tolerances. 

(6) The end of the pull wire, near the 
base of fuze, passes through a slot in 
the setback device assembly to main- 
tain the segment in the safe posi- 
tion. The other end of pull wire has a 
loop to facilitate grasping for remov- 
al. The steel pull wire is inserted in 
the setback device assembly to pro- 
vide safety in transportation and 
handling. The fuze is assembled, 
stored and transported in the un- 
armed condition with the steel pull 
wire installed. 
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SHOWN 

Figure 5-33. Point detonating fuze XM593 in armed condition-cross section. 

c. Functioning. Upon firing o f  cartridge, re- 
sultant setback forces acting on fuze compo- 
nents cause trigger and spring-loaded seg- 
ment of setback device assembly (fig. 5-32) 
to rotate approximately 130° in a clockwise 
direction, turning segment shaft  to armed po- 
sition. The segment is locked in this position 
by counterclockwise rotation of locking link, 
which prevents segment from returning to 
unarmed position. In armed position, f lat  sec- 
tion of segment shaft  permits lever of set- 
back device and its shaft  to rotate clockwise 
once acceleration of projectile ceases. During 
acceleration of projectile in rifle tube, fric- 
tion between rotor and body of arming mech- 
anism produced by setback forces prevents 
any movement of rotor. When acceleration 

ceases, force exerted by rotor stop pin (fig. 
5-33) on lever shaft  of setback device rotates 
lever and shaft in a clockwise direction until 
rotor stop pin is disengaged from setback de- 
vice. The rotor is then driven by its drive 
spring to armed position. The plunger, being 
keyed to the rotor, rotates with i t  in a counter- 
clockwise direction to armed position. The ro- 
tor and plunger rotate 260° from unarmed to 
armed position. During approximately 22° of 
this rotation, timing gear of the rotor meshes 
with drive shaft of timing device. Subsequent 
oscillation of the balance causes 0.20- to 0.33- 
second arming delay. Rotor and plunger move 
unopposed through the final 238" of rotation to  
armed position. 

The fuze func- (1) Superquick setting. 
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are similar except for detent cavity in body of 
arming mechanism. 

b. Description of Improvement. In armed 
position, base of detonator M80 T34E1 (fig. 
5-33) in rotor is alined with booster lead charge 
in body of arming mechanism. At either set- 
ting (SQ or D),  head of detonator M80 
(T34E1) remains alined with the flash paths 
of both detonator M63 (T33E1) and delay ele- 
ment M2 in plunger. The delay firing pin re- 
mains alined with delay element M2. If the 
fuze is set for superquick action, superquick fir- 
ing pin is alined with detonator M63 (T33E1) 
(fig. 5-33, A-A). If the fuze is set for delay 
action, the superquick firing pin is alined on- 
ly with a shallow cavity (fig. 5-33, B-B) in 
the face of the plunger. The fuze functions on 
impact when the striker (fig. 5-33) is driven 
rearward. If the striker slot is set a t  SQ in- 
dex (fig. 5-32), the firing pins impact both 
detonator M63 (T33E1) (fig. 5-33, A-A) and 
delay element M2 to produce superquick deto- 
nation of explosive train. If the striker slot is 
set a t  D index, only delay element is impact- 
ed by its firing pin and detonator M80 (T34E1) 
is initiated after a 0.05-second delay. The 
flash from either detonator M6R (T33E1) and 
plunger lead charge or delay element M2 is 
transmitted by detonator M80 (T34E1) to 
RDX booster lead assembly, which, in turn, 
initiates tetryl booster pellet in booster cup. 
The booster then detonates explosive charge 
in projectile. Should impact occur a t  an angle 
at which striker is not driven rearward, iner- 
tia then moves plunger forward and forces 
delay element M2 and detonator M63 (T33E1) 
or just delay element M2 against firing pins 
of striker to initiate explosive train. 

c. Functioning. Functioning of fuze 
XM593E1 is similar to that of fuze XM593 
(para 5-34). 

d .  Preparation for Firing. Refer to para- 
graph 5-27e. 

e. Precautions. Refer to paragraph 5-27f. 

5-36. 

refer to figure 5-34. 

Fuze, Point Detonating: Mk 27 (Navy) 
Note. The key letters shown below in parentheses 
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tions on impact when striker (fig. 5- 
33) is driven rearward. With the 
striker slot set at SQ index (fig. 5- 
32), firing pins impact both detona- 
tor M63 (T33E1) (fig. 5-33, sec. A- 
A) and delay element M2, producing 
superquick detonation of explosive 
train. If the superquick train fails to 
initiate the projectile, the fuze will 
function on delay rather than becom- 
ing a dud. 

(2) Delay setting. The fuze functions on 
impact when striker is driven rear- 
ward. With striker slot a t  D index, 
only delay element M2 is impacted 
(fig. 5-33, sec. BB) and the explosive 

train is initiated after second. One 0.05 
firing pin falls into a specially de- 
signed hole or slot. The flash from de- 
lay element M2 is transmitted by 
detonator M80 (T34E1) to RDX 
booster lead assembly, which in turn, 
initiates tetryl booster pellet in booster 
cup. The booster then detonates explo- 
sive charge in the round. Should im- 
pact occur at an angle a t  which the 
striker is not driven rearward, inertia 
then moves plunger forward and 
forces delay element M2 against the 
delay firing pin of striker to  initiate 
explosive train. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 3.76 
Overall (in.) 5.97 

Weight (Ib) 1.27 
Thread size 2-12-UNS 

e. Preparation f o r  firing. Refer to paragraph 

f. Precautions. Refer to paragraph 5-27f. 
5-27e. 

5-35. Fuze, Point Detonating: XM593E1 
a. General. Point-detonating fuze XM59331 

is similar t o  fuze XM593 (para 5-34 above) 
except for improvement of the striker detent 
system to prevent rotation of the striker in 
the weapon when the round is fired. Fuzes 
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? 

A- BOOSTER CHARGE 
B-- BOOSTER LEAD H- -BUSHING 
C-- ROTOR J-BODY 

DETONATOR D 
E-- ROTOR DETENT W/SPRING F-- ROTOR ASSEMBLY ORD D1726 

Figure 5-34. Point detonating fuze Mk27 (Navy). 

G-FIRING P I N  DETENT 

K--STRIKER 
L-FIRING PIN 
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striker the firing pin against the deto- 
nator. Action of the detonator is transmitted 
to the lead and booster charge, Whereupon 
functioning of the booster charge causes the 
shell to explode 

Length: 
Overall (in.) 2.45 

Weight (Ib) 0.22 
Thread size -------1.18-14NS-2 

e. Prepartion for Firing. There is no prep- 

d. Tabulacted Data. 

Visible (in.) 1.9 

aration for firing, 

5-73. Fuze, point Detonating, self 
: T234E2 

T234E2 (fig. 5-35) is a 
point-detonating, self.destroying fuse, devel- 
oped for in 75-mm HE cartridge M334 
After the cartridge travels 60 to 200 feet 
from the gun, the fuze Will function if either 
nose or graze impact occurs within 30 seconds 
of flight time. Decreasing of rate of projectile 
spin will cause the fuze to detonate the car- 
tridge. 

a. 

a. General. Fuze MK27 is a point-detonat- 
ing fuze of Navy origin which has been stand- 
ardized for Army use with a 40-mm high- 
explosive ammunition. It is a single-action, 
superquick type designed to function on light 
impact. 

b. Description. The fuze mechanism con- 
sists of a firing pin (L), a striker (K), and 
a rotor assembly (F) holding a disk-shaped 
rotor (C). The explosive train consists of a 
detonator (D), a tetryl booster lead (B), and 
a tetryl booster charge (A). The fuze is made 
up of two major parts: a body (J) recessed 
to hold the firing pin with its striker and the 
rotor assembly, and a base plug which holds 
the booster lead and booster charge, The base 
plug also serves to seat the rotor assembly 
securely in its recess when the fuze is assem- 
bled. The rotor is seated in the rotor assembly 
so that it can revolve only on an axis per- 
pendicular to the major axis of the Fuze and 
normally holds the detonator out of alinement 
with both the booster and the firing pin. Two 
centrifugally actuated rotor detents (E), un- 
der spring tension, lock the rotor in the un- 
armed position until a prescribed minimum 
centrifugal force has been generated. A bush- 
ing (H), in the forward end of the rotor as- 
sembly recess, forms a guide for the firing 
pin. A peg-like striker (K) is secured to the 
forward end of the firing pin and occupies a 
narrow recess extending almost to the front 
end of the fuze, providing for increased sensi- 
tivity on impact. The firing pin is supported 
by two spring-held firing pin detents (G) un- 
til sufficient centrifugal force has been gen- 
erated after firing to overcome the resistance 
of the detent springs. 

c. Functioning. No action takes place upon 
firing until a prescribed centrifugal force has 
been set up by rotation of the projectile in its 
travel, whereupon the detents holding the 

move outward. Upon release from its detents, 
the rotor revolves, bringing the detonator into 
alinement with the firing pin and the booster. 
Upon the outward movement of ita detents, 
the firing pin has an unobstructed passage to 
the detonator, but remains at the forward end 
of the fuze until impact. On impact, the 

rotor and those supporting the firing pin 
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a single-action superquick type with a slider 
assembly which provides for an arming delay 
after firing. This fuze has the same applica- 
bility as PD fuze M525 series. 

b. Description. The fuze consists of two 
major parts: a head (D),  which holds the 
firing pin assembly; and a body (M) ,  which 
contains a slider (F), a cap assembly (R),  
a detonator (J), a booster lead (K) ,  and a 
tetryl booster pellet (L) in a booster cup (Q) 
threaded into the base of the fuze body. The 
firing pin assembly consists of a firing pin (C) 
secured to a cup-shaped striker (A). The 
striker is supported by a spring (B),  which 
holds the firing pin a safe distance from the 
detonator during the flight of the projectile. 
The entire firing pin assembly is held in the 
fuze head by a pin (E) near the pointed end 
of the firing pin. Boresafety is provided by a 
slider-type interrupter which, in the unarmed 
position, holds the detonator out of alinement 
with the firing pin and the booster lead. The 
slider is locked in the unarmed position by a 
safety (bore-riding) pin (G).  The safety 
(bore-riding) pin, in turn, is held by a setback 
pin (P).  The cap assembly consists of a cap 
(R), plug ( S ) ,  and a restricter (T) .  A rubber 
O-ring (U) is fitted on the slider and provides 
a seal which allows air to pass through the 
restricter only. A music-wire spring provides 
spring-action for moving the slider (contain- 
ing the detonator) to the armed position. Delay 
arming of one and one-half to six seconds is 
accomplished by restricting air from out- 
side into the sealed space between the slider 
and the cap. Position safety during shipment 
and handling is provided by a safety wire (N) 
which prevents the setback pin from moving. 
A plastic disk covered with pressure-sensitive 
tape (V) provides protection for the restricter 
during shipment and handling. 

C. Functioning. On firing, setback causes 
the setback pin to move backward against the 
resistance of the spring. This releases the 
safety (bore-riding) pin, which is held in the 
fuze by the inner wall of the mortar tube but 

is ejected as the projectile emerges from the 
muzzle. This releases the slider (F) which, 
guided by the guide pin (H), moves into the 
armed position. The slider movement is slowed 
by restriction of the air flow into the space 
between the slider and the cap assembly. On 
impact, the striker is driven inward, compress- 
ing its spring and carrying the firing pin 
against the detonator. Action of the detonator 
is transmitted through the booster lead to the 
tetryl booster pellet and, subsequently, to the 
bursting charge of the projectile. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in,) 2.40 
Overall (in.) 3.52 

Weight (lb) 0.50 
Thread size 1.5-12NF-1 

e.  Preparation fo r  Firing. 
(1) After removing fuze from packing 

materials, visually inspect for damage, and 
presence of safety wire, safety (bore-riding) 
pin and cap seal (tape and disk). 

(2) Remove cap seal (tape and disk) and 
safety wire. 

(3) After removal of safety wire, test 
safety (bore-riding) pin for freedom of move- 
ment by pressing and releasing the safety 
(bore-riding) pin. If no movement is ob- 
served, fuze is unserviceable and dud may re- 
sult. Place fuze in segregated location for dis- 
position by authorized munitions personnel. 

Warning: If safety (bore-riding) pin be- 
comes unseated or is missing or ejected upon 
removal of safety wire, fuze is armed and ex- 
treme care should be taken to assure that 
striker is protected from impact. Such armed 
fuzes shoud be appropriately marked and seg- 
regated for disposition by authorized munitions 
personnel. Faulty ammunition will not be fired. 

f. Special Precautions in Firing. Observe 
operating temperature limits of 0" F. to 
+ 145" F. when firing ammunition assembled 
with this fuze. 

g.  Prepared fo r  Firing but not Fired. If 
fuze was prepared for use but not used, re- 
place 
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safety wire and pressure-sensitive tape seal and 
return fuze to its original packing. Fuzes prepared 
for use but not used should be used first in subse- 
quent firings. 

5-37.2. Fuze, Point Detonating: XM716 
a. General. PD fuze XM716, a single-action 

superquick type with a slider assembly, provides 
for an arming delay after firing. The fuze has the 
Same applicability as PD fuze M526 Series. 

b. Description This fuze is similar to PD fuze 
XM717 except that fuze XM716 has a fuze adapter 
assembled to the base of the body. The adapter 
contains two auxiliary tetryl booster pellets to sup- 
plement the booster pellet in the booster cup. 

c. Functioning. Fuze XM716 functions in the 
same manner as the XM717, except that action of 
the tetryl booster pellet in the cup is transmitted to 
the booster pellets in the fuze adapter and then to 
the bursting charge in the projectile. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length: 

Visible (in.) 3.67 
Overall ( in.)  5.88 

(lb) 1.25 
Thread size 2-12UNS-1A 

e. Preparation for Firing. Refer to paragraph 
5-37.1e for instructions on preparation for firing. 

f .  Special Precautions in Firing. Observe oper- 
ating temperature limits of 0° F. to +145° F. 
when firing ammunition assembled with this fuze. 

g. Prepared for Firing but Not Fired. I f  fuze 
was prepared for use but not used, replace safety 
wire and pressure-sensitive tape seal and return 
fuze to its original packing. Fuzes prepared for 
use but not used should be used first in subsequent 
firings. 

Weight 

5-37.3. Fuze, Point Detonating: XM719 
a. General. PD fuze XM719, a single-action 

superquick type with a slider assembly, provides 
for an arming delay after firing. This fuze bas the 
same applicability as PD fuze M527 Series. 

b. Description. This fuze is similar to PD fuze 
XM717 (para 5-37.1) except that fuze XM719 has 
a smaller booster charge and intrusion. 

C. Functioning. Fuze XM719 functions in the 
same manner as the XM717, except that the tetryl 
booster pellet detonates projectile burster M19 
which, in turn, ruptures the projectile. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 2.45 
Overall (in.) 2.95 

Weight (lb) 0.45 
Thread size 1.5-12NF-1 

e. Preparation for Firing. Refer to paragraph 
5-37.1e for preparation for firing information. 

f .  Special Precautions in Firing. Observe op- 
erating temperature limits of 0° F. to +145° F. 
when firing ammunition assembled with this fuze. 

g .  Prepared for Firing but Not Fired. I f  fuze 
was prepared for firing but not fired, replace safety 
wire and pressure-sensitive tape seal and return 
fuze to its original packing. Fuzes prepared for 
use but not used should be used first in subsequent 
firings. 

5-37.4. Fuze, Point Detonating: XM720E1 
a. General. PD fuze XM720E1 is structurally 

similar to the M557 fuze, except for the following 
modifications : 

(1) The setting sleeve is preset on the super- 
quick (SQ) setting to assure SQ functioning upon 
impact. 

(2) The delay plunger assembly uses non- 
delay element M1 for nondelay initiation by graze 
action and for backup support action of the super- 
quick element. 

(3) The safety adapter mechanism is a modi- 
fication of the booster assembly M125A1 to pro- 
vide an arming distance of between 25 and 60 feet 
(with most fuzes arming at 60 feet) and to fit the 
XM720E1 fuze into a projectile nose with a 2-inch 
diameter thread. Fuzes XM720E1 and M557 are 
not functionally interchangeable. 

b. Description. 
(1) The fuze (fig. 5-35.2) consists of a head, 

which holds a superquick element; a body, which 
holds a delay plunger and its housing; and a preset 
setting device consisting of an interrupter, and 
interrupter spring and a preset setting sleeve. 
These main assemblies are connected by a flash 
tube and supported by a thin-walled ogive (wind- 
shield). 

(2) The superquick element comprises a fir- 
ing pin, a firing pin support and detonator M24. 
The firing pin support withstands ordinary blows 
on the firing pin and setback forces on firing, but 
collapses on target impact. The delay plunger as- 

.e. 
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quick action. Inertia causes the delay plunger body 
t o  move forward driving the primer against the 
plunger firing pin, and initiating the fuze explo- 
sive train. Should the superquick action fail, the 
fuze will function from the delay plunger action 
rather than become a dud. 

f .  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 3.79 
Overall (in.) 5.79 

Weight 2.10 
Thread 2-12NS-1 s ize________________-__--____--__ 

g .  Arming Inf ormation. 
Interrupter : 

Nonarming spin (rpm) 1450 to 1550 
Arming spin (rpm) 1950 to 2050 

Nonarming spin (rpm 1450 to 1500 
Arming spin (rpm) 2075 to 2125 

Nonarming spin (rpm) 2000 
Arming spin (rpm) 4000 

Plunger : 

Safety adapter : 

h. Explosive Components. 
Detonator M24 
Detonator M17 
Tetryl lead charge 
Tetryl booster charge 
Nondelay element M1 

i. Precautions in Firing. If  these fuzes are fired 
during extremely heavy rainfall, premature func- 
tioning may occur. 

sembly is an inertia plunger-type and includes a 
firing pin and a nondelay element. 

(3) The safety adapter assembled to the base 
of the fuze, is essentially an M125A1 booster (fig. 
5-84) from which the balance staff assembly has 
been removed and the brass rotor detents replaced 
with aluminum. 

C. Setting. The fuze is preset to function on 
superquick. 

d. Safety Devices. Boresafe superquick action is 
provided by the interrupter. Delayed arming 
action is provided by the safety adapter. This fuze 
will not arm before 25 feet and be armed a t  160 feet 
from the muzzle. 

e. Functioning. No action takes place in the 
fuze upon firing until sufficient rotational speed 
has been established to overcome the resistance of 
springs and the setback force upon the several 
safety devices. After the projectile leaves the muz- 
zle of the weapon, centrifugal force causes the in- 
terrupter to move outward, opening the flash 
tube passage. At  the same time, the diametrically 
opposite plunger pins that keep the delay plunger 
assembly in unarmed position also move outward, 
releasing that assembly in preparation for impact. 
Each plunger pin lock then swings on its pivot un- 
der centrifugal force, and places an arm against 
the inner end of its plunger pin, preventing re- 
turn of the pin to the unarmed position. Upon im- 
pact, the firing pin of the superquick element is 
driven against the detonator, initiating the super- 

I 
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Section III. POINT-INITIATING (PI) FUZES 

5-38. Fuze, Point Initiating M90A1 (or M90) 
a. General. Fuze M90A1 (fig. 5-36) is a single- 

action, superquick fuze designed for use with 
57-mm HE, A T  projectiles. The fuze differs from 
point-detonating fuzes in that initiation is by 
impact of the fuze primer directly against the 
target. The fuze is characterized by internal 

e. Preparation fo r  Firing. No preparation is 
required. 

f. Safety  Devices. Boresafety is provided for 
by the rotor and lock assembly, which holds the 
detonator (D) in the unarmed position prior to 
firing. 

threads for engagement of the projectile and by a 
shaped auxiliary detonating charge. 

Note. The key letters shown b through f below in 

5-39. Fuze, Point Initiating, Base Detonat- 
ing: M509A1 (or M509) 

parentheses refer to figure 5-36. a. General. Fuze M509A1 (or M509) (fig. 
b. Description. The fuze consists of a diecast 

body (C) with a neck, which houses the primer 
(A).  A cavity in the middle of the fuze body, 
extending across and perpendicular to the fuze 
axis, holds a rotor (E) and a lock and lock spring. 
A body pin ( F )  serves to hold the lock cup and 
lock spring. An auxiliary detonator assembly 
screwed into the base of the fuze body holds a 
shaped auxiliary detonating charge (H) The 
entire forward part of the fuze body and its 
mechanism is covered by a thin steel ogive (B)  

c. Functioning. When sufficient rotational (cen- 
tribugal) force is established, the lock moves out- 
ward against its spring, releasing the rotor to 
turn on its axis. After setback, the rotor turns to 
the armed position, in which the detonator is 
parallel to the fuze axis. Upon impact, the ogive 
is crushed and the primer initiated. Action of the 
primer (A) is transmitted through the detonator 
(D) to the auxiliary detonating charge (H), 
which initiates the booster pellet at  the base of the 
projectile flash tube, which causes the projectile 
to function. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length 2.52 in. 
Weight 0.256 lb 
Thread size 2.09-18NS-1 

5-37) is a single-action, point-initiating, base- 
detonating fuze, for use in fin-stabilized HEAT 
projectiles. The fuze contains the electric detonator 
M48. The fuze power source is a polarized ceramic 
disk with piezoelectric characteristics, which is 
positioned in the nose of the projectile. 

below refer to figure 5-37. 
Note. The key letters shown in parentheses in b 

Figure 5-36. Point initiating fuze M90A1. 
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e- 

- 

Figure 5-37. Point initiating, 

f 

b. Description. The fuze consists of a rotor 
housing (A) which contains a rotor (B) with 
an electric detonator, a bleeder resistor ( C ) ,  
sequential leaves (D) and a rotor spring (E).  
Forward of the rotor housing is a booster lead 
mechanism located in the release mechanism 
cup assembly (F) with booster 'lead charge 
and a booster (G).  Electrical contact between 
the rotor housing and rotor is made through 
the contact spring (H) and wiper contact (J)  
when the rotor is in the armed position. 

Functioning. When the projectile is fired, 
sustained acceleration creates setback forces 
which act upon the sequential leaf arming as- 
sembly. The leaves are sequentially displaced 
by setback forces until leaf number 3 is locked 
in its rear on armed position. The preloaded 
rotor spring then rotates the rotor approxi- 
mately 90 degrees until the rotor is in the in- 
line or armed position. A stop pin protruding 
from the rotor butts against a stop slot in the 

base detonating fuze M509.  

bearing plate to assure positive alinement of 
the electric detonator in the in-line position. 
After rotor rotation, the contact wiper, which 
is secured to the rotor, makes contact with 
the contact spring, located in the rotor hous- 
ing, and completes the electrical circuit for 
arming the fuze. The fuze is now armed and 
ready to initiate the explosive train when the 
projectile impacts against the target. When 
the projectile strikes the target, the ceramic 
disk is deformed, generating an electric im- 
pulse, which initiates the electric detonator in 
the fuze. Boresafety and drop safety are ac- 
complished with a sequential-leaf arming 
mechanism which is activated by the sustained 
acceleration encountered during firing of the 
projectile from the cannon. 

5-40. Fuze, Point Initiating, Base Detonat- 
ing: M530A1 (OF M530) 

a. General. Fuze M530A1 (or M530) (fig. 
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5-38) is a single-action, point-initiating, base- 
detonating fuze, for use in low-velocity HEAT 
projectiles. 

Figure 5-38. Point initiating, base detonating fuze M530. 

b. Description. This fuze is similar to the 
PIBD fuze M509A1 (or M509) (para 5-39) 
except for addition of a graze-sensitive mech- 
anism and the following: 

(1) Contains a brass rotor instead of an 
aluminum rotor, to provide more rotor inertia. 

(2) Rotor travels 270° instead of 90" to 
reach in-line position. 

(3) Uses electric detonator M69 instead 
of electric detonator M48. 

(4) Uses a flat spiral (clock-type) spring 
to drive the rotor rather than a wire helical 
spring. 

(5) The setback leaves arm between 2,500 

and 3,400 g's instead of 2,500 to 4,000 g range. 
(6) Contains a primer M97 as the first 

part of the graze explosive train. 
Fuze M530A1 is a modification of the M530 
by addition of an escapement mechanism 
which retards rotation of the rotor and thus 
provides greater arming delay time. 

c. Functioning. After firing, upon nose im- 
pact, the piezoelectric element develops elec- 
trical energy necessary to fire the electric det- 
onator which is located in the fuze. Upon 
graze impact, an inertia-operated firing pin 
overcomes a creep spring and initiates a stab 
primer which, in turn, shock initiates the elec- 
tric detonator. 

5-56 AGO 10356A 
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5-41. Fuze, Point Initiating, Base Detonat- 
ing: XM539E4 and Control-Power 
Supply: XM22E4 

a. General. Point-initiating, base-detonating 
Fuze XM539E4 is based on the perpendicular 
rotor principle of arming; that  is, a rotor with 
its axis perpendicular to the axis of spin is 
employed in the fuze. The fuze contains a 
detonator for superquick functioning. 

b. Description. The rotor is controlled by 
two spin detents and a rotor return mechanism. 
The spin detents lock the rotor in the UN- 
ARMED. position until sufficient spin releases 
them. The rotor return mechanism serves as 
a second, independent safety to hold the rotor 
in the UNARMED position in the absence of 
spin. It also serves to return the rotor to the 
UNARMED position upon spin decay in case 
of partial arming during rough handling or 
failure to function when fired. Boresafety is 
provided by friction resulting from the rotor's 
resting against a plastic plate while under 
setback forces. The leadwire from the control 
power supply is connected to the fuze. The 
electrical circuit from the control-power sup- 
ply is shorted in the fuze at all .times, except 
when the rotor is in the ARMED position. The 
control-power supply is required to produce 
sufficient electrical' energy to function the fuze 
on either point or graze impact. This is ac- 

complished by creating an electrical charge on 
the piezoelectric element during firing, holding 
it throughout its flight, and supplying the elec- 
trical energy to the fuze upon impact. The 
charge is collected on the piezoelectric element 
under setback. The resultant charge is bled 
through a shorting bar during a portion of 
peak setback (shorting bar closed), storing the 
opposite charge which collects on the piezo- 
electric element during setback decay (shorting 
bar open). The piezoelectric element acts as a 
capacitor to store the charge during the flight 
of the round to the target. The electric energy 
is supplied to the fuze when the impact switch 
is closed. The impact switch can be closed by 
deceleration of the round or by crush-up of the 
nose. If the electrical charge is lost, nose im- 
pact will cause the control-power to initiate the 
fuze. 

c. Functioning. On setback decay, the con- 
trol-power supply is charged with electric 
energy which it stores during projectile flight. 
The detents and the rotor return mechanism 
withdraw as spin is developed in the gun. Arm- 
ing of the rotor occurs in flight. This causes 
switching of the power circuit from ground to 
the detonator and alinement of the detonator 
with the lead. Crushing of the nose on impact 
of deceleration caused by graze causes a n  
inertia ball switch to close. This discharges 
the stored electrical energy to the fuze. 

Section IV. MECHANICAL TIME (MT) FUZES 

5-42. Fuze, Mechanical Time: M43 Series now is assembled with Booster M21 as a fixed 

I component. There are several modifications 
Fuze M43, which differ as follows: The change 
from Fuze M43A1 to M43A2 consisted of a 

Note.  The key letters shown below in parentheses 
refer to figure 5-39. 
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C- 

D 

K- 

A-UPPER CAP 
8-SETTING PIN 
C-LOWER CAP 
D-HAMMER 
E-SPRING 

G TIMING DISK 
H-SAFETY LEAF 
J-FIRING ARM 
K-SETBACK PIN 
I.-PLATE 
M-FIRING PIN 
N-GEAR TRAIN 
P-SAFETY LOCK 
Q-SPRING 
R-ESCAPEMENT 
S-PRIMER 
T-PELLET 
U-MAGAZINE CHARGE 
V-GEAR SEGMENTS 
W-BASE 

S 

T 

FUZE MECHANISM 

-N 

-W 

FUZE, MECHANICAL TIME, M43A4 

RA PD 80848A 

Figure 5-39. Mechanical time fuze M48A4 and fuze mechanism. 
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b. Description. 
(1) External details. The fuze body for 

fuzes M43 to M43A4 (fig. 5-39) is in 
three parts: an upper cap, a movable 
lower cap, and a fixed base (W). The 
lower cap holds the setting pin (B) 
and a hammer (D) device which re- 
leases the timing disk (G) upon firing. 
The lower cap and base house the oth- 
er mechanical parts and explosive 
elements. The upper cap is staked to 
the lower cap and turns as a unit 
with it during fuze setting. The 
base is engraved circumferentially 
with 0.2-second graduations up to 30 
seconds, full seconds being numbered. 
A safety line with S below it, also is 
stamped on the base, and indicates a 
point in the setting at which the fuze 
cannot function. As shipped, the 
fuze is set safe, that is, with S line 
alined with the register line of the 
lower cap. Timing is regulated by the 
angular distance which the timing disk 
must turn before the firing arm is 
released for functioning. This dis- 
tance is increased by turning the 
lower cap counterclockwise as viewed 
from the point of fuze and reduced 
by turning in a clockwise direction. 
The desired time has been set when 
the register line on the lower cap is 
alined with the appropriate gradua- 
tion on the base. The lower cap may 
be turned in either direction and 
through the zero and safety gradua- 
tions. For accuracy in time of func- 
tioning, the time setting should al- 
ways be approached from the same 
direction. Two setting grooves, one 
each in the lower cap and base, are 
provided for fuze setting. 

(2) Internal details. The driving mechan- 
ism is based on clockwork principles 
but differs in that it is driven by a 
pair of weighted gear segments (U)  
actuated by centrifugal force. Also, 
the escapement (R)  beats at a much 

• higher frequency and makes use of a 
straight spring (Q). A timing disk 
with protruding lug and a notch is 
connected with the main gear pinion 
at the upper end of the mechanism 
by means of a washer and Belleville 
spring device (F). This allows slip- 
page during fuze setting but pro- 
vides sufficient friction for the main 
pinion to rotate the disk when the 
disk is released from the setting pin 
(B). In recent models, there is a safe- 
ty leaf (H) immediately below the 
timing disk which prevents function- 
ing should the fuze be set for dan- 
gerously short periods ; in earlier 
models, the safety leaf was attached 
to the hammer (D). A striker assem- 
bly, consisting of a firing arm (J) and 
firing pin (M), is assembled in the 
mechanism so that it is released for 
functioning when the notch in the tim- 
ing disk ( G )  becomes alined with the 
finger on the upper portion of the 
firing arm. Explosive elements com- 
prise a percussion primer (S), a 
black powder pellet (T) (omitted in 
earlier models), and a magazine 
charge (U) of black powder. 

(3) Safety features. Three main safety 
features make for boresafety : ham- 
mer (D) which acts on timing disk 
( G )  on setback, setback pin (K) 
which releases striker assembly on 
setback, and safety lock (P) which 
releases escapement (R) on centrif- 
ugal action. Early M43A1 models 
were fitted with a pull wire to pre- 
vent accidental rotation of the lower 
cap during shipment, but this has 
been omitted on later models. 

c. Functioning. When setting the fuze, turn- 
ing of the lower cap (C) rotates the timing 
disk (G) by means of the setting pin (B) and 
upraised lug on the timing disk, causing the 
desired change in angular distance between 
the firing arm and the notch in the timing disk. 
All other parts of the mechanism remain in 
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position, since the gear train (N) and escape- 
ment (R)  are locked by the centrifugal safety 
device. Upon firing, setback causes the ham- 
mer (D) on the cantilever spring (E) to strike 
the upraised lug  on the timing disk, flatten- 
ing the lug and releasing the disk from the 
setting pin. The hammer returns to its origi- 
nal position as soon as setback ceases. At the 
same time, the setback pin (K) which locks 
the firing arm (J) moves backward, leaving 
the firing arm free to turn when the notch 
in the timing disk comes opposite the finger 
on the firing arm. When sufficient centrifugal 
force has developed, the safety lock (R) hold- 
ing the escapement rotates and releases the 
escapement, leaving the movement free to run. 
The weighted gear segments (V) in mesh 
with the main driving pinion then drive the 
movement, the rate of rotation of the pinion, 
and therefore of the timing disk, being gov- 
erned by the escapement through a series of 
gears. When the notch in the timing disk (G) 
reaches the finger of the firing arm, (J), the 
firing arm turns, permitting the firing pin 
safety plate (L) to swing from under the fir- 
ing pin flange, and allowing the firing pin to 
strike the primer (S) under the action of its 
spring. This initiates the action of the powder 
train, which action is transmitted to the boost- 
er  and projectile supplementary charge. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Overall (in.) 4.51 
Visible (in.) 3.70 

Weight (lb) 1.41 
Thread size 1.7-14NS-1 

e. Preparation f o r  Firing. The fuze is set by 
means of a fuze setter, the lower cap being 
turned in a counterclockwise direction as 
viewed from the point of the fuze to increase 
the setting, and clockwise to reduce it. In the 
case of some fuzes M43A1, it  is necessary t o  
remove the pull wire before setting the fuze. 
This can be done readily by pulling the end of 
the wire from the hole in the lower cap and 
sliding the wire off the end of the fuze. Since 
safe setting and torque required to turn the 
lower cap may be critical, these data are pre- 
sented for the various modifications, as fol- 
lows : 
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Modification 

M43A42 
M43A3 
M43A2 
M43A13 (late) 
M43A14 (early 

Minimum 
functioning 
time (sec)1 

0.6 
1.67 
1.67 
1.67 
1.4 

Torque required 
to turn lower 
cap (lb-in.) 

80 - 100 
80 - 100 
60 - 80 
60 - 80 
40 - 60 

1 Fuze will not function if set below this figure. 
2 Upper cap painted red. 
3 Fuzes of late manufacture without pull wire. 
4 Fuzes of earlier manufacture with pull wire. 

5-43. Fuze, Mechanical Time: M61A2 
a. General. Fuze M61A2 is a mechanical 

time fuze used with high explosive 120-mm 
antiaircraft projectile M73. 

b. Description. Mechanical time fuze M61A2 
is essentially fuze M43A4 (fig. 5-39) with an 
extended conical nose, except that the bottom 
closing screw assembly is replaced by a clos- 
ing plug, O-ring and retainer. The closing plug 
has a flash hole to permit the primer to flash 
through and initiate relay M7. Fuze M61A2 
does not contain the magazine charge used in 
fuze M43A4. Aside from the difference in con- 
tour, the fuzes are alike in construction and 
functioning (para 5-42). 

c. Functioning. Functioning of fuze M61A2 
is the same as that of fuze M43A4 (para 5- 
42) except the primer initiates Relay M7 in- 
stead of a magazine charge. Relay M7 initiates 
the booster which, in turn, initiates the pro- 
jectile supplementary charge. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Overall (in.) 7.667 
Visible (in.) 6.867 

Weight (lb) 1.62 
Thread size 1.7-14NS-1 

e. Preparation fo r  Firing. The fuze is set by 
means of a fuze setter, the lower cap being 
turned in a counterclockwise direction as 
viewed from the point of the fuze to increase 
the setting, and clockwise to reduce it. The 
fuze will not function if set for less than its 
minimum functioning time of 0.6 second. 

5-44. Fuze, Mechanical Time: M61A1 and 
M61 

Mechanical time fuze M61A1 is essentially 
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fuze M43A4 with an extended conical nose. 
Aside from the difference in contour, fuzes 
M61A1 and M43A4 are alike in construction 
and functioning. Refer to  paragraph 5-42, for 
details of arrangement. functioning and prep- 

aration for firing, and to paragraph 6-43 for 
information on length and weight. Similarly, 
fuze M61 is the same as fuze M43A3 except 
for the difference in shape and weight. 

• 
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545. Fuze, Mechanical Time: M67A3 
a. General. Fuze M67A3 (fig. 5-41) is a me- 

chanical time fuze used with high-explosive 
projectiles in calibers from 105-mm to 280-mm 
(field weapons only) and with 90-mm high 
explosive cartridge M71. Because of its long- 
er  time range, the fuze also has replaced M55 
series TSQ fuzes for use for high-burst ranging 
with these calibers. 

Figure 5-41. Mechanical time fuze M67A3. 
b. Description. Fuze M67A3 without booster 

has the same size, weight, and shape 
as fuze M43A4 and, like it, has no 

impact element. The time action is based on 
the same clockwork principle. It has kick-off 
springs and a 30-tooth gear meshing with the 
escapement. The body is engraved with 0.5- 
second graduations up to 75 seconds, and a safe- 
ty (S) line. The fuze is set safe as shipped. 
A safety wire extends through the fuze body 
and the movement firing pin, providing pos- 
itive safety during the handling prior to firing. 
This wire must be removed when preparing 
the fuze for firing. 

c. Functioning. Fuze M67A3 functioning is 
similar to that of fuze M43A4 (para 5-42) ex- 
cept that the escapement and gears of fuze 
M67A3 are set to provide a functioning time 
up to 75 seconds, and the safety leaf prevents 
functioning when the fuze is set for less than 
1.5 seconds. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Overall (including booster) (in.) 5.93 
Visible (in.) 3.74 

Weight (including booster) (lb) 2.14 
Thread size 2-12NS-1 

e. Preparation fo r  Firing. Assemble the fuze 
and booster assembly to the projectile as in- 
dicated below: 

(1) Remove the shipping plug from the 
projectile. 

(2) Inspect the fuze hole threads to make 
certain that no foreign matter is pres- 
ent which may interfere with proper 
assembly. 

(3) Screw the fuze and booster assembly 
into the projectile by hand and tight- 
en with fuze wrench M18. 

(4) When the fuze is assembled to the 
projectile, i t  is necessary only to re- 
move the safety wire (pull end of 
wire from hole and slip the wire off 
the head) and then set the fuze for 
the desired time of action by turning 
the lower cap to complete the prep- 
aration for firing. 

5-46. Fuze, Mechanical Time: M562 
a. General. Fuze M562 (fig. 5-42) is a me- 

chanical time (MT) type used with the 4.2- 
inch illuminating M335A1 cartridge. Although 
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fuze M562 is an improvement upon and ballis- 
tic match for MTSQ fuze M501A1, the two 
are not interchangeable, since their thread 
sizes differ. 

b. Description. The five major subassem- 
blies of fuze M562 are: the head, the lower cap, 
the movement assembly, the body assembly, 
and the retainer assembly. The aluminum head 
is threaded into the movement assembly hous- 
ing which is under the lower cap and forms 
the nose of the fuze. The movable lower cap 
contains a scale which is graduated in units 
of one second and numbered each five seconds 
from 0 to 100, in addition to a safety line, 
stamped S. When the S is alined with the 0 on 
the verniner scale, the fuze cannot function. 
The movement assembly is a spring-activated 
clockwork and escapement mechanism con- 
tained in a housing which is inside of the low- 
e r  cap and secured to the fuze body. The body 
forms the base of the fuze and contains stab 
detonator M47. Engraved on its outside sur- 
face a vernier scale and a fuze-setting line 
which are used in conjunction with the scale 
on the lower cap to set the timing device. There 
are wrench slots on the outside of the body 
for use with a fuze wrench; the retainer as- 
sembly, which contains Relay M7, is a t  the 
lower end of the body. 

TM 9-1 300-203 

VERNIER SCALE ORO 

Mechanical time fuze M662. Figure 5-42. 

C. Functioning. When a round containing 
Fuze M562 is fired, setback causes the ham- 
mer spring to strike and flatten the upraised 
timing disk lug, thereby releasing the disk 
from the setting pin. When setback ceases, the 
hammer spring returns to its normal position. 
When sufficient centrifugal force has devel- 
oped, the detents holding the escapement lev- 
er of the movement assembly move outward, 
allowing the escapement to function. At the 
same time, the arbor lock is disengaged from 
the arbor by centrifugal force, releasing the 
mainspring which drives the movement. The 
rotation rate of the arbor, and therefore, of 
the timing disk, is governed by the escape- 
ment, through the gear train. The firing pin 
arm turns when the notch in the rotating tim- 
ing disk reaches the firing arm upright. This 
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permits the firing pin safety plate to swing 
aside and allow the firing pin to strike the 
detonator, which initiates the explosive train. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 3.76 
Overall (in.) 4.66 

Weight (lb) 1.56 
Thread size 2.12-UNS-1A 
Minimum functioning time of time 

mechanism (sec) 2.0 
Minimum setback function (g's) 900 
Lowest senting at which fuze will 

function (sec) 2.0 
e. Preparation for  Firing. 
Note.  Any movement of the lower cap, no matter 

how slight. should be in the direction indicated by 
arrow (clockwise) (fig. 5-42). 

(1) Obtain correct setting from perti- 
nent firing table. 

(2) To set the fuze for whole second in- 
crements, use fuze setter M63 to turn 
the lower cap until the figure on its 
scale (fig. 5-42) is opposite the 0 on 
the fuze body vernier scale. 

(3) To set the fuze for fractional second 
increments (tenths) first proceed as 
indicated in (1) above, then continue 
to move the lower cap until a line 
on the lower cap scale lines up with 
the line on the vernier scale which 
represents the desired fractional sec- 
ond. 

For example, if the desired setting 
is 5.5 seconds, set t h e - 5  on the cap 
scale opposite the 0 on the vernier 
scale (A, fig. 5-43); then turn the 
5 off the 0 mark until a line on the 
lower cap scale is opposite the 5 line 
on the vernier scale (B, fig. 5-43). 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

ORD D849 

Figure 5-43. Setting the fuze. 

f .  Safety Features. 
(1) The fuze is assembled in the unarmed 

position and remains in that condition 
during storage or shipment. 

(2) In the unarmed position, the timing 
disk is locked by the setting pin and 
cannot be turned except by the use 
of a fuze setter or by the mainspring 
after setback forces generated when 
the round containing the fuze is fired 
have disengaged €he timing disk 
from the setting pin. 

(3) When the fuze setting is S, the ham- 
mer spring is held immovable by a 
post which projects from the timing 
movement and thus is kept from dis- 
engaging the timing disk from the 
setting pin. 

(4) The movement assembly escape- 
ment lever is held in position by two 
spring-loaded detents which prevent 
oscillation of the lever until centrif- 
ugal force of the rotating round over- 
comes the force of the detent springs. 
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( 5 )  The arbor stop-lock prevents the main- 
spring from unwinding until centrifugal force 
causes the stop-lock to disengage. 

(6) When the fuze is set on S, as issued, 
the safety disk prevents the release of the 
firing arm and the tripping of the time firing 
pin. 

g .  Precautions in Firing. The following pre- 
cautions will be observed in connection with 
Fuze M562: 

(1) Do not set fuze until the round is pre- 
pared for firing. 

(2) Re-aline the S on the lower cap with 
the on the fuze body if the round is prepared 
for firing but not fired. 

5-47. Fuze, Mechanical Time: XM563E1, 
XM563E2, XM563E3, and XM563E4 

a. General. Mechanical Time Fuzes XM563 
Series (fig. 5-44) are provided for use with 
flechette-loaded 105-mm Cartridge XM546. As 
issued, the fuzes are set for muzzle action; how- 
ever, they can be set for time functioning from 
0.5 second to 100 seconds. 

b.  Description. The fuzes (fig. 5-44) consist 
of a head, a movement assembly, a lower cap 
assembly, a body, and a detonator-holder plug 
assembly. 

(1) The head is one-piece aluminum and 
is assembled at the upper end of the fuze to 
comprise the nose. 

(2) The movement assembly consists of a 
timing mechanism and a muzzle action feature, 
which uses the same firing pin as the timing 
mechanism. The muzzle action portion of Fuzes 
XM563E1 and XM563E2 consists of four alpha 
weights and a pair of centrifugal weights. In 
Fuzes XM563E3 and XM563E4, the alpha 
weights are replaced by four setback pins. Two 
screws secure the movement assembly to the 
fuze body. 

(3) The rotatable lower cap assembly has 
a time scale, graduated from 0.5 to 100 seconds 
in one-second increments and numbered every 
5 seconds, and an MA marking for muzzle 
action. It contains a setting pin and a hammer 
spring assembly. 

(4) The body has the closing plug and the 
detonator holder plug assembly at its lower 
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Figure 5-44. Mechanical time fuze XM568E1. 

end. The movement assembly, the lower cap, 
and the head are mounted at the upper end. 
The body has a vernier scale (graduated in 
units of one-tenth second and numbered every 
other one-tenth second from 1 to 9) and a zero 
line to indicate the time or muzzle action set- 
ting. Detonator M47 is positioned directly 
under the timing movement firing pin. 

( 5 )  The detonator holder plug assembly 
contains Detonator XM87 centrally located 
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below Relay M11 positioned in the closing plug. 
Between Relay M11 and Detonator M87, two 
overlapping centrifugally operated weights pro- 
vide safety in handling. 

( 6 )  Fuze XM563E1 differs from Fuze 
XM563E2 in that  it has a larger timing disk 
and other minor changes. Fuzes XM563E3 
and XM563E4 utilize a set-back pin system in 
the muzzle action feature rather than an alpha 
weight system as used on the XM563E1 and 
XM563E2. The XM563E4 differs from the 
XM563E3 only in the escapement area, in which 
an approved configuration of balance lever and 
spring is used, 

C. Functioning. 
( 1 )  Mechanical t ime action. When the 

lower cap is turned, the timing disk rotates by 
means of a setting pin which is engaged in the 
upraised lug of the timing disk assembly. Con- 
sequently, the notch in the timing disk is dis- 
placed a distance equivalent to the time setting 
desired with respect to the upright of the firing 
pin. All other parts of the mechanism remain 
in position since the mainspring, arbor, and 
escapement are locked until firing. Upon firing, 
setback causes the hammer weights to strike 
the upraised lug of the timing disk, flattening 
the lug and releasing the disk from the setting 
pin. The hammer spring assembly returns to 
its original position as  setback ceases. At the 
same time the muzzle action mechanism func- 
tions up to the point of releasing the firing arm 
upright, which is blocked by the timing disk 
orientation created by the time setting. When 
sufficient centrifugal force has developed, the 
detents, holding the escapement lever of the 
movement assembly, move outward, permitting 
the escapement to function. Simultaneously, 
centrifugal force releases the mainspring by 
disengaging the arbor lock. As the mainspring 
drives the movement, the rate of rotation of the 
arbor, and therefore of the timing disk, is gov- 
erned by the escapement through the gear train, 
When the notch in the rotating timing disk 
reaches the upright of the firing arm, it allows 
the upright to slide inward, turning the firing 
arm, which permits the safety plate to swing 
out from under the firing pin flange and re- 
lease the firing pin. The firing pin strikes Deto- 
nator M47, which initiates the explosive train. 

( 2 )  Muzzle action. Angular acceleration 
in combination with setback force causes the 
alpha weights or setback pins, depending on 
the fuze used, to release the centrifugal weights. 
The centrifugal weights move outward and 
uncover the notch in the timing disk. At this 
instant, the upright of the firing arm (which 
is directly in line with the notch) slides inward, 
turning the firing arm. This action permits a 
safety plate to swing out from under the firing 
pin flange and release the firing pin. The firing 
pin strikes Detonator M47 which initiates the 
explosive train in the projectile. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length (in.) 6.46 
Weight (lb) 1.41 
Intrusion (in.) 1.5 
Thread size 1.9-16UNS-2A 
Minimum setback to function (g’s) 2,000 
Maximum setback withstand (g’s) 20,000 
Minimum spin for arming (rpm) 6,000 
Maximum spin for satisfactory 

functioning (rpm) 23,000 

e. Preparation for Firing. This fuze, de- 
signed for use in flechette-loaded cartridges, is 
issued set for muzzle action. However, it can 
be set for time functioning from 0.5-second to 
100 seconds. Refer to paragraph 5-46e for fuze 
setting information. 

Note.  The marking on the lower cap of the fuze 
begins with the number ½ instead of 0 as indicated 
in figure 5-43. However, the vernier scale marking in 
the fuze is identical to that illustrated. 
If set for time and not fired, reset the fuze to 
the original M A  setting by continuing to turn 
the lower cap in a clockwise direction. 

f .  Precautions in Firing. 
Warning: Firing over heads of exposed 

friendly troops is prohibited. 

When firing muzzle action, assure that person- 
nel clear area immediately in front of and to 
sides of weapon, and take cover. 

5-48. Fuze, Mechanical Time: M565 
a. General. MT Fuze M565 (fig. 5-45) is 

similar to MTSQ Fuze M564, except that  the 
M565 contains neither the point detonating as- 
sembly nor the booster assembly and uses 
Relay M 1 1  and Detonator XM87 in the safety 
adapter. 
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Figure 5-45. Mechanical time fuze M565. 
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LOWER CAP 

-BODY 

-D1 2161A 

Figure 5-45.1. Mechanical time fuze XM571E3. 

b. Description. Fuze M565 (fig. 5-45), a 
mechanical time (MT) fuze similar to MT Fuze 
M562, can be set from 2 to 100 seconds. Like 
the M562, MT Fuze M565 employs a vernier 
scale to assure a setting accuracy of 0.1 second. 

C. Functioning. Fuze M565 is armed by set- 
back and centrifugal force and functions like 
the M562. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

I 
Visible (in.) 3.76 
Overall (in.) 5.27 

Weight (Ib) 2.05 
Thread size 2-12-UNS-1A 
Minimum functioning time of time 

mechanism (sec) 2.0 
Minimum setback to function (g’s) 900 
Minimum delay arming distance (ft) 200 

5-48.1. Fuze, Mechanical lime: XM571E3 
a. General. Fuze XM571E3 is a mechanical 

time fuze (fig. 5-45.1) with a muzzle action 
feature designed for use with flechette-loaded 
105-mm Cartridge XM494E3. 

b. Description. This fuze consists of a head, 
a lower cap containing a movement assembly, 
a body, and a detonator holder plug assembly. 
Except for the shape of the head, it is similar 
in configuration to MT Fuze XM711, described 
in paragraph 5-50. It also employs the same 
internal components as the XM711, except for 
Relay M7 in the closing plug. (The XM711 uses 
Relay M11 in this position.) 

c. Functioning. The fuze starts to arm imme- 
diately upon firing. If set for muzzle action, 
the fuze will function as soon as the projectile 
leaves the weapon. Set for range, it will func- 
tion with a 75-meter standoff (i.e., 75 meters 
short of the set range). Internal functioning 
is identical to the functioning of Fuze XM711. 
(See paragraph 5-50.) 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 3.7 
Overall (in.) 5.2 

Weight (lb) 1.5 
Thread size 1.9-16-UNS-2A 
Minimum setback to function 15,000 g’s 
Maximum setback withstand 22,000 g’s 
Minimum spin for satisfactory 

functioning 19,000 rpm 

e. Preparation fo r  Firing. The cartridge is 
issued with the fuze set for muzzle action. Set 
fuze for range action as follows: 

(1) Depress button on body with thumb. 
(2) Turn lower cap by hand, either clock- 

wise or  counterclockwise, to desired range. 

ton is released. 
Note.  Fuze will lock in set position when but- 

f. Precautions in Firing. 
Warning: When firing muzzle action, as- 

sure that personnel clear area immediately 
in front of and to sides of weapon and take 
cover. 

Firing over heads of exposed friendly troops 
is prohibited. 
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5-49. Fuze, Mechanical Time: XM592 and 
XM592E1 

a. General. MT Fuzes XM592 Series (fig. 
5-46), which can be set by hand, are provided 
for use with flechette-loaded 106-mm Cartridge 
XM581. As issued, the fuzes are set for muzzle 
action (MA) (i.e., a burst immediately in front 
of the weapon). The fuzes can be set manually 
for targets between 200 and 3,300 meters from 
the weapon. 

b. Description. The fuzes consist of a head, 
a movement assembly, a body, and a detonator 
holder plug assembly as follows : 

(1) The head is one-piece aluminum and 
is assembled to the upper end of the fuze to 
comprise the nose. 

(2) The movement assembly consists of a 
time (range) mechanism containing a muzzle 
action feature which uses the same firing pin 
as the time mechanism. The muzzle action por- 
tion consists of four alpha weights, for Fuze 
XM592, and a pair of centrifugal weights. The 
alpha weight-system is replaced by four set- 
back pins in Fuze XM592E1. Two screws secure 
the movement assembly to the fuze body. 

(3) The rotatable lower cap assembly has 
a scale graduated from 200 to 3,300 meters in 
100-meter increments and numbered every 200 
meters (fig. 5-46). It has an MA marking for 
muzzle action, and contains a setting pin and 
hammer-spring assembly. 

(4) The body has a closing plug and deto- 
nator holder plug assembly a t  its lower end. 
The movement assembly, lower cap, and head 
are mounted at the upper end. The body has a 
zero line to index time (range) or muzzle action 
setting. Detonator M47 is positioned directly 
under the time movement firing pin. 

(5) Detonator holder plug assembly con- 
tains Detonator XM87 centrally located below 
Relay M11 positioned in the closing plug. Be- 
tween Relay M11 and Detonator XM87, two 
overlapping centrifugally operated weights pro- 
vide safety in handling. Detonator XM87 has 
1.47 grains of lead azide and 2.79 grains of 
black powder. Relay M11 has 1.54 grains lead 
azide, while Detonator M47 has 1.70 grains of 
lead azide, 0.525 grain of RDX, and 0.23 grain 
of primer mix. 

I 

I 

I 

Figure 5-46. Mechanical t ime fuze  XM592E1. 

c. Functioning. Fuzes XM592 and XM592E1 
start to arm immediately upon firing and, de- 
pending upon whether set for range action or 
muzzle action (MA), will function as follows: 
if set for muzzle action, fuze will function as 
soon as projectile leaves weapon; if set for 
range, fuze will function approximately 125 
meters prior to range setting (optimum stand- 
off for payload dispersion). 

( 1 )  Fuze set f o r  muzzle action. For muz- 
zle action, angular acceleration in combination 
with setback force causes the alpha weights or 
setback pins, depending on the fuze used, to re- 
lease the centrifugal weights. The centrifugal 
weights move outward and uncover a notch in 
the timing disk. At this instant, the upright of 
the firing arm (which is directly in line with 
the notch) slides inward turning the firing arm. 
This action permits a safety plate to swing out 
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from under the firing pin flange and release 
the firing pin. The firing pin strikes Detonator 
M47 which initiates the explosive train. 

( 2 )  Fuze set for range action. By turning 
lower cap, the timing disk rotates by means of 
a setting pin which is engaged in upraised lug 
of the timing disk assembly. Consequently, the 
notch in the timing disk is displaced a distance 
equivalent to the range setting desired with 
respect to upright of firing arm. All other parts 
of mechanism remain in position since the 
mainspring, arbor, and escapement are locked 
until firing. Upon firing, setback causes ham- 
mer weights to strike upraised lug of timing 
disk, flattening lug and releasing disk from the 
setting pin. The hammer spring assembly re- 
turns to  its original position as setback ceases. 
At the same time, muzzle action mechanism 
partially functions up to point of releasing 
firing arm upright, which is blocked by the 
timing disk orientation created by the setting. 
When sufficient centrifugal force has developed, 
detents, holding escapement lever of movement 
assembly, move outward, permitting escape- 
ment to function. As the mainspring drives the 
movement, rate of rotation of arbor, and there- 
fore of the timing disk, is governed by escape- 
ment through gear train. When notch in ro- 
tating disk reaches upright of firing arm, it 
allows upright to slide inward, thus turning 
firing arm. This permits safety plate to swing 
out from under firing pin flange to release firing 
pin. The firing pin strikes Detonator M47 which 
initiates the explosive train. 

d. Tabulated Datu. 
Length 

Overall (in.) 5.45 
Visible (in.) 3.77 

Weight (lb) 1.41 
Thread size 1.9-16UNS-2A 
Fuze minimum setback to function (g’s) 2,000 
Fuze maximum setback withstand (g’s) 20,000 
Fuze minimum spin for satisfactory 

function (rpm) 9,870 

e. Preparation f o r  Firing. When time 
(range) action is desired, depress button and 
turn lower cap by hand clockwise, to the de- 
sired range. The fuzes are shipped set for muz- 
zle action (MA). If set for time and not fired, 
depress button and reset the fuze to the original 
I 

Figure 5-47. Mechanical time fuze XM711. 

(MA) setting by continuing rotation of lower 
cap, clockwise, as for setting the fuze. 

f. Precautions in Firing. 

I 
Warning: Do not fire over heads of ex- 

posed friendly troops. 

When firing muzzle action, assure that all per- 
sonnel clear area in front of and to sides of 
weapon and take cover. 

5-50. Fuze, Mechanical Time: XM711 
a. General. This mechanical time fuze (fig. 

5-47), which can be set by hand, is provided 
for use with flechette-loaded 90-mm Cartridge 
XM580. As issued, the fuze is set for muzzle 
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action (MA) ; however, it  can be set for targets 
between 200 and 4,400 meters from the weapon. 

b. Description. The fuze consists of a head, 
a lower cap containing a movement assembly, 
a body, and a detonator holder assembly as 
follows : 

(1) The head is one-piece aluminum and 
is assembled at the upper end of the fuze to  
comprise the nose. 

(2) The rotatable lower cap assembly has 
a scale graduated from 200 to 4,400 meters in 
100-meter increments numbered every 200 
meters. It has an MA marking for  muzzle 
action. 

(3) The movement assembly consists of 
time (range) mechanism containing a muzzle 

action feature which uses the same firing pin 
as the time mechanism. The muzzle action por- 
tion consists of four setback pins and a pair of 
centrifugal weights. The time mechanism con- 
sists of the muzzle action assembly plus a gear 
train. 

(4) The body has a closing plug and base 
detonator-holder and interrupter assembly at  
its lower end. The movement assembly, lower 
cap, and head are mounted at the upper end. 
The body has a zero line to index time or muzzle 
action setting. Detonator M47 is positioned 
directly under the time movement firing pin. 

(5) The detonator-holder and interrupter 
assembly contains Detonator XM87 centrally 
located below Relay M11 positioned in the 
closing plug. Between Relay M11 and Deto- 
nator XM87, two overlapping, centrifugally 
operated weights, provide safety in handling. 
Detonator XM87 has 1.47 grains of lead azide 
and 2.79 grains of black powder. Relay M11 
has 1.54 grains of lead azide, while Detonator 
M47 has 1.70 grains of lead azide, 0.525 grain 
of RDX, and 0.23 grain of primer mix. 

c. Functioning. The fuze starts to arm im- 
mediately on firing. Set for muzzle action, it 
will function as soon as the projectile leaves 
the weapon. Set for range, it will function at  
a predetermined standoff to provide optimum 
payload dispersion ; for example, if the fuze 
is set between 200 and 500 meters, i t  will func- 
tion 100 meters short of the set range. If it 
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is set between 600 and 4,400 meters, it will 
function 75 meters short of the set range. 

(1) I f  fuze  is set for muzzle action, set- 
back in combination with centrifugal force 
causes the setback pins to move downward ; the 
centrifugal weight on top of the timer, to move 
outward; and the interrupter weights in the 
detonator-holder and interrupter assembly, to 
uncover Detonator XM87. Movement of the 
centrifugal weights uncovers the notch in the 
timing disk. With the notch of the timing disk 
uncovered, the upright of the firing arm, which 
is directly in line with the notch, slides inward, 
turning the firing arm. This action permits a 
safety plate to swing out from under the firing 
pin flange releasing the firing pin. The firing 
pin strikes Detonator M47 which initiates the 
explosive train. 

(2) When fuze is set f o r  range, turning 
of the lower cap rotates the timing disk by 
engaging the setting pin in the upraised lug 
of the timing disk assembly. Consequently, the 
notch in the timing disk is displaced a distance 
equivalent to the setting desired with respect 
to  the upright of the firing pin. All other parts 
of the mechanism remain in position, since the 
mainspring, arbor, and escapement are locked 
until firing. Upon firing, setback causes the 
upraised lug of the timing disk to flatten and 
disengage the disk from the setting pin. At 
the same time, the muzzle action mechanism 
functions up to the point of releasing the firing 
arm upright, which is blocked by the timing 
disk orientation created by the fuze setting, 
When sufficient centrifugal force has developed, 
the detents holding the escapement lever of the 
movement assembly move outward, permitting 
the escapement to function. As the mainspring 
drives the movement, the rate of rotation of 
the arbor, and therefore the timing disk, is 
governed by the escapement through the gear 
train. When the notch in the rotating timing 
disk reaches the upright of the firing arm, it 
allows the upright to slide inward. This turns 
the firing arm and permits the safety plate to 
swing out from under the firing pin flange and 

release the firing pin. The firing pin strikes 
Detonator M47 which initiates the explosive 
train. 
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d. Tabulated Datu. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 2.66 
Overall (in.) 4.16 

Weight (lb) 1.32 
Thread size 1.9-16UNS-2A 
Fuze minimum setback to function (g's) 15,000 
Fuze maximum setback withstand (g's) 22,000 
Fuze minimum spin for satisfactory 

functioning (rpm) 19,000 

e. Preparation f o r  Firing. The fuze is 
shipped set for muzzle action. To set the fuze 
for range, depress button and turn lower cap 

by hand, clockwise, to desired setting. If set 
for range and not fired, depress button and 
reset fuze to original MA setting by continuing 
rotation of lower cap, clockwise, as in setting 
fuze. 

f .  Precautions in Firing. 
Warning: Do not fire over the heads of ex- 

posed friendly troops. 

When firing muzzle action, assure that all per- 
sonnel clear area in front of and immediately 
to sides of weapon, and take cover. 

Section V. MECHANICAL TIME AND SUPERQUICK (MTSQ) FUZES 

5-51. Fuze, Mechanical Time and Super- 
quick: M500A1 (or M500) 

a. General. This fuze (fig. 5-48) is a com- 
bination mechanical time and superquick fuze 
with settings for time action (2 to 75 seconds) 
and an impact element for superquick action. 
The time action of this fuze is based on a clock- 
work principle. A safety disk prevents func- 
tioning of the fuze a t  less than 1.5 seconds of 
flight, A minimum calibration setting of 2 sec- 
onds is provided. The fuze is graduated in ½- 
second intervals up to 75 seconds. A pull wire 
extends through the fuze body and under the 
setback pin, providing positive safety during 
shipment and handling. The fuze is set safe 
as shipped. Fuze M500, an earlier model of 
this fuze, differs in the time setting (3 to 75 
seconds) and in the minimum setting (3 sec- 
onds). 

b. Description. Fuze M500A1 consists of 
five components as described in (1) through 
( 6 )  below : 

(1) Movement assembly. The movement 
assembly provides for the mechanical time ac- 
tion of the fuze. It consists of a firing pin and 
timing mechanism (clockwork). 

(2) Body. The aluminum body contains 
the explosive elements consisting of a primer 
and a relay and has the 
is externally threaded 
M21A4. 

(3) Booster M21A4. 
this booster screws over 

time setting ring. It 
to engage Booster 

The forward end of 
the rearward end of Figure 5-48. Mechanical time and superquick f u z e  M500A1. 
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the fuze body. The booster is threaded exter- 
nally to engage the nose threads of the pro- 
jectile. 

(4) Lower cap. The brass lower cap houses 
the major portion of the movement assembly 
and contains the setting pin and hammer 
spring. It is threaded internally at the forward 
end to receive the point detonator assembly. 

( 5 )  Point detonator assembly. The point 
detonator assembly houses the superquick im- 
pact element of the fuze, consisting essentially 
of a firing pin and support, and a detonator and 
lead charge. 

AGO 5656A • 

c. Functioning. 
(1) Movement assembly. When the fuze 

is set, the turning of the lower cap rotates the 
timing disk by means of the setting pin, which 
is engaged in the upraised lug. All other parts 
of the mechanism remain in position, since the 
gear train and escapement are locked by the 
safety lever assembly. Upon firing, setback 
causes the hammer spring to strike the up- 
raised lug on the timing disk, flattening the 
lug and releasing the disk from the setting pin. 
The hammer returns to its original position as 
set- 
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back ceases. Setback also moves the 
setback pin toward the base of the 
fuze, leaving the firing arm free to 
turn when the notch in the timing 
disk comes opposite the upright on 
the firing arm. When sufficient cen- 
trifugal force has developed, the 
safety lever holding the escapement 
moves outward and releases the escape 
ment, leaving the movement free to 
run. Simultaneously, centrifugal force 
augmented by backlash and the kick- 
off springs actuates the weighted 
gear segments which, in mesh with 
the main driving pinion, drive the 
movement. The rate of rotation of the 
pinion and, therefore, of the timing 
disk is governed by the escapement 
through a series of gears. When the 
notch in the timing disk reaches the 
upright of the firing arm, the firing 
arm turns, permitting the firing pin 
safety plate to swing out from under 
the firing pin flange. The firing pin 
then strikes the primer under the ac- 
tion of the spring. This initiates the 
action of the explosive train, which 
action is transmitted to the fuze 
booster and the projectile bursting 
charge. 

( 2 )  Point detonator assembly. The point 
detonator assembly functions inde- 
pendently of the movement assembly 
to provide superquick action; that is, 
it will function if impact occurs be- 
fore the time setting or if the time 
is set at S (safe) on impact. Bore 
safety is p r o v i d e d  in the point- 
detonating assembly by a slider which 
interrupts the passage between the 
detonator and the lead charge. When 
the projectile is spinning sufficiently 
fast, the slider is moved outward by 
centrifugal force, providing an open 
passage between the detonator and 
lead charge, and thus arming the 
point detonator assembly. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 3.74 

Overall (in.) 5.96 
Weight (lb) 2.14 

Note. MTSQ fuze M500A1 (or M500) is being 
renovated by replacing booster M21A4 with booster 
M126A4 (or M125). After renovation, the fuze will 
be known as FUZE, MTSQ: M520A1 (or M520) (para 
6-60). 

e. Preparation for Firing. 
(1) Remove the pull wire before setting 

the fuze. 
(2) Check fuze to assure that lower cap 

is not loose or cocked. 

Warning: Fuzes with cocked or 
loose lower caps will be set aside and 
not fired. 

Note. When the fuze is to be used for 
superquick (impact) action, the fuze can 
be left as shipped (i.e., set on S position) 
or set for a time greater than the time of 
flight. 

(3) Set the fuze to the desired time using 
fuze setter M14, M23, M26 or M27 
(lower cap will be turned in a coun- 
terclockwise direction only). 

Note. M500A1 fuzes are marked with 
an arrow on the lower cap (fig. 6-48) to 
indicate setting direction. 

(4) If, after the fuze is set preparatory 
to firing, the round is not fired, the 
fuze will be reset to the safe position 
(S) and the pull wire replaced in its 
proper position. 

f .  Precautions in Firing. 
(1) Firing during heavy rain may cause 

premature functioning of the fuze. 
Heavy rain that would cause prema- 
ture functioning is comparable to that 
which occurs during summer thunder- 
storms. 

(2) When MTSQ fuze M500 is set for air 
burst and fired in the 166-mm how- 
itzer M1, M1A1 or M45, failures may 
occur when firing charges 1 or 2. 
Failures may be expected in the order 
of 20 percent at charge and 1 and 10 
percent at charge 2. Such failures 
occur because the setback forces at- 
tained with charges 1 and 2 are not 
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always adequate to release the timing 
mechanism. However, projectiles so 
fuzed and set will function on ground 
impact. 

5-52. Fuze, Mechanical lime and Super- 
quick: M501A1 (or M501) 

a. General. Fuze M501A1 (or M501) (fig. 
6-49) is a combination mechanical time and 
superquick fuze with settings for time action 
(2 to 75 seconds) and an impact element for 
superquick action. This fuze is similar to fuze 
M500A1 (or M500) described in paragraph 
5-51, except that it does not have a booster. 
The threaded fuze base is assembled directly 
into the projectile. 

Figure 5-49. Mechanical time and 
superquick fuze M501A1. 

b. Description. For description of fuze, re- 

c. Functioning. For fuze functioning infor- 

d.  Tabulated Data. 

fer to paragraph 5-51. 

mation, refer to paragraph 5-51. 

Length : 

I Visible (in.) -3.74 
Overall (in.) 4.55 

Weight (Ib) 1.41 
Thread size 1.7-14NS-1 

e. Preparation for Firing. 
(1) Remove the pull wire before setting 

the fuze. 
(2) Check fuze to assure that lower cap 

is not loose or cocked. Fuzes with 
cocked or loose lower caps, will be set 
aside and not fired. 

Note. When the fuze is to be used for 
superquick action, the fuze can be left as 
shipped (i.e., ‘set on S position) or set for 
a time greater than the time of flight. 

(3) Set the fuze to the desired time using 
fuze setter M14, M23, M26 or M27 
(lower cap will be turned in a coun- 
terclockwise direction only). 

Note 1. M501A1 fuzes are marked with 
an. arrow on the lower cap (fig. 5-49) to 
indicate setting direction. 

Note 2. Some difficulties have been en- 
countered when setting this fuze by means 
of fuze setter M26. These- difficulties are 
due to the raised surface and slot distortion 
of the fuze body that may have occurred 
during renovation of the fuze (e.g., as a 
result of a deboostering operation accom- 
plished on M500 or M500A1 fuzes). If 
fuze setter M26 is used and an incorrect 
time setting results, reset fuze t u  S (safe) 
position (continue counterclockwise rotation 
of the lower cap to reset fuze to S position) 
by means of fuze setter M14 or M27. Fuze 
setter M14 or M27 will then be used to set 
fuze to desired time. 

I 

(4) If, after the fuze is set preparatory 
to firing, the round is not fired, the 
fuze will be reset to the safe position 
(S) and the pull wire replaced in its 
proper position. 

f .  Precautions in Firing. 
(1) Firing during heavy rain may cause 

premature functioning of the fuze. 
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Heavy rain that would cause prema- 
ture functioning is comparable to that 
which occurs during summer thun- 
derstorms. 

(2) When MTSQ fuze M501 is set for air 
burst and fired in the 155-mm how- 
itzer M1, M1A1, or  M48, failures may 
occur when firing charges 1 or  2. 
Failures may be expected in the or- 
der of 20 percent at charge 
J and 10 percent at charge 2. Such 
failures occur because the setback 

forces attained with charges 1 and 
2 are not always adequate to release 
the timing mechanism. However, pro- 
jectiles so fuzed and set will func- 
tion on ground impact. 

Fuze, Mechanical Time and Super- 5-53. 
quick: M502A1 (or M502) 

a. General. This fuze (fig. 5-50) is a mechan- 
ical time superquick (MTSQ) type for anti- 
aircraft use. Fuze M502 A1 is superior to fuze 
M502 because of additional safety features. 

.2 

Figure 5-50. Mechanical time and superquick fuze M502A1. 

b.  Description. The impact element of this 
fuze is a supersensitive type designed to func- 
tion on impact with thin aircraft surfaces that 
usually would not offer enough resistance to 
cause functioning of the more ordinary-type 
impact elements. The firing pin in the impact 
element is held in an unarmed position prior to 
firing by two half-blocks which, in turn, are 
held in place by a coil of spring wire. This 
wire also contains a 30-second clockwork-type 
timing mechanism that, except for its main pin- 
ion shaft, is fundamentally similar to that 
used in MT fuze M43A4. The main pinion 
shaft, made tubular, serves as a flash tube to 
carry the flame initiated on impact through 
the clockwork mechanism. Fuze M502A1 (or 

M502) is ballistically interchangeable with 
MT fuze M43A4. The 30-second clockwork tim- 
ing mechanism makes the fuze bore safe. 

C .  Functioning. 
(1) Superquick. The superquick impact 

element becomes armed when the 
half-blocks holding the firing pin in 
the unarmed position move outward 
under centrifugal force caused by 
rotation of the projectile. The firing 
pin is left in a floating position with 
unobstructed passage to the detona- 
tor. Action of the detonator is aug- 
mented by the lead charge and is 
transmitted through the uninterrupt- 
ed flash tube to the relay in the rear 
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ing plug and thence to the booster 
which explodes and sets off the car- 
tridge charge. 

(2) Mechanical time. For information on 
functioning of the time mechanism, 
refer to paragraph 5-42. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) (max) 3.74 
Overall (in.) (max) 5.95 

Booster 2-12NS-1 
Fuze 1.7-14NS-1 

Thread size: 

e. Preparation f o r  Firing. 
(1) Remove the pull wire before setting 

the fuze. 
(2) Check fuze to assure that lower cap 

is not loose or  cocked. 
Warning: Fuzes with cocked or loose 

lower caps will be set aside and not 
fired. 

Note. When the fuze is to be used for 
superquick (impact) action, the fuze can be 
left as shipped (i.e., set on S position) or 
set for a time greater than the time of 
flight. 

(3) Set the fuze to the desired time us- 
ing automatic fuze rammer M20 or 
fuze setter M13A1 or  M13 (lower cap 
will be turned in a counterclockwise 
direction only). 

(4) If, after the fuze is set preparatory 
to firing, the round is not fired, 
the fuze will be reset to the safe po- 
sition (S) and the pull wire replaced 
in its proper position. 

f. Precautions in Firing. Firing during heavy 
rain may cause premature functioning of the 
fuze. Heavy rain that would cause premature 
functioning is comparable to that which oc- 
curs during summer thunderstorms. 

5-54. Fuze, Mechanical Time and Super- 
quick: M506 (T176E3) (w/Booster 
M124 (T35E8)) 

a. General. This fuze is a dual action mechan- 
ical time in impact fuze with superquick 
action. It is designated to replace FUZE, ME- 

CHANICAL TIME : M61A2 (w/booster 
M21A4), 'for use with the 120-mm high-explo- 
sive projectile M73. Fuze M61A2 functions 
only by time action but Fuze M506 com- 
bines impact and time actions. The time ac- 
tion of the M506 is the same as that of the 
M61A2. The superquick impact action of the 
M506 is patterned in general after that  of the 
M502 except that  the M506 has no interrupter. 
Because fuze M506 includes booster M124 i t  is 
considered bore safe. The M506 has another 
detonator in the adapter for strengthening the 
flash of the point detonator. Because fuze 
M506 has both time and impact action, it is 
suitable for firing at either aircraft o r  ground 
targets. 

b. Description. 
(1) General. The fuze, with principal 

parts or  subassemblies indicated 
(movement assembly, body, lower cap, 
adapter assembly, windshield, point 
detonator assembly, and booster 
M124) is shown in figure 5-51. The 
movement assembly, attached to the 
inside of the body by three holding 
screws, contains a firing pin and the 
timing mechanism which eventually 
releases it. The aluminum body forms 
the base of the fuze and contains ex- 
plosive elements consisting of a prim- 
er and a relay. The body is inscribed 
with a scale graduated in seconds for 
setting the fuze. The movable lower 
cap houses the major portion of the 
movement assembly and contains the 
setting pin and hammer spring. The 
lower cap is attached to the body by 
two locking wires which are adjusted 
during manufacture to provide resist- 
ance to rotation. Setting slots are  
located on the lower cap arid lower 
body for engagement of the lugs of a 
fuze setter: automatic or  hand-wrench 
type. The adapter assembly is provid- 
ed because of the long pointed con- 
tour of the fuze which requires the 
use of a relatively long flash tube to 
connect the point detonator with the 
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(2) Movement assembly. 
(a )  The timing movement of the fuze 

is based on the same principles as 
clockwork, but uses centrifugal 
force acting on two weighted gear 
segments for the primary driving 
force. 

( b )  A timing disk with a protruding 
forked lug and a firing notch is 
connected with the main gear pin- 
ion at the upper end of the mech- 
anism by means of a Belleville 
spring. This device allows slippage 
during fuze setting, but provides 
sufficient friction for the main pin- 
ion to rotate the disk, when the disk 
is released from the setting pin by 
setback. A safety disk immediately 
below the timing disk prevents 
functioning should the fuze be set 
for dangerously short periods. 

explosive elements in the lower por- 
tion of the fuze. The adapter, which 
screws into the lower cap, secures 
one end of the flash tube, while the 
other end screws into the point deto- 
nator assembly., The point detonator 
assembly houses the superquick im- 
pact element consisting essentially of 
a firing pin and detonator. This det- 
onator is augmented by another det- 
onator in the adapter. The windshield 
completes the contour of the fuze. 

Figure 5-51. Mechanical time and superquick fuze 
M506. 

(C) The entire gear train, including the 
escapement mechanism, is unlocked 
by the safety lever assembly, which 
is centrifugally controlled. Es- 
capement mechanism frequency 
governs the speed of the fuze move- 
ment. Accuracy of the time in- 
terval for which the fuze has been 
preset depends essentially, there- 
fore, upon the accuracy of the es- 
capement mechanism, which is ad- 
justed statically prior to dynamic 
regulation of the complete move- 
ment assembly, before i t  is at- 
tached to the inside of the fuze 
body. 

( d )  The setback pin is kept in position 
by a holding spring. When setback 
occurs, the spring releases the set- 
back pin, which falls towards the 
base of the fuze, allowing the firing 
arm shaft to rotate when the firing 
arm upright meets the notch in the 
timing disk. The flat on the firing 
arm shaft provides clearance for 
the firing pin safety plate to swing 
out from under the flange of the 
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firing pin. The firing pin spring 
then drives the firing pin into the 
primer in the body. 

(a)  The aluminum body forms the base 
of the fuze and houses explosive ele- 
ments consisting of percussion 
primer M29A1 and relay M7. The 
body is engraved circumferentially 
with 0.2-second graduations up to 30 
seconds, full seconds being num- 
bered. A safety line on the body 
with S stamped below i t  in the set- 
ting slot indicates a point in the set- 
ting at which the timing mechan- 
ism of the fuze cannot function. 
The fuze is set Safe when shipped, 
that is, with the S line on the body 
alined with the indicator line on the 
lower cap. A setting slot is provided 
for fuze setting, and wrench slots 
are located on the side for assem- 
bly of the fuze into the projectile. 

(b)  A closing plug containing two desic- 
cator pellets for moisture absorp- 
tion is inserted into the bottom of 
the body and attached by a thread- 
ed retainer. The closing plug holds 
relay M7; positioned at the junc- 
tion flash holes. One transmits the 
flash from the point detonator to 
the relay; the other transmits the 
flash from the primer to the relay. 

( a )  The aluminum lower cap holds de- 
vices which set the timing disk and 
release it. The devices which per- 
form these functions are the set- 
ting pin and the hammer spring 
assembly. The setting pin is fixed 
in the top inside shoulder of the 
lower cap, parallel to the longitudi- 
nal axis of the fuze. The free end 
of the pin engages the forked up- 
raised lug of the timing disk which 
causes the timing disk to turn when 
the lower cap is rotated counter- 
clockwise (as viewed from the point 
of the fuze). The functioning time 

( 3 )  Body.  

(4) Lower cap. 

is determined by the angular dis- 
tance between the firing arm and 
the notch in the timing disk. 

( b )  Disengagement of the setting pin 
from the upraised lug of the tim- 
ing disk is effected by two small 
weights on the hammer spring as- 
sembly, which depress the upraised 
lug under the force of setback when 
firing occurs. As setback ceases, 
the hammer spring returns to its 
original position. The upraised lug 
remains bent down, thus unlocking 
the timing disk. 

(C) The upper end of the cap is thread- 
ed internally for assembly with the 
adapter. 

(d) Two locking wires are inserted in- 
side the lower cap to provide re- 
sistance to rotation between the 
lower cap and body when assembled. 
The tension is adjusted by eight 
screws during assembly at the man- 
ufacturing plant. 

( e )  A setting slot is provided on the 
lower cap for fuze setting. 

(6) Adapter  assembly. The long pointed 
contour of fuze M606 and the incor- 
poration of a superquick impact fea- 
ture together necessitate use of the 
adapter assembly, which connects the 
point detonator to the explosive ele- 
ments in the lower portion of the fuze. 
The adapter assembly consists of an 
aluminum adapter and a steel flash 
tube. The flash tube is threaded ex- 
ternally a t  both ends for assembly 
into the adapter at the lower end 
and into the point detonator at the 
upper end. The adapter houses the det- 
onator (M17) assembly, which is pro- 
vided to augment the flash 
of the point detonator. The complete 
adapter assembly screws into the up- 
per portion of the lower cap. 

(6) Point detonator assembly. The point 
detonator assembly which houses the 
superquick impact element consists 
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of three subassemblies: the head 
proper, the detonator (M23) assem- 
bly (which is secured in the base of 
the head proper) and a nose. The 
nose holds the firing pin, and screws 
into the upper end of the head in such 
a manner as to leave a recess below 
the firing pin. Half-blocks and a 
coiled spring are positioned in the re- 
cess to hold the firing pin in an un- 
armed position prior to firing. The 
front end of the nose is closed by a 
thin aluminum disk for protection 
against foreign matter or air resist- 
ance. The head is threaded internal- 
ly at the lower end for assembly with 
the flash tube. The complete point 
detonator assembly is secured to the 
windshield by staking. 

( 7 )  Windshield. The long pointed contour 
of the fuze is formed by the conical- 
shaped, steel windshield, which is se- 
cured in place by being staked to the 
lower cap and point detonator assem- 
bly. 

( 8 )  Booster. This fuze incorporates Boost- 
er M124, which employs a ball rotor, 
giving an arming delay which pre- 
vents functioning of the booster explo- 
sive until the fired projectile has 
reached a minimum of 35 feet from 
the muzzle of the weapons. 

(9) Safe ty  features. A setback pin pre- 
vents rotation of the firing arm and 
hence tripping of the spring-loaded 
firing pin until the setback pin is 
forced downward by setback. A 
spring-loaded safety lever prevents 
oscillation of the escapement until 
centrifugal force slides the safety lev- 
er out of engagement. The firing 
notch in the timing disk is covered by 
a safety disk when the fuze is set 
Safe or at less than the prescribed 
minimum setting. This prevents re- 
lease of the firing arm and subse- 
quent tripping of the firing pin, should 
the timing disk be rotated into fir- 

ing position. A setting pin which 
engages the raised forked lug of the 
timing disk prevents the timing disk 
from rotating. The timing disk is re- 
leased from the setting pin by the 
hammer spring in the lower cap which 
flattens the lug when set-back occurs. 
Disengagement of the timing disk is 
prevented when the fuze is set 
Safe. 

c. Functioning. 
( 1 )  Movement assembly. As issued, the 

fuze is in the unarmed (Safe) con- 
dition and remains in this condition 
during transportation and storage. 
When the fuze is set, the turning of 
the lower cap rotates the timing 
disk by means of the setting pin 
which is engaged in the upraised lug. 
All other parts of the mechanism re- 
main in position, since the gear train 
and escapement are locked by the 
safety lever assembly. Upon firing, 
setback causes a hammer spring to 
strike the upraised lug on the time 
disk, flattening the lug and releas- 
ing the disk from the setting pin. 
The hammer returns to its original 
position as setback ceases. Setback 
also moves the setback pin towards 
the base of the fuze, leaving the fir- 
ing arm free to turn when the notch 
in the timing disk comes opposite the 
upright on the firing arm. When suf- 
ficient centrifugal force has devel- 
oped, the safety lever holding the es- 
capement moves outward and releas- 
es the escapement, leaving the move- 
ment free to run. Simultaneously, cen- 
trifugal force augmented by back- 
lash actuates the weighted gear seg- 
ments which, being in mesh with the 
main driving pinion, drive the move- 
ment. The rate of rotation of the pin- 
ion, and therefore of the timing disk, 
is governed by the escapement 
through a series of gears. When the 
notch in the timing disk reaches the 
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upright of the firing arm, the firing 
arm turns, permitting the firing pin 
safety plate to swing out from under 
the firing pin flange. The firing pin 
then strikes the primer under the 
action of its spring. This initiates the 
action of the explosive train, which 
action is transmitted to the booster 
and the bursting charge of the pro- 
jectile. 
Point detonator assembly. The super- 
quick impact element becomes armed 
when the half-blocks holding the fir- 
ing pin in the armed position move 
outward under centrifugal force 
caused by rotation of the projectile. 
The firing pin is then left in a float- 
ing position with unobstructed pas- 
sage to the detonator. Upon impact, 
the thin closing disk is perforated or 
the head is crushed, depending on the 
force of impact. In  either case, the 
firing pin is driven against the deto- 
nator. Action of the detonator is 
transmitted through the uninterrupt- 
ed flash tube to the detonator in the 
adapter and thence to the booster. 
When use of the superquick impact 
element is required, the time setting 
can be left as shipped; that  is, set 
at safe (S) or be set for a time great- 
e r  than the anticipated time of flight. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.)  7.31 

Intrusion (in.) 2.21 
Overall ( in.)  9.32 

Weight (including booster) (lb) 2.61 
Thread size: 

Fuze 2-12NS-1 
Booster 1.7-14NS-1 

e. Preparation for Firing. The fuze is set 
by turning the lower cap to the desired set- 
ting in the direction of the arrow on the fuze 
body, by means of a fuze setter or hand set- 
ting wrench. No other preparation is required. 

When the fuze is to be used for superquick 
(impact) action, the fuze can be left as shipped (i.e, 
on S position) or set for a time greater than the time 
of flight. 

Note .  

f .  Precautions in Firing. Fuze will always be 
set in one direction only as indicated by the 
arrow immediately above the index mark on 
the lower cap. 

5-55. Fuze, Mechanical Time and Super- 
quick: M518A1 (or M518 (T286E1)) 

a. General. Fuze M528A1 is a dual purpose 
mechanical time and impact fuze with super- 
quick action for use with antiaircraft car- 
tridges. It is essentially MTSQ fuze M502A1 
(para 5-53) less booster M21A4 plus booster 
M125A1. Fuze M51.8 is assembled with boost- 
e r  M125. 

b. Description. As assembled, the fuze (less 
booster) is comprised of four subassemblies : 
the movement (clockwork) assembly, the 
body, the lower cap, and the point detonator 
assembly. The movement assembly contains a 
firing pin and the timing mechanism which 
eventually releases it. The movement is at- 
tached to the body by three holding screws. 
The aluminum body forms the base of the 
fuze and contains explosive elements consist- 
ing of a primer and relay. The body is inscribed 
with a 30-second graduated scale for setting 
the fuze. The brass lower cap houses the ma- 
jor portion of the movement assembly and con; 
tains the setting pin and hammer spring. It is 
attached to the body by a tensioning joint 
which is adjusted by four screws during man- 
ufacture to provide resistance to rotation be- 
tween the lower cap and body. Setting slots 
are provided on the lower cap and body for 
engagement of a fuze setter or hand setting 
wrench. The point detonator assembly screws 
into the lower cap and completes the contour 
of the assembled fuze. It houses the super- 
quick impact element consisting of a firing 
pin and support, and a detonator and lead 
charge. 

c. Functioning. 
(1) Superquick. The superquick impact 

element becomes armed when half- 
blocks holding the firing pin in the. 
unarmed position move outward under 
centrifugal force caused by rotation 
of the projectile. The firing pin is left 
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in a floating position with unobstruct- 
ed passage to the detonator. Action 
of the detonator is augmented by the 
lead charge and is transmitted 
through the uninterrupted flash tube 
to the relay in the closing plug and 
thence to the booster which explodes 
and sets off the projectile charge. 

( 2 )  Mechanical time. For information on 
functioning of the time mechanism, 
refer to paragraph 5-42. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 3.74 
Overall (in.) 5.95 

Weight (including booster) (lb) 2.06 
Thread size 2-12NS-1 

(1) Remove the pull wire before setting 
the fuze. 

(2) Check fuze to assure that lower cap 
is not loose or cocked. 

Warning Fuzes with cocked or loose 
lower caps will be set aside and not 
fired. 

e. Preparation for Firing. 

Note. When the fuze is to be used for 
superquick (impact) action, the fuze can be 
left as shipped (i.e, set on S position) or set 
for a time greater than the time of flight. 

(3) Set the fuze to the desired time us- 
ing automatic fuze rammer M20 or 
fuze setter M13A1 or M13 (lower cap 
will be turned in a counterclockwise 
direction only). 

(4) If, after the fuze is set preparatory 
to firing, the round is not fired, the 
fuze will be reset to the safe posi- 
tion (S) and the pull wire replaced in 
its proper position. 

f. Precautions in Firing. Firing during heavy 
rain may cause premature functioning of the 
fuze. Heavy rain that would cause premature 
functioning is comparable to that which occurs 
during summer thunderstorms. 

5-56. 

a 

Fuze, Mechanical Time and Super- 
quick: M520A1 (or M520) 

a. General. This fuze (fig. 5-52) is a dual- 

purpose fuze for use with rotated ammunition 
caliber 75-mm through 280-mm, except 175- 
mm. It has a 75-second timing mechanism, a 
point detonator with superquick impact action, 
and a booster which has a delay arming clock- 
work mechanism for additional safety. Fuze 
M520A1 is assembled with booster M125A1, 
whereas fuze M520 uses booster M125. 

Figure 5-52. Mechanical tints and superquick fuze 
M520A1. 

b .  Description. The fuze. consists of move- 
ment assembly, point detonator assembly, low- 
er cap, body, and booster M125A1 (or M125). 

(1) The movement, assembly contains a 
clockwork mechanism which uses 
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centrifugal force acting on 
segment weights. Springs 
overcoming inertia of the 

two gear 
assist in 
weights, 

thereby assuring functioning of the 
fuze at relatively low as well as high- 
er rates of projectile spin. 
The point detonator assembly 
which houses a superquick impact ele- 
ment, consists of the nose and the 
head of the fuze. The nose contains 
a point detonator firing pin and a sup- 
port cup. The head contains an inter- 
rupter, detonator M22, and lead 
charge. 
The lower cap (brass) contains pro- 
vision for setting and releasing a tim- 
ing disk of the arming mechanism. 
A setting slot on the exterior of the 
lower cap provides for fuze setting. 
The aluminum body houses a per- 
cussion primer (M29A1) and a relay 
(M7). It has 0.5-second graduation 
up to 75 seconds. A safety line with 
the letter S in the setting slot indi- 
cates a point in setting at which 
the timing mechanism cannot func- 
tion. The fuze is set SAFE when 
shipped, that  is, with the S register- 
ing with the indicator line on the 
lower cap. The setting slot is for fuze 
setting and the slots on the side of 
the body are  for a fuze wrench when 
assembling the fuze to a projectile. 

C. Functioning 
(1) The fuze, whether shipped separate- 

ly or attached to the projectile of a 
cartridge, is in its unarmed condition. 
When the fuze is set, the turning of 
the lower cap rotates a timing disk 
in the internal timing clockwork mech- 
anism. Upon firing, setback and cen- 
trifugal force cause the mechanism 
to  move to a position at which the 
fuze will function after a lapse of the 
number of seconds a t  which the fuze 
is set. 

(2) The booster is a spin-actuated delay 
arming type for use in conjunction 

with time and impact-type point fuz- 
es. It consists of a threaded brass 
body and contains a rotor which has 
a flash-initiated detonator. Its func- 
tion is to provide additional safety to 
time and impact-type fuzes through 
use of a centrifugally operated out-of- 
line rotor interrupter and a clockwork 
delay arming mechanism, which de- 
lays arming until the projectile is at 
a safe distance from the muzzle of 
the weapon. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Length including booster) (in.) 5.95 
Intrusion (including booster) (in.) 2.21 
Weight (including booster) ( lb) 2.06 
Fuze thread size 1-7-14NS-1 
Booster thread size 2-12NS-1 
Minimum functioning time of t iming 

mechanism (sec) 1.5 
I owest sett ing at which fuze will 

function (sec) 2.0 
Lowest revolution r a t e  at  which turning 

mechanism o r  point detonator will 
a r m  ( r p m )  2,000 

(1) Remove the pull wire before setting 
fuze. 

(2 )  Check fuze to assure that  lower cap 
is not loose or cocked. 

Warning: Fuzes with cocked or loose 
lower caps will be set aside and not 
fired. 

e. Preparation for Firing. 

Note. When the fuze is to be used for 
superquick ( impact)  action, the fuze can be 
left as shipped (i.e., set  on S position) o r  
set fo r  a time g rea t e r  than the t ime of 
flight. 

(3 )  Set the fuze to the desired time using 
fuze setter M14, M23, M26, or M27 
(lower cap will be turned in a coun- 
terclockwise direction only). 

Note 1. Some M520 and  M520A1 fuzes 
a r e  marked with a n  arrow on the lower cap 
to indicate sett ing direction. 

Note 2. sod difficulties have been en- 
countered when sett ing this fuze by means 
of fuze setter M26. These difficulties a r e  
due to  the raised surface and slot distortion 
of the fuze body tha t  may have occurred 
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during renovation of the fuze (e.g., as a failures may occur when firing charges 
result of a reboostering operation accom- 
plished on MS00-series or M501-series fuzes). 
If fuze setter M26 is used and an incorrect 
time setting results, reset fuze to S (safe) 
position (continue counterclockwise rotation 
of the lower cap to reset fuze to S position) 
by means of fuze setter M14 or M27. Fuze 
setter M14 or M27 will then be used to set 
fuze to desired time. 

f .  Precautions in Firing. 
(1) Firing during heavy rain may cause 

premature functioning of the fuze. 
Heavy rain that would cause prema- 
ture functioning is comparable to that 
which occurs during summer thun- 
derstorms. 

(2) When MTSQ fuzes M520 and M520A1, 
which contain the basic M501 fuze, 
are set for air burst and fired in the 
155-mm howitzer M1, M1A1 or M48, 

1 or 2. Failures may be expected in 
the order of 20 percent at charge 1 
and 10 percent at charge 2. Such 
failures occur because the setback 
forces attained with charges 1 and 2 
are not always adequate to release the 
timing mechanism. However, projec- 
tiles so fuzed and set will function on 
ground impact. 

Superquick:M548 I 5-57. Fuze, Mechanical lime and 

a. General. The mechanical time and super- 
quick (MTSQ) fuze M548 (fig. 5-53) is in- 
tended for use with spin-stabilized projectiles 
wherein mechanical time or superquick func- 
tioning is desired. This fuze is an improvement 
over older MTSQ fuzes (such as M501 series) 
in that it provides a longer timing mechanism 
(100 seconds) for longer range functioning. 

AGO 6681A 

Figure 5-53. Mechanical time and superquick f u z e  M548- external and cross section views. 
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b. Description. 
( 1 )  Components. The main components 

(fig. 5-54) are the point detonating 
assembly, the lower cap, the fuze 
body, the movement assembly and 
safety adapter assembly. 

(a)  The point detonating assembly con- 
sists of a head, a firing pin assem- 
bly, support cup, closing disk, clos- 
ing disk washer, detent safety 
mechanism assembly, an  adapter 
assembly, and a stab detonator. 

( b )  The rotatable lower cap has a scale 
graduated from 0 to 100 in 1-sec- 
ond increments and numbered every 

5 seconds, and contains a housin 
and hammer spring assembly. 

(c) The fuze body (containing detona- 
tor M47 and relay M7) is inscribed 
with a vernier scale and a zero line 
to indicate the time settings. 

( d )  The movement assembly is posi- 
tioned in the fuze body and the low- 
er cap. It consists of the compo- 
nents shown in figure 5-55, and 
functions as described below. 

(e) The safety adapter assembly, which 
contains a detonator M49, is posi- 
tioned at We base of the fuze body. 
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Figure 5-55. Mechanical time and superquick fuze M548--movement assembly. 

(2) Safety features. engagement by the required cen- 
trifugal force. The timing disk is locked by the 

setting pin and cannot be turned 
except with an appropriate fuze 
setter 'applied on the lower cap. 
The disk is released from the pin 
on setback when the hammer spring 
flattens the setting lug  on the tim- 
ing disk: 
Until -released by centrifugal force, 
the following safety features pre- 
vent functioning : 
The escapement lever in the move- 

ment assembly is locked by two 
spring-locked detents (that pre- 
vent oscillation of the lever) un- 
til they slide out of engagement 
by the application of the re- 
quired centrifugal force. 

2. The arbor stop lever on the main 
arbor keeps the main spring from 
unwinding until it  slides out of 

3. The fuze safety adapter detonator 
is in an out-of-line position until 
centrifugal force has operated 
the fuze safety adapter mechan- 
ism. 

4. Two interlocking detents prevent 
movement of the point detonating 
assembly firing pin until centrif- 
ugal force releases the detents. 
The firing pin is aIso held, by a 
support cup and cannot strike the 
detonator until nose imbact. 

(c) A post projecting'-from the' move- 
ment assembly prevents the: ham- 
mer spring from moving when %& 
fuze is set on safe (S), as issued. 
Until the fuze is set for a specific 
time, the hammer spring is thus 
kept from disengaging the timing 
disk from the setting pin. 
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( d )  The safety disk covers the firing 
notch on the timing disk when the fuze is set 
on S, as issued, preventing the release of the 
firing and tripping of the time firing pin. 

c. Functioning. 

(1) General. This fuze is designed to func- 
tion either at a set time or upon impact, de- 
pending upon whichever occurs first after arm- 
ing. The safety adapter arms after traveling 
a minimum distance of 60 meters from the 
weapon muzzle. 

(2) Unarmed. The fuze is assembled in 
the unarmed position and remains in this con- 
dition during transportation and storage. When 
the fuze is set, the turning of the lower cap 
rotates the timing disk by means of the setting 
pin, which is engaged in the upraised lug of 
the timing disk assembly. All other parts of 
the mechanism remain in position, since the 
gear train and escapement components are 
locked until firing. 

(3) Arming. Upon firing, setback causes 
the hammer spring to strike the upraised lug 
of the timing disk, flattening the lug and re- 
leasing the disk from the setting pin. The ham- 
mer spring returns to its original position as 
setback ceases. When sufficient centrifugal 
force has developed, the detents holding the 
escapement lever of the movement assembly 
(and the detents holding the rotor of the de- 
layed-arming safety adapter) move outward, 
leaving the escapement components free to 
run. Simultaneously, centrifugal force actuates 
the stop lever arbor, which disengages from 
the arbor and thus releases the mainspring. As 
the mainspring drives the movement, the rate 
of rotation of the arbor and, therefore, of the 
timing disk is governed by the escapement 
through the gear train. When the notch in the 
rotating timing disk reaches the upright of the 
firing arm, the firing arm turns, permitting the 
firing pin safety plate to swing out from under 
the firing pin flange, and allowing the firing 
pin to strike detonator M47. Detonator M47 
initiates relay M7 which, in turn, initiates flash 
detonator M49 in the safety adapter (fig. 5- 
56). 

POINT DETONATING 
FIRING PIN 

DETONATOR M50 

TIMING 

DETONATOR M49 

RELAY M7 

I I 
ORD D1729 

Figure 5-56. Mechanical time and superquick fuze 
M548-explosive trains. 

I Note.  If the fuze is set for superquick action de- 
tonator M50 initiates relay M7 upon impact. 

The safety adapter becomes armed only after 
the projectile has traveled a minimum of 60 
meters (200 feet) from the weapon, depending 
on the weapon, muzzle velocity and rate of 
spin. When the projectile is fired, centrifugal 
force withdraws the detents from the rotor 
which, in the unarmed position, holds the det- 
onator in an out-of-line position to the flash 
path of the fuze. The rotor gear tooth segment 
drives the main gear of the delay arming 
mechanism. The rotor swings into the armed 
position, in which flash detonator M49 is 
alined with relay M7 in the fuze. It is locked in 
this position by a lock pin. Initiation of the 
flash detonator is by relay M7 which is com- 
mon to both the time explosive train and the 
superquick explosive train. 
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d. Tabulated Data. 

Length : 
Visible (in.) 3.76 
Overall (in.) __________ 5.274 

Intrusion (in.) __________ 1.506 
Weight (lb) __________ 2.06 
Thread size __________ 2-12NS-1A 
Minimum functioning time of time 

mechanism (sec) __________ 20 
Minimum setback-function (g’s) 900 
Lowest setting at which fuze will 

function (sec) __________ 2.0 
Minimum distance fuze will 

function on impact (m) 60 
Minimum distance fuze will 

function on impact (ft)  __________ 200 

e. Preparation f o r  Firing. 
(1) If superquick (impact) action only is 

desired, set fuze for 90 seconds (aline 90-second 
mark on lower cap with 0 mark on vernier 
scale). Do not fire fuzes set on “S” shipping 
mark). 

(2) For mechanical time action, refer to 
pertinent firing tables for setting required and 
proceed as follows : 

Note.  Turn lower cap in direction indicated by 
arrow (clockwise). 

(a) For whole-second increments, using 
fuze setter M63, turn lower cap until desired 
time graduation or mark on lower scale is in 
line with 0 mark on vernier scale (A, fig, 5-57). 

( b )  For fractional-second increments 
(tenths), first proceed as indicated in ( a )  
above; then continue turning the lower cap 
until graduation on lower cap scale above and 
right of desired fractional mark on vernier 
scale is alined with desired fractional mark on 
vernier scale. For example, if the desired time 
setting is 5.5 seconds, set the 5 mark on the 
lower cap scale opposite the 0 mark on the ver- 
nier scale A, fig. 5-57) ; then continue turning 
the lower cap past the 0 mark on the vernier 
scale until the graduation on the lower cap 
scale above and to the right of the 5 mark on 
the vernier scale is alined with the 5 mark on 
the vernier scale (B, fig. 5-57). 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

& 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

ORD D849 

Figure 5-57. Mechanical time and superquick fuze 
M548-time scale. 

f .  Precautions. 
Warning: To avoid accidental functioning 

of PD element in Fuzes M548 and M564, do 
not drop, roll, or strike fuzes under any cir- 
cumstances, packaged, unpackaged, or assem- 
bled to projectiles; and do not strike fuzed 
round against breech of weapon. No danger 
of complete round functioning exists if PD 
element functions, since fuze contains out-of- 
line rotor. 

(1) Do not attempt to set fuze until just 
prior to firing. 

(2) If prepared for firing, but not fired, 
reset fuze, using fuze setter M63. 
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by turning the fuze lower cap in the direction 
of the arrow (clockwise) until the S mark on 
the fuze lower cap is in line with the 0 mark 
on the Vernier scale. 

(3) If fuzes set between S and a time 
less than 2 seconds are fired, functioning after 
approximately 2 seconds may be anticipated. 

(4) If these fuzes are fired during a heavy 
rainfall, occasional downrange premature 
functioning may occur. The rainfall necessary 
to cause malfunctioning is comparable to a 
heavy downpour which occurs during a sum- 
mer thundershower. The premature rate will 
vary with the charge fired and the density of 
the rainfall. 

5-58. Fuze, Mechanical Time and 
Superquick: M564 

a. General. The mechanical time and super- 
quick (MTSQ) fuze M564 (fig. 5-58) is in- 
tended for use with spin-stabilized projectiles 
wherein mechanical time or superquick func- 
tioning is desired. This fuze is an improvement 
over older MTSQ fuzes (such as M520-series) 
in that i t  provides a longer timing mechanism 
(100 seconds) for  longer range functioning. 

(1) Components. The main components 
(fig. 5-59) of the fuze are the point-detonating 
assembly, the lower cap, the fuze body, the 
movement assembly, and safety adapter 
(booster) assembly. 

( a )  The point-detonating assembly 
consists of a head, a firing pin assembly, sup- 
port cup, closing disk, closing disk washer, de- 
tent safety mechanism assembly, an adapter 
assembly, and a stab detonator. 

( b )  The rotatable lower cap has a 
scale graduated from 0 to 100 in 1-second in- 
crements and numbered every 5 seconds, and 
contains a housing and hammer spring as- 
sembly. 

b. Description. 

(c) The fuze body (containing detona- 
tor M47 and relay M7) is inscribed with a 
Vernier scale and a zero line to indicate the 
time settings. 

(d) The movement assembly is posi- 
tioned in the fuze body and the lower cap, and 
functions as described in c below. 

( e )  The booster assembly contains the 
delayed-arming safety adapter containing det- 
onator M17. 

Figure 5-58. Mechanical time and 
superquick fuze M564. 
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(2) Sa fe t y  features. 
(a) The timing disk is locked by the 

setting pin and cannot be turned except with 
an appropriate fuze setter applied on the lower 
cap. The disk is released from the pin on set- 
back when the hammer spring flattens the set- 
ting lug on the timing disk. 

( b )  Until released by centrifugal force, 
the following safety features prevent function- 
ing- 

1. The escapement lever in the move- 
ment assembly is locked by two spring-locked 
detents (that prevent oscillation of the lever) 
until they slide out of engagement by the ap- 
plication of the required centrifugal force. 

2. The arbor stop lever on the main 
arbor keeps the main spring from unwinding 
until it slides out of engagement by the re- 
quired centrifugal force. 

3.  The fuze safety adapter detonator 
is in an out-of-line position during the delay 
arming period until centrifugal force has oper- 
ated the fuze safety adapter mechanism. 

4. Two interlocking detents prevent 
movement of the point detonating assembly 
firing pin until centrifugal force releases the 
detents. The firing pin is also held by a support 
cup and cannot strike the detonator until nose 
impact. 

• 
(c) A post projecting from the move- 

ment assembly prevents the hammer spring 
from moving when the fuze is set on safe (S),  
as issued. Until the fuze is set for a specific 
time, the hammer spring is thus kept from dis- 
engaging the timing disk from the setting pin. 

( d )  The safety disk covers the firing 
notch on the timing disk when the fuze is set 
on S, as issued, preventing the release of the 
firing arm and tripping of the time firing pin.' 

c. Functioning. 

( 1 )  General. This fuze is designed to  
function either a t  a set time or  upon impact, 
depending upon whichever occurs first after 
arming. The booster assembly arms after trav- 
eling a minimum distance of 60 meters from 
the weapon muzzle. 

(2)  Unarmed. The fuze is assembled in 
the unarmed position and remains in this con- 
dition during transportation and storage. 
When the fuze is set, the turning of the lower 
cap rotates the timing disk by means of the 
setting pin, which is engaged in the upraised 
lug of the timing disk assembly. All other 
parts of the mechanism remain in position, 
since the gear train and escapement compo- 
nents are locked until firing. 

( 3 )  Arming. Upon firing, setback causes 
the hammer spring to strike the upraised lug 
of the timing disk, flattening the lug  and re- 
leasing the disk from the setting pin. The ham- 
mer spring returns to its original position as 
setback ceases. When sufficient centrifugal 
force has developed, the detents holding the es- 
capement lever of the movement assembly and 
the rotor of the delayed-arming safety adapter 
move outward, leaving the escapement compo- 
nents free to run. Simultaneously, centrifugal 
force actuates the arbor lock, which disengages 
from the arbor and thus releases the main- 
spring. As the mainspring drives the movement, 
the rate of rotation of the arbor and, therefore, 
of the timing disk is governed by the escape- 
ment through the gear train. When the notch 
in the rotating timing disk reaches the upright 
of the firing arm, the firing arm turns, permit- 
ting the firing pin safety plate to swing out 
from under the firing pin flange, and allowing 
the firing pin to strike detonator M47. Detona- 
tor M47 initiates relay M7 which, in turn, ini- 
tiates flash detonator M17 in the safety 
adapter (fig. 5-60). 
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Note.  If the fuze is set for superquick action 
detonator M50 initiates relay M7 upon impact. 

The safety adapter becomes armed only after 
the projectile has traveled a minimum of 60 
meters (200 feet) from the weapon, depending 
on the weapon, muzzle velocity and rate of 
spin. When the projectile is fired, centrifugal 
force withdraws the detents from the rotor 
which, in the unarmed position, holds the de- 
tonator in an out-of-line position to the flash 
path of the fuze. The rotor gear tooth segment 
drives the main gear of the delay arming 
mechanism. The rotor swings into the armed 
position, in which flash detonator M17 is 
alined with relay M7 in the fuze and with the 
booster lead charge. It is locked ‘in this position 
by a lock pin. Initiation of the flash detonator 
is by relay M7 which is common to both the 
time explosive train and the superquick explo- 
sive train. 

Length : 
d.  Tabulated Data. 

Visible (in.) 3.76 (approx) 
Overall (in.) 5.816 (max) 

Intrusion (in.) 2.066 (max) 

Thread size 212-UNS-1A 
Minimum functioning time of 

time mechanism (sec) 2.0 

Weight (lb) 2.10 

Minimum setback function (g’s) 900 
Lowest setting at which fuze 

will function (sec) 2.0 
Minimum distance fuze will 

function on impact (m) 60 
Minimum distance fuze will 

function on impact (ft) 200 
e. Preparation for Firing. 

(1) If superquick (impact) action only is 
desired, set fuze for 90 seconds (aline 90-sec- 
ond mark on lower cap with 0 mark on vernier 
scale). Do not fire fuzes set on “S” (shipping 
mark), . 

(2) For mechanical time action, refer to 
pertinent firing tables for setting required and I proceed as follows: 

Note. Turn lower cap in direction indicated by I arrow (clockwise). 
( a )  For whole-second increments, using 

fuze setter M63, turn lower cap until desired 
time graduation or mark on lower scale is in 
line with 0 mark on vernier scale (A, fig. 
5-57). 

( b )  Deleted. 

I 

POINT DETONATING 
FIRING PIN 

DETONATOR M50 

TIMING MOVEMENT 
FIRING PIN 

DETONATOR M47 

DETONATOR M17 

CLOSING CUP CHARGE 

BOOSTER PELLET 

ORD D1336 
I 

Figure 5-60. Mechanical time and superquick fuze 
M564-explosive trains. 
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round against breech of weapon. No PD ele- 
ment functions, since fuze contains out-of-line 
rotor. 

(1) Do not attempt to set the fuze until 
just prior to firing. 

(2) If prepared for firing, but not fired, 
reset the fuze, using fuze setter M63, by turn- 
ing the fuze lower cap in the direction of the 
arrow (clockwise) until the S mark on the fuze 
lower cap is in line with the 0 mark on the 
Vernier scale. 

(3) If fuzes set between S and a time 
less than 2 seconds are fired, functioning after 
approximately 2 seconds may be anticipated. 

(4) If these fuzes are fired during a heavy 
rainfall, occasional downrange premature func- 
tioning may occur. The rainfall necessary to 
cause malfunctioning is comparable to a heavy 
downpour which occurs during a summer 
thundershower. The premature rate will vary 
with the charge fired and the density of the 
rainfall. 

(c) For fractional-second increments 
(tenths), first proceed as indicated in ( b )  
above; then continue turning the lower cap 
until the graduation on the lower cap scale 
above and to the right of the desired frac- 
tional mark on the Vernier scale is alined with 
the desired fractional mark on the Vernier 
scale. For example, if the desired time setting 
is 5.5 seconds, set the 5 mark on the lower cap 
scale opposite the 0 mark on the Vernier scale 
(A, fig. 5-57) ; then continue turning the lower 
cap past the 0 mark on the Vernier scale until 
the graduation on the lower cap scale above 
and to the right of the 5 mark on the Vernier 
scale is alined with the 5 mark on the Vernier 
scale (B, 5-57). 

f .  Precautions. 

Warning: To avoid accidental functioning 
of PD element in Fuzes M548 and M564, do 
not drop, roll, or strike fuzes under any cir- 
cumstances, packaged, unpackaged, or assem- I bled to projectiles; and do not strike fuzed 

Section VI. TIME FUZES 

5-59. Fuze, Time (Fixed): M65A1 (or M65) 
a. General. 

(1) Fuze M65A1 (fig. 5-61) is a fixed 
time fuze used with the 60-mm illuminating 
cartridge to obtain the delay in functioning 
required for optimum illumination. It differs 
from the adjustable powder-train types in that 
the burning time is fixed at approximately 15 
seconds; therefore, this type has no moveable 
time ring and requires no adjustment. This 
delay permits the round to be at its optimum 
range and height before the illuminant begins 
to burn. 

(2) Fuze M65A1 differs from fuze M65 
in the following respects: the striker is longer; 
the body is recessed beneath the time-train ring 
to protect the felt pads which separate the body 
and ring; the fuze wrench holes in the body 
are replaced with two fuze wrench slots cut 

train ring is slightly heavier; and the quick- 

Note. The key letters shown in b and c below 
refer to figure 5-61. 

I 

into the lower flange on the body; the time- J-BODY PELLET 
X--BODY 
L-EXPELLING CHARGE 
M---RETAINER DISK match is replaced by a black powder pellet. ORD D9741 

Figure 5-61. Time juze (f ixed) M65A1. 
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b.  Description. The time-train is a powder- 
train type consisting of a primer (E), black 
powder pellet (F), a time-ring charge (H) 
loaded for a prescribed time of burning, a body 
pellet (J), and an expelling charge (L). Powder 
elements other than the black powder pellet 
(F) and time-ring charge (H) are held in a 
die-cast body. The black powder pellet and 
time-ring charge are assembled in the time-ring 
(G), which is essentially a large washer grooved 
and drilled to hold the charges. A head (D) 
seating the striker (C) screws onto a threaded 
neck on the body (K),  holding the time ring 
in a fixed position. A safety (cotter) pin (A) 
and a shear wire (B) pass through the head 
and striker. The safety pin provides positive 
safety during handling prior to firing. The 
shear wire holds the striker at rest until broken 
or bent by setback forces on firing. 

c. Functioning. Upon firing, setback causes 
the striker (C) to move rearward with sufficient 
force to shear the shear wire (B) and strike 
the primer (E). The flame from the primer 
ignites the black powder pellet (F), which in 
turn, ignites the time-ring charge (H). After 
the flame from the time-ring charge has com- 
pleted about the time-ring (G),  it  ignites the 
body pellet (J). The body pellet then ignites 
the expelling charge (L). Flame from the ex- 
pelling charge passes through the apertures 
in the expelling charge retainer disk (M),  ig- 
niting the illuminant of the cartridge. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 2.06 
Overall (in.) 2.54 

Fuze M65A1 (lb) 0.74 
Muze M65 (lb) 0.77 

Thread size 2-20NS-1 

Weight: 

e. Preparation for Firing. There is no prep- 
aration except for removal of the safety (cot- 
ter) pin, just prior to firing. 

5-60. Fuze, Time: M84 
a. General. This fuze (fig, 5-62) is a single- 

purpose, powder-train, selective-time type used 
with the 81-mm illuminating cartridge. It has 
a time setting of up to 25 seconds. 

Note.  The key letters shown in b and c below 
refer to figure 5-62. 

b.  Description. The fuze consists of a brass 
head (A) which holds a time-action plunger 
(F), a body assembly (T) which holds the 
percussion primer (G) and expelling charge 
(S), the two inner time-train rings, and an 
outer adjustment ring ( N )  with six equally 
spaced vent holes (P). The head assembly 
screws onto the body and is further secured 
in the assembled position by a setscrew (H). 
The upper time-train ring ( K )  is secured in 
a fixed position by a lockpin (L). The lower 
time-train ring (M) is fixed to the outer ad- 
justment ring (N) by a lock screw (R),  so 
that the two rings move in unison. A tension 
washer (J) is positioned between the head and 
the upper time-train ring. The fuze body is 
graduated from 0 to 25 seconds in 1-second 
intervals ; 5-second intervals are indicated by 
bosses. The 0-second boss is wider and differs 
in shape from the other body bosses; the safe 
setting position is indicated by the letter S on 
the fuze body. The adjustment ring has six 
raised ribs ( Q )  for use in conjunction with 
fuze setter M25, and a setting indicator rib 
(marked SET) of approximately half the 
height and width of the other six ribs. Safety 
prior to firing is provided for by a safety wire 
(C) which must be removed just prior to firing. 
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A-HEAD 
B-PLUNGER GUIDE 

&SHEAR PIN 
F-PLUNGER 

I G-PERCUSSION PRIMER 
I H-SET SCREW 

J-WASHER 

K--UPPER TIME-TRAIN RING 
1-LOCK PIN 
M-LOWER TIME-TRAIN RING 
N-ADJUSTMENT RlNG 
P-Vent HOLE 

R-LOCK SCREW 
S-EXPELLING CHARGE 
T-BODY ASSEMBLY RAPD 108180A 

Q-RIB 

Figure 5-62. Time fuze M84. 

C. Functioning After removal of the safety wire 
(C), the plunger (F) is held in a fixed position by two 
shear pins (E). Setback force upon firing causes the 

unger to shear these pins (E) and to move to the 
a r  along the plunger guide (B) until i t  strikes the 

primer initiating burning of the powder train of 
the time-train rings. A positioning pin (D) is pro- 

vided for the plunger guide. After burning through a 
total length of powder train (determined by setting 
the lower time-train ring by means of the adjust- 
ment ring), the burning train ignites the boack pow- 
der pellet and expelling charge (S). The expelling 
charge then produces the desired functioning of the 
cartridge. 
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d. Tabulated Data. 
Length: 

Visible(in.). 3.25 

Weight (Ib). 1.82 
Thread size. .  2.4-18NS-1 

Overall (in.). 3.85 

e. Preparation for Firing. As shipped, the fuze is 
set SAFE; that is, the raised setting indicator on the 
movable adjustment ring is alined with the S on the 
body. To obtain the desired functioning time, i t  is 
necessary to turn the adjustment ring with fuze set- 
ter M25 provided for the purpose until the setting in- 
dicator on the adjustment ring is alined with the 

appropriate graduation or boss on the fuze body 
Counterclockwise movement of the adjusting rin 

time. The raised setting indicator and the fuze body 
bosses provide a means of setting the fuze in the dark. 
Just  prior to firing, the safety wire must be removed. 

5-60.1 Fuze, Time: M84A1 
Fuze M84A1 has a time train of tungsten delay com- 
position, and a graduated time scale of 50 seconds in 
2-second intervals. Ten-second intervals are indicat- 
ed by bosses. With these exceptions, this fuze is iden- 
tical to time fuze M84. 

(viewed from the point of the fuze) increases the fuze 

Section VII. TIME AND SUPERQUICK (TSQ) FUZES 

The fuze is used with fixed, semi-fixed, and separate- 
loading, base-ejection, smoke and illuminating pro- 
jectiles. I t  is identical with fuze M55 series except 
that  fuze M55 models (para 5-62) have a booster as- 
sembled to the fuze. 

5-61. Fuze, Time and Superquick: M54 
Note. The key letters shown in b and c below refer to figure 5-63. 
a. General. Fuze M54 (fig. 5-63) is a combination 

time and superquick fuze with settings for time ac- 
tion (to 25 seconds) and for superquick action. The 
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b.  Description. 
(1) The fuze consist of three major 

parts : a head (A) containing the fir- 
ing pin (B),  firing pin support (C), 
detonator (E) and the time-action 
plunger (F); two time-train rings, 
one fixed (K) and the other movable 
(graduated) (P); and a body (R)  
containing a time-action striker (H) 
and primer (V),  a magazine charge 
(T)  and an interrupter (S). The 
superquick action is identical in con- 
struction and functioning with that in 
fuze M48A3 (para 5-12) except that 
the interrupter (S) incorporated in 
the body (R) of the fuze has no set- 
ting sleeve, being automatic and al- 
ways operative regardless of fuze set- 
ting. Hence, the fuze will function on 
impact unless prior time functioning 
has occurred. 

(2) The time action, typical of powder- 
train types, is initiated upon firing 
by the time-action plunger under set- 
back. The lower surfaces of the fixed 
upper and movable lower time rings 
have a tunnel-shaped slot or groove 
filled with compressed black powder 
(N).  One end of the lower ring pow- 
der train is connected by a black pow- 
der pellet (U) with the upper ring 
train; one end of the upper train is 
connected by a pellet (L) with the 
primer. Movement of the lower ring 
in relation to the fixed upper ring 
and to a pellet (Q) in the body de- 
termines the time of functioning. 
Counterclockwise turning of the low- 
er ring (viewed from the point of the 
fuze) lengthens the time by increas- 
ing the amount of powder which must 
burn in the upper and lower rings 
before the flame reaches the pellet 
( Q )  in the body and, in turn, the body 
and magazine charges (T).  For set- 
ting purposes, the lower ring is grad- 
uated to 25 seconds, with 0.2-second 
graduations; a register line is en- 
graved on the body. 

(3) Provision is made for bore-safe, SU- 
perquick action by the interrupter, 
which shuts the superquick flash 
hold (J) until sufficient rotational 
speed has been established. A metal, 
cup-shaped support (C), which is suf- 
ficiently strong to withstand initial 
setback, holds the superquick element 
firing pin (B) away from the deto- 
nator (E) until impact a t  the target. 
When the fuze is set safe (S), the 
time-train rings are positioned so that 
either or both may burn without caus- 
ing functioning of the succeeding ele- 
ments in the time train. To prevent 
functioning within dangerously short 
time limits, a safety disk incorporated 
in the lower time ring covers the 
body pellet and prevents its ignition 
when the fuze is set at less than 0.4 
second. A pull (safety) wire (D) and 
a shear pin (G) are fitted in the time- 
action plunger to prevent accidental 
functioning of the plunger prior to 
firing. The safety pull wire must be 
removed before firing. 

Note. When used with booster M21 
Series (fuze M55 series only, (para 6-62)), 
bore safety is provided by the arrangement 
of the booster mechanism. 

c. Functioning. Upon firing, with the safety 
wire removed, setback causes the time-action 
plunger to shear the shear wire (D) and force 
the striker (H) against the primer (V). The 
primer flash ignites the black pellet (L) and 
the train in the upper time ring, which then 
burns at a relatively uniform rate. The burning 
progresses until the flame contacts and ig- 
nites the pellet of the graduated (lower) time 
ring, unless the fuze is set at safe (S). In 
this event, flame of the upper train cannot con- 
tact the graduated time-ring pellet, since the 
lower-ring pellet is covered by the solid part 
of the upper ring, and time action stops at 
this point. Upon ignition, the pellet in the 
lower ring transmits the flame to the gradu- 
ated time-ring powder train, which burns in a 
manner similar to that of the upper ring. After 
burning for a time determined by the fuze set- 
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ting, the flame contacts and ignites the black 
powder pellet (Q) in the fuze body (R) ,  un- 
less the setting is less than 0.4 second. In this 
event, the flame is interrupted before making 
contact with the body pellet, and time action 
is stopped at this point. When ignited, the 
body pellet (Q) transmits the flame to the 
body charge and, thereby, to the magazine 
charge (T).  This charge initiates action of 
the booster (fuze M55 series only (para 5- 
62) ), unless prior functioning has been caused 
by the superquick action on impact. The su- 
perquick action becomes armed when suffi- 
cient rotational speed has been established to 
force the slider of the interrupter outward 
against the resistance of its spring ; there- 
after, it remains operative until impact, un- 
less the time action has completed its func- 
tioning during flight. Upon impact, the firing 
pin support collapses and the firing pin strikes 
the superquick detonator. Action of the det- 
onator is transmitted directly to the projec- 
tile through the uninterrupted flash hole. The 
fuze will function on impact, therefore, with 
superquick action, when the time setting is set 
for a time greater than the time of flight or 
otherwise fails to complete its functioning. • 

The gases formed by the burning of the pow- 
der train escape through vents (M) in both 
time rings. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 3.78 
Overall (in.) 4.59 

Weight (lb) 1.42 
Thread size 1.7-14NS-1 
Minimum functioning time on time 

setting (sec) 0.4 
e. Preparation for Firing. Prior to firing, 

with either superquick or  time setting, the safe- 
ty pull wire must be removed from the fuze 
(pull free end of wire off and out of hole). If 
superquick action is required, the graduated 
time ring is left set at safe (S), as shipped, 
or  set for a time greater than the time of 
flight. If time action is required, the gradu- 
ated time ring is set for the required time of 
burning by means of a fuze setter. 
5-62. Fuze, Time and Superquick: M55 and 

a. General. Fuzes M55A3 (fig. 5-64), M55A2, 
M55A1 and M55 are  used with HE projectile 
primarily for high burst ranging. 

Modifications 

Figure 5-64. Time and superquick fuze M55A3. 

b. Description. Fuzes M55 series are identical 
in every respect with fuze M54 (para 5-61) ex- 

cept that  booster M21 series is a manufacturing 
component of the fuze. The only difference be- 
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tween fuzes M55A3 and M55 is in the booster 
with which each is assembled. See paragraphs 
5-86 through 5-91 for a description of the 
boosters. 

c. Functioning. Refer to paragraph 5-61 for 
functioning information. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Overall (including booster) (in.) 5.99 
Visible (in.) 3.78 

Weight (including booster) (lb.) 2.16 
Thread size: 

Fuze 1.7-14NS-1 
Booster 2-12NS-1 

setting (sec) 0.4 
e. Preparation for Firing. Prior to firing, 

Minimum function time on time 

with either superquick or time setting, the 
safety pull wire must be removed from the 
fuze (pull free end of wire off and out of hole). 
If superquick action is required, the graduated 
time ring is left set at safe (S), as shipped, 
or set for a time greater than the time of flight. 
If time action is required, the graduated time 
ring is set for the required time of burning 
by means of a fuze setter. 

5-63. Fuze, lime and Superquick: M77 
a. General. This is a combination time and 

superquick fuze (fig. 5-65) which provides 
either superquick impact action or time func- 
tioning for airbursts. It is used for 81mm HE 
and smoke cartridges. 
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A-FIRING P IN  F-PELLET L-SLIDER ASSEMBLY 
R ASSEMBLY G--RELAY PELLETS 
PIN 

PIN H-SAFETY PIN 
J-SETBACK PIN 
K-COTTER PIN Q-BOOSTER 

RA PD 65178A 

Figure 5-65. Time and superquick fuze M77. 
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b. Description. 
(1) The time element of this fuze con- 

sists of two powder time-train rings. 
The lower ring is graduated from 0 
to 25 seconds, numbered every sec- 
ond and graduated every 0.2 second. 
A safe marking S and an  0 marking 
also appear on the lower ring. A slot 
in this graduated time ring and an- 
other in the body of the fuze are  
provided for  setting the fuze by 
means of a fuze setter. 

(2) When issued, the fuze will be found 
set on S position. 

Note. The key letters shown in ( 3 ) ,  C, 

and e below refer to figure 5-65. 

(3) The safety elements incorporated in 
this fuze consist of a bore-riding safe- 
ty  pin (H) similar to that in fuzes 
M52 series and M53A1, and a shear 
pin (D) which supports the time ac- 
tion plunger. Two cotter pins with pull 
rings, secured together by a cord, 
are  assembled to the fuze. The bore- 
riding safety pin passes through the 
slider assembly (L) carrying the det- 
onator (M) which normally is out-of- 
line with the firing pin (A) and boost- 
er lead (P). A setback pin (J)  se- 
cures the bore-riding safety pin in 
place; one of the cotter pins (K) 
passes through this setback pin, pre- 
venting accidental movement. The oth- 
e r  cotter pin (C) passes through both 
the time-action plunger assembly (B) 
and firing pin, preventing premature 
movement of these assemblies. In 
addition, a spring supports the firing 
pin. . 

C. Functioning. Prior to firing both cotter 
pins must be removed by means of the pull 
rings. When fired, setback causes the time- 

action plunger to break the shear pin and strike 
the time-train primer (E)  and ignite the time 
train through the pellet (F), provided a time 
setting of 0.8 second or  more has been made. 
At the same time, setback retracts the setback 
pin (J), which releases the bore-riding safety. 
pin (H).  This pin is ejected by its spring from 
the fuze as soon as the cartridge leaves the 
mortar tube. The slider then is moved by i ts  
spring so that the detonator is in line with 
the firing pin and booster lead. A guide pin 
( N )  keeps the slider assembly alined proper- 
ly. If the fuze is set for time action, the pow- 
der train burns for the designated time and 
initiates the relay pellets (G) which, in turn, 
initiate the detonator. This detonates the 
booster (Q) and the filler in the cartridge. If 
the time setting is greater than the time of 
flight or if the fuze is set on S, upon impact, 
the firing pin is depressed against its spring 
and strikes the detonator in the slider assem- 
bly, which, in turn, initiates the booster and 
detonates the filler in the cartridge. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Overall (in.) 5.00 
Visible (in.) 3.77 

Weight (Ib) 1.45 
Thread size 1.5-12NF-1 

(1) Examine fuze for the bore-riding 
safety pin (H).  

Warning Fuzes with missing bore- 
riding pins will not be fired, 

(2)  Remove both cotter pins (C) and 
( K )  by means of pull rings. 

(3)  If impact action is desired, the grad- 
uated time ring can be left as shipped 
(i.e., on S position) or  be set for a 
time greater than the time of flight. 

( 4 )  If time action is desired, the graduat- 
ed time ring is set for the required 
time by means of a fuze setter. 

e. Preparation for Firing. 

Section VIII. BASE-DETONATING (BD) FUZES 

5-64. Fuze, Base Detonating: M58 Practice with target practice cartridge M63 Mod 1 for 
37 mm subcaliber guns. a. General. Practice BD fuze M58 is used 
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b. Description. The fuze consists of a brass 
or  steel body containing the firing pin and 
sleeve assembly; a brass detonator holder 
which holds the detonator and a brass or  steel 
closing cap with an aluminum washer. The 
closing cap has a hole in the center. There are 
no bore-safety arrangement or external safe- 
ty devices, the striker being held in the un- 
armed position prior to firing by a resistance 
ring which holds the firing pin at  the rear of 
the sleeve and away from the detonator. 

c. Functioning. Upon firing, setback forces 
the resistance ring back over the shoulder of 
the firing pin and into the groove near the 
back of the firing pin, locking the pin in a 
more forward position in the sleeve. During 
the flight of the projectile, the combined pin 
and sleeve assembly is held to the rear by its 
spring. Upon impact, the pin and sleeve as- 
sembly moves forward against the restraint of 
the spring and the firing pin strikes the det- 
onator, initiating the explosive train. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Overall length ( i n . )  1.61 
Weight (Ib) 0.29 
Thread size 1.02-18NS-3LH 

5-65. Fuze, Base Denotating: M62 Series 
a. General. BD fuze M62 series, is a non- 

delay, base-detonating fuze provided for use 
with HEAT and HEP projectiles. 

b. Description. Fuze M62A2 consists of 
three parts: head, body, and booster cup. The 
head holds a rotor-firing pin and an inertia 
plunger. The body contains a detonator, a slid- 
er assembly with a slider charge, a booster 
pellet and a slider booster lead. The booster 
cup seals the booster pellet in its cavity (in 
the fuze body) when assembled to the body. 
Bore safety is provided for by the slider as- 
sembly. In fuze M62, the steel plunger housing 
is omitted and two small springs held in light 
brass housings are used to restrain the plung- 
er and firing pin assembly during flight prior 
to impact. In fuze M62A1, one large spring is 

used. Fuze M62A2 uses tetryl in the booster, 
detonator M58, and incorporates a locking de- 
vice on the firing pin. 

C. Functioning. The rotor-firing pin is held 
in the unarmed position in the plunger by 
spring-held safety pins which, subjected to 
centrifugal force, release the rotor-firing pin. 
The plunger assembly will not arm a t  1,700 
rpm or  less, but must arm at 3,600 rpm. The 
slider assembly is positioned under spring 
pressure (in its recess in the fuze body) so 
that  the charge of the slider is out of aline- 
ment with the other explosive. elements. When 
sufficient centrifugal force has been attained, 
the slider overcomes the resistance of the 
spring and moves outward, bringing the slider 
charge into alinement. The slider will not arm 
at 2,400 rpm or less, but must arm at 3,600 
rpm. Upon firing and after sufficient rotation- 
al force has been created, the firing pin and 
slider move into the armed position. However, 
the plunger assembly is held to the rear during 
the flight of the projectile by the restraining 
spring. Upon impact, the plunger overcomes 
the resistance of the spring and carries the 
firing pin forward against the detonator, in- 
itiating the action of the explosive train. The 
booster pellet, in turn, detonates the projectile 
bursting charge. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Overall length (in.) 3.46 
Weight (lb) 1.27 
Thread size 1.5-12NS-1LH 

5-66. Fuze, Base Detonating: M66A2 and 
M66A1 

a. General. Fuze M66A2 (fig. 5-66) and fuze 
M66A1 are delay-action, base-detonating fuze 
which is used with APC-T projectiles. Both 
fuzes are of the simple inertia type, without 
bore-safety provision. A soft, steel washer 
keeps the firing pin a t  rest prior to impact 
a t  the target. Upon impact, the weight of the 
firing pin forces i t  past the washer. 
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er assembly. The body assembly con- 
tains the firing pin and, in a cavity 
of the boattailed rear portion, a red 
tracer composition which operates in- 
dependently of the fuze mechanism. 
The booster holder assembly holds a 
tetryl booster pellet and a detonator. 
The primer holder assembly con- 
tains primer No. 26 in fuze M66A1 
and primer No. 31 in fuze M66A2, and 
a black powder delay pellet. 

c. Functioning. The tracer composition, ig- 
nited by the flash of the propelling charge, 
burns for a prescribed time (a minimum of 
3 seconds), providing a visible trace. The fir- 
ing pin remains at rest upon firing and during 
the flight of the projectile. Upon impact, the 
forward force of the firing pin breaks the soft 
steel washer and the point of the pin strikes 
the primer. Action of the primer ignites the 
delay pellet. After burning a prescribed time 
(0.01 second), the black powder pellet initi- 
ates detonation of the detonating elements 
in the explosive train. The booster pellet, in 
turn, detonates the filler of the projectile. 

d. Tabulated Data. 
Fuze Length (in.) Weight (lb) Thread size 
M66A1 3.458 1 1.65-IONS-16H 
M66A2 3.527 1.04 1.66-IONS-16H 

5-67. Fuze, Base Detonating: M68A1 and 
M68 

a. General. These fuzes are provided for use 
with APC-T projectiles used in 90-mm weap- 253487 

Figure 5-66. Case detonating fuze M66A2. 

b. Description. 
(1) Both models of this fuze are essen- 

tially the same in point of function- 
ing. Some differences exist in the 
structure of their parts. Also, fuze 
M66A2 (for 76-mm projectiles) is 
slightly longer and heavier than fuze 
M66A1 (for 75-mm and 76-mm pro- 
jectiles). 

(2) The fuzes are made up of three main 
parts: a body assembly, a booster 
holder assembly, and a primer hold- 

ons. Fuze M68 is similar to fuze M66A1 (para 
5-66 and fig. 5-66) and fuze M68A1 to fuze 
M66A2 in construction and functioning. Fuzes 
M68 and M68A1 are larger in body and thread 
diameter for accommodation in the larger 90- 
mm projectile. 

b. Description. Fuzes M68 and M68A1 are 
respectively 2 inches and 2.28 inches in diam- 
eter as compared with fuzes M66A1 and 
M66A2, diameters of which are respectively 
1.65 inches and 1.79 inches. Refer to paragraph 
5-66 for other information on description. 

C. Functioning. Refer to paragraph 5-66 for 
information on functioning. 
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d. Tabulated Data. 
Fuze Length (in.) Weight (Ib) Thread size 
M68A1 3-52 1.44 2-IONS-1-LH 
M68 3-46 1.56 2-IONS-1-LH 

5-68. Fuze, Base Detonating: M91 Series 
Note. The key letters shown below refer to figure 

a. General. Fuze M91 series is used with 
HEAT-T and HEP ammunition. Fuze M91A2 
is a non-delay base-detonating fuze similar in 
construction and functioning to fuze M62A2 

5-67. 
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(para 6-66). It differs from fuze M62A2 only 
in having a tracer element in ita conical base 
end. In fuze M91 the tracer charge is con- 
tained in a cast aluminum cup which is press 
fitted into a well in the body of the fuze and 
sealed with a gilding metal closing cup, while 
in fuze M91A1 (fig. 6-67) the tracer charge 
and an igniter charge are contained in a 
threaded steel or aluminum-alloy housing 
which screws into the fuze body and is sealed 
with a crimped gilding metal closing disk. 
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5-69. Fuze, Base Detonating: M534A1 
a. General. BD fuze M534A1 is used with 

WP-T cartridge M416 in 106-mm gun cannon 
M68. 

b. Description. The fuze consists of an alu- 
minum body with a base flange, a steel im- 
pact ball in a sleeve near the rear of the fuze 
body, a striker-locking mechanism and a strik- 
er assembly, a delay arming shutter, a boost- 
er containing an RDX booster, lead and an 
RDX pellet, a threaded aluminum sleeve for 
locking the booster to the fuze body, and a 
booster cap for retaining the booster pellet 
within the booster. 

c. Functioning. The fuze becomes armed 
after the locking segment moves into the 
armed position (this occurs at a rotational 
speed of 6,000 to 8,500 rpm) and the delay 
arming shutter moves into the armed position 
(this occurs at a rotational speed of 7,000 to 
8,500 rpm). Upon either direct or graze im- 
pact, the impact ball moves the striker as- 
sembly forward until the striker needle hits 
the detonator which fires, in turn, the detona- 
tor, booster lead, booster and explosive in 
the projectile. When the projectile hits armor 
plate on direct impact, the force imparted to 
the impact ball overcomes the force of the 
creep spring and friction. However, if the pro- 
jectile impacts at a low angle (graze), the de- 
celerating force may not be sufficient to over- 
come the force of the creep spring and fric- 
tion; the fuze then will not function on first 
impact but may function on subsequent im- 
pact. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Length (in.) (max) 4.87 
Thread type right hand 

e. Preparation for Firing. No preparations 
are necessary for firing. 

5-70. Fuze, Base Detonating: M578 
a. General. BD fuze M578 (fig. 6-68) is 

used with cartridge M393A2 in 105-mm can- 
non M68. 

b. Description. Fuze, M91A2 consists of four 
parts: a steel head (N) ,  a steel body (C), a 
brass booster cup (A), and a tracer (P). The 
head holds a rotor firing pin (L) and inertia 
plunger (K). The body contains a detonator 
(H),  a slider assembly (E) with a slider 
charge (F), a booster pellet (B), and a boost- 
er  lead (D). The booster cup seals the boost- 
er pellet in its cavity in the fuze body when 
screwed to the body. The tracer (P) is screwed 
in the base. Bore safety is provided for by the 
slider assembly. 

C .  Functioning. The rotor firing pin (L) is 
held in the unarmed position in the plunger 
by spring-held safety pins (M) which release 
the rotor firing pin under the action of cen- 
trifugal force. The plunger assembly will not 
arm at 1,700 revolutions per minute or less. 
The slider assembly normally is positioned 
under spring pressure in its recess in 
the fuze body so that the slider charge of 
the slider is out of alinement with the other 
explosive elements. When sufficient centrifugal 
force has been set up, the slider overcomes 
the resistance of the spring (G) and moves 
outward, bringing the slider charge into aline- 
ment. The slider will not arm when the fuze 
revolves at 2,400 revolutions per minute or 
less, but must arm at 3,600 revolutions per 
minute. Upon firing and after sufficient rota- 
tional force has been created. the firing pin 
and slider move into the armed position. How- 
ever, the plunger assembly is held to the rear 
during the flight of the projectile by the re- 
straining spring (J). Upon impact, the plung- 
er (K) overcomes the resistance of the spring 
(J) and carries the firing pin (L) forward 
against the detonator (H), initiating slider 
charge (F) and, in turn, the booster lead (D) 
and booster pellet (B). The booster pellet det- 
onates the shell bursting charge. The tracer, 
which is ignited by propellant gases, creates a 
luminous trace during the flight of the projec- 
tile. 

d.  Tabulated Data. 
Fuze Length- Weight Thread size 
M91A1 or 
M91A2 4.212 1.40 1.5-12NS-LH 
M91 4.11 1.38 1.5-12NS-LH 
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5-71. Introduction is reflected back from the target, i t  interacts 
These fuzes, provided for use with the transmitted wave. The ripple or beat 

with deep-cavity high-explosive cartridges caused by this interaction trips a switch, there- 
(figs. 5-69 and 5-70), are essentially self-pow- by closing an electric circuit. This initiates 
ered radio transmitting and receiving units. detonation of the fuze explosive train which 
In flight, the armed fuze transmits radio causes the projectile to detonate at optimum 
waves. When any part of the radio wave front distance from the target. 

a. General, 

Figure 6-68. Fuze, base detonating: M578. 

b. Description. Fuze M578 is similar to fuze fuze M534A1, refer to paragraph 5-69 for in- 
M534A1 (para 5-69) except that the shoulder 
with a threaded hole at the rear of the fuze 
body has been eliminated and the tracer ele- 
ment is inserted in the base of the projectile. 

c. Functioning. Since this fuze is similar to 

formation on functioning. 
d. Tabulated Data. 

Length (in.) (max) 4.302 
Thread type left hand 

e. Preparation for Firing. No preparations 
are necessary for firing. 

Section IX. PROXIMITY (VT) FUZES 
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MECHANICAL 
TYPE FUZE 

I 

EYEBOLT LIFTING PLUG PROXlMlTY F 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
CHARGE 

(A) 
AS ISSUED WITH 

MECHANICAL 
TYPE. FUZE 

I 

(B) 
AS ISSUED WITH 

CLOSING PLUG 
OR LIFTING PLUG 

FUSE 

PLUG 

I 

(C) 
WITH PROXIMITY 

FUZE 

RAPD 58567B 

Figure 5-69. Deep-cavity projectile-disassembled view.  
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CARDBOARD SPACER 

CLOSING PLUG 

SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGE 

EYEBOLT LIFTING PLUG 
ORD Dl731 

Figure 5-70. Components used with deep-cavity 
projectile. 

b. Identification. 
(2) Classification numbers and letters. 

For technical reasons, certain fuze 
characteristics are deliberately var- 
ied at time of manufacture. To iden- 
tify such variations, a classification 
number or  letter is added to the model 
number on the packing box (e.g., 
M513/2, T226A, T226B for the infor- 
mation of issuing ammunition person- 
nel. To obtain simultaneous firings 
within each battery, using units will 
be issued fuzes from two or more of 
these classes whenever possible. Nei- 
ther operational effectiveness nor 
functional characteristics will be af- 
fected by such mixture. 

(2) Designation. The model of the fuze 
is stamped in the steel base of the 

nose. The caliber of the cartridge for 
which the proximity fuze is intended 
is stenciled on the cylindrical body of 
fuzes M513 series. 

C. Special Instruction Card. A special in- 
struction card for each fuze lot is packed with 
boxes of proximity fuzes. The card will indi- 
cate any conditions of usage to be observed in 
firing and any deviation in performance from 
the average. Proximity fuzes will be used in 
accordance with limitations listed on data cards 
and on appropriate firing tables. 

Arming of the impact 
element for fuzes M513A1 (T226E2), M513A2 
(T226E3) and M514A1 (T227E2) is delayed 
by a series of safety devices: for at least 2 sec- 
onds after firing (regardless of time setting) ; 
for at least 3 seconds prior to the time setting 
for fuze M513B1 (T226B1), M513 (T226), 
M514B1 (T227B1) or M514 (T227) ; and for at 
least 1.5 seconds for fuzes M517 (T178E2) 
and M532. The proximity element is delayed 
for at least 3 seconds prior 'to the time setting 
of fuze M513A2 (T226E3), M513A1 (T226E2), 
M513B1 (T226B1), M513 (T226), M514A1 
(T227E2), M514B1 (T227B1) or M514 (T227). 
Optimum proximity performance for fuze 
M517 and M532 will be obtained where more 
than 11 seconds elapse after firing. In rare 
instances, a proximity function may occur as 
early as 3.2 seconds after firing (no setting 
required). The proximity fuzes are complete- 
ly bore safe. Height of burst of proximity fuz- 
es above terrain varies with large changes in 
angle of fall, becoming lower as the angle of 
fall becomes steeper. These fuzes are de- 
signed to give optimum burst above average 
soil; however, the average height of burst is 
slightly higher over moist soil than over dry 
soil, and 50 percent higher over marshy or 
very wet terrain than over dry land. The 
height of burst over a body of water may be 
approximately two to four times the height of 
burst over land. Light tree foliage and veg- 
etation do not affect the height of burst mate- 
rially, but dense tree foliage and thick vegeta- 
tion will increase the height of burst above 
ground. This effect is decreased at a steep 

d.  Characteristics 
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angle of fall, at which most projectiles will 
burst below treetop level. 

e. Care, Handling, and Preservation. 
(1) Temperature. 

( a )  Storage. Proximity fuzes and prox- 
imity-fuzed rounds should be protected from 
extreme temperatures. For Fuzes M513, 
M513A1, M513B1, M514, M514A1 and M514B1, 
protect from temperatures below -20°F. and 
above +130°F.; for M513A2, M517 and M532, 
protect below -60°F. and above +160°F. 

( b )  Use. An increase in the number of 
malfunctions may be experienced if Fuzes 
M513, M513A1, M513A1, M513B1, M514, 
M514A1 and M514B are used outside the tem- 
perature range 0°F. to +120°F.; if the M513A2 
is used outside the temperature range - 4 0 ° F .  
to +160°F.; or if the M517 or M532 is used 
outside the temperature range -40°F. to 
+125°F. 

Note. Temperature limits refer to the tem- 
perature of the fuze, not to the ambient temperature. 

(2) Weather conditions. Darkness has no 
effect on the functioning of proximity fuzes. 
Heavy rain or clouds containing rain, ice, hail, 
or snow m a y  materially increase the malfunc- 
tion rate of antiaircraft, and early types  of 
field artillery proximity fuzes by  causing early 
bursts. Malfunction due to clouds may be an- 
ticipated when clouds are encountered having 
sufficient reflectivity to be apparent on S-band- 
type radar target indicators. 

Note. When malfunctions due to clouds or rain 
are excessive, temporary substitution of mechanical I time fuzes for proximity fuzes may be necessary. 

(3) Moisture. Although proximity fuzes 
are nearly waterproof, exposure to damp cli- 
mates may affect serviceability. In temperate 
climates, Fuzes M504 Series, M513 Series and 
M514 Series may be expected to remain service- 
able for 2 years or more, provided adequate 
protection is given the fuzes after containers 
are opened; Fuze M517 (T178E3) or M532 may 
be expected to remain serviceable for 6 months. 
The fuzes should not be removed from their 
original sealed containers, particularly in 
tropical climates, until just before use. Expo- 
sure to rain or immersion in water will result 
in accelerated deterioration. 

(4) Resistance to shock. 
( a )  Proximity fuzes will withstand nor- 

mal handling without danger of detonation or 
damage when in their original packing con- 
tainers or when assembled to cartridges. How- 
ever, care should be taken not to strike or drop 
fuzes or fuzed rounds as these actions may 
increase the number of malfunctions. A drop 
of 4 feet may cause the electrolyte vial in the 
fuze battery to break, thus creating a dud. 
Excessively rough handling will not decrease 
fuze safety, but may increase the number of 
duds. 

Warning: If proximity Fuze M517, 
(T178E3) or M532, either packaged separately 
or assembled to a cartridge, is dropped 40 feet 
or more, as might occur in loading or unload- 
ing of ships, do not approach or disturb for 
at least 30 minutes. EVACUATE ALL PER- 
SONNEL IMMEDIATELY FROM AREA TO 
POINT COMMENSURATE WITH QUAN- 
TITY-DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS ES- 
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TABLISHED IN TM 9-1300-206 FOR TOTAL 
QUANITY OF EXPLOSIVES THAT COULD 
BE INVOLVED IN EXPLOSION. (This quan- 
tity might vary from that contained in one 
box to the amount in the shipload or more.) 
After the 30-minute waiting period, the dropped 
fuze (M517 (T178E3) or M532) or fuzed car- 
tridges (with M517 (T178E3) or M532) is still 
dangerous but may then be approached and 
removed carefully and destroyed in a safe 
place. All operations connected with this pro- 
cedure should be done either by, or under direct 
supervision of, personnel who are  thoroughly 
familiar with the dangers of such an operation 
and who are qualified to do this work. If the 
situation permits a longer waiting period, 40 
hours should be allowed prior to approaching 
the dropped fuze (M517 (T178E3) or M532) 
or fuzed cartridge (with M517 (T178E2) or 
M532) for its removal. It must be remembered 
that the dropped fuze or fuzed cartridge is 
still dangerous after this 40-hour waiting pe- 
riod but it may be handled with comparative 
safety. 

( b )  Supplementary charges removed 
from the projectiles, prior to assembling prox- 
imity fuzes, will be packed in the containers 
from which the proximity fuzes have been re- 
moved. The containers should be properly 
marked and returned to an ammunition depot 
for disposition. 

(c) Proximity-fuzed ammunition may 
be safely transported short distances with 
normal care and handling. However, when 
such ammunition is to be transported consider- 
able distances, i t  is advisable to remove the 
round and return the fuze to its marked con- 
tainer. The supplementary charge and orig- 
inal fuze or closing plug (with gasket and 
spacer) should be reassembled to the round, 

I making certain that the supplementary charge 
is properly inserted (felt-pad end innermost). 

( d )  Rounds assembled with proximity 
fuzes must be adequately padded if temporarily 
placed in fiber containers. The U-shaped sup- 
port, which engages the wrench slots of non- 
proximity point fuzes, will fit the fuze wrench 
slots of the proximity fuzes. The primer and 
propelling charge on such rounds must also be 
protected from damage or  accidental function- 
ing when the cartridge is placed temporarily 
in a fiber container. 

( e )  If proximity Fuze M517 (T178E3) 
of M532 is to be delivered by parachute drop, 
the boxed fuzes should be dropped in the nose- 
down position. If the boxes are damaged as 
a result of a parachute drop, the fuzes should 
not be used. 

( 5 )  Recovery o f  duds. 

( a )  Assembled with proximity fuze (ex- 
cept  M517 (Tl78E3) or M532). Unlike other 
artillery fuzes, these proximity fuzes may be 
considered safe for handling 24 hours after the 
round has been fired due to discharging of 
arming capacitors, but they should be handled 
with care since they contain an armed explosive 
train, a booster charge and an impact element. 

( b )  Assernbled with proximity fuze 
M517 (T178E3) or M532. Rounds assembled 
with these proximity fuzes contain a complete 
explosive train and impact element. 

Warning: These rounds should not be 
approached or disturbed for at least 30 min- 
utes. After the 30-minute waiting period, the 
dud is still dangerous but may be approached 
carefully for  destruction 
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in place. If it is impossible to de- 
stroy in place, the dud should be 
removed carefully for subsequent 
destruction. If the situation permits 
a longer waiting period, 40 hours 
should be allowed prior to approach- 
ing the dud for destruction in place 
or for removal. It must be remem- 
bered that the dud is still dangerous 
after this 40-hour waiting period 
but may be handled with compara- 
tive safety. All the operations con- 
nected with the above procedures 
should be performed by qualified 
disposal personnel. 

5-72. Preparation of Projectiles and 
Proximity Fuzes for Use 

a. General. After removal from packing ma- 
terials, fuzes and projectiles are prepared for 
firing as indicated in paragraphs b, c, e ,  and f 
below. Rounds prepared for firing but not 
fired will be returned to their original condi- 
tion and packings and will be appropriately 
marked as described in d ( 2 )  ( e )  and ( f )  be- 
low. Safe temperature range for storage and 
use are given in paragraph 5-71.The special 
instruction card packed with each box of prox- 
imity fuzes should always be checked before 
proximity fuzes are  used. 

b. To Prepare 90-mm HE Projectiles for Use 
with Proximity Fuze M515 or  M513 series; 
and 75-mm, 105-mm, 4.2-in., and 120-mm Pro- 
jectiles with Proximity Fuze M513 series. 
These deep-cavity projectiles are  issued assem- 
bled with either standard mechanical-type fuz- 
es or  closing plugs and are  prepard for firing 
with proximity fuzes as indicated in ( 1 )  
through ( 5 )  below. 

( 1 )  Place the complete round (or projec- 
tile) to be refuzed (or fuzed) on its 
side. 

Caution: Protect the primer in the 
base of the cartridge case from being 
struck or damaged' and the cartridge 
case from being dented. 

( 2 )  Remove the assembled fuze by insert- 
ing fuze wrench M 1 8  (fig. 5 - 5 )  in 

the fuze wrench slots and striking the 
wrench handle sharply in a counter- 
clockwise direction (as viewed from 
the front) to loosen the fuze from the 
projectile. Care should be taken not 
to strike any part  of the fuse. Re- 
move the fuze. Use fuze wrench M19 
to remove the fuze assembled to the 
120-mm projectile. Removal of the 
fuze from the projectile does not con- 
stitute disassembly (taking apart)  of 
the fuze, which is prohibited. 

( 3 )  If the round (or projectile) is assem- 
bled with a closing plug instead of a 
fuze, remove the plug and gasket with 
a wrench. 

(4) Remove the supplementary charge 
(and spacer) by means of its lifting 
loop. If charge cannot be removed by 
lifting loop, either fire with point- 
detonating or  mechanical-time fuze 
or dispose of round. 

Warning: Do not attempt to  remove 
the supplementary charge by any 
other means than the lifting loop. Use 
of screwdrivers or  other tools to re- 
move the charge by force is prohib- 
ited. 

( 5 )  Proceed as indicated in c (3 )  through 
( 6 )  below. 

c. To Prepare 155-mm, 175-mm, 8-inch and 
280-mm H E  Projectiles for Use with Proxim- 
ity Fuze M514 series. These deep-cavity pro- 
jectiles are  prepared for firing with proxim- 
ity fuze as indicated in (1) through (6) : 

( 1 )  Remove the .eyebolt lifting plug, gask- 
et and grommet from the projectile. 

( 2 )  Remove the supplementary charge 
(and spacer) by means of its lifting 
loop. If charge cannot be removed by 
lifting loop, either fire with point-det- 
onating or  mechanical-time fuze or 
dispose of round. 

Warning: Do not attempt to  remove 
the supplementary charge by any 
other means than the lifting loop. Use 
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of screwdrivers or other tools to re- 
move the charge by force is prohib- 
ited. 

and 
for presence of foreign material. Re- 
move loose material from the cavity 

Caution: If any high explosive is 
found adhering to the threaded por- 
tion of the projectile throat, place the 
projectile or cartridge in a segregated 
location for disposition by qualified 
ammunition personnel. 

(4) Remove the proximity fuze from its 
metal container and handle carefully 
throughout this procedure. Safety 
wires and cotter pins are not re- 
quired. The fuze requires no prepa- 
ration prior to assembly to the pro- 
jectile ; however, if the booster, 
which is screwed to the fuze with 
a left-hand thread, appears to be 
loose, i t  should be tightened firmly 
by hand before continuing with the 
assembly. 

Caution: Do not stake the  booster. 

(3) Inspect the cavity for damage 

( 5 )  Screw the fuze into the fuze cavity 
by hand. If binding occurs, inspect the 
fuze cavity and the threads of both 
projectile and fuze. Reject the com- 
ponent a t  fault. 

(6) Using fuze wrench M18, tighten the 
fuze to the projectile so that the fuze 
shoulder is seated flush with the nose 
of the projectile and no gap exists. 

Warning: Do not fire round unless 
fuze is  fully seated. If a gap exists be- 
tween the proximity fuze shoulder and. 
the projectile, either replace the sup- 
plementary charge in the projectile 
and fire with a point-detonating or 
mechanical time fuze or dispose of the 
round. Rounds fired with improperly 
seated fuzes may result in premature 
functioning, causing death or injury 
to personnel and extensive damage to 
equipment. 

Caution: When tightening the fuze 
to  the projectile, do not hammer on the 
fuze wrench. Do not use an  extension 
handle on the fuze wrench. Do not 
stake the fuze to the projectile under 
any circumstances. Any large shocks 
transmitted to proximity fuzes during 
assembly may increase the percentage 
of duds. 

d.  Projectiles Prepared f o r  Firing with Prox- 
imity Fuzes other than M517 and M532 but 
not Fired. 

(1) Projectiles prepared for firing but not 
fired will either be returned to their 
original packing or will be defuzed 
and the components returned to their 
original condition and packings. If 
projectiles fuzed with proximity fuze 
M515 or M513 series are to be trans- 
ported in a fuzed condition, they 
should be handled as indicated in 
paragraph 5-71. It is not considered 
advisable to transport projectiles 
fuzed with proximity fuze M514 se- 
ries. 

(2) If the projectiles are  to be defuzed 
and the components returned to their 
original condition and packings, pro- 
ceed as indicated in ( a )  through (g) 
below. 

( a )  Place the round on its side. 

Caution: Protect the primer in 
the base of the cartridge case of 
fixed, and semifixed rounds from 
being struck or damaged and the 
cartridge case from being dented. 

( b )  Remove the fuze from the pro- 
jectile, using fuze wrench M18. 

(c) Replace the supplementary charge 
(and spacer) in the projectile cav- 
ity. 

( d )  Assemble the original fuze, clos- 
ing plug or eyebolt lifting plug to 
the projectile by hand. Tighten the 
fuze securely with fuze wrench 
M18 (fuze wrench M19 for 120- 
mm projectile) ; use a suitable 

A 
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wrench or tool for tightening closing plugs or 
eyebolt lifting plugs. 

( e )  Return the fuzed or plugged pro- 
jectile to its original packings. If this is not 
possible, change the markings on the container 
to identify the contents of the package cor- 
rectly. If necessary, completely deface the old 
marking before applying the new. Replace the 
proximity fuze in its original packings; on 
tear-type containers, seal the opening with ad- 
hesive tape or similar seals. 

( f )  Opened packings of rounds and com- 
ponents will be marked with the correct de- 
scription and identification and any other per- 
tinent information including date of opening. 

(g) Rounds and fuzes prepared for fir- 
ing but not fired will be used first in subsequent 
firings in order that stocks of opened packings 
may be kept to a minimum. 

e. To Prepare 81-mm H E  Projectiles f o r  Use 
with Proximity Fuze M517 or  M532. These 
projectiles are issued assembled with either a 
plug or a nonproximity fuze and are prepared 
for firing with proximity fuzes as indicated in 
(1) through ( 5 )  below. 

(1) Use Fuze Wrench M18 to remove the 
plug. Defuze a fuzed round as follows: 

Note.  Removal of the fuze is a two-man opera- 
tion: one, to use the pipewrench; the other, to use the 
strap wrench. 

Caution: Place the cover of the con- 
tainer from which the round was removed over 
the fin assembly for protection. 

Note.  The key letters shown below refer to fig- 
ure 5-71. 

( a )  Form a loop by passing the strap 
through the link on the wrench, rough side in- 
ward (A).  

( b )  Place the round on a solid support, 
fuze end pointed away from the operators (B).  

(C) Pass the loop over the round and 
pull tight (B) .  

(d )  Grasp the round with one hand, the 
handle of the strap wrench with the other, and 
apply pressure to the wrench handle (C). 

( e )  Using the fuze wrench, remove the 
fuze by turning it in the direction (right) indi- 
cated by the arrow (C). 

AGO 5656A 

(2) Inspect cavity for presence of foreign 
material. Remove loose material from cavity. 

Caution: If any high explosive is found 
adhering to threaded portion of projectile 
throat, place projectile or cartridge in a segre- 

Figure 5-71. Field removal of fuze.  
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gated location for disposition by qualified 
ammunition personnel. 

(3) Inspect fuze and projectile nose 
threads; reject any component with damaged 
threads. 

(4) Place wavy spring washer in proper 
position (fig. 5-76 and 5-77); hand screw 
proximity fuze into cavity. If binding occurs, 
recheck fuze and projectile threads, rejecting 
component a t  fault. 

(5) Using Fuze Wrench M18, tighten fuze 
until wavy spring washer is completely com- 
pressed, leaving no clearance between fuze and 
projectile body. 

Warning: Do not fire round unless fuze 
is fully seated. If  gap exists between proximity 
fuze shoulder and cartridge, either refuze 
with point-detonating fuze or dispose of round. 
Rounds fired with improperly seated fuzes may 

result in premature functioning, causing death 
or injury to personnel and extensive damage 
to equipment. 

Caution: When tightening fuze to  the 
projectile, do not hammer on fuze wrench. Do 
not use an  extension handle on fuze wrench. 
Do not stake fuze to projectile under any cir- 
cumstances. Any large shocks transmitted to 
proximity fuzes during assembly may increase 
percentage of duds. 

f .  Projectiles Prepared f o r  Firing with 
Proximity  Fuzes  M517 and M532 but not 
Fired. Projectiles prepared for firing but not 
fired will be handled as indicated in d above. 

5-73. Fuze, Proximity: M504A2, M504A1 
(T75E7), and M504 (T75E6) 

a. Description. Fuzes M504 Series are long- 
contour, proximity fuzes provided for use with 
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120-mm deep-cavity, high-explosive projectile M73, 
in antiaircraft fire. Bore safety is provided by an 
arming switch which delays arming of the fuze. Fuzes 
M504A2, M504A1 and M504 have similar characteris- 
tics. 

b. Preparation for Firing. 
(1) No setting is required. 

Warning: An attempt to set these fuzes may 
result in malfunction. 

(2) When firing projectiles assembled with these 
fuzes, the au tomat ic  fuze se t t e r  for  t h e  weapon 
should be disconnected. 

c. Precautions in Firing. Proximity fuzes may func- 
tion under the influence of nearby bursts or frag- 
ments. An abnormal number of early air bursts may 
be experienced from volley, salvo or rapid fire from 
adjacent weapons. Such functionings may be reduced 
by increasing the spacing of weapons or increasing 
the time between the rounds fired in volley, salvo or 
rapid fire. 

5-74. Fuze, Proximity: M5 13 (T226) and 
M513B1 (T226B1) 

a. Descriptio?). These fuzes are early models of the 
adjustable, delayed-arming type for use in 75-mm to 
105-mm field artillery projectiles, inclusive, against 
terrestrial targets. Externally, the fuzes are similar 

Note. These fuzes do not provide for self-destruction. These 
fuzes can not be set PD (or impact) action only. However, if the 
fuzes are set for the anticipated flight time and should fail to func- 
tion in air above the target, they will then function on impact. 
to proximity fuze M513A1 (fig. 5-73), except for the 
markings on the shoulder of the metal sleeve. The 
shoulder of the metal sleeve is marked as  shown in 
figure 5-72. The graduations from 5 to 100 represent 
seconds of flight t ime to the target. The letter S is the 
safety line. The metal ring above the sleeve shoulder 
has a single index line. When the fuze is unpacked, 
this index line will normally coincide with the S line. 

b. Functioning. I t  is intended that  these fuzes al- 
ways be set  for the anticipated time of flight (in se- 
conds) to the target. When set at any value between 
5 seconds and 100 seconds, the proximity element 
and the PD element will be armed simultaneously at 

+ 

SAFETY LINE ORD D1732 

Figure 5-72. Proximity fuzes M513 and M519B1 or M514 and 

approximately .three seconds prior to set  time. The 
proximity element will then detonate the projectile 
a t  the optimum distance above land or water sur- 
faces. However,' if the fuzes are set for the anticipat- 
ed flight time and should fail to function in air above 
the target, they will then function on impact. 

Note. If the fuze is fired as received, with the index line set at 
S, the fuze will not become armed, and the projectile will normally 
be a dud; there is a possibility, however, that the projectile will be 
detonated on impact. 

Length: 

M514B1-time graduations. 

c. Tabulated Data. 

Visible (in.). 3.74 
Overall (in.). 8.6 

M513 (Ib) (w/steel sleeve). 2.96 
M513B1 (Ib) (w/aluminum sleeve). 2.35 

Thread size. 2-12NS-1 

Weight: 
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d. Preparation for Firing. To set the fuze for proxi- 
mity action, rotate fuze setter (T46) normally in 
a clockwise direction (while looking down on the nose 
of the fuze) until the index mark coincides with the 
desired set time. 

Caution: The plastic nose cone will rotate with 
the index mark. Severe damage to the plastic will 
produce duds. 
However, since there is no backlash, fuze setting can 
be accomplished or changed one or more times by 
rotating the index mark in either direction. The index 
mark may be rotated one or more full turns with no 
harmful effect. If counterclockwise rotation is used, 
be sure that  the fuze has not become loosened from 
the projectile. \ 

Note No. 1. Proximity arming occurs approximately five se- 
conds prior to set time. If propelling charges lower than those in- 
dicated are used, reliability will be less than normal. 

Note No. 2. This fuze can not be set for PD action. 
e. Precautions in\ Firing. 

(1) The following weapon/propelling charge com- 
binations are authorized for use with proximity fuzes 
M513 and M513B1: 

4.2-inch mortar 

105-mm howitzers 

Weapon Propelling charge 

Charge 12 and above, with or with- 
out extension. 

Charges 2-6. (Charge 7 is authori- 
ized under emergency combat 
conditions only). 

(all models) 

(2) There is little hazard in firing these fuzes 
over friendly territory; however, in the case of per- 
sonnel or installations close to, or in the target area, 
proper consideration should be given to the following: 

fa) Avoid firing 105-mm or smaller projectiles 
at t a rge t s  closer t h a n  320 me te r s  (350 yards)  t o  
friendly positions. 

(b) If f i r ing  over c res t s  o r  r idges,  a r m i n g  
should be set to be delayed until the projectile has 
passed the irreguIarity, clearing it by 64 meters (70 
yards) or more. 

(c) When projectiles are approaching the target 
area a t  small angles of approach, the area between 
the point of full arming of the proximity element and 
the target may be sprayed by fragments from oc- 
casional bursts. At  larger angles of approach, be- 
cause such fragments decelerate and usually reach a 
state of free fall, they do not constitute a serious 
hazard. 

(d) When the fuze is set  for proximity arming, 
air  observation posts may safely be used to direct 
fire but should not be set up between the weapon and 
target. The area close to the target should particular- 
ly be avoided. To avoid danger from normal or early 
bursts, aircraft should approach the trajectory or 
target area not closer than 320 meter (350 yards) for 
105-mm or smaller projectiles. 
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(e) After proximity arming, fuzes may func- 

ments. An abnormal number of such air bursts may 
be experienced from volley, salvo, or rapid fire from 
adjacent weapons. These functionings may be re- 
duced by increasing the spacing of weapons or in- 
creasing the time between the rounds fired. These 
functionings are not related to downrange prema- 
tures which may occur anywhere along the trajec- 

tion under the influence of nearby bursts or f ra  

tory. 
(3) To assure maximum reliability, these fuzes 

should be expended a t  the highest charge authorized 
commensurate with the desired range. 

5-75. Fuze, Proximity: M513A1 (T226E2) and 
M513A2(T226E3) 

a. Description. These fuzes are later models of the 
adjustable, delayed-arming type for use in 75-mm to 
105-mm field artillery projectiles, inclusive, against 
terrestrial targets. 

Note. These fuzes can be set for PD action and do not provide 
for self-destruction. They are not fully effective against airborne 
targets. 
Externally, fuze M513A2 is similiar to fuze M513A1 
(fig. 5-73). The shoulder of the metal sleeve is marked 
as  shown in figure 5-74. The graduations from 5 to 
100 represent seconds of flight time to the target. 
The letters PD were used to indicate the point-de- 
tonating setting position. The long line with the ar-  

Figure 5-73. proximity fuze M513A1. 
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Figure 5-74. Proximity fuzes M513A1, M513A2 and 

M514A1 -time graduations. 

rowpoint is the shipping line. The metal ring above 
the sleeve shoulder has a single index line. When the 
fuze is unpacked, this index line will normally coin- 
cide with the shipping line (fig. 5-74). 

b. Functioning. I t  is intended that  these fuzes be 
set for the anticipated time of flight (in seconds) to 
the target. In these fuzes, the PD element will always 
become armed within two to three seconds after fir- 
ing, and will remain armed throughout flight, finally 
detonating the projectile on impact, if the proximity 
element should fail. When set a t  any value between 
5 seconds and 100 seconds, the proximity element 
will become armed a t  approximately three seconds 
prior to set time. The proximity element will then 
detonate the projectile a t  the optimum distance above 
land or water surfaces. For effective PD setting, see 
d below. 

Length: 
C. Tabulated Data. 

Visible (in.). 3.74 
Overall (in.) 8.6 

Weight (Ib (w/aluminum sleeve). 2.35 
Thread size, .2-12NS-1 

d. Preparation for Firing. 
(1) Setting Fuze. 

(a) For proximity action, these fuzes are set 
in the same manner as  fuzes M513 and M513B de- 
scribed in paragraph 5-74d. 

(b) Do not set fuze on PD or shipping line. For 
PD action, set  fuze for 90 seconds. 

(2) Use of desensitizing fuze cap XM5. 
(a) Purpose. The purpose of desensitizing fuze 

cap XM5 is to lower the burst height of M513 series 
artillery proximity fuzes on 105-mm HE cartridge 
M1 when burst heights are observed to exceed 50 
feet. Burst height of the M513 series proximity fuzes 
tends to be high a t  high charges and low angles of fall 
over wet terrain. Burst height tends to be low a t  low 
charges and high angles of fall over dry terrain. Burst  
height also tends to be low a t  low temperatures, and 
burst height will vary with different lots of fuzes. 
Mixed combinations of the above conditions will tend 
to give 'intermediate burst heights. Effectiveness of 
the 105-mm cartridge M1 decreases significantly 
when bursts occur above 50 feet. The cap XM5 applied 
to the M513 series fuzes will reduce the burst height 
by about a factor of four; for example, burst heights 
of 60 feet will be reduced to about 15 feet. 

(b) Descriptioii. The desensitizing fuze cap is 
made of drawn sheet brass in the approximate shape 
of a truncated cone. A number of small, rough-edged, 
extruded holes are pierced inward to hold the cap on 
the plastic nose of the fuze. The forward edge of the 
cap is rolled inward to seal against wind pressure. 
Fifty caps are packed in a moisture-resistant paper 
tube, and in turn ten paper tubes are packed in a box 
(fig. 5-74.1). The plastic cover of the shipping tube is 
used as  a tool for applying the cap to the fuze (fig. 
5-74.2). 

Model number. XM5 
Type. Desensitizing 
Weight. Approx 20 grams 
Dimensions: 
Top diameter (in.). 1.19 
Bottom diameter (in.). 2.16 
Height (in.). 1.91 
Material. Drawn sheet brass 
Shape. Truncated cone 

C. Tabulated datu. 

(d) Instructions for use. 
1. Desensitizing fuze caps will be used a t  the 

option of artillery officers in the field when the ma- 
jority of bursts of proximity fuzes M513 series on 
105-mm cartridges M1 are observed to exceed 50 feet. 
When unobserved fire is planned, the cap should be 
used a t  low angles of fire (i.e., a t  angles of 45 or less). 

2. The desensitizing fuze cap will be applied 
to the fuze just  before loading the weapon, after fuze 
arming time has been set with the fuze setter M28. 
I t  is necessary to set the fuze arming time before the 
desensitizing cap is attached to the fuze because the 
M28 fuze setter will not f i t  over the desensitizing cap. 

3. To install a cap on the M513-series fuze, 
place the cap over the nose of the fuze, alining the 
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CAPPING DEVICE, 

PULL WIRE SPACER 
DESENSITIZING CAPS 

PACKAGE ASSEMBLY / I -  ORD D1885 

Figure 5-74.1. Package assembly of fuze cap XM5. 
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figure 5-74.2. Application of XM5 desensitizing fuze cap. 
large notch on the cap with the setting notch on the 
movable time ring of the fuze. Place the capping de- 
vice (plastic cover of the shipping tube) over the cap 
and strike a sharp blow with the fist, a lightweight 
(16 ounce) mallet or other equivalent tool, to attach 
the cap to the fuze. 

Note. Do not strike any harder than necessary to pre- 
vent the cap from falling off during loading. 
Final seating of the cap will occur on setback in fir- 
ing the round. 

4. An adjustment in weapon elevation will 
be required at charge 6 to compensate for drag caused 
by the cap. Until such time as  the differences in flight 
characteristics between a cartridge fired with a PD 
fuze and with the capped M513 fuze can be fully in- 

S 
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vestigated, the following corrections to aiming data  
can be made: 

Note. IT MUST BE EMPHASIZED THAT THESE 
FIGURES ARE ONLY PROVISIONAL. 
FT 105-H-6: When firing the 105-mm projectile M1 
with the capped M513 fuze in charge 6, apply a cor- 
rection for an increase in air  density of 1½ percent. 
FT 105-AS-1: When firing the 105-mm projectile M1 
with the capped M513 fuze in charge 6, apply a cor- 
rection for an increase in air  pressure of 1½ percent. 
No drag correct ions a r e  requi red  when f i r ing  a t  
charge 5 or below. 

5. Fuze setter M14 or fuze setter M27 may 
be used to reset a capped fuze if the large notch a t  the 
base of the cap is alined with the setting notch on the 
movable time ring of the fuze. Once a cap is attached 
to a fuze it cannot be removed without destroying 
the cap and causing damage to the fuze. 

Note. Do not use caps that are bent or creased or if the 
front edge does not have a smooth shape. Small deviations from 
round shape are acceptable if they do not interfere. 

I 
e. Precautions in Firing. 

(1) The following weapon/propelling charge com- 
binations are authorized for use with fuzes M513A1 
and M513A2 in the proximity mode: 

Weapo Propelling charge 

4.2-inch mortars 

105-mm howitzers 

Charge 12 and above, with or with 

Charges 2-6. (Charge 7 is author- 
out extension. 

ized for combat emergency use only.) (all models) 

(2) The following weapon/propelling charge com- 
binations are authorized for use with the fuzes in- 
dicated in the PD mode (90-second setting): 

Propelling charge 

Charges 4-6. (All PD firings 
at Charge 7 will utilize PD 
fuze M557 or MTSQ fuze M564.) 

Weapon 

105-mm howitzers 

(3) To assure maximum reliability, these fuzes 
should be expended a t  the highest charge authorized 
commensurate with the desired range. 

(4) Refer to paragraph 5-74e(2) for other precau- 
tions in firing these fuzes. 
5-76. Fuze, Proximity: M514 (T227) and 

M514B1 (T227B1) 

a. Description. These fuzes are  early models of the 
adjustable delayed-arming type for use in field artil- 
lery projectiles of 155-mm caliber and larger. 

Note. These fuzes do not provide for self-destruction. The 
fuzes cannot be set for PD action. However, if the fuzes are set for 
the anticipated flight time and should fail to function in air above 
the target, they will then function on impact. 
Externally, the fuzes are similar to proximity fuze 
M513A1 (fig. 5-73), except for the markings on the 
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shoulder of the metal sleeve. The markings on these 
fuzes are identical with those of fuze M513 (fig. 5.72). 

b. Functioning. Functioning information is similar 
to that  provided for fuze M513 in paragraph 5-74b. 

c. Tabulated Data. 
Length: 

Visible (in.). 3-74 
Overall (in.). 8.6 

M514 (lb) (w/steel sleeve). 2.96 
M514B1 (lb) (w/aluminum sleeve). 2.35 

Thread size. 2-12NS-1 

Weight: 

d. Preparation for Firing. These fuzes are set in 
the same manner as  fuzes M513 and M513B1, de- 
scribed in paragraph 5-74d. 

e. Precautions in Firing. 
(1) The following weapon/propelling charge com- 

binations are authorized for use with proximity fuzes 
M514 and M514B1: 

Weapon Propelling charge 

155-mm howitzers 
(all models) 

8-inch howitzers 
(all models) 

Three green bag charges and above; 
five white bag charges and above. 

Three green bag charges and above; 
all white bag charges. 

(2) These fuzes are not authorized for use in 175- 
mm and 280-mm gun cannons. 

(3) Avoid firing projectiles a t  targets closer than 
731 meters (800 yards) to friendly positions. 

(4) Friendly aircraft should not be closer than 
731 meters (800 yards) to the target when firing pro- 
jectiles with these fuzes. 

(5) After proximity arming, fuzes may function 
under the influence of nearby bursts or fragments. 
An abnormal number of such air bursts may be ex- 
perienced from volley, salvo, or rapid fire from ad- 
jacent weapons. These functionings may be reduced 
by increasing the spacing of weapons or increasing 
the time between the rounds fired. These function- 
ings are not related to downrange prematures which 
may occur anywhere along the trajectory. 

(6) To assure maximum reliability, these fuzes 
should be expended a t  the highest charge commensu- 
rate with the desired range. 

5-77. Fuze, Proximity: M514A1 (T227E2) 

a. Description. This fuze is a later model of the ad- 
justable delayed-arming type for use in field artillery 
projectiles of 155-mm caliber and larger, against 
terrestrial targets. 

Note. This fuze can be set for PD action. It is not fully effective 
against airborne targets. 
The fuze is similar in appearance to fuze M513A1 
(fig. 5-73). The markings on this fuze are identical 
with those in fuze M513A1 (fig. 5-74). 

Note. This fuze does not provide for self-destruction. 
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b. Functioning. Functioning information is similar 
to that  provided for fuze M513A1 in paragraph 5-753 

c. Tabulated Data. 
Length: 

Visible (in.). 3.74 
Overall (in.). 8.6 

Weight (Ib) (w/aluminum sleeve). 2.35 
Thread size. 2-12NS-1 

d. Preparation for Firing. 
(1) For proximity action, this fuze is set in the 

same manner as fuzes M513 and M513B1, described 
in paragraph 5-74d. 

(2) Do not set fuze on PD or shipping line. For 
PD action with 155-mm and 8-inch projectiles, set  
fuze for 90 seconds. For PD action with 175-mm pro- 
jectiles, set fuze for 90 seconds for ranges through 
31,600 meters; if desired range exceeds 31,600 meters, 
set fuze for 100 seconds. 

e. Precautions in Firing. 
(1) The following weapon/propelling charge com- 

binations a r e  authorized fo r  use wi th  all  fuzes  
M514A1 in the proximity mode: 

Weapon Propelling charge 

155-mm howitzer 
(all models). 

8-inch howitzer 
(all models). 

175-mm guns: 

Three green bag charges and 
above: five white bag charges and above. 
Three green bag charges and above; 
all white bag charges. 

All M514A1 fuze 
lots at temperature 
of 0° to + 120°F. 

w/KEL-F nose cones 
in interfixes 8,064 
through 8,400 at 

temperatures of 0° to 
+ 120°F. 

Charges 1 and 2 

Fuse M514A1 lots All charges 

(2) The following weapon/propelling charge com- 
binations are approved for use with fuzes M514A1 
in the PD mode: 

Weapon Propelling charge 

155-mm howitzer 
(all models) and 
8-inch howitzer and above. 
(all models) 

175-mm guns: 

Four green bag charges and 
above; six white bag charges 

All fuzes M514A1 
lots at temperatures of 
0° to + 120° F. 

w/KEP-F nose cones 
in interfixes 8,064 
through 8.400 at 

Charges 1 and 2 

Fuze M514A1 lots All charges 

temperatures of 0° to + 120° F. 

(3) Avoid firing projectiles at targets closer than 
731 meters (800 yards) to friendly positions. 
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(4) Friendly aircraft should not be closer 
than 731 meters (800 yards) to the target when 
firing projectiles with the fuze. 

(5) An increase in duds may be expected 
when firing at charges (zones) 1 and 2 in 155-mm 
and 8-inch howitzers, because of insufficient set- 
back. 

(6) After proximity arming, fuzes may func- 
tion under the influence of nearby bursts or frag- 
ments. An abnormal number of such air bursts 
may be experienced from volley, salvo or rapid 
fire from adjacent weapons. These functionings 
may be reduced by increasing the spacing of 
weapons or increasing the time between the rounds 
fired. These functionings are not related to down- 
range prematures which may occur anywhere 
along the trajectory. 

(7) To assure maximum reliability, these 
fuzes should be expended at the highest charge 
commensurate with the desired range. 

5-77.1. Fuze, Proximity: M514A1E1 
a. Description. This fuze is the latest model of 

the adjustable delayed-arming type. I t  is used 
with the 4.2-inch mortar, 105-mm howitzer, 
155-mm howitzer, 175-mm gun, and 8-inch how- 
itzer against terrestrial targets. Fuze M514A1E1 
is intended to replace fuzes in the M513 and M514 
series. The fuze is similar in appearance to fuze 
M514A1 except that on the latest model (fig. 
5-74.3) the PD mark coincides with the 90-second 
proximity setting. Fuzes are shipped with the 
index line on the upper cap alined with the 
10-second line on the fuze body. 

E 

b. Functioning. Fuzes are set for the anticipated 
time of flight (in seconds) to the target. When set 
at any value between 5 seconds and 100 seconds, 
proximity arming occurs approximately 3 to 7 
seconds prior to set time. If the fuze fails to func- 
tion in the proximity mode, the fuze will function 
on ground impact. The PD element will always 
become armed within two or three seconds after 
firing and will remain armed throughout flight. 
The burst height is essentially optimum, regardless 
of projectile size or angle of fall. 

Length: 
c. Tabulated Data. 

Visible (in.) .3.74 
Overall (in.). .8.6 

Weight (Ib) (w/aluminum sleeve). ...2.19 
Thread size. 2-12NS-1 

INDEX MARK 

FUZE SHIPPED AS 
SHOWN (10 SEC. SETTING) 

PD LINE COINCIDES 
WITH 90 SEC. MARK 

MU-D1 2481 

Figure 5-74.3. Proximity fuze M514A1E1 -time 
graduations. 

Temperature limits: 
Transportation. -65°F. and +145°F. 
Storage., -65°F. and +145°F. 

d. Preparation for Firing. For proximity action 
for 4.2-inch and 105-mm cartridges, refer to para- 
graph 5-72b; for 155mm, 175-mm, and 8-inch 
projectiles, refer to paragraph 5-72c. 

5-120.3 
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CAUTION 
The plastic nose cone will rotate with the 
index mark. Severe damage to the plastic 
will produce duds. 

(1) To set fuze for proximity action, rotate 
fuze setter M28(T46) normally in clockwise direc- 
tion (while looking down on nose of fuze) until 
index mark coincides with desired set time. 

NOTE 
Proximity arming occurs approximately 
3 to 7 seconds prior to set time. 

Since there is no backlash, fuze setting can be 
accomplished or changed one or more times by 
rotating the index mark in either direction. The 
index mark may be rotated one or more full turns 
with no harmful effect. 

(2) If counterclockwise rotation is used, be 
sure fuze has not become loosened from projectile. 

(3) Set for anticipated flight time. 
(4) For PD action, set fuze for 90 seconds. 

Assure that index line on upper cap is alined with 
90-second mark. 

e .  Precautions in Firing. 

WARNING 
Fire only between -40" F. and +140° F. 
Do not fire projectile unless fuze is fully 
seated. 
Do not assemble desensitizing cap XM5 
to fuze M514AlE1. 

(1) The following weapon/propelling charge 
combinations are approved for use with fuze 
M514AlE1: 

4.2-inch mortar 5½ and above 
105-mm howitzer 

Weapon Propelling charge(s) 

(all models) 1-6;  Charge 7, under emergency 
conditions for proximity mode 
only. For PD firings at charge 7, 
use fuze PD M557 or fuze MTSQ 
M564. 

155-mm howitzer 

175-mm howitzer 

8 inch mowitzer 

(all models) All 

(all models) All 

(all models) All 

(2) There is little hazard in firing these 
fuzes over friendly territory; however, in the case 
of personnel or installations close to, or in the 
target area, proper consideration should be given 
to the following: 

(a) Avoid firing 105-mm and 4.2-inch 
projectiles at targets closer than 320 meters (350 
yards) to friendly positions. 

( b )  Avoid firing 155-mm, 175-mm, and 
8-inch projectiles at targets closer than 731 meters 
(800 yards) to friendly positions. 

(C) If firing over crests or ridges, delay arming 
until projectile has passed irregularity. If arming 
occurs a t  or ahead of irregularity, projectile must 
clear irregularity by 64 meters (70 yards) or more. 

NOTE 
When projectiles are approaching the 
target area at small angles of approach, 
the area between the point of full arming 
of the proximity element and the target 
may be sprayed by fragments from occa- 
sional bursts. At larger angles of 
approach, because such fragments decel- 
erate and usually reach a state of free fall, 
they do not constitute a serious hazard. 

(d )  When fuze is set for proximity arming, 
air observation post may safely be used to direct 
fire. However, do not set up posts between weapon 
and target. Have friendly aircraft no closer than 
731 meters (800 yards) to target when firing 
projectiles with this fuze. 

NOTE 
After proximity arming, fuzes may func- 
tion under the influence of nearby bursts 
or fragments. An abnormal number of 
such air bursts may be experienced from 
volley, salvo, or rapid fire from adjacent 
weapons. These functionings may be 
reduced by increasing the spacing of 
weapons or increasing the time between 
rounds fired. These functionings are not 
related to downrange prematures which 
may occur anywhere along the trajectory. 
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time ring on the fuze be set  to the predicted time-to- 
target. There are three markings in addition to the 
time scale graduations on the metal base: SD-14, 
SD-17 and MAX. When s e t  on SD-14 in t h e  s lo t  
(notch), proximity arming occurs a t  0.3 second and 
self-destruction occurs a t  14 seconds. When set on 
the SD-17 registration line, proximity arming occurs 
a t  0.3 second and self-destruction occurs a t  17 se- 
conds. When set on MAX, the fuze is activated a t  26 
seconds, proximity arming occurs a t  27 seconds and 
self-destruction a t  approximately 45 seconds (depend- 
ing on gun elevation and barrel wear). PD action can 
still occur a t  distances greater than 500 feet from 
the muzzle of the gun. At  any setting from 3 to 27 se- 
conds, the fuze will be activated at target time minus 
3 seconds and fully armed a t  target minus 2 seconds. 
Self-destruction will occur a t  18 seconds when set on 
3 seconds, and a t  target time plus 2 seconds on any 
setting of 4 through 27 seconds. With any of the a- 
bove settings, the impact circuit is armed a t  0.2 se- 
cond after firing. 

c. Functioning. When fired, regardless of time 
setting, the impact element arms a t  approximately 
500 feet from the muzzle of the gun. At  (predicted 
time-to-target) settings of 3 seconds or greater than 
3 seconds, the proximity element of the fuze becomes 
armed a t  approximately 2 seconds prior to the set 
time, and will then detonate the projectile upon prox- 
imity approach (within approximately 60 feet) of a 
suitable airborne target. If no suitable target is en- 
countered, the self-destruction element will detonate 
the projectile a t  approximately 2 seconds after set 
time. The impact element will cause the fuze to func- 
tion with superquick action, if impact with a resis- 
tant  object occurs a t  any time after arming of the 
impact element but before arming of the proximity 
element. If the fuzed projectile does not come within 
the influence radius of a suitable aerial target and 
the proximity element and the self-destruction ele- 
ment fail, the impact element will cause the projectile 
to function upon impact with the ground. 

Length: 
d. Tubulated Data. 

Visible(in.). .3.75 
Overall (in.). .8.6 

Weight (lb). 2.35 
Thread size. .1-12NS-2 

e. Preperation for  Firing. For normal antiaircraft 
use in the 90-mm weapon, the fuze is usually set by 
means of manual fuze setter M13A1 or M13 or by 
means of an automatic fuze setter. 

f. Precautions in Firing. 
(1) When firing a t  airborne targets over friendly 

territory, i t  is important that each projectile burst  
at a safe height above the ground. The height of burst 
must permit projectile fragments to decelerate to the 
velocity of free fall. 
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5-78. Fuze, Proximity: M515(T225) 

a. General. This fuze (fig. 5-75), a bracket-arming 
type, incorporates features that  make it usable with 
90-mm deep-cavity HE projectiles. 

Figure 5-75. Proximity fuze M515. 

b. Description. The fuze has a plastic nose fitted to 
a movable time ring and a metal base. The metal 
base is provided with a graduated time scale; gradua- 
tions are from 3 through 27 seconds. A movable time 
ring, with register line, is used to set the fuze to the 
selected time. A superquick element and a self-de- 
struction element are contained in the fuze. The im- 
pace element, mounted internally, is hidden from 
view by the plastic nose. I t  is recommended that  the 
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Note. Proximity fuze M515 is for anti-aircraft use and is not 
reliably effective against other types of targets. It can be employed 
against terrestrial targets in an emergency, but for this purpose it 
is less satisfactory than proximity fuze M513 series (para 5-74 and 
5-75). 

rant  elevation of 400 mils with fuze set to 15 seconds 
or above and a minimum of 200 mils with fuze set be- 
low 15 seconds. 

(3) Proximity fuzes may function under the in- 
fluence of nearby bursts or fragments. An abnormal 
number of early air bursts may be experienced from 

volley, salvo or rapid fire from adjacent weapons. 
Such functionings may be reduced by increasing the 
spacing of weapons on increasing the time between 
the rounds fired in volley, salvo or rapid fire. 

(2) For antiaircraft fire only, use minimum quad- 5-79. Fuze, Proximity: M516A1 (T73E 10) 
M516B2 (T73E14), M516B1 (T73E13) 
and M5 16 (T73E12) 

a. General. These fuzes are provided for use with 
75-mm HE cartridges against airborne targets. 

b. Description. The  fuze h a s  a plast ic  nose 
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fitted to a metal base. No time settings are 
provided for the fuze. Bore safety is provided 
by an  arming switch which delays arming 
of the fuze for a preset time. A self-destruc- 
tion (SD) element is also incorporated. The 
self-destruction' switch causes the armed fuze 
to detonate when the spin of the projectile 
drops to a preset value. This feature of the 
fuze is intended to detonate the projectile suf- 
ficiently high during the descending phase of 
the trajectory to prevent injury to friendly 
troops and damage to friendly installations. 
Fuze M516A1 (T73E10) incorporates an  im- 
pact element in the nose, which becomes 
armed within 400 to  750 feet from the muzzle 
of the weapon. The proximity element of fuzes 
M516 series becomes armed a t  approximately 
0.8 second after leaving the muzzle of the 
weapon. 

c. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.) 3.7 
Overall (in.) 8.5 

Weight (lb) 2.5 
Thread size 2-12NS-2 

d.  Preparation for  Firing. No setting is re- 
quired. Any attempt to set this fuze may re- 
sult in a malfunction. 

e. Precautions in Firing. Proximity fuzes 
may function under the influence of nearby 
bursts or fragments. An abnormal number of 
early air  bursts may be experienced from vol- 
ley, salvo or  rapid fire from adjacent weapons. 
Such functionings may be reduced by increas- 
ing the spacing of weapons or increasing the 
time between the rounds fired in volley, salvo 
or rapid fire. 

5-80. Fuze, Proximity: M517 (T178E3) 
a. General. The proximity fuze (fig. 5-76) is 

used with 81-mm high-explosive cartridge 
M362 series against terrestrial or waterborne 
targets. The fuze is essentially a self-powered 
radio pulse transmitting and receiving unit. 
In  flight, the armed fuze transmits radio waves. 
When the radio pulse front is reflected back 
from the target, i t  interacts with the trans- 
mitted wave. When the ripple or beat caused 
by this interaction reaches a predetermined in- 

tensity, it trips an electronic switch which clos- 
es an  electric circuit. This initiates detonation 
of the fuze explosive train when at or near 
optimum distance from the target. If the ra- 
dio elements of the fuze should become inop- 
erative, the impact element will cause func- 
tioning of the fuze explosive train if impact 
with a resistant object occurs. 

Figure  5-76. Proximity fuze  M517. 

b. Description. 
(1) General. The proximity fuze consists 

of a conically shaped plastic nose 
molded to a threaded steel fuze body 
and a metal cup assembly. The plas- 
tic nose encases the electronic head. 
The power supply is housed in the 
fuze body. The safety and arming 
mechanism is in a metal cup a t  the 
base of the fuze. The fuze is fitted 
to the projectile with a wavy spring 
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washer. The washer is used for the 
purpose of assuring a tight fuze-to- 
projectile joint. 
Arming system. The arming sys- 
tem consists of electrical arming and 
mechanical arming ( (a) and ( b )  be- 
low). To assure safety in use and han- 
dling, several safety features have 
been incorporated into the fuze. 

Electrical amzing. Safety in elec- 
trical arming is provided by the 
power supply. Since setback force 
of a prescribed magnitude sus- 
tained over a predetermined time 
interval is required to activate the 
power supply, the fuze is safe in 
normal use and handling. 
Mechanical amzing. Safety in me- 
chanical arming is provided by a 
setback leaf assembly. In  the safe 
position, the spring-driven rotor 
(with its detonator) is locked in 
its out-of-line position, so that both 
the explosive train and the electri- 
cal circuits are interrupted. Since 
setback force of a prescribed mag- 
nitude' sustained over a prescribed 
time interval is required to cause 
the setback leaves to fall in se- 
quence and release the rotor, the 
fuze is safe in normal use and han- 
dling. When the rotor is released, 
it turns and completes the explo- 
sive train and the electric circuit 
of the detonator. However, this ac- 
tion is not completed until the 
fuzed cartridge leaves the weapon. 

Note. The fuze is not fully armed un 
til both electrical and mechanical arming 
have taken place. 

C .  Functioning. 
(1) Arming time. 
(a) General. The time required for the 

power supply to rise to its mini- 
mum operating value and for the 
firing capacitor to absorb sufficient 
energy to fire the detonator varies 
over the range of operating tem- 
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peratures of the fuze. In general, 
longer arming times may be ex- 
pected at  lower temperatures and 
shorter arming times at higher 
temperatures. 
F o r  impact action. The minimum 
time after firing to arming for an 
impact function is in excess of 1.5 
seconds. 
For proximity action. The mini- 
mum time after firing to arming 
for proximity function (or early 
burst) is 4.0 seconds, under nor- 
mal conditions ; under unusual cir- 
cumstances, occasional proximity 
function may occur as early as 3.2 
seconds after firing. For normal 
fuze operation, the arming time is 
actually the electrical arming time. 
Impact action. The impact element 
is designed to cause normal func- 
tioning of the cartridge on impact 
whenever certain types of failures 
occur in the electronic head. When 
the fuzed cartridge strikes a suf- 
ficiently resistant object, the cir- 
cuit which permits the energy from 
the firing capacitor to flow through 
the electric detonator is closed. How- 
ever, impact action can occur only 
after a fuze is armed ( ( b )  above). 

Burst height. The principal factors 
affecting height of burst are the an- 
gle of approach to the target and the 
reflectivity of the target terrain. The 
airburst over average type of soil 
ranges from 4 to 20 feet, depending 
on the angle of approach. When fir- 
ing at quadrants of elevation over 65" 
(1,155 mils), the height of burst is less 
than 9 feet. Burst height increases 
as angle of approach decreases. Light 
tree foliage and light vegetation have 
little effect on the height of burst, 
but dense tree foliage and dense veg- 
etation will increase the height of 
burst. Target terrains such as ice and 
dry sand give lowest burst heights 
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and water and wet ground give high- 
est burst heights. 

(3) Crest clearance. Close approach to  
crests, trees, towers, large buildings, 
parked aircraft, mechanized equip- 
ment and similar irregularities will 
cause functioning at heights greater 
than over average level terrain. When 
targets are beyond such irregularities, 
clearance of a t  least 100 feet should 
be allowed to assure maximum effect 
over the target area. 

(4) Malfunctions. At the present stage 
of development, a minimum of 85 per- 
cent of the fuzes will function nor- 
mally on proximity approach to, or 
impact with a suitable target under 
conditions of normal use. Less than 
15 percent of the fuzes may be ex- 
pected to malfunction. These mal- 
functions may be divided into early 
burst and duds, as described in ( a )  
and ( b )  below. 

( a )  Early burst. An early burst is a 
spontaneous functioning of an 
armed proximity fuze at some 
time after arming has been com- 
pleted, but prior to proximity ap- 
proach to the target. An early 
burst is not related to a premature, 
which is a detonation of a fuzed 
projectile before the fuze is com- 
pletely armed. 

( b )  Dud. A dud is a projectile that has 
failed to explode because of failure 
of the fuze to function. 

(5) Climatic effects .  The fuze, which 
may be used for day or night opera- 
tions with equal effect, will function 
normally in light rain. However, 
heavy rain, sleet, or snow will cause 
an increase in the number of early 
air bursts. At extreme temperatures 
(below -25°F. and above $125" 
F.), i t  is not abnormal to experience 
an increase in malfunctions propor- 
tional to the severity of the environ- 
mental conditions. 

d .  Tabulated Data. 
Length 

Visible (in.) 3.98 
Overall (in.) 6.19 

Weight (Ib) 1.28 
Thread size 1-12NS-1 

e.  Preparation fo r  Firing. No setting is re- 
quired. Any attempt to set the fuze will re- 
sult in a malfunction. Care should be taken to 
assure a tight assembly of the fuze, washer 
and projectile. The wavy spring washer should 
be completely compressed, no air gap between 
fuze and projectile. 

Proximity fuzes 
may function under the influence of nearby 
bursts or fragments. An abnormal number of 
early air bursts may be experienced from vol- 
ley, salvo or rapid fire from adjacent weapons. 
Such functionings may be reduced by increas- 
ing the spacing of weapons or increasing 
the time between the rounds fired in volley, sal- 
vo or rapid fire. 

Warning Proximity-fuzed short rounds 
which are duds contain a complete explosive 
train and impact element, and should not be 
approached or disturbed for at least 30 minutes. 
After the 30-minute waiting period, the dud is 
still dangerous but may be approached carefully 
for destruction in place. If it is  impossible to 
destroy in place, the dud should be removed 
carefully for subsequent destruction by quali- 
fied disposal personnel. If the situation permits 
a longer waiting period, 40 hours should be al- 
lowed prior to approaching the dud for destruc- 
tion in place or for removal. It must be remem- 
bered that the dud is still dangerous after this 
40-hour waiting period. 

5-81. Fuze, Proximity, Practice: M517 

f .  Precautions in Firing. 

(T178E3) 
This fuze is similar to proximity fuze M517 

(T178E3) described in paragraph 5-80. The 
fuze is issued to troops for target-practice fir- 
ing. 

5-82. Fuze, Proximity: Mortar, M532  

a. Description. This fuze (fig. 5-77) is used 
with HE cartridges M374 and M362 series. 
Though similar to fuze M517 in configuration 
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and dimensions, fuze M532 is more reliable. 
The operating limits of this fuze are and 

'Fuze M532 incorporates a device 
(no tools needed) which makes it possible to 
convert the fuze to point-detonating (impact) 
action only. 

Figure 5-77. Mor tar  proximi ty  fuze M532. 

b. Tabulated Data. 
Length : 

Visible (in.)  3.77 
Overall ( in.)  5.98 

Weight (lb) 1.28 
Thread size 2-12NS-1 

For proximity 
functioning, no setting is required. This fuze 
may be set manually (irreversibly) for PD 
functioning, however, only by turning nose 
cap (either direction) in excess of one-third 
turn. This action breaks the shear pin and dis- 
ables the proximity element. 

d .  Precautions in Firing. Proximity fuzes 
may function under the influence of nearby 
bursts or fragments. An abnormal number of 
early air bursts may be experienced from vol- 
ley, salvo, or rapid fire from adjacent weap- 
ons. Such functionings may be reduced by in- 
creasing the spacing of weapons or increasing 
the time between the rounds fired in volley, 
salvo or rapid fire. 

C .  Preparation for Firing. 

Section X. DUMMY AND INERT FUZES 

5-83. Dummy Fuzes tured expressly for the purpose (dummy fuz- 
es) or  may be assembled from burned-out or a. General. Dummy fuzes (figs. 5-78 through 
rejected inert parts of service fuzes (inert 5-80) are for use with such ammunition as tar- 
fuzes). Whether assembled from service parts get practice and drill, not requiring normal, 
or specially manufactured for the purpose, full-functioning fuzes. Fuzes may be manufac- 
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the assemblies are completely inert. In gen- 
eral, the fuzes are intended to simulate a 
specific model or type of service fuze. Con- 
tour and weight of the service fuze simulated 
are approximated in the dummy fuze for use 
with practice ammunition ; thus, the dummy 
fuze gives the proper “feel” when used with 
dummy ammunition. This also permits use of 
dummy ammunition in Conjunction with fuze 
setters for training in preparing ammunition 
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for firing and in servicing the piece. Most dum- 
my fuzes are simple in construction, but essen- 
tial features of the simulated service fuze are 
incorporated in some types (e.g., dummy fuzes, 
M59 and M73, which have a setting screw and 
registration similar to that in fuzes M48 series 
and M51 series. 

b. Data. Dummy fuze data are listed in ta- 
ble 5-3. 

• 
DUMMY, 

FUZE, DUMMY. M44A2 

M 7 9  

a 

Figure 5-78. Dummy fuzes-simulated time fuzes. 
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Figure 5-79. 

E 

RA PD 80701A 

Dummy fuzes-simulated small caliber fuzes. 

DUMMY. FUZE DUMMY. M73 

i 

s 



Table 5-3. Dummy fuze data 

Ammunition Service fuze 
Materials used in construction size change with which simulated 

Weight Thread Inter- Fuze 
Overall Visible (lb) used 

Fuze, Point Manganese bronze; or naval brass; or 4.53 3.72 1.90 1.7-14NS-1 (*) 90-mm Dummy Ctg, Fuze, time, mechanical 
M43 series³ M12 series Detonating, aluminum alloy; or copper silicone 

Dummy: M44A2 alloy; or sintered iron 90-mm TP Ctg, M71² 
Fuze. Point M50-plastic; M50B1-steel (ogive with 2.18 1.74 2.56 1.125-20NS-1 (**) 37-mm Dummy Ctg, Fuze, PD: M56 

Detonating, 360° under crimp to base). M50B2 M21 
Dummy: M50 -steel (1-price) M50B3-steel 37-mm TP-T Ctg, 
series (ogive side crimped to threaded M55A1 

base). 
Fuze, Point Steel 4.55 3.75 1.4 1.7-14NS-1 (***) 105-mm Dummy Ctg, Fuze, PD: M48 series, 

Detonating, M14 M51 series, M535, 
Dummy: M59 75-mm Dummy Ctg, M557, M572 

M16 

M19 

M20 

T146B1 

75-mm Dummy Ctg, 

76-mm Dummy Ctg, 

75-mm Dummy Ctg, 

Fuze, Point M69-plastic or aluminum alloys 2.375 1.90 0.225 1.18-14NS-1 (**) 40-mm TP-T Ctg, Fuze, PD; Mk27 
Detonating, M69B1-steel M91 (Navy) 
Dummy, M69 M69B2-zinc alloy 40-mm Dummy Ctg, 
series M25 

Detonating, 75-mm T P  Ctg, M51 series, M535; 
Dummy: M73 90-mm T P  Ctg, M557, M572 

Detonating, M15 M61 series 
Dummy: 79 

Detonating, M12 series M43 series³ 
Dummy: M80 

Fuze, Point (**) 57-mm T P  Ctg, M306 Fuze, PD: M89 
Detonating, 
Dummy: T126 

Detonating, series 
Dummy: XM553 

Fuze, Point Steel 5.71 3.77 2.15 2-12NS-1 (**) 75-mm T P  Ctg, M309 Fuze, RD: M48 series, 

Fuze, Point Aluminum alloy and brass 7.677 6.867 2.72 2-12NS-1 (**) 120-mm Dummy Proj Fuze, time, mechanical: 

Fuze, Point Steel body, brass nose 6.825 4.750 3.37 1.7-14NS-1 (*) 90-mm Dummy Ctg, Fuze, time, mechanical: 

Fuze, Base (**) 105-mm TP-T B393 Fuze, BD: M534 series 

Interchangeability : 
*Dummy fuze M44A2 and dummy fuze M80 may be used interchangeably in dummy cartridges except when the dummy cartridge is to be used in. conjunction 



Table 5-3. Dummy fuze data-Continued 

with automatic fuze setters. 
**These fuzes are adaptable for use only in the ammunition for which authorized. 

***Dummy fuze M59 may also be used as a replacement for dummy fuze M73 in TP cartridge M48 for 75-mm guns when 

Table 5-4. 
Fuze 

Fuze, PD, Inert: M48 

Fuze, PD, Iner t :  M51 
series 

series 

Fuze, PD, Inert: M52 

Fuze, PD, Iner t :  M89 
Fuze, MT, Inert: M43 

Fuze, MT, Inert: 

Fuze, MT, Iner t :  M67 

series 

series 

M61A1 

series 

Fuze, MTSQ, Iner t :  
M500 series 

Fuze, TSQ, Iner t :  M54 

Fuze, TSQ, Inert: M55 

Fuze, TSQ, Iner t :  
series 

M1907M 

Fuze, BD, Iner t :  
L19A3 

inert booster M20 or M20A1 is used in conjunction with fuze M59. Fuze M59 is threaded to suit the internal threading 
of booster M20 and M20A1; the booster is threaded externally to suit the nose threads of practice projectile M48 
Dummy fuze M44A2. dummy fuze M59 and dummy fuze M80 are alternative fuzes for dummy fuze M73 for use with 
TP cartridge M71. 
Dummy fuzes M44A2 and M80 simulate PD fuze M48 series with respect to forward contour, and may be used inter- 
changeably With dummy fuze M59 when the differences in weight do not affect the desired results. 
differences in weight do not affect the desired results. 
Dummy fuze M73 is standard for this cartridge. For alternatives, see footnote 2. 
Dummy fuze M73 is alternative fuze for inert PD fuze M48 series for use with this cartridge. 

Iner t  fuze da ta  
Ammunition with which used- 

76-mm TP Cartmidge M48 
105-mm Empty Projectile M1 
Iner t  or Dummy Nose-Fuzed 

rounds from 75-mm to 
280-mm 

60-mm Iner t  Cartridge M49 

67-mm T P  Cartridge M306 
90-mm Dummy Cartridge M12 

120-mm Dummy Projectile M16 

Iner t  or Dummy Nose-Fuzed 

series 

series 

rounds from 75-mm to 
280-mm 

rounds from 7 5 m m  to 
280-mm 

76-mm Dummy Cartridge M7 
106-mm Dummy Cartridge 

76-mm TP Cartridge M48 

75-mm Dummy Cartridge M7 
75-mm Dummy Cartridge 

105-mm TP-T Cartridge M393 

Iner t  o r  Dummy Nose-Fuzed 

M14 

M2A2 
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Section XI. BOOSTERS 

ers provide a means of safety in addition to 
that provided in the associated fuze. a. Since bursting charges of high-explo- 

sive projectiles are relatively insensitive to 5-86. Boosters ~ 2 1 ~ 4  AND M21A2 
shock, a comparatively large detonating charge 

a. General Booster M21A4 (fig. 6-81) is is necessary to assure a high-order detonation 
of the bursting charge. Use of more sensitive used in conjunction with point fuzes to func- 
explosives, such as mercury fulminate or lead tion high-explosive projectiles. The booster 

consists of a brass body containing the boost- azide, in the quantities required would create 
er mechanism, booster lead charge, and det- excessive hazards in handling and firing. 
onator M17 and an aluminum booster cup Therefore, such explosives are used only in 
threaded over the body containing a 340-grain small amounts as initiating and intermediate 
tetryl booster pellet. The external threads of detonating charges. A separate charge of some- 
the booster f i t  projectiles (75-mm and larger) what less sensitivity (usually tetryl) is pro- 
having 2-inch diameter 12 TP1 threads; the vided for detonating the high-explosive charge 
internal threads will receive all fuzes having of the projectile; because its function is to in- 
1.7-inch diameter 14 TP1 external threads. crease or boost the effectiveness of the ex- 
Boosters M21A4 (of early manufacture) and plosive train, this charge is known as a boost- 
M21A2 differ from boosters M21A4 (of later er  charge. manufacture) in being fitted with safety 

The booster charge may be incorporated (cotter) pins, an added safety measure to pre- 
in the fuze itself or encased in a thin casing vent the rotor from moving out of its unarmed of metal or  plastic screwed permanently to position prior to assembly of the fuze with the fuze and handled as a unit with the fuze. booster to the Experience has since The assembled casing with booster charge is shown that this safety (cotter) pin is unneces- 

sary, as the centrifugally actuated pin pro- 
vides safety. In normal use, booster M21A4 is ignation. 

C. Boosters are generally provided with a assembled to the fuze during manufacture, 
bore-safety mechanism (arming delay) and the fuze and booster being handled thereafter 
incorporate, in addition to the main charge, one as a unit. Booster ~ 2 1 ~ 4  is staked to the fuze 
or  more other charges (e.g., a detonator and through a blind hole in the threaded portion 
a booster lead charge). Some Of the latest of the booster. A setscrew, which is staked in 
boosters have a delay arming mechanism which position, secures booster M21A2 to the fuze. 
prevents the booster from arming Until the Booster M21A2 also differs from booster 
projectile is a desired minimum distance from ~ 2 1 ~ 4  in having a two-piece centrifugal pin 
the weapon. lock pin which, making use of a ball and sock- 

d. Generally, boosters are assembled to the et joint, permits some play. Booster M21A4 
fuze during manufacture, the fuze and boost- has a one-piece centrifugal pin lock pin. 
er being handled thereafter as a unit. Boost- 

5-85. General 

known as a booster, and is given a des- 0 
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Note. The key letters shown below refer to figure 
5-81. 

b. Description. The booster consists of two 
major parts: a booster cup (M), which con- 
tains a tetryl booster charge (N) and screws 
into a threaded brass body (A) containing 
tetryl lead (L), and a rotor assembly. The 
rotor assembly consists of a rotor (F) con- I taining a lead azide-tetryl flash-initiated det- 

RA PD 80886F 

Booster M21A4. 

onator (E), a centrifugally actuated pin (J), 
a centrifugal pin lock pin (P) which operates 
under setback, a rotor stop pin (D), a rotor 
lock pin (G), and a rotor lock pin lock (H). 
The rotor is seated on its pivot pin (K), so 
that detonator M17 normally is out of line 
with other explosive elements in the booster 
and the assembled fuze. The center of grav- 
ity of the rotor assembly is off the centerline 
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of the pivot center, so that the assembly will 
rotate under centrifugal force. The rotor is 
locked in the unarmed position prior to firing 
by the spring-held centrifugal pin. The cen- 
trifugal pin, in turn, is held in the locked po- 
sition by the centrifugal pin lock pin. The 
function of the rotor stop pin is to stop the 
rotor assembly when i t  has rotated to the 
armed position. The bore-safety mechanism is 
covered at the forward end of the booster by 
a thin brass cover (B), which has a flash hole 
to permit) transmission of the fuze action to 
the detonator in the rotor of the booster. The 
flash hole is covered by a thin disk of onion- 
skin paper (C) to prevent foreign matter 
from entering the booster. 

c. Functioning. Upon firing, setback forces 
the centrifugal pin lock pin (P) rearward 
against its spring, freeing the centrifugal pin 
(J). Centrifugal force moves the forward end 
of the lock pin under the shoulder in the lock 
pin cavity. This prevents the lock pin from re- 
turning to its original position. When the 
projectile reaches the required rotational ve- 
locity, the centrifugal pin (J) moves outward 
against its spring. This releases the rotor (F), 
which then rotates to the alined or armed po- 
sition against the stop pin (D). The rotor lock 
pin (G) then moves radially outward under 
centrifugal force from its cavity in the rotor, 
partially, and into the hole in the booster body. 
Creep causes the rotor lock pin lock (H) to 
move axially forward into the space behind 
the rotor lock pin (G), preventing the rotor 
lock pin from returning to its original position. 
Thus, the booster is locked in the armed posi- 
tion throughout the flight of the projectile. 
Action of the booster detonator (E) is initiat- 
ed by the detonating elements, or magazine 
charge (in time fuzes), of the fuze. Explosion 

of this detonator is transmitted through the 
booster lead (L) to the booster charge (N). 
The booster charge, in turn, detonates the 
high-explosive charge of the projectile. 

d. Preparation f or Firing. No preparation 
for firing is necessary for booster M21A4. 
Boosters M21A4 (of early manufacture) and 
M21A2 may have safety (cotter) pins if they 
have not been renovated. In  order to prepare 
these boosters for firing, remove the safety 
pin before inserting the fuze and booster into 
the projectile. 

5-87. Booster M22 
Booster M22 is used in conjunction with PD 

fuze M57, some in stock being assembled to 
105-mm howitzer chemical projectiles. In ex- 
ternal contour, this booster is similar to boost- 
er  M21A4, described in paragraph 5-86. Boost- 
er M22 differs from booster M21A4 in that it 
is not bore safe, because of omission of the 
rotor. Booster M22 has a solid body, except 
for a drilled hole through the center. A det- 
onator assembly, containing two pellets (one 
lead azide and the other tetryl), seats in the 
hole in the booster body. The booster charge 
is contained in a booster cup screwed on the 
base end of the booster. 

Note. Fuzes fitted with this booster must be 
modified by having an aluminum safety disk inserted 
at the base of the fuze flash hole, prior to use. Mark- 
ings on all rounds will include the word MODIFIED. 

Caution: Any ammunition in the field assem- 
bled with PD fuze M57 (w/booster M22) which 
does not include MODIFIED in the markings 
will not be used. 

5-88 Booster M24 or M24B1 
a. General. Booster M24 (fig. 5-82) is an 

alternate for all modifications of booster M21. 
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Note. The key letters shown below refer to figure 

b. Description. Booster M24 consists of a 
brass body (A) threaded internally to receive 
fuzes having 1.7-inch diameter 14 TP1 exter- 
nal threads, and externally, to fit in projectiles 
having 2-inch diameter 12 TP1 nose threads. 
The flash hole (B) opens into the rotor cham- 
ber. The rotor (C) contains detonator M30 
(D) and holds it out of line until the fuze 
is armed. The rotor is held in the unarmed 
position by the lock (H). The end of the lock 
(H) facing the rotor has two protrusions 
which fit into two corresponding holes in the 
rotor. The other end of the lock (H) contains 
a slot, engaging the fixed body, which per- 

5-82. 

mits the lock to move in a radial direction but 
prevents it from rotating. The lock is held 
against the rotor by helical centrifugal spring 
(G), one end of which is held station- 
ary through the lock cup (M) against 
the fixed body pin (N). The rotor chamber 
is closed by a plate (J). The booster charge 
(L) is a 340-grain tetryl pellet. Booster M24A1 
is similar to booster M24, except for its body 
of drawn brass. 

C. Functioning. On firing the projectile, cen- 
trifugal force causes the lock (H) to move 
outward against the spring. This releases the 
rotor (C), which turns until the detonator (D) 
is alined with the flash hole and the booster 
lead (K). On reaching this position, the rotor 
is locked by the lock pin (E), which partially 
enters the lock pin cavity as far as the clos- 
ing plug (F) 

5-89. Booster M25 
Booster M25 is similar to booster M21A4, 

described in paragraph 5-86. It differs only 
in having three external threads, instead of 
six, which do not receive the fuze. Boosters 
M25 of early manufacture have a safety (cot- 
ter) pin with pull ring which must be removed 
when preparing for firing. This booster is used 
only with concrete-piercing fuze M78A1 (or 
M78). The booster is shipped and packed in the 
same container as the fuze but not assembled 
to the fuze. Booster M25, with fuze M78A1 or 
M78, is used to convert a standard, high-ex- 
plosive artillery projectile into a concrete- 
piercing projectile. 

5-90. Booster M124 
con- 

sists of an externally threaded steel body hous- 
ing the delay arming mechanism, the lead 
charge, and an aluminum alloy cup containing 
the booster charge. The aluminum alloy cup 
with 330-grains tetryl booster charge is 
screwed over one end of the booster body. Un- 
like other boosters, the booster has 1.7-inch 
diameter 14 TP1 external threads and threads 
into the base of fuzes (which have 2-inch diam- 
eter 12 TP1 external threads). The delay am- 
ing mechanism of the booster differs from 
that of booster M21A4 in. using a ball rotor 
to hold the detonator in an out-of-line position. 
The ball-rotor mechanism is held in the bore- 
safe position by setback force. The booster 
arms at  between 1,500 and 4,000 revolutions 
per minute. 

a. General. Booster M124 (fig. 6-83) 
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BOOSTER PELLET ROTOR 
CAP 

L J L J 

Figure 5-83. 

b. Functioning. The four detents, which lock 
the ball rotor, move outward under centrifugal 
force as soon as the projectile begins to ro- 
tate, thereby moving the rotor. The rotor does 
not move immediately, however, since it is 
held against the spherical seat in the booster 
body by its own inertial resistance to the ac- 
celeration of the projectile. When the pro- 
jectile begins to decelerate, the ball rotor be- 
gins to turn toward the in-line, or armed posi- 
tion. As the ball rotor arms, the counterbore 
forward of the detonator cavity drops over the 
annular projection of the flash hole 
entrance of the rotor retainer. The inertial 
weight of the ball rotor brought to bear by 
this deceleration of the projectile serves to lock 
the rotor in this position. The booster is then 

Booster M124. 

armed and will be caused to function by a 
flash from either the superquick detonator or 
the delay element of the fuze. 

5-91. Boosters M125A1 and M125 
a. General. This booster (fig. 6-84) consists 

of a brass body containing the spin-activated 
arming delay mechanism, detonator M17, a 
booster lead charge, and an aluminum alloy 
cup threaded over the body and containing a 
340-grain tetryl charge. The booster is exter- 
nally threaded to fit projectiles 76-mm and 
larger having 2-inch diameter 12 TPI nose 
threads, and internally threaded to receive 
fuzes having 1.7-inch diameter 14 TPI exter- 
nal threads. 
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Figure 5-84. Booster M125A1. 

b. Functioning. Booster M125A1 requires a 
minimum of 200 feet of projectile travel to 
reach the armed position; booster M125, a 
minimum of 150 feet. The arming delay mech- 
anism consists essentially of a rotor that holds 
detonator M17 out of line, and a gear train. 
Centrifugal force on the rotor alines the deto- 
nator to arm the booster, and thereby completes 
arming the fuze. Before firing, the rotor is 
locked out of line by the rotor detents. Cen- 
trifugal force moves the detents outward re- 
leasing the rotor, and turns the rotor against 
the gear train which, with the balance wheel 
and ita pallet, controls the turning speed of 

the rotor. Upon alinement of the detonator 
with the flash holes, the rotor is locked in the 
armed position. Locking is accomplished by a 
pin and ball combination. In this operation, a 
portion of the pin, acting under centrifugal 
force, enters the cavity in the booster body. 
The steel ball then creeps forward and seats 
in the space left by the pin, locking the pin 
and the rotor. 

Note.  Later-production boosters M125A1 contain 
a spring-loaded pin arrangement (instead of the pin 
and ball combination) to lock the rotor in the armed 
position. The spring-loaded pin in the rotor rides 
under the movement plate until the rotor reaches the 
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armed position, at which time the pin engages a hole 
in the movement plate. 

c. Tabulated Data. 
Delay arming distance (ft) (min.) : 

M125A1 200 
M125 150 

Minimum (rpm) 1,000 
Maximum (rpm) 2,000 

Nonarming spin : 
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CHAPTER 6 

DESTRUCTION OF AMMUNITION TO PREVENT ENEMY 
USE 

6-1. General 
a. Ammunition subject to abandonment or 

capture will be destroyed by the user only 
when the unit commander deems such action 
necessary to comply with established policy, or 
on orders of the Army commander. 

Conditions under which destruction will 
be effected are  command decisions and may 
vary with the tactical situation, security clas- 
sification, quantity and location of the ammu- 
nition, facilities for accomplishing destruction, 
and time, which is usually critical. Selection 
of the most effective method of destruction 
requires imagination and resourcefulness in 
adapting available facilities to the immediate 
situation. In  general, destruction of ammu- 

b. 

nition can be accomplished most effectively by 
burning of detonating or a combination of 
both. 

c. If destruction to prevent enemy use is 
necessary, ammunition must be damaged to 
the point that  i t  cannot be repaired in the 
combat zone. It is important that  the same 
essential components of each round be 
destroyed so that the enemy cannot assemble 
a complete round from undamaged compo- 
nents. Destruction should also be designed to 
impede enemy troop movements without creat- 
ing hazards to friendly troops. 

6-2. Methods 
The following methods for destroying am- 

munition to prevent enemy use are included 
for guidance only and may be modified as re- 
quired by the tactical situation. 

Warning : Observance of safety precautions 
is mandatory regardless of the method of de- 
struction or the urgency of the situation. Train- 
ing and careful planning are essential. 

a. Unpacked Ammunition. 
(1) Burning. 

( a )  Stack ammunition in small piles. 
Cover with such flammable mate- 
rials as rags, scrap wood and brush, 
using enough material to assure an  
extremely hot fire. 

( b )  Place most of the available gaso- 
line in cans or drums around the 
ammunition. 

(c) Arrange unpacked propelling 
charges around the base and on top 
of the pile. 

( d )  Pour gasoline over the pile. 
( e )  To ignite gasoline, preferably fire 

an  incendiary hand grenade AN- 
M14, M15(WP), or M34(WP), 
from a safe distance; or use hand 
grenade M26 or Mk2, a combustible 
train at least 25 feet long, so placed 
as to burn in the opposite direction 
of the wind, or other appropriate 
means. 

Warning : Personnel should be 
provided with protection against 
early explosion and should take cov- 
er immediately. Gasoline or its va- 
por is highly flammable; careless 
use may result in painful burns. The 
maximum radius of the  danger 
zone around a pile of burning ammu- 
nition is approximately 500 yards. 

(2) Demolition. High-explosive cartridges 
can be destroyed by sympathetic det- 
onation with demolition charges us- 
ing 1-pound TNT blocks, or the 
equivalent, and detonation cord to 
make up each charge. See FM 5-25 
for complete details on use of dem- 
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olition materials and method of prim- 
ing and detonating charges. 

(a)  Arrange the ammunition in stacks, 
15 cartridges each, about 3 inches 
apart, with the fuzes in each stack 
facing each other. 

(b) Place the charges between the 
stacks, using at least 2 pounds of 
TNT for every 10 rounds of ammu- 
nition. 

(C) Connect all the charges with deto- 
nating cord for simultaneous deto- 
nation. 

(d) Provide for dual priming to mini- 
mize the possibility of a misfire. 

(e) Detonate the charges. 
Warning: The radius of the dan- 

ger area of ammunition being deto- 
nated varies with the quantity of 
explosive in the ammunition. Quan- 
tity-distance data are given in TM 
9-1300-206. If quantity-distance 
data are not available, observe a 
safety margin of approximately 500 
yards. 

b. Packed Ammunition. 
(1) Burning. 

(a )  Arrange packed ammunition in 
small stacks. Cover with such flam- 

mable material as rags, scrap wood, 
brush, and gasoline in drums and 
cans. 

(b)  Place unpacked propelling charges 
around the base and on top of the 
pile. 

(c) Pour gasoline over the pile. 
(d) See paragraph a(1) above for 

methods of igniting, and precau- 
tions to be observed. 

(2) Demolition. 
(a) Destruction of packed ammunition 

by sympathetic detonation with 
TNT demolition charges is not ad- 
vocated for use in forward combat 
zones. Satisfactory destruction in- 
volves placing the TNT demolition 
charges in alternate packs of am- 
munition, which is a time-consum- 
ing job. 

(b)  In rear areas or fixed installations, 
sympathetic detonation may be used 
to destroy large supplies of packed 
ammunition when destruction by 
burning is not feasible. Under such 
circumstances, place TNT charges 
in alternate packs of ammunition 
and proceed with demolition in- 
structions for unpacked ammuni- 
tion, in a(2) above. 
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APPENDIX 

Administrative Publications 
a. Army Regulations. 

Safeguarding Defense Information AR 380-6 
Security, Automatic, Time-phased Downgrading and Declassification System A P  380-6 
Safeguarding Crypto-Information AR 380-40 
Army Safety Program AR 386-10 
Fire Report AR 386-12 
Coordination with Armed Services Explosive Safety Board AR 386-60 
Regulations for Firing Ammunition for Training, Target Practice, and Combat AR' 386-63 
Identification of Inert Ammunition and Ammunition Components AR 386-66 
Type Classification and Reclassification of Materiel AR 700-20 
Malfunctions Involving Ammunition and Explosives AR 700-1300-8 
Operation of Material under Extreme Conditions of Environment AR 706-16 
Army Supply Status Reporting System Unit Organization, or Activity Equipment 

Status Reporting (Materiel Readiness) AR 711-6 
b. Special Regulations. 

C. DA Pqmphlets. 
Disposal of Supplies and Equipment: Ammunition SR 766-140-1 

Index of Army Films, Transparencies, GTA Charts, and Recordings DA Pam 108-1 
Index of Administrative Publications DA Pam 310-1 
Index of Blank Forms DA Pam 310-2 
Index of Doctrinal, Training, and Organizational Publications DA Pam 310-3 
Index of Technical Manuals, Technical Bulletins, Supply Manuals (types 7, 8, 

and 9) Supply Bulletins, and Lubrication Orders DA Pam 310-4 
Index of Supply Catalogs and Supply Manuals DA Pam 310-6 

2. Blank Forms 
Fire Report (RCS ENG-7 (R3)) DA Form 5-2 
Accident Report DA Form286 
Record of Injury DA Form 1051 
Ammunition Condition Report DA Form 2415 
Report of Damaged or Improper Shipment DD Form 6 

3. Doctrinal, Training and Organizational Publications 
Explosives and Demolitions FM 5-25 

4. Equipmenb Manuals 

C 
i 

C Data Sheets for Ordnance Type Materiel TM 9-500 
Care, Handling, Preservation and Destruction of Ammunition TM 9-1300-206 
Grenades, Hand and Rifle TM 9-1330-200 
Ammunition, General TM 9-1900 
Military Explosives TM 9-1300-214 
Mortar, 4.2-Inch (Cannon M30 on Mount M24 or M24A1) and Mortar, Subcaliber, 

Mortar, 4.2-Inch (Cannon M30 on Mount M24 and Cannon M30 on Mount M24A1), 
60-MM: M31, Operator and Organizational Maintenance Manual TM 9-1016-216-12 

Field and Depot Maintenance Manual, Changes 1 and 2 TM 9-2009 
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Operation and Organizational Maintenance Manual 57-mm Rifles M18, M18A1, 
and T15E16; Tripod Mount M1917A2; and Weapon Tripod Mount M74 TM 9-3062 

Direct Support and General Support Maintenance Manual : Rifle, Recoilless : 
57-mm, M18 and M18A1 and Subcaliber Device TM 9-3062-34 

Operator and Organizational Maintenance Including Repair Parts and Special 
Tool Lists: Mortar, 81-mm (Cannon M29E1 on Mount M23A3) and Mortar, 
81-mm (Cannon M29 or M29E1 on Mount M23A1) TM 9-3064 

Operation and Organizational Maintenance Manual : 75-mm Rifles M20 and 
T21E12, Tripod Mount M1917A2 and Weapon Tripod Mount M74 TM 9-3140 

Army Equipment Record Procedures TM 38-750 
Storage and Materials Handling TM 743-200-1 

Munition : Restricted or Suspended T B  9-1300-385 
Ammunition : Federal Stock Numbers and Department of Defense Ammunition Codes T B  A-AMM5 

C. Supply Bulletins. 
Preservation, Packaging, and Packing Materials, Supplies, and Equipment Used 

by the Army T B  38-100 
Adopted Items of Materiel and Army Reportable Items T B  700-20 
Federal Supply Classification : P a r t  1, Groups and Classes (Cataloging Handbook 

Department of Defense Ammunition Code (Cataloging Handbook H3) 

b. Technical Bulletins. 

H2-1) T B  708-21 
T B  708-30 

5. Supply Catalogs 
Ammunition and Explosives : Classes 1305 thru 1330 1305/30-IL 
Ammunition and Explosives : Classes 1340 thru 1398 1340/98-IL 

6. Other Publications 
Safety AMCR 385-224 
Cartridge, Training, Subcaliber, M34 ORD 8 S N L  C-33, 

Section 18 
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INDEX 

Paragraph Page Paragraph Page 

Accidents, report 1-2b 
Adapters 2-2c(5) 
Additive jacket (M1) 2-118b(7) 

Ammunition : 
37-mm automatic gun M1A2 2-4b 

Cartridges : 
APC-T M59 2-8 
APC-T M59A1 2-7 
Dummy M21 2-10 
HE-T, SD M54 2-6 
HE-T,SD M54A1 2-5 
TP-T M55A1 2-9 

40-mm gun cannons M1, M1A1, 
M2, M2A1, Mk 1 (Navy) 2-13b 

Cartridges : 
AP-T M81 2-19 
AP-T M81A1 2-18 
Dummy M17 or 

2-21 
Dummy M25 2-22 

Mk 2 2-17 
HEI-T, SD Mk 11, 

HE-T, SD M3, Mk 2 
HE-T, SD M3A1, 

HE-T, SD Mk 11, 

TP-T M91 2-20 

2-15 

Mk 2 2-16 

Mk 2 2-14 

57-mm recoilless rifles M18, 
M18A1, T15E16 3-4b 

Cartridges : 
Canister, T25E5 3-5 
HE M306 3-7 
HE M306A1 3-6 
HEAT M307 3-9 
HEAT M307A1 3-8 
Smoke, WP, M308 3-11 
Smoke, WP, M308A1 3-10 

1-1 
2-4 

2-96 

2-7 

2-11 
2-9 

2-13 
2-9 
2-7 

2-11 

2-16 

2-23 
2-21 

2-24 
2-24 

2-19 
2-19 

2-19 

2-16 
2-23 

3-3 

3-4 
3-6 
3-5 
3-8 
3-6 
3-9 
3-8 

Ammunition-Continued 
Illuminating M83A3 4-9 
Smoke, MP, M302 4-7 
Smoke, WP, 

M302E1 4-8 
TP, M50A2E1 4-11.1 
Training M69 4-12 

75-mm gun cannon M3 2-23b 
Cartridges : 

APC-T M61 2-28 
APC-T M61A1 2-27 
AP-T M338 2-29 

Blank, double pellet 
charge 2-33 

Blank, single pellet 
charge 2-32 

Blank, M337A1, 
M337 2-35 

Blank M337A2 2-34 
Dummy M7 2-36 
Dummy M16 2-37 
HE M48, normal 

charge 2-24 
HE M48, reduced 

charge 2-25 
HE M48, super 

charge 2-26 

AP-T M338A1 2-30 

Smoke, WP, M64 2-31 

75-mm gun cannon M35 2-38b 
Cartridges : 

Dummy T146B1 2-41 
Empty M334 

(T50E2) 2-42 
HE; Comp B, M334 

HE; TNT, M334 
(T50E2) 2-40 

(T50E2) 2-39 

Target practice 

Target practice Cartridges : 

75-mm pack howitzer cannon 
M1A1 2-126b M306 3-13 3-9 

M306A1 3-12 3-9 Blank M337 2-132 

60-mm mortars M2 and M19 4-3b 
Cartridges : 

HE M49A2 4-6 
HE M49A2E1 4-5 
HE M49A2E2 4-4 
Illuminating M83A1 4-11 
Illuminating M83A2 4-10 

4-3 

4-8 
4-6 
4-4 

4-14 
4-14 

Blank M337A1 2-133 
Blank, double pellet 

charge 2-131 
Blank, single pellet 

charge 2-130 
Dummy M2A2 2-135 
Dummy M19 or 2-136 M19B1 
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4-12 
4-8 

4-10 

4-14 
4-14 

2-25 

2-30 
2-28 
2-30 
2-32 

2-34 

2-32 

2-34 
2-34 
2-34 
2-35 

2-25 

2-28 

2-28 
2-32 

2-35 

2-37 

2-37 

2-37 

2-36 

2-104 

2-108 
2-108 

2-108 

2-107 
2-109 
2-109 

1-1 
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Paragraph 

Ammunition-Continued 
HE M48 2-127 

Smoke, WP, M64 2-129 
Training M28 2-134 

T21E12 3-15b 

HEAT-T M66 2-128 

76-mm recoilless rifles M20, 

Cartridges : 
HE M309 3-17 
H E  M309A1 3-16 
HEAT-T M310 3-19 
HEAT-T M310A1 3-18 
HEP-T M349 3-20 
Smoke, WP, M311 3-22 
Smoke, WP, M311A1 3-21 
Target practice 

M309 3-24 
Target practice 

M309A1 3-23 

76-mm gun cannons M32, M48 2-43b 
Cartridges : 

AP-T M339 2-47 
Blank M366 2-64 
Canister M363 2-44 
HE, Comp B, M362 2-45 
HEAT-T, Comp B, 

M496 2-46 

M331A1 2-49 
HVAP-DS-T 

HVAP-T M319 
HVTP-T M320 

2-48 
2-60 

Smoke, WP, M361 2-62 
Smoke, WP, M361A1 2-51 

81-mm mortars M1, M29 4-13b 
Cartridges : 

H E  M43A1 4-14 
HE M43AlB1 4-15 
HE M66 4-17 
H E  M66A1 4-16 
H E  M362 4-19 
HE M362A1 4-18 
HE M374 4-20 
Illuminating 

M301A1 4-26 
Illuminating M301A2 4-26 
Smoke, WP, M67 4-22 
Smoke, WP, M67A1 4-21 
Smoke, WP, M370 

(T30E9) 4-23 
Smoke, WP, M376 4-24 
T P  M43A1 4-27, 

4-28 
Training M68 4-29 

90-mm gun cannons M 1  Series 
and M2 Series 2-55b 

Cartridges : 
APC-T M82 2-66 
AP-T M318 (MV2, 

800) 2-69 

Page 

2-104 
2-106 
2-106 
2-108 

3-12 

3-13 

3-14 
3-13 
3-14 
3-15 
3-14 

3-16 

3-16 

2-37 

2-41 
2-46 
2-38 

3-12 

2-39 

2-40 

2-42 
2-42 
2-43 
2-44 
2-44 

4-16 

4-18 
4-22 
4-24 
4-22 
4-27 
4-24 
4-27 

4-36 
4-34 
4-31 
4-29 

4-31 
4-32 
4-36, 
4-38 
4-38 

2-48 

2-61 

2-62 

Paragraph 

Ammunition-Continued 
AP-T M318AlC 

(T33E7) 2-70 
AP-T M77 2-67 
Blank M394 2-80 
Canister M336 2-57 
Dummy M12 series 2-81 
HE M71 2-59 
HEAT M348 2-63 
HEAT M348A1 2-62 
HEP-T T142, 

T142E3 (c/c M19) 2-66 
2-71 HVAP-T M304 

HVAP-T M332 or  
M332B1 2-73 

HVAP-T M332A1 2-72 
HVTP-T M333A1 2-74 
HVTP-T M317A1 

or M317A2 2-75 
Smoke, WP, M313 2-76 

90-mm gun cannons M36, M41, 
M64 (T126) 2-55b 

Antipersonnel, tracer, 

APC-T M82 2-66 

Cartridges : 

XM680E1 2-56 

AP-T M77 2-67 
AP-T M318 2-68, 2-69 
AP-T M318AlC 2-70 
Blank M394 2-80 
Canister M336 2-57 
Canister M377 2-58 
Dummy M12 series 2-81 
HE M71 2-59 
HEAT M348 2-63 
HEAT M348A1 2-62 
HEAT-T M431 2-64 

T142 2-65 
HEP-T, T142E3, 

HE-T M71A1 2-60 
HE-T T91 2-61 
HVAP-T M304 2-71 
HVAP-T M332, 

HVAP-T M332A1 2-72 
HVTP-T M333A1 2-74 
HVTP-T M317A1, 

M332B1 2-73 

M317A2 2-75 
Smoke, WP, M313 2-76 
Smoke, WP, M313C 2-77 
T P  M71 2-79 

M363A1 2-78 
TP-T M363, 

30-mm recoilless rifle M67 3-26b 
Cartridges : 

Canister, anitper- 

Canister, antiper- 
sonnel XM590 3-28 

sonnel, XM590E1 3-27 

Page 

2-63 2-62 

2-67 
2-64 
2-68 
2-57 
2-60 
2-59 

2-61 
2-64 

2-65 
2-64 
2-65 

2-65 
2-66 

2-48 

2-49 
2-61 
2-62 
2-62 
2-63 
2-67 

2-68 
2-57 
2-60 
2-59 
2-61 

2-61 
2-57 
2-58 
2-64 

2-65 
2-64 
2-65 

2-65 

2-67 
2-67 

2-66 

2-67 

3-16 

3-18 

3-17 
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3-20 106-mm recoilless rifles M40A1, 
Ammunition-Continued 

3-23 M40AlC 3-39b 3-27 
Cartridges : 

3-21 Antipersonnel- 
3-23 tracer XM581 3-40 3-28 

Dummy M368 3-44 3-33 
2-69 HEAT M344 3-42 3-33 

HEAT M344A1 3-41 3-31 
HEP-T M346A1 - 3-43 3-33 

Paragraph 
Ammunition-Continued 

H E  XM591 3-29 
HEAT M371 3-31 
HEAT M371A1 

(M371E1) -. 3-30 
Practice M371 3-32 

105-mm gun cannon M68 2-82b 
Cartridges : 

APDS-T M392, 
M392A1 
(M392E1) 2-84 

APDS-T M392A2 2-83 
HEAT-T M456, 

M456A1 2-85 
HEP-T M393, 

M393A1, M393A2 2-86 
Smoke, WP-T, M416 2-87 
TP-T M393A1 ( E l )  2-97 
TP-T M456E1 2-89 
TP-T M467 - 2-90 
TP-T M490 

105-mm howitzer cannons M2, 
M2A2, M4, M4A1, M49, 
M103, M137 2-140b 

Cartridges : 
Antipersonnel- 

tracer XM546 2-141 
Blank M395 2-155 
Dummy M14 2-156 
Gas, GB, non-per- 

sistent M360 2-149 
Gas, H and HD, per- 

sistent M60 _.._._. 2-148 
H E  M1 2-142 

M67 2-144 

HE, RA XM548 2-143 
Illuminating M314, 

M314A1, M314A2 
and M314A2B1 2-154 

Illuminating 
M314A2E1 2-153 

Leaflet M84 2-152 
Smoke, HC & 

Colored, BE M84 2-151 
Smoke, WP, M60 - 2-147 
Tactical-C S 

XM629 2-150 

HEAT, HEAT-T 

HEP, HEP-T M327 2-146 

TP, TP-T M67 2-145 

105-mm recoilless rifles M27, 
M27A1 3-33b 

Cartridges : 
H E  M323 (T42) 3-34 
HEAT M341 3-36 
HEAT-T M324 - 3-35 
HEP-T M326 3-37 
Smoke, WP, M325 - 3-38 

2-70 
2-69 

2-70 

2-71 
2-71 
2-76 
2-72 
2-72 
2-72 

2-111 

2-112 
2-124 
2-125 

2-120 

2-120 
2-115 

2-117 
2-118 
2-116 

2-124 

2-123 
2-122 

2-121 
2-119 

2-120 
2-118 

3-23 

3-24 
3-25 
3-25 
3-26 
3-26 

4.2-inch mortar M30 4-30b 

Gas, non-persistent 
(CNB, CNS, CK 
or CG) M2 4-40 

Gas, non-persistent 
(CNB, CNS, CK, 
CG) M2A1 4-39 

Gas, persistent (H,  
HD or HT) M2 - - 4-40 

Gas, persistent (H, 
HD or HT)  M2A1 4-39 

H E  M3A1 - 4-32 
H E  M3A1, M3A1 alt 4-31 
H E  M329A1, 

H E  M329 4-33 
IlluminatingM335 4-44 
Illuminating M335A1 4-43 
Illuminating M335A2 4-42 
Smoke, PWP or WP, 

Smoke, PWP or WP, 

Smoke, PWP, M328 4-38 
Smoke, WP, M328A1 4-37 
Tactical-CS XM630 4-41 

Cartridges : 

M329B1 4-34 

M2 4-36 

M2A1 4-35 

120-mm gun cannons MlA1, 
MlA2, M1A3 2-92b 

Projectiles : 
Dummy M15 2-95 
H E  M73 2-93 
H E  M73 w/suppl 

chg 2-94 

120-mm gun cannon M58 - 2-96b 
Projectiles : 

AP-T M358 2-100 
HE, Comp B, T15E1 2-98 

(T153E15) - - 2-99 
HE-T, Comp B, M366 

(T15E3) 2-97 
Smoke, W P  T 1 6 E 1  2-103 
Smoke, WP-T M357 

Smoke, WP-T, 

HEAT-T M469 

(T16E4) - - - - - - - 2-101 

T16E3 2-102 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
TP-T M369E2 

(T147E7) - - - 2-104 

4-40 

4-52 

4-51 

4-52 

4-51 
4-44 
4-43 

4-45 
4-44 
4-56 
4-54 
4-53 

4-47 

4-46 
4-49 
4-47 
4-52 

2-73 

2-75 
2-74 

2-75 

2-75 

2-79 
2-77 

2-78 

2-76 
2-83 

2-81 

2-82 

2-83 
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Ammunition-Continued 
Paragraph 

152-mm gun cannon M81 2-105b 

Canister XM625 2-105.1 
Cartridges : 

HEAT-T-MP 

TP-T M411E3 2-107 
XM409E4 2-106 

165-mm gun cannons M2 M46 2-108b 
Projectiles : 

Dummy M7 2-114 
Dummy M7B1 2-116 
Gas, GB, M122 2-112 
Gas, HD, M104 2-111 
H E  M101 2-107, 

2-108 

166-mm howitzer cannons M 1  
MlA1, M45, M126 -2-157b 

Projectiles : 
Dummy M7 2-172 
Dummy Mk 1 2-171 
Gas, non-persistent, 

GB, M121 2-164 
Gas, non-persistent, 

GB, M121A1 2-163 
Gas, persistent, H or 

HD, M110 2-161 
Gas, persistent, VX, 

M121A1 2-162 
HE M107 (Comp B) 2-159 
HE M107 (TNT) 

w/suppI charge' 2-158 
HE M107 (TNT) 

w/o suppl charge 2-160 
Illuminating, M118A2, 

M118A2B1 2-169 
Illuminating M485 2-170 
Illuminating M485E1 

and M485E2 2-170.1 
Smoke, BE, M116 2-168 
Smoke, BE, M116B1 2-168.1 
Smoke, WP, M106 2-166 
Smoke, WP, M110 2-165 
Tactical-CS XM631 2-167 

e 

165-mm gun cannon XM135 2-117b 

HEP M123E1 2-117b 
175-mm gun cannon M113 2-118b 

Cartridge : 

Projectiles : 
Dummy M458 2-121 
HE M437A2 2-119 

8-inch howitzers M2, M2A1, 
M2A1E1, M47 2-173b 

Projectiles : 
Dummy M14 
Gas, non-persistent, 

Gas, persistent, 
GB, M426 2-175 

VX, M426 2-175 
HE M106 2-174 

Page 

2-84 

2-86 

2-86 
2-86 

2-87 

2-94 
2-94 
2-93 
2-92 
2-86, 
2-87 

2-125 

2-141 
2-141 

2-133 

2-133 

2-131 

2-132 
2-131 

2-130 

2-131 

2-137 
2-138 

2-141 
2-135 
2-135 
2-134 
2-135 
2-134 

2-95 

2-95 
2-95 

2-101 
2-100 

2-141 

2-146 

2-146 
2-144 

Paragraph Page 

2-101 

Dummy T299E2 2-125 2-103 
2-102 HE M124 2-123 

HE M124A1 2-124 2-103 

Ammuni tion-Continued 
280-mm gun cannon M66 2-122b 

Projectiles : 

Ammunition, subcaliber. (See, 
Subcaliber ammunition.) 

Ballistics. (See specific item.) 

Boosters : 
Band, rotating 1-10b(6) 1-31 

5-131 General 5-85 
M21A2 series 6-86 5-131 

5-133 M22 - -  5-87 
M24 series 5-88 5-133 
M25 5-89 

5-135 M124 6-90 
5-136 M125 5-91 

5-1 
Bourrelet 1-10b(4) 1-31 

5-136 

Boresafety 5-4 

Bursters : 
1-10b(9) 1-31 General 

M1 4-21b, d 4-29,4-30 
M5 2-147b,d 2-118, 

2-119 
M6 2-93 
M8 2-129b,d 2-106, 

2-107 
M14 4-376, d 4-47,4-49 
M19 4-7b,d 4-8,4-10 

3-8,3-9 
2-66 M24 2-76b,d 
2 4 4  M28 2-51b,d 

M35 4-37b,d 4-47,4-49 
2-93 M37 2-112 

M40, M40A1 2-149b, d. 2-120 
M41 (T18) 2-101b,d 2-81, 

M47 4-23b,d 4-31,4-32 

M71 2-162b,d 2-132, 
2-133 

M21 3-10b, d 

2-82 

M47 2-87b, d 2-71,2-72 

Cannons. (See Weapons.) 

Care, handling, preservation 

Cartridge. (See Ammunition for.) 
Cartridge-fuze combinations 5-7 6-5 

1-34 Case, cartridge 1-11 
Cartridge, ignition. (See Ignition 

Charge, propelling : 

Cap, igniter-protector 1-12d 1-39 

1-25 and storage 1-9 

cartridges. ) 

1-35 

4-3 
4-3 
4-4 

General 1-12 
60-mm mortars : 

M3A1 43b(3 )  
XM181 
Training 4-3b (3) (b )  

76-mm pack howitzers : 
M1 2-126b(3) 2-104 
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Charge, propelling-Continued 

81-mm mortars : 
M1A1 4-14b 

M5 4-18b 

Training 4-29b 
105-mm howitzers : 

M2A1 4-16b 

M90 4-20b 

M67 2-140b(4) 
XM84 2-143d 
XM121 2-141b 
XM176 2-143d 

4.2-inch mortars : 
M6 4-30b(4) 

M36 4-30b(4) 
(a) 

( b )  

(c) 
M36A1 4-30b (4) 

120-mm gun cannons : 
T21 2-98 

M46 (T38E2) 2-101b 
M45 (T21E1) 2-101b 

M99 (T42E1) 2-99b 
155-gun cannons : 

M19 2-108b(3) 

M100 2-108b(3) 
(a) 

( b )  

155-mm howitzers : 
M3 2-157b(3) 

(a) 
2-157b(3) 
(a) 

M4 2-157b(3) 
(a) 

M4A1 2-157b (3) 
(d 

M4A2 2-157b(3) 
(c) 

M2 (dummy) 2-157b (3) 
(f) 

175-mm gun cannons: 
M86-series 2-118b(3) 

(a) 
M98 (drill) 2-118b(3) 

( b )  

(a) 

( b )  

(c) 

8-inch howitzer cannons : 
M1 2-173b(3) 

M2 2-173b(3) 

M4 (dummy) 2-173b (3)  

280-mm gun cannons 
M43 2-122b(3) 

Chemical agents 1-6 
Classification : 

Ammunition 1-4 
Fuzes 5-2 

Page 

4-18 
4-22 
4-24 
4-27 
4-38 

2-111 
2-117. 
2-112 
2-117 

4-42 

4-42 

4-42 

2-77 
2-81 
2-81 
2-78 

2-87 

2-88 

2-127 

2-127 

2-127 

2-127 

2-127 

2-127 

2-95 

2-96 

2-141 

2-142 

2-142 

2-101 

1-7 
5-1 
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Cover, base 

Definitions 1-3 
Dept of Defense ammunition code 

(DODAC) 1-7b (3) 
Destruction of ammunition to 

prevent enemy use : 
General 6-1 
Methods 6-2 

Detonators 5-6 
Desensitizing fuze cap. 5-75d(2) 

Explosives 1-5 

Federal stock number 1-7b(4) 
Fin assemblies, mortar: 

M2 4-4b 
M3 4-13b(6) 

M5 4-12b 
M6 4-13b(6) 
M141 4-18b 

M4, M4A1 4-17 

Flash reducers. (See Reducers, 

Forms 1-2 
Functioning. (See specific item.) 
Fuze cap, desensitizing 5-75d(2) 
Fuzes : 

flash.) 

Base detonating: 
M58 (practice) 5-64 
M62-series 5-65 
M66-series 5-66 
M68-series 5-67 
M91-series 5-68 
M534A1 5-69 
M578 5-70 

Cartridge-fuze combinations 5-7 
Dummy 5-83 
General : 

Classification 5-2 
Definition 5-1 
Description 5-3 
Method of arming 5-5 
Safety features (See 

specific item.) 
Iner t  5-84 
Mechanical time : 

M43-series 5-42 
M61A2 5-43 
M61A1, M61 5-44 
M67A3 5-46 
M562 5-46 
M565 5-48 
XM563-series 5-47 
XM592-series 5-49 
XM711 5-50 

Mechanical time and 

M500-series 5-51 
M501-series 5-52 
M502-series 5-53 

superquick : 

1-31 

1-2 

1-12 

6-1 
6-1 

5-119 
5-2 

1-7 

1-13 

4-4 
4-17 
4-24 
4-14 
4-17 
4-24 

5-119 

5-102 
5-108 
5-103 
5-104 
5-105 
5-107 
5-107 

5-5 
5-126 

5-1 
5-1 
5-1 
5-2 

5-130 

5-57 
5-60 
5-60 
5-62 
5-62 
5-67 

5-68 
5-69 

5-71 
5-74 
5-75 
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Fuzes-Continued 
Paragraph 

M506 5-54 
M518-series 5-55 
M520-series 5-56 

M564 5-58 
M548 5-57 

Point detonating : 
M8 5-10 
M9 5-11 
M48-series 5-12 
M51-series 5-13 
M52-series 5-14 

M56 5-16 
M57, modified 5-17 
M74 5-18 
M82-series 5-20 
M89 5-21 
M503-series 5-22 
M507 5-23 
M508-series 5-24 
M519 (T319) 5-25 

M524-series 5-27 
M525-series 5-28 
M526-series 5-29 
M527-series 5-30 
M535 (T177E3) 5-31 
M557 5-32 
M572 5-33 
Mk27 5-36 
XM 593 5-34 
XM593E1 5-35 
XM716 5-37.2 
XM717 5-37.1 
XM719 5-37.3 

M53A1 5-15 

M521 (T247) 5-26 

Point detonating, concrete 
piercing : 

I 
M78-series 5-19 

Point detonating, self- 
destroying : 

Point initiating: 

Point, initiating, base 

T234E2 5-37 

M90-series 5-38 

detonating: 
M509-series 5-39 
M530-series 5-40 
XM539E4 5-41 

Proximity (VT): 
General 5-71 
M504-series 5-73 
M513 (T226), 

M513B1 (T226B1) 5-74 
M513A1 (T226E2), 

M513A2 (T226E3) 5-75 
M514 (T227), 

M514B1 (T227B1) 5-76 
M514A1 (T227E2) 5-77 

Page 

5-76 
5-80 
5-81 
5-83 
5-89 

5-12 
5-15 
5-15 
5-16 
5-19 
5-20 
5-22 
5-24 

5-27 
5-25 

5-28 
5-28 
5-30 

5-31 
5-32 
5-33 
5-37 
5-42 
5-43 
5-44 
5-45 
5-47 
5-51 
5-47 
5-51 

5-54.2 
5-53 

5-54.2 

5-30 

5-26 

5-53 

5-54 

5-54 
5-55 
5-57 

5-108 
5-116 

5-117 

5-118 

5-119 
5-120 

Paragraph 

Proximity (VT) -Continued 
M515 (T225) 5-78 
M516-series 5-79 

M517 (T178E3), practice 5-81 
M532 5-82 
Preparation of proximity 

fuzes for use 5-72 

M517 (T178E3) 5-80 

Time : 
M65A1 5-59 
M84 5-60 

Time and superquick: 
M54 5-61 
M55-series 5-62 
M77 5-63 

Fuze setters 5-8 
Fuze wrenches 5-8 

Guns. (See Weapons.) 

Howitzers. (See Weapons.) 

Identification of ammunition : 
General 1-7 
Lot number 1-7d 
Painting and marking 1-7e 

M2, M2A1 4-30b(5) 
M3 4-13b(4) 

M4 4-3b(3) 

M5A1 4-3b(3) 

M6 4-13b(4) 

M8 4-13b(4) 

M66 4-18b 

Ignition cartridges, mortar : 

(a )  1 

( b )  

(a )  1 

( a )  1 

( a )  1 

Lot number 1-7d 

Malfunctions 1-2d 
Marking : 

Identification 1-7e 
Shipment 1-8 

Misfires, hangfires, cookoffs 1-9b(6) 
Model 1-7c 
Mortars. (See Weapons.) 

Nomenclature, standard 1-7b(1) 
Ogive 1-10b(3) 

Packing and marking 1-8 

Painting and marking 1-7s 

Plug, closing 
Precautions, general 1-9b 

Preservation 1-9c 
Primers 1-13 

(See also specification.) 

(See also Tables.) 
1-10b(7) 

(See also specific item.) 

Page 

5-121 
5-122 
5-123 
5-125 
5-125 

5-113 

5-93 
5-94 

5-96 
5-99 

5-100 
5-10 
5-10 

1-12 
1-13 
1-13 

4-42 
4-17 

4-4 

4-17 

4-17 

4-24 
1-13 

1-1 

1-13 
1-21 
1-26 
1-13 

1-12 

1-30 
1-21 

1-13 

1-31 
1-26 

1-30 
1-39 

r 
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Primers-Continued 
Electric : 

L4A1 2-82b(5) 
M80 2-82b(5) 
M83 2-82b(5) 
M86 2-82b(5) 
Mk 34 Mod O 2-108b(5) 

XM91E1 2-105b (5) 

M75 (T106E1) 5-157b (6) 
Electric and percussion : 

Mk 15, Mods 1 2 2-122b(4) 
Mk 15, Mods 2 3 2-108b (5) 

(a) 
Percussion : 

MI-series 2-23b ( 5 )  

M23A1 2-4b(5) 
M23A2 2-4b(5) 

M22A3 2-23b(5) 

M28A2 2-55b (6) 
M28B2 2-55b (6) 
M31A2 2-23b (5) 
M31B2 2-23b (5) 
M32 4-3b(4) 
M34 4-13b(5) 
M38A1 2-4b(5) 

M40A1 2-55b (6) 
M38B2 2-4b (5) 

M46 3-4b(6) 
M47 3-151(5) 
M47B2 3-15b (5) 
M49 (T33) 2-55b(6) 
M57 (T36E6) 3-39b (5) 

M60 3-4b(5) 
M58 2-43b(5) 

M62 2-43b(5) 
M63 3-33b(5) 
M64 2-126b(4) 
M64B1 

M70 2-43b(5) 
M I 1  4-13b(5) 
M71A1 4-13b (5) 
M79 2-55b(6) 
M81 2-43b(5) 
M82 2-108b (5) 

M90 2-140b(5) 

2-126b(4) 
M68 2-43b(5) 

(a) 

(a )  
Mk 2A4 2-108b(5) 

Mk 22 2-14d 
T69 2-55b(6) 

XM108 2-140b(5) 

M67 (T85E3) 2-96b(3) 

XM92E1 3-26b (5) 

Percussion-electric : 

Projectiles 1-10 

Propellant : 
(See also Ammunition.) 

37-mm cartridges 2-4b (4) 

Page 

2-69 
2-69 
2-69 
2-69 
2-88 

2-84 

2-127 
2-102 
2-88 

2-25 
2-25 

2-7 
2-7 

2-48 
2-48 
2-25 
2-25 

4-4 
4-17 
2-7 
2-7 

2-48 
3-3 

3-12 
3-12 
2-48 
3-28 
2-38 
3-3 

2-38 
3-24 

2-104 
2-104 
2-38 
2-38 
4-17 
4-17 

2-38 
2-88 

2-48 

2-111 
2-88 

2-19 
2-48 
3-17 

2-111 

2-76 

1-30 
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40-mm cartridges 2-13b (3) 2-16 
3-3 

75-mm cartridges (recoil- 
less rifles) _.......______. 3-15b(4) 3-12 

75-mm cartridges (M3 gun) 2-23b(4) 2-25 
75-mm cartridges (M35 gun) 2-38b (4) 2-35 
76-mm cartridges 2-43b (4) 2-38 
90-mm cartridges (guns) 2-55b (4) 2-48 
90-mm cartridges (recoil- 

105-mm cartridges (recoil- 

106-mm cartridges (recoil- 

Propellant--Continued 

67-mm cartridges 3-4b (4) 

less rifles) 3-26b (4) 3-17 

less rifles) 3-33b(4) 3-24 

less rifles) 3-39b(4) 3-27 

Propelling charges 1-12 1-35 
(See also Charge, propelling.) 

Recoilless rifles. (See Weapons.) 
Reducers, flash : 

M1 2-108b(6) 2-89 
M2 2-157b(4) 2-127 
M3 2-173b(4) 2-142 
XM5 2-118b(6) 2-97 

Reports, general 1-2 1-1 
Accident 1-2b 1-1 
Authorized forms 
Errors or omissions 1-2f 1-2 
Fire 1-2c 1-1 
Malfunction 
Safety 1-2e 1-1 

Shipment, packing and marking: 1-8 1-21 
Storage, general 1-9c 

Subcaliber ammunition : 

1-2a 1-1 

1-2d 1-1 

1-30 
(See also specific item.) 

Guns 2-11b 2-14 
37-mm: TP, M63, Mod 1 2-12 2-14 

2-109 
2-110 

Mortars 4-45b 4-58 
25M: M379 4-45b(1) 4-58 
60-mm: Training, M69 4-12 4-14 

Howitzers 2-137b 
75-mm: HE, M48 2-138 
75-mm: Smoke, WP, M64 2-139 2-110 

(See also Ammunition 
for 60-mm mortar can- 
nons.) 

Recoilless rifles 3-14 3-9 
57-mm ammunition 3-14 3-9 
75-mm ammunition 3-25 3-16 
106-mm ammunition 3-45 3-33 

General 2-1 
Gun cannons: 

Subcaliber equipment: 

37-mm subcaliber guns 
M12, M13, M14, M15, 
M1916 2-11a 2-14 

Howitzer cannons : 
75-mm subcaliber 

howitzer M1A1 2-137a 2-109 
Mortar cannons : 

1-7 
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Subcaliber equipment-Continued 
25-mm mortar 

trainer M32A1 4-45 

mortar M31 4-45 

57-mm subcaliber devices. 3-14 
75-mm subcaliber rifle M7 3-25 

60-mm subcaliber 

Recoilless rifles : 

Tables : 
1-1. Painting and marking 

2-1. Ammunition for 

2-2. 90 millimeter ammunition 

of ammunition 

subcaliber weapons 

interchangeability 
chart 

(muzzle action) for 90 
millimeter cartridge 
XM580E1 

2-4. Dispersion pattern 
(range, 75-meter 
standoff) for 90 
millimeter cartridge 
XM580E1 

2-5. Dispersion pattern 
(range, 100-meter 
standoff) for 90 
millimeter cartridge 
XM580E1 

2-5.1. Dispersion pattern at 

2-3. Dispersion pattern 

various ranges, 
152-mm canister 
cartridge XM625 

2-6. Dispersion pattern for 
90 millimeter canister 
cartridge M377 

(muzzle action) 
for 105 millimeter 
cartridge XM546 

2-44. Dispersion pattern 
(range) for 105 
millimeter cartridge 
XM546 

pattern for 90-mm 
cartridge XM590 

pattern for 106-mm 
recoilless rifle 
cartridge XM581 with 
fuze set for muzzle 
action 

pattern for 106-mm 

2-7. Dispersion pattern 

3-1. Payload dispersion 

3-2. Payload dispersion 

3-3. Payload dispersion 

4-58 

4-58 

3-9 
3-16 

1-14 

2-14 

2-49 

2-51 

2-52 

2-53 

2-86.2 

2-56 

2-113 

2-114 

3-20 

3-29 

Paragraph 
Tables-Continued 

recoilless rifle 
cartridge XM581 with 
fuze set for range 

4-1. Propelling charge data 
5-1. Detonators 

Temperature limits, general 1-9a ( d )  (3) 

Tracers : 
(See also specific item.) 

M5 2-96b(4) 
M7 2-96b(4) 
M12 2-82b(6) 
M13 2-105b(6) 
M67 2-96b(4) 

Weapons : 
,Automatic gun M1A2 2-4 
Gun cannons: 

PO-mm: M1, M1A1, M2, 
M2A1, Mk 1 (Navy) 2-13 

75-mm: M3 2-23 
75-mm: M35 2-38 
76-mm: M32, M48 2-43 
90-mm: M36, M41, M54, 

M1 M2-series 2-55 & 

105-mm: M68 2-82 
120-mm: M1A1, M1A2, 

120-mm: M58 2-96 

155-mm: M2, M46 2-108 
165-mm: XM136 2-117 
175-mm: M113 2-118 
280-mm: M66 2-122 

Howitzer cannons : 
75-mm: M1A1 

105-mm: M2A1, M2A2, 

M1A3 2-92 

152-mm M81 2-105 

(pack howitzer) 

M4, M4A1, M49, M103, 
M137 2-140 

156-mm: M1, M1A1, M45 
and' M126 2-157 

8-inch: M2, M2A1, 
M2A1E1, M47 2-173 

2-126 

Mortar cannons : 
60-mm: M2, M19 4-3 
81-mm: M1, M29 4-13 
4.2-inch: M30 4-30 

57-mm: M18, 

75-mm: M20, T21E12 3-15 
90-mm: M67 3-26 
105-mm: M27, M27A1 3-33 
106-mm: M40A1, M40A1C 3-39 

Recoilless rifles : 

M18A1, T15E16 3-4 

Weight zones 1-7b(6) 

Page 

4-17 
5-4 

1-26 

2-76 
2-76 
2-69 
2-84 
2-76 

2-7 

2-16 
2-25 
2-35 
2-37 

2-48 

2-69 

2-73 
2-75 
2-84 

2-95 
2-101 

2-104 

2-111 

2-125 

2-141 

4-2 
4-16 
4-40 

3-3 
3-12 
3-16 
3-23 
3-27 
1-20 

! 
i 
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By Order of the Secretary of the Army: • 
Official : 

KENNETH G. WICKHAM, 
Major General, United States Army, 
The Adjutant General. 

Distribution : 

Active Army: 

HAROLD K. JOHNSON, 
General, United States Army, 
Chief of Staff. 

USAAMS (10) 
USAARMS (10) 

USASA (2) 
DCSLOG (2) 
CNGB (1) 
CofEngrs (4) POE (2) 
USACDC (2) 
USACDC Agcy (2) 
USAMC (12) 
USAWECOM (2) 
USAMUCOM (10) 
USAMICOM (10) 
USATECOM (2) 
USAAPSA (10) 
USACONARC (3) 
ARADCOM (2) 
ARADCOM Rgn (2) 
USAMB (2)  
OS Maj Comd (2) except 

LOGCOMD (2) 
MDW (1) 
Armies (3) except 

Corps (2) 
USAC (2) 
Div (2) 
Instl (2) 
A Dep (2)  except 

PMS Sr Div Units, ORD (1) 

Mil Msn (2) 
MAAG (2) 
JBUSMC (2) 
JUSMAAG (2) 
Fld Comd, DASA (1) 
Log Con Ofc (2) 
MTMTS (2) 
EAMTMTS (2) 
WAMTMTS (2) 
Units org under fol TOE: 
(2 copies each UNOINDC) 
3-500 (AA-AC)(1) 
5-5 
5-7 
5-15 
5-16 
6-37 

USAREUR (5) 

• 
6-125 
6-127 
6-315 
6-317 
9-7 
9-17 
9-22 

First (6 )  

SVAD (60) 
LEAD (4) 

Gen Dep (2) 
Ord Sec, Gen Dep (5) 
Ord Dep (5) 
Arsenals (4 )  except 

Edgewood (10) 
Picatinny (76) 

Proc Dist (3) 
Svc Colleges (2) 
Br Svc Sch (2) except 

USACMLCS (10) 

9-25 
9-26 
9-27 
9-65 
9-66 
9-67 
9-76 
9-86 
9-367 
9-500 (AA-AC,BB,IA, 

USAOC&S (20) KA-KC) (1) 

NG: State AG (3) ; Units same as  active Army except allowance is one copy. 
USAR: None. 
For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 320-50. 
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